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Introduction
h, no. It's another Macintosh
book.
Yeah, that it is. If you just
picked the book title off the
shelf to skim through it, you
might be wondering what
' - - - - o r -- - ' makes this book special.
Wh y should this be the book you
take home?
The manual you received with your
Macintosh is o nJy sufficient for
getting started. It doesn't tell you
about how your Mac works, what
problems to expect, or what to do
about problems when you encounter them .

A lot of the books on the shelf complement-but rarely go beyond-the
Macintosh manual. They present the same information from a different
perspective. Other books address specific applications and situatio ns,
but you have to magically discover the correct combination of chapters
to solve a Macintosh problem. Still others use a shotgun approach that
involves deluging you with lots of infom1ation about everything
Macintosh without a unifying structure.
One night while shopping, I met a Macintosh owner who had a problem
late one night with his Macintosh: it wouldn't print. He went to his
bookshelf where he had several of the most popular Mac books avai lable, trying to find one that would help him solve his problem. Bur none
of the books addressed the problem. He didn't know what to do after
checking his cables. As a result, he didn't solve his problem that night.
Instead , it took a couple of days and several phone calls before he could
use his computer.
The purpose of this book is to help you get the most from your
Macintosh. In other words, the intent and hope is that this book will give
you the information you need to really understand your Mac, from the
inside out and the outside in. rfyou know wh at is happening inside your
computer, you be able to more easily figure out what it is doing and
why. Even if you don't care about your Mac's insides, this book will serve
as a guide for finding your way through the Macintosh world, concentrating on the hardware and the System.

Who Should Use This Book?
This book is for you if you want to
• Learn more about your Macintosh
• Have a troubleshooting guide
• Optimize and customize your System
• Get more from your Mac
This book is different from other seemingly similar books because it
assumes that you are familiar with the Macintosh. You will not learn
basic Macintosh operations in this book. You should know how to use
your mouse, how to select menu commands, and what the basic
Macintosh terms mean. You need to be familiar with the procedures
found in your Macintosh's refere nce manual before you begin reading
this book.
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However, eve n if you're a beginning Macintosh user, you can be nefit
from this book. Acn1ally, you will probably benefit from this book mo re
than anyone because it contains the information you need to become an
intermediat e or advanced user. Everyone who uses a Mac was a begi nne r
at some time. When you are ready to move beyond the basics, this book
wi ll be a perfect guide.
For the Mac user with experience, you will be able to use this book as a
resource fo r troubleshooting, upgrading, and customizing your System.
It contains detailed informarion about every major component o f your
Macintosh, the System, and System e nhanceme nts. The only areas of
Macintosh usage not covered are applications software such as word
processing, spreadsheets, and databases. However, you will find ti ps for
determining what software and hardware you need, as well as purchasing suggestions.
If you have ever thought you wou ld like ro have a Macintosh consultant
sir beside you and answer questions about the Mac, this book is for you.
In addition, you learn to usc the invaluable utilities include d on disk.
All in all, this book is the perfect all-arou nd package for every Mac use r.

How To Use This Book
You can use Big Mac Secrets in the fo llowing capacities:
• General Macintosh reference
• Troubleshooting gu ide
• Manual for procedures in
Networking
Telecommunicatio ns
System installation
System optimizatio n
Needs de terminatio n
Because the Macintosh is a complex tool with all of its hardware and
software imerconnecred, you will benefit most by read ing or skimming
the book once o r twice. You the n will know where to find the information you want when you need it. Jf you are in trouble and need to solve
an immediate problem, start with the troubleshooting section. After you
have your Mac backed up and running smoothly, you can browse the
book at you r le isure.
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Of course, you can also go straight to the chapters that inte rest you. After
you have satisfied your curiosity, however, look through the od1er
chapters to find additional useful information . You never know when
that tip you just read wil l come in handy.

What This Bonk Contains
This book is divided into four pans. Part I, "Hardware," includes several
chapters o n Macintosh hardware, including the computer, monitors,
printers, and accessories.

•

Chapter 1, ·'Upgrading Your Hardware," explains how your Mac uses
memory, what the different processors a re and how they function, what
the Macintosh's ROMs are, and other technical details related to upgrading your Mac's internal hardware.
Chapte r 2, "Enhancing Your Data Storage Capacities," answers myriad
data storage questions: What is disk storage? How does it work? How can
you get d1e most from your disk drives? The chapter also contains
purchasing suggestions and information regarding the different drive
technologies that are currently available.
Chapter 3, "Getting the Most from Your Monitor," explains how your
monitor works and what you should be concerned with when adding a
new monitor to your syste m.
Chapter 4, "Getting the Most fro m Your Printer,·· looks at the d ifferent
printing technologies available and will provide you with a basic
understanding of how your Mac prints. This chapte r also contains a
section on troubleshooting printing problems.
Chapter 5, "Adding Peripherals and Accessories," explai ns the types of
devices-in additio n to those covered in the first fo ur chapters-you
can purchase and add to d1e Mac. In this chapter, you find a market
survey that covers mouse replaceme nts, keyboards, digitizers, and videorecording options. The chapter also incl udes a detailed, but inexpensive,
procedure for getting an image into your Mac.
Part II , ·'The System,·· deals with d1e Mac's System software, troubleshooting, and System customization.
Chapte r 6, "Buying Hardw;u·e," explains how to make the best decisions
when evaluating and purchasing hardware. The chapter does not include
specific recomme ndations regarding what equipment to buy or where to
buy it. Instead , you learn how to evaluate vendors and equipme nt. r•Ius,
the chapter provides some specific suggestions on \varranties and how
to de termine your needs.
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Chapter 7, ··upgrading Your System ," s teps you through upgrading o r
installing Apple 's System 7 software. Because this process is nor as
s imple as it o nce was, this chapte r is invaluable for all Mac users.
Chapter 8, '"Gerring the Most from Your System," examines all of the
clemencs that come with System 7. lr is o n ly by knowing what is in your
Syste m Fo lder and what ir does that you can best use your System .
Chapter 9, ··custo mizing Your System," answers the questio n : Now that I
have it, what can I do with it? This chapter explains the type of e nhanceme nts you can make to your System. You learn how to change icons,
what System utilities are ava ilable, and what some of the more advanced
capabilities of the Mac are. This chapter looks at Apple Even ts, System
utilities. Res Edit, and programming. All o f this information is intended ro
g ive you total control of your Mac.
Chapter 10, "Keeping Track ofYour Data," teaches you basic data
o rganization techniques. Knowing where your files are hiding, how ro
find them, and what to do with the m afte r they are found can all be
m o re complicated than you might d1ink. In this chapter, you learn some
o f the shortcuts that make this process easier, as well as some advanced
techniques for keeping your d ata unde r cont rol. The chapte r also
includes discussio ns about file mainte nance utilities.
Chapte r 11, ·Tro u bleshooti ng, Part I," begins your lesson o n troubles hooring your computer. Chapter 11 explains the theoretical proble ms
that you can have with the Mac, and provides an overview of the
difficulties you might e ncounte r.
Chapter 12, ·Troubleshooting, Part 11," concludes your troublesh ooting
lesson '.Vith mo re hands-on he lp for solvi ng pro ble ms. This chapte r steps
you through de termining where the problem might be . It also includes
derailed instructio ns for recovering clara fro m crashed disks and d isk
drives. as well as repair suggestions.

Parr III. ·'Communication," focuses o n communicatio ns, including
networking, telecommunications, and connecting your Macin tosh to
ot her computers.
Chapter 13, '· Reach ing the Outside World,'' is a basic communications
primer. The chapter explains m ode ms, Hayes-compatibility, and all the
o the r details you need m know to explo re the world from be hind your
Mac intosh.
Chapter 14, "Networking. " covers many of the various ways you can
connect your Macintosh to other compute rs. This chapter covers bas ic
Macin tosh networking and the diffe rent available options.
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Chapter 15, "Connecting Your Mac to Other Computers," explains how
to connect to o ther computers. The chapter focuses on con necting and
exch anging information between the Mac and MS-DOS worlds.
Part IV, "Software and Shareware," explains both how to evaluate and
purchase software and how to use the shareware packages included wid1
th is book.
Chapte r 16, .. Purchasing Software," answers the main question you will
have abo ut purchasing softwa re: how do I determine what software I
need? The chapter walks you through determini ng your software needs
and how those needs affect your hardware purchases.
Chapter 17, "Understanding Shareware," p rovides a basic overview of
shareware. Th is chapter provides a primer ro get you ready for evaluating and u sing rhc shareware included with the book.
Chapter 18, "Using Maste•:Juggler," explains how to use the
Master] uggler, a s hareware program that enables you to contro l font
madness.
Chapter 19, "Using Masrerjuggler Utilities," explains how to use the
extra utilities that are part of Masterjuggle r. With these utilities, you can
resolve Font 10 conflicts, convert sound resou rces, and install Fkeys and
sounds.
Chapte r 20, "Using DiskFlash ," explains how to use DiskFlash, a simple
shareware program that enables you to see quickly whe n your hard d isk
is be ing accessed.
Chapte r 21, "Using Stuflh Lite," explains how to gain extra space on
your disk d rives by using Stuffit Lite, a popular shareware program that
e nables you ro compress fi les you rarely use. In addition, Sruffit Lite is
also widely used to com press fi les that will be sent via modem. If you
intend to participate in the world of telecommunications, you need th is
utility, and you need to know how to use it.
Chapte r 22, "Using Bat Filer," explains how to use Bat Filer, a program
that e nables you w perfo rm batch processing of your files. Now you can
back up certain files all at once, without backing up your who le hard
drive. You can perfom1 many of the Finder's processes quickly without
performing the process on individual files.
Chapter 23, "Using Address Book," teaches you how to use Address, a
handy utility that helps you keep in touch by letting you have instant
access ro the addresses you keep in your Rolo dex. Now you now longer
have ro flip through cards. just perform a quick find and you have all the
essential informatio n you need.
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Chapter 24, '·Using Remember?," explains ho w to use Remember?, a
package that helps you srore information you mustn 't fo rget. Now you
can set up your schedule and no t wo rry about it. Yo ur Mac will let you
know whe n and where you have to be.
Chapter 25, "Using Lightning Paint," explains how to use this shareware
pai nt program to create fun pictures and dazzling graphics.
Chapter 26, '·Odds a nd Ends,·· teaches you how to use the ex'tra, fun,
some times wacky packages included with the book. You will be s urprised and de lighted by some o f the available s hareware.
The book also contains seve ra l helpful appe nd ixes. Appendix A lists the
Finde r's keyboard shortcuts, as well as a description of the Macincosh
Interface Guidelines. Appe ndix B concains lists o f other refe rence books
and magazines you might want to explo re. Appe ndix C lists all the
Macintosh 's erro r codes and Sad Mac codes, as well as a list of some of
the typ e and creato r codes for different applications. Appendix D covers
the new features of System 7. 1. Appe ndix E lists where to find the
shareware included with this book. Appendix F provides the specificatio ns for the new Mac mo de ls and equipment release d in October 1992.
The book a lso contai ns tips, no tes, cautio ns, and shaded sidebars
thro ughout to he lp you furthe r optimize your Mac usage.

What's Missing
Every chapter in this book could be the subject of a book. As such, Big

Mac Secrets is no t a definitive work. Combine th is fact with the fact that
the computer ind ustry changes almost daily and there are bound to be
o missions. Each of the chapte rs do , however, cover d1e essentials fo r
each of the subjects. And the esse ntials do not change. You can use the
principles and procedures described w ith confidence.
In addition, keep in mind that new hardware and software products are
introduced constantly. Generally, as soon as someone makes a list o f
available products. that list will change. The refo re , d1e rabies and charts
that List products are as up-to-the-minute as possible, altho ugh the
informatio n will change-probably be fo re this book is finishe d being
printed. just re me mbe r that the basic principles for how the Mac works
apply to all Macs-old and new alike.
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Part I
Upgrading Your Hardware
Enhancing Your Data Storage
Cap acities
Getting the Most from Your
Monitor
Getting d1e Most from Your
Printer
Adding Peripherals and
Accessories

Upgrading Your
Hardware
u ppose that you are cooking
a gumbo; until every ingredient is in the pot, the soup
is incomplete. Computerseven Macintoshes-are
similar. Until every item is in
place, the system is incom'----..,.------' plete. In addition, in order
to understand the system, you
must have some knowledge
about each of the separate
items: software, hardware, and
peripherals. This chapter
begins your quest for understanding by introducing you to
an integral part of the system:
the hardware that comprises
the Mac.

Every Macin tosh, whe n purchased, is e nhanceable. You can always add
something to it. And as the technolOJ:,'Y u sed in computers ad vances, you
become the he ir to this increased computing power. All hardware
compo nents are either becoming smaller or f:tster, and mo re often than
not, bo th.
Whether you are using the Mac Plus or have just bought a Quadra 950.
this chapter will show you some o f the ways to upgrade, en hance, o r
improve your hardware.
Have you eve r gone into your local Apple dealer to see what could be
done with your Macintosh, o nly to walk away confused? Do you th ink
the only ava ilable avenu es are adding extra memory, purchasing another
hard drive, or buying a new Macintosh and starting over? Well, be fore
you buy that new faster, bette r, improve d Macintosh, read this section to
see if you can do something with the machine you own. If you don' t ye t
own a Macintosh, this ch apter will prepare you £O shop for one, so that
yo u will have a concise answer when the salespe rso n asks you what kind
of hardware you want.
This chapter cove rs technical aspects of the Macintosh's CPU and
coprocessors, ROMs, and memory. In additio n, you will learn technical
specifics for every Macintosh model. The last part of each sectionexcept the section on CPUs-explains your upgrade options, o rganized
by d1e Macintosh model. The last section of this chapter explains
upgrading your CPU and coprocessors.

Understanding the Guts of the Macintosh
In d1is section you look into the inner workings o f your Macintosh . After
reading this sectio n, you will have some ideas to help enhance your
computer's overall performance, as well as have an increased understanding about how your Mac operates. This informatio n will be usefu l
should you later run into a problem with the hardware.
This section cove rs the technical aspects of the CPU, the coprocessors,
and the inside de tails of your Macintosh so that you have a complete
picture of how your Mac works. This knowledge will prove invaluable
when a slick-ta lking salespe rson tells you that the upgrade you are
conside ring will give your SE the same capability as an SE/30. No t only
will you be able to refute this e rro neous info rmation , but you will know
why the information is false. The same principle applies to any type of
upgrade o r e nhanceme nt that you want to make to your basic CPU.
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Inside the Macintosh
Every Macintosh contains a central processing unit (CPU). The CPU is
essentially the Mac's engine. The term CPU also applies to the entire unit
or the case that contains the major compone nts of the Mac. Inside every
Macintosh case, the least you will fi nd is a logic board or motherboard ,
th e power supply, and the floppy drive(s). Most Macs also contain a hard
drive, a video display board, and an expansion slot or slots. In add ition,
all compact Macintoshes (the Plus, SE, SE/30, a nd both Classics) contain
the mo nitor.
Table 1.1 lists the names of the Macin tOsh mo dels that this book covers
and factory-di rect specifics of those models. This table also contains the
options that were o r are available whe n d1e machine was new. (Models
in italics are no longer in prod uctio n, although you can purchase these
models used .) The fo llowing is a brief explanatio n of each of d1e column
headings in table 1.1:
Model. This column lists the differe nt Macintosh models.
RAM. This column lists the amount of memory that comes with
each Macintosh model as it is shipped from the facrory. RAM is one
of the compone nts you are most likely to upgrade.
Hard Drive. This column lists the size of hard drive that came with
your Macintosh and the size hard drive you can purchase for your
Macintosh.
Display Card. This column Lists whe ther or not a specific
Macintosh model has a b uilt-in display card. (For more informatio n about display cards , refer to Chapter 3.)
Video Display. This colu mn lists whether or not a specific
MacintOsh model has a built-in monitor or whe ther it needs a n
exte rnal monitOr. (Fo r more informatio n about monitors, refe r tO
Chapte r 3.)
Slots . This column lists the d iffe rent types of expansion slots and
how many come with each Macintosh model. (Slots are discussed
later in this chapter.)

Table 1.1
:\1acinrosh CPU
Configurat io ns

R,\M

Hard Drive

Plus

IM

SE

l.\1 or 2M

Model

Display Cart/

Video Display Slots

:'\o ne

tluih in

lluih in

~one

None. 20.\1

lluilr in

Buill in

SE

Compacr

or 40.\1

r~xp ansion

Slor
Classic

IM or 2M

None

lluih in

Uuih In

None

or40M
CIJIIIillllt'S
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Table 1.1

M cxlel

RAM

Nard Drive

Display Card

Video Dispkry Slots

Classic II

2Mor·iM

40M
orS0.\1

Buill in

13uih in

None

SE/30

.IM or ·fM

None, .fOM.
or80M

Buill in

Buill in

030 DircCI

Con!inucd

Enlry Level

LC

2~1

40M

Buill in

Ex1cmal

I 020 Direct

I.CII

4~1

·10,\1
or80M

lluih in

Exlcmal

I LC Slm

II

IM or •IM

None
or 40.\1

Add on

External

6 Nullus

1/x

I MOr ·iM

:-<one, 10M.
SOM, o r 160M

Add on

l~xtcrnal

6 Nul3us

/lex

l.\1 or 4M

:-.'one. 40M.
SOM. or 160)1

Add o n

Ex1ern:tl

3 Nullus

llsi

2)1, 3M,
or 5M

40M or80~1

lluih in

Ex1cmal

1 Nullus or
I 030 D irer~

llci

IM or •i.\1

None. 40.\1,
or80M

lluih in

11<1crn:1l

Cache and
3 :'<ullus

1/fY

·iM

None, 80,\ 1,
or 160M

Add on

Extcrn:tl

6 Xullus and
I 030 Direct

700

·iM

X one. SOM,
or 1 60~1

lluih in

Ex1crnal

2 Nullu;, or
1 Nullus and
I 040 Direcl

900

4)1

None or 160.\ 1

13uih in

ExiCrn:tl

5 NuB'" and
1 0·10 Dircc1

950

•IM

None. Sfl~l .
230M. or ·i00)1

Uuih in

E.<~crnal

5 Nul3us and
I 040 DireCI

l'orlilb/c

IM

None or 40M

Buill in

Ac1ive M:urix
LCD

I l•roccssor
Dircc1

Power8ook

2M or 4M

20M or ·10M

Ouih in

Supcrtwisl
LCD

None

2.\ 1 or .fM

40M

lluil1 in

Supem,·isl
LCD

None

4.\1

40M or 8ml

13uih in

Acli>c Ma1rix

II Family

Quadra

Por1able

J()(}•

Power/JQQk
140
Power nook
170

1

0nc

LCD

• Does IIOIIJave fill illlrmml floppy disk drlr,e.

The components listed can usually be upgraded or are the means by
which your Mac can be enhanced. In addition ro those listed, every Mac
has a Smilll Compurer System Interface or SCSI (pronounced "scuzzy")
port. The SCSI port is an important means of enhancement. It enables
you to attach additional hard drives, scanners, and monitors, as well as
other nifty devices such as a voice-recognition system.
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In addition to the SCSI, every Mac has another way to expand and
connect to the outside world: serial ports and Apple Desktop Bus (ADB)
ports. (The Mac Plus does not have an ADB port.) The ADB port is used
to connect the keyboard and the mouse. With these ports, you can
connect to printers, modems, graphics tables, and so on. In fact, as you
are read ing this te:\'t, someone-somewhere-is devising ano ther device
that can be attached to your computer.

The Processors
Each Macintosh has different capabilities depending o n the type of CPU
and coprocessors that are installed. This chapte r first discusses the
central processor and takes a detailed look at speed, data bus, and
address bus. These CPU attributes are the basis for the overall functionality of your Macintosh.
This section also explains the function o f the coprocessors. This information provides the groundwork necessary for unde rstanding the purpose
and duty of each coprocessor and how an upgrade ·wou ld affect your
system.

Exploring the CPU
The CPU contains the power of your Macintosh. The CPU is a small chip
inside your compute r; at its largest. the chip is two inches by one inch by
one-quarter inch. In the more advanced Macintosh models, it is only one
inch square and anywhere fro m one-eighth to one-half inch thick. This
chip is t11e central component of t11e logic board; the logic board
contains all the components necessary for your computer to operate.
In addition to the CPU, high-end Macs can have up to two additional
coprocessors: a floating point unit (FPU) and the paged memory
management unit (PMMU). These processors can boost your Macintosh's
perfom1ance both in speed and memory capacity. In some cases, these
coprocessors are already prese nt in your Mac. They are present in the
following models:
• SE/30
• llcx, llci, lise, and 1Ilx

• Al l Quadras
• PowcrBook 170
Different Macintosh models have different CPUs that in turn have
differe nt functions. The capabilities of your Macintosh depend largely on
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the type of CPU it contains. The speed of your compute r, its memory
capacity, and some of the possible expansions are all dependent on the
CPU. If you unde rstand the various CPU capacities, you will also und erstand the capabilities of each Macintosh model.
The CPU controls all peripherals, da ta transfe ts, and input/output
devices. for this reason, it is called the main processor. You can think of
the CPU as the engine in a car; witho ut the e ngine, the car cannot run,
and an engine without a car is o f little use. In addition , CPUs-Hke
e ngines-have diffe rent performance levels.
The CPU processes data by perform ing d ifferent operations on the data
that passes through it. The data that passes through the CPU is like the
gasoline that passes through your car engine. Your engine takes in
gasoline, combines it with air, and then burns the gas and air to produce
the energy needed to move the car. The CPU takes in data, combines it
with instructions, and produces a new combinatio n of data that you turn
into informatio n.
The instructions come from the system or software program you are
using, and the clara comes (rom you or some other source. The CPU then
combines the data and information. The CPU cannot work independently: it can only do what it is rold to do. And it must be told how tO
process any of the data it receives.

In the ea rly clays o f computi ng, computer operators coined an
acronym: GIGO for "Garbage In, Garbage Out." This phrase means
thar the results the computer produces are only as good as the
data the computer receives. Even though it processes data more
quickly than a human, a compu ter stili has to be told how to do
everything from how to start itself (called boot-stmpping) to what
each key on the keyboard represents. The compute r wiU never
spontaneously generate its own information or create its own
instructions; it must be instructed.

The Macintosh utilizes a Motorola MC680XO CPU. The X stands for a
numbe r designation-curre ntly from 0 to S. Each nume ric increase
signifies a newer versio n with increased capacities. The refore, d1e
MC68000 CPU is older and less powerful than an MC68020. Although
the MC680XO CPU fa mily contains six me mbers, the MC68010 was never
used in a Macintosh that was released fo r sale and the MC680;0 is
currently in development. The MC68000, MC68020, MC68030, and
MC68040 are used in Macintoshes today. Apple Corporatio n is now
selling o nly Macs wid1 the MC68000, MC68030, and MC68040.
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Table 1.2 lists the various attributes fo r each o f the diffe re nt r-.K680XO
CPUs used in Macintosh computers. The table lists the fo llmving
info rmat ion:
Speed . This column lists the possible CPU sp eeds. Each CPU is
defined by its speed ; this numbe r represents the maximum speed
at which the CPU c;u1 operate. A listing with more than o ne speed
means that Apple used differe nt CPUs for this generation of
computers.
Data and address bus. The data and address bus are physical
characteristics that are part of the CPU. This column lists the
ma..'<imum size of the data or address b us. (Data and address
busses are described late r in th is chapte r.)

Built-in coprocessors . This colu mn lists whe the r the model has a
buil t-in coprocessor. (The coprocessors are described later in this
chapter.)
Caches. A cache buil t into the CPU is a small amo unt of memory
that is used to store recently used software instructio ns and/or
data, depend ing o n the architeC[ure of the CPU. The cache e nables
the CPU to accept, store, and process instructio ns and/or d ata
more quickly. This column in the table describes whe ther the
model has a cache that can process instructions, data, both, or
neither.

Table 1.2
CPU Attributes

5/Jeed (Mbz)
Model

/\/ in and Max

Data and
Built-In
Address Bus Coprocessors Cacbes

MC68000 8 and 16

16!24 bit

None

None

MC68020 16

32132 bit

None

Instruction

MC68030 16 and 33

32132 bit

PMMU

Instruction and
Data

MC68040 25 and 33

32/32 bit

I'MMU

Instructio n and
Data

and FPU

As table 1.2 illustrates, each generational jump in the CP adds features.
You can also see the properties associated with the CPU such as speed
and data bus size. In the sections that follow each of these attributes are
cl iscussed .
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Understanding the Data Bus and Computer Speed
In order to make an informed decision about buying, upgrading, or
replacing your system. you need to know about the data bus, CPU speed,
and add ress bus.
The data bus is how data is sent ro and from the CPU. The data bus is
like a freeway or an expressway where the traffic all goes in o ne direction. When someone says that your Mac has a 16· or a 32-bit data bus, he
o r she is talki ng about the e lectronic freeway o n which the data travels.
The CPU data bus, as listed in table 1.2, determines the maximum size of
your Macintosh's data bus. just because you r CPU has a 32-bit data bus
does not mean that your Mac's logic board has a 32-bit data bus. You r
Mac might have a CPL.: with a 32-bit data bus and a logic board with a 16·
bit data bus. The data bus is a combination of both the motherboard
architecture and the CPU. To discover the size of your data bus, look at
table 1.3. The table also lists the clock speed , maximum memory
capacities, ROM sizes, and t:tccory-insra lle cl coprocessors of each
Macintosh model.

Table 1.3
Motherboard and CPU
Spec ificarions

Data Bus Data Bus Ma:xi Ill IIIII
Speed
Size
RAM

Coprocessors

ROM
Size

Plus

8 Mhz

16 bit

4M

None

128K

Sf.:'

8 Mhz

16 bit

4M

None

128K

Classic

8Mhz

Model
Compact

16 bil

4M

None

512K

Cl assic II 16 Mhz

16 bit

LOM

PMM U

512K

16 Mhz

32 bit

128M

PMMU & FI'U

256K

SE/30

Entry Level

LC

16Mhz

16 bit

10M

None

512K

LC II

16 Mhz

16 bit

!OM

I'MMU

512K

II

16 Mhz

32 bit

68i\l

,\,\1C & r:PC

256K

1/:x

16 Mhz

32 bit

128M

PMM U & FI>U

256K

I'MMU& FI'U

256K

II f amily
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llcx

16 Mhz

32 bil

128M

llsi

20 Mhz

32 bit

65M

PMMU

5l2K

llci

25 Mhz

32 bit

128M

PMMU & FPU

512K

Ilj.'c

40 Mhz

32 bit

128M

PMMU & FI'U

512K

Data Bus Data Bus Maximum
RAM
Speed
Size

Coprocessor s

ROM
Size

700

25 Mhz

32 bit

68M

I'MMU & PI'U

1M

900

25 Mhz

32 bit

2561\·1

I'MMU & FI'U

lM

256M

PMM U & FPU

1M

Model

Quadra

950

33 Mhz

32 bit

Portable and PowerBooks
Portabl e 16 Mhz

16 bit

li\1

None

256K

PB 100

L6 Mhz

16 bit

8M

None

256K

PB 140

16 Mhz

32 bit

SM

PMM U

1M

I'B 170

25 Mhz

32 bit

SM

I'MMU & FI'U

IM

If your Mac has a 16-bit data bus, your data is transmined to the CPU 16
b its at a time, just like 16 cars in d ifferent lanes on a freeway al l moving
at the same speed, side by side, and going in the same direction. A 32-bit
data bus fu nctions just like the 16-bit data bus, only there are 32 la nes
o n this freeway.

If you have a Mac Plus, it has an MC68000 CPU, which is a 32-bit
processor and a 16-bit data bus. lf you have a Macintosh II with a 68020
CPU, you have a computer with a 32-bit processor and a 32-bit data bus.
This means that the data going to and coming from the CPU in the Mac II
can travel twice as fast as in the Macintosh Plus because it can send and
receive tw ice as much information at one time.
The clock speed of your computer wo rks with the data bus. The clock
speed is the maximum speed limit for the data bus, very much like the
55 m.p.h. maximum o n the freeways. This rating is an electrical term that
means millio ns o f cycles per second, or megah ertz (Mhz). And just as
you can have a car capable o f exceeding the speed limit, the CPU speed
can be different from the clock speed of d1e computer . Unlike the
freeway where you can often exceed the speed limit, however, the clock
speed o f your computer canno t be changed . It is the maximum speed
your Mac can send data to and from your p eripherals like your hard disk,
monitor, or over a network. You r Maci ntosh will never be able lO se nd
data at a rate higher than the clock speed , even if the CPU can process
me data at a fas ter rate.
Table 1.3 shows me CPU speed rating for each Macintosh model. The
rating of your CPU is important because CPUs are rated at different
speeds even within the same version designation. An MC68000 CPU can
be rated at 8 or 16 megahertz (8 or 16 Mhz). This means that the 16 Mhz
CPU can p rocess data at twice d1e speed of the 8 Mhz CPU. The faster
your CPU, the qu icke r your Macintosh wHJ perfo rm its tasks.
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Climbing Aboard the Address Bus
The last bit of technical trivia you need for a full unde rstanding of the
CPU concerns the address bus. You might have heard people re fe r to a
program as being '"32-bit clean ." This refere nce means that the program
must be able to work in an envim nment where the address b us is 32
bits. T he address bus is the con nectio n between the CPU and all other
components in the computer, such as the memOI)', the serial ports, the
SCSI bus, and a ny additional port or slot.
The address bus determines the maximum amount of memory a CPU can
address. The size of the address bus, or the number of addresses the
CPU can access, equals the maximum amount of me mory that the CPU
can access. This amo unt is described in megabytes (M). An MC68000
with a 24-bit address bus has a theoretical limit of 16M, while an
MC68020 can address 4 gigabytes. (A gigabyte is 1024 megabytes.)
Although the size of the address bus does determine the basic capabili·
ties of the CPU, the reality of what the Macintosh can address is differe nt
from the theoretical limits . This d iscrepancy exists because memory
limits are also determined by the Mac's mothe rboard d esign and basic
System routines built into the Mac's read-only memory (ROM). The
ROMs are a set of chips on the motherboard that contains instructions
used by the Maci ntosh's System and programs. The function of the ROMs
is described later in this chapter.
The capability to address 32 bits at a time defines a true 32-bit CPU. The
MC68000 is really a 24-bit CPU that can process a 32-bit word, so it is
also referred to-incorrectly- as a 32-bit processor. To tie together the
use of memory and 32-bit addressing, you must look at the functio n of
the PMM U, which is explai ned in the ne~'t sectio n.

Leafing through the PMMU
The CPU can work witl1 two otl1er processors, which are called
coprocessors. One of these coprocessors is called the paged memory
management unit (PMM U). Understanding the function of the PMMU
and how it works will he lp you understand and realize the full capabili·
ties of your Mac. A PMM U is built into the MC68030 and MC68040 CPUs,
and it is an option for a Mac 11 with an MC68020. None of the othe r Macs
with the MC68020 CPU have a socket for a PMMU.
The PMM is what enables 32-bit addressing, which is also called 32-bit
processing and is a feature of System 7. This feature enables you to usc
the maximum amount of me mOl)' that yo ur Macintosh can access and to
use virtual memory. Wi tl1out a PMMU, a Macintosh can only access 16M
of memOt)'. (Refer to the section in d1is chapter on RAM for more
info rmation.) If your Mac has a PMMU but is set for 24-bit processing,
you will only be able to set your virtual memot)' to 12M.
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To determine what mode your Mac is operating in, open the Memory
contro l panel. (fhis control panel is only available with System 7.0.X. If
you are using System 6.0.X, the Mac automatically runs in 24-bit addressing mode.) The Memory control panel contains the 32-Bit Addressing
area, which shows you whethe r 32-bit addressing is turned on (see
figs . 1.1 and 1.2). If32-bit addressing is turned off, the Mac is in its
24-bit addressing mode.

f your Memory control panel does no t have a section called
32-Bit Addressing, it is not cap able of 32-bit addressing and it
e ither does not have a PMM U o r its ROMs are not 32-bit clean. (For
more information about the ROMs, see the section "Digging into
the Macintosh Toolbox" late r in this chapter.)

I

Memo ry

Fig. 1.1
Memory control panel
with 32-bit addressing
turned off.
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Fig. 1.2
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McmortJ

Memory control panel
with 32-bit addressing
turned on.
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In addition to enabling 32-bit addressing, the PMMU is necessary for
virtual me mory. Virtual memory is "fake me mory" d1at is created by
using your hard disk space as RAM. In figure Lithe virtual memory
setting is on (after restart), but the maxi mum d1at the virtual memory
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can be set to is 12M because 32-bit addressing is n1rned off. In figure 1.2,
the vim1al memory setting is set for 15M and 32-bit addressing is turned
on.
If your Mac has a PMMU but is set for 24-bit processing (the 32-bit
addressing is turned off), you will only be able w set virtual memory to
12M. Because you can ·adjust both the memory and 24-bit addressing
modes, you will want to adjust these settings to your individual needs. If
you have more than 8M of physical RAM or need to use virtual
memory-and 32-bit addressing is an option-n1rn on 32-bit addressing.
If you are not using more than 8M of virtual memory, you can leave the
Mac in 24-bit mode.
You r Macintosh implements virtual memory through a process called

mem01y paging. The PMM U rakes chu nks of data called pages and
moves them from physical RAM onto the hard disk, and vice versa.
Because this process occurs very rapidly, the Macimosh can store as
many pages as are necessary on the hard drive in a very complicated
juggling act.
This process does have a down side: virtual memory can be slow. Real
memory can be accessed at speeds measured in nanoseconds. On the
other hand, accessing a hard drive for data that is normally stored in
RAM can only occur at the speed of the hard drive, which is usually
aroundlO milliseconds for a fast drive and 19 milliseconds for a normal
drive. The decrease in operating speed is often painful; you might notice
speed reductions of up to 70 percent A good rule of thumb is w set
virtual memOI)' at no more than double the amount of the physical RAM.

o give you an idea of the speed di(ferences involved,
consider that it takes one nanosecond for a beam of light to
travel from the cop of this page to the bottom and back up again.
On d1e other hand, it takes a beam of light a millisecond to reach
an orbiting space shunle.

T

imit yourself to using virtual memory only if you have a
program d1at requires more memory to run than your
computer possesses, or if you wa nt to run several programs
concurrently.

L

Virtual memory uses as much hard disk space as you declare for the
virtual memory setting. Virtual memory uses the physical RAM to hold
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the memory pages that it has on the hard disk and swaps them in and
out of the Mac's physical me m01y In effect, your Mac is re placing the
physical RAM with virtual RAM from the hard drive. Ultimately, the trade·
off is the speed of the more expensive RAM verses the less expensive but
slowe r capacity of the hard drive.
For your Macintosh to take advantage of 32-bit addressing, the PMM U
has to function as a navigaror fo r the CPU. It is when the PMM U is acting
as a navigator that you see the real effect of the address bus. Only by
sto ring the addresses of its pe ripheral devices in memory (RAM) can the
devices be addressed by the CPU. Device addresses are just like street
addresses. The CPU must know whe re to send data before the data can
be sent to a printer or modem. Conseque ntly, each peripheral device has
an address in memory. Wh en the CPU addresses the p e ripheral device,
the process is calle d mem01y-mapped device selection , and the me mOI)'
address is called a logical address.
After storing tl1e address of the device being addressed, th e PMM U
performs a process called logical to jJbysical addt·ess translation. In
other words. it acts not only as a navigator but also as a translator. The
PMMU inte rprets the hardware calls made by the CPU and then reroutes
the m to d1e ir proper locations in hardware.

Most new Macintosh models only operate under System 7, and
the ROMs o f these computers do not contain support for earlier
versions of the System software. These new machines use an
MC68030 or MC68040 CPU: Macintosh hardware is evolving so
that eventually all 11\!W machines will only op erate in a 32-bit
mode.
Until this transition is complete, however, the PMMU enables
machines with a true 32-bit processor ro function in 24-bit mode.
The on ly exception is the Mac ll, w hich is shipped with an address
management unit (AMU). When you upgrade the Mac n with a
PMM U, the AMU is replaced with the PMMU. T he PMMU chip is a
MC68851 also made by Motorola. The only function of the AM U is
to enable the MC68020, which is a true 32-bit processor, to
operate in a 24-bit mode.

Counting with the FPU
The other coprocessor in your Mac is calle d a math chip or a floating
po in t unit (FPU). The math coprocessor pe rforms fast and accurate
fl oating point arithmetic calculations (any calculation that involves a
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number with a decimal point) in conjunction with the CPU. The marriage of your CPU and FPU can increase the speed of all math functions
up to 100 times what the CPU could do by itself. Having an FPU is like
having a turbo charger with your e ngine. And like a turbo charger, which
e nables your car to go faster, you must decide whether you really need
the extra speed .
Your decision will be based on how you use your computer. Almost all
programs will show a speed increase with a FPU because most programs
use some floating point arithmetic. But your greatest increase will be in
programs such as spreadsheets, dambases, and high-end graphics
p ackages, including CAD applications.
The designation for all Macintosh math coprocessors is MC68881 and
MC68882. The MC68881 is used with the MC68020; the MC68882 is
used with the MC68030. The MC68040 already contains an FPU.

efer to table 1.3 in the section on data bus and computer
speed to check whether your Macintosh already contains an

R
FPU.

T

he math coprocessor is o nly an option on Macintoshes
that have an MC68020 or MC68030 CPU.

Understanding Memory
Increasing the me mory capacity is one of the more common computer
upgrades-possibly the most common. Befo re upgrading your
computer's memory, however, you need to understand all the little ins
and outs of the process.
This section explains how you can determine the current amount of
memory in your Mac and wha t the memory speed of your model
shou ld be.
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How Much Memory Do I Have?
Memory chips for all Macintosh models starting with the Macintosh Pl us
come in strips called single in-line me mory modu les (S IMMs). A SIMM is
a small printed cir cuit board with either two or eight semicond uctor
chips soldered to the board (see fig. 1.3). When a SIMM has e ight chips,
each c hip is a 128K memo ry chip; two-chip SIMMs, on the other hand,
have 512K chips. The SIMMs with eight chips are also referred to as
one-by-eigbts.

Fig. 1.3
A one-by eight and

a one-by-rwo Sf,\1M.

~· 00.0.0.0.0.0.~. .·1
1 X 8 S IMM Strip

~ !..... IIIIIII!.....JIIIIIII·I
•

1111

J

1 X 2 S IMM St rip
Before you conside r upgrading me mo ry, you should know how much
me mory your Macintosh currently contains. Table 1.4 (in the section
"U pgrad ing You r Memory" late r in this chapter) shows how much
me mory your Mac has solde red to the motherboard and th e different memory configurations that are available for each model. The
amount of memory that each model contains is not cut-and-dried :
most models are sold with different memory configu rations, even
within the model classification. If you bought an SE, therefore, you
could have purchased it with 1M , 2M, o r 4M of memory.
To determine how much me mory is in your Mac, follow these steps:
l. Stan you r Macintosh. The computer boots up .

2. Fro m the App le menu, choose About This Macintosh or About the
Finder.
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The name of the menu item differs d ep ending on which version of
the System sofuvare you are using. lf you are using System 7,
choose About This Macintosh. If you are using System 6.0.X or
earlier, choose About the Finder.
A window appears that describes the operating enviro nment of your
Macintosh. One of the entries in this window is Total Memory, which
displays the amount of memory in kilobytes. Figure 1.4 shows this
window for System 7.0.X. (The window for System 6.0.X is similar.) The
dot to the right of the words Syst em Software 7. 0 indicates that
System 7 Tune-Up is installed. (For more information about System 7
Tune-Up, refer to Chapter 7.)

Fig. 1.4
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About This Moclntosh
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Total Memory ---1
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Do I Need More Memory?
After you have figured out how much me mory you have, your ne.xt
question might be "Why do I need or even want mo re memory?" The
answer depends o n how you intend to use you r computer. If you are
still running System 6.0.X and want to run System 7, you will need a
minimum of 2M o f me mory, but you should really have 4M. Running
System 7 w id1 2M of me mory is almost useless; you will only be able to
run o ne small application, and if you use virtual me mory, it will run
slowly.

Ask yourself the following questions to de te rmine your memory needs:
•

What are d1e memory requirements of the applications that I run?

•

How many applications do I want to run simultaneously?

•

Am I curre ntly running o ut of memory?

Some programs run much more efficien tly with a greater amount of
memory: graphics packages, databases, spreadsheets, and page-layout
programs. If you are using any of these types of packages, you will
probably want at least 4M of memory. New Macs are now sold with at
least 2M of memory, and most have 4M.
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If you are still unsure about how much memory you need, just use your
Mac as you normally would. It will let you know if you need to upgrade
the memory. If you get messages such as those in figures 1.5 and 1.6,
you need more memory.

Fig. 1.5
An example of low
memory: insufficient
memory to print.

Your docum e nt will be print ed In ltoe
boc:lcground when more memory Is
auello ble.
You ca n

tru printing now

ln st eo d, hut you

will no t be oble to co ntinu e working until
printing Is llnls lt ed.
( Cancel

I ( Print Lbter I

fi Print Now ~

Fig. 1.6
An example of low
memory-insufficient
memory to open another
application.

There h not enough memory auollable
t o open "nidus PogeMaker 4.01 ".

Do you w nnt1u ltUit the 8 Pilllcn llons
thnt hnue no open windows end open
.. nidus PngeMokcr 4.01 " lnsteo d7

( Co nce l

I JQuit Oppllcnllnns J

How Fast Is My Memory?
In addition ro size, memory has another anribute that needs to be
addressed- speed. Because different CPUs operate at diffe rent speeds,
you must have SIMMs that work at a speed compatible with your model
of Macintosh. Remember that the speed designation for memory is
differe nt from the designation used for the CPU. Memory speed is
measured in nanoseconds (ns) . A nanosecond is o ne-billionth of a
second . One anomaly with memory is that a SIMM's speed rating
represents not how fast a SlMM can operate, but rather the slowest
speed at which a SIMM. can operate. Thus, if a me mory module is rated
at 120ns, fo r example, the slowest speed at which the data can be moved
between the memory module and the CPU is 120ns.
The oth er a nomaly regarding memory speed is the lower the number,
the faster the memory module. As such , an SOns memory modu le is
faster than a 120ns module. Table 1.4 (in d1e next section, "Upgrading
Your Memory'') shows the me mory specifications for each Macintosh
model, including the required me mory speeds.
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Upgrading Your Memory
Table 1.4 derails rhe amounr o f me mory and number o f SIMMs sockets
on the motherboard of each Macintosh mode l.

1l

Models that are italicized are no lo nger in production.

Table 1.4

Memo ry Specificatio ns

Model

Possible
Rr\M 011 RAM
Logic
Configura/ io11s
Board in Megabytes

Speed

Sli'rL1.fs
Sizes

N11mber
ofSIMMs
Slots

Compact

Plus

None

.5, 1, 2, 2.5, 4

150ns

256K, 1M

4

SE

None

.5, J , 2, 2.5 , 4

150n~

256K, 1M

4

Classic*

IM

1, 2, 2.5, 4

l50ns

256K, 1M

2

Classic II

2M

1, 2, 4

lOOns

1M, 2M , 4M

2

SE/30

l'ione

1, 2. 4, 5, 8,
16, 20, 32, 64,
65, 68, 80, 128

l 20ns

256K, 1M,
4M, 16M

8

LC

2M

2,-J , 6, 10

L20n s

1M, 2M , 4M

2

LC II *

2M

2, 4 , 6, 10

I 20ns

1M. 2M, 4M

2

11*

:'lone

1, 2, 4. 5, 8,
16, 17, 20, 64,
65,68

120ns

256K, 1M,
4 M, 16M

8

!!:>.;*

None

l , 2, 4, 5, 8, 16,
20, 32, 64 , 65,
68, 80, L28

120ns

256K, 1M,

8

Entry Level

II Family
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4M, 16M

lfc.y

No ne

1. 2, 4. 5, 8, 16,
20, 32, 64, 65,
68, 80, 128

120ns

256K, 1M,
4 M. 16M

8

llsi

IM

1, 2, 3, 5, 9,
17 , 65

100

256K, 5l2K.
1M, 2M, 4M,
16,1

4

llci

None

1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 16,
20. 32, 64, 65.
68, 80, 128

80ns

256K, 5 J2K,
1M. 2M .
4M, 16M

8

Model

Possible
RAMo11 RAM
Logic
Configura/ ions
Board in 1Hegabytes

Speed

Ilfx"

None

1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 16,
20, 32, 64 , 65,
68, 80, 128

SOns

256K, 1M,
4M , 16M

8

700

4M

4,8, 20, 68

SOns

1M, 4M,
16M

4

900

None

4, 8, 12, 16, 20,
80
24, 28, 32, 40,
48, 52, 64, 68, 72,
76, 80, 84, 88, 100,
128, 132, 136,
144, 148, 160, 192,
196, 208, 256

1M, 4M ,
16M

16

950

None

4, 8, 12, 16, 20,
80
24, 28, 32, 40,
48, 52, 64, 68, 72,
76, 80, 84, 88, 100,
128, 132, 136,
144, 148, 160,
192, 196, 208, 256

1M, 4M,
16M

16

SIMMs
Sizes

Number
ofSIMMs
Slots

Quadra

Portable and
PowerBooks

Portable"

lM

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9

l OOns

N/A

0

PB 100"

2M

2,4, 6, 8

lOOns

N/A

0

PB 140*

2M

2,4, 6, 8

lOOns

N/A

0

PB 145*

2M

2,4,6,8

l OOns

N/A

0

PB 170*

2M

2,4, 6,8

l OOns

N/A

0

*All of tbese macbi11es bave specialmem01y collflguratiolls or requireme11ts. For
111/0nllatioll, see "Memory Allomalles· later i11tbis cbapter.

The amount of memory that you can add depends on three factors:

•
•
•

The model o f Macintosh
The number of SIMMs sockets o n the motherboard
The size of the data bus
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Memory is accessed directly by the data bus. If you have a Mac with a
16-bit data bus, it accesses memory 16 bits at a time. A 32-bit clara bus
accesses memory 32 bits at a time. Each SIMM is eight bits wide, so for a
16-bit Mac, you need to replace or install rvvo SIMMs of the same size in
order for the memory to work. Likewise, a Mac witl1 a 32-bit data bus
requ ires four SIM.Ms.
SIMMs m·e installed in banks. Each bm1k consists of eitl1er two or fo ur
SIMM slots, depending on the architecture of your Mac's data bus. Most
Macs have t\vo memory banks: bank A and ban k B (which are designated
by Apple) . The Quadra 900 and 950, however, have four banks: A, B. C,
and D. The Classic, Classic II, LC, and LC I! have only one bank of userinstallable memory.
When installi ng memory into your Mac, all the SIMMs witbin a bank
must be tl1e same size. If your Mac has two or more banks, you can place
different size SIMMs in the different banks- 1M SIMMs in bank A and
256K SIMMs in bank B, for example. Figu re 1.7 shows a SIMMs socket
and a generic Mac motl1erboard. The SIM.M fit s into tl1e socket, and me
lines on the generic motherboard represent the grouping of the SIMM
slots in banks A and B. Using this configuration, you would have SM of
memory installed in your Mac if the computer has a 32-bit data bus.
This concept can be confusing on a ,viae such as the SE because tl1e
machine has two banks consisting of two SIMM slots. If you start wim
lM of memory, which wou ld be four 256K SIMMs, you might decide to
upgrade to 2.5M. To perform tl1is upgrade, you need to buy 2M of
memory. The natu ral assumption is that because you are buying 2M
and adding it to the 1M, the end result will be 3M. lt won't. When the
additional 2M are installed, two of the 256K SIMMs must be removed
to accommodate the two 1M SIMMs. The end result, then, is 2.5M of
memory-not 3M.
Curre ntly, you can purchase SIMMs in the following sizes: 256K, 512K,
1M, 4M, and 16M. (512K SIMMs are fairl y rare and work only in a couple
Mac models.) To determine the size SIMM your Mac can use, refer to
table 1.4.

Y

ou cannot use 16M SIMMs witl1 a Macintosh tl1at has a
16-bir clara bus .

l3ecause new products usually drop in price within a year of being
released, you need to carefu lly consider your need verses the cost of
upgrading. The 16M SIMMs are new to the market and as such, their
price is inflated . If you don't need a 16M SJMM right now, wait a while to
upgrade to this size; me price will no doubt decrease. Four years ago
when 1M SIMMs were introduced, they cost S250 each; today you can
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buy the same product for under 830. On the flip side, keep in mind that
if you want to sell the memory at some later date. its price will only go
down.

Fig. 1.7
S IM~l s

sockets and bank
designations.

jti 1 I Ill I Ill II 111111 I I II II II Ill ~~
Basic RAM SIMM socket

Generic Macintosh Motherboard

Bank B
Bank A

Memory Anomalies
The following models have special con figurations and requi rements th ar
you must consider when upgrading memory:
Macintosh Classic. Some versions of this model require a special
add-on board for SIMMs. The board contains an additional 1M of
soldered-on memory, p lus two SIM.VIs sockets. This board is
available from Apple and third-pa.rry vendors.
Macintosh LC II. The LC II has 4M o f memory soldered to the
logic board and two SIMMs sockets, but it can only address 10M of
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memory. This limitation is caused by the logic board and the
ROMs. When you inst:tll two 4M SIMMs, you will have 12M
installed, but only be able to access 10M.
Macintosh ll. The Mac II has several special requirements. First, it
will work with 4M or larger SIMMs in bank A, but in order to use
4M SIMMs, the computer requires the ROM upgrade that comes
with the Macintosh II Su perDrive upgrade. Next, in order
to use more than 8M of memory, you need to install a PMMU, the
MC68551. Finally, this machine must be upgraded with special 4M
SIMMs; for info rmation about these special SIMMs, see your Apple
vendor.
Macintosh Ilx. The Ilx requires the same special 4M SIMMs as the
Mac II.
Macintosh llfx. The II IX also requires special SIMMs. When
ordering them, specify that the memory is being used in an fx.
Macintosh Portable (standard and backlit). All RAM-in
addition to the 1M soldered tO the logic board-is added to the
portable by a special processor direct slot (PDS) expansion card.
This card can have up to 4M of memory for a standard Portable or
3M for a backlit one. Also, RAM can be used in the PDS slot if it is
not being used for anod1er device. The standard Portable can have
5M PDS card and d1e backlit Portable a 4M PDS card. Make sure
that you specify what model of Portable you have when ordering
memory.
Macintosh PowerBooks. Memory upgrades for all PowerBooks
are done with special cards that contain 2M, 4M, or 6M of memory.
This card requires installation by an Apple Authorized Service
technjcian; od1erwise, you will void you r warranty.

Memory Esoterica (24-bit and 32-bit addressing)
This section covers some fine points involving memory d1at are fun to
know but not essential to understand. Although these points do have
some effect on Mac operations, from your point of view they aren't
critical to how you use your Mac unless you are an advanced user or
looking to squeeze the absolute most fro m your Mac.
• \'<fhile ru nning under System 6.0.X, the Mac is constrai ned
operating with only 8M of memory.
•
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tO

If you :u·e using a Mac Plus or SE, you cannot address more than
4M of memory for application usage wid10ut adding a 68030
accelerator. (With an accelerator, it is possible to access 16M of
application memory.)

•

If you are using a Macintosh SE/30, a Mac II, or better, you can use
up to 14M be fore needing to use System 7.

Whe n talking about addressable me mory, you must distinguish between
the to tal addressable memory and what is calle d app licatio n me mory.
Total addressable memOIJ' is the total amount o f memory that your Mac
can access o r use. Application m emory is the amo unt of contiguous
memory that your application can use regardless of your System's total
addressable memory. This memory is available as an uninte rru pted
memo ry block, and your System also uses this me mory window. Under
System 6.0.X, the application memory available to any .\1acintosh is 8M.
The rest of tl1e available me mory is broken into 1M chunks wi tll none of
the me mory being contiglJ Ous until the 14M limitation is reached.
The Macintosh uses what is caJied a 24-bit or a 32-bit memory addressing. 24-bit addressing means tl1at the rop addressable memory location is
defined by a 24-bi t word that is a pointer. This pointer, which is like a
p in o n a map, reminds you o f a specific locatio n; in this case, it marks a
memory location. Using 24-bit addressing, the maximum limit fo r
addressable memory is 14M.
With tl1e Mac II and all 68030 machines re leased since the Mac II
(ru nning under System 6.0.X or System 7.0.X with 32-bit addressing
turned off), you can actually address 14M of memory, bu t no more. The
Macintosh models made prior to the Mac II are limited by the ir ROMs
and can o nly address 4M. (For more information on ROMs, re fer to the
following section.)
The Mac II has addi tional me mo ry because it has wh at are called NuBus
slots. For each NuBus slot, tlle ROMs of the Mac II allow for an extra 1M
o f memory per slot above tlle 8M maximum. Interestingly, the ROMs in
tl1e SE/30, which does not have these slots, also allow for addressi ng 1M
per slot just like the Mac II . The limitatio n he re is that these machines
o nly use 8M o f applicatio n me mory, o r more specifically contiguous
application . There fo re, any applicatio n that requires more than 8M o f
memory will not work, even tl10ugh your Finder may tell you tl1at more
memory is available.
Witl1 the introduction of 32-bit addressing, which was somewhat built
into tlle Mac If but not pe rfecte d until tl1e re le ase of Syste m 7, the
Macintosh could use a 32-bit word or pointer to add ress mo re memory.
The maxi mum memory a Mac can now address is 1024M or l gigabyte o f
memory. The ma.ximum amount of physical me mory you can install in a
Mac is 128M (256M on a Quadra), however, due to hardware limitations
built into the Macintosh. Re me mber that 32-bit addressing requires the
use of a 68020 with a PMMU, a 68030 CPU, or a 68040 CPU. Without a
PMMU, only 24-bit addressing is possible.
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Digging into the Macintosh Toolbox (or Roaming the ROMs)
This section briefly looks at d1e Macintosh Toolbox. You will learn about
the different versions of the Macintosh ROMs and with which Macs they
are associated . This overview will give you a basis for understanding me
capabilities of your Macintosh and how it might differ fro m other
models.
Upgrad ing the ROMs is a problem. (ROMs are defined in the next
section.) Apple would prefer to sell new machines than to upgrade the
ROMs of m e o lde r Macintoshes. Consequently, only a few ROM upgrades
are available. By understanding the Toolbox, however, you will see why
some CPU upgrades may not deliver what you mink mey should. Also,
mis section points out which Macintosh ROMs are not 32-bit clean and
how to remedy the problem.

What Is the Toolbox?
Read-only memory (ROM) is different from standard memory because its
contents cannot be changed a nd do not disappear when the Mac is
turned off or me power to d1e mach ine is lost. Because every Mac has
more than one ROM chip, the chips are commo nly called "the ROMs."
The contents o f d1e Toolbox are placed in d1e ROMs and the Macintosh
ope rating system. As a result, the term Toolbox is commonly used as a
synonym for ROMs, and vice versa, even though mis terminology is not
truly accurate.
The ROMs are silicon chips located in sockets on me logic board. The
sockets were meant to enable the chips to be removed without a
soldering iron. This means mat d1e ROM chips can be easily upgraded,
provided mat upgrades are available. Upgrading the ROMs, when such
an upgrade is possible, is usually done to give d1e Mac some extra
capability. The most common ROM upgrade enables a Macintosh SE or II
to use an Apple SuperDrive.
The ROMs make me Maci ntosh unique. Othe r computers score only
e nough information in ROM to load the operating system from disk. (For
more information on me operating system, refer to Chapter 8.) Aliliough
the Macintosh ROMs contain routines necessary for starting the compute r, iliey also contain much more.
The ROMs comain me Macintosh's Toolbox, which is what makes the
Mac unique. The Toolbox is a set of programming routines that programmers can use in programs they write. The Toolbox is one reason
why Macintosh programs have a consistency from one program to me
next.
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What Does the Toolbox Contain?
To make the Too lbox easier to understand , it is divided into subsets
categorized by functionality:
QuickDraw. One major part of the Toolbox is called QuickDraw.
It hand les the drawing functions the Mac uses-from simple
geometric shapes to complex color pictures.
Managers. Some of the other parts of the Toolbox you may
encounte r are called managers. Managers are program fragme nts or routines that control the basic functions of d1e Mac.
They include the Control, Menu , Window, Dialog, and Memory
Managers.
An example is the Control Manager. Controls are what you see o n-screen
that e nable you to control your Mac: buttons, radio buttons, check boxes
and scroll bars. The Control Manager manipulates controls. It creates,
draws, and highlights controls. Another example is the Menu Manager,
wh ich has routines for ··managing" the menus that appear on the menu
bar.
While bod1 the Control and Me nu Managers are used for visible elements
within a program, me Memory Manager performs tasks that you don't
see. Od1er parts of the Toolbox or a program may call on the Me mory
Manager to manipulate RAM . The Memory Manager can be compare d to
managing a restaurant. The Memory Manage r is a cross between the
maitre d', waite r, and busboy. Guests in the restaurant occupy space at
the tables just as menus, controls, and the words you rype occupy space
in RAM . The Memory Manager, like the maitre d' , reserves or allocates
the space that can be occupied. When a patron leaves, the table is
cleaned by a busboy and the table can be used again. Whe n a control
(menu or burton) is re moved, the Control Manager informs the Me mory
Manager that the space can be used aga in. This dynamic process goes on
behind me screens of any program running on your Mac.

How Does the Toolbox Affect Mac Software?
With other computers, a large part of a prognunming team's efforts may
be spe nt reinventing the wheel-writing information that is built into
every Macintosh . These efforts can be complicated further by d1c need to
suppo rt diffe rent peripheral devices. Mac programmers, o n the other
hand, do not need to spe nd so much time developing the same rype of
d ata. When a Mac programmer creates a window, for example, he o r she
doesn 't need to know what rype of monitor is connected to the computer or write program variations to support differe nt standards.
Q uickDraw already knows how to draw o n any monitor connected to a
Macintosh. When drawing a window, the Window Manager migh t call on
other parts of the Toolbox; it might need he lp from QuickDraw to draw
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the frame of the window, and then need assistance from the Control
Manager £0 manage the scroll bars (see fig. 1.8).

Fig. 1.8
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The Toolbox enables programmers £O create programs more easily
because using the Toolbox is easier than implementing a personal
"vision'' of how the screen should look. In turn, most programs for the
Macintosh look similar.
In addition to the Toolbox, a document called The •'-'l acintosh Use r
Interface Gu idelines specifies most of the general rules for how
Macintosh programs should appear and function. Apple's goal was and is
£O e nsure consistency in how programs look and feel. The result is that
features such as Undo, Cut, and Paste, all work identically in every
program you use. The menus look the same. The keyboard shortcuts
often are the same. The user interface guidelines also include advice for
the programmer o n color schemes, the use of sound, how the mouse
should function, and the use offonts. In short, Apple tried £O define
every aspect of how you interact with your Macintosh.

What ROMs Do IHave?
Your Macintosh is defi ned by its ROMs. Each model has a different set of
ROMs, and they usually vary in size. And as a rule, the capabilities of your
Mac are determined by this ROM size. Some of these capabiHties are
color support. For instance, the SE/30 and Macintosh II both have 256K
ROMs, and each machine is capable of displaying color with the proper
video caret.

S

orne Macs have ROMs that are not 32·bit clean. This means
that the programming code they contain is no t 32-bit compatible. The following section discusses what it means to have dirty
ROMs.
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Table 1.5 associates each Macintosh model with its corresponding ROM
size. Models whose names are italicized are no longer in production.

Table 1.5

Model

ROM Size

32-Bit Clean

Plus

128K

No

SE

128K

No

Classic

512K

No

Classic II

512K

No

SE/30

256K

No

LC

51 2K

Yes

LC II

512K

Yes

II

256K

No

Ilx

256K

No

flex

256K

No

llsi

512K

Yes

llci

512K

Yes

Ilfx

512K

Yes

700

1M

Yes

900

1M

Yes

950

1M

Yes

Macintosh ROMs
Compact

Entry Level

II Family

Quadra

Portable and PowerBooks

Portable

256K

PB 100*

256K

No

PB140

1M

Yes

PB 145

1M

Yes

PB 170

No

1M

Yes

• 1be PowerBook 100 bas tbe same ROMs as tbe Macintosh Portable, wbicb mea11s
tbat it will nm System 6.0.5 or greater.
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Because your ROMs are memory, their size is part of the total memory
consumption that your CPU uses. What the HOMs uses of the CPU's total
addressable memo ry is not appare nt to you; however, the memory usage
is nevertheless part of your CPU's total addressable me mory. When you
upgrade your CPU, therefore, you need to be concerned about how your
ROMs are affected by the CPU upgrade. (For more information, refe r to
the sectio n "Upgrading Your Processors.")

Cleaning Your ROMs
Not all o f Apple's ROMs are 32-bit clean . This fact is not importan t for
any of the compact Macs, except those wid1 MC68030 processors,
name ly the SE/30 and tbe Classic 11, and d10se that are capable of 32-bit
add ressing. Likewise if you are using a Macintosh ll, ll:x, or Ilc.x, your
ROM s are "dirty" (the opposite of clean).
Machi nes with dirty ROMs are incapable of performing 32-bit addressing.
Apple is aware of the problem, but the company has no intentions of
providing upgrades for d1ese machines. (After all, Apple wants to sell
new machines.) Instead, the company has licensed a ROM cleaning
control panel device called Mode 32, which is produced by Connectix
(see fig. 1.9).

Fig. 1.9
Mode 32 control panel
fro m Connectix.
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Co nnectix d eveloped this Hx for d1e di rty ROMs because the company
was selli ng software utilities that required 32-bit addressing before Apple
re leased Syste m 7. Shortly after the release of System 7, Apple lice nsed
Mode 32 from Connectix so that it would be available to Macintosh
owne rs. Mode 32 is available from Apple dealers, on-line services, BBSs,
or Macintosh use r groups.
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Upgrading Your ROMs
Only two ROM upgrades are available from Apple: one fo r the Maci ntosh
SE and o ne for the Mac If. The ROM upgrades are p <tn of Apple 's
SuperDrive upgrades for these machines, and ;u·e not othe rwise ava ilable. Even if you have a SuperDrive put into your Mac II, the new ROMs
will still be dirty.
Apple is protective of its ROMs because they make the Macintosh unique.
This protectiveness is one reason that Apple has not released any othe r
ROM upgrades. To do so would make the ROMs that were replaced
available on the open market, and others would be able to make a
Macintosh clone, much like the IBM-compatibles in d1e PC arena. If a
vendo r tells you that he has a ROM upgrade for your Macintosh, do not
believe him. None exist.
You can copy the Macin tOsh ROMs, although it is illegal and violators
have been jailed for duplicating them. If you want a set of ROMs-for
example, if you want to install them into an Outbound Portable computer (a Macintosh clone made with Apple 's blessing)-make sure that
you get a legitimate set of Apple ROMs.

Upgrading Your Processors
This section explains what CPU and coprocessor upgrades are available
for your Macintosh-both from Apple and from third-party sources.
Upgrades to your CPU or coprocesso r can be one of the more expe nsive
upgrades you perform. Ofte n your choice is to upgrade your CPU o r buy
a new Mac. Unless you are sure of the benefits you will receive fro m the
upgrade, do not upgrade; the results of an upgrade can be different from
what you expected.
When upgrading you r Mac, especially if it is a compact Mac, you will find
rcselle rs who will tell you that you will be getting the perfo rmance o f a
Macintosh llfx from your Mac Plus if you purchase an XYZ upgrade. This
is not the case; you cannot get ll fx performance from a Plus, regardless
of how it is e nhanced. You will hear similar claims made for almost every
upgrade available; these claims are generally false-unless you are
turning a J'vlac II into a llfx. This section will help you unde rstand more
about upgrading processo rs so that you will not become an unsuspect·
ing victim of an upgrade package that sounds-and is-too good to be
true.

'
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This sectio n describes each upgrade option and its related pros and
cons. Mothe rboard upgrades are discussed first, looking at both official
Apple and alternative logic board upgrades. The sectio n then covers
other upgrade options, including accelerators, cache cards, and multiple
CPUs.

What Type of Upgrade Do IWant?
Before you go shopping fo r }'Our CPU upgrade, take a moment to decide
what you are trying to accomplish. Are you looking for an ove rall speed
increase? Do you want to get the maximum speed possible for a
Macintosh or your particular model? Do you want to use virtual memory?

f you are only upgrading your processors to use virtual
memory, you would be better off buying memory rather than
upgrading the processor.

I

Ask yourself how you use and intend to use your Mac. Do you primarily
use it for word processing, or are yo u doing page layout and high-end
graphics? If you use your Mac for word processing, all you probably need
is some extra speed; an upgrade will not help you type any faster. But
high-end graphics can take forever to refresh the screen if you 're editing
complex pictures. In this case, you might want to upgrade exte nsively.
Processing large databases requires maximum data transfer capabilities
because yo ur Mac constantly has to access information stored on the
hard drive.
The key here is to determine what your programs do. Do they require
data thro ughput; if so, an upgrade feature you would want is an e nhanced data bus. Some programs ar e primarily CPU intensive, provided
that the data they are using is in me mory. If your program is math
inte nsive, all you might need is an FPU. For additional help, call the
technical support department for the programs you use most often and
ask the technicians how the program does its job.

ata througbput is how well and fast your data moves
through the Macintosh. The overall throughput is determined by the size of your data bus, the logic board's clock speed,
the speed of the hard drive , and the type network your Mac is
using. If you have a Mac llcx and install an accele rator, you will no t
be speeding up the Mac's overall clock speed ; consequently, you
will not really improve data throughput.

D
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You can upgrade the logic board or add an accelerator. These topics are
discussed in the following sections.

Upgrading the Logic Board
Apple has provided what is called an upgrade path that allows lor
upgrading some \llaci ntoshes from one model to a newer one. This
method is an excellent way to get additional speed and power without
having to buy a new computer. When you upgrade the logic board , you
are getting the fu ll capacity of the upgrade. An example is when you use
the Apple upgrade and convert a Macintosh SE into an SE/30. With this
upgrade. you have a real SE/30 after d1e upgrade, not just an SE with a
68030 accelerator.
l.ogic board upgrades are available from Apple and some third-party
vendors for most of the Macintosh II family. A logic board upgrade
enables you to move your machine to the Macintosh model one or two
steps above the one you currently own. If you have a Macintosh llcx and
want more power and speed, you can upgrade to a llci or a Quadra 700.
Another possible advantage ro a logic board upgrade is that you might be
able to buy a used machine and upgrade it at a lower cost than if you
had purchased a new machine of the same vintage as the one you
created.

Apple logic Board Upgrades
Table 1.6 lists the Apple Logic Board upgrades available. The table
contains the following information:
•

Macintosh model

•

The model you can upgrade to

•

The coprocessor you can upgrade to

•

Apple's list price for the upgrade

Usually, you can purchase an upgrade for less than the list price. but the
dealer's profit margins are d1in, so you might expect a discou nt in the
area of 10 percent. Dealers make their money when they return old
components to Apple for a refund . For d1is reason, your Mac must be in
good working order to get an Apple upgrade.

P

rices in this table are rounded up to the nearest dollar. All
Macs listed in italic are no longer available d1rough Apple.
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Table 1.6
Apple Logic Board
Upgrades

Logic Board
Upgrade

Model

Coprocessor
Upgmde

Apple
List Price

Compact

SE

SE/30

Classic

Classic II

S999
S699

LC II

S799

Entry Level
LC
U Family
II

llx* or llfx

llx

111x

Hex

llci or Quadra 700

Usi

None

llci

Quadra 700

PMM U*

FPU

S2600
S2600
$1499 or S3499
$249
S3500

Quadra

900

Quadra 950

$1499 until
12!28/92 then
S3000

*71Jese upgrades are 110 lo11ger avnilaiJle tbrougb Apple.

0

f these upgrades, the best values are converting an SE into
an SE/30, a llcx into a llci, and a II or llx into a llfx.

The Quadra 700 option is new and still priced at a premium. But the
other upgrades have been out for quite some time and their prices have
dropped accordingly. They represent a good value and excellent
performance increases.

Other Ways To Upgrade Your logic Board
Many companies-suc.:h as Pre-Owned Electronics in Dedfo rd, Massachu·
setts-sell old logic boards from machines that were upgraded. Usually,
these logic boards are Macintosh Ilx and llci mo therboards. These
boards enable you ro upgrade your Mac, often at a great price, and you
can take advantage of upgrade paths no longer available through Apple,
such as upgrading a II to a l lx. Check the repair shops in your area; one
of them might provide this service. These companies ru·e also a good
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source for repair parts if the local authorized Apple dealer wants to
charge you a small fortune ro replace your logic board.

Upgrading the Accelerator
The other type of CPU upgrade available for almost any Macintosh is
called an accele raror. An accelerator is a mini logic board (or daughter
board) with a new CPU. The board is inserted into one of the built-in
slots on the Mac. lf your Mac does not have a slot, you can probably add
an accelerator that attaches to the logic board and is d ipped or soldered
to its existing CPU.
Any Macintosh except the Quadra 950 can be accelerated. Finding d1e
accelerator you need for your Mac should be done carefully. Before you
purchase an accelerator, follow the suggestions in Chapte r 6 for purchasing hardware. If you buy from a company that does not provide exceptional service, you will eventually trash your Mac and d1e upgrade. The
cost to upgrade depends on what you purchase; prices can range from
$750 to over $3000.
If you are adding an accelerator with a CPU that runs at a speed greater
than your original CPU, keep the following points in mind :
•

An accele raror can nor increase the speed of all your computer's
fu nctions. Any peripheral attached to the logic board-primarily
your hard drives and sometimes your video-will be forced to run
at the original dock speed of your computer.
Suppose, for example, that you add a n MC68030 CPU ro your SE.
Because the CPU you added is the same as the one found in an SE/
30, you might think that your machine will now have the same
capacity as an SE/30. It won't. The accelerator upgrade means that
all the data will be processed at the speed of the new CPU (usually
16 Mhz) , but the data will still move through the machine at 8
Mhz. You cannot u pgrade the speed of the data bus unless you
upgrade your logic board, so your input and output functions will
remain unchanged.

•

If your R.Ai\1 is not moved from the motherboard to the accelerator, it will also be accessed at the same speed as your computer's
clock speed. The same applies to the ROMs. Any accelerator you
purchase will copy the ROMs to RAM on the daughter board and
not reduce your application RAM.

•

Be mindful of the size of your data bus and d1e capabilities of the
ROMs. If you are using a Mac with a 16-bit data bus, it will always
have a 16-bit data bus, even if you put an accelerator with an
MC68030 on it. If you own a Mac Plus or SE and accelerate the
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machine with an MC68030, you will still be limited by the ROMs
on your Mac. You will not be able to use a color monitor, access
more than 4M o f application memory, u se 32-bit addressing, orin most cases-use virtual memory.
If you own a Mac llci, you can add a cache card. A cache ca1'd, which
might come with an accelerated CPU, is a card with memory that
improves data throughput by keeping instructions and data in its
memory. The CPU can recall the data immed iately rather than going to
the hard disk to look for d1e data it needs. Because the ci has a true 32bit processor and a 32-bit data bus, an accelerated CPU (one running at
speeds greater than 25 Mhz) will have some effect, although it will not
affect the clock speed of your machine.
You can add coprocessors to severa l Macintosh models. The Mac II
needs a PMMU to take adva ntage of System 7's 32-bit addressing. This
mo de l is the only Mac that needs a PM MU coprocessor.
The Classic II, LC, and lise are shipped without an FPC. If you have one
of these computers and inte nd to use math-inte nsive programs, you will
want to look into adding an FPU.
Several companies manufacture acce le rators for various Macintosh
mode ls. The accelerators vary depending on the model fo r which they
are made. AU Macs produced since theSE-except for the Mac Classicshave a slot mat can be used for adding an accele rator. The Macintosh
Plus does not have a slot, but upgrades exist that can be aua~.:hed to its
mod1e rboard. All in aU, almost every Macintosh model can be upgraded
in one \vay or ano ther.
The fo llowing sections list these upgrades and the types of Macs in
which they will \.vork. These lists are not defi nitive, bur rathe r are a
marke t sampling of the available CPU upgrade products; because new
companies and products are continually e merging, compiling a definitive
list would be next to impossible.

Macintosh Plus Upgrades
T his section lists some of the products available fo r the Maci ntosh Plus.
Any accele rator you get for your Mac Plus sho uld also provide a power
supply enhancement of some type. Othe rwise, you will probably need to
replace your power supply wiili in si.x months of having the accele rator
installed. (The power su pply converts the cu rrent from the waH into
power your Mac can use; the power supply is built into every Mac, and is
also called a step·down transformer.)
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Also be forewarned dm accele rawr upgrades for the Mac Plus can be
problematic, requiring you to take your Mac to a repair shop once or
twice a year to get d1e upgrade reinstalled. These upgrades have a nasty
habit of coming loose, regardless of how they are attached £O the
mothe rboard.
Product

Company

Comments

MaraThon 030
a nd Racer

Dove Compute r
Corporation

MC68030 33Mhz
accelerator

MicroMac Plus

MicroMac
Techno lot,')', Inc.

MC68030 20 or 2;Mhz
accelerator, FPU socket,
allows virtual memory
usage

Newlife 2;

Newlifc Computer
Corporation

MC68030 25Mhz
accelerator wid1 FPU

Quik30

Novy Syste ms, Inc.

MC68030 accelerator
with FPU socket

Quik40

Novy Systems, Inc.

MC68040 2; Mhz or 33
Mhz accelerator with FPU
socket

Macintosh SE Upgrades
Because you r Mac SE has a slot for accelerawr upgrades, upgrading it is
much easier and more stable man upgrading d1e Macintosh Plus. Always
check out the company from whom you are getring me accelerator, and
reme mber that unless you turn the computer into an SE/30 wim an
Apple upgrade, the SE will never be an SE/30. The following are some of
d1e upgrades available for d1e SE.
Product

Company

Comments

Apex Math
Coprocessor

Second Wave Inc.

FPU u pgrade

MaraThon 030
and Hacer

Dove Computer
Corporation

MC68030 33Mhz
accelera10r

MicroMac Plus

MicroMac
Technology, Inc.

MC68030 20 or z;Mhz
accelera10r, FI'U socket,
allows virtual me mory
usage
COillillltCS
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Product

Company

Comments

Mobius 030

Mobius
Technologies, lnc.

MC68030 25M hz
accelerator with FPU
socket and support for a
full- or two-page display,
dependin g on the model

NewLife 25 & 33

NewLile Computer
Corporation

MC68030 25 and 33Mhz
accelerator with FPU

Quik30

Novy Systems. Inc.

.\1C68030 accelerator
with FPU socket

Quik40

Novy Systems, Inc.

MC68040 25 or 33 Mhz
accelerator with FPU
socket

Tra nsWarp SE

Applied Engineering

MC68030 25Mhz and
33 Mhz accelerator

Macintosh Classic Upgrades
The following table lists upgrades avai lable for your Mac Classic. A
Class ic u pgrade is similar to the one used in the Mac Plus, so you might
experie nce some of the same problems you encounte r when upgrading
a Plus-primarily with the upgrade coming loose every so often. Because
the heat generated inside the computer is what causes these upgrades to
come loose, the Classic's fan will keep this problem to a mi nimum. Also,
you shouldn' t have ro worry as much about the Classics power supply
because it is more robust than the one in the Plus.
Product

Company

Comments

NewLi fe Classic

NewLife Computer
Corporation

accelerator with FPU

Quik30

Novy Systems, Inc.

~1C68030 25~1hz

MC68030 accelerator with
FPU socket

Macintosh LC Upgrades
The following table lists some o f the upgrades available for the Mac LC
and LC II. All of these upgrades use the LC's slot. Be careful; if you just
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upgrade roan FPU, and late r decide that you want an accele rator as
well, you might have to purchase a second FPU upgrade because the
fi rst FPU mig ht no t be compatible with the accelerator.

Product

Co111pany

Comments

Apex Math
Coprocessor

Second Wave. Inc.

foi'U upgrade

Dynamac LCPower Dynamac Computer
Products, Inc.

MC68030 16Mhz
accelerator with socket
for rru

FastMath LC

Applied Engineering

FPU upgrade

HighBoard 20

Pacific l'araiJel
Research, Inc.

MC68020 33Mhz with
FPU

LCFP

Pacific Parallel
Research, Inc.

rru upgrade

PowerCache

DayStar Digital, Inc.

MC68030 25, 40. or
50Mhz accelerator

QuikMathfl .C

System Technology
Corporation

FI'U upgrade

TokaJ\·tac LC

Fusion Data Systems

MC68040 accelerator

Macintosh SE/30 Upgrades
When you upgrade your SE/30, you will have to make a choice between
speed and color. Your SE/30 only has o ne slot, and if you use that slot
for an accelerator, you cannot install a colo r carcl. If you want the best of
bo th worlds, you can use a SCSJ mo nito r adapter (described in Chapte r
3) in conjunctio n with an accelerator. The following table lists some of
the accelerators available for the SE/30.

Product

Co111pany

Comments

MaraThon 030
and Hacer

Dove Computer
Corporation

.\1C68030 33Mhz and
clock speed accelerator

PowcrCache

DayStar Digital, Inc.

MC68030 25, 40, or
50Mhz accelerator

TokaMac SE/30

Fusion Data Systems

MC68040 accelerator
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Macintosh II Family Upgrades
This table lists just a few of the available upgrade options for your Mac II.
Each of the manufacturers listed makes more than o ne product for the II
family, so you will have to do some comparison shopping before
purchasing the upgrade. AJso, if you have a Ilci or Ilsi, do not confuse an
accele rator with a cache card . A cache card can greatly enhance your
Mac's speed, but it is not the same as an accelerator. An accelerator will
actually replace your Mac's original CPU in every way except for video
and inp ut/output functions. Lf you use a NuBus video card, it is even
possible for the accelerator to increase your video processing speed as
well.
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Product

Company

Model(s)

Comments

A'n'O Cache d

ATIO
Technology, Inc.

llci

FPU upgrade

Bullet030

Sigma Designs

llsi & llci

MC68030 50Mhz
accelerator with
additional
enhancements
(installs in llci
cache slot)

Cache-In 50

Applied
Engineering

Ilci

MC68030 50Mhz
accelerator with
FPU

Fast Cache

DayStar Digital, Inc.

Ilci

Cache card

SIFP

Pacific Parallel
Research, Inc.

llci

FPU upgrade

MacCache

UR-Micro, Inc.

!lei

Cache card

MaraThon 030
and Racer

Dove Computer
Corporation

Ilx

MC68030 33Mhz
and clock speed
accelerator

PowerCache

DayStar Digital, Inc.

II, IIx, Ilcx

MC68030 25, 40,
or 50Mhz
accelerator

Radius Rocket

Radius, Inc.

All Mac lis

MC68040 25Mhz
accelerator NuBus
based

Product

Company

Model(s)

Comments

Q uickSilver

Applied Engineering

Ilsi

FPU upgrade
and cache card,
leaves PDS slot
available

TokaMac LC

Fusion Data Systems

lls i & llci

MC68040
accelerator

Xcced llci-128

Micron Techno logy, Inc.

llci

Cache card

Summary
Whe n it comes to upgrading your Mac, you really have to think about
what you are doing. This chapter detailed some of the special operations
that occur inside your Mac; by unde rstanding these operations, you will
be able to bette r understand what your Mac is doing. In addition, the
information will help make you a more informed shopper.
It is always great to add to your Mac and make the computer run faste r,
but if you do not shop carefully, you might not get exactly what you
want. Shop with care, and you will be able to breath new life into an old
friend, gaining years of continued service and com panionship.
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Enhancing Your Data
Storage Capacities
his chapter discusses the
Macintosh floppy drive and
hard drive subsystems. You
will learn how your disk
drives work, tips for using
them, and how to get more
from your floppy and hard
;:~~~:::~----' disk drives. This chapter also
looks at other storage mediums,
including optical disk drives, CDROMs, and tape drives. By the end
of this chapter, you will have a
working knowledge of Macintosh
storage systems.
This chapter includes the following
information about data storage:
• A brief history of the development of the disk drive.

•

Detailed information concerning floppy disk drives, incl uding
sections abom floppy disks, drive mechanisms, and the method by
which drives read and write data. In addition, you will learn about
disk formatting and formats for both floppy and hard disks. After
which you will find more mate rial on using, maimaini.ng, and
u·oubleshooting your floppy drives.

•

Detailed information concerning hard disk drives. The subjects
covered include the difference between the floppy and hard drive
formats, the SCSI chain, and tips for getting the most from your
drives. Some of the discussion is technical, but you wi.ll also fi nd
helpful and practical tips.

• An overview of your data storage options. This section includes
inva luable info rmation regarding your options, including o ptical,
CD-ROM, a nd tape drives.
•

A list of the major stOrage subsystem manufacturers. While the list

isn' t definitive, it does provide an excellent means by which you
can begin investigating storage device manufacture rs.

To begin a chapter with a dire warning is probably not good form;
regardless, heed this warning: your hard drive is the weakest link
and the least dependable peripheral attached to your Macintosh . If
something goes wrong with your computer-and at some point,
something will go wrong-the problem will invariably involve the
hard drive. The refore, you should always be ready for your hard
drive to die. Period.
True, the preceding paragraph does have paranoid undertones,
but by backing up your data regularly, you might save yourself
much g rief later. (For information about backups, see Chapter 10.)

AHistory Lesson
Although a historical overview of compute r drives is not essential, the
facts are interesti ng. Understanding how an induStl)' developed and
where it came from often gives you a better idea of where it is heading.
Regarding compute rs, a historical overview shows you how computers
have evolved and continue tO evolve, becoming faster, smalle r, and
capable of holding more data.
Regardless of how fast your CPU can process data, there initially must be
a way to place the data onto the computer. But placi ng data onto the
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computer is fruitless unless you also have a means of storing, retrieving,
and re using that data. In tl1e early days of computing, paper tape and
punch cards were used to enter data o nto compute rs: the results were
then generally o utput on a printer.
Before long, operators realized that punch cards and reams of printer
paper were inadequate. Tape drives were then developed and used for
both input and data storage. A5 computers became faster, however, tapes
became inefficient because they could nor access data quickly enough.
To mee t the new needs of the industry, hardware e ngineers developed
very large disk drives. These drives were the size of four metal d esks: two
with their e nds placed together and the ot her two stacked on top. The
disk was a very large drum that rotated at about two hundred revolutions per minute (rpm) , and it looked like the disks from very early
pho nographs. The disks stored data on a magne tic material, and the
total capacity was about 20M.
By the 1960s, developers reduced the size of t11e disk drive to a small
filing cabinet, and the disks were both removable a nd flxed, which
doubled the ir capacity. IBM developed the first drive o f this type; it had a
30M fixed disk and a 30M removable disk. The disk was called it a 30-30,
and it became known as a Winchester, named ;tfter the rifle. Hence the
name Wincheste r became the designation for any drive that used th e
technology in the IBM drive. (For more info rmation regarding the hard
drive technology, refer to the sectio n "Hard Disk Drives" later in this
chapter.)
The d evelopment of the large hard drive only solved half the problem;
no convenient way yet existed for inputting data. Data was now easily
stored o n the new hard drives, but any new clara input into the computer had to come from a te letype terminal, a tape drive, o r the card
reader. Punch cards simply weren' t efficient e nough, and it was not un til
data could be placed on a floppy disk that this process improved. The
late 1970s saw the production of a si ngle floppy disk drive that used a
disk made of heavy mylar with a fe rrous oxide coating-similar to the
coating used on record ing tape. The d isk measured 8 inches and held
about 80K of data. The disk was flexible, looked like a large LP record,
and was called a floppy disk.
The technology used in floppy disks advanced , a nd today alJ Macs usc a
3 1/2-inch floppy disk drive. Over the years, the capacity of the 3 1/2-inch
disk has increased from 400K to 1.44M. Although flopp y disk drive
technology has progressed a long way, it has not stopped. The ne.xt
generation of floppy disks will hold over 2M of data.
Hard drive techno logy also continued to evolve. The same era that gave
birth to the floppy disk also witnessed the miniaturization of the hard
drive. By the early 1980s. hard drives became small enough to use with
the new personal computers. A 20M drive, which was 5 1/2 inches
cubed, was considered large enough to mee t any computing need .
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Unfortunately, the optimism of the beginning age of personal computing
rapidly gave way w the realities of computer technology: access to data
creates more data, and there may never be a swrage medium large
e nough to ho ld all the necessary data. Even today, depend ing on the
type of work you do, your hard drive will pro bably soon be too small to
handle your needs. Moreover, a drive th at holds 1 gigabyte of data-the
same size as the first 20M drives-will soon be roo small for the average
user.

!though storage capacity is increasing, the physical size of
hard drives is decreasing. The smallest drives are the size of a
pack of cigarettes and hold over 1OOM of dat.'l. All of wh ich leads to
the maxim "Data abhors an empty d isk." The process only continu es. No matter how big your ha rd disk is, it will always be full, and
technological advancements will continue to make the drives
smalle r wid1 increasingly large capacities.

A

Floppy Disk Drives
To fully understand your disk drive, you need to know what a floppy
disk is and how it works. By reading th is section, you will gain a working
knowledge of floppy d isk drives and learn ro avoid making mistakes that
could lose data or ruin you r drive. Also, you will gain some basic skills to
help you troubleshoot your system if a problem should arise with your
floppy disk drive.

Why Call It aFloppy Disk?
\'V'hen you look at a Macintosh floppy disk, you see a 3 1/2-inch square
piece of hard plastic wid1 a moveable trap door on one side. If you slide
this trap door open, you see a black area housed inside the hard p lastic
case. This area is actually the floppy disk that contains data. The hard
plastic C.'lse merely surrounds and prorects the disk.
The actual disk is made of mylar, a plastic material similar w that used
fo r recording tape, and coated on bod1 sides with a ferrous material so
that it can hold a magnetic charge. Data swrage occurs by using this
ferro us material-much as the groves in a record ho ld the sou nd
reproduced by a record player. The data consists of little p ieces of
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magnetic material (usually iron or cobalt) being charged (on) or
unch arged (off). Each piece of material re prese nts a bit; eight bits
comprise a byte, and all of these bits and bytes are recognizable co the
computer.

B

e careful not co couch the actual disk. Simply couching this
magnetic medium can damage or destroy the data on the

disk.

T

o ad here to modern usage, this book calls the entire
item--disk and case-a floppy disk.

Take a look at the fl oppy disk. The bottom side of the disk includes a
quarter-sized spindle. The top has an indent that occupies about half the
coral space of the disk; you place the disk label in this area (see fig. 2.1).
If you hold the disk so that the trap door is facing down and the top of
the disk is facing you, you will see a small square hole in the upper right
corner o f the disk: the write-lock indicatOr. The write lock is a moveable
tab that you access from the back of the disk. When the tab blocks the
small window so that you ca nnot see d1rough the window, you r computer can write data co the disk. When you move the tab so that you can
see through the hole, the disk is write disabled o r locke d. You can read
data from a locked disk. but you cannot change d1e data or write new
data to the disk.
When you insert a floppy disk into your Macintosh , the drive mech anism
opens the trap door so that d1e computer can access the data contained
o n the mylar pan of the disk.

High Density vs. Double Density
Drive size is determined by how much data the disk holds, nor by the
p hysical size o f the drive. The term density is used to describe data
capacity.
The very first Macs had floppy disk d rives that read single-sided 400K
floppy d isks. Some of these disks still exist, and they can be read by any
Macintos h floppy disk drive.
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Fig. 2.1
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Disk Access Slol

The next generation o f Macs-the Mac 512Ke, Plus, SE, and Ll- hacl
flo ppy disk drives that used double-sided double-density 800K floppy
disks. Double-sided means that the drive can read both sides of the
floppy d isk.
All Macs produced since Apple introduced the SE/30 and the Mac llcx
have a high-density floppy drive (HDFD) , also called a SuperDrive. Highdensity refers to an increase in the number o f u-<tcks on a floppy d isk,
which in turn increases the number o f pits per square inch. High-density
floppy disks ho ld L.44 M of data, as opposed to 800K o f data o n a
double-density disk.
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igh-density tloppy disks contain a small hole in the upper
left corne r of the disk. across from the write-protect tab.
Double-de nsicy disks do not contain this h ole.

H

How Does the Drive Work?
A floppy disk drive is much like a record player that would le t you add
music as well as listen ro the cu rre ntly reco rded music. Instead of
reading and writing music. however, the disk drive reads and writes
clara.
Every floppy disk drive has a spindle moror, an actuator arm. a read
head, and a write head. The spindle motor acts like the platter on a
reco rd player; it turns the disk when it is in the computer. The acmato r
arm ho lds the read and right heads (ca lled heads) the way an arm o f a
record player holds the needle. Unlike a record player, however, the
actuato r arm moves back and fort h across the surface of the disk instead
of following a groove in the disk. An acmator motor controls the
acwato r arm and the heads, positioning the heads whe re they can read
the clara as the disk spins unde rneath the heads.
All currem Macintosh floppy disk drives use double-sided floppy disks.
The disk drive then has two actuator arms, each with heads. The actuator
motor moves bmh arms simultaneously, positio ning the m in the same
spot on opposite sides of the disk. A logic board on the flopp y disk drive
contro ls the move ment of the actuato r arms and heads, while the logic
board on the computer controls the flo ppy drive 's logic board.
Wh en you insert a floppy disk into your Mac, the trap door opens as the
disk drops down o nto the spindle; the spindle then stares the disk
spinni ng. The drive heads the n move so that they rest on the floppy disk,
much like grabbing a piece of pape r with a pair of tweezers. At this
point. the floppy disk is spinning at about 300 rpm's between the heads
on the actuacor arm s; the actuator arms move in and our along the
vertical slot in the d isk housing to read data from or wrire data to rhe
disk.
Tiny e lecrronic coils o f a fe rro us mare rial make the heads a small
e lectromagnet. This electromagne t records the data on the floppy by
charging (turni ng on) a small p an icle in the magnetic coating on the
disk. As a resulr, each particle is eithe r on o r off. Whe n the drive reads a
disk, it senses the disruption or lack of disruption in the magnetic field
and can tell whethe r a particle is o n or off. The on and off charges are
bina ry signa ls that the computer the n inte rpre ts and turns into meaningful o utput.
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How To Format Floppy Disks
Before you can write data ro a floppy disk, you must format it. Format
means that the Mac prepares floppy disks for use by writing specific
information ro the disk and verifying that the disk is not damaged. To
fo rmat a floppy d isk, the Mac writes tracks and sectors to it and then
adds boot blocks, a file directory, and the Desktop file.
To format a disk, follow these ste ps:
1. Insert a floppy disk into the floppy disk drive. You can insert eid1er
an unformatted disk or a d isk that is formatted for a machine other
than a Macintosh (such as a DOS-tormatted disk).

The Disk Initialization dialog box appears (see fig. 2.2).

Fig. 2.2
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2. If you are sure the disk you have inserted is blank, click the
Initialize button ; otherwise, click the Cancel button. The dialog
box in figu re 2.2 appears when the Mac cannot read a disk.

f you insert a damaged d isk d1at contains data and the disk
initializatio n dialog box appears, clicking the Initialize button
will destroy all d ata o n the disk. Also, if you accide ntally insert a
DOS-fonn atted disk that contains data and you click the Initialize
button, all the data will be destroyed and the disk will be fonnatted for the Macintosh. To keep from destroying data on a broken
Happy disk, click the Cancel button. The Mac will eject the floppy
disk wid1out touching it. lf you are ever in doubt, click Cancel;
th e n follow the disk recovery proced ures exp lained in Chapter 12.

I

You can also re format Macintosh flo ppy disks. Reforma tting means that
all the data on the disk will be d estroyed and the disk will be restored it
to a blank or empty cond itio n. The re are severa l occasions when you
wou ld want to reformat a flo ppy rather than just trash ;my fil es the disk
contai ns. Whe never you experience pro blems writing o r reading from a
floppy disk, you should reformat the disk. Also, in some cases dele ting
the files does no t free up all the available space on a floppy disk, so
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formatting the disk will give you an extra 20K o f space. To reformat a
disk, follow these ste ps:
1. lnserr rhe flo ppy disk into the flo ppy disk drive.
2. Click the disk to select it.
3. Fro m the Special me nu, choose Erase Disk.
The Erase Disk di alog box appears (see fig. 2 .3) .

Fig. 2.3

In
~

The Erase Disk dialog box.

This proceu will euue a ll
lnformntlun on th l\ di ~ k.

4. Click o n the Erase button.
The Disk Initialization dialog box appears, warning you that all
data o n the disk will be lost (see fig. 2.4).

Fig. 2.4
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5. If you are su re you want to e rase the disk, click the appro priate
butto n. Click One-s ided to initialize a single -sided , do uble-de nsity
(400K) disk; click Two-sided to initialize a dou ble-side d, do ublede nsity (800K) disk. If you are initializing a high-de nsi ty (HD) disk,
o nly a single Initialize butro n appears for you to click.

A

hvays stop and th ink be fo re you click the In itialize
butto n. Afte r you begin fo rmatting a floppy disk, you
can-not stop the p rocess, no r can you recover the data from
a fo rmatted di sk.

The Mac now pro mpts you ro name the flo ppy disk (see fig. 2.5) .
The nam e ca n be up ro 32 characte rs lo ng and can contain any
numbe r, characrer, o r symbol except a colo n (:).
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hen initializing a double-sided, double-density (800K)
disk, don 't just discard the disk if it won't initialize properly
at fi rst. Try again using the One-sided button. If the button works,
you've got a 400K flopp y; if it doesn't, you're no worse off.

W
Fig. 2.5
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Ple ose nome I his disk:

Naming a newly formatted
llopp)' disk.

The Macintosh begins formatting the disk. A dialog box appears with
the message, Formatting disk . .. . After a minute or so, the message
changes ro Verifying format .. . . finally, the message reads Creating
directories. You cannot interrupt the fo rmatting process.
After the Mac finishes the fo rmatting process, your newly formatted disk
appears as an icon on d1e Desktop.

What is the Purpose of Formatting?
This section explains d1e disk formatting process. Although some of this
information is academic, it introduces you tO data structures.
While reading dlis section, you learn about tracks and sectors, boot
blocks, and directories. Except in a few noted instances, this basic
information about floppy disk drives also applies to hard disk drives.

Around the Track and through the Sectors
Formatting does several things £O a disk. First the 1\>lac creates tracks.
Tmcks are concentric rings placed o n the disk that are then divided into
sectors (see fig. 2.6). A sector is section of a track that is 512 bytes long,
wi th each sector divided into a data srorage ~trea, a for matring mark, a
CRC block, and a sector tag.
Ail data storage occurs within the sectors of )'Our disk. Because most files

are larger d1an 5l2 bytes, however, you r files will usually occupy two or
more sectors. Thus if you have a file d1at is 1,998 bytes in size, it will
occupy four sectors and use a total of 2K of the disk. Consequently, you
never really use all the disk space on a floppy disk because d1ere will
always be some free space in sectors holding a file fragment. In figure 2.7
you see that the ftle occupies 3K on the disk, but is really 1,998 bytes in
size.
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Fig. 2.6
Tracks and sectors
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o see the size of one of your tlles and how much space it is
occupying, select the file. Then choose Get Info from the File
menu. A box appears on-screen with information about the file,
including the fil e size.

The Mac uses add itional information in the secwr to keep track of your
scored data:
• Thcfomzalling marll is a sector identifier; it contains the number
of the individual sector.
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•

The sector tags are a part of the sector th at occurs only o n floppy
disks and store file ide ntificatio n information that is used by some
fLle recovery processes.

•

Your Mac uses the Cyclical Redundancy Check (C RC) me thod
to check the integrity of data. Your Mac stores a number in the
sector's CRC location calculated from d1e data in d1e sector, called
a cbecksum. Evety time your Mac reads a sector, it recalculates this
number. If the calculated number does not march the nu mbe r
stored in d1e CRC block, you r Mac will tell you that you have a
damaged, unreadable file. (For information abou t dealing with this
problem, refer to Chapter 11.)

In addition to the tracks and sectors, a newly initialized disk receives the
following: starrup information, a volume information block, a file
a!Jocation table, and the Desktop fi le. These items are described in the
next sections.

he information in d1e following sections is not 100-percent
accurate in a technical sense. although it is correct from an
informational poin t of view; it accurately describes the structure of
a Macintosh disk. For specific technical info rmation , refer to Inside
Macintosh, Volumes IV and VI, published by Addison-Wesley.

T

The System Startup Information
In order fo r the Macintosh to start, it must be able to access specific data
from the d isk-either a floppy o r hard disk. A sta rtup disk is any disk
that contains the necessary data in its boot blocks to start d1e compute r.
The boot blocks are in the first two sectors (also called blocks) of d1e
d isk. This area contains the info rmation necessary to start your Macintosh if the disk is a startu p disk. In o rder to run your Macintosh, the
startup disk must contain a System file and a Fi nde r (or other applicatio n) file. If the disk cannm start the Macintosh, the boot blocks do nm
contain meani ngful data.

R
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egardless o f whethe r or not a floppy disk is a startup disk,
the Maci ntosh always reserves the boot blocks for its use.

The Volume Information Block
The next piece of information that the Mac places on a formatted disk is
the volume information block. These blocks contain critical informatio n
about the disk, including its name, size, date and time of creation , elate
of modification, and the number of files o n the disk.

The Volume Directory (Volume Bit Map)
The next file created is the volume bit map. This file con tai ns a 1-bit
record for each block or seccor on the disk. lf the bit is o n for a specific
sector, it is in use and not available fo r data. It d1e bit for a sector is o ff,
the sector is free and available fo r data.
Sometimes the sector indicator in the volume bit map does not get
mrned off after you delete a file. When this happe ns, some of the space
you freed by trashing the file is unavailable fo r new data. In the discussion of file management and d isk recovery in Chapters 10 and 11, you
will learn about this problem and how to correct it.

File Allocation Table
The file allocation table (FA1) is where d1e Mac keeps track of all the
data on your disk. It consists of two files: Extents Tree and Catalog Tree.
These two files work together to keep tr'Jck of the other files o n the disk
by using a database strucmre called a B-Tree. This process can be
complicated because a single file can span several sectors, and these
sectors do nor need to be side by side. This method for keepi ng tr.tck of
your files is the HFS or hierarchical file system. The HFS is maintains the
nested folder structure on you r disks (e.g., files wid1in folders within
folders) .

The Desktop File
The final file is the Deskto p file, which is t11e resource file used by the
Finde r. It links your applications wid1 d1eir data files and keeps track of
icons and window positions.
The Macintosh can not use a flo ppy disk unless the disk contains the
Desktop flle. Because the file is constantly modified, you might eventually receive the message: This disk is damaged. Do you VJish to
repair it?. Click d1 e OK burton. The Macintosh wi ll try to rebuild d1e
Desktop flle : if it can do so successfully. the disk will work fine. If the
Mac cannot rebuild the Oeskwp file, you will get a message stating so,
and the di sk will be ejected.
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o u can rebuild the Desktop fil e of any disk. This procedure
is helpfu l if the d isk o perates slowly whe n q uitting from a
program and returning co the Desktop , o r if the d isk opens
and closes slowly. To rebuild th e Desktop fLie , press and hold
Command-Option, a nd d1en insert the floppy d isk into the floppy
disk drive. If you are rebu ild ing the Deskto p on your ha rd drive;
ho ld down Command-Option as you Mac boors, just be fo re the
Desktop appears. A dia log box appears; click th e OK button in me
d ialog box. Nme, however, mat rebuilding the Desktop ftle will
delete any Comments you have inserted in me Get Info box for
this fi le.

If the Mac cannot rebuild d1e Desktop file, you can try recovering me
d isk by using a file recovery utility (refer tO Chapter 12). After you
recover the disk, the o nly hope of ever using it again is tO fo rmat the disk
on an MS-DOS machine. (If you have a SuperDrive, you can format it in
DOS format by using the Apple File Exchange util ity.) You then can try
fo rmatting it agai n o n the Macintosh. If it still doesn't format, you r
optio ns arc to use it o n an MS-DOS machine o r throw it away.

Using an External Floppy Disk Drive
Some Macs come equ ipped to usc cwo flo p py dis k drives. All Macs have
o ne floppy d isk drive built into the casing (also called the CPU) that
ho uses the logic board and oilier com pone nts of the compu ter. The
internal flo·ppy drive. In additio n to me internal
bu ilt-in d rive is
d rive, all Macs-except the Mac II line (II, l lx, and Ilfx) and d1e
Quad ras-have an extemal floppy d isk drive port. Wh en you connect a
second floppy d isk d rive to d1e Mac, it auto matica.lly detects that a drive
has been attached and what type of drive it is. You can attach e imer an
BOOK or Su perDrive floppy disk drive. The Mac lis that do no t have an
external floppy port have space inside m e CPU for a second floppy drive.

me

Whe n you attach an exte rnal flo ppy disk d rive, it should be the same
type as the o riginal floppy d isk drive. (There fo re, you s hould not attach a
SuperDrive to a machine whose original d rive is an BOOK floppy disk
drive.)
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f you have a Mac SE or a Mac II with an BOOK floppy disk
drive. you can upgrade the drives to a SuperDrive. Apple has
provided an upgrade that re places the BOOK drive and adds the
necessary components to your logic bo;u·d so that the Mac will
work with the new drive. The list price for the upgrade for is S449.

I

Care and Feeding of the Floppy
Your floppy drive, when properly used and maintained, will probably
never give you any grief. You might inadvertently make a mistake,
however, that damages a floppy disk, the floppy disk drive, or both. This
section explains how tO take care of your floppy disk drives and your
floppy disks. It covers mishaps such as what to do when you spill liquids
o n you r floppy disks, how ro handle unreadable floppy disks, and
general drive maintenance.

Formatting Different Sized Disks
There are three different sizes of Macintosh floppy disk drives. With
the introd uction of each new drive , the data capacity was increased ,
although each new drive could read disks of a smaller size (called
backward compatibility). Unfortunately, this capability didn 't work in
reverse-a 400K drive cannot read an BOOK disk. Likewise , a 400K or
BOOK drive cannot read a 1.44 M disk. Yet the SuperDrive can format a
400K or BOOK disk, and an BOOK drive mn fo rmat a 400K disk.
Do not format a high-de nsity flo ppy d isk in an BOOK lloppy disk drive. An
BOOK drive will format a high-density disk as an BOOK disk. The d isk will
then be readable by other BOOK drives, but a SuperDrive will not be able
to read the disk and will want to initialize it. The little hole in the upper
corner on the hig h-de nsity disk causes this situation. The SuperDrive
uses this hole tO determine whether a disk is high-density; if it detects
the hole, the SuperD rive tries tO re ad the floppy disk as a 1.44M disk. If
you formatted the disk as an BOOK disk, the SuperDrive wi ll nor recognize it and wi ll want to erase the data.
You can also encounter anod1e r problem by using high-de nsity disks
in an 800K drive: data instability. Because d1e high-density disks use a
denser magnetic material than an BOOK disk, high-de nsity disks format·
ted in an BOOK floppy disk d rive might later lose their formatting.
Altho ugh this silllatio n rare ly occurs, it is a potential problem mat could
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cause you to lose important data. To avoid potential problems, d o not
use high-de nsity floppy disks in an BOOK floppy disk drive. Use d isks
made fo r your drive.
You can fo rmat a 400K disk o n an 800K lloppy disk drive or Su perDrive.
You must use a DSDD floppy disk-not a HD floppy d isk. Follow these
ste ps:
1. Insert the disk into your flop py disk drive.

2. If the disk is already formatted, choose Erase from the Special
menu .

If the disk is not a lready formatted, the Macintosh will ask whethe r
you want to format the disk. Press and ho ld the Option key a nd
click the One-side d button.

3. When the disk is fo rmatted , your Mac will ask you to name it; the n
the disk will appear on your Deskto p. Ope n the disk to check
whether it has th e Macintosh File System (MFS) ind icatOr (see fig.
2.8).

Fig. 2.8
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If the disk contains the indicator, it is formatted as an MFS disk; you can
format an 800K MFS d isk. The indicator says that the disk is formatted
with the MFS format, rather than an HFS (hierarchical fi le system) format. If you happe n to u se an MFS disk with System 7, you will not see
the indicato r. However, you can rell if it is a MFS disk by checking the
File menu ; if it is MFS you will not be able to cre ate a folder o n the disk
and your file menu will look like the one in figure 2.9.
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Fig. 2.9
The File menu that ;tppears
for an MFS disk.
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he HFS (hierarchical file system) fo rmat is the current
Macintosh standard . This lormar e nab les you to place files

inside folders, and the n place those folde rs inside other folders.
The MFS (Macintosh file system) format, which is the original Mac
fonn at, only enables you ro maintain a single layer of items. You
can p lace a document in a folder, but the Macintosh actually keeps
a on e-level ind ex of the file and folder structure.

Transporting Your Floppy Drive Safely
Whenever you move your Macintosh, protect your floppy d isk drive by
placing a floppy disk into the drive afte r you tu rn off the Mac. (Use a
spare floppy disk for this procedu re; do not use o ne that contains
important data.)
Macs with BOOK drives are shipped from the factory with yellow hard
p lastic drive prorectors. Use these protectors carefully. They will protect
an BOOK drive, bur they will destroy a Su perOrive. In addition , if you
inse rt the protecror upside-down (which requires forci ng it into the
drive), you will destroy an SOOK drive. Your best bet is to use a floppy
disk when transporti ng the floppy d isk drive. To replace a floppy disk
costs approximately $1; to replace a floppy disk drive can cost up to
S400.
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Dissolving the X-Ray Myth
Do not be afraid o f sending your disks or your Macintosh through the
airpo rt X-ray machine. X-rays are nothing more than a fo rm of light, and
they cannot harm your Mac or your disks. You have a greater chance of
damaging your disks by walking through a metal detector-which uses
magnetic fields-than you do sending you r disks through an X-ray
machine. However, before you send your disks down the conveyer bel t,
make sure the device is an X-ray machine and not a magnetic scan ner. If
it is a magnetic scanner, it will pro bably scramble your data.

Inserting Disks
One of the biggest mistakes you can make while using your floppy drive
is forcing a disk into the drive. The tloppy disk drive automatically
acce pts and ejects disks. If you fo rce a d isk into the drive, you can cause
irreparable damage to the drive.
As you insert the disk into the drive, you will feel some resistance; this
slight resistance mea ns that the drive is open ing the tmp door on the
floppy disk. Immediately after the resistance begins, the d isk drive will
grab the disk and pull it into the drive. If the drive does not accept the
disk, do not force it into tbe drive. Forcing a disk into your drive can and
will damage both the disk and the drive, probably requiring the drive to
be re placed.

If you feel a greater resistance than usual when you insert a floppy disk
into the drive, remove the disk and try sliding open the trap door. If
the trap door opens smoothly, the problem might no t be \Vith the d isk;
try to re insert the floppy disk into the drive. If the drive still refuses to
accept the disk, re mO\'e the disk and try to insert another one. If the
same thing happe ns with anorher disk, your floppy disk drive may be
damage d . Take you r Macintosh to an Ap ple Authorized Service Center
and have the professionals check your floppy disk drive for any
proble ms.

Ejecting Disks
You ca n also damage your flo ppy disk drive by trying to force floppy
disks out of the drive. When a floppy disk does not eject properly, you
can try a couple- noncoercive- me thods ro take the disk from the drive.
When you unmou nt a disk by dragging your floppy disk icon to d1e
Trash and the disk does not pop out of the drive comple tely, do not grab
the disk and try to pu ll it o ut. Instead, gently push the disk back into the
drive. Nine out of ten times, d1e Mac will reinsert the disk. You then can
drag the icon to the Trash again and eject the disk. If the disk will not
rei nsert, turn o ff your Macintosh and take it to a service ce nter.
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Lf the Mac runs th rough the motions of ejecting your disk but doesn't
physically eject the disk, your best bet is to turn your Mac off and take it
to a service center. If you are feeling brave, however, you can try anothe r
method. Look to the right of the slot where you insert your floppy disks;
you see a small hole. Behind this hole is a manual eject lever.

To eject a disk ma nually, shut down your Mac, and the n unbe nd a strong
paper clip and insert it into the hole. When you feel some resistance,
gently apply pressure. As the lever goes back, the disk will begin to rise
from its seated position and start to pop out of the drive. If you push the
level as far as it will go a nd the disk o nly partially comes out of the drive
and then jumps back in, stop. The drive needs professional atte ntion .

If the disk d oes pop out com ple tely, turn your Mac back on and insert a
different disk, after checking the trap door. If this disk works properly,
initialize it by choosing Erase Disk from the Special menu. You can only
be sure that the disk drive is okay after you have formatted a disk and
copied data to and from a floppy disk.

f you have trouble ejecting a floppy disk, throw away the
disk that caused the trouble. lf the d isk contains important
data, use the d isk carefully and only to copy the d ata onto your
hard drive or another floppy. If you cannot get the disk to work at
all, you can tJ)•-as a last resort-ripping the trap door off the d isk.
If you do thjs, be sure the door and the spring that operates it are
completely removed before putting the disk into the drive. The
trap door is only there to protect the disk inside the case and is
not needed for the drive to work.

I

Using MS-DOS-Formatted Floppy Disks
One advantage of the SuperDrive is that it can format, read, and write
disks MS-DOS-formatted floppy disks. To take advantage of this capability, you need the Apple File Exchange utility. This program is designed
specifically for the purpose of using MS-DOS-formatted disks. lf this
utiliry did not come with your Macintosh, you can obwn it from an
Apple dealer. Apple has also recently released a new Syste m 7 extension
called PC Exchange, which is an invaluable tool if you read data from a
great deal of MS-DOS-formatted floppy disks. The Apple File Exchange
and other utilities for reading a MS-DOS disks are described in Chap·
ter 15.
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n addition to the Apple File Exchange utility, you can also
use third-party utilities: DOS Mounter by Dayna Communications, AcCC!iS PC by Insignia Solutions, and PC Exchange by Apple
Corporation. For more information regarding these utilities, re fer
to Chapter 15.

I

Inserting Damaged Disks
You might insert a floppy disk and see the dialog box in figure 2.10. In
accordance with Murphy's Law, the disk will no doubt contain data that
you need. Now.

Fig. 2.10

d.,

Requesl 10 inirializc a
damaged d isk.

lhls dl1k h: damogcd:
Do you mnn1 to inltlnllze lt1

Click d1e Eject butto n; the disk will be ejected . Now re inserr the d isk. If
the same dialog box appears, refer to Chapters 11 a nd 12, which e..-xplain
how to recover floppy disks.

f you click the Initialize button in the Damaged Disk dialog
box, you will erase all the data on the disk. There is now way ro
recover data from a floppy disk that has been initialized!

I

Reading aWet Floppy Disk
Some day the unavoidable wi ll happen : you will spill a drink on a floppy
disk. When you d o, immediately wipe the disk as dry as possible. Then
set the disk aside a nd let it dry overnight.
After the disk has dried , try sliding the trap door open ro make sure that
it is not sw ck. Be sure you that you do not touch the mylar disk inside
the casing. If the trap door sticks, carefully rip it off d1e disk. The only
purpose of d1e trap door is to protect the mylar disk inside the housing;
a disk without a trap door will work just fine in your Mac.
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Next try ro rurn the spindle on the bonom of the disk. Turning the
spindle is nor easy, but it is possible. If rhe spindle will not turn, the disk
is probably ruined ; do nor insert it into your Mac. Set the disk aside for
another 24 hours to make sure that it is thoroughly d ry. Then try to turn
the spindle again. lf it still does not move, pray that you have a backup.
If the spind le does turn, hold the trap door open (being careful not to
touch the mylar disk) and n1rn the spindle. As the disk moves inside the
housing, visually check it for moisture and water marks. lf the disk still
contains moisture, set it aside and let it dry some more. If it has water
marks, it is probably damaged ; just throw away the disk.
The critical issue he re is what yo u spilled on the disk. Was it was a sticky
liquid like soda or coffee with cream and sugar? If so, does the disk have
water marks? The disk is probably sticky and the residue on the disk
could get o n the heads in the floppy disk drive. If you only spilled water
or black coffee on the disk and it is completely dry, however, you can try
reading it. If you do try to read d1e disk and anything unusual happens,
like odd grinding or whirring noises, eject the disk.
If you spiUed a sticky liquid on a floppy disk that contains critical data
that is not backed up, you can try one more trick. Rinse the disk off
using cold water with the trap door open. Then set it aside to dry. After
the disk has dried, fo llow the preceding procedure again. If your disk
still fails, it is probably dead.

ry these recovery steps at your own risk. They may not
work, and inserting a disk that bas bad liquid spilled on it
could ruin yourfloppy drive. These steps are only for the d esperate or d10se willing to pay for a new disk drive.

T

Checking Head Alignment
Your floppy disk drive may malfunction for no apparent reason. One
possible cause for the malfunction is d1at me heads are ou r of alignment,
which means that d1e heads do not align properly on the floppy disk and
therefore cannot recognize the tracks and, consequendy, data on a disk.
If you can read a di sk forma n ed in your machine, but the same disk is
unreadable in a d ifferent Mac, the heads are probably o ut o f alignment.
You now have the fo llowing cwo choices:
•

Take you Mac to an Authorized Apple Service Cente r and h ave the
drive replaced . Apple Service Cente rs do not realign me heads on
Macintosh d isk drives.
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•

Find someone who does do this type of re pair; d1ere are probably
several technicians in your area who work on !VIacs even though
they are nor Apple authorized. This o ption can cost about half of
what replacing d1e drive wou ld cost.

If you choose the Iauer option, make sure you check out dle technician-get refere nces and take the time to call them. Because Apple
authorized technicians do not do d1is rype o f repair, you need to make
sure that you are getting dle services you purchase. Caveat emptor.

Replacing aDrive
Flo ppy drives die. They wear out, the heads get knocked loose, d1e
mechanisms get be nt, and so on. When the y do, your only choice is to
replace the drive. To replace your drive, your first choice should be dle
Apple Authorized Service Ce nter. If you want to save a little money, you
can buy a reconditioned drive at about half d1e cost of a new Apple drive
from an Apple dealer. A reconditio ned drive is one that has been
rebuilt-much li ke getting a rebuilt engine for your car. A good computer repair shop (not an Apple deale r, o f course) will probably have a
few rebuilt or reconditioned drives on hand.
You will probably be able ro find one or two people in your area who
reconditio n dead Macintosh drives. Check any indepe nde nt computer
newspape rs published in your area.
Reconditioned drives should have a 90-day warranty, and as always,
check them out. If a reconditioned drive is going to fail, it will probably
do so withi n the warranty period .

f you o nly use your Mac occasionally, be careful buying
anything with a 90-clay wa rranty. You may not use the machine
e nough wid1in 90 days to prope rly test the dependability of the
compone nt o r pe ripheral. Purchase accessories and peripherals
that have a one-year warranty.

I

Avoiding Magnets
Remember that all the data on your floppy disk consists of magnetically
charged particles in precise positions. You the refo re need to be careful
of magnets near your Macintosh or floppy disks. For example, beware of
magne tic paper clip holders, which carry a two-part danger. First, the
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holder has a magnet. wh ich does nor need ro come in direct contact with
a floppy disk in order to destroy all the data that the disk contains. In
add ition. the paper clips themselves are dangerous. While they have sat
in the ho lder, waiting to do your bidding, they have become magnetized.
Therefo re, something as innocent as a paper clip could damage a floppy
disk.
Magnets are everywhere: on screwdrivers and scissors. within the morors
of small appliances, within the telephone. The list of devices that can
cause magnetic damage is extensive. Remember that the effects of a
magnet arc nor necessarily immediate. You might keep a floppy disk b}' a
magnetic device fo r clay with no dire results; if left for a week, however,
the device could destroy your floppy d isk.
find a safe place 10 keep your floppy disks, preferably a special storage
box in a location away fro m magnets and electrical appliances.

Placing Your Macintosh
Where you place your ,\1acimosh can affect bod1 the machine and your
floppy drives. Never place your Macintosh o r floppy disks in direct
sunlight or too close tO heating vents. Because your floppy disks arc
actually thin mylar disks enclosed in plastic. extreme heat can warp them
and make them unusable.
Another potential source of built-in trouble comes from specific
Macintosh models. The Mac Plus, SE, SE/30, and Classics have a power
supply positioned on the left side of the case (when viewed fro m the
front). The power supply is a step-down transformer that conve rts your
household current to a lower voltage that will work with your Mac. One
of the by-products of this process is a magnetic field. Do not store floppy
disks on the left side of one of these computers. Some of the disks may
eventually become mysterio usly unreadable.
The fa n on the Maci ntosh llcx, Jlci, and Quadra 700 sits directly behind
you r floppy drive. Consequently. a great deal of dust is pulled inro your
machine through the floppy drive; hair, dust balls, and o ther la rge
particles of dirt might get entangled in your drive mechanism. The
dangers of geHing some foreign particle in you drive increases if you
place the CPU near the floor ro save desk space. If you own o ne of rhcse
models, rake it to a sen·ice center for cleaning at least once a year,
preferably every six months. If the flo ppy disk drive on one of these
models fa ils, dust might be the cul pril. Do no t listen to service technicians who try to sel l you a new drive unril you arc su re that the problem
isn ·r dirt.
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Cleaning Your Floppy Disk Drive
Your floppy d isk d rive has several e nemies: dust, more dust, and smo ke.
These airborne panicles ca n get into you r Mac and cause problems. The
floppy d isk d rive does a fairly good job of cleaning itself, bu t you should
visit a service ceme r annually fo r a pro fessio nal floppy disk drive
cleaning. Having the drive cleaned can increase the life of the computer.

Every Mac made since the SE has a fan to cool the compo nents
inside the machine. Because this fan draws air into and through
the Mac, whe n dust gets into the air it also gets into your Mac. The
dust d1en setdes on d1e logic board and the other compo nents
inside your machine. As the dust buildup gets thicker, it acts as an
insulato r and increases the te mperature of the components on the
motherboard. Heat ofte n shortens the life of these components
and causes them to fail. If the failed compo nent is on the logic
board, your Apple service center will w;mt to excl1ange your logic
board-an expensive operation. Even if you find a technician who
can replace the burned-out compone nt-a less expensive operation than replacing d1e logic board-the cost is still high.

o nor let anyone work on your logic board unless you trust
the m implicitly! Apple Corporation does nor authorize these
re pairs.

D

Dust can also build up in your fl oppy drive and cause problems. The
drive might fail to read o r write data. The eject mechanism can jam. The
spindle mo tor can become incapable of maintaining a consistent speed .
If left unatte nded , a drive can become so dirty that the only solutio n is to
replace it.
Smoke, which also consists of ai rborne particles, can also damage your
disk drive. If you smoke, do not smoke aro und you r compute r.

Hard Disk Drives
In this section, you learn abo ut how yo ur hard drive functio ns, what
the di ffe re nt types of hard drives are, how to set up your Mac with its
inte rnal hard drive, and how to attach mu ltiple hard drives to you Mac.
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This sectio n also discu sses basic info rmatio n on data storage and
provides some tips on how to use your hard drives mo re effectively.

he informatio n in this section compleme nts the information in the preceding section , "Floppy Disk Drives." Material
th at pertains to both floppy a nd hard disk drives is contained in
the floppy disk section and therefore it is noc repeated he re.

T

The smallest Macintosh drive thar you can purchase-in terms of
capacity-is -10~. A 40M drive equals 31 hig h-de nsity floppy disks or 50
SOOK floppy disks. A few years ago, a 40M hard drive was considered
large, but today it is the minimu m size that you can purchase. (One
exception to this capaci ty guideline is the PowerBook JOO, which is
available with a 20M d rive.)

f you are having tro uble wid1 your hard drive, read this
section; then go to the troubleshooting chapter for more
detailed information about hard disk problems.

I

Reviewing Hard Drive Manufacturers
Inside the hard drive case is the hard drive mechanism. There are
approximately five major manufacture rs of these mechanisms, and your
drive could be made by any one of them. The fo llowing are th e major
manufacturers:

•
•
•
•
•

Quantum
Seagate
Micropolis
Connor
Maxwr

Apple has regu larly used Quantum, Seagate, Connor, and Sony to
manufacture Mac hard drives, although Quannun is d1e primary manufacturer. Recently, IBM has manufactured some ofd1e high-capacity
drives (160M+) for the Mac.
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Q uantum, Micropolis, M<Lxtor, and Seagate manufacture good hard
drives. Nat all drives made by Seagate fall into the "best" category-only
those manufactured by the high-end division called Wre n Drives. These
drives are high capacity, 300M+, and ve ry fast (15 milliseconds or
faster). Any of the drives made by the other manufacturers are excellent.
If you buy a Quantum d rive from a manufacturer o ther than Apple, make
sure that it comes with a two -year warranty. Because Q uantum offe rs a
two-yea r warranty on all d rives that it manufacture rs, any company that
repackages and sells a Quantum d rive should offer d1e same. Unfo rtunately, Apple does not include the w:UTanty.
The fo llowing is a list of the mino r hard disk drive manufacture rs:

•
•
•
•
•

Fujitsu
Sony
Rodime
Hewle tt-Packard
113M

Like Quantum , Fijitsu also offers a warranty wi th every hard disk drive it
manufactures. Un like Quantum, however, Fijitsu offers no t a two-year
warrant}' but a five-year warranty. If you purchase a Fijirsu hard disk
drive, make su re that this warranty is parr o f the deal.

Speed, More Speed, and More Speed
As with every component of me Macintosh, the hard drive has a speed
raring. Every manufacturer assigns a rating, measured in milliseconds
(ms) , ro d rives; these ratings are called access time and seek time. Access
time is the s peed with \vhich the d rive can reposition its heads fro m
track to track, and seek time is the lengili of time it takes d1e drive to
find a file. Curre nt average access time for most Macintosh drives is from
16rns ro 19ms; most Quamum drives operate at this speed. Another rule
of dmmb is the larger the drive's capacity, d1e faster the drive. Some
Seagate Wren drives have an access time of LOms, which exceeds the
capacity of most Macs. These num bers re present the drive's s peed as an
independent subsystem. operating under optimum conditions. These
numbers are primarily useful when making comparisons betwee n
different drives. As a rule. me faster the seek and access times, the faster
the drive will work with your t'vlac.
In additio n to th e access and seek tim e, each drive also has a data
transfer rate measured in megabits per second. Quantum drives with a
19ms access time have a factory rating o f 2 megabits pe r second (M PS)
fo r a data transfer rate.
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However, these numbers are co nfusing. They represenr an ideal data
transfer ra te, sending clara as fas t as it can . without concern fo r error
checking or the speed of the device it is sending data to. Unless you are
using a Macintosh llfx or Quadra, your Mac will no t take advantage of
the optimum speed capacities of most SCSI drives.
Table 2.l lists the data transfer rate for all Macintosh computers. T he
speeds listed here are theoretical rates. Because the speed rates are
always theoretical, they are best used as guide lines. If you pu rchase a
d rive that has a data transfe r rate of 3 MPS and your Mac can only access
data at 1.25 MPS, you might be spending mo ne)• fo r speed that you
cannot use.

Table 2.1
Macintosh SCSI Data
Transfer Rates

Model

Data Transfer Rate

All Macintoshes
except the llfx
and Quadra
Macintosh llfx

1.25 Megabits

3 Megabits

Macintosh Quadra

5 ~1 cgabits

Because the transfer of data requires communication between the
d evices involved, your data will transfe r at the lowest commo n denominator within your system. You ca n copy data from a slow drive to a fast
drive and the e ntire syste m \Yill operate at the speed of the slow drive.
On the other hand, if you arc using a Quadra, a slow drive, and a fast
drive, but you only use the slow drive to back up you r clara, the slow
drive will not interfe re and slow down the process.
Unless you have a llfx or a Quadra, you can easily purchase a hard drive
that can run faste r than your Mac. \X'h e n you are looki ng at a d rive 's
capabilities, both the access time and the data transfer rare are important. The faster the access time, the quicker the drh·e will o perate; the
sa me principle applies to the data transfe r rate. If two d rives have equal
data transfer rates, the o ne with the faste r access time will operate mo re
quickly on your Mac.
Several programs are avai lable d1at can he lp you analyze the speed of a
d isk drive. One shareware program called SCSI Evaluator is an exte nsive
disk drive tester that de termines the access time and data transfer speed
of your hard drive. You mu st use rhis program wirh care, howeve r,
because it can damage the clara on your hard drive. An other utili ty called
BenchTest, included with F\X'B's !-lard Disk TooiKir, has functions similar
to SCSI Eva luator. Of the two programs, the more stable one is BenchTest. See fig u re 2.11 for exa mple test results from each program .
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Fig. 2.11
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Form Factors
The term form factors refers to the physical size of the drive. Cu rre ntly
the re are five form factors o r p hysical sizes fo r hard drives. Table 2.2 lists
these different sizes.

Table 2.2
Physical Size of the
Hard Drive

Size

Description

Capacity

5.25 FH (Full Height)

5.25 inches w ide by

500M to 2 gigabytes

8 to 10 inches deep
by
5.25 HI-I (l-l;tlf I Ieight)

5 inches high

5.25 inches wide by

80M to 500,\1

8 to I 0 inches d eep
by 1.75 inches h igh

3.5 I-IH (Half Height)

3.5 inches w ide by

20M to 500~1

6 inches deep by 1.75
inches high

3.5 LP (Low Profile)

3.5 inches wide by

20~1

to 120M

6 inches deep by
1 inch high

2.5 LP (Low Pro file)

2.5 i nches w ide b y
4 inches d eep by

20M to 120M

.75 inch high

These descriptions are o nly approxi mations; drive specifics vary slightly
fro m on e ma nufacturer to the next. T he capacity of each of these
di fferent sizes is constantly changi ng. The numbers in the table provide a
range fo r de termining the capacity of drives with different fo rm fac tors.
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The size o f the drive de termines whethe r or no t the drive will fit in your
Mac or how much desk space it will require . All Macintoshes except the
Mac II, llx, llfx, and Quadra 900 ca n o nly have a 3.5 HH or smalle r disk
drive installed inrernally. The PowerBooks use a 2.5 LP drive, and the
Mac Ils and the Quadra 900 can use a drive th:tt is 5.25 HH or smaller.
Some manufacture rs ma ke 5.25 FH brackets fo r the Mac II, but these
drives require a lm of space, interfe re with the ventilation inside the
Mac, and add stress to the power supp ly.

f yo u need a 5.25 FH drive, purchase an external drive. Using
an external drive- altho ugh it will require additio nal space-is
an easier solutio n for using this d rive size than trying to mount the
drive inre rnally.

I

Warranties
Every hard drive has some original manufacture r's warranty. Usually the
manufacturer- the company that puts d1e drive in a box, supplies the
formatti ng software, and sells it to you-will pass the o riginal equipment
manufacturer's (OEM) wa rran ty on to you. When you purchase a new
drive, check the warranty fo r d1e drive mechanism. If the vendor does
not p ass the full warranty on to you, find anorhe r vendor.
Because the hard drive is mo re apt to fail than any othe r piece of
equipment in your compu ter, a warranty is a sound investment. Before
purchasing an extended warranty, however, you need to evaluate
,.;hether d1e add itional cost is worth the mo ney.
Because prices generally decrease, you could p ay more for a two-year
extended warranty than you would pay to replace your hard drive a year
after yo u purchase it. A little ove r a year ago, a 300M e:\'ternal Mac drive
at its best prices cost about $1500; it now costs approximately $1000. A
year fro m now, it will probably cost from $500 to S750. Evaluate the cost
of a long-te rm warranty verses the cost of fLxing the computer without a
warranty.

Following SCSI Rules
All Macintosh hard drives use me Small Computer System Inte rface
(SCSI, pro nounced "scuzzy"). The SCSI is Apple's chosen means to
connect the Macintosh to external periphe ral devices. The SCSI connects
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hard drives. scanners. printers, and other peripheral devices. It ca n even
connect mher computers to your Macintosh.
These devices connect to the back of you r Mac into the DB-25 connector; a diamond-shaped symbol is positioned above d1e connector (see
fig. 2. 12) and it is commonly calle d the SCSI port. 'f his connector looks
exacdy like the par.tllel con nector on a DOS or MS-DOS machine,
altho ugh it is not the same thing.

ven though the DB-25 connector looks like the parallel
connector o n a DOS or MS-005 machine, it is not. Do nor
connect a parallel printer cable into th is Macintosh port or you
will do serious damage to your Mac, especially if you connect the
cable to a parallel printer and your Macintosh.

E

Fig. 2.12
The SCSI symbo l.

'""Y

The
the SCSI chain works is fairly simple, but if it is nm set up
prope rly, your computer will not work. The next sections concentrate
on setting up your hard drives and using the SCSI chain. Oilier SCSI
devices will be mentioned in appropriate sections in mis book.
Fo llow these basic rules when using the SCSI:
• Any device auached to the bus must have a number, assigned by
you o r me devices manufac turer, and no two devices can have the
same number.
• The first and last devices o n the bus need a terminator. (Termination is discussed in a later sectio n of this chapter.)
• SCSI devices shoul d not be farthe r than 18 inches apart.
• The entire SCSI chain should be no longer than 18 feet.
As with all rules, these can have exceptio ns. Any exceptions are discussed in the following sectio ns of this chapter.
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Number of SCSI Devices
You can connect a total of seven SCSI devices to your Macintosh . If you
have an internal hard d rive in your Macintosh, you already have one
SCSI device, so you can only attach six more.

SCSIIO Numbering
Each device has a SCSI 10 number. You can use the numbers 0 to 6 to
number the SCSI devices; the Macinrosh always reserves the number 7
fo r itself. Whe n you attach several devices to the SCSI chain, the entire
system is a SCSI cbain where all the connected peripherals are in serial
order, with one device being connected to anothe r in a daisy ch ain.
Figure 2.13 shows how several devices connected to a Macintosh .
If you have an Apple hard d rive installeD (inte rnally) in your computer,
the ID number of the ha rd drive should always be 0. To be sure, you can
use d1e Get Info command to check the SCSI 10 number. Follow these
steps:
1. Highlight the hard drive icon on the Desktop.

2. Fro m the File menu, choose Get Info.
An information window appears (see fig. 2.14). You see the SCSI
10 number in the Whe re: field.

Fig. 2.13
A SCSI chain.
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Fig. 2.14
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After you de termine what lD numbers are in use, you will know wh ich
n umbe rs you can assign to other devices. How you assign SCSI 10
numbe rs depe nds on the device. Most drives have a switch that e nables
you to change the ID number. You usually have the following options
whe n setting the ID numbers o f SCSI devices:
•

No option. The ID number is preset at the factory and can o nly be
changed by a technician.

•

Dip switches (see fig. 2.15). You will need the your hard drive
manual to configure dip switches.

•

Rotary Switch or push-button rotar)' switch (see fig. 2.16). You can
change the ID number by turning the ro tary switch or pushing a
button.

Your SCSI ID number is set by your hard drive 's formatting software.
Whenever you change your SCSI lD number, consult th e manual that
came with your d evice to make sure that you are doing it properly.

Fig. 2.15
A dip swirch.
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Fig. 2.16
A rorary switch .

1

7

3

6

5

Regardless of how you set SCSI ID numbers, as soon as you attach a new
device, there might be an TO conflict. When two devices try to use the
sa me number, the Mac will not work with any SCSI device on the chain.
The results might be that the computer will no t start or the blinking disk
icon will appear on-screen to indicate that the Mac cannot find a startup
disk. You cannot predict how any Mac will react when there are 10
conflicts. Always check the lD numbers of ne w devices you are attach ing
to make sure that their numbe r doesn't conflict with existing devices.
Although the process is tedious, to completely troubleshoot an 10
conflict, you may have to attach each device tO the Mac by itself, determine the number, and then make your adjustments accordingly. To do
this, you will need either SCSJProbe, HOT Prober (by FWB) , or a similar
utility. Also, you can always get the manual for each device out and just
re number each peripheral.
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o nor change an 10 number while cl1e drive or device is
receivi ng power e lse the ID of the device will not change. Be
sure to turn off your Mac before re numbe ring SCSI IDs. Never
attach or detach any device from your Mac while the power is
turned o n ; you might cause a sho rt circuit and damage the device
and the compute r.

D

Termination
Of all the rules pertaining to Macintosh SCSI chain, cl1e most confusing
and frustrating is terminatio n. The ru le of thumb is that the tlrst and last
devices in a SCSI chain must be te rminated . Termination is the p laceme nt of a set of e lectronic resistors that are located on the logic board of
cl1e SCSI device or contained in an external device called a termi nator
(see fig. 2.17). The only tenninator you ca n install is the external one.
This is clone by placing the te rminal e ither between the con necting cable
and the SCSI device or on the last open port on your SCSI chain. A
te rm in ato r stops the electric signals as they travel down the cables in
o rder to prevent signal echoes and regulate me power of the sigmLI.
There is ano ther rule regarding terminatio n : a SCSI should have no
more than two terminators. If you place a third te rminator o n the SCSI
chain, you stand an excellent chance of damaging your Mac or your
drive. Some drives are more sensitive to excessive terminatio n than
o thers, and the possible damage to your t'l'l acintosh could require a logic
board replacement.
These rules can be confusing because the Macintosh, although technically a SCSI device, is not term inated-nor should it be. When you are
deciding what devices to terminate, do not consider the Macintosh one
ofyour SCSI devices, unless you bave a Quadra 900 or 950.
The termination require me nts for me Macintosh Quad ra are the same as
for other Macs, except mat cl1e 900 o r 950 has a te rminated logic board.
If you th erefore have or install an inte rnal hard drive in your 900 or 950,
do not te rminate it. In addition, do not terminate any external or
additional inte rnal SCSI device that is daisy-chained to the Quadra 900
or 950's SCSI chain unless the device is the last o ne in the chai n.
For any o the r Mac, if you have an inte rnal Apple hard disk d rive, it is the
first device in the SCSI chain and is terminated ; any internal third-party
hard disk drive should also be te rminated . O cJ1erwise Macintosh termination is the same as the Quadra's terminatio n: you must terminate the last
device in your chain . No device except the fi rst and last should be
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terminated ; if you have a Quaclra 900 or 950, consider the Mac itselfnot the hard drive-as the first device. For all othe r Macs, ignore the Mac
as a SCSI device, except fo r 10 numbering. The Mac always has SCSI ID
number 7.

Fig. 2.17
External SCSI termination.

Te rmination is generally straightforward. You can purchase a stand.a rd
external terminator from your local com pure r store. If you have a llfx,
you need to pu rchase a special term inator; this terminator does,
however, work on any other 1\-lacintosh model.
If you are still confused about te rmination, keep in mind the following
rul es:
•

A SCSI chain should contain no mo re than two terminators.

•

The first and last device on a SCSI chain need to be terminated.

•

Un less you are using a Quad ra 900, the Macintosh is not terminated . The fi rst device will be the internal hard drive if you have
one.

•

If you have a Quaclra 900, its motherboard is tem1inated and the
internal hard drive should be unte rminated .

•

A Macintosh Ilfx requires a special terminator for the last device on

the chain. The Ilfx terminator is black and was supplied with your
Mac when you purchased it. If you need a new one, you can
purchase o ne from an Apple dealer.
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•

Do no t put m ore than nvo te rminators o n your SCSI chain except
as noted in the next section, "Cables.''

Cables
The o n ly thing that con nects your Maci ntosh and its SCSI pe ripherals are
cables. Just as the weakes t link of a chain de termines its stre ngth, the
quality and conditio n of your cables determine the in tegrity of a SCSI
chain. Un fortunate ly, all cables are no t alike. No r are the SCSI con nectOrs o n different devices ali ke.
Cables are available in lengths from 1 to 15 feet and different thicknesses; they can be s hie lded or uns hie lded. These various attributes can
contribute to how well your drives and o the r SCSI d evices operate.
A shielded cable has me tal fo il wrapped aro und the insulatio n inside the
cable. Although you can nor see the shielding, you can determine a
s hie lded cable by its circumfe rence. An unshielded cable is about o nequarter inch thick; a shielded cable is about o ne-half inch thick. When
purchasing SCSI cable, always request a shielded cable. Do not u se some
s hie lded and some unshielded cable. Mixing different types o f cables can
cause proble ms with s ignal strength , and differe nt types of cables will
have d iffere nt resistance ratings, which also cause s ignal inconsistency.
Most SCSI periphe ral manufacturers ship devices with unshielded cables
in o rder to save money. If you purchase a SCSI peripheral that has an
unshielded cable. buy a new s hielded o ne.

T

o keep you r cable consistent, try to use cable from a single
manufacturer to co nnect all your SCSI devices.

There are two types of SCSI connectors used with the Macintosh SCSI
periphe rals: the DB-25 co nnector, which is like the one o n the back of
you r Macintosh, and the 50-pin connector. Most hard d rives use the 50pin connector, but some use the DB-25. Either type o f con nector works
well. You might, however, have difficu lty find ing a terminator for the
DB-25 pin connectOr. Drives that have the DB-25 conn ectors are often
internally te rminated.
After you dete rmine the type o f cab le to use, you must de termine the
le ngth o f the SCS I chai n. Apple guidelines state that the chain sho uld not
be longer than 18 feet. with a maximum distance between devices o f 1.5
feet. These guidelines d o have exceptions.
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Often it is not possible or desirable to place all SCSI d evices within 18
inches of your CPU. Perhaps the CPU is placed o n the floor, the shelf to
ho ld the sca nner is five feet away, o r the printer will not fit into the
allotted space.
Because real world configm atio ns usually involve using 3- to 6-foot
cable. the 18-foot le ngth limit isn't always practical.

he n speaking of connecting devices, lengtb is not the actual
physical distance between the devices but the length of the
cables connecting them. You can have three drives stacked on top
of each other and still exceed the lengd1 limit because the cable
between each o f the devices is 6 fee t long.

W

If you are having problems wi th your SCSI devices and your SCSI cables
exceed the L8-footlength limit, you might want to try adding a th ird
SCSLterminator. Because the terminator can act as an amplifier, it can
some times cure the problems you are expe riencing. Use this solution
cautiously; you could shott o ut your system. If the compute r or hard
d rive begins acting strangely after you add a third te rminator, shut down
the system and remove the cxu·a rerminaror.
Some examples of acting strangely wou ld be any of, but not necessarily
limited to, the following:
•

A hard drive d1at asks to be initialized

•

A hard d rive that does not appear o n-screen

•

Random read and write errors when transferring data

• A SCSI device othe r than a hard drive that does not work properly
•

Random System e rrors

O

nly add an extra terminator if you are willing to replace a
drive or the logic board sho uld the procedure go awry.

The final no te about SCSI cables and terminators pertains to
PowerBooks. PowerBooks require a special cable connector for connecting with external SCSI devices. Also, you can use your PowerBook 100 as
an external hard disk drive, but this procedure also requ ires a special
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cable. To purchase any cables needed for a PowerBook, see an Authorized Apple Deale r. If you arc using a single terminator and your
PowerBook docs nor recognize an external hard disk drive you have
attached, try addi ng a second terminator to the e nd of the SCSI chain.

wo questions always arise: "What port on my hard drive
should I use?" and "Does the SCSI ID number indicate where
the device should be in the SCSI chain?" You can connect yo ur
SCSI cable to eith er port on the SCSI peripheral, and the ID
numbe r of the device has no relation to its position in the SCSI
chain. Bmh ports are equal, and any number can be positioned
anywhere in the chain.

T

The Mac system contains one more type o f SCSI cable: the internal SCSI
cables in the computer and hard drives. These cables are generally a 50pin flat ribbon cable, and they connect the drive directly to the logic
board. A ribbon cable inside the case houses an external hard drive that
con nects the drive to the SCSI con nectors on tl1e outside of the case. If
you suspect there is a problem with eithe r of these cables, take your Mac
or hard drive to a service technician. Because these cables normally do
not go bad, any problems you are experie ncing are probably clue to
other factors. The only way you wi ll come to suspect this cable is if you
have eliminated eveq' ot11er possible problem.

Termination Power
On all Macs with a SCSI port-except the Mac Plus-the compu ter sends
5 volts of powe r down one of the 25 wires attached to the SCSI chain.
The unrerminatcd de vices use this power to acknowledge the presence
of a computer, and some hard drives will not start up until they receive
this power. The entire process is called termination power. Termination
power is just another small piece of the e ntire puzzle that will be useful
should you need tO troublesh oot your system.
Suppose, for example, that you have a disk drive that works well on your
SE but will no t start up on your Mac Plus. Chances are, theSE is supplying the termination power necessary to start the drive, and because the
Plus docs not provide termination power, the drive will not start. This
problem can occur in an unterminated device; the device would then
require an external te rminator.
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Understanding How the Hard Disk Drive Works
Ru nning a Mac without a hard disk drive is almost impossible, especially
if you are using System 7. Although mo st of the principles that apply to
floppy disk drives also apply to hard d isk drives, some major diffe re nces
do exist.
Like floppy disk drives, hard disk drives contain disks that are coated
with a magne tic material to hold data. These disks-called platters-are
unlike floppy disks in that they are constructed of me tal or glass. A hard
disk drive can have one or more platters, depending on the data capacity
of the drive.
The hard disk drive contains read and write heads, but they do nor rest
on the platters and should never touch the m while the Macintosh is
running. Instead the platters spin at a minimum speed of 3600 rpm;
some of the newer disks spi n at 5000 rpm. The spinning platters create a
cushion of air strong enough to cause the heads to float just above the
su rface of the platters.
The di stance between the platter and the head is between 10 and 20
millionths of an inch. Only when the power to the Macintosh and/or
hard disk drive is lost do rhe heads touch the platters. When you turn off
your Mac-or when you experience a power loss-the heads move to a
landing zone after the platters stop spin ning.
The heads attach to the end of an actuator arm-just as with a floppy
disk drive-and a stepper moror moves the actuator arm in short, rapid ,
and concise strokes for accurate positioning. The motor moves the heads
based on predeterminedle ngd1s, which enable d1e computer to access
data rapidly. The heads keep their position due to special encoded
tracks called servos or servo encoding.
In a standard hard drive, an airtight metal case encloses the e ntire
mechanism. Because the case is airtight, no air can get into the drive and
interfere wid1 the heads or the platte rs. The average piece of dust is
several times larger than the space between the heads a nd the platter,
and if one should get into the drive assembly, it could cause disastrous
results.

ome hard drives have removable p latters with exposed drive
assemblies. These drives deal with the possible problems o f
dust and o ther contam inants with special coating on d1e platters
and a filter system. lf you have o ne of these drives, you should
never open the trap door and expose the platter.

S
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Each hard disk drive, like its floppy coumerpart, has a logic board so that
it can communicate with the compute r. If d1e d rive is external to the
Macintosh , it has its own box and power su pply. Internal hard drives use
the same powe r supply as the Macintosh.
Drives that use the technology where tl1e disk drive 's mechanism is
enclosed with me heads floati ng on air are the Winchester drives
memioned at the beginning of mis chapter. Almost every drive used o n a
Macintosh is a Wi nchester d rive. The only exceptio ns are the removable
media devices made by Bernoull i and optical drives. Otherwise, a ny
other hard disk drive that you use will be a Winchester drive.

Hard Drive Sectors
The format on a hard drive is the same as o n a floppy drive, with a
couple exceptions. The main difference is that me sector size of a hard
d isk can vary; it is usually between 512 byres and 2K, bu t it can be as
large as 4K. The sector size o n your hard disk drive depends on the size
o f the drive: the l;trger the drive, the larger the sectors. Figure 2.18
shows the same file stored o n two di ffe re nt drives; the d rive on the right
is 40M in size and uses I K sectors, and the drive on the left is 320M in
size and uses 2K sectors. Norice that the file is stored not by its actual
size, but by how many sectors it occupies.

Fig. 2.18
File size and sectOr size
comparison.
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If you consistently store small files o n a la.rge h:trd disk d rive, you might
be losi ng a lot of hard d isk space due to large sector size. To solve tl1is
problem, you can partition your hard drive. Partitioning is a p rocedure
that makes two or more smaller d rives, called logical partitions, out of a
one large o ne. For information about partitioning your hard disk drive,
see the section, ·'Formaning a Hard Disk Drive."
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System 7 Desktop Files
The sectio n o n floppy disks explained the diffe rent data structures that
are added to a floppy disk during formatting. System 7 and your hard
drive incl ude two additional files th~n you will not find on Syste m 6.0.X
disks or o n floppy disks. These files are created by the System 7 Desktop
Manager and serve the same function as (a nd therefore replace) the
Desktop file in System 6.0.X.
The Desktop file under System 6.0.X could o nly keep track of a maximum of 6,000 files and often failed at 3,500 to 4,000 files. A disk with a
large capacity and a lot of small files would soon have trouble unde r
Syste m 6.0.X. The problem could be solved with Desktop Manager from
AppleShare, Apple's file server software. Since d1is is nor a legal use of
the Desktop Manager, you could have a definite proble m. It is available
o nly to d10se who have purchased App leShare!
Syste m 7 adds two fLies-Desktop DB and Desktop OF-to the hard
d rive. These files e nable you to keep more than 6,000 files without
causing the hard disk drive to crash . You ca n see these tiles if you use a
utility su ch as DiskTop from CE Software or Disk Tools from Fifth
Gene ration Software. (see fig. 2.19).

Fig. 2.19
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f your hard d isk drive will not boot whe n you take it fro m a
Syste m 7 environment to a System 6.0.X e nvironment, you may
have too many fil es for System 6.0.X. Take the hard disk drive back
to a System 7 e nvironment; if the hard disk drive works, you
probably d o have more f1les th;tn Syste m 6 .0.X can handle. Th is
problem generally only occurs with large d rives-300M or greater.

I
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Drivers
All disk drives and othe r computer pe ripherals re quire a means of
sending data to , and ret:civing data, fro m the CPU. Peripherals commu nicate th ro ugh a driver. which is a p rogram that te lls the com puter how to
inte ract with the peri pheral. Any pe ripheral de vice attached to your
compu ter requires irs own d river, e ven when the driver is a part of the
Macintosh System software, such as printer drivers, or built into the
Macintosh R0 1'vls, such as the driver fo r your no ppy drives.
The driver for the hard disk drive always resides on the hard disk
drive. The driver is insta lled d uring the formatting process. When the
Macintosh starts up (boots) , it che cks the SCSI chain for a hard d isk
drive. When the Mac finds a hard d isk drive, it re ads the driver into
memory and keeps it th ere during the e ntire computing session . The
Macintosh ca n the n access the ha rd disk drive whe never necessary. If
you have multiple hard disk drives, the Mac stores the driver for each
hard disk drive.

Driver Corruption
You might start up your compute r-with the hard d isk drive attachedand fi nd that the Mac does nor recognize the d rive because it will not
boo t or appear on the Desktop. This situ atio n migh t be a result of e ither
a cabling problem o r a corrupted drive r. (For mo re information abo ut
th is problem and o ther possible solutions, see Chap ters 11 and 12.) The
driver is software, and like o ther softwa re, it ca n become corrupted clue
to a System erro r, a bad sector, a power loss, and so on.
Anothe r indicator that your driver has faile d is if you sec a Sad Mac icon
whe n you tu rn on the compute r (see fig. 2.20). The Sad Mac icon is a
substitute for d1e Smiling Mac icon that you see when your Mac boots,
on ly the Sad Mac appears whe n your Mac is expe rie ncing e ithe r hardware o r software difficulty during the startup process. Chapters 11 and
12 offer proced ures fo r dealing with the Sad Mac icon.

Fig. 2.20
The Sad Mac icon.

•

.

The Sad Mac generally ind icates a hard ware problem; if you have a bad
d river on you r hard drive, however, you will be visited by the Sad Mac. If
you e ncounter this gruesome litde ico n, yo u need to uncover the root of
d1e proble m. To determ ine whethe r the proble m is in the ha rd disk
d rive, use the now chart in figure 2.2 1 o r follo w these steps:
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1. Turn off the power to your Mac and any connected equipment.

2. Find your Macintosh System Tools disk (System 6.0.X) or the
Macintosh Disk Tools disk (System 7.0.X).
3. If you do not have an internal hard disk drive, disconnect all
external drives, and boot from the System Tools or the Disk Tools
disk. If your Mac stares without the Sad Mac, you need to reinstall
your hard disk driver.
If your Mac has an inrernal hard drive, follow steps 4 and 5.

4. Disconnect any SCSI devices attached to your Mac and try to boot
the computer. If it starts properly, check all cable connections and
reattach your hard drives one at a time, until you find the one that
is causing problems. When you r Mac presents you with the Sad
Mac, you will have found the offending device.
5. If your internal drive is causing the problem, turn off the power
and insert the System Tools (System 6.0.X) or Disk Tools (System
7.0.X) disk. Press and hold down the Command, Option, Shift , and
Delete keys as you turn on the Mac.

If you get the Sad Mac icon, you have a hardware problem. if your
Mac starts from the floppy, you need to reinstall the hard disk
drive drivers. (For information about reinstalling the driver, see
the section "Reinstalling the Driver" later in this chapter.)

Driver Compatibility
If you use or intend to use System 7, your driver for your hard disk drive
must be System 7 compatible and 32-bit clean; if you have multiple hard
disk drives on your system, the driver for each must be System 7
compatible and 32-bit clean. System 7 requi res a different boot block
structure than System 6. Consequently, if you use your hard drive on a
Mac with System 7 wid1out updating the driver, you will probably
experience strange behavior, such as your System freezes , hard disk
drive crashes, and disk errors. If your driver is not 32-bit dean and
written to Apple's specifications, you will be unable ro use virtual
memory or 32-bit addressing reliably. You also may have problems using
System 7's File Sharing features (refer to Chapter 13).
As a rule, System 7 will nuL install on a drive that has an incompatible
driver, but the driver still might not be 32-bit clean. Make sure that your
driver is compatible beto re you install System 7; installing System 7
on a drive without compatible drivers could cause a crash and a total
loss of data.
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Fig. 2.21
Driver troubleshooting
flow chart.
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If you have an Apple hard disk drive and the Apple formatting software
l-ID SC Setup, you can use the instructions in the following sectio n,
"Re installing the Driver," to upgrade the driver. If you have a third-party
hard disk drive or driver, you must contact the manufacture r to de termine whether your driver is 7.0 compatible. If you r driver is not compatible, eithe r have the manufacture r send a compatible driver or purchase
a third-party driver that is System 7 compatible. If you driver is compatible, install Syste m 7. and then follow the instructio ns fo r ru nning Disk
First Aid in the fo llowing sectio n.
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Reinstalling the Driver
You might need or want tO reinstall or upgrade the hard disk drive
driver fo r several reasons. Two of these reasons are a corrupted driver or
upgrading to System 7.

Re installing your driver can enable you £O recover a crashed hard
disk. A crashed disk is one that is not working properly for any
number of reasons. There are softw:tre crashes (for ex;tmple, a
corrupted driver) and hardware crashes (the heads somehow
contact the platters while the drive is running). Keep in mind that
reinstalling the driver is no guarantee that you will recover a
crashed hard disk, although it is worth a shot. Throughout the rest
of this chapte r, unless otherwise stated , the term o·asbed disk
refers ro a drive with some type of software problem.
If you a re trying d1is to recover a crashed disk, be sure to use d1e
same version of the formatting software originally used with the
drive. Formatting software prepares your drive to work with the
Mac. It is usually supplied by the drive manufacturer. Apple's
formatting software is called J-JD SC Setup and is found on the
Disk Tools disk. 1f you use a different version of d1e formatting
software, you could lose aJJ the data permanently. You must also
be careful to make sure that you do not accidentally format your
drive.

If you are using an Apple Drive (HD SC Setup only works o n an Apple
drive), follow tl1ese steps to upgrade the driver:
1. Boot the Mac by using tl1e System Tools (System 6.0.X) or Disk
Tools (System 7.0.X) disk.

2 . After the System boors, open the disk and double-dick the Apple
HD SC Setup icon.
HD SC Setup displays a message that it is scanning for a hard drive.
After t11e hard d rive is found, HD SC Setup enables tl1e buttons on
the left (see fig. 2.22). This procedure is the same for both Systems
6.o.x a nd 7.0X.
3. Make sure that you select the correct SCSI ID. You will find the
SCSI 10 number on the right side of the Setup window and labeled
SCS I Device: X. Oth erwise, click the Drive burwn until the
proper drive number appears. If you do not know the SCSI ID of
the drive you want w work on, stop everything. Either disconnect
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all external d rives (if you are trying to work o n your internal drive)
or use one of the techn iques described previo usly in th e SCSI 10
section ro d etermine the number of your drive.

Fig. 2.22
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4. After you select the correct d rive, click the Update bu tton. The
InstaUer updates the driver and tells you when it finishes.
5. Click the Quit button . Then restart your Mac.
To update your drive r on a third-party drive, refe r to the refe re nce
manual for your hard disk drive. The re are as many formatte rs (formatting softw<u·e) as d1e re are hard drive manufacturers, a nd each has its
own method fo r updating d1e drive r. With some fo rmatters, such as Hard
Disk ToolKit fro m FWB and Silverlining from La Cie, you can someti mes
upgrade your driver, eve n iJ your drive is formatte d with and has a driver
from a di ffere nt hard drive manufacture r. Tf you try to do so. use caution.
Because the re is no guarantee that eid1er of these packages will upgrade
your drive's driver, you need to back u p your data. Read each message
that appears o n·screen, and if d1e program asks to initialize your hard
disk, click Cancel to stop d1e procedu re. Both HD ToolKit and
Silverlining give you an o ption to cancel prio r to initializing o r formatting a hard drive.

henever you run your fo rmatti ng softwa re, be careful that
you do not fo rmat your drive accide ntally. If you fom1at your
drive, you will lose all your data and nothing on earth will re turn it
except a backup. (For mo re info rmation about backups, refer to
Chapte r 10.) Make sure that you have a backup, and never try any
h;u·d drive maintenance when you are tire d or distracted . One click
of a button wiU send all o f your data to Never-never Land.

W
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Afte r you upgrade your hard drive driver, use Disk First Aid, which is
located on your System 7 Disk Tools disk. Earlier versions of the System
software contained bugs in the exte nts and catalog tree files. These bugs
caused minor problems such as the inability to throw away empty
folders. These errors, which only occurred occasionally, have been
corrected in System 7. Unless you run Disk First Aid after you upgrade
your driver, the problem wiU persist. To run Disk First Aid, follow these
steps:
1. Boot your Mac using the Disk Tools disk, and then locate and
double-dick o n the Disk First Aid icon.
2. Click the Drive button to select your hard drive.
3. When the name and SCSI ID number appear, dick the Open
button (see fig. 2.23).

Fig. 2.23
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4. From the Optio ns menu, choose Repair Automatically.
5. Click the Start button.
Disk First Aid checks and verifies your drive's directory. If your hard disk
drive requires repairs, the program the n informs you either that it was
unable to repair the drive or that the repairs are complete.

Y

ou can choose the Erase command from the Options menu.
Be careful; choosing this command will erase the entire hard

disk.

Disk First Aid can detect serious directory problems. Consequently, if
Disk First Aid was unable to repair your hard drive, you have serious
problems. Back up all critical data (if you haven't done so yet) and
format your hard drive, using your formatter or the Apple HD SC Setup.
Although you migh t be able to repair the hard drive by using a utility
such as Norton Utilities fro m Symantec, you should not just repair your
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drive and continue ro work. (Using Norton Utilities is discussed
in Chapters 11 and 12.) If No rton Utilities did not co mpletely llx the
problem, you could have a hard drive crash (malfunction) at some time
in the future.

Formatting aHard Drive
Every hard drive comes with fo rmatting software. Jn fact, what d istingu ishes one Madntush hard drive manufacwrer fro m anorher is the
formatting software and the case of the hard drive. It is not uncommon
w find several manufacture rs using the s<tme d rive mechan ism-and
even the same case-and yet use diffe re nt formatting software.
In addition to installi ng the driver, the formatter also formats your hard
drive for use 'vvith the Mac. In this sense, it perfo rms the same functions
as the initialization process for a floppy disk (refer to the section "How
To Format Floppy Disks" ea rlie r in this chapter). In addition, the fo rmatter also sets up the fo llowing:
·

•

Tbe interleave. The interleave setting directly affects the speed of
your h;ud drive by dete rmining how the drive swres data.

•

7be size of tbe drive's sectors. Each disk has sectors, and the size o f
the sector ca n affect the performance of the hard drive.

•

Tbe size and number ofpartitions. The size of the bit-map
partition de termines the overall size of the hard drive. If your
formatting software predetermines th is size, you might no t be
getting the m;tximum available space on you r drive.

•

Initializing y our drive. After your drive has been formatted and
partitio ned, it needs to be initialized . The initialization process
creates the hard d rive's direcro•y.

Selecting the Interleave Settings
Of the processes listed in the preceding section, the most important
is the interleave sening. The interleave setting d etermines how hard
you r hard drive has to work and directly affects the drive's access time.
Because the platters in your hard drive are ro tating at speeds fro m 3600
to 5000 rpm 's, the heads must be able to determine when they need to
read and write data. The acw ator arm performs p an of this process by
moving back and forth at prede termined intervals, controlled by e ither a
voice coil actuator or a stepper motor. The logic board on the drive
performs the rest of the process.
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T

he voice coil actuator is a small moto r that operates on d1e
same principles of sound that drive your stereo speakers. The
stre ngth of the electric curre nt passing thro ugh an electromagnet
pulls the actuator arm or armature backwards, thus positioning the
heads. Some d rives now have two actuators positioned opposite
eac h othe r; me result is that ca n access data twice as fast.

·rhere are three standard interleave settings: 1 to 1, 2 to 1, and 3 to 1.
These ratios dete rm ine where data is written on you r drive. Each track is
divided into sectors where your drive must either write and read its data
as me sectors pass underneath the drive's h eads. lf d1e Mac is not fast
e nough to read data written in contigu ous sectors (1 to 1), it will have
to wait while the platter spins an extra revolution before it can read the
next sector. rf d1e data is contained in every second (2 to 1) or third (3
to 1) sector and you r Mac will read these sectors wimout waiting for the
platter to make an e ntire revolution, the larger interleave will (in this
case) enhance the drive's access time. On the othe r hand, if your Mac
can take advantage of a 1 to 1 interleave setting and your drive is
formatted wid1 a 2 to 1 or a 3 to 1 interleave, you will be slowing down
your access time. Figure 2.24 shows me different data storage patterns
for a disk with each of the different interleaves.
Each Macintosh also has an optimum interleave setting with which it will
work best. An SE/30 works best with an interleave of 1 to 1, but whe n
attached to drive with an interleave of 2 to 1, the overall performance, or
data throughput, changes radicaUy. You can see this in figure 2.24,
where the Sustained Read and Writes fo r a drive formatted with an
interleave of 1 to 1 are twice as fast as me same d rive with an interleave
of 1 to 2. Table 2.3 lists the inte rleave settings for d1e various Macintosh
models.

Table 2.3
Macintosh Interleave
Settings
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Model

Interleave

Plus

3to l

SE

2 to 1

Classic

2 10 l

Portable

2 10 1

LC and LCII

1101

Classic 11

I to 1

SE/30

J to 1

Model

Interleave

Entire Mac II family

Ito l

All Quadras

I to !

PowcrBook 100

2 to 1

PowcrBook 140 and 170

I to I

Your forma rting software should format you r drive at its o ptimum
interleave o n the basis of the Macimosh mod el you are using. Suppose,
however, that you have a hard drive you take between the office and
ho me. The Mac at ho me is an SE, but you u se a l'vlac II at the office, o r
vice versa. If you fonnaued your drive for the SE and you use it more on
the I l, you \viii spe nd a great deal of time waiting for the drive to catch
u p with the compute r. The o nly cure for this proble m is to determine for
w hich Mac you format the drive, and the n underst:md that when you use
the drive with the other machine, it will not work as quickly.

I

f you format your drive and select the wrong interleave, you can
o nly solve the problem by reformatting the drive.

Setting the Sector Size
The sector size affects how much disk space you are using. If you use a
large seC£or size on a small drive, for example , you might \Vaste some
hard d isk space. The type of data 11les you use should dictate the size of
your drive's sectors. If you have large database files, use larger sectors,
w hich are read mo re quickly. If you are o nly keeping small word
processed fi les, use smaller secrors so that you will not waste disk space.
The setting for your seC£or size is usuaiJy a transparent functio n of you r
formarter, and most formatters w ill not allow you to change it. To
change the secto r size, you must use a fo rmatter such as Hard Disk
ToolKit from FWB, which is a third-party formarter that allows you to
customize you r the format of your drive. Most formatters, even thirdparty fo rmaners, do nor allow you the ty pe of control you can get fro m
Ha rd Disk ToolKit.
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Fig. 2.24
Difl'c rent interleave settings
often affect how quickly
information is accessed.
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Setting Up Partitions
Some formatters enable you to partition your hard disk. When you
partition your drive, the formatting software creates r.vo o r more bitmap
partitio ns on your disk and reUs the Mac that you have two drives instead
of one. Because you do not have t\vo physical drives, the partitio ns are
called logical part it ions or logical drives.
In additio n to creating logical drives, a partition can have security
features as well. You can generally password protect a partition so that it
will not moum without the correct password. Some formatters and
partitione rs can also encrypt the data in the p;u·tition; once again ,
anothe r user cannot see the conrems of the drive without knowing the
correct password. On the down side. password protecting a drive o r a
partition (regardless of the encryption factor) makes it very difficult-but
not impossible-to access the drive without the password. If the drive is
just password protected and not e ncrypted, you can use a disk recovery
package to access all the data. However, whe n it is encrypted and you
forget your password, you will have a difficult time recovering the hard
disk drive-if you are able to recover it.
Partitioning your disk d rive can also provide increased speed . To create a
partition, contiguous disk space must be available. Because the space is
contiguous and occupies a specific physical section of your hard drive,
the heads have a shorter distance to travel to locate data. Each partition
is positioned at a separate logical drive, but o nly one partition-the
primary partition-can be the startup drive. The primal)' partition is the
fi rst partition created and contains the physical track numbered 0. The
Mac looks to th is track for startup informatio n when it is booting from a
disk.
Another reason for partitio ning your hard drive is so that you can use it
both on a Mac and on another type of computer, such as an MS-DOS
machine. You can do this by partitioning your drive when you format it,
leaving part of your drive free and unused. Wh en you hook it up to
another computer. it will (or should) recognize the partitioned part of
the drive and the oth er computer's formatter should be able to recogn ize the remainder that is free. You can then partition the remaining
space on the drive for the "Other" computer. This is a rather esoteric use
for a Mac hard drive. If you really want to do something like this, you
wi ll have tO experiment, and you will need a formatter with features like
FWB's to make this work.
Parritioning capabilities are becoming a more common featu re in
fo rmatting software. If your fo rmatter does not have this capability.
however, you can use a disk utility package such as Norto n Utilities for
the 1'vlac from Symantec or MacTools Deluxe from CE Software. These
utilities create a large file and the n usc a drive r that fo rces your Mac to
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recognize the large file as a disk drive. You cannot use a soft partition
o n a ny computer except a Mac. Ideally, you should use your formatting
software to create two bitmap or hard partitions rather than use a disk
utility tO install a soft partition. Soft partitions are often unswble, and
not recommended. Also, a soft parti tio n is almost im possible to recover
if you r drive should crash.

Low-Level Formatting
Whe n you use formatti ng software to fo rmat your drive, you are performing a low-level format. This process creates the tracks and sectors
on the drive, installs the driver, and writes the o ther necessary files to
the hard disk. The formatter also checks d1e disk for actual physical
defects and maps out any problematic secrors, which prevents data from
being stored in these sectors. tv1ost formatters automatically map out bad
secrors, although some will ask you to perform the dirty deed.

Over time, every hard drive has or can develop flaws in its magnetic media so that it cannot hold a charge. When you format your
drive, the software finds d1ese flawed sections by testi ng the drive
after it has divided it into tracks and sectors. Whenever it finds a
bad sector, it maps it out or m:tkes it unavailable for use.
A bad secmr table tracks the locations of the bad sectors; u nfortu-

nate ly, th is table has a limited amount of space for storing the
addresses of the bad sectors. Lf your drive should suffer a head
crash (where the heads strike or come in contact with the media)
or-through normal wear and tear-develop too many bad sectors, you r drive will not format. You d1e n must purchase a new
drive.

A low-level format clears the disk and erases any dam that the disk

contains. Hatl1er than perform a low-level format, you can initialize your
drive, which is a high-level forma c. A high-level fo rmat e rases and
recreates the directory but does nor erase the data on the disk. Therefore , although the Mac does not recognize the data, d1e data is recoverable. This same process occu rs when you erase a single file: the directory
reference for that file is deleted, although the file data is not actually
deleted until the space that the file contains is needed for anod1er file.
(For more information o n this process, see Chapter 10.)
To initialize a hard disk. follow these steps:
1. On the Desktop, highlight the icon of the hard disk.
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2. From the Special me nu, choose Erase Disk.
In less than a minute your drive will be wiped clean and appear on
the Desktop as an e mpty drive.

f you accidentally initialize a d isk that contains data you need,
turn off the computer and read the section on disk recovery in
Chapter 12. Do nor save, copy, o r write any data to your hard disk
until you have recovered the files.

I

If you want to reformat your drive because you are having trouble, do
nor initialize it. You cannot nx a problem with your driver or the boot
blocks by erasing the d isk. You must re format d1e disk to repair problems on this level. Trouble can be anyd1ing fro m System errors that will
nor go away even after you have reinstalled your System (refer to
Chapter 7), to frequent read and write errors. Before formatting your
drive, be sure to read Chapters 11 and 12.

Purchasing a New Formatter
Because your formaHi ng software is responsible for the performance of
your drive, you might want to purchase a new fo rmatter. Apple's formatting software is nne, but it does not give you the control over your
hard drive that o th er formatters offer. Drive manufacture rs often do not
write the software that accompanies their drives; instead, a company
might license formatting software from a vendor that is selling d iffe ren t
versions-with only minor interface modifications-to several d ifferent
manufacturers. To get the most fro m your hard drive, consider purchas·
ing new formatting software.
fWB probably has more experience with Macintosh hard drives than any
od1er company, with d1e obvious e-xception of Apple Corporation. FWB
produces a formatter called Hard Disk ToolKit that re tails for $199.95.
This package works with almost any SCSI drive o n the market. With it.
your hard drives wil l operate at the ir optimum .
The oche r company that produces excellent formatting software is
La Cie. This company produces a formarter called Silverlining that also
enables you to get the most from your drive. Silverlining does not have
the extensive utiliry package that is included with Hard Disk ToolKiL The
list price for Silverlining is S99.95. Born packages are excellent fo rmatters. are System 7 compatible, and are 32-bit clean.
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Starting Up
The discussio n up to this point has bee n about your drive and its
physical attributes, but not much has been said about using it with your
Mac. To start your Mac, you need a Syste m startup disk. Apple assumes
that you wi ll be using a hard disk drive with any Macintosh you purchase. (The days of running your computer o n floppy disks have q uickly
faded into the past.) You cannot be productive on a Macintosh without
a hard drive, and that drive must be properly formatted and contain a
System Folder. Chapter 7 covers the process of installing your System.
So long as you have a Syste m and a properly attached drive, your Mac
should stan up and run without a proble m.
Wh en more than one drive is attached, you need to make sure that any
internally terminated drive is on (if it is not your Mac will not recognize
any of your drives) , and that o ne of the drives contains a System Folder.
When your Mac starts, you will notice a drive icon in the upper right
corne r of the Desktop. This icon re presents the hard drive that contains
the System that is running the Mac. Even if all the othe r drives have
System Folders, only one System Folder at a time controls the Mac.
There are several reasons why you might have multiple drives. Because
any drive with a System Folder ca n boot your Mac, you can configure
your add itio nal drives for differe nt purposes. You can set up one System
Fo lder to run with the maximum amount of memory and anothe r to
provide specific me mory-intensive utilities. A third can run System 6.0.X
to access programs or devices that are not Syste m 7 compatible.

Setting the Default Drive
To select your st.1Itup drive, follow these steps:
1. From the Appl e menu, choose Control Panels.

2. From the Control Panel folde r, double-click the Startup Disk
control panel (in Syste m 7) or click the Startup Disk icon
(Syste m 6.0.X).
A window opens that displays the drives currently on d1e Desktop
(see fig. 2.25).

3. Click o n the drive you want to use to run your Mac and close the
window.

4. Restart the computer.
The selected drive becomes the default drive o r default startup drive.
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Fig. 2.25
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ven if a drive appears in the Startup Disk window and you
select it, the drive still may not be a boatable d isk. To be
boOlable, it must have a System file installed on it. If the Mac does
nor boot from your selected drive, refer to Chapters 11 and 12.

E

Understanding the Startup Procedure
This section d escribes d1e procedures your Mac completes when it starts
up. This info rmation is mo re important for troubleshooting than for
explaining how your hard disk drive works, but understanding t he
startup process-up to the point where your drive begins to boor your
Mac-enables you to unde rstand how d1e Mac and drives interact. (To
understand the re mainder of the booting process, see Chapters 11
and 12.)
When you turn on the Mac, it performs a series of diagnostic checks
called initialization procedures. Whe never you restart the Mac, it goes
through the following inte rnal check list:
• Test of criti cal hardware, including the SCSI chip and od1er
hardware components critical to how the Mac operates. When
your Mac comp letes this procedure, you hear the fami liar startup
boing.
•

Two stages of testing RAM. These stages depe nd on whether you
are performing a software restart (choosing Restatt from d1e
Special me nu) or a cold start (turning on the Mac). Your Mac rests
all the installed RAM during a cold start, but only tests 1K during a
software restart.

•

Determinatio n of d1e type and speed of the CPU.
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•

InitiaJ i~ation of Glo bal Variables. This process sets aside memory
for use by the compute r and Syste m d uring the e ntire computing
sessio n.

•

Setting up of the Syste m heap. The Syste m heap is a sectio n of
reserved memory (RAM) that is used fo r Syste m functio ns and all
me mo ry-resident contro l pane ls and extensio ns.

•

Initialization o f ROM resources. During this step , the Mac p re pares
the d iffere nt Toolbox managers necessary for the compu ter to run.

•

Initia lizatio n o f the Apple Desktop Bus. Th is step makes your
keyboard and mo use available.

•

In it ializatio n o f your video card. The Mac scans the NuB us a nd
JlDS slots looking fo r the primary video card , un less you use
built-in video.

•

Ini tia lizati o n of the SCSI, Disk, and Sound Managers. The Mac
pre pares to begin looking fo r your hard d rive.

Whe n the computer is fi nished ru nning through these tests, the cursor
appears on-screen .
The p receding list details the first half of the entire startup p rocedu re. If
the scree n disp lays a bli nking Mac w ith a question mark or a Smiling
Mac, the compu ter has successfully passed irs internal diagnostics. After
i nit iali~arion of the hardware, the Mac executes the follo wing System
Stal·tup procedures:

The Start Manager controls the functio ns in this list.

• The Mac o btains the SCSI ID numbe r fo r the startup d rive that is
stored in its paramete r RA.t\11. After it finds the drive, the Mac waits
15 ro 31 seconds fo r the d rive to powe r up.
•

The Mac the n scans fo r a startup disk. It fi rst scans floppy d rives 1
t hro ugh 3, the two internal and the n the exte rnal flo ppy d rive. If
any of your floppy drives has a S)'stem disk inserted , the Mac will
use the flo ppy d isk to boot; o the rwise, it loo ks fo r the hard d rive
fo und in d1e last step . During th is step, the Mac also e jects any
flo ppy d isk that is not a sta rtup d isk.

• If the Mac does no Lfind a defau lt startup disk, it will try to start
from the installed internal hard drive. 'l'he n it scans the SCSI chain
looking fo r a boatable hard drive starting with SCSI ID number 6
and wo rking backward to SCSII D 0. Beca use you cannot set a
de fau lt drive o n a Mac Plus, you r computer o nly scans the SCSI
chain, starting with ID number 6.
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•

After the .\1ac selects the startup disk, eithe r a flo ppy o r a hard
disk, it checks the SCSI cha.i n for additional hard drives. As the Mac
finds the driver for each drive, it reads the driver into memory.

•

The Mac reads the startup information off the disk and finishes its
starlllp procedure.

Troubleshooting Hard Drive Problems
Fro m this point, the Mac should start up and you should be able to
get to work. However not aU things always go accord ing to plan . .Just
because you see the Smi ling Mac, your computer still might not boor.
The Smiling Mac merely indicates that your computer has found a disk
with boot blocks, not that it has found boot blocks with valid info rmatio n.
In additio n to the boot block information be ing incorrect o r your driver
being corruptecl. which are software pro blems, you could have hard
hardware problems. The remainde r of this sectio n discusses hard
hardware problems.

Crashes
Two types of hard drive crashes occur on the Macintosh:
•

A software crasb whe re your program has a bug o r a conflict with
your System software ; a software crash is indicated by an o n-screen
bomb. These crashes arc distressing, although they are more
inco nven ient than detrimental. Sometimes they can cause damage
of a so ftware nature. but almost never are they the cause of a
hardware problem.

•

A bardware cmsb that can affect your hard drive. Re member d1at
your drive·s heads float o n a cushio n o f air above the platte rs, no t
touching the plane rs while they are spinning. Abrupt jarring,
sudden movement. o r a power loss to the drive while it is reading
or writi ng data can cause the he ads to come in contact with the
media. When this happe ns, you have experie nced a ha rdware
crash.

The damage caused by a hardware crash can be minor-lost clara-or
fairly eJ>.'tensive-media damage d1at requires you to reformat t11e drive.
If the heads are d amaged alo ng with the media, the problem can be
serious. As lo ng as your drive can map out the bad secto rs, all will be
fine. If the media has a great deal of damaged sectors or damaged heads,
your drive becomes an expensive paper weight. If you r drive is under
warranty, you will probably be able to get the drive re placed .
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cad crashes are rare. The drives that are manufactured today
have high tolerances, and generally crashes are only caused
by serious mishaps. Do not be careless wid1 your hard disk driveshould a crash occur, you will inevitably lose data that is not
backed up- but don 't be parano id, either. To stay on the safe side,
follow a regular backup routine so mat you will not lose data
should you experience a crash.

H

Stiction
Anothe r problem that is more common than it should be is sliclion.
Your drive has a stiction proble m when d1e platters in the hard drive do
not spin or power up. The Seagate ST138N and ST148N drives (30M and
40M 3 1/2-inch HH drives) have a history of stiction problems. These
drives were sold about three years ago, and the proble m lasted fo r about
six to nine months. When your drive has a stiction proble m, the platters
inside the drive will not spin. If you have an exte rnal drive, the power
light wi ll come o n, but the drive will not boot, nor will you be able to
access it with your fonnatter.
Some Quantum drives sold in Macs in the first half o f 1989 also had this
proble m. The serial numbe rs on the drives that Apple recognized as
having a problem are 00335507 through 0123016. The serial number is
located on the drive near the SCSI cable connector. Apple did initiate an
exchange program, but it expired in june 1992.
Some of these older drives still exist and are still being used. When mey
start to fail, a dealer will probably say that me drives are no longer und er
warranty. You also may be told d1at you cannot recover data from these
drives after they begin to fail. The fo rmer assertion- that the drive needs
to be replaced-is true. The latter- that d1e data ca nnot be recovered
from the driver- is not.
When a drive llrst starts to have a stiction proble m, the proble m is
usually inte m1ittent. The drive will start one time and not start the next.
If you turn on your Mac and the disk d1at was tine yesterday doesn 't start
today, try turning on and off the power a couple times. If me drive
finally starts after a few tries, it is suffering from a stiction problem.
Like most progressive diseases, the stiction problem will get increasingly
worse. One day the hard drive simply wiiJ nor start no matter how many
times you turn on and off the power. To extend me life of a drive that
you know has a stiction problem, leave the drive turned on all the time.
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Many people shudde r at the idea of not turning off their computer, but leaving the Mac on 24 hou rs a day actually produces less
wear and tear on it. The componentS on the logic board and in the
power su pply expand as they get warm and contract as they get
cold. The more you turn on and off the compute r, d1e more times
the chips expand and contract. Eventually d1ey will wear out. In
addition, your hard drive is designed to be left on all the time,
unless you are using a Portable or PowerBook.
Do make sure that you are using a good power surge protector.
The surge protecto r should shut off if there is a brown out (whe re
your power drops below a predete rmined voltage, usually the
lights wiU dim during a brown out) and not come back on until
you switch it on. The reason for guideline is that a brown out is
usually followed by a power surge; a powe r surge happens when
too much power come through your power lines.
PanaMax and DataShield both make good surge protectors. Some
PanaMax models come with the guarantee that if your equipment
gets damaged by a power surge while connected to a PanaMax
surge protector, the company will replace your equipment.
Do not use an inexpensive power strip (one that costs around
S25). These models are not up to the task of protecting thousands
of do llars worth of equipment.

If you need to recover the data, call d iffe rent re pair shops to find a
technician who can start your drive. Most major metropolitan areas have
several hard drive specialists within the area.

Dead Drives
Whe n manufacturers test hard drives, they create a number fo r mean
time between failures (MTBF) . The MTBF number represents how long
your drive can run before it will fail, based on the drive being left on fo r
20,000, 50,000, or 100,000 hours. Manufacturers continue increasing
this numbe r, although d1e numbe r couldn't really have bee n tested50,000 hours equals 5.71 years. No manufacture r has tested a drive:: fur
5.71 years before releasing it fo r sale. Don't be fooled by the MTBr
rating; as an extrapolated number using statistical averages, it has litde
bearing o n reali ty.
What does this number have to do with dead drives? It is an admission
by hard d isk drive man ufacturers that drives fail. Because a drive is an
e lectromechanical device, it is more susceptible to problems than any
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o the r compo ne nr of your syste m, with the possible exception of the
prim er. Sometimes when a drive fails, you wiU have a d ifficult rime
dete rmining whether the drive is de ad o r just sufferi ng fro m a software
crash.

no rhe r typ e of failure is whe n a d rive w ill run , fo rmat, work
fo r a week, and the n suddenly fail, telling you that it needs to
be initialized . This failure is d ue to the drive not holding a fo rmat;
a drive that will no r ho ld a format is use less.

A

Whe n deciding whethe r ro prono unce the d eath of your d rive, use the
fo llowing guide lines:
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•

Detem1ine whe ther the drive will pO\.ver up. lf not, you could be
expe rie ncing a sticrio n pro ble m. Fi nd a hard d isk drive expert w ho
understands sticrio n pro blems and who can recover your data.

•

De term ine whe ther the d rive will fo rmat, but after a short pe riod
of time , crash. This symptom could indicate a software problem.
Run the drive with a clean System for the same length o f time as
the d rive has ru n be fo re crashing, o r lo nger. (See Chapter 7 for
infonn atio n on running a clean Syste m.) If the d rive fails again
w ith a clean System, test the drive o n a diffe re nt Macintosh. The
pro ble m cou ld be with the Mac and not with the d rive. If the
results are the same o n anothe r Mac, the problem is probably in
the drive.

•

Check the cabling a nd power connectio ns to dete rmine wheth er
they have been knocked o r worked themselves loose. Also make
s ure that the SCSI 10 has no t been inadve rte ntly cha nged.

•

If more than o ne d rive is attached to you r system, re move the
othe r drives and test the suspect d rive by itself. A SCSI 10 conflict,
improper terminatio n, o r a bad cable can make any drive seem
defective.

•

The SCSI chain could be the culprit; the proble m wiU manifest if
you attach additional SCSI devices to your syste m. Proble ms with
the SCSI cha in can resemble hard d rive problems.

•

Try formaning the d rive with the best fo rmaning software you can
fi nd. Your current fo rmatting software might be incompatible with
System 7, o r doi ng a poor job of fonnatting combined with a lousy
d river.

•

Be choosy abour who works o n your Mac. Ofte n an App le dealer
wi ll tell you your drive is d ead and the data is irretrievable. An
Apple technician is more apt than not to w;tnt to swap a part than
try to locate and fix a proble m.

•

Buy drives with long warra nties. If the drive fails, you have some
recourse.

Optional Storage Devices
Se veral diffe re nt types of drive technologies are available for the
Macintosh. To select the correct d rive for yoiJr needs, you need to know
the pros and cons for each of the different techno logies. The fo llowing
sectio ns look at the d iffe rent technologies an d their stre ngths and
weaknesses.

Winchester Drives
The Winchester drive is the most popular type of drive used in any
computer syste m, including the Macintosh . Winchester drives are very
fast and as a whole re liable. The fas test drives have access times around
10 milliseconds, and they have capacities fro m 20M to 2 gigabytes.

Bernoulli Drives
Iomega Corporation produces a series of drives called Bernoull i drives.
These drives use a pate nted re movable med ia technology, and they were
the first removable med ia drives available fo r d1e Macintosh. A removable
media drive enables you to remove and re place the platter (much like a
floppy disk) without interrupting your computing session.
Wh at makes the Bernoulli drive unique is that it canno t have a head
crash. The heads not only float o n a cushio n of air, b ut the air flow
created by the spinning o f the platters makes it impossible fo r the heads
to touch the spin ning disk, even if the d rive should lose power.
Because the first Be rnou ll i drives were slow, they d id not get a large Mac
fo llowing. Th eir primary use was as a backup drive. In the last couple
years, the drives have become reasonably fast, 19ms, but they have yet to
really make inroads into the Mac marke t
If you need a removable media drive, the Be rnoull i is a viable option .
SyQuest drives (me ntioned in the following sectio n) were d1e fi rst
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removable media drives to become popular with the Mac; consequendy,
Berno ulli drives have not become a standard. In addition, Iomega does
not offer the Bernou lli drive for OEM development and d1ere is no
competition in price or product range, which has also ke pt d1em from
be ing popular. (OEM stands for Original Equipment Manufacmrer.
When a d rive is offered for OEM developme nt, the original manufacture r, in this case Iomega, le ts d1 ird-party vendors seU the drive mechanism in the vendor's box, with d1e vendor's name instead o f Iomega's
name. Because there is no competition between vendors selling the
same products there is no price fluct uation of market adjustments based
on supply :mel de mand.)
If you want to use a Bernoulli drive and share your disks with othe r
users, those users will also need a Bernoulli drive. The Bernoulli drives
have capacities in both 45M and 90M.

SyQuest
SyQuest, a company in Fre mo nt, California, develo ped a removable
media drive based on Winchester technology. The first drive the company produced had a capacity of 10M, but it was no t available on the
Mac. When the company developed a 45M drive several years ago, it
became a popular storage medium because it was fast (25 ms average
access time) , and the total data storage capacity was unlimited. If you
need more d isk space, you just buy a new disk. l n addition to the 45m
drives that continue to be popular , SyQuest has recently introduced a
90M d rive. The new drive has a 19 ms access time.
Both the 45M and 90M drives use a 5 1/4-inch HI-I drive with a 5 1/4-inch
square disk enclosed in a plastic housing. The SyQuest drive is a primary
means for easily moving large data files from Mac to Mac, and it is the
most-used method fo r graphic artists to transport large projects to
prepress shops. SyQuest also makes an excellent backup and archive
device.
The biggest drawback to the SyQuest techno logy is in the disks, which
tend to fail more often than a regula r Wi nchester disk. A SyQuest disk
that is used constant ly will only last about two years, and although
SyQuest drives come with a two-year warranty, the disks have only a
one-year warranty.
The othe r drawback is that a SyQuest drive is easy to damage through
improper usage-trying to force a disk o ut before the disk has stopped
spin ning or while it is still on. One of the n icest feamres of the SyQuest
d isk is that you can change disks without restarting your Mac.
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SyQuest does not market its drives to the public. You can o nly get a
SyQuest-based drive through hard drive vendors who market a drive
based on the SyQuest mechanism under their own name and label.
Because a large number of vendors offer these drives, the market and
prices are competitive.
Almost every major and minor Macintosh hard drive vendor sells a
model based on the SyQuest mechanism. These devices are a little more
expe nsive than a fiXed drive, but you also have unlimited storage
capaciry. However, if you wan£ to backup a 1.2 gigabyte drive, do not use
SyQuest disks. The re are better backup strategies for high-capaciry
d rives.

Optical Media Devices
Optical media devices all use a technology similar to that found in an
audio compact disk playe r. All optical media devices are var iations on a
single theme. Optical media d ata is e ncoded in such a way that a laser
can read the disk. The differe nt rypes of drives and disk are
•

Compact Disk- Read-Only Media (CD-ROM). A CD-ROM drive

only reads prepared CD-ROM disks. It will not write data.
•

Erasable Optical Drives. These drives read and write data to an
optical disk similar to the CD-ROM disk.

•

Write-Once Read-Many (T\'Iorm) disks. These disks are a cross
between the Magneto Optical and the CD-ROM drives; the disks
are written to only o nce but read as many times as you want.

The fo llowing sections provide a more detailed discussion o f each of
these drive rypes.

CO-ROM
CD-ROM drives are slow. The fastes t drives have an access time aro und
300 ms. The disks can , however, disseminate large amounts of data. Each
CD-ROM disk can hold over 600M of data, which makes them perfect for
providing large amounts o f data to any numbe r of users.
Curre ntly, you can obtain large collections of shareware and public
d omain programs from user groups on CD-ROM disks. Apple uses CDROM disks w keep its dealers and developers up-to-date regarding the
changes in its machines and technical informatio n. Both Adobe and
Microsoft distribute programs and fonts on CD-ROM d isks, and othe r
companies distribute everything from mailing lists, collections of books,
e ncyclopedias, and databases o f all rypes on CD-ROM disks. Within a few
years, a CD-ROM drive will be a business necessiry-much like a hard
drive is today.
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Soon you might need a CD-ROM drive just to use your computer.
Because programs continue to increase in size, distributing commercial
software on CD-ROM disks will soon become more economical than
distributing it on floppy disks. By the time you read this book, a
Macintosh will be available with a built-in CD-ROM reader. Also the
computer industries leap into multimedia is based on the CD-ROM disk.
Affordable (about S400 and up) CD-ROM drives are making multimedia,
the presentation of text, sounds, pictures, and videos all on CD-ROM
disks, much more popular.

C

D-ROM drives also enable you to play audio COs when you
are not using the CD-ROM drive to read data disks.

Erasable Optical Drives
Erasable optical drives are the future for data storage. These devices use
a disk similar to the CD-ROM disks, except that they use a magnet to
write data. The process works by using a laser to heat a section of the
disk where a piece of magnetic material is imbedded. When the temperatu re is high e nough to free the magnetic particle, an electro magnet
charges th e particle, causing the particle to change position. The plastic
material arou nd the particle cools and freezes it in irs place. Then when
the drive reads the disk, the drive uses a laser to read the reflected light
oiJ the disk, which is refracted at different angles depending on the
position of d1e particle. The diffe rent angles are the bits of data similar to
charged magnetic panicles on a ha rd disk.
The advantage of this medium is that it is only sensitive to magne tic
fie lds when it is hot or heated by d1e laser. As a result, the data is more
stable than clara on a hard disk. Manufacturers of erasable optical disks
claim that the disks have a 10-year life, although the disks could last for a
hundred yea rs. Because the disks are removable, they act like floppies ,
and you can use multiple disks.
Finally, d1e disks have high capacities. A 5 1/4-inch disk holds from 600M
to 900M of data. Large corporations with huge databases are using
erasable optical drivts auacl1ed to a jukebox that can hold up to 100
disks providing on-line access to hundreds of gigabytes of data. In
addition to the 5 1/4-inch drives, 3 1/2-inch drives became available at
the end of 1991, each with a capacity of 120M. These disks are the same
size as d1e standard Mac floppies, excep t that they are tw ice as d1ick.
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Erasable optical drives are slow, altho ugh not as slow as CD-ROM drives.
The basic drives are capable of access times in the 60 ms to 120 ms
range, which makes them an ywhere from 3 to 10 times slower than a
Winchester hard drive. Curre ntly, the n, the e rasable optical drives are
best for archiving data because the slow speed makes them difficu lt to
use in real world situatio ns.
As this technology develo ps, speeds will increase. The first Winchester
hard drives used on the Mac had access times in the 50 ms range-and
this was o nly 5 1/2 years ago. In addition to the speed increasing, the
e rasable optical drives also will soon be capable of reading CD-ROM
disks-eliminating the need for a CD-ROM drive and an erasable optical
disk. These disks and drives are definitely the technology of the future.

Worm Drives
WORM drives are a cross between CD-ROM drives and erasable optical
drives. Data gets written to the disks just once, and then read as many
times as you wish. The disks have the same long life and use the same
technology as erasable optical drives for writing and reading data.
These drives have the same advantages and disadvantages as the erasable
optical drives. Because the data is permane nt, they are acceptable as
evide nce in a coun of law. If you keep your accounting records on a
WORM drive, th e Internal Revenue Service will accept the disk because
you cannot alter the transactions. Therefore, if you need 10 keep an
audit trail fo r accounting or legal purposes, the WORM drive offe rs an
excellent way to keep your records. just think: one disk could replace
boxes and boxes of stored paper records.

Tape Drives
Tape drives are anothe r storage med ium. These devices are good for
backing up your hard drives and archiving critical company infom1ation.
Several types of dr ives are available, but one type is taking over the tape
drive market in the Macintosh world: the OAT o r Digital Audio Tape
drive.
When compared to a OAT d rive, all othe r tape drives pale. The OAT
drive, like the CD-HOM drive, originated in the music industry and then
moved into the computer world. The OAT is capable o f very high speeds
and a single tape can hold 1.2 or 2.4 gigabytes of data. All o ther tape
drives can only ho ld from 60M to 250M of data, and their speed is about
a quarter of the DAT's.
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Although OAT drives cost about twice that of other tape drives, these
drives pay for themselves in time savings and media costs. A cartridge
costs approximately the same money and ho lds approximately 10 times
d1e data of other devices.

SCSI RAM Disks
A couple companies make large-capacity external RAM disks that connect
to d1e Mac via the SCSI port. A SCSI RAM drive uses memory chips
instead of a hard drive mechanism. These disks are very expensive but
very fasr. They are usually 20M to 512M in size, and their primary
advantage is that they are not mechanical, so access times are zero when
tested with hard disk reste rs.
The mai n d isadvantage of this rype of storage medium is its instability. If
you experience a serious crash, you will be unable to recover your data.
Although these disks usually have a barrery backup in case of power
failures, if d1e battery does nor function, your data will disappear and the
disk will not be recoverable. justifying the cost of one of these systems is
difficult, but if you are using large programs like CAD/CAI\1, re ndering
programs, or very large graph ics files, and screen refresh rates and
overall speed is critical, you might consider purchasing one of these
drh•es.

Additional Floppy Disk Drives
Wi th the advent of the Macintosh SuperDrive, several companies started
prod ucing floppy drives that are capable of reading high-density disks.
These drives work on any Mac (Mac Plus or newer),· some with the SCSI
chain and others use d1e external floppy port. One of the drives made by
Kennect Technology enables you to double the space on an HD floppy
disk.
Because Apple floppy drives are reliable and most users only need one
drive , there are only a few floppy disk drive vendors. If you fi nd yourself
copying a great deal of disks and want ro purchase a second floppy disk
d rive, however, consider o ne of the alternatives now available.

The New and Emerging SCSI Standard
The current Macintosh drive subsystems operate off the SCSI chain that
is built into every Macintosh manufactured since the Mac Plus. Because
the Plus had a closed architecrure (no expansion slots), Apple decided to
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provide the SCS I po rt as a means to expand the Macintosh system. Now
a new SCS I standard-SCSI-H- is emerging that is faster and more
efficient than the current SCSI standard. What differentiates SCSI-II from
the current SCSI standard is that it allows for increased data throughput
and faster data transfer speeds, based on an enhanced command
structure. A command structure is the set of instructio ns your SCSI
device and Macin tosh use to interact with each other.
Because SCSI II is new, ir is o nly available as a NuBus expansion on JV!acs
that have NuBus sims, and very few drives use the new standard. Within
a year or rwo. ho,vever, SCSI II will become the new industry standard. If
you want to stay on top of the industry, mal<e sure that any new drive
you purchase is SCS I II compatible. Otherwise, just look fo r the best
price and the best fo rmatting software you can find .

Drive Manufacturers
Table 2.4 lists the major Macimosb drive ve ndo rs. It does not list their
product line because there are too many hard drives to lisr. Anything
special about the particular company is no ted .

Table 2.4
Macintosh Srorage Device
Manufacturers

Floppy
Drives

Hard
Driues

Tnpe
Optical
Drives Driues

Alliance
Peripheral
Systems

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apple
Computer

Yes

Yes

:-.lo

:-.lo

Applied
Engineering

Yes

No

No

No

CD Technology, Inc.

No

Yes

No

No

CfviS Enhancemcnts

No

Yes

Yes

No

Core Internationa!. Inc.

No

Yes

'o

0

Deltaic Systems No

Yes

No

DJK Development

No

No

Company

No

Comments

Recommended by
the Berkeley Macinrosh User Group.

No
Yes
COIIIilllleS
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Table 2.4
Continued

Company

fo1oppy
Drives

Hard Tape Optical
Drives Drives Drives Comments

f'\VB, Inc.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

l nfotek, Inc.

No

Yes

No

No

Iomega
Corporation

No

Yes

No

Yes

Kennect

Yes

No

No

No

Drive available to
double noppy disk
capaci ty.

T echnology
La Cie, l.td.

FWB perform s
hardware
enhancements to
make some of the
fastest drives in the
industry.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Owned by
Quantum.

Liberty Systems,
Inc.

No

Yes

No

Yes

MacTel
Tech nology

No

Yes

No

No

Mass Micro·
systems

No

Yes

No

Yes

Mega Drive
Systems

No

Yes

No

No

Micro-Voice
No
Communication

Yes

No

No

MicroNet Tech-

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Microtcch Inter- No
national , Inc.

Yes

Yes

Yes

M irror Tech·
nologies, Inc.

No

Yes

No

Yes

Ocean Microsystems

No

Yes

Yes

No

Peripheral Land, Yes
Inc.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Specializes in small
portable drives for
Mac and MS-DOS
machines.

RAM SCSI Devices.

nolO!,')', Inc.
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Licensed by Apple
to produce hard
drives.

One o f t:he first
Mac hard drive
manufacturers.

Company

Floppy
Drives

Hard
Drives

Optical
Tape
Drives Drives

Personal Com-

No

Yes

No

Yes

Pinnacle Micro

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Procomm Technology, Inc.

No

Yes

No

Yes

Rel;tx

J O

Yes

Yes

Yes

Storage
D imensions

No

Yes

No

Yes

SuperMac
Technologies

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tulin
Corporation

1\o

Yes

Yes

No

Comments

puter Peripherals
Corporation

Tech nologies
Owned by Maxtor.

Summary
This chapte r covers most of the operating and technical aspects of your
Mac's drive subsystems. You now know how both a floppy disk and a
hard drive are fo rmatted and how they operate. You have also learned
how to prevent and remedy some of the more common disk drive
proble ms you may experie nce. In add ition to an increased knowledge of
your drives, you are now a more info rmed shopper, being able to get the
most fo r you r money. Perhaps more importantly, you can now decide
what type o f drive you need.
And (heave n forbid) if you should have problems with your hard disk
drive, you have the first building blocks fo r correcting the problem and
possibly salvaging the data. If you should run into trouble with your hard
drive, remember that in most cases all is not lost, a nd the situation is not
as bad as it first seems. Relax, review this chapter, and think before you
do anything. (f o r more information regarding troubleshooting, see
Chapters ll and 12.)
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Getting the Most from
Your Monitor
Macintosh is useless without
the monitor. You need a
monitor in order to see
what you-and the computer-are doing. This
chapter is about getting the
most from your monitor. It
explains the technical
aspects of monitors, including
monitor components, types of
displays, display cards and how
they work, and the different display
modes available. This chapter also
covers practical issues, such as
factors that can make your monitor
easier to use and considerations
when purchasing a monitor.
Several tables within the chapter
provide detailed descriptions of
available hardware.

Understanding Monitors
To understand how your mo nitor works, you must know some terms
and their associated concepts. This sectio n is a basic introduction of the
technical detail o f Macintosh displays. Information specific to particular
models is sprinkled t11roughour the section.
Whe n you read a description of a monitor, you are faced with technical
gibberish that looks like:

Picture Tub e
•

17-in. d iagonal, 16-in. viewable, Trinitron CRT

•

.26-mm pitch aperture grill

•

High-contrast glass with antiglare, antistatic coating

Resolution
•

832 horizontal by 624 vertical pixels

•

70 dots per inch

Refresh rates
•

50 kilohertz horizontal

•

75 h ertz vertical

The preceding is part of the technical specifications for Apple's 16-inch
colo r display monitor. The rest of this section looks at each of these
categories and helps turn the technical jargon into English. This process
of tra nslation will also give you a general idea about how your monitor
works and what your options are when and if you are ready to upgrade.

Monitor Components
Various parts enable the monitor to work. Understanding these parts will
help you to know what to look for in a monitor so that you can choose
o ne that is right for you. This sectio n explains how the picture tube
works and defines terms relating to resolution and scan rates.

The Picture Tube
The picture tube is generically referred to as the CRT or cathode ray
tube, which is the same type of ntbe th at televisions use. CRTs have
electron gu ns (cathodes) at the back of the screen that shoot electron
beams. The electron beam moves horizontally and vertically across a
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phosphorus surface. The phospho rus glows as the electro n beam strikes
it, but so briefly that the gun must rapidly come back and strike the same
spot again .
On a black-and-white mon itor, the picture tube has only o ne electron
gun; color monito rs have three, o ne gun for each color (red , green , and
blue). Some monito rs, the Sony Trinitro n for example, use a single uni t
to house all three guns. The gu ns shoot all three electron beams through
a single lens. Other brands of picture tubes have a separate le ns for each
gun.
The e lectron gu ns scan the screen in a pattern that sta rts in the upper
left corner and moves horizontally across the monitor, shooting minu te
particles at the phosphorus to form a clot, or pixe l. Api:xel is the smallest
picture e leme nt, a screen clot. When the gun reaches the right side of
the screen, the gun moves clown o ne line and back to the othe r side,
repeating this process until the entire surface of the screen has been
covered . The amount oftime the electron gun takes to completely pass
fro m the left to the right o f one line is called the borizonial blanking
interval. The length of time the gun takes to shoot aU the pixels o n the
screen is called the vertical blanking interval, also referred ro as d1e
refresh rate.
The phosphorus is e ither red, gree n , and blue for color monitOrs or
black for black-and-white monitors. The intensity of d1e electron beam
determines the different shades of a colo r, which a pp ear~ as one dot or
p ixel. The video display card in turn controls the electro n beam intensity. Wh en the electron beam increases in inte nsity, the color inte nsity
also increases.
Aperture gri lles and shadow masks are two technologies that help keep
the e lectro n beam aligned and accurate. An aperture grille, which the
Sony Trinitron CRTs use, is a vertical wire grill that an e lectro n gun uses
for alignme nt. On large Sony CRTs, you can sometimes see a horizontal
line abou t a quarter to a third of the way from both d1e top and bottom
of the display. This line is part of the ape rture grille and he lps keep the
grille aligned .
A shadow mask is a precisio n screen used by triclot tube monirors
between the phosphorus and the electron gu ns that narrows the
e lectron beam and makes sure that it hits the correct phosphorus cell .
With the new techno logy in d1is area, the monirors that use shadow
masks now have displays that are much improved over o lde r models. Fo r
example, monitor manufacturers now use a me tal called Invar to make
the shadow mask. This metal is more durable than older masking
mate rials so that the shadow mask does not warp or otherwise d eteriorate as easily.
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Resolution
Technically, resolution consists of the total number of pixels a monitor
can display, measured both \'erticaUy and horizontally. Apple's 13-inch
color monitor displays 640 pi.xels horizontally by 480 pixe ls ve rtically.
The size of d1e pixels are .26 in pitch and the do ts per inch (dpi) are 72.
AU of these factors combined constitute d1c overall resolution of the
monitor. The terms pitcb, dpi, and the numbe r of pixels in the display
area are discussed in detail in th is section.
Pitch refe rs to the size of the openings in d1e aperture griU or d1e
shadow mask, which dete rmines the p hysical size of the pixels. The
smaller d1e p itch, the smalle r the pixe ls and the sharper the image that
the monito r can generate. Pitch genera lly ranges fro m .25 to .3 1. The
largest pitch recomme nd ed fo r a Macintosh color mo nitor is .29 ;
anything larger will not have the clean, crisp image you wa nt.
Another im portant e le me nt to be considered is the numbe r of dots per
inch (dpi). This measure ment can range from about 65 to 85. At 72 dpi ,
which forme rly was the standard, you have a direct correlation between
a point (a me asurement used in graphic design) and a pixel. This ra tio is
what made the Maci ntosh the tool of choice for mos t graphic artists.
Now almost all graphics software provides the means to make and
displ ay point adjustments-regard less of the monitor's resolution.
The Maci ntosh operates o n the assumption tha t 72 pixels equals one
inch. If your mo nitor is 72 dpi, one inch of what you see on the screen
will equal o ne inch of your printed outpur. lf your monitor is not 72 dpi ,
you can figure o ut what the printed size of your image will be by
dividing the monitor's dpi by 72. The result represe nts the portion of a
printed inch that the mo nito r displays in an on-screen inch . If me
mo nitor has a dpi higher than 72, m e monitor's image is smaller than
what is printed. If the d pi is lower man 72, the image is bigger.
The third factor in resolu tion is the total numbe r of pixels d1at a screen
can display. This total depends, in part, on the physical size of the
mo nitor. You can determine a monitor's overall size by measuring it
fro m the upper left corner down to th e lower right corner. This measurement is d1e diagonal measurement of the actual viewing area.
The type of work you are doing will d ete rmine the size of d1e monitor
you want to get. If you will be worki ng with a lo t of graphics or doing
desktop publishing, you will probably want a 19- to 21-inch (two-page
display) monitor. If your primary task is word processing, a 16-inch
portrait (one-page display) will meet your needs. On me othe r hand ,
many users find that Apple's standard 13-inch RGB (red, green, blue)
colo r monitor is fine for most needs. The best way to dete rmine what
monitor you need is to go to the computer store and look at the
diffe re nt sizes and ru n the programs you wa nt to use o n each om:.
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The display area is rhe measure ment of the total number of pixels that a
monito r will display. The stancl;u-cl 13-inch Apple monitor and all othe r
compatible 13-inch monitors display 640 horizontal pi.xels by 480
vertical pixels (640 x 480) . On some monito rs, this resolution is variable;
the display card determines whethe r you can use the variable resolution.
In most cases, the display card limits you to 640 x 480 on a 13-i nch
mo nitor, even if the monitor itself is capable o f a resolu tio n of 1,024 x
768 pixels. If you used this maximum resolutio n o n a 13-inch monitor,
your images would be twice as small. You would be able to see a fullpage representation on the s<.:recn , bur you would go blind trying to
read it.
Larger monitors can display more pixels. The display area in App le's
16-inch mo nitor consists of 832 x 624 pLxels. Th is display area is abou t
o ne and a half times the display area on a 13-inch monitor. The built-in
mo nito rs of the Mac Plus, SE, SE/30, and Classic models all have a screen
resolut ion of 512 x 342. Using 640 x 480 as a standard, your d isplay area
in the b uilt-in monitors is about 80 percent of the display area o n a 13inch moni tor. This d iffe rence can be substa ntial if you arc using the
mac hine every clay.

Refresh Rate
If you remember from the beginning o f d1is chapter, the image that
appears on-scree n is the result of an electro n be;un activati ng phosphorus cells at the back of the moni tor, causing the m to glow. Because they
glow only briefly. the image on your screen mu st be continually red rawn . The refresb rate is how fast the monitor redraws, o r cycles, the
image yo u see. The speed of d1e monitor's refresh rare is equal to the
vertical blanki ng inte rval of the display card you use.
The o n-screen image does no t always reflect the refresh rate. Faster is
better, but before you go o ut and buy a new monitor because your
graphics are taking roo long to red raw, make sure du t your Mac can
take advantage of a faster refresh rare. The processing powe r o f your
Macintosh, the display card design. and how fast the data gets from the
Mac thro ugh the display card and o nto your screen are factors that
determine whether your mo nitor appears to refresh at a rate equal to its
rating.

Types of Displays
This sectio n covers the different types o f displays that are available. You
can purchase most types of d isplays in a variety of sizes.
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Black and White
A black-and-white monitor displays only the colors black and white,
although some also display diffe re nt levels of gray. The display card , nor
the monito r, determines whether the monitor displays grayscale images.
A basic 2-bit, black-and-white display enables you to do everyth ing
except high-end graphics. A Mac with a black-and-white monitor also
runs faste r tha n a color mo nito r displaying color images.

Color
Color mo nitors d iffer in sharpness, contrast, color representations, size,
the de nsity of the phosphorus used in the display, and the type o f
shadow mask the display uses. The type of display ca rd you use determines how many colors your monitor can display.
Before you buy a color video display card or a color monitor, make sure
that your Mac can display color. The fo llowing Macs canno t display
color:

• SE
•
•
•
•

Plus

Classic
Portable
PowerBook 100

Ali other Macin toshes can display colo r because support for color is built
into the compu ters' ROMs. The Macs in the preceding short list do not
have this support, and you cannot add it. These Macs also do not
suppo rt 32-bit QuickOraw and do not work with QuickTime.
Consider these features before you buy a color monito r. (For more
in formation about p urch asing considerations, see the sectio n "Pu rchasing Hecommendations" later in this chapte r.)

II color monicors emit an extre me ly low frequency magnetic
field commonly called ELF. If you do not want m be exposed
to it, you must get an anti-radiatio n screen ; otherwise, sit at least
30 inches away from a 19-inch mo nitor.

A
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LCD
LCD sta nds for liquid crystal display. PowerBooks use LCDs. You can
also purchase an LCD panel fo r your deskbound Mac. LCD displays don't
emit ELFs, but they are much more expensive than a CRT.
All LCD screens use a mate rial that employs crystals. When you apply
power to these crystals, they move to block light coming through the
panel. The crystals emit no light on their own, so the panel must be
e ither back- or side-lit.
The problem \Vith many LCD displays is that they do not respond as fast
as a CRT. If you move the mo use too rapidly on an LCD, the mouse
pointer d isappears. The process of turning o n and off pixels cannot keep
up with the speed of the mouse movements. Ghosts are another
pro ble m that plagues L.CDs. Gbosts arc images that cast shadows onto
other images. Leaving your display on for an exte nded period of time,
usually more than 24 hours, can create a ghost. These proble ms,
however, o nly occur with a particular type of LCD, known as passive
matrLx. This term will be discussed in the fo llowing section about types
of LCDs.

f you have bad ghosts on your LC D, turn o ff the Mac and let it
sit fo r a couple of days. Ghosts go away, but getting rid of the m
sometimes rakes twice as lo ng as creating the m did.

I

Types of LCDs
Passive matrLx and active matrix are the two types of LCDs. The passive
mau·ix type, which is the most commo n, has a series o f small wires laid
out in a grid pattern that run on the glass. Each resulting pixel is then
turned o n or off using a process called mufliplexing that sends power
th rough the specific pixels. The current technology fo r passive matrix
LCD monitors is called super/ wist, which describes the type of wire used
in the displays (Film Supertwist Nematic). The supertwist technology
provides a more responsive and brighter image area than older LCD
technologies.
An active matrix display differs fro m a passive matrix display because a
transistor. rather than a wire grid, is associated with each pixel. The
response time is greatly improved ove r that o f a passive matrix LCD.
The one drawback of the active matrix display is in the transistors. They
sometimes die. When a u-ansistor dies, you lose a pixe l. If e nough die,
the screen becomes speckled.
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Color and Grayscale
You now can install a color LCD active matrix display on your
PowerBook 170. The display costs about $5,000. Take heart; color active
matrix displays for MS-DOS-rype notebooks cost 56,000-8,000.
Grayscale LCD monitors will be available with the next crop of
PowerBooks. They will probably be 4-bit or 16 shades of gray. The
standard for most MS-DOS notebooks are 32 or 64 shades of gray.

Understanding Display Cards
The way each monitor acts is first dependent o n the capabilities of the
Mac, then the capabilities of the video display card, and finaUy the
capabilities of the monitor itself. The display card determines the
number of colors you can display (display modes), and it also contro ls
the speed at which the monitor operates.
Many of the Macintoshes have built-in display cards, but you can
purchase a display card as well. You can get 2-, 8-, 16-, 24-, or 32-bit
display cards. These display cards can support several monitor sizes. You
can add display cards (exte rnal or otherwise) to any Macintosh.
This section examines the different card options available for the current
crop of Macintoshes and the capabilities of display cards in general. With
a basic unde rstanding of what the card or display adapter does, you are a
more informed shopper and can get exactly what you need.
Before a description of the different display modes begins, an explanation of QuickDraw and Color QuickDraw makes understanding the
cards' capabilities easier.

UuickDraw
QuickDraw enables the Mac to display the graphics that make it unique.
QuickDraw is built into the ROMs. By putting all the graphic routines
into ROM, the Mac does not have to draw each picture d irectly to the
monitor, which creates hardware independence. Hardware independence enables any program that is written to Apple's specifications to
run on any Macintosh and includes the ability to perform graphic
operations. This means that regardless of what type of video card you
use, your Mac will maintain its basic functionality and screen image
regardless of the program, monitor, or d isplay card you happen to be
using (given that you are using the correct display card with the correct
monitor) .
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Without QuickDraw, tJ1e programmer wou ld have to address the display
card directly to make any of the gra phics you use to operate the program . Hardware dependence is probably one o f the major problems that
other computer platfonns have in trying to p ro duce graphics that are as
consistent as Maci ntosh graphics.
The oilier advantage to this type of software technology is that
Macintosh software can easily take advantage of any new or existing
hardwa re technology, so if you decide ro change monitor size or install a
differe nt video card, you r Mac will immediately be able to use it without
any problems. Develo pers do not have to rewrite their programs;
instead, they can work at adding new capabilities to existing packages.
Hardware independence also means you can put t\VO monitors on the
same Macintosh, provided that the Mac has two slots (one for the extra
video card) or built-in video and a slot. Eve n tJ1ough the monitors have
different capabilities, the images fro m o ne monitor to the other a re
consistent, and the images are always consistent from one Mac to the
next.

Color OuickDraw
Color QuickDraw is the colo r exte nsion of QuickDraw for System 6.0.X.
Color QuickDraw gave the Macintosh tJ1e capability to address 24 bits of
data fo r each pixel o n a colo r monitor when most monitms used cid1er 8
o r 16 bits, with 16-bit monirors being rare.
Support fo r Color QuickDraw must be built into the ROMs of the
Macintosh. lf your Mac supports Color QuickDraw, it can also support
32-bit QuickDraw, which is parr of System 7.

32-bit UuickDraw
32-bit QuickDraw has the fo llowing capabilities:
•

Addressing 32 bits per pixel, which displays over 16 million colors
(more than the human e ye can distinguish).

•

Downward compatibility for displays with lower resolution modes.
When using a display card that cannot u se 32 bits of informatio n
per pixel, the Mac uses 32-bit QuickDraw to select the color closest
ro the o ne needed , and the n adjusts the surrou nding colo rs to
provide for the best possible colo r representation of an image.

•

Grayscale representation based not o n the color itself but the
luminosity (lightness) of tJ1e color. This capability makes all
grayscale images much crispe r and much truer representations.
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•

Off-screen support so that images can be created without a
monitor or buffered so that an image can be updated more
quickly.

For display cards and color monito rs d1at support 32- o r 24-bit colo r,
32-bit QuickDraw displays 24 bits of information on the monitor, and
most display cards really only support 24-bit color-not having the
memory for the additional 8 bits per pixel. These additional 8 bits per
pixel are called an Alpha channel, wh ich is an 8-bit grayscale representation of the image that is used to create a mask or for fine-tuning an
image. This channel is used by display cards that can handle 32 bits of
data per pixel.

Display Modes
Display mode describes the resolution you are using. Even though you
may be using a Mac that has the capability to use 32 bits per pixel, you
have the choice of using cards that create display modes of 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-,
16-, or 24- bit images.
A 1-bit display card creates a basic black-and-white display with no
shades of gray available. To have a monitor display 256 levels of gray or
256 colors, you need an 8-bit video car d (28 ). With a 16-bit card, you can
display 32,764 (2 16) different colors simultaneously from a color palette
of over 16 million colors. Depending on the graphics software you are
using, you can choose which 256 (wid1 an 8-bit card) or which 32,764
(with a 16-bit card) of the 16+ million possible colors d1e Mac is caf,able
of displaying. A 24-bit color monitor can display any of the 16.7 (2 2 )
million colors.
The number of pixels available fo r the 21-inch Apple Color display is
1,002,240. With a 13-inch monitor, you can display 307,200. Both of
these totals exceed the total possible colo rs for a 16-bit card. So regardless of the size of your monitor, you will see a dramatic difference as you
increase the mode or display depth of your display.
There are dramatic differences between photographic images created
with 8-, 16-, and 24-bit display card s. Basically, an 8-bit image can only
display 256 colors. Your Mac has a cho ice of 16 million colo rs, so it
could use a different color for each pixel without using the same color
twice. The difference between 256 and16.7 million has to be seen to believe.
Three things are necessary for grayscale or color cards to work. The first
is that the card must have a chip that can handle the screen resolution
you want. It also needs to be able to compute the numeric value for each
of the different colors for each pixel.
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Finally, to display the diffe rent levels o f color, the card has to have
e no ugh me mory ro hold 2, 8. 16, o r 24 bits of information fo r each pixel
o n the scree n . For example, a card made for a 21-inch monitor must
have approximately 4M of video RAM. This amount o f memory is
expe nsive and is why these video cards cost so much. ln contrast,
a card that displays 24-bit color o n a 13-inch monitor o nly needs abo ut
l M, which requ ires much less memory and costs less than a card for a
21-inch mo niror.
Video RAM is fas ter than the standard RAM that your computer uses.
Video RAM is recycled about seve n times for each screen refresh. This
memory recycling slows clown the speed of the display and the Mac.

f you do no r need 24-bir color and your 1\olac is running roo
slow to suit you, go into the Monitor control panel, change the
setting, and try running it in 8-bit colo r instead .

I

ln the Macintosh llci, the built-in color support is marginal
because rbe me mory used for the built-in video display card is also
used as Syste m memory. Unlike the other mo dels with built-in
color support, tht: Mac llci does not use video RAM. If you want to
use the Ilci wi th 8-bit color, it requires about 512K of me mory, and
it will try to share that memory with the CPU as we ll. The best way
to fix this proble m is to upgrade the memory in the Jlci to at least
5M, putting d1e 1M SIMMs into bank B.
The llci automatically recognizes d1at it has memory in Sl.MMs'
bank B and uses that befo re trying to use the memory in bank A.
The System uses the memory in bank A for your video functions.
As a result, it operates faster a nd w ithout co mpetition with CPU
functions. This solution is still not as good as having a Mac with
dedicated video .RAM , but it is an imp roveme nt. Refe r to Chapter 1
for more in formatio n about adding memory.

Types of Display Cards
Three basic display card optio ns are availab le. You can use a NuBus card,
a processor direct card , or a SCSI display adapte r, de pending o n what
your Mac can accepr. For the compact Macs withou t a slo t, several manufacture rs have made di splay cards that you can install inside the case.
Table 3.1 lists all Macin roshes fro m the Plus on and their d isplay
capabilities as rhey come fro m the factory.
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Table 3.1
Macinrosh Models Display
Capabilities

Display Card

Video Display
Size/Resolution

Pitts

2-bit black·
and-white

9 inch/512 by 342,
72 dpi

None

SE

2-bit black·
and-white

9 indv'5 L2 by 342,

SE exp ansion

72 dpi

Classic

2-bit b lackand-white

9 inch/5 12 by 342,
72 dpi

!\one

Classic II

2-bit blackand-white

9 inch/5 L2 by 342,
72 dpi

None

SE/30

2-bit b lackand-white

9 inch/512 by 342,
72 dpi

030 Direct

LC

Built in wid1
256K video RAM;
512K video RAM
upgrade is
available

EJ..:t ernal. Apple
12-inch HGB
or black-and·
wh ite, up to 8
bits per pixel;
with upgrade,
16 b its per p Lxel.
Apple 13-inch RGB,
up to 4 bits per
pixe l; with upgrade,
up to 8 bits per
pixel.

1 0202 Direct.
This s lor can
be used for a
third-party
video card.

LC II

Built in \Yith
256K vid eo RAJ\1;
512K video RAM
upgrade is
available

External. Apple
12-ineh RGB or
b lack-and-white,
up to 8 bits per
pixel; with upgrade, 16 bits per
pLxel. Apple
13-inch RGB,
up to 4 bits per
pixel; with upgrade, up to 8
bits per pixel.

1 LC slor.
This slot can
be used fo r a
third-parry
video card.

II

Add o n

External

6 Nu Bus

IIx

Add on

External

6 NuBus

Model

Slols

Compact

Entry Level

II Family
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Video Display
Size/Resolution

Slots

Add o n

Ex-ternal

3 NuBus

Ouih in with
512 K \•ideo
IU\M

External.
Apple 13-inch
RGB, ,\pple
12-inch RGB, or
black-and-white,
up to 8 b its per
pixel. Apple
Portrait, up to
4 bits per pi.xel.

1030 Direct.
This slot can
be used for
a thi rd-party
video card .

/lei

Uses 5J2K
System memory
as video
memo ry

Exte rnal.
Apple 13-inch
RGB, Apple
12-inch RGB,
or black-andwhite, up to 8
b its per pi.xel.
Apple Portrait, u p
to 4 bits per pi.xel.

Cache and3
NuB us

JJf.x

Add on

External

6 NuBus and
1 030 Direct

Built in with
512K video
RAM; upgradable
to 2M video RAM

ExternaL
Apple 13-inch
RGB, Apple
12-inch RGB,
o r black-andwhite, up to 8
b its per pixel.
Apple Po rtrait
and Apple 16-inch
RGB, up to 4 bits
per pixel. With
upgrade, supports up to 24
bits o n ail Apple
mo nitors up to
the 16-inch RGB,
and 8 bits per
pixel o n ~:h e Apple
21-inch colo r
monitor.

2 NuBus o r I
NuOus and 1
040 Direct.
Slor can be
used for a
third-party
\•ideo card.

Model

Display Card

I!ex

lls i

Quadra
700

COIIfi/11/ eS
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Table 3.1
Continued

Video Display
Size/Resolution

Model

Display Card

Slots

900

Built in with LM
video RAM;
upgradable to
2M video UAM

External.
Apple 13-inch RGB,
Apple 12-inch
RGI3. or black-andwhite, up to 8 bits
per pi.xel. Apple
16-inch UGB, up
to 8 bits per pixel.
Apple Portrait or
21-inch color monitor, -l bits per pi.xel.
With upgrade, supports up to 24 bits
per pixel on all
Apple monitors, up
to the 16-inch RGI3,
and 8 bits per pixel.
on the Apple Portrait
and the Apple 21-inch
color monitor.

950

Built in with 1M
video RAM; upgradable to 2M
video RAM

ExternaL
5 Nul3us and
Apple 13-inch RGB,
1 040 Direct.
Slot can be
Apple 12-inch RGB,
used for
or black-and-white,
up to 8 bits per pi.xel. third-party
video card.
Apple l'ortra.it and
21-inch color monitor, 4 bits per pixel.
With upgrade, supports up to 24 bits on
aUApple monitors up
to the 16-inch RGB,
and 16 bits per pixel on
the Apple Portrait and
the Apple 21-inch color
monitor.

2-bit blackand-white

Active Matrix LCD
640 b)' 400

5 Nul3us and
1 040 Direct.
Slot can be
used for a
third-party
video card.

Portable
Portable
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1 Processor
Direct, l
external video
port, requi res
adapter

Model

Display Card

Video Display
Size/Resolution

I'B 100

2-bit blackand-white

Supertw ist LCD,
640 by 400

None

I'B 1'10

2-bit blackand-white

Supertwist LCD,
640 by -iOO pixels

None

PB 170

2-bit blackand-white

Active Matrix LCD.

None

Slots

640 by 400

Most ~ a cs have built-in d isplay cards. Unless you are using a Qu adra.
however. you ca nnot use 24-bit colo r fro m the Mac's built-in display.
You really don' t need 24-bit colo r unless you work with photographs o r
do extensive graphic arts work. Ye t as QuickTime movies and CO-ROMs
become more po pular, you might decide that you want higher resolution.

subscriptio n service called Nautilus provides a mo nthly CDROM that contains picnt res and othe r neat thi ngs. Nauti lus
CO-Il OMs are represe ntative of the kind o f materi al th at is becoming mo re popular and is increasingly avail able .

A

Within a couple of yea rs, it is co nceivable that no Macintosh will be sold
wi tho ut su ppo rting 24-bit color o n at leas t a 13-inch mo ni tor. In the
meantime, you can increase your resolutio n by buying a display card that
p rovides th e resolution you wa nt. If you are happy w ith a 13-inch
mo ni tor, you can get a 24-bit card fo r less than S500. If yo u want a larger
mon itor. however, the cost is mu ch hig he r.
You might also want to buy a dis play card ; in all co lo r Macs-except the
Quadras- video display is faster wid1 a display card than with the built-in
video capabilities. Display cards are fas ter because d1ey have mo re
dedicate d c ircui try th an what the built-in di splays use. An example is the
Macintosh LC: when running 8-bi t colo r. this Mac runs abo ut half as fast
off its internal video as it ru ns o ff the least expe nsive display card.

SCSI Display Adapter
The easiest way to attach a 13-inch colo r mo ni tor to a PowerBook o r
Classic II is to use a SCSi dis play adapter. This s mall box, which you can
a ttach li ke any other SCSI device, o utputs 8 -bit colo r lo r a 13-inch
monito r.
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You can use this SCSI device on any Mac that supports color. Do you
wam two monitors on an LC, but still need the slot for another purpose?
You can do it.
You can usc SCSI adapte rs for larger monitors with the Classic, SE, or
Plus, as well. These computers o nly display 1-bit black-and-white, but the
SCSI adapter is a dean and easy way to ge t an additional monitor.
Using the SCSI bus causes a slight speed loss. Sending SCSI data at the
same speed as accessing it directly from the motherboard or through a
slot is just not possible. But if you are not doing intense graphics (and
you wou ldn't be with the machines these are made for), SCSI adapters
are a great solutio n to a mu ltiple mo nitor problem.

Add-on Cards
Add-on cards give you the greatest variety of choices. You can get video
cards that display 24-bit color as well as accept video input from a VCR,
LaserDisk, or Cam corde r. Chapter 5 discusses outpu tting the video
signal to a television o r VCR. Yo u can perfo m1 this ope ration with any
card that operates with an Apple 13-inch RGB monitor.
Add-on cards are available that drive everything from Apple's 12-inch
monitor to 21-inch monitors, including IBM PC-compatible monitors.
Add-on cards run at different speeds. Some have built-in accelerators for
speeding u p graphics processing; others do not Depending o n the skill
of the engineers who designed the add-on card , you can get rwo si milar
add-on cards and have very dissimilar results.

hen buying add-on cards, o nly deal with a company
that specializes in video products. If a manufacturer's only
or main products are display-related , the company has spent
considerable time and research developing and perfecting its
wares. Companies that do not specialize often do not even make
their own cards. Instead, they get a good deal from a manufacturer, put their name on the card , a nd the n sell the card to you.
Also, if at all possible, look at the card with the monitor you want
to buy before you make the purc hase.

W

Using Your Monitor
Yo u cannot do much to e nhance a monitor's image. but you can do
several th ings to make working with it easier. This section includes
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troubleshooting interference problems, tips for large monitors, and
some things you ca n do to extend the life o f your monitor.

Interference
Any source of electromagnetic or magnetic energy can cause your
monitor, and sometimes your Mac, to behave in su-ange and unpredictable ways. Usually the energy manifests as some type of screen d istortion.

ELFs
Whe n you set up your monimr, especially if you are using a dual
monitor system or if you arc setting up several Macs in very close
proxim ity (a foot or two apart), you might run into a problem with the
electromagnetic waves interfering with anorher monitor. These waves
create wavy lines or an odd flicke ring on-screen.
A color monitor emits more magnetic radiation from the rear than the
sides or the front Figure 3.1 shows the basic pattern for a color
monitor's Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) magnetic field.

Fig. 3.1
ELF paucm for a monitor.

The fields ex1:encl, from the back of d1e monitor, about 1.5 times the
distance that they do from the front. To prevent distortio n, back-to-back
monitors must be farther apart than monitors sitting side by side. Also, if
you are sitting behind a monitor, sit farther away from it than you would
if you were sitting in front of the monitor; th is precautionary measure
li mits the amou nt of radiation to which you are exposed.
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No rea.! concl usive data o n the harmful effects of ELF exists. The U.S.
has no t even set standards regardi ng ELF. Some European countries,
however. have set standards. The European standards recomme nd that
you sit 30 inches away from a 19-inch color mo ni tor.

Florescent Lights
If your office has florescen t lights. you could fi nd that their cycle rate
may cause your monitor to appear to fl icker. The closer together the
monitor and the lights, the more li kelihood you have visual inte rfere nce.
The proble m can get worse as the size of the monitor gets larger.
You ca n do a couple of things to min imize the p roble ms caused by
floresce nt lights. f irst. set the tilt o n your monitor somewhere between
50 and 90 degrees. Second, prevent d irect light from hitting the moni tor
by b reaking up the light with a baffle cover or a heavy plastic cover.
Pinally, you can pu t an incandescent light o n your desk and turn off the
florescent lights.

Other Electrical Interference
Although it is rare, sometimes proximity to high te nsion lines, large
antennas, or o ther sources of magne tic fields causes mo nito r problems.
Keep this fact in mind if you have eliminate d a ll other possible causes of
problems.

Ergonomics
Ergonomics is defined as being engineered and designed for maximum
huma n comfort. The most im portant factor with ergonomics is that you
are physically comfortable operati ng your Macin tosh. If you are not
comfortable with how your compu ter is set. up, you will not e njoy using
it. You also ca n cause yourself inj ury if your equipme nt is set up
im properly.
Your body angles should not cause any stra in o n your jo ints. Sit with
your back straight and your arms at about 90 degrees from your body.
Wid1 the keyboard under your hands a nd a wrist pad ro help keep your
wrists straight, you can work at a computer for an extended pe riod of
rime without feeling pain in your hands or wrists.
Position your mouse in a fash ion that is similar to your keyboard. The
mouse can cause some serio us proble ms if it is no t positioned in a
comfortable p lace. Placing the monitor so that the top of it is at eye level
whe n you are sitti ng in fro nt of it prevents you fro m getting kinks in
your neck.
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Most insurance companies acknowledge injuries that arc a result of
computer operations. Most cities have ordinances governing the
ergonomic positio ning of computer equipment. If you have questions
about ergono mic conditions, check with your local and state organizations for safery and health.

f you wear glasses and spend a lot of time working with
computers, check with your o pto me trist or ophthalmologist
about getting special le nses, especially if working o n the computer
gives you a headache. By pmchasing tinted lenses or having a
special pair made for use with your compute r. you might be able
to reduce eye strain.

I

System Tricks
Most of the tricks in this section penain primarily to large monjtors, but
you might find them useful regard less of the size of your monitor. These
tricks are possible with Syste m 7, and work on any Macintosh.
• You can move the Trash Can icon so that it stays whereve r you
place it every time you reboot. Moving the Trash closer to your
flo ppy disk icons can save you some time.
•

Fig. 3.2
The Applicatio ns menu
with hidden programs.

Having several applications open, either in the Finder or applications running in the background, slows down how fast d1e Mac
can redraw the scree n. Hiding your background applications can
speed up the Mac's redrawing time. To hide applications, hold
clown the Option key as you switch applications. When all your
background applications arc hidden , o nly the o ne you are working
in shows on-screen. Figure 3.2 shows the Applications me nu wi th
all the background programs hidden.
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Show All
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•

Another way to increase the rate at which your screen redraws is
to have only the windows you need ope n. The windows also
should only be as large as you need them.

•

If you have a large monitor, you can keep you r mouse movi ng as
fast as possible by setting the mouse's tracking speed to its
ma-ximum. You change the mouse's tracki ng speed through the
Mouse control panel.

•

If you are using multiple monitors of different sizes, especially if
one is a compact Mac, keep desk accessories o n th e smallest
mo nitor. Place into your Startup Items folder (located inside the
Syste m Folder) aliases of the desk accessories that you want to
keep o pen. Start the desk accessories, position the m on the small
screen, and leave the m there. Whe n you restart the Mac, the desk
accessories o pe n and are available on your small screen.

Utility Software
Not much software is manufactured to improve the monitor. Some

utilities, however, ca n prevent moni tor problems and make the monitor
a little easie r to use.

Screen Savers
If you do no t turn o ff the Mac, or if it is left o n and unattended for long
periods of time, the on-screen image can burn into the phosphorus
inside the mo nito r. The on-screen image will then be pe1manently bu rnt
into the mo nitor; you will never be able to get rid of the image.
The best way to preve nt this conditio n is to use a screen saver . Both
Afte r Dark by Berkeley Systems and Pyro! by 5th Ge neration are excelle nt
screen savers.
A scree n saver blanks your screen or puts some type of moving picture
on it if there is no keyboard or mouse activity after a specified period of
time. A screen save r can also act as a security device by requiring that
you enter a pass\vord in order to regain control of the Mac.
If you do not want to purchase a commercial screen saver, consider a
shareware or freeware screen saver. Ame rica Online has over 250 screen
savers and modules for After Dark. (After Dark uses modules to provide
variety fo r its screen savers.)

Other Utilities
1-landOff ll by Connectix and Now Uti lities by Now Software, which are
discussed in Chapter 9, arc examples of some of the other utilities that
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can make using a monitor a bit easier. These utilities provide a pop-u p
menu bar anywhe re o n-screen and change the pixel depth of your
monitor, d epending on the application you are using. You can also tlnd
some shareware programs that perform these tasks. Check with your
local user grou p fo r mo re informatio n.

Cabling
At one time, very few manufacturers made monitors for the Mac. NO\v
it seems that everyo ne wants to. The proble m is that many o f the
manufacture rs who are used to making MS-DOS machine monitors
forgot that the Mac requires a special cable. If you are purchasing a
mo nitor fro m a manu factu re r or vendo r that is new to the Mac marke t,
check to see whethe r a Mac-compatible cable is included (it usually
isn't). Examine what you are purchasing. If yo u see the mo nitor running
on a Mac, it's a prerry safe bet that at least the ve ndor has the cable
available for purchase.

Purchasing Recommendations
Several companies are very experienced at making Macintosh display
ca rds and monitors, and others arc trying to get Macintosh business eve n
thou gh the companies really know MS-DOS moni tors and don 't have a
lo t of experience with Macs. The following list is of the top-selling
Macintosh card and monitor manufac turers:
• App le
•

E-Machines

• Mass Micro
•

Radius

•

RasterOps

•

Su perMac

For a long time, Sony has had the reputation of providing the best CRT.
In most cases, the monitor manufactu rer makts minor adjustme nts to
t"he Sony CRT, or has Sony make adjustme nts to increase the sharpness
o f the CRT. Mo nitors with other kinds of CRTs can also be good .
Compare before you buy.
Wh e n purchasing a mo nitor, check the following areas:
Distortion. Check the corners of d1e monitor against the middle.
The picture is usually sharpest at d1e center, but the edges and the
corners should not show distortion or fu zziness.
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Brightness and cont rast. The brightness level of a monito r only
gets worse with age. Make sure that the monitor is bright enough
and that it has e nough contrast. The only fLx for a dim mo nitor is
tO get a new one.
The monitor controls . Make sure that all co ntrols are easily
accessible, prefe rably in the front. If you put the mo nito r against
the wall or in a corner, getting to the rear to turn off the po we r is
difficul t. Eve n having the controls o n the side of the monitor is a
nuisance because you always have to feel around for them and
sometimes even shut off the monitor by accident.
The monitor stand. A tilt swivel stand is almost essential. If the
mo nitor does not come with one, conside r buying one; otherwise,
you will e nd up pu tting magazines, books, or anything e lse you
can fi nd under the monitor to get the perfect viewi ng angle.
Go out and look at diffe re nt mo nitors. You will be spe nding a lot of time
in (ra nt o f your mo nitor; if you are nor happy with any feature of a
moni tor-the color rendition , sharpness, contrast, or anything else-do
no t buy the mo nito r. Re member that cheaper is not bette r because you
usually get what you pay for. The only time you can expect to get a deal
is whe n a dealer is having a sale to clear inventory and has discounted a
quality monito r. Do no r fall fo r a super sale on a low-qua lity pro duct;
you will be sony

Reviewing Monitors
This section is primarily a list o f mo nitor manufacture rs. It is by no
means comple te; it does, however, include all d1e major players in the
market. Table 3.2 lists the available monitors, although it does not cover
all monitor manufacturers or all available choices. This table does
provide a good cross section of wha t is available and the cost. (Prices
are rounded up to the nearest clo.llar.)

wo terms used in this table whid1 arc not d efined elsewhe re
in d1is chapter are VGA and RGB. VGA is an MS-DOS term that
stands for video graphics array. Some Macintosh models, notably
the Mac LC and LCII, ca n usc a VGA or SuperVGA monitOr. RGB is
simply an acro nym fo r reel, green, blue-the three primary colors
used to d isplay colo r.

T
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Table3.2

Company

Price

Description

Apple Computer

S999

AppleColor highresolution RGB ; for LC, IIllf.x, o r Quadras; requires
card.

Apple Computer

S1,599

Macinrosh 16-inch color
display.

Apple Computer

S4,599

.\1acintosh 21-inch color
display.

Apple Computer

Sl ,099

Apple Macintosh Portrait
display.

Apple Computer

S599

Macintosh 12-inch RGB.

Apple Computer

S299

Macintosh 12-inch
mo nochrome display.

E-Machines

$1,299

ColorPage E16 16; .26 mm
pitch; 640 x 480 resolution; 55 dpi: 67hz.

E-Machines

Sl ,699

ColorPage T1 6/ L6; 832 x
624 resolution; 72 dpi.

Magna\'OX

$599

9Ci\t080 14 VGA; .29 mm
pitch; 640 x 480 resolutio n; includes cable an d
tilt and swivel srand.

MicroTouch

$1,699

True Point touch screen;
Super VGA; .28 dot pitch.

Proxima Pdp

S999

Proxima Mac data display
A342; LCD projection
panel for overhead
projector.

Proxima Pdp

S l 70

A33. Mac SE interface kit;
used with LCD paneL

Proxima Pdp

$150

A34. Mac Plus/512
interface kit: used with
LCD panel.

Radius, Inc.

$3,699

21-inch colo r display.
1152 x 870 resolutio n;
75hz and 78 dpi.

Monitors

coll/inues
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Table 3.2

Company

Price

Descriplion

Radius, Inc.

Sl ,549

15-inch colo r pivot (an tiglare); 640 x 870
resolution ; 75hz and
82 dpi.

Radius. Inc.

S999

Color Pivot/I.E 16; 832 x
624 resolution; 75hz;
78 dpi.

Radius, Inc.

$699

l'ull-page display 15-inch
mono.

Radius, Inc.

S849

Pivot display 15-inch
mono; 640 x 870
resolu tion; 75hz; 78 dpi.

RasterOps

S L,799

Clearvue 21-inch mono;
11 52 x 870 resolution.

RasterOps

S3,299

Sweet 16 Live Video 16inch monitor and 24MXTV
display adapter.

RasterOps

S2,499

Sweet 16 System 16-inch
monitor and 24 MX d isplay
adapter.

RastcrOps

$ 1,499

Sweet 16; 832 x 624
reso lutio n; 72 dpi; 75hz.

Raste rOps

S999

19 mono/grayscale; 1024
x 768 resolution; 75hz.

RasrerOps

$2,499

20 Mu ltiscan.

RasterOps

S3,599

21-inch color (Hitachi);
1152 x 870 resolution; 77
dpi; 77hz.

RasrerOps

S1,299

21-inch mo no/grayscale;
11 52 x 870 resolution;
75hz.

Saycll Tech no logy

$1,530

Datashow LCD projection
panel.

Sayert Technology

$1,695

Datas how LCD projection
panel for Mac Portable,
SE, Plus, SE/30, Classic.

Sayen Technology

Sl ,895

Datashow 480 projection
pad with Macintosh cable .

Continued
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Company

Price

Description

Seiko Instruments

S749

CM-1445 Mac{f"rinitron;
.25 pitch; 72 dpi: 640 x
480 resolution.

Sigma Designs

S795

PagcView GS 15-inch fu ll
page; nonglare.

Sigma Designs

S995

Power Portrait 15
(platinum); 1024 x 1024
resolution; SCSI.

Sigma Designs

Sl ,045

Power Portrait 15
(platinum); 1024 x 1024
resolution; SCSI; non·
glare.

SuperMac Technology

$3,649

Super.Match 21-inch twopage; 11 52 x 870
resolution; 82 dpi.

SuperMac Technology

Sl , 199

21 Platinum two-page
display; 1152 x 870
resolution; 77 dpi.

SuperMac Technology

S2,999

Super.Match 20
(Trinirron); 1152 x 870
resolution; 82 dpi.

Super.Mac Techno logy

S L,999

SuperMatch 20; 1024 x
768 resolution; 72 dpi.

Private Eye fro m Colby Systems is a diffe re nt kind of m o nito r. It consis ts
of a h eadband with approximately a 2-inch rectangle that is extended
over o ne eye. Using virtual reali ty techno logy, the user can look into this
small rectangle and see the e quivale nt o f a 19-inch mo n itor display in
the air in fro nt o f him. With so me practice, you should be able to look
at this mo nitor with o ne eye, and look past it in to the room with the
o ther eye .

Reviewing Display Cards
Consid er your o p tio ns carefu lly. lf you are loo king at d isplay cards for a
13-inch color mo nito r, the price differen ces are really n ot en ough to
d eprive yourself o f 24-bit color. For large r mo nito rs, the 24-b it co lo r
cards are m o re exp ensive, so you might want to be mo re conservative.
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When buying a display card, also consider whether you will want to
upgrade. You can buy a card that has the ability to display 24 bit images,
and the n find you need a memory upgrade to do so. On the other hand,
many display cards are not upgradable, and you might be stuck with
8-bit color or grayscale. lf you know that you will never use a monitor
large r than, say, a 13-inch Apple color display, d on't spend S1,500 extra
on a card that works with a 19-inch monitor.
Table 3.3 lists the major display card manufacturers and some of the
products that they o ffer. The table is meant to give you an idea of the
types of display cards that are available and how much you can expect to
pay for the m. (Note that prices are rounded up to the nearest dollar.)

Table 3.3
Display Cards
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Company

Price

Description

Apple Computer

S1,499

Macintosh 8 •24 GC; requires
System 6.0.5 or greater.

Apple Compu1 er

S699

Macintosh 8 •24 ; requires SysiCm
6.0.5 or greater.

E-M achines

S799

DoubleColor LX.

E-Machines

S449

DoubleColor SX.

E-Machines

Sl ,299

E-Machines futura LX.

E-.Machincs

Sl ,295

E-Machines TXJ8 and Tl9!8; 8-bit.

E-Machines

S999

Futura MX 24·bit accelerated.

E-Machincs

S599

Futura SX accelerated 24-bit
color.

E-Machincs

$1 ,295

TX SE/30/8 and Tl 9 SE/30;'8.

E-Machincs

S499

XJ8 Futura SX/8.

Radius, Inc.

S599

Color Pivot-l.C, SE/30, Ilsi, Ll
Interface; 640 x 870 resolution;
75hz; 82 dpi.

Radius, Inc.

S599

DirectcoloriGX interface; 24-bit;
Apple 13; NuBus.

Radius, Inc.

S229

Fu ll-page Classic and SE interface
monochrome.

Rad ius, Inc.

$299

Pivot-ll, I.C, SE/30 interface;
i'JuBus monochrome.

Radius, Inc.

Sl ,999

Precision color 24x interface;
NuBus/24-bit.

Radius, Inc.

S599

Precision color 24xp interface;
NuBus/24-bit.

Company

Price

Descriptiol1

R.'ldius, Inc.

S899

Precisio n color 8x interface;
8-bi!/u pgradable.

Radius. Inc.

S459

Two-page II , llsi. SE. SE/30
interface mo nochrome.

RasterOps

S799

Clearvue/GS30; 8-bi!/grayscale.

RasterOps

$377

Clean •ue GSXL, LC (mo no):
8-bit/grayscale.

RasterOps

$399

Clcarvue/XL mo noch rome.

R.'lsterOps

$899

Colo rboard 264130 24-bit.

RasterOps

S999

Paintboa rd Ll .

RasterOps

51,999

l'aintboard 24-bit.

RasterOps

53,999

l'roColor 32-bit/acce lerared.

RasrerOps

S799

24SX adapte r; 24-bit/accelerared.

RasterOps

$2.499

24Xll adapter; 24-bit/accclerated .

HasterOps

S699

8 LC adapter; 8-bit/grayscale.

RasterOps

S599

8X I. adapter; 8-bit.

RasterOps

$1.199

8X I.I adapter; 8-bit/accelerated.

Sayert Technology

$99

D:u ashow Mac video adapter;
requires inte rface for SE, SE/30,
and Plus.

Sayctt Techno logy

$129

Universal mo nimr in terface fo r
Premier and 256 color.

Sayett Technology

S129

Video adapter fo r Mac Classic and
Classic II.

Sigma Designs

S395

L-view IIi-res controller; for
NuBus.

SuperMac Techno logy

$899

Spectrum 24 fo r 13,16,17,19,20,
21; maximum resolution: 1024 x
768.

SupcrMac Tech no logy

S2,399

Spcctrum/24 PDQ Plus; supports
12 to 21; maxim um resolu tio n:
11 52 X 970.

SuperMac Technolom•

Sl ,399

Spectrum/24 Series Ill; su pports
13, 16,17. 19,20.

Super.\1ac Techno logy

S599

Spectrum/8 (llsi) ; supports 12· 2 1;
m;Lximum resolution: l152 X 870.
continues
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Table 3.3

Company

Price

Descript ion

SupcrMac Technology

S599

Spectrunl/8 Series Ill; suppons
13,15,17. L9,20.

SuperMac Techno logy

S599

Spectrum/8; suppons 12-21;
m;Lximum resolution: 1152 X 870.

Supe rMac Technology

S999

Spcctrum/8.24 PDQ (llsi); 15-21
in 8-bit; 12-13 in 24-bit.

Su perMac Tcd1no logy

S3,499

Su perMac Thunder/24; suppo rts
L2-21 ; maximum resolution: 1152
X 970.

SuperMac Technology

S1,599

Thunder/8; suppo ns 12-21;
maximum resolutio n: 1152 x 970.

Cominucd

Summary
This chapte r was about understanding and gelling the most from your
monitor. If you are diligent, do some serious shopping, and take you r
time, you can get a monitor that meets your needs and gives you the
results you want. (For more infOtmarion about purchasing hardware,
refer to Chapter 6.) As stared at the beginning of the chapter, your
monitor is d1e o ne device wim which you spend the most time. You may
see more of it man you see of some of your family members; make sure
that you get the quality and features dutt you need.
Overall, you should have learned e nough about the differe nt types of
monitors and display cards and their capabilities. Also, you will now be
able to choose the monitor mat best suits your need s. Other areas
covered in this chapter include ergonomic conside rations for monitor
selections, tips fo r being more productive while working on a large
display, and some of me utilities th at '>Viii preserve the life of your
monitor.
Basically, you should be ready to make your leap through the digital
looking glass. Let me know if you meet Alice.
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Getting the Most from
Your Printer
-----, ost of the time all that
concerns anyone is that a
printer works and produces
the desired ou tput. Yet, next
to the monitor, the printer
is probably the most important piece of peripheral
'----.,....-----' equipment.
Your printed documents present
you to the outside world and affect
your business or personal identity.
Because the printer is so important, you should know how to get
the most from it. To get maximum
performance from a printer, you
need to know the machine's
capabilities, what utilities you can
use, and how to take care of the
printer.

'f'his chapter helps you understand the capabilities that diffe rent printers
have and what you can do wi th your prim er. The t (!}..'t explains some of
the details regarding fon ts, printer utilities, and printer maintenance. A
short section at the end of the chapter provides tips for taking data to
and getting the most from a prepress shop for high-resolution output.

Defining Printing Terms
just as special terminology is associated with other elements of a
Macintosh, primers have their term inology. To really understand
printing and printers, you need to know the language. This section
defines basic terms to make the rest of the chapter more easily
understood.
Alignment. The arrangement of lines of type so that the ends of
the lines appear even on the page-that is, flush left, flush right, or
both.
AppleTalk. The name for the networking software and hardware
protocol that is built into every Macintosh computer. This protocol
is the means for communicating with other Macinroshes or
peripherals that are attached to the network.
Bit-mapped font. A set of characters drawn in a pixel pattern so
that they can be displayed o n-screen. Some of the fonts in the
Macintosh System are bit-mapped fo nts. All bit-mapped fonts are
fLxed-size fonts.
Character pitch. The number of characters that can be printed in
one inch on a line.
Character set. The characters a printer can print; the characters
are built into the printer's logic board.
Colo r separation. Printing text and graphics one color at a time;
for use in press printing.
Command code. Special character that causes the printer to
perform some specific fu nction such as a carriage return.
Continuous-tone copy. Any image that has a complete range of
tones from black to white or a full range of colors, such as photographs, drawings, and paintings.
Control character. A character created by holding clown the
Control key and a character; often used as command codes.
Con troller. The printer's logic board that comains, in ROM, all the
software to control the printer.
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Dots per inch (dpi). A measure o f scree n and primer resolution
by the number of dots per linear inch. As d1e numbe r of do ts
increases, the resolution becomes better. The lmageWriter ll
ope rates at 144 dpi , and the LaserWriters operate at 300 dpi.
Download. The process of sending d ata to a printe r, usually a
laser printer or one d1at uses similar technolO!,')'.
Enca psulated PostScript (EPS). A file format that uses PostScript
language ro store an image. Or a graphic standard developed by
Adobe Syste ms that allows an output device to produce graphics
and fo nts at the highest resolutio n possible for that particular
device.
Engine. The heart of a laser printer, where the paper is processed
and documents are printed.
Font. Complete assembly of all the characte rs (upper- and
lo.,vercase letters, numera ls, punctuatio n marks, points, reference
marks, and so forth) of o ne size of o ne typeface-for example, 10point Garamo nd Ro man . The number of characte rs in a fo nt varies
fro m 96 to 225. Special characters (those not in a font) are called
pi cbaracters.
Kerning. Ad justing the space between le ners so that part o f one
lener exte nds over the body of the next. Willi metal type, kerning
in volves actually cutting the body o f the type for a closer fit. In
photOtypesetting, deleting one o r more units of space from
berween characters accomplishes the kerning. Composition set
this way is often termed set tigbt or set witb minus letter spacing.
Leading (pronounced "ledding"). In me tal rype composition, the
insertion of leads between lines of type. In phototypesetting, the
placement of space berween lines of type. Also called line spacing
or f ilm advance.
Letter quaUty (LQ). Printer output that is indistinguishable from
pro fessionally printed material or docume nts that were printed on
an electric typewriter. Now used to mean very high quality
printing, such as that fro m a laser printe r.
Linotronic. Output device that prints to photographic film at the
highest possible resolution, 1200-2400 dpi.
LocaiTalk. Apple's implementation of the AppleTalk ne two rk;
applies specifically to Apple's cabling and connectOrs.
Near-letter quality (NLQ). Printed output that is high resolution
but no t qu ite le tter quality.
Network. Various computers and peripherals connected by cables
and nerwo rking software.
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Outline font. Data file that describes a font mathematically (as
opposed to bit·mapped) for printing at the highest possible
resolution for the particular output device.
Pages per minute (PPM). The number of pages that a printer
produces each minute when printing full pages of text.
ParaUel. The process of sending data down a cable where each bit
is sent over separate wires simultaneously. Used to describe the
main printer port on MS-DOS machines.
PhoneNET. An implementation of the AppleTalk network, using
telephone wire and PhoneNET connectors made by FaraHon
Computing.
Pica. A unit of measure equal to 12 points, or approximately onesixth of an inch.
PICT. First graphic standard developed for Macintosh; generally
superseded by Encapsulated PostScript (EPS), although sometimes
still in use primarily in high-resolution phototype images. (PICT is
not an acronym.)
Pi.'\:el. A contraction ofpicture element; the smallest dot that a
computer and a printer or monitor can display.
Platen. A rubber roller that serves as the backing for paper as the
paper passes through the printer.
Point. Smallest typographical unit of measurement: 1 point =
approximately 1/72 inch (0.01383"); 12 points= 1 pica. Type is
measured in terms of points; the standard type sizes are 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 14, 18,24,30,36,42,48,60,and 72.
PostScript. A page-description language, understood by some
printers, that has the capability to mathematically describe an
image so that the image can be reproduced accurately at any size.
Print bead. The part of the printer that puts the char-acter's image
onto the paper.
Print spool. Application that prints to the computer's hard drive
first and then ro the printer, enabling you to work wh ile the
computer prints.
Printer driver. The software that controls the Macintosh's
interaction with a printer.
Resolution. The measurement of the density of clots per inch
(clpi) in printed output.
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RS422. A 9-pin serial port used o n some printers for connecting to
a Macintosh. On laser printers, this port is usually the one that
supports AppleTalk.
Scaling. Process of calculating the percentage of enlargement or
reduction of the size of an image for reproduction.
Serial. A method of sending data down a cable where the bits
follow one after the other down as single cable. Used in association with printer and modem ports.
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF). Very high resolution graphic
format.
Timeout. What occurs after a specific, usually predefined, period
of time without activity between the computer and a peripheral or
between two computers when they are supposed to be communicating.
Typeface. The basic fo nt family design, such as Times or Monaco.
Type family. Range of typeface designs that are all variations of
o ne basic style of alphabet. The usual components of a type famil y
are Roman, italic, and bold. (See lypejace.)
Type style. Variations within a typeface-Roman, italic, bold,
condensed, expanded, and so forth.

Understanding Various Types of Printers
Today Apple makes three different types of printers: laser, inkjet, and
dot-matrix. If you expand your search beyond the Apple logo, you can
get color inkjet printers, color laser printers, high-resolution laser
printers, slide printers (called film recorders), and video printers.
This section looks at the different technologies used in today's most
popular and affordable printers. A part of the section also covers the
technology of high-end imagesetters. Specifically, this section conL'lins
pans covering the following topics :
•

Dot-matrix printers

•

Inkjet printers

•

Laser printers

•

High-end printers and imagesetters
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Dot-Matrix Printers
Of al l the available printers, the dot-matrix printer is probably the
most common. The abu ndance of these printers is due in part to that
technol ogy's having been available for the longest amount of time. The
lmageWrite r I was Apple's first Macintosh prin ter and did almost as
much fo r pro moting the Mac as the first Macintoshes did. The printe r
technology was not revolutionary, but the Mac used that techno logy in a
revolutionaty manne r.
In a sense, the dot-matrix printer is a n cvo lutionaty product of the
typewriter. The p rinter has no keyboard o r keys and is controlled by the
computer. Unlike the typewriter, however, the doc-matrLx printer uses a
prim head that runs along a rail called a carrier md. As the head passes
across the paper, a hammer in the head strikes the pins; they in turn
strike the paper through a ribbon, leaving the imprint of a letter.

Resolution and Speed
The resolution of the type depends on the numbe r of pins in the head
and o n how many passes the head makes over the area where the image
is being primed. Some dot-matrLx p rinte rs support letter-quality printing, but such support means capabilities to print about 260 dpi and use
a 27-pin priming head. The lmageWriter II, Apple's current do t-matrix
printe r, has a 9-pin head and can print at a maximum resolution of 160
dpi. This printer's high-resolution printing is normally at 144 dpi. Such
resolutio n is considered near-len er quality.
Most dot-matrix printers operate at a speed o f one page per minute at
their highest resolution . When in d raft mode, these printers can print
several pages per minute.

Purchase Considerations
Before buying a dot-matrix printer, you should consider a coup le of
issues. First, these printers are usua lly noisy, someti mes very noisy.
Second, the qual ity of dar-matrix printing is comparatively low. Even
print fro m a LQ dot-matrix printe r is of a lower quality than that of laser
or in kjet pri nters. Moreover, the paper is usually inde nted by tl1e impact
of tl1e prim head. Also, priming a docu ment at near letter quality is
usually very slow. Printing a single page can take over a minute.
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he o nly way to make a page printed fro m an LQ dot-matrix
printer look li ke a laser-printed page is to pho tocopy it onto
high-quality paper. Reducing the pho tocopy a bi t, say 5-percent,
resu lts in an even be tter looking docu me nt.

T

For business correspondence, letter-quality o utput is imperative. Using a
dot-matrix printe r for business docume nts might have been all right, or
even a mark o f prestige, five years ago. Today. however, using such a
printer just means that you can 't afford a laser or inkjet printer o r don 't
know you should use one o f those p rinters.
On the other hand, a business might need a dot-matrix printe r because
it is an impact printe r and about the o nly type you can use with NCR
(no carbon required) paper or to produce carbon copies. To p roduce
insurance fo rms or any type of multiple copy forms, a dot-matrix printe r
does work very well.
For home use, the extra dollars fo r a expensive printer is o fte n unnecessary. Dot-matrix printe rs ;u·e rugged. The lmageWriter I, for example, is
o ne of the mo re rugged workhorses ever made (however, the
ImageWriter I is now o nly available as a used machine).
Several manufacturers make d ot-matrLx printers that work on the Mac,
:some of which a re less expensive d1an Apple's. The problem you wi ll
encounter is finding printer drivers that work with the third-party
printer. Some very good drivers are available, but you need to consider
the total cost of rhe printer and the drive rs in comparison with other
options.

Inkjet Printers
With an inkjet printer, you can obtain le tter quality at a reasonable price.
An inkjet printer has a print head d1at forces a very fine stream of ink
thro ugh a small aperture. The print head reservoir holds the ink directly
be hind the ape rture. The printer d1en heats u p the ink, and as it
vaporizes it expands and squirts ou t through the ape rture.

Resolution and Speed
Most inkje t printers have.: a resolu tion o f 360 dpi when used at their
highest resolution. An inkjet printer produces be tter text quality than an
LQ dot-matrLx printe r, although d1e quality is not quite equal to that o f a
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laser printer. This lower quality is clue to a couple of faccors. One faccor
is that the inkjet dot, even at 360 dpi, is larger than the clots produced by
laser printers. The o ther facto r is that, unless you use expensive coated
paper, the pape r absorbs the ink and the dot becomes a little bigger. The
quality is close e nough, howeve r, that unless you compare laser output
directly with inkjet output, you wiU probably not see the difference.
Inkje t printer speed varies from one to about seven p ages per minute,
depe nding on the mode in which the printer is operating and the
amount o f text or the size of the image bei ng printed.

Purchase Considerations
fnkje t printers :tre more expensive to o pe rate than dot-matrix printers.
You can figure that an inkjet printe r will cost you about three to five
cents per page, depending on the type o f deal you get on refill cartridges. Inkjet printe rs also have a te nde ncy to be slow, with some of
them taking up to a coup le of minutes to prin t a high-resolu tion page.
But if speed is no t an issue, you can use a print spoole r; and witl1
Apple's StyleWriter, you can use System T s spooler, the Print Monitor.
Another deciding factor is whe ther you :tre going to print graphics. If
your graphics printing is minimal, you can use an inkjet. Also if you
occasionally need to print PostScript images, you can still use :m inkjet
printe r by using the proper PostScript-emulation software. Such software
is discussed later in the chapter in the Printer Drive rs section.

f you are printing graphics with large areas of black, the
paper can become sam rated with ink and warp when the ink
dries. Markings from heavy concentrations of ink may make the
output unacceptable.

I

Color Printing
Color inkje t printers are evolving as an affo rdable option for color
printing. Although inkjet output is not high e nough for prmluction work
(the finished product in graphics language), these printers are adequate
for making proofs. Some color inkje t p rinte rs are inexpensive enough
for home use, but the operating cost might be a bit high. You can expect
to spend about 20 cents per page.
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Laser Printers
When Apple introd uced its first PostScript laser printer, the LaserWriter,
it propelled the Macintosh into the hearts of graphic artists. for the first
time, a graphic artist could use an affordable compute r to create images
and layouts and then print the image in high quaHty so Lhat the page
looked as if it were professionally typeset, all without leaving the studio.
The LaserWriter made desktop publishing possible.
Laser prime rs use electrostatic technology similar to that of phoLOcopic::rs
to produce high-resolution prints. Most lase r printers work by receiving
data from the computer and imaging that data with a laser onto a
positively charged d rum. The drum rotates over an area containing
toner, which is a negatively charged imaging material. As d1e charged
drum passes over the to ner, the toner jumps onto the drum where the
image has been etched with the positive charge. Now an image is on the
drum with toner stuck tO it.
Paper passes through the printer receiving a positive charge. The printe r
the n aligns the pape r with the drum , and d1e toner jumps onto the
paper as it passes under the drum. Finally, the paper passes between
two heated rollers, calledfusers, that press and fuse me tOner with d1e
paper. Occurring at a very high speed, this process results in a highresolution product whose quaHty exceeds that of either dot-matrix o r
inkjet printe rs.

Components of alaser Printer
A laser prin ter consists of the following basic compo ne nts:
Cleaning wand (pad) . AlJ laser printers use a wand or pad with
felt material to clean the fuser rollers. If the \vand gets too dirty, it
leaves marks o n printed output, usually a vertical mark that looks
like a scratch. With Canon cartridges, you get a new wand with
each new cartridge. Ot her engine manufacturers have their own
med10ds; usually they include wands with toner refills.
Controller. The conLroller is the printe r's logic board. In the case
of a PostScript laser printer, the controller is acn1ally anothe r
compute r. The PostScript laser printers controller has me mory, a
CPU, and a complete set of ROMs. Technically, the PostScript laser
printe r is another computer.
Drum. The to ner cartridge for Canon e ngines contains a drum.
The drum is a cylinder upon which the image is etched by the
laser. Other e ngines have a drum enclosed in the engine or use a
belt instead o f a drum. Such drums and belts need to be replaced
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periodically (after about 5,000 to 10,000 prints). Printers with a
Canon engine get their drums replaced every time you change the
toner carrridge.

hen a drum is scratched, you get a consistent and annoying
blemish o n printed d ocuments. The blemish can be a
consiste nt vertical line, a fingerprint, or a blotch that is repeatedly
printed. Unfortunately, most of these symptoms can have o ther
causes, which makes troubleshooting poor p1i nts a challenge.

W

Engine. This mechan ism contains the laser, drum , fuser rollers,
and all the mechanical parts necessary to move the pape r through
the printe r. Several companies manufacture laser printer e ngines,
and each type of e ngine works a little diffe rently. Canon manufactures the e ngines used in Apple, Hewlett Packa rd , and QMS
printers. Most of this section's discussion about laser printers
concentraces on the Canon engines.
Paper path. The paper path is the track that paper follows as it
goes through the printer. The pad1 begins at the paper tray, or
wherever the paper is fed into the printer, and proceeds through
the e ngine to the printer's output tray. Paper can hang up or jam
anywhere along d1e pape r path.
Toner cartridge. The to ner cartridge contains the toner that
creates the primed image. Toner cartridges for Canon engines are
self-contained units, which are easy to replace. In some laser
printers, you pour the toner imo a trough with the toner cont;tiner
as a lid. This method is often messy, and getting toner on your
clo thes is a pain .

Speed and Capacity
Each laser printer is rated for speed and capacity. The ratings include the
printer's capacities for tota l number of pages, number of pages per
mond1 (newer printers do not have this rating), and number of pages
per minute (PPM). These numbers are averages that manufacturers
provide as guidelines to give you an idea o f a printer's overall capabilities. For example, an engine that is rated at 5,000 pages per mo nth has
the capacity to print 164 pages per day.
The PPM rating is usually deceiving, however, because it is set by the
maximum number d1at the engine can send thro ugh in a minute, not d1e
number that the controller can process. Depending on its e ngine, a
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typical laser printer is rated at PPM speeds up to 8 PPM . Heavy-duty
printers can print more than 20 PPM. Usually, you can figure that the
actual o utput will be half of the PPM rating.

Resolution
In general, a laser printer prints at 300 dpi resolution. But because the
particles of toner are so fine and the chargi ng of the drum so accurate,
an everyday laser printer (the 300 dpi variety) can achieve resolutions of
up to 1,000 dpi. Of course, such resolutions require special hardware o n
the printer or Mac, but they are possible.

Purchase Considerations
Laser primers are fast, quiet, and ne rworkable (most mode ls). For a
business, a laser printer is a defacto standard. The cost of laser primers
has d eclined to the poim where having one as a home printer is no
longer out o f the question. The operational cost per page is around 2 to
5 cents for the toner, plus whatever your paper costs. Your primary cost
variants depend o n how many pages you get from a toner cartridge. lf
you print a lo t of graphics with large black areas, you will use more toner
than if you are just priming teJ.."t.
Because laser printers are enclosed syste ms, they are very reliable and
hearty machines. However, when they break, you are probably looking at
a minimum repair charge of $200 to S500. The upside is that a heavily
used printer (printing a couple thousand pages a mo nth) only breaks
about once every three years on average, if it receives regular maintenance cleanings. In add itio n to the actual cost of paper and tone r, you
can expect to spend a couple hund red dollars a year for maintenance.
You can get a personal laser printe r that is designed for use with a
single printer, or one that is networkable. Using a laser printer with a
Macintosh and some other type of computer sim ultaneously is even
possible. So, in a cross-platform sho p , everyone can use the same
printer, provided that the printer is o ne with cross-platform capability.
The numbe r of people who can use a single printer depends on the
quantity o f printing and the primer's rating. If everyo ne using the printe r
is printing a hundred pages per day, mo re than about three people per
printer will jam up the process. On the orher hand, you can have twenty
people using the same printer if they rare ly print. You can use the
printe r's rati ngs as a guideline for how many people should be on a
single printer.
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High-End Printers and lmagesetters
High-end primers are used by pre press shops and companies that do
enough graphics work to justify d1e cost of having one in-house. In
general, graphic artists are the ones who need high-end output. If you
do not do a significant amount of graphics work, you wiU rarely, if ever,
need one of these devices. Nevertheless, knowing what equipment is
available and what it can do may be beneficial.
This section looks briefly at Linotronics and me technology for high-end
color printing.

Linotronics
Linotronic is a brand name for a family of high-resolution printers that
e nable you to produce printed materials that can be used by a traditional
offset printe r. The output is used as a proof copy or as the source of
printed brochures, newsletters, advertiseme nts, or anyd1ing else you
want to reproduce. The most popular fo rm of high-e nd output comes
from me Linotronic imagesetter. The Linotronic is often called a Lino,
referring to both the printer and its output. Basically the Linotronic
printer is a high-end laser printer that uses PostScript and can produce
resolmio ns up to 2,400 dpi.
The Linotronic printer's cost, approximately $25,000 and up, puts the
device outside most companies' budgets. The best way to explain why
mese devices are so expensive is to describe how they work. Each high
resolution has a raster image processor (RJP) . The RIP processes the
image.
Every printe r works on d1e principle of processing an image by having
1 bit per pixel, and each pixel is one of me dots. Thus, you calculate that
a 2400-dpi printer has to process information using 1 bit for each of d1e
pixels in me image. Whe n printing an 8 1/2-by-11-inch image, you have
about 87 square inches of printable area. To image the entire page all at
once, d1e printer would need about 225M of memory. The processing
required to create an image of mat complexity is e normous, and a Lino
printing at 2,400 dpi can usually process a page with a complex graphic
image in an hour or less depending on me image.
Howeve r, even a Lino does not have 225M of memory. The RlP processes me image by processing it a piece at a time. To produce the highresolution image, the RlP has to have a very f-ast CPU and a fair amou nt
of memory, usually in d1e area of 20M. Processing me image for a full
page would require that the RlP makes the data received from the
Macintosh and breaks it into 10 parts. The RJP has to process each part
of the image to the drum and repeat the p rocess, making sure d1at all of
me parts fit togemer seamlessly.
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By the time you figure in the processing power, me mo ry, and overall
complexity involved in printing a high-resolutio n graphic, you end up
with a very expensive primer. There are othe r primers that are co mparable to the Linotro nic family; however, they are all based o n rhe same
principles a nd carry a price tag that is just as hig h.

Thermal Wax Transfer
Thermal wax transfe r primers provide reasonably bright color output
and close ro 300 dpi resolutio n. These prime rs provide color o utput by
melting wax from alte rnating CMYK (cyan, magenta. yellow, and black)
wax sheets o nto heat-sensitive pape r. The technology requires the
imaging media ro make three passes ove r the heating element, bu ilding
colo r with each pass. A single roll of film , which is loaded into the
printer, contains the wa.x sheets and is cut to size on output. Because the
printer creates colo r images with wa.x sheets. cost per print is not
determined by the percentage of coverage, unlike costs with inkjet
printers. In gene ral. mu ch of the wax in the sheets goes unused , making
this a less efficient technology. Thermal wax transfer is a superior
technol ogy, however, fo r producing overhead transparencies.

Solid Inkjet or Phase Change
Solid inkje r printing uses phase-change technology requiring three steps:
me lting color ink sticks. squirting liquid inks o nto paper. and fus ing the
image to im prove the surface texture. Hearing eleme nts in the prin t-head
assembly me lt the wax ink sticks. The n rhe printer makes a single pass
over the paper, which is held secure ly o n a drum. An elet.:t ronic pulse
propels tiny droplets of liquid ink o nto the paper. The final step uses a
cold-pressure fusio n process that smooths the surface of the image and
gives th e o utput its high-quali ty, e mbossed texture .
The primary benefits associated w ith th is techno logy arc an averJge cost
pe r page of 25 cents. a large maximum image size. priming on both sides
of the paper. and a wide range of prin ting me di a th at ca n be used wi th
inkj et. You also ca n print o n a varie ty of paper g rad es, ranging from
13-pound to L25-po und.

Dye Diffusion Thermal Transfer (02T2) or Dye Sublimation
Dye diffusion tbemwltransfer (D2T2) is the current state-of-the-an
technology in color pri nting. and as such, 02T2's quality and price
change rapidly. Curre ntly, o nl y RasterOps' Co rrectPrint 300, the most
recent entry to thi s GLH:gory. s upporrs PostScript o utput. Like d1ennal
wax printe rs, D2T2 printers use heat-sensitive media and colo red sheets
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with dye areas for cyan, magenta, and yellow. But beyond these similarities, the rwo types of printers differ.
0 21 2 devices vary the temperatu re inte nsity applied to the wax in 256
possible steps, which provides the basis for creating an image with 256
colors per pixel. By varyi ng the hear intensity, the wax is sublimated, or
transfe rred fro m a solid into a gas, \Vitho ut ever becoming a liquid.
(Compare this process to dry ice.) The result of th is process is that the
dyes have more of an ink quality than a wax quality. The dyes mix
direcdy on the printing media, rad1er than bei ng layered like the solid
inkjer technology.
The quali ty of D2T2 prints is e nlirely pho torealistic (without the
che mical process) at resolutions of 300 dp i o r lower. Despite that print
quality, 02T2 has drawbacks that include the high cost of the printer, a
smalle r ma.xi mum image size, long printing times, restriction to printing
on slick paper, inferior text handling, and rapid changes occurring in the
technology. These drawbacks probably will dim inish as this technology
matures. For the time being, these printers are best for producing
images from programs like Photoshop.

Color laser Printers
Two types of color laser printers are currently available. One type is
basically a laser printer d1at uses a thermal wax transfer system; an
example of this type of printer is the QMS Colo rScript 100. These laser
prime rs are becoming more affordable, but theiJ· quality is not equal to
more expensive color laser pri nters. When the ColorScript 100 was
introduced about two yea rs ago, it sold for $10,000. Now it is available
fo r $4,000 to $5,000. All in all, affordable color laser printers do not yet
yield a quality image.
The othe r type is a high-speed color copie r d1ar offers a high-e nd color
printing solution. The most popular colo r copier is produced by Canon:
d1e CJ-10. In addit ion to being high-speed color duplicators, color laser
copiers also can function as color laser p rimers with the add ition of a
raster image processor (RJP). With some RJPs, you can expand iliis
fu nctionality to include scanning capabili ty. The cost per page for this
techno lO!,'Y is 46 cents for lette r-size output. A complete system for the
Cannon CJ-10 d1at would offer color printing, scanning, and copying
would cost about $10,000.

Understanding Printer System Requirements
You can use any Apple printer with any Macintosh. As long as you have
me correct primer drivers installed, you can print. In add ition to
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understa nding the printers and the ir technolor:,ry, you might wanr to
know a little about the Mac e nd of thi ngs.
This section covers the rwo primary software techno logies used for
Macintosh printing: Quick.Draw and PostScript. The sectio n also discusses printer drivers, printing over a nerwork, and some o f the cabling
require me nts.

UuickDraw
All Macintosh printing is based on Quick.Draw or PostScript. These are
two diffe rent softw are technologies that both wo rk on the Mac, ald10ugh
Quick.Draw is built into the Mac. QuickDraw is a series o f graphics
routines built into the Macintosh's RO M d1at enable the Mac to produce
graphic shapes for output onto e ithe r a printer or a moniwr.
The Mac uses QuickDraw for printing and displaying images o n the
mo nitor. \\'lh en using Quick.Draw to print, the Mac processes the image
and the n sends it w the printe r after d1e printe r driver has converted the
image into data that the printer can process.
All of Apple 's printers have been o ptimized to take advantage o f
Qu ickDraw. Re fe r to Chapte r 3 for a more complete d escriptio n
o f Quick.Draw.

PostScript
flostScri pt itself is basically a programming language fo r images. Ju st as
some programs use the language to create graphic images, you can write
a program in PostScri pt that displays or prints a graphic image. Some
co mpute rs, such as the NeXr workstation, use PostScript as the basis for
all display technology, including mo nitor displays, in contrast to the Mac
that uses Quick.Draw.
PostScript is a page-description language that mathematically calculates
the image w be printed. A calculated image 's size is comparatively easy
to cha nge so that the image keeps its proportions regardless of irs
printed size. Programs that ge nerate PostScript output have become the
standard for aU graphics work, e-xcept when using a phow imaging
package li ke Adobe's Jll10toshop w here a photographic type image is
used . Even those images can be co nven ed fro m the ir TJ r:F or PICT
fo rmat into PostScript.
Ad obe Systems d eveloped PostScri pt, and laser printe r manufactu rers
lice nse it. Some printers use a PostScript inte rprete r, which is no t an
Adobe produ ct. These printe rs are re ferred to as PostScript clon es. The
clone s are supposed to be able to re ad the PostScript code generated by
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any program that generates PostScript ou tput such as Adobe Illustra tor,
but sometimes problems prevent the printe r fro m performing the
requested task.

rinters that use PostScript have varying numbers of built-in
fonts and typefaces (numbe rs that seem to grow with each
new generatio n of PostScript printers). The number of typefaces,
howevet·, corresponds to rhe fonts because typefaces are variations
of the fonts, such as Times Roman, bold, italic, and bold italic. You
can purchase a printe r, for example, that has 11 fonts and 35
typefaces. The section "Working with Fonts" in this chapter goes
into fonts in more detail.

P

The Mac only takes advanrage of PostScript when a program specifically
capable o f using it does so. Otherwise, the Mac uses QuickDraw. Even
when displaying fonrs, the Mac always uses QuickDraw.
To print to a PostScript printer, a Mac must conve rt the QuickDraw
images into PostScript, unless the program you are using actually
generates PostScript code. 'fhe conversion of data into PostScript is the
task of the LaserWriter printer driver or a similar driver d1at is wrinen
specifically for the task.
Because the PostScript printer is an independent CPU, you can also
generate a PostScript file (using the printer driver) that you d1en
download to d1e printer, in addition to printing in the no rmal way with
the Mac's Print command . Figure 4.1 shows a Print d ialog box. As you
can see, o ne of the o ptions is to print to a PostScript file. lf you select
this o ption, the Mac uses the taserWriter driver co create a file that can
the n be se nt to a PostScript laser printer with a font downloader or a
commun ications terminal package. Downloading d1e file to the printer
in turn causes the printer to print the file.

Fig. 4.1
Print dialog box for the
LaserWriter driver.
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Unless you have specific reasons for sending a PostScript file to your
printer, you will probably never use this capability. You can use this
featu re to send someone a file for printing on his printer when he does
not have the program that generated d1e document. Suppose, for
example, that you have Adobe Illusu·aror and you want a friend to prim
the fi le, bur your friend does not have IUustrator. If your friend has a
PostScript printer, you can se nd your friend the file generated by the
LaserWriter driver, and your friend can download the file to his printer
a nd p rint the document. Another occasion to use this capability would
be to send the file to a service bureau so that d1e file can be printed on a
Lino or other high-end PostScript device. This action is sometimes
necess;u-y when there are font conflicts (discussed in the section on
fo nts) or other problems whe n printing from the original fi le.

PostScript is going d1rough changes. A new PostScript standard,
called PostScript II, is waiting in d1e wings. This revision of d1e
original PostScript language is supposed to be faster and more
accurate than the original. Expect PostScript II to become the
standard within the next couple of years.
If you are shopping for a printer and can get one d1at is PostScript
11-compatible, consider it very carefully. Although a year or rwo
might pass before graphics software can rake full advantage of tl1e
n ew standard, the Life of your laser printer should be more d1an
five years.

Printer Drivers
Aprinter dri11er is a software fi le d1at converts a computer image o r text
into data that the primer can then use to print the image. All printe rs are
peripheral devices d1at are themselves computers (some-times very
dumb compute rs, but computers nevertheless). Some printers have
more capabilities than others. but they all work using the same basic
principles. To process information (like any computer) and print it, a
printer needs that information in a form the printer understands and
with which it can work.
Each dot that a printer pri nts is just like a pixel o n your monitor; these
dots are even called pi..xels. Because the Mac's and the printer's images
rarely have exact pi..xel-for-pi..xel corresponde nce, you need a printer
driver to translate the Mac's image for the printer. Even with one-to-one
pixel correspondence, the printer still needs to know how to format the
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image, where to place it on the page, how many pages to print, and so
on. The printer driver provides th is info rmation w the printe r.
Installing a printer driver is usually done with the Apple Installer.
Chapter 7, "Upgrading your System," d10ro ughly covers using the
Installer.
Another type of printer driver you can get is a software PostScript
interpreter. This software turns the Macinwsh into a PostScript controller so that you can use almost any printer as a PostScript printer.
Freedom of Press is a PostScript inte rpreter created by ColorAge, Inc.
ColorAge, Inc. was the first company to produce this type of software.
The inte rprete r operates in the background (if you have enough
compute r memory) and sends d1e best possible PostScript image to the
printer. The PostScript inte rpreter works with any Mac, from the Plus on,
and requires a minimum 2M of RAM.
The disadvantage of using an interpreter is that printing can take a very
lo ng time. You also are constrained by d1e printer's limitations, such as
its speed and overall image quality. A software PostScript interpreter
does not necessarily give you laser-quality output.

Networking aPrinter
All of Apple's PostScript LaserWriters, most third-party PostScript laser
printers, and the ImageWriter II and LQ can support an AppleTalk
network. LaserWrite rs and some third-party printers, such as the Hewlett
Packard DeskWriter, have built-in AppleTalk support. ImageWriters
require an AppleTalk ne t\vork card befo re rhey can be networked.
Whenever you network a printer, you must make sure that all the
printers on the network are using the same printer driver. Problems can
arise, for instance, when you are using a network with mixed System
versions with some Macs running System 7 and others System 6. When
two diffe rent printer driver ve rsions are being used with the same
printer, the laser printer wants to reset o r reinitialize itself whenever the
printer has been used with o ne versio n and someone tries to print with
the od1er ve rsion.
The way LO avoid such problems is to install the printer d rivers for
System 7 o nto the Macs using System 6.0.X. Keep the following points in
mind, however:
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•

6.0.5 is the earliest version of the System d1at can use a System 7
printe r driver.

•

Syste m 6.0.8 is the sa me as System 6.0.7, except that System 6.0.8
has System 7 printer drivers. But you should run 6.0.8 only on

those computers d1at require System 6.0.7 to operate. (The only
Macs you should use System 6.0. 7 on are the Macintosh Classic,
LC. and Ilsi. Any Mac produced after these compute rs uses System
7. Any Mac produced befo re m e these d1ree Macs should run on
System 6.0 .5. Othe rw ise, you will experience rando m and mysterious system e rrors.)
•

use the System 7 Printing Disk to upgrade any System 6.0.X
prinrer drivers if you are in doubt or having problems. Us ing th is
d isk e nsures that all the printer drivers, for aU of the \~lacs o n me
network, are d1e same.

If you are using a third-parry printer, chances are very good mar you can
find a printe r driver written specifically for that printer. Even if the
manufacture r does not provide one, you can probably get a driver that
will work from GTD Softworks, Inc. GTD eve n makes an alte rnative
ImageWritt:r drive r mat can add some nice features to you r prinring.

Cables
Norm al ly when you purchase a printe r, you get the cabling you need.
The exceptio n is whe n you purchase a PostScript LaserWriter or third·
party prinrer. In such cases, you may have to go in search of a cable.
If you need special primer drivers ro make the mird-parry printe r work,
GTD o ften includes a cable mat works with the third-parry printe r.
Otherwise, you have ro find a manufacturer that makes cusrom cables. If
you live in a large metropolitan area, you can probably find a company
that does nothing but make special cables. If all e lse fails, you can call a
company called System Connection in Provo , Utal1. All System Connectio n needs ro make a cable fo r you is the ma ke and mode l numbe r of the
primer you wanr to attach to a Mac.
If you are thinking about getting an AppleTalk-compatible laser printer
or a LaserWriter but are not going to use the printer on a network, do
not le t the salesperson sell you LocalTalk or PhoneNET connecrors and
cabli ng. Instead, ask fo r an ImageW' riter II cable for any Apple
LaserWriter II PostScript printe r. For a third-party printer (if it has a DB9
connector). you should be able to use the lmageWrite r II cable d esigned
for connecting a Macintosh 128K or 51 2K to an lmageWriter ll . The
lmageWriter cables for the olde r Macs can be hard to track clown but are
no t impossible 10 find . By using a direct cable instead of network
cabling, you \Viii save approximately $50.
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Troubleshooting Printers
When you have problems printing, a few quick steps can help you find
the proble m. This section covers troubleshooting steps, using problems
with an lmageWriter and a LaserWriter as e.xamples. The steps are
basically the same for any printer, although the causes of the problems
can d iffer gready.
To help you troubleshoot a printing p roblem, the section addresses the
following topics:
•

Det1ning and fixing the proble m

•

Maintaining the printer

Defining and Fixing the Problem
Before you can ftx any problem, you have to determine what the
problem is. Wid1 printing, the problems are fair ly straightforward. The re
are two general types of printing proble ms: you cannot print; or you can
print, but you 're nor getting the ourpur you want.
If you cannot print at all, the proble m can be either software or hardware-related. Unless you know the proble m is software-related, try ro
rule out hardware as a problem first.

Checking the Hardware
In checking for a hardware-related p rinting problem, begin by pe rforming the following basic d1ecks:
•

Check to see whethe r the printer is turned on. You would be
surprised at how often the problem is a turned off printer.

•

If the printer is turned o n, turn it off and then turn it back on.

•

Check the cables to e nsure that they are attached properly.

Open the Chooser and highlight the type of printer you want to use (see
fig. 4.2). If you do nor see the printer icons when you open the Chooser,
the Mac has started fro m a System othe r than the o ne you normally use:
either a disk drive you normally do not use o r a second System somewhere o n the hard d isk. The othe r possibility is that the printer drivers
were installed improperly. If the Mac is starting from a second System,
restart from the Disk Tools disk included with d1e System Tools disk and
remove the second Syste m Folde r. In either case, reinstall the System
just in case any damage occurred in the process.
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f you are using an AppleTalk primer, you must be able to locate
it in the Chooser. However, even if you are not using a networked printer, you should always check the Chooser and reselect
your primer driver. If your Mac lost its parameter RAM settings, it
could in essence forget which primer it is connected to.

I

If you can see the networked primer, you know that the Mac and the
printer are connected and communicating with each other. The problem
is probably ftxed or software-related.
If you are using an ImageWriter or a printer that is not an AppleTalk
d evice, use the following hardware checks:

• Check to see whether the printer is on-line. Almost all printers can
be taken off-line so that they are turned on but not communicating
with anything. If you do no t know how to de termine whether the
primer is o n-line, check the manuaL
• Check the ribbon, toner cartridge, or ink cartridge. Several
primers can sense whe n they are out of their imaging media, and
as a result, they will not work. (The ImageWriter is not a selfmoni toring primer; it happily prims even when the ribbon is dry.)
• Force the printer to run a self-test. Every printer has the capability to test itself. A completed self-test indicates that the printer is
probably okay, but a failed self-test suggests that the printer is
broken. lf you do no t know how to force a self-test, read the
manual and follow the instructions.
• Determine whether a bad cable is causing the problem. If you
have an extra cable or can get o ne from another Mac, try
swapping cables.
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• Ifyou have a second Mac, book tbC/1 Mac up to tbe printer and see
wbether you can print. The likelihood of t\vo Macs not working
with a printer are very sli m. So, if both Macs fail to print, the
printer probably is the problem. Or, conversely, if the printer
works off the second Mac. the problem is probably in the tlrst
computer.

•

TIJ' prinlingjrom tbe modem port. Be sure to change the port
setting in the Chooser. If you can print from d1e modem port but
not from the printer port, then you may need to take in the Mac
for repairs. (This only works for an ImageWriter or other nonnetworked printer.)

If you do determine that you have a printer problem, take dle printer to
the printer repair shop.

Checking the Software
If you can provisionally eliminate a hardware-related problem, you need
to turn to the software. Probably you are having a problem printing from
a specific application. So you still have several layers to go through to
determine whether the Mac and printer are communicating at all.

Begin this stage of the troubleshooting process by turning off the print
spooler if you are using one. \Xfith a print spooler installed, you can print
all day and have the output disappear, because it is spooled to your hard
drive, and never reach your printer. If you are using a StyleWriter or a
laser printer, turn off the background printing in d1e Chooser (refer back
to figure 4.2). When necessary, you can remove, from the System Folder,
d1e extension or control panel that makes the spooler work. Then restart
the Mac.
After restarting the tl•tac, follow these steps to isolate any printer software
problems:
1. Open the Chooser and choose the printer you are using.

The Mac can forger which printer ro use and then not be able to
print.
2. From the Finder, open a folder or disk window.

3. From the File menu, choose Pri nt Window (see fig. 4.3).

If the printer prints at this point, you might have ftxed the problem, or
the problem is in the program you were using. Start the program you
were having trouble with and try to print. lf you cannot print, the
problem is with the program: a program setting is incorrect or the
application is corrupted and should be reinstalled.
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Fig. 4.3
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Reinstall the program, and if you still cannot print from the application,
make sure that you installed the program properly. Check the instructions for printing in the manual. \Vhen you are sure everything is correct
and you still cannot print, call the technical support department for the
application. If you can print from the Finder, then your problem is not
your Mac, your printer, or your System software.
On the other hand, if you cannot print from the Finder, the System has a
problem. If you are absolutely sure that everything is connected properly
and that the printer is turned on and on-line, reinstall the printer
drive rs.
The best way to reinstall the printer drivers is to find the Chooser
extension in the Extensions folder and delete the printer drivers. After
deleting the drivers, reinstall the System. Be sure to install the printers
you want to use.
After you have installed the System, again follow the steps to print a
window from the Finder. If you still cannot print, perfo rm a clean install
of the Syste m, as described in Chapter 7. lfyou cannot print with a clean
System, you probably have a hardware problem. Take the Mac in fo r
repairs or contact a service technician.

Checking the Output
Sometimes you are able to print, but the output is poor or in some other
way not what you want. This sectio n assumes that you can print and that
the output is recognizable as something similar to what you are trying to
print. If you keep getting total garbage from the printer, refer to the
previous sections. The problem is likely to be hard\vare or Systemrelated.
When you are able to print but are not getting the output you wa nt, you
can o fte n de termine the source of the proble m from what the printer is
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doing o r not doing. For example, when output is too light, splotchy, or
othe rwise inconsistent, you can usually remedy d1e problem by replacing
d1e toner, ink cartridge, or ribbon. A dirty printer, however, is probably
the single most common cause for poor output, especially in the case of
laser printers.
On d1e other hand, you might be expe riencing other printing problems.
This seC[io n, therefore, also assumes d1at you have checked the printe r
and it is not dirty. Wid1 that assumptio n, the section discusses some
commo n output problems according to printer type.

ImageWriters
A consistent proble m with the Image Writer II is paper jams. Aldlough
not able to e liminate jamming with certainty, you can keep the problem
to a minimum. Facing the front o f the printer, loosen the tractor lock on
the right side. Load the paper and adjust d1e tractors, but don't lock the
tractor on me right. Letti ng this tractor float freely will prevent about 80
to 90 pe rcent of the jams.

You migh t run across another problem in which every line you print has
a thin, straight white line through it. When such Lines occur, the print
head has a defective pin. The pin is not moving in and out as the printer
prints, leaving a line of unprinted dots. Sometimes using a head cleaner
fixes dlis problem because me head is dirty and the pin is just jammed.
But if the problem persists, the pin is probably broken. In this case, you
need a new print head. A new print head is not cheap, but is much less
expensive than a new printe r.
Printing problems sometimes arise because o f impro per selections in the
Page Setup wi ndow. Double-check the settings when yo u are not gening
the results you want. Figure 4.4 shows a Page Setup dialog box.

Fig. 4.4
The lmageWritcr Page
Sen1p dialog box.
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Most of the settings are self-explanatory. Be sure to check me paper size
and page orientation.
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Next check the Print Window o ptions, shown in figure 4.5. One setting
that can drive you crazy is the draft mod e se tting. When yo u use draft
mode, the printer does nor print with the fonts you have selected or
with your page fo rmatting . In draft mode, the printer just quickly pri nts
the window text.

Fig. 4.5
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Iter you have printed the docume nt, click the Select button to
take the printer off line; the n press the Fo rm Feed button .
This action advances o ne page through the printer. Now rip off the
pages you have prin ted and put the printe r back on-line. Do not
ro ll the page backward to try to save it. This action puts conside rable strain on the printer and o nly rips the strips for the tractors.

A

Laser Printers
Laser printe rs are great, but d1ey roo can have problems. \Vhe n everything wo rks properly but output quality is p oor, a commo n cause of the
proble m is an empty o r almost e mpty to ne r cartridge. You can temporarily fix blotchy or inconsistent toner coverage by removing the cartridge and gently rocking it. Hold d1e cartridge on each end a nd rock it
verticaJJy to d istribute the toner more evenly.

Toner is also a lubricant; do not run the cartridge too dry.

The following list wver~ some additio nal common problems wict1 laser
pri nters:

• Prints too dark or ligbt. Every laser prime r has an adjustment that
determines how mu ch tone r is used when you print a page. If
output is co nsistendy roo light or dark, try using this adj ustme nt.
Becau se the adjustme nt is in diffe rent places o n different laser
printe rs, consult the printer manual.
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If the printe r has a Canon CX engine, it will not do a good job of
printing large areas of black. Unfortunately, you cannot do
anything about this problem, or limitation.

•

Tbin vertical line. A black vertical line can be caused b}' a scratch
o n the drum , lint o n the corona wires (the very thi n wires that
horizontally cross th e paper path), a dirty fuser cleaning pad, or a
scratched fuser roller.
First, try cleaning d1e inside of d1e p rinter, fo llowing the instructions in d1e printer manual o r rnose that come with the toner
cartridge. If cleaning does not work, change the tone r cartridge
and cleaning pad. Also be sure to check the fuser rolle rs. When d1e
fuser rollers are damaged, you need to have the m repaired. If none
of these suggestions work, you might need to have the printer
serviced.

•

Tbin borizontal line. A thin white ho rizontal line can occur when
a portion of me printe r's memory dies. If the line is in the same
spot o n each page, you might need to have the primer checked in
a repair shop. If d1e line appears in random locations, you might
have a scratch on me toner drum or fuser roller.

• Consistent paper jams. Consistent paper jams can have a couple of
diffe rent cau ses. One cause is dirty rolle rs inside the printer. The
dirt comes from no rmal wear and tear, and a good cleaning takes
care of the proble m. Some laser printers have a paper guide m at is
replaceable and wears ou r; check your manual. Orner paper path
problems can be caused by a dirty p rinte r or stripped gears in the
mechanism that pulls the pape r th ro ugh m e e ngine.

n many custom-printed letterheads, the pape r is coated
with a fine dust to keep the paper fro m sticking together
d uring printing. This dust the n coats the rolle rs inside the prin ter.
Try checking witJ1 me paper representative about getting paper
with less powder.

0

Maintaining Your Printer
The printer is the most abused piece o f computer equipme nt. Everyone
has a tendency to ignore printers until they need roner, a ribbon, o r
paper.
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You shou ld set up a mainte nance program fo r cleaning your printer. If
you have a laser printer, you should have someone come in regularly to
clea n it. Cleaning a laser printer is not complicmed , but it is too to uchy
fo r most people to do, so bring in a pro. Whe never you change the
cartridge, follow the instru ctio ns included with the toner cartridge and
perform a minor clean ing.
Caring for an ImageWrite r is not difficult Pick up a head cleaner and use
it regularly. Keep large paper particles out of the printe r, and o nce a year
take it in for a professional cleaning. With a little maintenance. your
p rinter will serve you much better a nd lo nge r.

Working with Fonts
Fonts are o ne of the disti nguishing featu re s o f the Macintosh. They
e nable you to cuswmize printed o utpu t and put yo ur own mark o n
correspondence. Fonts are also o ne of the re asons that the Mac is such a
great graphics wo rkstatio n .
Afont is the actual file that contains the graphic representation fo r the
typeface you want to use. Because of the Mac, the d istinction between
typef ace a nd font has become b lurred, and the terms arc o fte n used
intercha ngeably. But fo nts and typefaces really are distinct fro m one
another.
This section covers some of the ins and o urs regarding fo nts and the
Macintosh. The subject of fonts and typefaces is fairly complex, and o ne
short section cannot treat the subject completely. So this section li mits
its d iscussion to di ffere nces between TrueType and PostScript and brief
treatme nts o f fo nt instal lation and fo nt 10 con flicts.

Defining Font Types
Fo nts are of two basic types: bit-map ped fo nts and TrueType fo nts.
These are the types of fonts that can be installed in the Mac System.
PostScript fo nts are real ly diffe re nt type faces o r a typeface de fini tio n file
that has a corres ponding bit-mappe d fo nt where the prin ter fo nt file
'vVOrks in conjunctio n with a bit-mapped fo nt.

Bit-Mapped Fonts
A bit-mapped fo nt, or screen f ont, is contained in a su itcase that ge ts
installed into the System. Each fo nt is re prese nted in its different sizes as
a separate bit-map ped font. In figu re 4.6, you can see the different types
of fo nts installed in System 7.
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Fig. 4.6
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Whenever you view a font on d1e monitor, you are looking at a bit map
of the fo nt. A bit map is the pLxel-by-pixel re presentation of the typeface.
QuickDraw creates this bit map by reading d1e typeface, and the n
displays it on-screen . A fo nt is never accessed directly by a program .
Rather, the program tells the Mac that it wants to use a specific fo nt and
the Mac the n uses QuickDraw to display the font
Just as the Mac displays everythi ng via QuickDraw, it prims everything
via QuickDraw, unl ess it is printing to a PostScript printer. This means
that a printed bit-mapped font will e nd u p wid1 t he jaggies unless a
couple o f ru les are followed.
To prim a bit-mapped font to an lmageWriter 1 or II and have d1e best
quality possible, you must have at least two fonts installe d in the System.
One font is the size you want to print, and the other one is twice that
size. The reason lo r rwo fonts is d1at the lmageWriter prints at a resolution that is !:\v ice the screen resolution, and the small font provides only
half the bits the primer needs to print each patte rn. Without those other
bits, QuickDraw has to inte rpolate the add itional informatio n. Generally,
the resu lt is poor-quality o utput.
O n the o ther hand, the larger font has twice as many information bits for
each pattern as the smaller one does. So QuickDraw sends the smaller
font, the one you want to print, to the mo nitor and the larger fon t to d1e
printe r. The larger font provides the printer wid1 aJl d1e bits it needs to
print the smaller font. QuickDt-a'v does not have to guess at information,
and the result is a better p rint
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o determine what font sizes you need, de termine the resolution of the printe r. Lf you are using a 300-dpi LaserWriter SC,
then the printer reso lution is almost five times greater than the
screen resolution of72 dpi. In this case you need a 48-point, four
times greater than the bit-mapped font, installed to print the best
possible 12-point font. This process applies for any point size of a
bit-mapped font.

T

TrueType
With System 7 and TrueType fonts, Apple has achieved a couple of goals.
One is scalable fonts, which means that no matte r what size typeface you
are using, its representation is always smooth. The jaggies are gone both
on the mo nitor and when printing (see fig. 4.7).

Fig. 4.7
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In additio n to displaying scaled typefaces without the jaggies, TrueType
e nables no n-PostScript printers to print these typefaces at any size and
maintain their crisp, sharp images.
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TrueType uses a mathe matical formula that is contained in the
font and de fines the fo nt. Whe n your Mac uses a TrueType font,
Quick.Draw uses the formula to create the pixels rathe r than displaying
the bit map fo r the font, which produces a smooth even-edged type
display on your monitor. The sm11e process occurs when you are
printing.
Those of you who have been using Ado be's Type Manager (ATM,
described in the fo llowing section) might ask, "What's so new abo ut
that?" Well, fo r o ne thing, you can get smooth, scalable fonts without
ATM . Anothe r difference is that TrueType is more effi cient than ATM
because TrueType has System priority. The Macintosh will always use a
True Type font before accessing ATM and its capabilities. Also, TrueType
makes using foreign fon ts and thus inte rnationalizing the Mac easier.
Whe n you ope n your System and look at your fo nts, TrueType fonts have
a diffe rent icon. In figu re 4.6, you can see both bit-mapped fo nts and
TrueType fonts. The TrueTyp e fonts have what appears to be a double
stroke on o ne ed ge of the character in the icon, and bit-mapped fonts
are a si ngle plain characte r. Currently, both need to be installed in your
System because PostScript typefaces use bit-mapped fonts. Also, some
programs do not yet take advantage ofTrueTypc technology. Any
System 7-frie ndly program, however, can use TrueType.
Apple's new printers are all TrueType compatible, and you have backward compatibility whe n using Apple printer drivers. Backward compatibility means that Truel'ype fo nts wi ll work o n ;ll1y Apple printer.
TrueType in partnership with Quick.Draw automatically performs the
process that used to be done by Quick.Draw and bit-mapped fonts (re fer
to the section "Bit-Mapped Fonts").
You can use TrueType fonts with any PostScript laser printer. If you are
using any of the Apple Laser\Vriter II printers, you also can increase
printing speed by downloading th e fonts to the printer. This process
loads the scaler code, which provides fo r variable TrueType fonts, in the
printe r's memory. Use Apple 's LaserWriter Utility to download the fo nts ;
the section "Downloading Fonts" describes using a font downloader.

PostScript
PostScript typefaces consist o f two parts: the bit-mapped font and the
printer font file. The printer font nte is a PostScript definition file that
co ntains the PostScript formula fo r a typeface. The bit-mapped font
operates just like any othe r bit-mapped font whe n displayed o n a
mo nitor. You can make a bit-mapped font work with a PostScript printe r
fo nt and achieve the same result that TrueType gives you, by using
Adobe Type Manager (A"I'M). The sectio n "Using Printer Utilities"
includes a discussion of AT.\11. Whe n pri nti ng with the LaserWriter drive,
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the Macintosh looks for a primer font file and sends the Hie co the
printer if the printer does not have the particular font file built into the
printer's ROM.
When you purchase a PostScript laser printer, you usually have at least
13 fonts with the ir corresponding typefaces built in. You do not need
correspondi ng printer files for the fonts that are built inro the printer.
To use the built-in fonts, all you need to do is install the corresponding
bit-mapped fonts into the System.

Downloading Fonts
When you purchase a PostScript font or download one from a bulletin
board system (BBS) , you receive two components: the bit-mapped fo nt
and the printer fo nt. The printe1"jont is the ftle that contains the
PostScript code to reproduce the typefaces.
When you print a document that uses a font not installed in the primer,
the Macintosh se nds or downloads the PostScript font file to the laser
printer. The printer keeps the font in itS memory for the duration of the
specified print job, and the n purges it from memory.

T

he process of d ownloading a fo nt takes extra time and can
cause the printing process to take longer. If you have a font or
two that you inte nd to use in multiple docume nts, you should
download the font using the fo nt down loade r that comes with the
font package.

To use Adobe"s Font Downloader with Syste m 7, you need Versio n 5.0.4.
Ve rsion 4.0 works with System 6.0.X printer drivers. Remember that
System 6.0.8 has System 7 printe r drivers and Font Downloader Version
4.0 does not work with it. When you have a font to download, run the
applicatio n and choose Download Font from the file menu. This
procedure opens the Font Downloader window (see fig. 4.8). In this
window, you see the available fonts on the left. You can choose the font
you want to download or download all the fonts in the window.
Because you have limited printer memory, you need to watch how much
me mory each font uses. Figure 4.9 shows the window that appears when
you choose Font Directory from the Special menu . Notice the available
me mory display at the bonom of the directory.
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Fig. 4.8
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The font directory displays all the fon ts in d1e printer's ROM and
installed RAM or me mory. The d irectory also indicates how much
memory is available. Do not get excited when you see that you have only
a few hundred kilobytes rather than th e megabytes you know the printe r
has. The printer uses only a portio n o f its memory for fonts because it
needs the rest of the memory for processing docume nts. Usually you
have about 10 percent of the tota l memory for fonts.

f you use many diffe re nt fon ts, you have a spare hard drive
sitting a round , and your printe r has a SCSI port for a font drive,
you can put your fo nts onto the hard drive. The printer can then
use the drive as memory, and you wiU no t need to download your
fo nts. To do this, read the instructions d1at come with the pri nter.

I
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Apple pulled a fast one when the company released the LaserWriter llf
and Ilg. The format for the hard drives that attached to Apple's older
Laser\'<' riters was a special format that only the printer could recognize.
With the new printers, Apple started using the standard HFS format, the
same one used by the Macintosh. The HFS format creates a problem for
anyone who has a drive that is set up for the LaserWriter NTX and wants
to upgrade d1e printer to a llf or II g. This format difference can also
cause an expensive problem if you are using Adobe's Font Folio (a hard
drive sold by Adobe with all Adobe fonts installed) for an NlX and want
to upgrade. The drive would need to be erased in order to work on the
IIf or Ilg. The problem is that you do not have master floppy disks with
the Font Folio and therefore have no way to reinstall the printer font
files.

f you have a hard drive attached to an older printer and you
are planning to upgrade, the Ale format change needs to be one
of your consider·ations. If you have a Font Folio, you need to
contaC£ Adobe before you upgrade; otherwise you may be disappointed.

I

When you use a Font Oownloader to put fonts into the printer's
memory, they stay there only for long as the printer is turned on. If
you tu rn off the printer, you have to rescore the fonts co memory.
The other way co download a fon t is co use Apple's LaserWriter
Font Utility. This utility works in a man ner similar to Adobe's Font
Downloader and performs most of d1e same functions. You can find the
utility on the Tidbits disk of the System Disks set. You probably want
to explore this application, which you can use to download fonts or
PostScript files, initialize a printer's hard disk, and restart the printer
(see fig. 4. 10).

Fig. 4.10
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One task you can perform with the Apple utility but not with d1e Adobe
utility is to turn off the startup page that the printer produces when it
starts up or is initialized. Turning off the startup page speeds up the
process of initializing the printer, but removes a diagnostic tool. If you
have problems wid1 the printer and you have turned off the startup page,
you do not know whethe r the printer is initializing properly.

not her option iliat you have wiili Adobe's Font Downloade r
is to set d1e password for the laser printer. Password protecting a pri nter is not a recommended procedure. If you password
protect the printe r and forget the password , you must replace the
printer's ROMs or logic board.

A

Installing Fonts
The procedure for installing screen fo nts is covered in Chapter 7. When
you install a PostScript fo nt, you have to put the screen font into the
System. However, the printer font needs to be put into the EJ>.:tensions
folder. If you select both the screen font and the printer font and drag
them to the System Folder icon, System 7 automatically installs the m
whe re they belong.

Resolving Font Conflicts
Every fonr has an 10 number that identifies the font for the Syste m.
Because each font has a nu mber, a font conflict can occur. The fo nr
ID numbers are both assigned and dynamic. Usually a font keeps the
number it was assigned when created , but every o nce in a while a font is
installed into your System that has a number d1at is already in use. If the
number is already in use, the Syste m automatically renumbers the fo nt
you are installing.
Usually you will not have a problem with fon t ID conflicts. Such conflicts
usually occur whe n you send a file to a service bureau or give a file to
someone e lse to pri nt. In a nu tshell, your document knows which font
to use because of the ID numbe r, but if the number identifies a different
font in the System being used to print your docume nt, a fo nt other ilian
the o ne you originally used will be d isplayed and printed.
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The changing of a font's 10 can also lead to problems whe n you use a
utility such as Suitcase (discussed in the following section) , in which you
are using a font tl1at is no t installe d in the System but are accessing the
fo nt with a utility from outside the System.

Using Printer Utilities
To make usi ng fonts and p rinting easier, you might be interested in
some utilities. Programs are available for creating fonts, turning
TrueType fonts into PostScript fo nts and vice versa, and using fonts not
store d in the System. By way o f example, this sectio n covers m e fo llowing utilities:
•

Suitcase

• Adobe Type Manager
•

Adobe Type Reu nion

•

Other utilities

Suitcase
Suitcase is published by Fifth Ge neration Systems. This program is more
useful with System 6.0.X than System 7, but it still has uses with the latter. You can use Suitcase to open fo nt suitcases, Fkeys, and sound fi les
without installing the m into the System. Accessing font suitcases can
be useful whe n you have many different fo nts that you use o nly
occasionally.
When you open Suitcase, you get the window displayed in figure 4.11.
You have the option of creating custo m font sets that you can use with
projects or docume nts that require special fonts, but not fonts you use
all the time. You also can assign a set of fo nts to open every time you
stan the Mac.
When you add fo nts to a Suitcase set, you get a result that looks like
figure 4. 12. The fonts in the suitcases opened by Suitcase are available to
aJI your applications.
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Fig. 4.11
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f you are o pe ning PostScript fonts, you need to make su re that
the printe r font is in the same folder as the screen fo nt (the
suitcase). If these fonts are not togethe r whe n you print, Suitcase
cannot locate the printer font to send ro d1e laser printer (see
fig. 4.13) .

I

Suitcase is System 7 compatible, bur It d oes have a wuplt: uf 4uirks. The
Close button does not close the window but closes suitcase files.
Another quirk involves removing a suitcase from a set. To remove a
suitcase, you have to highlight the file you want to re move and use the
Cut command from the Ed it me nu.
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Fig. 4.13
The suitcase and printer
ftles in a single folder.
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Adobe Type Manager (ATM)
Adobe Type Manager (Al'M) , made by Adobe, is the PostScript counterpart to TrueType. With ATM, you can use a bit-mapped font in conjunctio n with a PostScript printer font and have scalable fonts for both you r
primer and monitor. ATM works by using the PostScript primer fo nt to
create a screen font in a manne r similar to the way TrueType works.
With ATM, you can use PostScript fo nts on any type of primer and avoid
the jaggies.
ATM works wid1 Suitcase and scales your screen fonts as long as you
follow the same niles as you would for printing. Otherwise, keep your
printer fonts in the Extensions folde r. With ATM, you also can save disk
space by install ing o nly the 10- and 12-point fonts from any PostScript
family. ATM scales the fonts to the point size you need.
ATM only works with Adobe or Type 1 fonts (a Type 1 fon t is a specific
format that Adobe uses for prime r font fi les) and does no t work with a
PostScript file. When you use ATM, you need to set the font cache size
from the ATM control pa nel (see fig. 4.14). As a rule, the cache should be
somewhere between 128K and 512K, de pend ing on how much memory
you can afford.

fig. 4.14
ATM 's control panel.
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Adobe Type Reunion
Adobe Type Re union is anod1cr utility from Adobe. \X'hereas you use
ATM to display fo nts, you use Type Reunion to combine type families in
Font menus. Figure 4. 15 shows hmv the Font menu in KeyCaps looks
wh e n you use Type Reunion.

Fig. 4.15
Type Reunio n 's effects on
the KeyCaps menu .
Courier
Octolloge
fronkiH Golhlt
freestyle Scrip t
futuro
Gencuu
lleluc Uco
IIebe
Llnut oul
Minto MM
Minto MMH

~
~

Mono co
M1 [Htro
My rio MM
Myrlo MMH
New York
Potu Uno
Symbol
limes
lrnjnu
unG nounded Dold

The menu displays o nly the fo nt's family name, providing a hierarchical
menu for the diffe rent attribu tes such as bold and italic. ror Reunion to
work, you need to install the fonts for each of d1e typefaces.

Other Utilities
Table 4. llists some o f the other utilities and programs that you might
want to conside r. The list provides the na me of the program, a brief
descriptio n , and the publishe r's name. This list does not exhaust all the
available programs, bu t should provide you with an idea o f what types
are available.

Table4.1
Primer Utilities
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Program

Publisher

Description

Wid gets

CE Software

A utility that performs some o f the
functio ns o f both Apple's LascrWriter
Utility and Adobe's Font Downloader.
This too l is part of the Mock Utilities
Package.

Progr(l/11

Publisher

Description

Fonr Monger

Arcs Sofrware
Corporation

A utility ro convert TrucType fonts into
PostScript fonts and vice versa.

Fa ntastic Plus

Ahsys
Corporation

A utility to edit bit-mapped fo nts.

Fontographer

Altsys
Corporation

A pro fessional font-creatio n tool. You
can use Fontographer to make your own
PostScript fo nts, but this package docs
require a com mitment ro use.

The Blue
Parrot

Casa Blanca
Works, Inc.

A nerwork utili ty fo r managing the laser
primer's queue. This utility lets network
users know who's printing and how
many d ocume nts are ahead of theirs.

Reviewing the Apple Printer Family
The variety of available printers makes it almost impossible to list all
printers. Consequently, this section concentrates o n Apple printers,
giving you the specifications for each. At the same time, the section
provides tips on shopping for and purchasing a new or used printer.

The lmageWriter (1. II, and LU)
The ImageWrite rs are Apple's fam ily of dot-matrix printe rs. The only o ne
still in production is the lmageWriter II. The lmageWriter I, however, is
o ne great printe r and a good mo del co buy used . The lmageWriter I does
no t print quite as fast as the lmageWriter Il and has resolution that is just
a bit lower, bu t is very durable an d reliable.
The LmageWriter LQ is no lo nger made, nor should it be. The LQ is
noisy, jams, a nd in general is mo re trouble than it is wortl1. Even though
d1e LQ has a 27-pin head and prints in le tter quality, you should avoid it.
The Image Writer II is still in production and is a good printer. The
lmageWriter 11 is a 9-pin head dot-matrLx printe r that prints at 45
ch aracters per second (cps) in near lette r quality (NLQ), 180 cps in
standard quality, and 250 cps in draft. The machine can print up co 160
dots pe r inch; NLQ is 144 dpi. You can network d1e lmageWriter II wid1
an optio nal AppleTalk network card, and the printer also has an optio nal
cut sheet paper feeder.
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The only problem with the lmageWriter II is that it has a tendency to jam
when used with fan-fold paper. The best fix for this problem is to loosen
the tractor lock o n the right side (as you look at the printer from the
front) and let it move back and forth freely.

f you ever prim labels in your ImageWriter, do not roll the
plate n backwards because you can easily get a label stuck under
the platen. If a label gets sntck, you have to take d1e printer into
the sho p to have the labe l re moved . The removal is a complicated
job that costs aboul Sl50.

I

The StyleWriter
The StyleWri ter is Apple's in.kjet primer. This printer is inexpensive and
produces high-quality output. The StyleWriter has been optimized to
work with TrueType fonts and is compatible with System 7, as well as
System 6.0.5 or higher.

If you want almost laser-quality output without the laser printer price
tag, the StyleWriter might be the prime r for you . This printer is comparatively slow, however, priming one page every two minutes in highquality o r no rmal mode and up to a page per minute in draft mode. The
StyleWriter can print 360 dpi, which is higher than laser primers; but the
printing quality is just a bit lower because the StyleWriter prints with
large r pixels and the paper absorbs some of d1e ink with just a faint
amount of bleeding.

The LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus
The Lase rWriter and LaserWriter Plus are no longe r made, but ple nty of
them are still around. These models are PostScript laser printers, based
on the Cano n CX e ngine. This engine is rated at four pages per minute
and 5,000 pages per month, with an overall life expectancy of at least
100,000 pages.
The LaserWriter has four fo nts with ten typefaces installed in the
printer's RO M. The LaserWriter Plus has 11 fo nt families with 35 typefaces . Both printers can prim on lener o r legal-size paper.
The original LaserWriters are great primers, but you can only finci them
used. If you shop for a used printer and find o ne of these, check a few
things before maki ng d1c purchase:
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•

Start tbe printer and check tbe startup page. It will have the
number of pages primed at the bottom center of the page. Keep in
mind that the engine's lifetime rating is 100,000 pages.

• Open tbe printer and cbeck inside. The printer should be reasonably clean, without much toner spiUed inside.
•

Check tbe fuser rollers. The original model of this printer has a
tendency to get scored rollers that can leave marks on printed
output. The fu ser rollers are under a green lid at the front of the
printer. Just lift up the lid. Any damage will immediately be
evident. If the !users are scored o r you can see through the red
coating of the rop roller, they have to be replaced. Replacement
can cost up to s2;0.

The LaserWriter II Family
The LaserWriter n family of printers consists of five different printers.
Only two are currently being produced, but the mher three are perfectly
good printers. You can upgrade any of the L1serWriter I[ printers to the
current models.
Because th ey are upgradable, these printers represent an opportunity
to get a top-of-the-line printer at a reasonable price. By purchasing a
L.aserWriter II SC, for ex~unpl e, and upgrading it to the llg, you can
save about S1.000.
The en tire L.aserWriter family is based o n the Canon SX engine. This
engine is rated at eight pages per minute, with a minimum life expectancy of 300,000 pages and no mo nthly limit. Table 4.2 lists the printer
models and their particular specifications.

Table 4.2
Apple's l.aserWriter II
Printers

Printer

Description

LaserWriter IISC

Anon-PostScript printer that connects to a single
Mac via rJ1e SCSI port. It works very well with ATM
or TrueTypc fonts, bm is not intended as a
graphics printer.

LaserWriter li NT

A PostScript printer with 1 L fon t families and 35
typefaces. It uses a .\1otorola 68000 CP and
comes with 2M of memory.

l aserWriter liNn:

A PostScript printer with 1 L font families and 35
typefaces. It uses a ,\1otorola 68020 CPU and
comes with 21\•1 of memory. It is expandable to
12M of memory and has a SCSI port for a hard
drive.
COli/illiteS
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Table 4.2

Printer

Description

LaserWriter ll f*

A PostScript printer witl1 11 font families and 35
typefaces. It uses a Motorola 68030 CPU and
comes with 2M of memory. It is expandable to
32M of memory, has an SCSI interface for hard
drive support, and uses Apple's new PhotoGrade
and Fineprint technologies. To use PhotoGrade,
you need at least 4M of memory. This primer can
be used simultaneously by Maes and PCs in a
network.

laserWriter llg'l

A PostScript printer with 11 font families and 35
typefaces. It uses a Motorola 68030 CPU and
comes with 2M of memory. It is expandable to
32M of memory, has a SCSI imerfacc for hard drive
support, and uses Apple's new PhotoGrade and
rineprint technologies. This printer has a faster
CPU than the llf and has bu ilt-in EtherNet, in
addition to AppleTal.k and a capacity for simultaneous PC interfaces.

Continued

•current~)'

in productio11.

The Personal LaserWriter Family
Like the LaserWriter II fa mily, the Pe rsonal LaserWriter family has severa l
discontinued models, bur earlie r models ca n be upgraded co App le's
cu rre nt printers. So, for instance, you ca n p urchase one ofthe discontin·
ued models used and upgrade it co the Pe rsona! LaserWrite r NTR. All of
these printe rs are based on the Cano n LX e ngine, which is rated at four
pages per minute with a mi nimum life of 150,000 pages.
The following table lists Apple's Pe rsonal LaserWriter family of printers.

Table 4.3
Apple's Personal
l.aserWriter Primers
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Printer

Description

Personal LascrWriter SC

A non-PostScript printer that connects to a
single Mac via the SCSI porr. It works very well
with ATM or TrueTypc fo nts, but is nor
intended as a graphics printer.

Printer

Description

Pcrsonall.ascr\Vrircr NT

A PostScript p rinter with 11 font f:tmilies and
35 rypcfaces. It uses a Motorola 68000 CPU and
comes with 2M of memory. Comes with a
LocaiTalk Mini Din 8, RS232-C. and an RS422
port. The RS232 and RS422 are ,\15-DOS
machine serial ports.

Personal l.ascrWriter LS* A no n-PostScript printer that connects to a
single ~1ac via the serial pon. It is a True Type
printer with 39 TrueT)·pe fo nts, but is no t
inte nded as a graphics printer.
Personal l.aserWritcr
NTR*

A PostScript printer with 39 fonts in RO~i. It
uses a RISC Processor (AMD 29005) CPU and
comes with 3M or memory. It is expandab le to
4M of me mOf)' and Ap pleTalk with simultaneous PC interfaces. It uses PostScript II and
TrueType support in ROM. This is an exceptio nal printer for personal or small business
use. Comes with a LocaiTalk Mini Din 8,
RS232-C. and an RS422 port. The RS232 and
RS422 are MS-DOS machine serial ports.

•c urrem/y 111 producliou.

Upgrades
If you are sho pping for a laser printer, you wil l be hard pressed w
improve o n Apple's LaserWriter family. Apple routinely makes its
printers upgradable , which means you can get a new and improved
model as lo ng as they do not make the new mod els with a different
engine. When the e ngine models change, ho wever, you have to get a
new printer if you want the new model. If you want to get a lower-end
Lase rWrite r because of the cost, you can usually upgrade to the next
mo de l within the printer fam ily.
If you purchase a used printe r, however, be sure to check it o ut thoroughly. The following list contains the current Apple upgrades available
for the LaserWrite r famili es:
•

LaserWrite r llf controller board

•

LaserWrirer llg controller board

•

Perso nal L1serWriter NTR contro ller card
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Third-Party Printers
Jllenty of third-party printers are available, but beating Apple's quality
and price is hard to do. If you are thinking about a third-party printer, be
sure that you know what you are purchasing, and ask the following
questions:
•

Does it use Adobe PostScript or a clone interpreter?

•

What engine does it use?

•

How is the toner changed o r added and is it easy to get cartridges?

•

What type of drum does it use and how often does it need to be
replaced?

Other questions revolve arou nd hard d isk support for fonts, the speed of
the CPU, and so o n. Use Apple's printers as a comparison. You will
probably have d1e laser printer for a long time, and you need to make
sure d1at you will be happy with it.

Getting the Most from Your Prepress Shop
A prepress shop is a service bureau where you can have your Macintosh
files printed to a high-resolution imagescttt:r. The reason it is called
prepress is because it is the one step you have to take between creating a
document on your Macintosh and taking the document to a traditional
printer.
At the service bureau, you can have either a Lino positive or negative
created. When you have a positive created, you get a high-quality, typeset
print (or proof) d1at you take tO the printer. The printer copies d1e
proof and prints it. If you know that the printer can use a negative, then
you should have a negative of your document printed to film. Whether
you are using a proof or a negative, the printer uses the Lino output to
create offset printing plates and p rints your document.
Usually service bureaus are o ne of the haunts of the graphic artist.
However, you may want to have a brochure o r flyer that you made on
your Mac printed in quantity. Using your laser printer to print copies at
the cost of 4 or 5 cents a page is probably impractical when dealing with
a large number of copies. Havi ng the document printed, however, only
costs 1 or 2 cents per page. In this case, use the service bureau to get a
Lino done so you can take the proof to d1e printer.
Another reason for using a service bureau is that you may have detail in a
document that the standard laser printer cannot handle. The service
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bureau can print the document at a high e nough resolutio n so that you
can have a continuous-cone image of your document Finally, many
service bureaus provide colo r printing services for those rare times that
you need a file created on your Mac printed in color.
Before you copy that file onto a floppy disk and race to a service bureau.
take a couple of minutes to read these service bureau tips.
Try to keep in mind that most service bureaus are on your side. A service
bureau doesn't like ro charge you for film that will not print any more
tha n you e nj oy paying for it Unfortunately, the re is no easy way for a
service bureau co check your job befo re p utting it into the computer. If
you have not prepared your files correctly, you will eithe r be paying for
something you cannot use or you wil.l be delayed until the files are
prepared properly.
The service bureau doesn 't know how you created the file, so don't
expect it co catch your errors before the job has bee n imaged. You, as
the d esigner, have the responsibility of making sure that the ftle is going
ro print properly.
The fol.lowing information gives you some guidance to e nsure that
problems are kept ro a minimum.

Understanding File Types
The document file is the fi le created by an application, such as
PageMaker, QuarkXPress, or Illustrato r. The service bureau opens tl1is
file in order to print the docume nt.
The screen font file's icon is a suitcase that contains the screen fo nts that
enable you rouse and display fonts on-screen. The Mac uses this file to
determine the spacing for the characters in the font and contains the
PostScript names of the printer font that will be used when imaging the
typeface. The service bureau needs this file and its corresponding printer
font file to print your job.
The printer font file's icon depends on the manufacturer of the font.
This file and the co rresponding screen font file must be present in order
to create and print your job o n a PostScript printer. The service bureau
needs this file and the corresponding screen font file to print your job.
The Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) file is usually a graph ic that is placed
into a document fi le. This file is actually the PostScript program code
that a PostScript primer uses to produce an image. Be sure that you
know what is contained in you r EPS file. The following list explains the
information you need to know:
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• Fonts used in HPS files. If a fo nt is used in d1e tile, you must make
sure that the servi ce bureau has me font. When the font is used
only in the EPS file, you can get by with supplying just the printer
font. You can make the service bureau happy, however, by
including the screen fo nt, because most applications autodownload the printer font on me fly (wid10ut human intervention). Without the screen fo nt , the service bureau will probably
have to manually do•..vnload the printer font before printing your
job.
•

Colors used in EPS files. When a color is used in me file, you can
be sure that the colo r prints the way you want by defi ning it in
your document. Use d1e colo r feature of me application you are
working wim to define d1e color. Whe n defining the color, make
sure that the color is spelled exactly the same as in the EPS file .
The exact spelling ensu res that the file will print me way you want,
and no t the way the app lication's defau lt wants. You ca n't e asily
redefine the colors contained in an EPS file unless you edit the
original document and recreate the EPS file. Also, you cannot
change me color of an EPS fi le by selecti ng it and applying a colo r.

•

Desktop Color Separa tion (DCS) files. A DCS file is a type of EPS
file that is used for scanned colo r separatio ns. \'V'h e n savi ng in this
format, five files are created: o ne for each of the four process
printing inks, and one for the master file. The master me is me one
that you place into your document file. This format makes most
service bureaus happy because d1e application doesn't have to
color separate the file at prLnt time ; you have already colo r
separated the file, which saves time whe n the file is sent to the
imagesetter. The drawback is that this forma t takes more disk
space than leaving the llle in regu l<u· EPS format.

Tagged Image File Form at (TIFF) is commonly used to print scanned
images. With a TIFF file, the document contains o nly info rmatio n
indicating the TIFF Hie's locati o n and the screen display image. The
application uses and calls up the larger scan info rmatio n o nly when the
document is printed. You must supply the TIFF file to the service bureau
befo re your job can be printed properly. You can apply a colo r to a o necolo r T IFF tlle. Sim ply place the file in the document, and the n select the
file and apply a color to it. You should no t change the colo r of a fo urcolo r TIFF file.
J>tCT is common fi le type that can be a mix of bit maps and QuickDra•v
objects (which are independent of screen resolu tion). The screen
captures in this book are a ll bit-mapped PIC'f' files. You can see that the
images are made up of small squares, no t smooth lines. PICT is not the
format of choice for printing smooth, clean graphics. However, you can
apply color to PICT files. Simply place the file in the document, and then
select the file and apply color to it. Cnlike with a TIFF file, a PICT screen
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display will probably no t reflect the colo r ass ignment; however, the
assigned colo r will print.

Preproduction and Production Tips
The fo llowing are suggestio ns to help you know what you need befo re
you take your files to the service b ureau . Th is way you wi ll no t o rde r an
unnecessary print o r negative:
•

Select a print shop and find o ut what it needs from you: film o r
pape r output. what line screen co usc for )'Our scans or tin ts, what
size paper to use. and so forth.

•

Become familiar with the services the printer is ca pable of providing. Find o ut what you must do and what the printe r is going
to do.

•

Decide whe ther everyth ing shou ld be done on the Mac, o r if
conventio nal pasteup o r layout is better. Some things are still
faster and/or cheaper if they arc not d one o n the Mac. Ta lk to the
printer a nd find our what is best.

•

Consider the limitat ion~ of the printing process. Printing a
multico lored image o n a prefolded e nvelope can be a problem.
Do n 't assume that t.he prim sho p ca n print a design just because
the Mac e nables you to make that design. Ask the printe r about the
design befo re it goes to film .

•

'fh ink abo ut rh e co mplexity o f the fil e . Wi ll it image? Complex
imaging is no t as much of a problem now as it used to be before
the more powerful lmagesetters and RfPs came alo ng; however,
some files can ta ke a lo ng time to image. Some service bureaus
charge fo r imaging time if the ti le takes lo nger than a certain
amo unt of time to print. .Jobs with many color scans and ble nds
can take a long time to print or may no t print at all. Try to keep
the design as simple as possib le.

•

Remember that multicolor job designs might require color
trapping. Traps are necessary to compensate for the
misregistratio n of inks caused by paper stre tch or press moveme nt
during the printing process. Design the traps as you work o n the
project; you wil l pay in time and money if you wait until the end to
trap a complex jo b.

•

Copy the files used to print yo ur job o nto a disk. Don' t copy any
u nnecessar y files. Only t.he files th at apply to the job that you are
printing should be available to the service bure au . This way the
wrong file can not be printed.
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•

Print the ftle to a PostScript laser printer before you make the film.
Use a PostScript laser printe r to print out your job using the same
print settings that the service bureau will be using. Print multicolor
files as separations 10 the laser printer. When your two-color job
generates mo re than two sheets of paper from the printer, you
have a problem. If the service bureau prints this fi le, you have to
pay for all the film-even that which you cannot use. Priming the
file as a composite print does not e nable you to catch this kind of
problem.

•

Supply all print settings to the service bureau. Don't expect the
service bureau w know what seuings to put in the Print dialog
box. Print color separations, overprint or not overprint certain
colors, and printing crop marks are a few of the items for which
you are responsible. Don 't make the service bureau guess o r use
default settings. Informing the sen1ice bureau of your requirements is your job.

•

Nore the exact version of the program wid1 which you are working.
lnfonning the sen,ice bureau of the exact software version is very
important. If the sen•ice bureau is not using the same version of
software, your job may not print me way you expect. For example,
don' t specify PageMaker version 4.02 or 4.2 as version 4. A document created in PageMaker 4.02 and primed out through
PageMaker 4.2 might image incorrecdy.

•

Supply all screen and printer fon ts that you have used in the file
unless you are absolutely sure that the service bureau has them. A
service bureau cannot image you r job without the fonts that you
used . Make sure that the bureau has the exact same fonts that you
are using. "Same fonts'' means that they are made by the same font
company. If you use Garamond mad e by Bitstream, for instance,
but d1e service bureau has the Adobe version, you need ro supply
the screen and printer fonts. The two Garamonds are not the
same.

•

Make sure that all your disks are labeled with your name and
phone number. Professionals at a service bureau see many disks
each day. Properly labeling you r disks with your name and number
will he lp prevent the disks from being misplaced.

•

Fill out me order form completely. Most, if not al l, service bureaus
have an order form that you must fill out. If you fail ro fully
complete the form , the bureau might have w pull your job out of
production to ask you the questio ns that you didn't answer o n the
form . Or the bureau might use default settings to comple te your
job, whether or no t you wanted the defaults.

•

Inform the setv ice bureau of any problems that you might have
noticed when laser printing your job. If you had some difficulty
printing your job to a PostScript printer, let the setvice bureau
know what the proble m was and how you solved it.

•

Clearly ide ntify the laser printout for the setvice bureau. Make sure
that the laser proof is correct and that the service bureau knows
you have supplied one. The service bureau can use the proof to
get an idea of how the job wiU print and for comparison with the
imagesetter output. The comparison can tell the bureau whether it
did its part prope rly, and any proble ms can be d etected quickJy.

•

Decide whether a final proof is necessary. Making su re tl1at the
imagesetter output has been imaged correctly is your responsibility. Pape r or o ne-color output is easy to check; with a multicolor
job imaged omo fi lm, you should consider purchasing a proof. Ask
the service bureau what kind of proof it recommends. When it
makes a mistake, tl1e service bureau will usually reimage your job
for free, but probably will not re imburse you for any priming costs
you may have incurred usi ng the incorrect film.

Common Problems for Service Bureaus
Here are some common problems e ncountered witl1 service bureaus and
solutions for dealing witl1 such problems:

• Inadequate font information or unsupplied fonts. Make sure that
you supply a complete list of fo nts used in the docume nts . Include
the name of the fo nt manufacturer fo r each font. Remember to
include fo nts used in EPS files, too. If you are using an uncommon
or new fo nt, make sure to include the font (scree n font and printer
font) with the job.

• You are not tbe only one. You are not the o nly customer with
whom tl1e service bureau deals. Don't expect the bureau to
reme mbe r what you did with your last project. Take the time to
rewrite t11e order form and o rgan ize your work.

• Incomplete orderform. Eve ry question on a service bureau 's order
form is important. Not filling out even one box might de lay your
job until you can be contacted or a default setting is used . Make
sure that you completely fi ll out the o rde r form. 1£ you are confused about a part of the form, ask questions; don 't leave the part
blank.

• \Vrong order form. Try not to use an order form from a different
service bureau. Each service bureau has its own form with which
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that bureau is familiar. Using a form that is unfamiliar to the
service bureau can cause communication problems. Obviously,
using a different fo rm is better than no form , but try to avoid using
such forms.

•

Missingplacedfiles. Make sure that you supply all the files (EPS,
TIFF, PICT, and so forth) that you have placed in the document.
Most programs do not include these files as part of the document;
the files must be provided separately to the service bureau.
Without these files, d1e service bureau cannot properly print the
document.

•

Incorrect color definitions. Make sure that you aren't using more
colors than you think you are. Just because the colors look d1e
same o n the monitor does nO£ mean that d1ey will print out on the
same piece of film. This problem is most common when placed
EPS files are used. Colo rs must be named exactly the same in your
document as d1ey are in the EPS file. Remember PANTONE 300,
PANTONE 300 CV, and PMS 300 will print as du-ee different colors,
even though they might appear e.xacdy the same on your monitor.

•

Colors don 'L trap. Color trapping is d1e number one reason for
generating unusable film. You , as the designer, are now responsible for things that d1e commercial printer handled before the
onset of desktop publishing. Learn how to make traps for files so
that you do not have to pay to have the traps done. Many articles
have been written in the popular computer magazines about this
topic. Take the time to learn traps.

•

Know your programs. The service bureau will be using the same
progran1s you use to print out the document. The service bureau
doesn 't have a magical program that gives it more power than you
have. If you don't know how to properly print out the file, you
cannot give the necessary information to the service bureau.

•

Modems. If you send a file via a modem to the service bureau, you
should also fax a completed o rder form and a sample page of
output. This way, the service bureau gets a clear picture of what
needs to be done, and d1e fax acts a reminder that a job on the
modem is ready to be started.

Careful planning and organization are d1e main ingredients to saving
money in the desktop publishing world . If you are new to desktop
publishing, try not to take too big of a bite too soon. Keep your first files
simple so that the learning experiences are n?t too expensive.
Also, keep in mind that the final product from the desktop is not what
comes out of the Mac, but what comes off the printing press. You need
to know what a printer needs in order to provide you with what you
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wam. Start by asking questions. reading books, or even taki ng a class or
two. With the Mac and a bit of knowledge about printing, you can do
just about anyth ing.

Summary
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the topic of printing
really requires a book itself. This chapter did , however, give you some
practical information. It showed you how to find , use, and troubleshoot
a printe r. In addition, you leam ed about several printing options, you
d efined printing buzzwords, and you learned guidelines for using a
prepress shop.
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Adding Peripherals and
Accessories
ne of the most exciting
things you can do is
add something to your
Macintosh. Adding peripherals usually has the added
benefit of increasing your
productivity by enabling the
Mac to do something it
couldn't do previously, thus
making it more powerful.
If you couldn't add different kinds
of information to your Mac, it
would be nothing more than a box
with inherent capabilities. When
you purchased your computer, you
received the following input
devices: a keyboard, a mouse, a
microphone (if the Mac is a year

o ld or less), and disk drives (bod1 hard and floppy). For output, you
have the mo ni tOr, disk drives, a built-in speake r, and possibly a printer.
Now what can you do? You r imagination, mitigated by your pocketbook,
wiJI establish the limits for your Mac. All you need is something to prime
the imagination pump. Of course, the Mac stiU can't perform some tasks:
wash the dishes, fold ilie clo thes, or mow ilie yard. However if what you
want to do pertai ns to using some form of data, mere is always a way
that you can put the dara into your Mac and play with it.
This chapter tells you how to increase the capabilities of your system by
attaching peripherals to one o f your Mac's ports. Most peripherals use
me SCSI, serial, or ADB ports, and, in some cases, an internal slot. This
chapte r concentrates on devices that use primarily the SCSJ, serial, and
ADB ports. The periphe rals d iscussed include almost anything other
than a hard drive, monito r, o r printer. (For more info rmation regarding
the diffe rent ports or slots, refe r to Chapter 1, which discusses upgrading a Mac.)

or information on hard drives, refer to Chapter 2. For information on monitors, refer to Chapter 3; for infommtion on
pri nters, refe r to Chapter 4; and for information on mode ms, refer
to Chapter 13.

F

The main areas o f concentration are accessories and pe ripherals. \'\lithi n
the category of peripherals, input devices get the most attention. This
chapter focuses on the following types of input devices:
•

Scanners

•

Video-capture products

•

Audio digitizers

•

Graphics tablets

•

Mouse replacements

•

Keyboards

You will also learn about the fo llowing items:
•

Special-pu rpose devices (items not easily placed in some other
category)

•

Accessories

This chapter is not a tutorial o n how to use each of these peripherals,
but rather a map that walks you d1rough the labyrinth of productivity
enhanceme nts and toys that you can attach to the Macintosh.
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This chapter includes several tables . Each table outlines available
products and includes the name of a product, a brief descriptio n, the
manufacture r, and the suggested retail price. This information will
enable you to get an idea of what products are available and how much
they cost.

Adding Input Devices
Input devices are periphe rals d1at e nable you to put different types of
data into the Mac, provide for a different means of manipulating data,
or enhance the computer's capabilities. Generally, these devices are
graphics-related, such as scan ners, graphics tables, video d igitizers, or
audio digitizers. Using a scanne r or a video digitizer, you can input a
picture into your Mac and then use your Mac to produce some other
type of output.
These devices are key components for producing multimedia presentations. As multimedia begins to take hold, you will need to become
increasingly knowledgeable about devices that make it possible. Multimedia is now at d1e stage that desktop publishing was at several years
ago when Apple introduced d1e LaserWriter. The technology is now
possible, although d1e concepts are new and users are just beginning
to discover ways to use it.

uickTime, a new extension from Apple, e nables System 7
users to combine video and graphic images and sound
within any Macintosh application that is QuickTime-compatible.
You can use this extension in infinite ways. for example, you can
create a budget report with a small video clip and verbal notes-all
on a single Macintosh file. You can create a catalog that includes
scanned images and verbal descriptio ns of the products.
(For more informatio n o n QuickTime, refer to Chapter 8.)

Q

Beyond adding images and sou nds to the Mac, many other options are
available, such as differe nt types of keyboards and mice.
Ald10ugh the re are not as many different keyboards as d1e re are pointing
device alte rnatives, you might be surprised at the total variety of devices
available. The deciding factor regarding these devices is ergonomics and
the possibility of finding a new type of mouse that you find easie r to use,
or a keyboard d1at is more comfo rtable to use.
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Using aScanner
Ascanner is an input device that works, in principle, like your office
copier. Unlike the copier, however, a scanner converts, or digitizes, the
image that it copies so that you can manipulate the image. Scanners
characteristically reproduce images at different resolutions; the resolution determines the quality and detail of the scanned image.
The images scanned using your Mac can be any type of printed document: photographs, drawings, forms, letters, memos, and so on. With
the proper software, these documents can then be manipulated,
reproduced, faxed, and used in other applications.
If you are thin.king about purchasing scanner, consider these factors:
•

Uses for the scanner

• Resolution and halftones
• Grayscale and color
• Line art
• Size and format
The following sections cover each of d1ese factors.

Uses for aScanner
Desktop publishing and desktop graphics production have made
scanners almost as necessary and popular as laser printers. ln addition
to scanning graphics, scanners can also scan documents and perform a
process called optical character recognition (OCR) to turn the scanned
document into an editable word processing document-with all the te:\:t
from the original document intact. Although OCR is not yet perfect, it
improves each year.
Another use for a scanner is in conjunction with a fax modem (a modem
that enables your Mac to work as a fax machine). Using a fax modem,
you can scan a docume nt and fax it just as you would with a regular fax
machine, only with better results.

he bulk of your hxed documents should be genemted by your
Mac. (lf you can print a document from your Mac you can
usually fax it from your Mac.) Otherwise, the process will rake too
long and a regular fax machine will be more cost effective .

T
•
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If you do not work with graph ics, you might not need a scanne r, but
having one can be fun. Being able to scan important documents or
fam ily photOs from your compute r can have its be nefits. If you do decide
lO purchase and use a sca nner, re me mber that a standard eight-by-teninch black-and-white photo scanned at 300 dpi (clots per inch) can take
up over 1M o f disk space. You might need tO purchase additional disk
space when you purchase a scan ner.

Resolution and Halftones
Scanners, like any other Macintosh peripheral, come in different
varieties. The current sranclarcl for most scanners is e ither 300 or 600
dpi, which means that the image will be reproduced at a maximum
resolutio n of 300 o r 600 dots per inch. (You can set the scan ner to scan
at a lower resolution than the maxi mum.) The higher the resolution, the
more sh:1rp the scanned image.
The resolution that you need depends greatly on how you intend to
use the scanned images. If you will print scanned photos, your needs
will be different than if you intend to use the images in a QuickTime
presentation.

Resolution is the number of pixels per inch that a sca nner is capable of
reprodu cing. This number is expressed as clots per inch (dpi) , just as
with prin te rs, but th e sub ject must be approached backwards starting
with your ou tput device and the size of your desired o utput.
Suppose, for example, that you have a 3-inch-by-5-inch photo that you
want to display as a 6-inch-by-10-inch image o n d1e monitor. You must,
the refore. sca n the image at a resolution of 144 dpi in order to get the
optimum ou tput for your monitor, which works at 72 dpi. Doubling the
size o f d1e image also reduces its resolution by half.
If you then plan to print d1e same 3-inch-by-5-inch photo as a 6-inchby-10-inch image, you must scan m e photo at 600 clpi to get the best
resolutio n.
In bo d1 cases, doubling the size of th e photo results in an ove rall
resolu tio n for the photo o f 300 dpi. When printed , the photo will have
an excellent halftone with 150 Unes per inch (lpi).
A halftone is the result of a process that e nables you to print a photo.
This process conve rts the shades of gray of a photograph into dots of
varying size and patterns. The dots can then be prin ted, and d1e result
will be an image composed of these various dots. Figure 5.1 shows a
close-up of a halftone displaying the clots.
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Fig. 5.1
Close-up o r a photo
convened to a halftone.

The lines per inch necessary for the final output depends on the type of
paper you intend to use. Newsprint must be printed at 65 to 85 Ipi. For
the local rapid print shop, the hal fto ne sho uld be 100 to 120 lpi, yet 133
to 150 Ipi is standard for higher-quality printing. For very high-quality
paper, halftones ;tre sometimes printed at 200 lpi.
The resolution of your image must be double the Ipi. In othe r words, if
you plan ro sca n an image that you will the n take to a local print shop,
the lpi must be between 100 and 120 lpi, so the dpi must be between
200 and 240. A 300 dpi scanner will be more than sufficient for most of
you r needs. You will only have to be concerned wid1 the resolu tion if
you are working from small images that you need to enlarge.

Traditional methods of pri nting photos are now almost obsolete.
With d1c Macintosh, a scanner, a page layout package, and photoediting software such as Adobe PhotoShop, you can-with practice
and some t.<tlent-achieve the s;unc results that previously required
a photocopy and screening process for each picture which wou ld
then be stripped into the final layout prior to printing. Now you
can process the photos, produce text, and use a page layout
package to integrate the text and graphics. You can d1en take a
disk with the completed project to a pre press shop where the
project can be output on a high-quality Linotronic (or other
imagesctter) p rinte r. The o utput is then ready to be taken ro a
printer to be reproduced.
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Grayscale and Color
The grayscale capabi lities of a scanner go hand-in-hand with the resolution and halftone capabilities. The halftone process converts the
grayscale qualities of the image imo dots for printing.
A scanner's grayscale capability is determined by the number of levels of
gray the scanner can process. Grayscale is t11e number of bits per pixel
that the scanner records. The example is best demonstrated by how a
monitor operates. If you have a standard color moniror, you will be able
to show grayscale images from 1-bit black and whi te-up to 256 levels of
gray- and color images from -t bits (16 colors)-up to 2-t bits or (if your
monitor card supports 24-bit color). Figure 5.2 shows one photograph
displayed fo ur times: at I. 2, -1, and 8 bits, or 2. 4, 16, and 256 levels of
gray. As you can sec, the difference is dramatic. All scanners that have a
resolution of 300 dpi or greater can prod uce an image that has 256
levels of gray provided that the scanning software can record 8 bits of
information per pixel. W'ith software such as Adobe PhotOShop, you can
edit the images you scan. However, when you purchase a scanner. you
need to make sure that the scanner can scan an image: at :)00 dp i.

Fig. 5.2
Comparison of l. 2, -L and
8 bits, or 2. 4. 16, and 256
levels or gray.
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hen you get ready to print your photos, use a 2400 dpi
imagesetter to get d1e maximum grayscale output, wheilier
you are printing a halftone or a continuous image. You will find
the imagesetter at your local prepress shop; before you go to the
prepress shop, however, read the section on prepress in Chapter 4.

W

The primary difference between a grayscale and a color scanner is that
the color scanner will make three scans-one red, one green, and one
blue-each with 256 levels of gray; the d1ree images combined produce
a 24-bit image. In od1er words, the machine is capturing 8 bits of information for each co lor channel of red, green, and blue. This process is
like doing three grayscale scans, o ne for each color, and men combining
the information so that there are 24 bits of information for each pixel of
me scan. You then can display over 16.7 million different colors.
If each pixel has 8 to 24 bits of information, you need a great deal of disk
space to store a 24-bit image scanned at 300 or 600 dpi. The images from
d1e low-end color scanner (which cost S2,500 or less) produce adequate
color images, although the quality of these images is not acceptable for
high-end graphic work. The omput from color scanners is fine for
QuickTime presentations or video work, however.

urcbase a scanner d1at will scan at 24 bits, even if your monitor
can only display 256 colors. Who knows? Some day you might
upgrade to a 24-bit monitor.

P

For high-quality color scans, go to a local prepress shop and have the
image scanned on a high-quality professional scanner. These scanners,
which cost up to $70,000, render truer colors and sharper detail than
low-end color scanners. The low-end scanners often produce muddy
colors and hazy lines-an unacceptable quality for professional work.
A package such as PhotoShop or lmageStudio does enable you to clean
up images produced on low-end scanners, but d1e quality will stili not
match that of me high-qua.lity professionaJ scanner.

o print a color image, the image is printed four times using
four different colors of ink: cyan, magenta, yellow, and black.
The result is in full-color, although d1e process is called four-color.
Four-color printing is fairly expensive; use it only for special
documents and brochures.

T
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Line Art
A scanner also enables you to reproduce line art so that it ca n be used in
other documents. Line art is an image that does not have gray tones.
Most scanners have special settings in thei r scan ning software fo r
scanning line art.
When dealing with line art. you ca n get your maximum quality by
scanning the image and following the basic rules governing resolutio n
set ou t in the preceding sectio n, except that you want to keep a 1-ro-1
ratio if possible. If you intend to print an image at 300 d pi, for example,
you want the resolution of the image you are going to use to be 300 dpi.
The biggest proble m when scanning line art (and this problem can affect
photos as well) is dust and dirt on the scanner bed . If the glass plate
on which you lay the image to be scanned has gu nk on it, you will be
scanning the gu nk as well as the image. You must keep you r scanner
clean and be careful nor to scratch the glass.

Size and Formats
A sca nner's format determines the size of the image you can scan. Most
of the affordable scanners (S2,000 or less) are flatbed scanners. With a
flatbed scanne r, you place the ite m to be scanned on a flat glass plate
just as you would in a copier. As a rule, these scanners can accept images
up to 8 1/2 inches by 14 inches.
Another popular format is the hand-held scanne r, which generalJy ca n
scan an area that is 4 1/2 inches wide and as lo ng as you want. These
scanners usually come with software that will let you scan two halves of a
document, and the software wiU then piece the two halves together for a
complete scan of a single page. The drawback to this process is that it is
difficult to get a straight scan and you might have to scan an image
several times for it to come out correctly.
Scanners are available that accommodate larger p aper sizes, but these
scanners are very expe nsive and ;u·e generalJy purchased by businesses
to fi ll a specific need.

Table of Scanners and Manufacturers
Table 5.1 lists available scanners by name, manufacture r, a nd cost. The
table also provides several informative notes about the sca nners.
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Table 5.1

Product

Manufacturer

Cost

Notes

Abaron Smn
300-Series

Eve rex
Technologies. Inc.

S 1,995 300/C
S 1,595 plus S395
for interface
300/GS
S I, 195 300/S

Abato n makes three
sc:mners: the 300/Color,
300/GS, and the 300iS.
All are 300 dpi scanners
th:u operate ar different
pixel d epths. The 300/C
is a 24-bit colo r flatbed
scanner b undled with
Ad obe PhotoShop. The
300/GS is a 256 grayscale
sca nner with a removable
lid for scanning large
documents and imerface
kits for various computer
p latlo rms. The 300/S is
Abaton's low-end 256
gmyscale scanner for
the Mac.

Animas AS-B105G

Animas
Technologies, Inc.

S695

256 gmyscale hand-held
scanner. Capable of
resolutio n from 100 to
400 dpi.

Animas AS-CI05

Animas
Techno logies, Inc.

S899

12-bit color hand-held
scanne r, 4 inches wide
with 100 o r 200 dpi
resolution. Can scan
greater than 256,
altho ugh it is no t capable
of scanning 65000 colors,
as is available with 16-bit
color.

Apple OncScanner

Apple Computer

$ 1.299

256 grayscale llatbccl
scanner. 300 clpi
resolutio n. Bundled with
Ofoto image-scanning
soli ware.

Characte r

Computer f-riend s

S·i99

64 levels of gray.
Designed for OCR; uses a
document fe eder that
handles u p to 10 le11ersized pages or single
sheets. Capable of
resolution of JOO ro
400 dpi. Includes
lmagcSrudio software.

Scanm:rs
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Product

Mamtjac/urer

Cost

Notes

Datacopy GS Plus

Xerox Imaging
Systems

SI,995

Flatbed scanner capable
of 16 o r 64 levels of g ray.
Capable of resolutions
from 60 to 450 dpi.

Focus Colo r
Scanne r

Agfa Corporatio n

$6.995

24-bit flatbed color
scanner. Provides up to
BOO dpi resolution. Has
built-in color correction
and destiny ranges no t
fo und in other scanners.
Agfa makes a series of
scanners in both colo r
and grayscale mode ls.

HI' Scan.Jet lie

liewlett-Packa rd
Company

S L,995

24-bit flatbed color
scanner. Provides up to
400 dpi resolution. l ias
color matching capabilitics to match scan ned
colo r input with vario us
priming devices. Also
has optional 50-page
document feeder.

HP Scanj er Plus

Hewlett-Packard
Company

51,590

Flatbed 256 grayscale
scanner. Capable of
resolution from 12 to
1500 dpi .

]X-100 Personal
Colo r Sctn ner

Sharp Electronics
Corporatio n

S995

8-bit color handhelp scanner. Scans an
area of 4 inches by
6 inches. Resolution
up to 200 dpi.

LightningScan 400

Thunderware, Inc.

S495

Hand-held 4-inch wide
scanner with 32 levels
of gray. Capable of
resolution from 100 to
400 dpi . Special software
enables 2;6 grayscale
editing. Included
software e nables you to
combine images to create
a full page.
continnes
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Table 5.1

Product

Manufacturer

Cost

Notes

lightningScan
Compact

Th underware, Inc.

S395

Hand-held 4-inch wide
scanner. Capable of
resolution from 100 to
400 dpi. Special software
enables 256 grayscale
editing. Uses the
SuperDrive port for easy
portability. Included
software enables you ro
combine images to create
a full page.

Ligh tningScan
Pro 256

Thunderware, Inc.

S549

Hand-held 4-inch wide
scanner with 256 levels
of gray. Capable o f
resolu tion fro m JOO to
400 dpi. Included
software enables you to
combine images to create
a full page.

Mirro r 600
Colo r Scanner

J-1irror
Techno logies, Inc.

SI ,299

24-bit flatbed colo r
scanner. Provides up to
600 dpi resolution.

MS-1 1

Microrek Lab, Inc.

SI , 195

64 levels of gray.
Designed fo r OCR; uses a
document feeder that
handles u p to I0 letter·
sized pages o r single
sheets. Capable of
resolution from 100 co
300 dpi. Bundled with
OmniType.

Personal Color
Scanner

Howtek, Inc.

S1,295

24-bit flatbed color
scanner. Provides up ro
600 d pi resolutio n.
Bund led with special
version of Adobe
Pho toS hop.

ScanMake r 600GS

Microtek Lab, Inc.

S1,695

8-bit fl atbed grayscale
scanner. Provides up to
600 d pi resolution.

Scanf\•taker 600ZS

Microrek L1b, Inc.

S2,195

24-bit flatb ed color
scanner. Provid es up to
600 d pi resolution.

Continued
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ManufC/cturer

Cost
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ScanMan
.Model 32

Logictech, Inc.

S499

!land-held 4-inch wide
scanner with 32 levels
of gray. Capable of
resolutio n fro m 100 to
400 d pi.

Silverscanncr

LaCic, Ltd.

s 1,999

24-bit natbcd colo r
scanner. Provides up to
300 d pi resolut ion.
Bundled with special
software that enables yo u
to scan u p to GOO dpi
reso lution.

The Complete
Half-Page
Scanner/GS

The Complete PC

S339

256 grayscale hand-held
scanner. Capable of
reso lu tio n from 100 to
400 dpi.

Capturing Video on the Mac
Yo u ca n input images from video sources-a VCR, cam corder, still video
camera, te levisio n, or cable television-into the Macintosh. After you
process these images in the Mac, they can the n be transferred back to the
o riginal video source. In short, if you choose to, you could build a
comp le te video-editing system with the Mac as the central compo nent.
This sectio n do es not provide all the info rmation you need to ma ke a
complete video-editing system, bur it does provide info rmatio n concerning some of the tools available for experime nting with these capabilities.
The capabili ty to input video and process the images is an integral part
of the future of Qu ickTime.
To produce video images o n your Mac, yo u must have an input device.
You then need video-ed iting software so that you can process the
images. Finally, if you inte nd to restore th e finished product to video
tape, you will need a way to pu ll the images from the Mac and back onto
the video input device (such as a VCR) .

Using Video Digitizers
A video digitizer accepts stand ard video input from a video source such
as a VCR, videodisk player, camcorde r, or still video camera. Because the
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video images are not in digital format, they need to be converted by the
digitizer before they can be used by the Mac.
Each digitizer comes with software that works with its hardware to
e nable the Mac to capture and store images. Some of the d igitizers only
captu re a single video frame, and othe rs let you record at real time rates.
When record ing at real rime rates, the images are captured ar 30 frames
per second and recorded to disk.
Digitizers ca n record images from 128 levels o f gray to 24-bit color. The
resolution is important because of the hard disk space required to store
these images. An 8-bit grayscale video capture (256 levels of gray)
requires about 306K per frame, while a 24-bit color video frame requires
910K. In practical te rms, a 10-second video clip captured in real time
that is using 24-bit colo r requires 300 total frames at 9lOK per frame-or
just unde r 300M of d isk space.
The purpose of most video digitizers is to input video images into the
Mac. Few are ava ilable that ou tput o r decode the images or movies you
create back to video tape. And as you can guess, the more capabilities a
board possesses, th e mo re the board costs.

apn1red images only have a resolution of 72 dpi. To print a
clear copy o f the image, you must reduce the image in order
to increase the resolution . The ave rage video image is 640 b}' 480
p Lxels.

C

Full video processing is curre ntly roo expensive fo r most Macintosh
users, except those who are dedicated hobbyists or need the capability
fo r business. If you want ro do real time video ca pn1re, you will need ar
least a Macintos h 11 (although it will pro bably be too slow) a nd a NuBus
video capture card capable o f performing real time video captures.
Ideally, you need a Macintosh flci with a minimum of 20M of memory;
prefe rably, you sho uld have a Quadra.

T

able 5.2, at the e nd of this sectio n, lists some video decoding
and encoding devices available. All o f these devices accep t the
NTSC video signal output by video devices used in the United
Stares.
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Using an Inexpensive Video-Capture Solution
You can put rogether your own fairl y inexpensive video-capture system ;
in e ngineering terms, the system described he re is a kludge. A kludge is
something that has been improvised and put together in an unconventional manner. Kludge or nor, this system enables you ro capture singleframe video images in 24-bit color and output a sequence o f images-all
for about S500 in hardware costs. The software necessary for this syste m
does increase the price somewhat.
Although this system does not provide pro fessional-quality results, it
does enable you ro experiment and have some fun.
1-lere's what you need :
•

Any color t'vlacimosh. You do not need a slot.

•

A video source with good freeze-frame capability and a clear, crisp
image. This compo nent is esse ntial; you cannot produce satisfactory images if the video source docs not produce a crisp image.
and the freeze-frame capability is impo rtant because you will
need to keep the image from the video source frozen for several
minutes. The video source can be a high quality VCR, camcorder,
videodisk, or still video camera.

•

MacVision Video Digitizer 3.5 from Koala. This single-frame video
digitizer captures images in 256 grayscale.

•

Color Splitter (NTSC) fro m MicroSearch. This ite m enables you to
extract the red, green. and blue images from a color video image.

•

Image processing software, such as Adobe Photoshop o r
ColorStudio, that is capable of combining colo r channels.

To set up the syste m and create a 24-bit color capture, follow these
steps:
l. Attach the video source to the color splitter and attach the colo r
splitter to the video digitizer. Then attach the video digitizer to the
Mac.

2. Select the Red channel on the color splitter and use the MacVision
application to captu re the image. Save the image as a RIFF file and
identi fY it as the red sca n.
3. Hepcat step 2 for green and blue.
4. Open Adobe PhotoS hop or a similar package. Note that the imageprocessing softwa re you use must be able to combine color
channels.
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5. Create a new Photoshop docume nt using the File menu. ln the
d ialog box that appears, set the parameters so that width equals
640 pixels, height equals 480 pixels, and do ts per inch equals 72
(see fig. 5.3).

6. From the File menu in Photoshop, choose Open As. A dialog box
appears and asks what type o f image you want to open. Use the
Open Raw command to open the three scans. A dialog box appears
as king for parameters; e nter d1e values in figure 5.3.

T
Fig. 5.3
The open parameters for
the scanned image.

hese steps are specific to Adobe Phorosho p; od1er image
processing packages will have differe nt commands.
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7. Select one of your images (also calle d seems). Whe n you open an
image in PhotoShop, it is a negative image that must be inverted.

To invert the images, choose the Select All command from the
Select me nu or press Command-A. From Image menu. choose
Map; then choose Invert or press Command-!. Choose Copy from
the Edit menu or press Command-C.
8. To put the three images together so that you can have a 24-bit

color image, select the new document you created. You will now
paste the image for each of ilie three color scans into their proper
channels.
From the Mode menu, c hoose Channel; select the color for the
image you just copied. Then choose Paste from the Edit me nu or
press Command-V. The image is pasted into the channe l you
selected.

9. Re peat steps 7 and 8 for each of the othe r colors.
10. After you have pasted in all three channels, choose d1e RGB
chan nel fro m the Mode menu. The result will be a 24-bit image of
the video image you scanned.
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You can now use this image in any way that you want. You can
modify the image, rurn it upside down, change the colors, or even
use it in a QuickTirne movie.

Placing Monitor Images on aVCR or TV
The idea in the last section was to create a full-color image. If you want,
you can use the image and orhers you create in QuickTime movies. You
also can transfer the images or anything e lse you can view on your
Macintosh mo nitor on a television, or record the images o n a video
cassette recorder.

Y

ou need an Apple color card o r a color video card capable of
driving an Apple 13-inch RGB monitor in order for the p rocedure in this section to work.

he procedure described in this sectio n produces a grayscale
image on your television or videotape ; if you want ro o utpm
color images to the tape, you must purchase a converter, which
combines the red. green, and blue channe ls from your video card.
(See table 5.2 later in d1is chapter for a listing of several available
converters.)

T

To place mo nitor images on a televisio n or VC R,

)'O U

need the following:

•

A 15-pin to 4 BNC cable. This is a standard cable for most 19-inch
color Macintosh moni tors. This cable has fo ur leads: one each for
red, blue, green, and sync. You can get one of these cables from
Systems Conn ection in Provo, Utah.

•

A converter fo r changing o n BNC connector into an RCA video
con nection. This converte r is the industry standard for connecting
cables between your VCR and othe r video devices.

Fo llow these steps:
I. Attach the BNC to RCA converter to the green lead from your cable

(the 15 pin to -1 BNC cable).
2. Plug the green lead with the RCA connecror into the Video In plug
for you r television or VCR.
The green lead produces a grayscale image.
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3. After you connect the Mac to the video device, you should also
have a television attached to your VCR, iJ you are using a VCR to
record the image, so that you ca n sec the Macintosh Desktop on
the te levision scree n.
The image might exceed the edges of the television slightly. Now you are
ready to record anything )'OU do o n your Mac onto videotape.

T

he Finder will look shaky. However, when you use an applica
tion that blanks out the menu bar and aUows you to do a slide
show or display a picture using the full screen, the flicker will go
away and you will see a nice crisp image. Three programs that do
this are Adobe PhotoShop, Symantec's More, and Adobe Premier.

Adding Sound
You can use your Mac to add sound- inexpensively-to a video recording. To record sound, you need eitl1e r a sound mixe r or a combined
sound mixer and video e nhancer. You can purchase either of these
devices at an y camera store that handles video devices. Make su re
d1at the sound mixer has a microphone input and can amplify the
sound input signal so that it is recordable. The sound output from
the Macintosh is not strong enough to record to a VCR witllOut
amplification.
If you are using a color Mac, the Mac has a stereo sound output port;
this port resembles the microphone port in the back of the Mac. You
must purchase a stereo patch cable th at will connect your Mac tO the
soundmixer; you can purchase a stereo patch cable at a stereo store.
Because the audio cables you need depend on the type of in put ports
on tl1e sound mixer, you may have to be a bit creative in setting up the
cables. The sales person at the stereo stare should be able tO he lp you.
Re me mber that the Mac has a standard 1-pin stereo output connector
that will work with a headset like those found on pe rsonal stereos.

Jf you get a video enhancer, you will have greater control over your
image quality and be able to make adjustments to the image. You should
connect your Mac video to the en hancer and then into the VCR. The
sound mixer (eithe r by itself or the one in the video enhancer) e nables
you to record any sounds you have added to you r presentation directly
from your Mac (via its sound out put port)- along with your QuickTime
movie or slide show-to the VCR. You will also be able to record to
video a voice-over, music, or whatever you might want; usually you can
have at least two sources: the Mac and a sre reo, your voice, or some
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orher source. A mo re expensive sound mixer willler you add additional
sound sources.
To connect all of this sruff rogether you need to connect the stereo patch
cable from your Maci ntosh sou nd port to the video e nhance r or sound
mixer. If you are using a video enhancer, con nect the moni tor cable
kluge described in the last section to the e nllancer instead of ro the VCR.
Afte r your Mac is hooked u p to rhe e nhancer o r mi.xer, use standard VCR
patch cables and connect the Audio Out plug o n the mLxer or enhancer
ro you r VCR along with the video if you are usi ng an enhancer. You are
now ready ta rock and roll .

f you use Sony video equipment, consider purchasing a Sony
Vbox. Vbox enables you to use the Mac to control up to seven
external Sony video devices from your Maci ntosh; this product
only \Vorks with video products that use Sony's Video System
Control Architecture. You can connect o ne or two Sony VCRs and
an 8 mm Sony camcorder to edit recorded images. You can the n,
for example, use rhe camcorder to selecr recorded segments, and
the n re record them onto a VCR-changing the seque nce of video,
leaving space for images from your Mac, and so on . Vbox retails for
about $300.

I

Wrapping It Up
This section on capturing video images, displaying them o n a 'IV or
recording them to a VCR, and add ing sound to your images, is a complicated process and not an in tuitive solution. However, if you want to p lay
with video o n your Macintosh wid10ut the substantial cash o utlay that it
now requires, this section is a beginning.
Produ cing a 30-second video requires a lot o f work, and you might
find that you o nly want to use your 1\-lac to create tides and special
transitions between scenes for your home videos. If so, the preceding
procedure will work fine. And if you try the procedure and decide video
is not for you, you will not have spent a lo t of mo ney in the meantime.
If you are sure that you are serious about using your Mac to capture
images in color fro m a video source. Koa la makes a SCSI video-capture
device that will capture a 24-bit image in a single one-step procedure.
These products we re not described in the section "Using an Inexpensive
Video-Capture Solution" earlier in dlis chapte r because they cost S200 to
S300 more than the serial video digitizers that were described.
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Choosing Equipment
Table 5.2 lists some of the video products available for the Macintosh.
The list is not complete, bur it sho uld give you a good idea abou t
available products and the cost of producing video images using the
Mac.
To have a complete video solutio n, you need a decoder (d igitizer) and
encoder (which converts Mac video signal (RGB] to N'I'SC video)-either
on separate boards or ail-in-one-plus a graphics board or software
solution for producing overlays (which lets you pur text over video
pictures). In addition to the hardware, you need image-editing, animatio n, three-dime nsio nal , rendering, and painting software, as well as one
or tw o VCRs, a camcorder, a lase r disk player, a CD-ROM drive, and a
television.
lfyou are primarily interested in do ing QuickTime and do not want to
se nd the movies back to videotape, you ca n need only a capture board
(video digitizer) , animation software, and some graphics applications.

efo re you buy any expensive video equipment or Macintosh
cards, research the equipme nt tho roughly. Only buy equipme nt when you know exactly what you ·want.

B
Table 5.2
Available Video
Products
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Manufacturer

Cost

Description

Aapps MicroTV

Wardco Ho ldings

S395

Black-and-white
television o n a NuBus
card; also accepts video
input fi·om other
sources.

ColorSnap 32+

Computer Friends, Inc.

S995

NuBus card fo r
individual video
capture in 8-bit or
24-b it color.

ColorSpace FX

Mass Microsyste ms

St ,695

Rea.l time video capture
and special effects
board. 24-bit color
capable.

Product
Hardware

Product

Manufacturer

Cost

Description

ColorSpace IIi

Mass Microsystems

Sl ,295

Video input; for overlay
o f graphics and output
NuBus board. Provides
for simultaneous video
input and output.

Comp uter Eyes

Digital Vision, Inc.

S250

Ex1ernal serial port
single frame video
digitizer. Captu res
images in 256 shades
of gray.

ComputerEyes/
Pro

Digital Vision, Inc.

S500

Single frame video
digitizer NuBus card.
Captures images in 24bit color. Accepts NTSC
or S-video signals.

DigiVideo Color

Wardco Ho ldings

S995

Colo r video frame
capture NuBus card
with 'IV tuner; dispht)'S
in 128 grayscale; single
frame Glpture.

DigiVirleo

Wardco Ho ldings

$90

Video fram e capture
NuBus card with TV
runer; d isplays in 128
grayscale; si ngle frame
capture.

DQ-Animaq

Diaquest, Inc.

S3,395

Video animation
controller for controlling video sources fo r
accu rate recording and
capturing o f images.
Not an encoder or
decoder; controls video
devices only for
accurate capture and
recording. Also enables
image overlays created
by software.

MacVision Color
Digitizer

Koala Acquisitio ns, Inc.

$799

External SCSI single
frame video digitizer.
Captu res 24-bit images.
MacVision Image
Processing Software
also available.
conli11 ues
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Continued
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Product

Manufacl m·er

Cost

Description

MacVision
Digitizer 3.5

Koala Acquisitio ns, Inc.

S299

Exte rnal serial po rt
single frame video
digitizer. Captures
images in 256 shades
of gray. MacVisio n
Image Processing
Software also available.

Neorech Color
Encoder

Advent Computer
Products, Inc.

S399

External video
e ncoder that converts
the standard RGB
mo nitor output into
NTSC or S-Video.
Accommo dates many
popular color cards.
Wo rks in 24-bit color.

NTSC Converter

Specialized
Computer Systems

S399

External video enco der
that converts the
standard RGB monitor
output into NTSC.
Accommodates many
popuJar color cards.
Works in 8-bit color.

NuVista+ Videographics Card

Truevision, Inc.

$2,995 to
S5,695

Nu Bus card that
encodes and decod es
video signals. Primarily
fun ctions as a decoder
for the overlaying of
gmphics onto video
tape. Has the ability
to acce pt special
e nhancement bo ards
wid10ut using another
NuBus slot for things
like acceleration and
compression o f video
images.

Pixel Pipeline

Perceptics Corporation

$6,485

Real-time videoprocessing 2-slot
NuBus card. Provides
for real time video
capture and comes
with special software
tools. This is a highend capture card.

Prod uct

Manu[act11rer

Cost

Description

Radius'!\'

Had iu ~

$2, 195

:'llu Bus card that
d isplays real-time vid eo
images and provides
for single frame
capture. 16-bit color.

RasterOps 2-l STV

!l:lsre rO p~

$ 1,799

NuBus video d isplay
card that also displays
real time video and
single frame captures
in 24-bit co lor.

So ny Vbox

Sony Corpo ratio n

S300

Serial device that
allo ws fo r computer
contro l o f Sony video
products that usc
Sony's Video System
Co ntro l Architecture.
Pro vid es syn ch ron ized
control o f multiple
video devices.

Vid eo Toaster

NewTe k, Inc.

S3.995

Pro fessio nal video
studio (external video
comroller and grap hics
s tatio n) that co nnects
to any Maci ntosh,
pre ferJbly a Mac II
mach ine. Includes a
frame grabber. Can
overlay Mac graphics
onto video .

VideoSpigot

Super.\1ac Techno logies

S599 to
1.899

NuBus 1•ideo digitizer
that p rovides frame
capture for use with
Qu ickTime movies.
Will also allow for real
time video p layback .

$895

A comp lete colo r

Inc.

Co rporatio n

s

So ftware
Ado be Pho toShop Adobe Systems, Inc.

darkroo m fo r the Mac.
Enables you to alter
scanned o r captu red
images.
CO II fi ll iiCS
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Table 5.2

Product

Manufacturer

Cost

Description

Adobe Premier

Adobe Systems, Inc.

S395

Specifically designed 10
create QuickTime
movies. Lets you
combine captured
video, graphics, and
digitized sou nd. Also
enables you 10 create
special effects for
movies.

ColorStudio

Letrasct

S995

A complete color
darkroom for the Mac.
Enables you to alter
scanned o r caprured
images. Nor as popular
as PhotoShop.

Oasis

Time Arts, Inc.

S795

Videographics/imagecreation soft\vare. Uses
standard painting
techniques bur also
pro,•idcs a simulation
for the more traditional
graphic art forms and
combines these capabilities with special
video graphics
capabil ities.

Continued

Audio Digitizers
All new Macs (since the Mac Classic) come wid1 a microphone that can
be used ro record sounds from the control panel. (For information, refer
ro Chapter 9.) The Apple Microphone is fine for making a quick voice
message to include in a document that supports sound or to include in
a HyperCard stack. If you want more versatility and the ability to u se
sounds from other sources, you need more sophisticated equipment.
Audio digitize rs rake sound and convert it into a digital signal that your
Macintosh can unde rstand. The Macintosh has a rudimentary audio
digitizer that it uses with its microphone. The more expensive digitizers
convert the sounds into a digital image and use eimer the serial or SCS I
ports to transfer me sounds into the Mac. The advantage of the more
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expensive digitizers is their ability to have mo re control over the sou nd
as it is recorded . The software that comes with the d igitizer gives you
playback capabilities that you do not have with the Macintosh microphone.

Tapping Sound Capabilities
De pe nding o n your needs, you can rum your Mac into an integral
compo ne nt of a professional sou nd studio , using it to master audio
compact disks. Or you can attach a voice recognitio n syste m that enables
you to choose me nu options and pe rform co mplex o perations vocally.

pple is working o n vo ice-re cognitio n software I hat will be
available as a System ex1ensio n in the fu cure. The uhimate
goal of vo ice recognition is probably to do away with the keyboard
comple tely, making aU interaction with your future Macin tosh
ve rbal. Although voice-recognition technology exists today,
comple te verbal inte raction with your computer is nor yet
p ossible.

A

Using sound on a daily basis might include vocal ad de ndums to electro n ic mail messages and word processing docume nts. Sound can
en hance your message. Suppose, for example, that you send a colleague
an e le ctron ic mail message o utli ning a new sales GUllpaign. The message
contai ns an icon in the sectio n o n rad io advertising. Whe n the reade r
d ou ble-clicks the icon, a record ing o f a radio advertise ment plays.
The drawback to sound is that it requires a great deal of disk space.
Although sound is not p rocessor-inte nsive like a QuickTime movie,
sou nd seque nces d o e nl arge the size of your files greatly. An uncompressed, 30-second sou nd byte requires a pproximate ly 600K of disk
space. One minute 's wo rth of verbal no tes and a co mplex data docume nt will make shari ng clara via sneake r net (running a floppy next
door) impossible. If you 're nor using an Ethernet ne twork, you will be
unable to 1ransfe r the file from o ne Mac to anorher.

Choosing Equipment
Table 5.3 lists audio digitize rs and voice-recognitio n systems. Any voicerecognition syste m can also serve double-du ty as an audio d igitizer. If
yo u fi nd the b uilt-in aud io o f your Mac insu rtlc ient, or if your Mac does
no t have bu il t-in sound capabilities you wa nt, you migh t want to check
o ut some of the sound systems available fo r your Mac.
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I
Table5.3
Audio Digitizers
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f you should decide to accept this mission and are captured , the
author will disavow any knowledge of your participation.

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

Macnecorder

Farallon
Computing, Inc.

S249

Audio digitizer that
uses the Mac's serial
port. Includes
hardware and
software for
HyperCard and
sound-ed iting and
mixing. Hardware
unit includes
microphone and
li ne-in jack for
other devices.

Sound Bytes

Emerson & Stern
Associates, Inc.

S995

High-quality audio
digitizer that uses the
Mac's seri<LI port wid1
software. Includes
headset and
microphone.

Voice Express

MacSema

ssoo

Voice-recognition
system for the !'viae U
famil y of compurers.
Uses a NuBus card
that processes all
voice commands.

Voice Impact Pro

Arciculate
Systems, Inc.

5300

High-quality audio
digitizer that uses the
Mac's serial port with
software. Includes
sound-ed iting
softwan.: and built-in
sound compression.

Device

Manufacturer

Voice Navigator II Articulate
SysH:ms, Inc.

Price

Description

S900

Voice recognition
system for anr
Macintosh. Uses the

Mac's SCSI port;
includes a microphone. Also includes
predefined macros
for a large number of
programs and sou ndediting software.

Graphics Tablet
Agrapbics table/ is a flat, large board that \.vorks in conjunctio n with a
mouse or stylus. Graphics tablets come in various sizes: from 6 inches by
9 inches to 18 inches by 15 inches. Whe n used in conjunctio n with a
graphics package, the tablet e nables you to draw and edit graphics with
greate r precisio n; it also offers artists a more natural way to work,
e mploying a pen and paper metaphor.
Some graphics table ts are AOB devices that connect to the Mac as a
mouse does. Others arc serial and connect to the Mac through e ither the
modem o r printer port. Eithe r type o f table t should also allow you to use
your mouse. Each type of tablet is packaged w ith software that controls
how the tablet works with your Mac, and usually includes a macro utili ty
of some type. (Refer to the section on QuicKeys in Chapter 9 for mo re
informatio n about macros.)

Understanding Relative and Absolute Modes
Most table ts work in o ne of two modes: absolute and re lative. In

absolute mode, the surface of the tablet is mapped so that it mirrors
your moni tor. If you touch the bottom right corne r of the table t with the
stylus, the cursor moves to the bottom right corner of the screen.
In relalive mode, the tabler operates like your mouse. The position of
t:he cursor's on-screen position has no relationship to where you place
the stylus on th e rablet. Instead , whe n you move the stylus over the
surface of the tablet, it moves the cursor in the same manner it moves
with a mo use.
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Why Use a Graphics Tablet?
The advantage of a graphics tablet is the accuracy it can give you. The
standard Apple mouse has an accuracy of 200 dpi, meaning that when
you use a mouse to draw lines and adjust figu res, those actions are
accurate ro about 1/200 inch. Although theoretically the mouse is
capable of this accuracy, accuracy in the real world will be lower.
Most graphics tablets, on rhe othe r ha nd, boast of an accuracy of up to
1000 lines per inch, which makes them perfect for precision drawing
work like compmer-aided design (CAD), drafting, or fine detail drawing.

ines per inch, or Ipi, is the graphic tablets version of dpi.
Because graphics tables are manufacrured primarily for
engineering purposes, !pi is understood by e ngineers, whereas dpi
is computer speak.

L

I

f you use a drawing package (such as Oasis), the drawing

package registers the amount of time d1at you hold a stylus in a
specific spot and simulates pressure-sensitive mouse moveme nts
so d1at the width of the line varies depending on how lo ng d1e
stylus is held in place.

Tablets can also execute macro functio ns. You can program a series of
menu commands, and then execute the command or commands by
pressing the stylus on a specific predefi ned button or area o n the tablet.
These macros mean that you d o not need to waste time constantly
accessing menus or tool palettes.
When (if) you go shopping fo r a graphics tablet, you should know tl1at
the re are several sizes and options available. The following is a list of
generic capabilities. Read through the list, decide what you need , and
then do some comparison shopping.
Size variations from nine square inches to thirty six square
inches. You will have to decide how much desk space you are
wilJing to sacrifice fo r your tablet. Tablets are usually a bit awkward because of their size and are not easily stored. Generally, it is
a contradiction to have some thing safely stored and out of the way
while at the same time having quick and easy access to it.
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Resolution . Different tablets have differe nt resolutions. The
resolution of your tablet will depend on the tasks you need to
perfo rm. You will find that the average resolution is around 1000
I pi. If you must have the most accurate and precise tablet available,
be p repared to pay several p re tty pen nies.

Most tablets come with a mou se, a stylus, or both .

The m ouse. If the table t comes with a mou se, the mouse will only
work o n the tablet. and it will usually have multiple buttons for
executing macros such as a Shift lock (which is the same as holding down the mouse while dragging) , as well as other buno ns.
Th e Stylus. Some styluses have several buttons; others have
none. A stylus with several buttons will provide add itional macro
capabilities. If the tablet is pressure-sensitive, using a stylus is nice
because it is like using a pen tmd paper.
Macros. If you intend to use a graphics table t, you will probably
want to get one with macro capabilities. If you use absolute
mapping (most people do) , your arm will qu ickly get tired from
reachi ng up ro the top of the tablet every time you want to access a
menu. Programmable macros will make life much easier.

Available Graphics Tables
Table 5.4 lists some of the tablets. This list is not complete, but it does
provide a sampling of the avai lable prod ucts.

Table5.4
Graphics Tablets

Device

Manufac/urer

Price

Description

CalComp
DrawingBoard 2300

CaiComp
Digitizer Group

S495 to
S2,995

Available in sizes
from 24 inches by
36 inches to 44
inches by 60 inches.
All sizes include a
16-button mouse.
Capable of
resolutions up to
LOOO lines per inch.
continues
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Device

Manufa cturer

Price

Description

G6400 Series

Oce Graphics

$490 to
S2,490

Available in sizes
from 12 inches by
12 inches to 25
inches by 18 inches.
Made for CAD
packages.

GraphicMastcr

Numo nics
Corporatio n

S449+

Available in 12
inches by 12 inches
or L2 inches by 18
inches. Includes a
4-buno n mo use or
a stylus. Capable o f
1000 lines per inch
resolutio n.

Kurta Xl C/ADB

Kurta
Corporation

S1,500
S4,050

Kurtt XGT/ADB

Kurta
Corporation

$545

Microgrid Ill AOB

Summagraphics
Corponuio n

Designed for
$3,299
to S5,310 special drafting and
engineering needs.
Comes in sizes
ranging from 17
inches by 24 inches
to 44 inches by 60
inches. Some
mode ls have a
backlit surface that
aids in m tcing.

to

Available in sizes
ranging fro m 18
inches by 24 inches
to 40 inches by 60
inches. Has from 18
to 23 fun ction keys
and either a 16-key
mouse or a 2-pen
stylus.
12 inches by 12
inches; has several
add -on features.
Includes programmable functio n
keys.

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Descripl ion

Summagraphics
II ADB

Summagraphics
Corporation

S699
and
Sl,099

Designed fo r
graphics and CAD
packages. Comes
with 4-bunon
stylus. Sizes are 12
inches by 18 inches
and 12 inches by
12 inches.

Summagraphics LCL

Sum magraphics
Corpo ration

S2,688

Available in 24
inches by 26 inches
and 36 inches by 48
ind1es. Designed
for CAD and
facilities management, plus
comparibili ry with
major graph ics
applications.

Wacom Graphics
Tablets

Wacom, Inc.

S69; to
$3,995

Sizes range from
6 inches by 9 inches
to 18 inches by 2;
inches. Comes with
a cord less pressu resensitive srylus.

Wiz

CalComp

Sl 99

95 inches by 11 .8
inches. Comes with
a 3-bunon mouse.
Macro templates
arc available and
sold separately.

Alternatives to the Mouse
Many people have a moderate to intense dislike of their mouse: it rakes

up too much desk space, it is not accurate enough, it is not fast enough,
and so on. Ever since the introduction of d1e mouse, manufacturers have
sought to improve it.
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You have several alternatives to the mouse that came with you r Mac:
ano ther mouse, a track ball, or o ther o ptions. (The "other o ptions"
category is a hodgepodge of ingenious substitll(es that defy
categorizatio n.)
Some of these devices require special softv.rare that is specific to the
device.

f a new d evice requires software and d1e manufacturer goes
belly-up in a year or two, the mouse replacement could become
useless. Check ou t the manu facture r befo re you buy. If the company is new and the device is the only product that the compa ny
produces, exercise some cau tion.

I

Trackballs and Mice
All mice are not created equal- the least equal being the Apple mouse
that came with your Mac. Alth ough th is mouse is fu nctio nal and works
fine, several alternatives include attractive e nhancements.
Most alternative mice have additional buttons. One of which will be a
click lock so that you no longer have to hold the mouse button down as
you drag your files hithe r and yon.
Anothe r feature is usually ergonomic: the mo use fits your hand and is
more comfo rtable, with easie r access to the button(s).
Some mice o perate by using a laser LCD, and therefore do not require a
cord. Others use optics-rather than a ball-to control the tracking of
d1e mouse. Some are eve n designed for hands-free operatio n. There are
several mouse replacements made specifically for controlling the Mac
during presentations. These replaceme nts allow you to be across the
room and access me nus and press buno ns without using a mouse that is
physically connected to the compute r.

I

f you have a Mac Plus, you do no t have an ADB port. The ADB

port was introduced with the Macintosh SEas the standard port
for all keyboards and mice or mouse-type devices. If you own a
Mac Plus, be sure that the replacement mouse you get will work
o n your machine.
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Trackba lls are stationary devices with a ball (see fig. 5.4). You use your

fingertips of the palm of you r hand to move the device, and your thumb
to operate the butto n. The advantage of a trackball is that it requires less
desk space than a standard mouse, it is usually faster to operate, a nddepending o n the size of the ball- enables you to make more accurate
selections.

Fig. 5.4
Various trackballs.

Table 5.5 lists some available mice and trackballs. This list is not exhaus·
rive, but does provide general info rmation about alternatives to the
mouse.

Table 5.5
Mouse and
Trackballs

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

A+ ADI3 Mouse

Mouse Systems
Corporation

5 129

Optical mouse with
no moving parts.
Accuracy to 200 dpi.
ADB and Mac Plus.

Animas Track Mouse

Ani mas Technologies.

S 119

Trackball; ergonomi·
caJ.Iy designed with a
click lock button.

Inc.

CO II/1111/eS
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Table5.5
Continued
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Device

Manufaclllrer

Price

Description

Gravis SuperMouse

Advanced Gravis
Computer
Technology, Ltd.

SJ30

Three-buuon mouse
with user-configurablc
buttons.

Lester, The Cordless
Mouse

Lighrwave
Technologies, Inc.

St35

Cordless mouse;
uses an infrared
tracking signal that
needs a direct line of
sight from the mouse
to the receiver that
connects to ADB port;
requires batteries.

Lynx Trackball

Asher Engineering

S99

Two-buuon trackball
with a l 1.12-inch ball.
One button can be a
click lock.

MacTrac

MicroSpeed, Inc.

Sl1 9

Threc-bunon trackball
designed for left- or
right-hand operation;
center buuon is for
click lock.

MicroTrac

MicroSpeed, Inc.

S90

Small trackball with
configurablc buttons;
provides some macro
capabilities.

MouseMan

l.ogitech, Inc.

$ 129

Ergonomically
designed 3-bunon
mouse. Bunons are
programmable for
limited macros. 200 ro
400 dpi resolution.

TrackMan

Logitech, Inc.

St49

Ergonomically
designed 3-button
mouse. Bunons arc
programmable for
limited macros. 200 ro
400 dpi resolution.

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

MVP Mouse

Curtis Manufacturing
Company, Inc.

$150

Ergo no mically
d esigned 3-button
trackbaiJ with o p tional
foot switch that
d o ubles as the mo use
b utton. Customizable
button fearu rcs.

noller~1ouse

Cl l Products

$120

Trackball specifically
designed for CAD/
CAM and graphics.

Silhou ette

Evcre.x Systems. Inc.

SIOO

Ergo n omiL~tll y

designed trackball; has
built-on wrist rest;
includes customizable
buttons.
Trackball ADB

Kraft Systems, Inc.

Sl 20

Trackball with
optional foot pedal
and click lock button.

Turbo Mou se ADB

Kensington
Microware. Ltd.

S170

Popular two-butto n
trackball; includes
cus tomizahle bunons.

Other Pointing Devices
Othe r pointing devices are available that serve various purposes: from
e nabli ng you to play a game to helping the disabled use computers.
Mouse replacements fo r the disabled include keyboard replaceme nts for
data input by the severely d isabled . These devices are made for handsfree operatio n of d1e Macintosh. Because the devices are made for the
di sabled and are not mainstream products (purchased by the masses),
they are much more expensive than most mouse replaceme nts.

joysticks are primarily used for p laying games. They are designed wid1 a
moveable stick-li ke item that protrudes from a base; d1is ite m is somethi ng li ke a stick shift or the handle of a pistol. They provide for automatic cente ring and fast cursor movements.

Presentation pointing devices are designed to allow a sales or marketing
person to use a J'v!ac in a presenta tion without being directly connected
to d1e Mac. These devices usually use a n infrared laser to communicate
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with the Mac, and they require special soft ware. They come in diffe re nt
shap es: some are Uke a hand-he ld mouse, while others are like a pen
o r p resentatio n pointer. The range a nd accuracy of the devices varies
depending on the manufacntrer. lf you have specific needs regarding
d istance, accuracy, or shape, you will have to c heck with the different
manufacrurers and get the product specificatio ns fo r each o f the differe nt devices.
Table 5.6 lists a variety of available poinring devices. This list is not
exhaustive, but does give you an idea of the available items.

Table5.6
Addition al
Poim ing
Devices
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Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

Airl\·lo use Remm·e
Control

AirMouse Remote
Control

$595

A pointing device
that you use by touching
it to the Mac monitor
to perform all mouse
o perations; much li ke
turning your screen into
a touch screen.

Felix

Ahra

S169

Optical mouse replaceme nt. Works as a cross
bet\vecn a joy stick and
a trackball. Designed
using a smaUstick
instead of a ball. Very
accurate and precise.

FreeWheel System

11o inter Systems

$1,395

Optical pointer fo r the
disabled that replaces
the mouse and
keyboard.

Gravis Mo usestick

Advanced Gravis
Computer
Techno logy, Ltd.

SlOO

Opto-mechanical
joystick used primarily
fo r games. Highly
configurable .

GyroPoint

Gyration Inc.

S695

Designed to be used
during presentatio ns
providing for full mouse
control while held in
your hand and nor
p laced on a table top;
enables you to walk
around the room and
gh·e a presentation
while controlling your
Macintosh.

Device

Ma nufac/urer

Price

Description

HeadMaster

Premke Romich
Company

S1.120

Pointing device that is
worn o n the head so
that moving your head
moves the mouse. A
keyboard replacement
for the disabled can be
added ro th is device .

Mac Lig ht Pen

FrG Data Systems

S595

Optio nal inpur d evice
fo r Macintosh prcsentations that looks like and
operates like a light pen.

QuickStick KM30

Kraft Systems. Inc.

SBO

joystick with dual
buuo ns for left- or righth anded operatio n.

The UnMouse

MicroTouch Systems,
Inc.

S235

Touch-sensitive minigraphics tablet with
macro capability. Not a
graphics tablet, but a
mouse replacement.

Alternative Keyboards
Just as you can select various mouse re placeme nts, so can you choose a
diffe re m keyboard. If you are unhappy with your Macintosh keyboard,
take some time to research the alte rnatives.

nless you have used a variety o f keyboards, you might not
realize the difference that the feel of the keys can make. Go to
a store and try some othe r keyboards; you will notice a marked
difference between different models.

U

If you want to purchase a new keyboard, consider the following:

•

Tbe feel of tbe keys. Some keyboards feel resistant when you press
the keys; others are so "mushy" you can barely te Uwhe ther or not
a key is pressed. Experime nt to find which keyboards feel right to
you.
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•

Tbe sbap e of tbe keys. The Apple keyboard has slightly contoured
keys. Depending on how you type, the contou rs can become
cumbersome. If you use short strokes in which your fingers barely
clea.r the raps of the keys, your accuracy will be impaired by
contoured keys. On the other hand, you might like the feel of
contours but want deeper indentations on the keys.

• Function keys. Function keys are a series of keys intended to add
functionality to your computer. The standard Apple keyboard does
not include function keys because most functions can be duplicated by using the mouse. You might, however, want function keys
because some programs assign timesaving macros to t11ese keys.

I

f you use a macro package such as CE Software's QuicKeys, you

can program the function keys with specific menu selections or
complex macros.

• Dvorak keyboard. A Dvorak keyboard is an alternative keyboard
that enables you to type more quickly-after you learn the layout.
Your current keyboard is probably a QWERTY keyboard . If you
want to try the Dvorak system, you can use MacQ\'\'ERTY software
by Nisus, Inc. to reconfigure your current keyboard witl1 the
Dvorak key settings. Alternatively, you can purchase a Dvorak
keyboard. Figure 5.5 shows the difference between QWERTY and
Dvorak keyboards.

Fig. 5.5

lP

The difference beLWcen
QWEHTY and Dvorak
keyboards.
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Table 5.7 describes available keyboards. This list is not exhaustive. but it
does give you an idea of your keyboard alte rnatives.

Table 5.7
Keyboard
Alternatives

Device

Mallujtlc/urer

Price

Description

Apple Extended

Apple Computer, Inc.

S229

Includes 104 kt:ys. 15
fi.mction keys, sepamte
cursor keys, status lights
fo r number lock, and 6
special editing keys.

Culling Edge

Cuning Edge

$ 179

Includes 119 kt:ys, 15
functio n keys, and 12
Shift-function keys on the
left of the keyboard. lias a
full stroke with audible
click.

Mac- IOJE

Datadesk lmernarional

S195

Includes 105 keys, 15
function keys, separate
cursor keys, and status
lights for number lock.
caps lock, and power.

MacPro Plus

Kcr Tron ic Corporation S179

Includes 105 keys, 15
function keys, separate
cursor keys, and stallls
lights for number lock,
caps lock, and power.
Comes with Tempo II
macro software.

Switchboard

Datadesk International

Modular keyboard that
can be setup to match
your preferences. A
trackball and function
keys can be added. The
smndard unit includes
numeric. cursor. and a lOkey fun ction keypads that
can be moved about.
Each component of the
keyboard is a separate pad
so that you can place the
10-key function keypad to
the left or right of the
standard keys. The most
versatile keyboard
ava ilable.

S240

continues
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Tahle 5.7

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

TrakPro

Key Tronic Corporatio n

$249

Includes 105 keys, 1 5
function keys, separate
cursor keys, and status
lights for number lock,
caps lock, and power.
Also includes a built-on
trackball. Comes wilh
Tempo II macro software.

MacQWE R"lY

Nisus Inc.

S45

Software keyboard layour
that wi ll corwcrt your
keyboard to a Dvorak
layout.

Continued

Special-Purpose Peripherals
'fhis section covers a variety of peripherals that do n' t fit into neat
categories-everyth ing from additio nal slots and serial ports to a variety
of miscellaneous ite ms.

Expansion Boxes
The SE, SE/30, llsi, and LC are designed with o nly one internal expansion slor, w hich is problematic if you wa nt to use more than one card.
You might, for example, want to use an add itional graphics card and a
special net'.vorking card. You have three choices: you can live without
both cards, you can buy a Macintosh th at has more slots, or you can
purchase an expansion box that lets you use both cards. This latter
method of getting add itio nal life and adding Cll:tra capabilities ro the
Mac is often overlooked .
Second Wave, Inc. , manufacntres expansion boxes. These boxes are
available for the SE. SE/30, and Mac 11, and the prices range fro m S995 to
S2,295. Looking at the price, you might th ink that buying a second Mac
is a better choice; in some cases, however, an expansion box serves your
needs better than a different Mac.
Suppose, for example, that you have a llci and you need a 19-inch, 24-bit
monitor, a video encoder card. a nd a video decoder. All of a sudden it's
full. Then you realize you need an EtherNet card and a graphics accelerator card, and the Mac does not have enough slots. You can e ither buy an
expansion box fo r 81,200 or a new computer for $3,500. Which option
makes more sense economically?
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E-xpansion boxes can solve some of your upgrading concerns. If you have
an SE/30 and don't want to part with it (they are excellent machines),
you can spe nd S 1.300 and add four NuBus slots and an additional
internal hard drive.

Solutions to the Serial Port Shortage
Your Macintosh has few serial ports-often not e nough serial ports. If
you have a printer and mode m, you have used up all your serial ports.
Adding a labe l printer, another modem, or even another printe r the n
becomes a problem. You could reach behind your Mac to switch cables
constantly, but this solution isn't very attractive for long-term use.
One solution to this proble m is to purchase a switch box. A switch box
lets you, at the flick of a switch, change what is connected to your serial
port. Rathe r than unplugging your mode m so that you can hook up an
rmageWrite r, while your Printer port is be ing used by the network, you
just turn the knob or press the button·and you are connected to the
modem or the printer.
Mac II users can try another alternative: adding a NuBus card that
includes extra serial ports. These c;u·ds enable you to connect extra serial
devices to your Mac without having to disconnect your othe r devices.
Table 5.8 lists some serial switch alternatives. The list also includes some
paralle l pon options. (If you don' t know what a parallel port is, don't
worry about it.) Parallel ports are used on other computers such as MSDOS mad1ines. A parallel port is used primarily for connecting to
printe rs. A more detailed description of the parallel port can be found in
Chapter 15.

Table 5.8
Serial Ports or
Se rial Port
Alternatives

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

AESP switch boxes

AESP, Inc.

S75+

Complete selection of
seria.l switch boxes that
enables you to auach
additional serial devices
to the Mac.

Hurdler serial board

Creative
Solutions, Inc.

S299 to
S379

Nu Bus cards that
add two o r four serial
ports to your Mac II.
Compatible with
System 7 and
Communications
Toolbox.
COlli ill lieS
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Table5.8
Continued

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

MaraThon
Multi-Com

Dove Co mputer
Corpo ration

$499

NuBus card that
adds th ree serial pons
and one parallel po rt ro
a Mac II.

Quadralink

Applied Enginee ring

S299

NuBus card that add s
four serial ports to a
Mac II. Compatible with
System 7 and Communications Toolbox.

Si:x-Port Auto
Switch

Re liable
Communicarions, Inc.

S46;

External automatic serial
switch box. Includes five
serial ports and one
parallel port.

Data Switch
Boxes

Data Spec

s;o and

Two different switch
boxes. One has four
additional ports; the
other has eight additional
ports.

S70

SCSI Enhancements
As you know, there are many different devices that you can attach to
your SCSI inte rface. However, it is possible to add additional SCSI ports
and accelerate your existing SCSI bus. This section briefly describes
some of these en hancements.
SCSI II , a new SCSI protocol, enables the drive of a Mac II to access data
more quickly if the drive is SCSIII-compatible. To take advantage of this
capability, you need a SCSI II host adapter. The speed increase could be
100 pe rcent o r more. In add ition to increased SCSI speed, the adapter
adds another SCSI bus to the Mac so that you can use six additional SCSI
devices.
A second SCSI e nhancement allows disk mirroring. Disk mit·roring is a
process where everything written on one disk is duplicated on a second
drive as a backup.

F
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or more about disk mirroring, refer to Chapter 10. The backup
section provides more information about this concept.

Table 5.9 lists some of the differe nt SCSI products.

Table 5.9
SCSI
EnhancementS

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

SCSI Plus

Applied Concepts, Inc.

S395

Enables you ro extend
t.he overall length of the
SCSI bus by an additional
18 feet.

SCSI PowerCard

DayStar Digital, Inc.

S1,499to
S3,499

NuBus card for accelerat·
ing SCSI data transfers.
Uses a buffer of 1M to
16M, a 68000 CPU . and a
fitst SCSI d1ip.

Silicon Express

ATI'O Techno logy, Inc.

$995

SCSI II NuBus card .
Accelerates all SCSI
functions and provides
SCSI II co mpatibility.

Other Stuff
You can add innume rable devices ro the Mac-some increase the
computer's capabilities, and others are simply fun to u se. Table 5.10 lists
a few-very few-of the myriad available devices that you can add.

Table 5.10
Other Devices

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

Cash Drawer

APG, Inc.

S425

A cash drawer fo r
retailers ro use with the
Mac. Fully programmable
so that it can be operated
by your point·Of·salc
software . Check with the
manufacturer and your
software publisher fo r
compatibility before you
purchase one .
continues
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Table 5.10
Continued

Device

Mamifacturer

Price

Description

EL4 SSTI

Indiana Cash
Drawer Company

S520

A cash drawe r fo r
retailers to use with the
Mac. Fully programmable
so that it can be operated
by your poinr-of-sale
so ftw:Lrc. Check with the
manufacturer and your
software publisher for
compatibility before you
p urch:LSe one.

Gold Card

Pinnacle Micro, Inc.

5395

NuBus card that
compresses and
decompresses hard drive
data o n the fly. Because
this item is a card,
transparent data
compress is possible,
meaning that you can
double yo ur hard disk
space.

Powe r Key and
Power Remote

Sophisticated
Circu its, Inc.

S99 and
S49

Enable you to start
up the Macinrosh SE,
Classic, LC or II with a
phone call.

ningo

MacSema

S130

Enables you to start up a
Mac II with a pho ne call .

Wake Up

MacSema

S200

NuBus ctrd that
auto matically smns u p
the Mac and se nds a
sig nal that can be used
with a macro program to
let you perform unattended automatic
procedures.

Adding Accessories
The devi ces that you can add to your Macintosh are called by the gene ric
name peripherals. The extras that you can purchase for the Mac that are
not part of the actual Mac system are called accessories.
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Accessories are tools that enhance your working environment This
category includes mouse pads, disk boxes, monitor stands, and so on.
The pu rpose of accessories is to make your computing life easier, safer,
or more comfortable. Accessories are generally inexpensive and often
necessary.
Table 5.1l lists accessories. Some-such as a mo use pad-are essential;
others-such as a wrist pad-are simply helpful o r fu n.

Table5.11
Accessories

Device

JWnnufaclurer

Pt'ice

Desa·ipt ion

3M Dis kette
Cleaning Kit

3M Company

S22

Cleaning syste m fo r
Aoppy disk drives; this
system (or a similar o ne)
sho u ld become a regular
part o f your Mac
maintenance routine.

CD ROM LC-1

AudioSource. Inc.

S30

Cleaning system fo r a CD·
ROM drive. Contains a
special disk that instructs
the drive so that the lens
is aligned with the part of
the d isk that it clean s.

Clean Path

Discwasher, Inc.

S60

Comple te maintenance
program for the Mac.
Uses a software timer to
remind you to clean the
kerboard , d isk d rives,
and monitor.

Curtis Products

Curtis Manufacturing
Co.. Inc.

Varies

An entire pro duct line

Disk Wallets

Precisio n Lin e, Inc.

S9 to S32

Enables yo u to transport
disks b etween home and
work safely.

Erase-a-Label

Erase-a-Label

$5

Disk labels that you can
erase and write o n again
and again.

Fast Pad

Precision Line. Inc.

$8 to SI 5

Mo use pad with a Tefl on·
type coating that makes
using your mouse easier.

that inclu des anti-glare
screens, monitor arms.
and disk storage boxes.

colltinues
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Table 5.11
Con1inued

Device

Manufacturer

Price

Description

KeySeals

Crosby Creations

S25

Fom1-fit rubber seal that
fits over the keyboard
and protects the
keyboard from liquid
and particles.

Kleenlaser

AudioSource, Inc.

S25

Cleaning system for laser
printers.

MacAccessories

Kensington
Microware, Ltd.

Varies

Entire line of high-quality
Mac accessories. Products
include dust covers, tiltswivel systems, printer
stands, and anti-glare
screens.

MacTilt

ErgotJ'On, Inc.

S lOO 1.0

A stand that holds the
,\1ac or monitor and
allows you to tilt it and
adjust its position.

S ilO

NoHad Shield

NoRad Corporation

SI29 to
S139

Special screen that
shields you from lowlevel electromagnetic
radiation.

Wrist Rescue

Precision Line. Inc.

S19

A large pad that sits in
fro nt of your keyboard so
that you can rest your
wrists on it.

Wrist Hest

Computer Expressio ns

$20

A large pad that sits in
front of your keyboard so
that you can rest your
wrists on it.

Summary
One way to personalize your Mac and truly make it your own is to
accessorize it. This chap te r he lped you exp lore the types of devices you
might wane to attach to your Mac and the purposes of those devices.
This is the hodgepodge chapter. It includes descriptions and advice
about the fo llowing types of Macintosh pe rip herals:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scanners
Video-capture products
Audio digitizers
Graphics tablets
Mouse replacements
Keyboards
Special-purpose devices
Accessories

After you have read about all the possibilities, you will be able to pick
and choose how you want to dress your Mac. Now you can outfit your
Mac for work and play. It's just up to you to find clothes that fit.
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Part II
The System
Buying Hardware
Upgrading Your System
Getting the Most from
Your System
Customizing Your System
Keeping Track of Your Data
Troubleshooting, Part 1
Troubleshooting, Part II

Buying Hardware
efore you purchase a Mac,
you need to decide what to
buy and where to buy it. In
addition to making the
decision to purchase a Mac,
you need to consider a
number of details: what type
printer, what size hard
drive, how much memory, and
what peripherals you may want
now and in the future. When you
purchase hardware, you need to
make sure that you are getting the
best value for the money.
The total cost of a new system can
equal a new car, which makes the
selection process all the more
important. If you intend to use the

Mac in business, for example, you must make sure that d1e purchase is a
sound business d ecision . You want the system to pay for itself and help
you make a pro fit. If you are purchasing a home compute r, you need to
be sure that the Mac is a lasting investment d1at will perform all d1e
fu nctions you need.
After deciding o n a particular Mac, you have ro determine where to
buy the system. You can now purchase Macintoshes from large supercomputer stores, local Apple dealers, mail-order companies, or an Appleauthorized Value Added Reseller (VAR). In addition ro the normal
channels, you can buy used Macs from computer stores that take tradeins, or even get a new Mac from an unauthorized-by Apple, that issource. These unauthorized sources are called gray -market dealers.
Each of these sources has its pros and cons.
This chapter can help with the decisions of what and where to buy. The
chapte r covers the following topics:
•

Prepurchase considerations

•

How to select hardware

•

Finding resources

•

Deciding where to purchase

What To Know before You Purchase
Entering the compute r-buying process is like any other important
activity. You need to prepare yourself for making the decisions by
understanding your needs and obtaining relevant information. This
section discusses some consideratio ns that are important for making an
informed purchase decision.

Types of Computer Users and Needs
As a rule, Macs are purchased by two general types of users, each of
which has its own special needs. These purchasers are
•

The bu siness computer purchaser, who uses the Mac as a business
tool

•

The ho me computer purchase r, who uses d1e Mac for household
management, ente rtainment, and personal data processing

Before choosing a compu ter fo r business use, perform a needs analysis,
measure the cost of the equipment against what your business can
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affo rd, and ve rify th at the comp uter will pay for itse lf within a reasonable
time frame. Consider whe ther you need a color mo nitor o r a ne twork,
fo r example, and which Mac will besr accomplish the tasks you assign it.
T his type o f purchasing analysis sho uld be part of an overall business
plan and is not necessary fo r the ho me user.
Most small businesses do nor have business plans. Even w hen small
businesses do have such plans, they rare ly include a careful analysis of
compute rs with rega rds to actual costs o r how computers can help the
business; instead , they might include compu ter purchases as a vague
capital expense. Rath e r than look at computers as a generic necessity,
serio usly conside r the available technology and the real cost savings that
well-ch osen compu te rs can provid e.

!tho ugh most people th ink in terms of the machine fi rst
and the n the software, this approach is backward. Unless
you already know what sofuvare you plan to use, read Chapter 16,
"Pu rchasing Software ''; the n come back to this chapte r. Software
is as imp ortant-or more impo rtant- than the h;u·dware you
purchase. Software can cost as much as the computer, and it
dete rmines what the Mac can do. Yo u do no t wam to buy a Mac
only ro fi nd that the sofuvare you need does nor run optima lly on
th at model.

A

For the ho me user, the decisio n-making process is similar to tha t of the
business user in that you need to know what you need and w;m t, as well
as w here w go w get the info rmatio n you need. Howeve r, because ho me
syste ms are simple r than those used in business, certain sectio ns in this
chapter will nor be usefu l to the ho me user and are noted as such at the
beginning of the sectio n.

The Salesperson and Your Purchase
Most compute r salespeople have two goals in mind. The fi rst is to make
the sale. Even whe n the sto re d oes nor pay co mmissio n to its salespeop le , they are under incredible pressu re to make as many sales as
possible. Salespeople want you to buy, buy, buy. The salespe rso n's
second goal is to make you, as a cu stome r, hap py and content with you r
purchases and dealings with him or her and th e store.
A good salespe rson actually gets you to reveal yo ur desires and then

provides you with the reasons for your making the purchase. Yo u the n
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leave the score feeling good, knowing that the salesperson helped you,
and never thinking that you just made a purchase you really didn't need
or inte nd to make.
The point here is not ro make you mad at salespeople for doing their
jobs, but to warn you in advance. Salespeople know tricks (all good
salespeople know them, not just computer salespeople) to help you
spend you r money, and then spend some more. If you are aware of
some of these tricks, however, you are less likely to succumb to the
impulses that a salesperson exploits and pe rhaps able to save yourself a
few dollars in the process.
If the salesperson has d one a good job, you will be feeling positive about
the purchase you have just made. While you are in this mood, a good
salesperson will attempt tO convince you that for a just a few dollars
mo re, this software package o r that peripheral will be a great idea. This
method o f getting the consu mer to "add-on" purchases is a basic te net of
sales. Your best defense against this is to be clear in advance of entering
the sto re about what you need and can afford.
The biggest danger is in being oversold, not undersold. Computers are
too expensive to purchase o n impulse. Most software is also expensive.
Salespeople will try to sell you an accessory, some neat and inexpensive
peripherals, or supplies that you can use but may not need. If you do
not know what you need and you rely o n the salesperson, you will end
up with a system that e.xcceds your needs, which means it will cost more
than you need co spend.
One way w avoid being oversold is tO say no-"No , I th ink I'Ll wait until
I see how eveq•thing I already have works out" Also, you should know
what you need before you ever walk into the computer store; have a
shopping list. If something is not on your list, don't buy it. The salesperson will happily sell you eveqrtl1ing on your list
Also look out for the sales technique whe re the salesperson makes
several statements that are meant to solicit an affirmative response. If
they can get you into a "yes" mood, it becomes harder to say "no" and
you will be more likely to purchase something you did not intend to
buy. The "yes" technique of sales is very insidious (and I may be expelled
from the Salespersons Club for revealing these trade secre ts).

Selecting Your Hardware
Along with deciding what software you need , finding hardware to match
that software is your most important task. The process for making this
determination is called a needs analysis. Performing a needs analysis
involves actual hard reckoning wid1 a smattering of personal preference
and sometimes an intuitive hunch.
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When you get ready w select the individual components, such as d1e
hard drives, monitors, and modems, you often find the reco mme ndation
of a particular brand name to be nothing more than a personal prefere nce or vested inte rest. That a retail store Gtrries o ne brand instead of
anoth er does not mean much. One store carries Radius monitors,
a nother carries SuperMac, and yet a third handles RasterOps. In most
cases, a store's stocking a brand means that the store has an established
relationship wid1 a particular manufacturer, d1e srore began carrying a
product and never changed, or that one manufacturer gave the store
better terms d1an another manufacturer.
This section shows you how to perform a needs analysis and p rovides
some tips regarding the evaluation of equipment. If you are a large
corporate buyer, this process is easier. However, as a small businessperson or as a home user, you still can take advantage of analyses a nd
resources for equipment recommendations to find me best deal for the
money.
To form an unbiased opinion regarding any product, and reduce the
personal preference ele ment, you have to do some research. Finding
resou rces is discussed later in this section. That discussion should
provide you with most of the wols and advice you need to make an
educated decision.
This section then deals with business decisions, showing some of the
hidden costs in computer operations and some ways to evaluate the
equipment from the bonom line: evaluating decisions to make sure that
d1e computers really help you turn a profit.

An Overview of the Process
A needs analysis is an examination of your computing requirements.
Before beginning, you must decide how you intend to use me
Macintosh. To perform a needs analysis, follow these steps:
1. Define you r computing goals.

2. Break down the overall goals by their individual tasks.
3. Determine what equipment you need.
4. Investigate resources.
5. Plan the setup.
6. Consider the time necessary to learn how to operate the system.
7. Build in a maintenance schedule.
8. Do a cost analysis o f steps 1 d1rough 7.
9. U necessary, compromise.
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Making the Goal Statement
The goal state ment allows you to dream about what you want to
do with the computer or computer system. Include every possible
scenario you can imagine. Particularly for the business goal state me nt,
discu ss computer needs and wa nts with everyone who will be using the
system. Use this initial statemem to dream a little and build the ideal
situation. You can the n go back and remove what may not be feasible
clue to technological or financial limitations.
The following sections include some ideas for goal statements for home
and business use, as well as information about how to use sources to
create a goal state me nt.

The Business Statement
The goal statement fo r a business could be some thing like the following:
Our computing goals are to facilitate interoffice communications,
provide fax capabilities, and combine departmental projects. Our
goa ls also include the production of a company-wide newsle tter
fo r employees and anothe r newsle tter for customers.

The Home Statement
For the home-system goal statement, include e verything you might want
to use the compute r fo r and everyone who will be using it. Anothe r
membe r of your ho usehold might have some specific task that can be
completed o n the compute r. If you have children, include their interests.
You might make a goal stateme nt d1at sounds like the following:
I will use our family computer to keep track of the fina nces, do
some work at home, write lette rs, and keep a database of the
addresses and phone numbers o f all our frie nds and re latives.
Additionally, we will make a famil y tree. The kids and I will
probably play some games on the computer, and the kids will use
it for doing their homework.

Other Sources
Although inte nded to provide you with some ideas and information
about your Mac, this book does not contain everything. You might need
to turn to other sources in o rder to define you r computing goals more
clearly. lf you do no t knm.v all the optio ns available to you , go to d1e
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local newsstand and pick up a couple of months' worth of Mac\Vor/d
and MacUser magazines. By reading about what is current in Mac
technology and finding examples of what other people are doing with
their Macs, you can better understand the Mac's overall capabilities and
get some new ideas. as well.

Another source of information is a local user group. A user group is a
group of people who get together to share ideas and talk abom computers. Usually the different user groups center around specific computer
models. Any medium to large metropolitan area probably has several
user groups and o ne or two devoted to the Mac.
A Macintosh user group can go a long way toward helping you figure out
what you need from the Mac a nd can do with th e Mac. User groups can
also be sources for technical supporl, and for sh:u·eware. Some user
groups even have software lending libraries for their members.
Appendix B contains a list of various additional sources.

Breaking Down the Goals
The process of breaking down the goal statement into its individual
componenrs is just a matter of identifying all the pieces that you will
need to make up your computing goal. After you idenrify the pieces, you
can then put the puzzle together. As stated earlie r, software is a major
piece of the puzzle. Without knowing what software you will use o r what
programs arc available. you cannot finish this process of defin ing your
goals. So if you haven't read Chapter 16, "Purchasi ng Software," do so
now.
Because you will build a computer system around what you wam to
accomplish , this step involves listing the individual componemsstarting with software-that you need ro put together your ideal Mac
system. During d1is process, you will identify the areas that have more
than one solutio n and tl1e variables that need to be considered.

The Business Goals
Assume that you are selling up a system for a small shop wid1 ten
employees and one outside sa lesperso n. ·using rhe example business
goal statement from d1e preceding section, d1e goal breakdown looks
like this:
To facilitate interoffice communications:
•

File server for storing all critic:tl company documen ts, for easy ti le
shari ng between departments, and to act as the mail server
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•

E-mail system to connect all employees involved in production and
adminjstration

•

One PowerBook for the salesperson

To provide fax capabilities:
•

Networked fax mode m

To combine departmental projects:
• Word processing capabiHties for each workstation and spreadsheet
software for employees who need it
To produce newsletters for employees and customers:
• At least one graphics workstation and the necessary graphics
sofrv,rare and hardware
Table 6.1lists the equipment and software you need in generic terms.
The next sectio n deals with the selection of specific Macs based on how
they are going to be used.

Table6.1

Equipment

Quantity

Notes

Macimoshes

11

You need o ne !\•l ac for each
employee and a file server.

EtherNcl or
Loca1Ta lk hardware

lU

If you decide to usc EtherNet,
you need cards and hardware
for each in-house Mac.

Laser printers

2 or 3

Usually one laser printer is
needed for every 3 to 4 users,
depending on volume.

The Business Shopping List

File server software

Although you could use
System 7's built-in File
Sharing, it is not as efficient
as a Hle server such as
AppleShare.

A full-page o r
two-page monitor,
e ither in colo r
or grayscale

This equipment is fo r the
graphics workstation.
Producing a d ecent newsletter
o n a 9- or 13-inch screen is
almost impossible .

A fa:'< modem with
nerwork sofrware
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1

Gives all employees the
ability to send faxes of any
documents created on their
Macs fTom the ir workstations.

Equipment

Quantity

Notes
For remore networking and so
that your salesperson can log
in and get mail.

Modem or Netmodem

Scanner Software

1

For newsletter production.

E-mail

1 multiuser

You need an E-mail software
like Quickmail or Microsoft
Mail.

Word processing
software

10

Each workstation needs a
word processor to meet the
company's requirements.

Spreadsheets

5 to 10

You probably need at least five
spreadsheets, based on the
number of employees who
will be involved with accounting an d budgetary needs.

Database software

5 to 10

Depending on how }'OU plan
to use the database, you may
need only a flat-file system.
Because your company will be
sending a newsleuer to clients,
you will need a way to keep
track of their addresses and
make mailing labels.

Drawing or
illustration

1

For the graphics workstation
and newsletters.

Page layout

For the graphics workstation
and newsletters.

Nerwork bridge

You need this software ro
make the transition fro m
AppleTalk to EtherNet if you
choose to use EtherNet.

As you can see fro m the list, w hat seems to b e a simple o ne-paragrap h
goal state me nt becomes a much m ore com p lex issue. Although your
syste m might no t need to be t his com p lex, you still must evaluate and
ju stify the actual cost of t he syste m . Making compro mises is d iscu ssed in
the "Com p romising" section in this chapter.
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The Home Computer Goals
As with the business goal statement, you need to break down the goal
statement for the ho me computer syste m. To satisfy the goals of the
earlier example goal statement, the home system must consist of the
following prima.ry eleme nts:

•

The computer

•

A printe r

•

Software to accomplish the necessary tasks

ith a home computer, you might find that software
expenses can initially equ al-and over time exceed- the
cost of the computer hardware.

W

Although not as complicated as the business syste m, the home-co mputer
system also becomes more complex as you start to decide what you want
to purchase. Table 6.2 provides an idea of what you need.

Table 6.2

Equipment

Quantity

Notes

The Home Shopping List

Hardware
You must decide whether you
want a color or a black-and-white
mo nitor.

Macintosh

Printer

1

The type of primer depends o n
the quality of outpm you need .
You need a modem if you are
going to use on-line services, log
into the ne twork at work, o r
explore bulletin boards. (Refer to
Chapter 13 for more informatio n
o n communicatio ns.)

Modem

Software
Financial Package
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1

Several ho me fin ancial packages
are available for the Mac. You can
usc a simple package like Quicken
o r something more complex like
Managing Your Money or
MacMoney.

Equipment

Quantity

Noles

Word Processing
or an integrated
package

You can purchase a full-featured
word processor or an integrated
package that has a database.
spreadsheet, communicat io ns
software, word processor. and
graphics package (available with
some integrated packages).

Database or
integrated package

You can purchase a full-feamred
database o r an integmted package
that has a d arabase. spreadsheet,
communicatio ns software, word
processor, and graphics package
(available with some integrated
packages).

Family tree software

Shan:ware and a couple of
commercial packages. are
available.

Entertainment

I or 2

Purchase entertainment soflware
over time, but you might want to
begin with o ne or two games.

Fumre Purchases
CD-ROM drive

Because of the many educational
and reference titles available on
CO-llOM, you might eventually
want to purchase a CD-ROM
drive.

t is high ly recomme nded that home users purchase an inte·
grated package instead of full-featured versions o f the software
contained in the integrated packages. "fhe e-xtra featu res contained
in the more expensive full-featured packages are designed for
business use and are of li ttle valu e for the home use r. For the cost
of a single fuiJ.fearured package, you can purchase an integrated
package and have all the capabilities that you need.

I

The list satisfies the basic objectives outlined earlie r in the goal state·
me nt. You arc one step closer to the overall decision, but now you must
decide on the specifics.
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Determining What Equipment You Need
Having dete rmined you r computer goals and the types of equipment you
need , you can make final decisions on specific components for the
syste m, such as which computers, mo nito rs, hard drives, and network
configuratio n you wa nt. Afte r you finish making specific equipment
decisions, you can accurately figure the syste m's cost and determine
whethe r to modify the system to reduce the cost.

CPUs
In choosi ng a Macintosh central processing unit (CPU), you need
to have a clear picture o f the differe nt Macs' capabilities and your
sp ecific needs. If your computer needs are only word processing and Email communicatio ns, fo r instance, a Classic II or an LC II makes more
sense tha n a high-end Quadra. On the other hand, if you need to
pe rfo rm graphics work, a llsi is a be tter choice than a Classic II.
In general, the real issues are speed , expandabiJity, and cost. Many Macs
can perform similar tasks, for example, but the various machines d iffer in
how fast they perform those tasks. Having the flexibility to expand and
upgrade the system also may be an important conside ration. On the
od1er hand , the o nly .Macs unable to work with a color monito r are the
Classic and the PowerBook 100. Color capability, therefore, is not
usually the detem1ining factor in a Mac CPU decisio n. Again, matching
your actual needs and resources with a Mac's capabilities and cost is the
central matter.
Table 6.3 lists the current Macintoshes and gives you a brief ove rview of
d1e different Macs' capabilities. (For specifications on particular machines, refer to Chapter 1.)

Table6.3

Model

Size

Notes

Current Macintosh Mo de ls

Entry Level
Entry-level machines arc good for individ ual workstations and home
macbines. ifyou need to do only word processing and a little graphics
processing, tbese Macs wfll do tbe j ob.
Classic
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4M of memory
with a 40M
hard d rive

In a class s irni.lar to that of
the Plus and SE. The Classic II
is a better choice than the Classic.
Not pro duced anymore; it is still
av:tilable from some vendo rs.

Model

Size

Notes

Classic II
o r the
Performa 200

4M o f me mory
with a 40M o r 8 0M
hard d rive

Good fo r most word processing
and ho me situations, but it has
very Jimjted upgradabil ity. Not a
colo r Mac.

LC U o r the
l'crfom1a 400

4 ~1 of memory
with a 40M or 80M
hard d rive

The lowest cost color Mac as
of 9/92. Good fo r most word
processing and home situations;
if processing speed is a considerario n, however, o pt for a faste r
Mac. One model comes with a
12-inch color monito r and a keyboard. Ano ther model comes with
V-RAM fo r use wid1 high resolutio n color monitors {13-inch and
larger) and no keyboard .

II Family
Tbe .Mac II f ami/JI is tbe basic business macbfne. Tbese Macs bave tbe
power to work witb any application and can perform a variety of
f unctions. For long periods of bigb·end grapbics processing, bowever, a
Quadm is tbe better cboice.
llsi

3M or SM of
memory wid1 a
·10M or80M
hard drive

The Ilsi is an excelle nt
machine fo r demanding
work that requires several
applications like spreadsheets,
databases, and some page layout;
ho wever, it does have lim ited
expand ability.

Uci

4M o r 5M of

All llci's have a c.1che card ,
which helps speed u p
machine. More versatile
than d1e llsi; has three internal
Nu Bus expansio n slo ts. Also
upgradable to the Quadra 700. If
you want to make su re that you
have room to grow, the Ilci is the
Mac to buy. You can use the llci
as a graphics workstation;
however, consider a Quadra for
full-rime g raphics or QuickTime
work.

memory 'Wi dl
no hard drive, an
80M hard drive, or
a 230M hard d rive

me

COillfll ii i!S
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Table 6.3

Model

Continued

Size

Notes

Quadras
Quadras are workstation-class Macintosbes. 17Jey a re best suited for
bigb-end grapbics, 3 D, animation, video, CAD/Cr'\M work, or program
development. Any application that is pmcessor-intensive should use a
Quadra.
Quadra 700

4M of memory with
no hard drive, an
80M hard drive, a
230M hard d rive, or
a 400M hard drive

The 700 is an excellent
machine, but has a 2-slot
exp ansion limir.

Quadra 950

SM of memory with
no hard drive, a
230M hard d rive, or
a 400M hard drive

If you need expandability and lots
of p ower, the 950 is the best Mac
ro buy.

PowerBooks

Tbe PowerBook is made primarily f or p ortable computing. You can
purchase PowerBooks witb computing capabilities rcmgingjrom a
Classic to a llci. You can use the 140 or 170 as a replacement for a
desktop Mac.
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Good machine for word processin g and perhaps keeping a
schedule, bur is very limited
oth erwise. Has been discontinued. Available from chain and
mail-order stores.

PowerBook

2M of mem01y with

100

a 20M hard d rive

Power Book
L40

4M of memory with
a 40M o r an SOM
hard drive

Middle-of-the-road PowerBook,
which provides enough power fo r
most computing needs. The 140
also has 32-bit QuickDraw in
ROMs, so it works with a color
display, given the pro pe r
hardware.

Po werBook
170

4M of memory
with a 40M o r
an SOM hard drive

Provides the power of a I lei. You
can attach the 170 to a color
monito r. lf you want a portable
Mac with desktop power, d1e
PowerBook 170 is the best choice.

rices are not included in table 6.3 because the market is very
. volatile and prices fluctuate constantly.

P

Selecting high-end Macs involves the hardest decisio ns. How do you
justify getting faster, more powerful mach ines when o n the surface they
all do the same thing? If you wiU be creating inte nse graphics work,
working with high-resolution colo r images off CD-ROM disks, or
processing large databases or a networked database, you need machines
with a great deal of computi ng power. The further justification for
getting faster, more powerful Macs is that they can save time, enhance
quality. and increase production.
The justification for getting a faster Mac is d1at it will save time and
increase production. This can o nly be accurately measured in a real work
si tuation. Un fo rtunately, if you're planning right now-before implementing the Mac in a work situation-it is not feasible to measure you r
need. To determine whether speed will be a significant factor, you either
must resort to product reviews or do a little math.

lf you opt for the latter choice, you need to get your hands on a Mac to
make some comparison tests. Go to the local Apple deale r and use some
of the salesperson's time. Ask him ro load the applicatio n you are most
concerned about-Pho toShop, PageMaker, Word , and so on. Then work
with the package for a half hour, performing tl1e type of work that will
be clone in you r business. Perform some action that requires tl1e screen
to redraw the image and time how long the process takes. (Do not use
the built-in virtual memory during this test.)
If you have the time, you can repeat this process on a faster Mac and
truly time the speed difference. Otherwise, figure that a Quadra will do
the same refresh at about twice the speed of the !lei. After you have a
real number, you will have to calculate how much time the person using
the graphics compute r will save in a day, based on the difference in
speed between the redraws.
It d oes not take much ro see a significant diffe rence and cost savings
in terms of time. Suppose. for example, that the redraw in PhotoShop
is 30 seconds on a llci: you can the n approximate that it will be only
15 seconds on a Quadra. Now suppose that your graphic artist uses
PhotoShop 30 percent of the clay. During tl1e two and a half hours he
uses the program, he has approximately 50 redraws. On a Mac llci, these
50 redraws would take a total of 25 minutes; on a Quadra, they wou ld
take only 12.5 minutes. You could extrapolate fro m this number tl1at for
every 2.5 hours your grap hic artist uses th e Mac, he will spend aro und
20 to 25 mi nu tes waiting for the Ilci and o nly 10 to 12.5 on a Quad ra.
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From here, t11e rest of the math is simple. The graphic artist gets paid 20
dollars per hour, the average time waiting for the llci to refresh in an 8hour day is a little more than an hour-ten dollars per day, fifty dollars
per week, and $2,600 per year. The difference in t11e price of a !lei and
Quadra is only $1,900 at list price. Your justification is in real dollars
gleaned fro m time saved due w the speed of the Quadr.t versus the llci,
with a bonus of S500 the first year (added to the bottom line).

Networks
When considering networks, you must decide how fast you want your
data to travel. Be sure, in any event, w design the ne twork so that you
can expand it easily. If you have the luxury of installing the network from
scratch, look into some type of star configuration. Chapter 14, "Networking," sho uld give you a good idea about what typ e of network you want
to use.

Monitors
Because most new Macs do not come off t11e shelf without a monitor,
you will have another decision to make. The first question is whether to
purchase a color monitor. The most important reason for getting a color
monitor is fo r creating and manipulating color graphics, although
personal prefere nce is another deciding facwr.
The next question is what size monitor you need. Your computer tasks
determine the appropriate monitor size. The Classic II's 9-inch monitor
is fine ·for some tasks, bu t is uncomfortable to use to r extended periods
of time. A larger monitor, even the 13-inch color monitor, is much better
for extended use. For doing page layout and intensive word processing,
a full-page display works very well, although two-page d isplays are best
for page layout and serious graphics because they e nable the artist w see
and work on the entire picmre at once.
Chapter 3 contains more information on mon itors.

Drives
For business use, consider 80M d1e minimum size for the hard drive.
The System takes up a minimum of2.5M, whereas a System with a few
fonts, extensions, and control panels can easily require 10M. An advanced user's System might actually reach 20M. Add the ever-increasing
size of application packages to the System's requirements, and you might
not have much data storage space left. Besides, the cost d iffere nce
between a 40M and an 80M drive is less than buying a new drive.
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A graphics workstation will easily need a 400M drive if you want to store
projects on the drive itself. Even a 400M d rive is a bit small if you
produce a great deal of data. The general ru le for hard d rives usually
seems tO be the bigger, the better.
In the process of setting up the network, you will probably want to
develop a backup system. For a network with a large number of Macs,
your best bet is to use a OAT drive and perform a ne tvvork backup.
(Backing up data is discussed in Chapte r 10.) Otherwise you must make
all the users responsible for their own backups (which rarely, if ever,
works), o r have all critical data stored on a file server and back up that
data on a regular basis.
For the home user, an 80M hard drive is best, ald10ugh you can p robably
get by with a 40M drive. The real question is how much you will use the
system. If you use it extensively, you need an 80M drive. On the other
ha nd, if you use the system only occasionally, for a few letters, some
school papers, and so on, most o f the 80M will be unused.

Printers
A laser pri nter is th e best printer choice for businesses. Laser-quality
printing is now the standard for business docume nts, and other types of
printers are too slow for business needs. You just need to choose wh ich
laser printe r tO use.
If you intend tO do high-e nd graphics, the LaserWriter Hg is the most
logical choice because of its speed and resolution. Although the llg is
the best choice, however, it is not the o nly choice. L1.ser printers are
available from several companies. You will have to d o some research o n
printers and decide what you need (see Chapter 4). One guideline to
keep in mind is d1at for every three to five people, you will need one
printer . Of course, th ese numbers depend o n how much each of these
people will be printing. It is possib le for up tO ten people to use a single
laser printer. So o ur mythical company should pu rchase no more d1an
two laser printers initially, and probably budget for d1ree or four.
For nongraphics workstations, consider d1e volume of p rinting and the
speed necessary for meeting your p rinting needs. An lmageWriter might
be usefu l tO a business that needs to fill o ut multiple-copy NCR forms,
such as invoices, although d1 is printer is otherwise too slow and noisy
for a bu si ness environment.
When buying a printer for the home, you must conside r the quality of
output you need. For most purposes, you can use an Apple StyleWriter.
If you don 't need PostScript, the Personal LaserWriter LS is a good
cho ice. Should you need or want PostScrip t, it is hard to beat the
Personal LaserWriter II NR. If you are truly concerned about cost,
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the lmageWriter 11 is a good printer for home use. Although more
expensive d1an the StyleWrirer, the lmageWrite r ll costs less to maintain
and is a hardie r printer. The StyleWriter does nor stand up to abuse as
well as an lmageWrirer does. If you have children, durability might be a
concern because kids are often rough o n equipment.

Peripherals
The equipmenr discussed in the preceding sections is essential for
computing. Dealing with peripherals, however, is more like buying toys,
especially for the home syste m. Businesses, of course, need whatever is
necessary to get d1e job do ne.
For the busi ness needing modems, consider networked devices; you will
already have a basic network fo r the printe rs. Even if you are not using a
ftle serve r, networked modems save you money. And, if you need to
allow people to work from home, a networked modem or some form of
network access is necessa ry beyond question .
Other impo rtanr p eripherals for a business include a couple of extra
mice and an extra keyboard. You also need to consider d1e ergonomic
niceties that can prevent computer-related injuries. These extras include
wrist rests and special computer workstatio ns with comfortable mon itor
and keyboard heights. Extra on-hand equipment and e rgonomic
equipment can both prevent lost work ho urs.
If you are do ing graphics work, consider purchasing a scanner and
perhaps a graph ics table t.
For the home user, the on I)' necessary periphe rals are those you want,
with the possible exceptio n of a modem. If you will be doing inte nsive
data entry on your home syste m, look into the e rgonomic equipment
mentioned previously. This equipment is especially important if you are
also u sing a computer at work.

Investigating Resources
During the process of deciding what you need, you have £O obtain
informatio n . You need info rmation o n the cost of Macs and software (all
prices in this book are list price). You must make sure that the hardware
you intend to use meets your needs. Finding d1is informatio n requires
talking to salespeople, manufacturers, and friends or acquaintances who
are using a system simila r to the o ne you want.
Because you want an unbiased opinio n, you have to gather the information yourself and d1e n put all the pieces togedler. You need to get
informatio n fro m a wide range of sources; because no one user is
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unbiased, talking to one person will not give you the big picture. To get
as objective a view as possible, seek our the following:
• Magazine reviews: By looking at reviews of hardware and software
that compare competing products, you can get an idea of what
products are actually best. Try to get reviews for similar products
from two different sources. The tests used in one review may not
reflect the same results as a different set of tests from another
review. Take both sets of results into account and consider their
similarities or diffe rences.
• Salespeople: Although you need w keep in mind that salespeople
are trying w make a sale and might try w sway you toward more
expensive equipment, they are still a good source of information.
just remember that no one has a corner on the opinion market.
Ask them to justify d1eir opinions and demonstrate their assertions. Then go w another store and ask again. Look for similarities
between d1e reviews and the salespeople.
• Local Macintosh user groups: Here you will hear about the worst
of the worst and the best of the best. All the information you gain
will have some basis in reality. What you hear will be a form
of the company line. Most of the people in user groups are
Macintosh fa natics who will tell you the Macintosh is d1e only
computer in the universe.
But do nm disregard their advice. An active use r group hears more
about products and how they operate in the real world than any
othe r single source. If members bitterly condemn a product, you
would be wise £O steer clear of it. Conversely, their praise will have
some basis in fact, and it reduces your chances of ending up with a
le mo n.
•

Product manufacturers: You want to talk to manufacturers only to
ask about specific details. If you need to know whether a modem
works at 14,400 baud, for instance, call the manufacturer and
request a data sheet. Then call d1e manufacturer's competitor and
get anoth er data sheet. Do not look ar their product comparisons
because for everything they do compare, something else goes
uncompared . Instead, look at d1e technical specifications and
compare them w those of the other manufacturer. Then you can
see whose product has or can do what you want.

•

Consultants: J.f worse comes to worst and you really need pro fessional help with the needs analysis, hire a consultant. When
working with a consultant, be sure that yo u have a contract
d efining exactly '"hat is ro be done. You should hire a consultant
with d1e same care you exercise when hiring a manager. You also
have tO make sure that the consultant has access to you and your
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employees. Without clear communication and open access to
company procedures and operations, the consultant cannot d o the
job, and you wiJJ not get your money's worth.

Planning Your Setup
ecause the setup of a home compute r system rarely
includes more than one computer and printe r, there is no
need to plan the complex wiring and p lacement necessary in a
business environment. For d1is reason, this sectio n is primarily fo r
the business user.

B

After you have de termined what hardware you need, you must devise
a plan for setting it up. The easiest form of setup is moving to a new
location, having it wired, and setting up the computers befo re the
people arrive.
Unfortunately this is not usually the way things work, so most businesses
need to make a plan based on a gradual tra nsition. Bring in a few
computers for those people who will use them most. After these
machines have been in place fo r a while, you can gradually bring in the
others.
The reason for gradually bringing in the hardware is that you can
evaluate the effect o f the new equipme nt in small increments. If you
bring in all the computers at once, you have no way of measuring
productivity changes or making comparisons between employees who
do have compu ters and those who do not. Computers do not automatically increase productivity.
If you have computers in place a nd plan to upgrade, talk to your
employees and solicit their input. You might be surprised at what they
put on their computer wish list. Some employees might just need a file
server o r training instead of new computers.

Providing Training
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s with the previous section, this information is geared to
the business use r.

Although training in part falls under the implementatio n phase of your
needs analysis, you do need to plan for an o ngo ing training program.
Training is necessary for new employees, and current employees need
refresher training. Any new procedures or policies requi re additional
training.
If you do not provide Mac training to e mployees, you will fi nd that they
do not perform consistent file maintenance, do use only the most
superficial aspects of any program, and in gene ral are not as productive
as they co uld be.
The training schedule should include a variation of the following:

•

Genera l Macintosh: This general training should explain the basic
termino logy, file maintenance techniques, and operatio ns fo r the
computer.

•

Network operations: Network training focuses on how to use the
E-mail system, store files o n the server (if you have o ne), or use
System 7 File Sharing.

• Applications specific: This training deals with each of the basic
features for all programs used by the staff.
• Advanced applications: When needed , advanced training teaches
the staff how to take advantage of the system's more advanced
features and use programs that save time and make evel)'One more
productive. Examples o f advanced applications a re creating simple
macros in a spreadsheet, using templates, and customizing the
menu bars.
•

Maintenance a nd emergency procedures: Everyone should be
trained in what to do and what not to do if something goes wrong
with the system. There could be serious repercussions if, for
example, someone initialized his hard drive in a n attempt to start
up his machine.

Training should be provided by whomeve r can accomplish the job for
the least amount of money. A consultant is expensive, but if you use your
in-house expert, you should consid er how much it really costs to have
that person perform training tasks. Consider the person's salary, the
amount of time necessary to prepare the classes, and the actual time
spent teaching. Add to this list the value of d1e work that the ind ividual
performs, and then place a dollar value on the whole package. You
might find that hiring a consultant is inexpensive compared to using
in-house talent.
The other consideration regarding in-house talent is that the person
who is the trainer will also be frequently called on to fix mi nor proble ms, as they occur. Your staff wi!J become dependent on the trainer and
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the trainer will lose a lot of productive time taking care of com-purer
needs not associated with his job. This hidde n cost is rarely taken into
consideration. Also, managers who are not aware of the rime demands
placed o n a trainer or in-house expert often wonder why d1at person's
productivity decreases when an office is compute rized. Often it is not
fair for the traine r or profitable for the company to use in-house talent.

Setting aMaintenance Schedule
Your Macintoshes will need maintenance. Eiilie r create a schedule and
require the users to perform it, o r hire someone fo r d1e task. Small
businesses often ignore this aspect of using a computer, or the owner
learns the bare minimum to keep d1ings o n an uneven keel.
Most of the mainte nance revolves around hard drives: file fragmentation, Syste m installations, System upgrades, or applica tion upgrades.
You also need to think about printer maintenance and gene ral compute r
cleaning.
If someone does not physically check the computers, you will have
problems clue ro people blocking air vents; Macs placed in areas where
they act like vacuum cleaners; and diffe re nt versions of System software,
exte nsions, and control panels being used. Each chapter of this book
that deals with hardware and the System-Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 12, and
14-includes mainte nance tips.
Although it can be expensive to have maintenance performed, you
should have everyth ing mentioned in iliis sectio n checked at least twice
pe r year. You will have fewe r problems if you keep a more regular
mainte nance schedule whe re someo ne checks the equipment on a
monthly o r bimonthly basis. You will have to decide what you can afford.
Most small businesses do not worry about maintenance until something
goes ve1y wrong-something that costs several hundred d ollars to
correct If t he proble m involves a hard disk wid1 essential company
information, fLXing the problem could cost thousands ro hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Do not forget to assess your data with a dollar
value. Doing so e nables you ro more easily justify the expe nse for
mainte nance.

II d1e commenrs about using an in-house person for train~ng
go double for maintenance. If you have an in-house person
who works o n ilie computers, assume that about one-third of his
rime wi ll be spem on othe r people's computer proble ms.
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Re pairs are another aspect of the maintenance schedule, and you need
to plan and budget for repair costs. Although you can purchase on-site
or off-site service contracts for re pairs, the cost effectiveness of such
contracts needs close scrutiny. The Mac is a robust machine and failures
are rare. A service contract for repairs is an insurance policy that rarely
pays for itself, especially because none of them cover the dropping of a
Mac or od1er accidents te rmed as abuse.
The home computer owner, however, might find that spending a couple
hundred dollars to protect the computer is worth the piece of mind a
service contract offers. With a low-cost AppleCare contract, for instance,
a home user can pay for the service coverage for about five years before
equaling the original compute r investment.

Doing aCost Analysis: The Bottom line
To be a good business move, an investme nt in a computer system has to
yield an overall financial gain. If you cannot find a way to quantify what
the computer does and then convert that into a dollar value, you will
have a hard time justifying a system investment.
After you know what you want fo r equipment and software, the cost
analysis is straightforward. The analysis is trickier in the cost areas that
are harder to quantify, such as increased productivity, maintenance.
training, and implementation.
To calculate d1ese other costs, you must somehow quantify the work
being done by hand-or with the current computer if you are going to
upgrade-and d1en assign a monetary value to that quantification.
Assume, for example, that you plan to install a n E-mail system. You need
to consider the following issues:
•

WiH E-mail be more efficient than the current form of messages?

•

Will interoffice me mos be distributed mo re efficiently?

•

Have phone messages or memos been lost, and revenues lost as a
result?

•

Will these changes improve customer service, and as a result,
increase sales?

•

How much time will the E-mail system save that can then be
devoted to othe r tasks?

•

Can d1e receptionist be assigned other tasks clue to increased
efficiency?

•

Will the abili ty for people off-site to log into the system e nable
them ro be more efficient and responsive to customers' needs?
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•

Can E-mail enable you to link in to clients· mail systems, providing
quicker communications and actions than faxes allow?

•

What is the cost of phone message pads?

You can place some value on these issues. Assume, for instance, that
each time someone has ro deliver a memo or pick up phone messages
from the receptionist, the trip takes an average of three minutes.
Because you have a busy office, th is event occurs for each person at least
four times per day. Based on an average of the total daily payroll, each
person costs you $.28 per minute (fii:,rured at an average annual salary of
S35,000 pe r year).
If you have 20 employees, each using 12 minutes a day for me mos and
mail messages, you will save 120 minutes, or two man-hours per day, or
$67.20. This cost works out ro S336 per week and $17,472 for a year.
Sudde nly a n E-mail system not o nly pays for itself bu t could almost pay
for installing a Macimosh Classic on everyone's desk just for E-mail. If
the numbers arc wrong, they are probably roo low. If the actual trips
really take tlve minutes instead of three and each employee actually has
an average of five trips per day, the total annual savings is $36,400 per
year. Never mind that this example does not take into consideration
improved response times, better customer service, and increased
accountability (employees will no lo nger be able to deny receiving
a message). Si milar analyses ca n be made of other aspects of your
business.
The downside is that you must make sure ro include all the hidden costs
of using computers. How much time is used for training, maintenance,
and computer supplies? How much does the needs a nalysis cost?
If the system ca n pay for itself, including training and mainte nance,
within one year, the n during the second year it will make the company
money. And, for a business, making money is the bottom line.

Compromising
By the time you ge t to this point, you realize that you have quite a
project on your hands. You also realize that the system will cost quite a
bit to get up and running. Perhaps the who le project will cost more than
you want to spend. So how do you make compromises that still allow
full functionality?
Some suggestions have been made already, such as using black-a nd
white-monitors whe n color is not needed . Using a 16-inch display rather
than a 21-inch di splay saves more than $3,000. You also can save a
couple thousand dollars by buying a PowerBook 145 rather than a 170 .
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Compromising, however, is always a balancing act. You trade some of
the system 's capabilities or efficiencies for dollars. If downgrading a
computer is going to save you $1,000 up front, but the speed difference
can save you $2,000 in a yea r, reconsider the compromise. Think about
the cumulative savings, not just the short-term savings, especially
because you will be using the Mac for more than one year. The best
compromises are the ones that do not sacrifice performance, or that
allow for upgrading at a later date.
Unfortunately, most of the upgrades you can get through Apple, such as
memory and disk drives, carry premium prices. One way to save money
is to use third-party vendors. Getting additional me mory and drives from
other vendors can save you a great deal of money without a compromise
in quality.

Where to Purchase
Although not telling you specifically which system to buy, this chapter
does provide the means for selecting what you need. The last question
deals with where to buy the Macintosh. Your choices are the local Apple
dealer, a supersto re that carries Macs, an Apple-authorized VAR (Value
Added Reseller), or mail order.
Purchasing through any of these channels has its adva ntages and
disadvantages. Regardless of where you decide to buy, you not only want
the best deal, you also want the assurance that you are making a good
purchase and have some recourse if things do not go according to plan.
When you finally get ready to buy that Mac, or accessories and peripherals, think about doing some of the following:

• Make the purchase wilh a credit card. If you have a problem with
the purchase and the store gives you grief, you can always go to
the credit card company and get the charges reve rsed. They will
investigate, but as long as you re turn the product, you will win.
• Remember tbe price versus service trade-off If you get rockbortom prices, you get rock-bottom service-no t while the sale is
being made, but aftervvards. Those companies that have the lowest
prices make up some of the money by not providing service.
•

T1y to purcbase equipment/bat has a 30-day money-back
guarantee. If something does not work out as expected, you can
then take the item back and try agai n. No one likes being stuck
with something he cannot use o r that does not work as expected.
\XIhen you purchase a ny product, do not send in the registration
card until you are sure that you want to keep the product. But
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even if you do send in the registration card, you should still be
able to retu rn the product o r device.

• Don't pay list price. When you get ready to purchase and have a
full ust of everythi ng you want, negotiate the price down a bit.
Rath er than lose a substantial sale, a deale r will make a deal. If you
don' t thin k you are geuing the best deal possible, take the ust to
other dealers and try to get a better price. Anothe r way to save is to
try to negotiate the setup of the equ ipme nt and the software
instaJ!ation as part of the purchase price.
The following sections cover the differe nt sources available to you for
purchasing hardware or software .

Apple Dealers
AJ! Apple-authorized stores meet certain minimum qualifications. These
qualifications include service capabilities for re pairs, a certain number
o f years in business, and refe rences. Altho ugh Apple dea lers try to be
competitive, they are usually the most expensive p laces to purchase a
Mac. They can provide services, on the other hand, that you probably
cannot get elsewhere-at least not aU in o ne spot. The salespeople in
these stores are trained in network administration, training, and re pair
services.
The compute r su perstores that carry Macs also are Apple au thorized, bur
they only provide repair service, and sometimes they even have to send
the Mac out fo r repairs. Other support services you can get from a
computer store are missing. If you are buying a Mac for the home,
howeve r, you do not have the negotiating leve rage that comes with
purchasing a great deal o f equipme nt. But by shopping the large
su perstores that carry the low-end Macs, you can get a Mac at close to
wholesale price.
The othe r available Apple-authorized cha nnel is a network of Apple
VARs (Value Added Reselle rs). The VAR channel is inte nded to provide
business solutions for specific needs, such as accou nti ng, database
design, graphic productions, and so forth. A VAR is acntally constrained
by his agreement wi th Apple to sell the software solution he used to get
his dealership with each Mac. In othe r words, a VAR can only sell
equipme nt along with his special soft\Yare package. The VAR is usually a
consultant as well as an Apple dealer.
To be authorized, VARs must to be able to provide service and have
access to all of Apple's dealer informatio n . Because they do not deal in
the volumes that the superstores or regu lar com puter dealers do , they
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do not always have the best prices. However, they usually provide the
best service.
Stores selling Macs without Ap ple authorization are called gray-market
dealers because they purchase their Macs from an au thorized dealer for
wholesale prices. Apple claims to frown on this practice, but seems to
look the other way.
Some gray-market dealers cannot provide service and d o not have the
information Apple provides its deale rs. If you decide to purchase from a
gray-market dealer, be sure that the dealer can take care of any problems
you migh t have with the Mac. Anothe r potential proble m is that a graymarket dealer might inadverte ntly do something to the Mac that voids its
warranty. Usually just opening the case by someone oth e r than a trained
and authorized Apple service technician voids the warran ty on the Mac.
Lf the warra nty is voided, an authorized deale r will charge you for any
re pairs. lf you purchase a Mac from a gray-market deale r and have
problems, you may not get warranty service afterwards.

Apple has a list of consultants who, although they are not authorized like dealers, are part of Apple's service providers network.
These consultants are members of Apple's Consu ltant Relations
and are scrutinized by Apple befo re they can jo in. They also agree
to certain conditions for me mbership. One of those conditio ns is
that they will not sell Apple hardware, and another is d1at they will
abide by a certain set of e thics.
In exchange, they receive almost the same information fro m Apple
that a dealer does and often have an inside track on what is going
o n in d1e industry. If you have proble ms o r need special assistance,
you can contact Apple fo r help in finding o ne of these consultants.
Usually such consultants specia lize in specific businesses solutions
like a VAR.

To find the best prices in your area, check the Sunday newspapers and
call around. If you are buying a full system, including software and a
printe r, you might be able to negotiate a small savings.

Mail Order
Purchasing from a retail store or a supersto re usually has the advantage
that you can see \vhat you are going to purchase before you buy. But if
you know "vhat you want and do n' t need to see the equipment first, you
might want to consider buying thro ugh mail order.
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Purchasing through mail order ca n be convenient and can save you
money. The Mac mail-order industry used to be somewhat volatile , with
compani es quickly going in and o ut of business. Now the industry has
settled quite a bit, and you generally do not need to be concerned about
companies folding overnight. If you can, however, use a credit card to
orde r equipme nt, just to be o n the safe side.
One other point to keep in mind is that a mail-order Mac might nor have
an Apple warranty. In this case, you face the same proble ms you will
whe n dealing with a gray-marke t dealer. As always be careful whe n you
purchase through tl1e mail.
You can purchase anything you need for a Mac from a mail-order house.
To find the mail-order house, pick up a copy of MacUser or Mac\'Vorld
magazine. Every month the majo r mail-order houses run large ads in
each magazine.
For a list of mail-order sources, see Appe ndix B, "Resource Guide."

Used Computers
Many people are skeptical about buying used equipme nt. This skepticism in part comes from people's not knowing how to check out the
equipme nt. Anothe r reaso n is the lack of any warranty. Despite these
risks, however, getting a good buy is possible.
If you are buying a home machine or need a good file server or workstatio n, consider purchasing a used SE/30. The SE/30 is one of the better
Macs ever made, and because it is no longer in production, you can only
purchase it used. If you are thinking about a Classic II, consider a used
SE/30 instead . (See Chapter 1, "Upgrading Your Mac," for the specs on
the two Macs.)
Whe n buying a used Mac, you first have to make sure that you are not
paying too much . A good way to determine prices is to watch tl1e want
ads for a couple of weeks. Watch tl1e prices o n the type of Mac you want
and t11en average tl1e prices. When you d o the averaging, be sure to
compare features such as memory, d isk size, and monitor options. se
this average price as a base, and then go shopping.
Whe n you look at a Mac, make sure that it starts and can format a floppy.
Be sure that the mo nitor works, is clear, and does not act funny-no
squiggly lines, flickering, o r scrunched images. The case should not
show any signs of having been dropped-no cracks o r dents. Check the
size of the hard drive and the memory. Of course, you also need to try
out the keyboard and the mouse and test any other peripheral you are
getting with the Mac. Although a t horough check should catch any
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problems, you still have to be the final judge. If the deal feels funn y,
walk away; there will be another used Mac in your future-one that will
work and you can feel good abouc.
Another note on used machines: if someone is selling you a Mac with
software, make sure that you get the master disks and manuals. Otherwise, that person is not selling you the software, but only giving you
copies of it. Be sure to get a bill of sale for both d1e machine and the
software. When you get home, call each of the software publishers and
reregister the software in your name.

I

f someone tries to sell you a used copy of QuarkXPress,
decline. Quark docs not reregister software.

Summary
In this chapter, you learned to develop a goals statement based on your
computing needs. You then learned to break down mose goals and
match them widl the system components that satisfy your computing
needs. The chapter provides practical suggestions to help you make
decisions on the specific componems, such as CPUs, monitors, hard
drives, and printers.
There are so many different Macinrosh configurations that it is not
possible to list every possible use with a particular equipment option. A
needs analysis may seem extreme for a small business, bur so does a
business plan sometimes. Yet they are both essential for planning and
business growth.
Buying a Macintosh is a lot like buying a car. Because you are the one who
is going LO drive it, the only dling that matters in me long run is that you
are happy. Some people want the best car money can buy; others are
content to buy an old, used beater and run it into the ground. The same
concept basically applies to computers.
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Upgrading Your
System
very computer has an
operating system. An operating system is the software
that enables the computer
to operate. In the Macintosh
world, the operating system
is usually just called the
System. In other computer
worlds, the operating system is
called MS-DOS, UNIX, VAX, and a
host of other acronyms and names.
The System runs your Mac and
defines how you use the machine.
When the Mac was first introduced,
the System was the most complicated operating system available
for any personal computer, yet the
System was also easy to use . As

time has progressed, the Syste m has become more complicated. You can
no longe r just drag a System Folder from o ne disk to anothe r and start
up your Mac without being concerned with things such as the model of
Macintosh you have, the amou nt of memory your Mac has. and the type
of peripherals you are using.
This cha pter, along with the next two chapte rs, deals exclusively with the
Macintosh operating system. Beginning with a general introduction of
the System, this chapter discusses how to decide what version of the
System you want to use. This chapter also explains the ins and o uts of
installing the System and describes the standard System elements.

Defining the System
The System s tarts to v.·o rk a lmost as soon as you starr the Mac. When you
boo t a Mac, the Mac finds a d isk d rive with the System and uses the data
in the Syst.em file to start up and begin operating.
When new mode ls of the Mac are released , they always have a new and
improved versio n of the System with added capabilities-some that are
s pecific to the new Macintosh mode l and others that work on all Macs.
You can u pgrade your System at least once a year, and sometimes you
can upgrade twice a year.
The curre nt versio n of the Macintosh operating system is System 7. Each
version usually includes several increme ntal releases as the System
evolves and changes. Each incre me ntal change ftxes bugs, adds support
fo r new Macintoshes, adds features, or does all three o f these things. The
most recent release number is 7. 1.
The predecessor to System 7 was System 6, with the latest release of
System 6 be ing 6.0.8. A version change usually means that there are
subsmn tial operating differences between the new syste m and the old.
This sectio n discusses the differences betwee n System 6 and System 7
and lists reasons why you might want to upgrade to System 7. This
section also discusses reasons why you might want to keep using
System 6, as well as those occasions when you might want to run both
versions o f the operating system.

The Advent of System 7
Macintosh users "vaited almost two years fo r System 7. Almost as soon as
System 6 was introduced , System 7 was rumo red. By the time the
Macintosh SE/30, £lex, and llx were released, the Macintosh power users
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were read)' for an operating syste m that would take advantage of the
new hardware features-such as d1e PMMU coprocessor-included in
new machines.
Syste m 7 was released in May of 1991. Software deve lope rs are now just
beginning to write software that ru ns only unde r System 7. In the past, it
took no mo re ilia n six months fo r software d evelopers to release
software mar ran exclusively unde r the new vers ion of the System.
Because System 7 is so much more complex than its predecessor, and
because many use rs were stiU using System 6 long after d1e re lease of
System 7, System 7-specific software was somewhat delayed.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Upgrading
The slow migratio n to System 7 is a result of several fac tors, including
software that does not run reliably under Syste m 7 and hardware
limi tations. In the past, a Macintosh running System 6 could run almost
any available application, provided that the Mac had at least IM of
memory. System 7 requires a minimum of 2M , and you probably should
not run it unless you have at least 4M. Another disadvantage is that
Finder operations are slower under System 7. Even if you are using a
Mac wid1 a faster CPU, you wiU notice a speed difference from System 6
to System 7.
Finally, even though Syste m 7 is downward compatible to the Macintosh
Plus, running System 7 on a Plus or any Mac that can only use 4M of
RAM is difficult. System 7, whe n combined with its memory requirements and sluggish operation o n MC68000 CPUs, makes operating a t\·1ac
Plus with System 7 unacceptable, even with 4M of RAM.
If, on ilie other hand, you are running System 6 without using
MultiFinde r, you can beef up your System Folder with all kinds of extra
utilities called extensions and co ntro l panels (so that d1e System u ses
approximately 2M) and still have room to run your applications. Because
System 6 will run on a Mac wid1 just 1M of me mory, when you have 4M
and are runn ing Syste m 6, you can have a highly customized System and
plenty of RAM fo r your applicatio ns. System 7, however, cannot run
using less ilian llOOK- more d1an 1M-without taking advantage of
System T s e nhanced capabilities. Figure 7.1 shows a Mac SE/30 running
Syste m 7 with a minimum install System and using 1093K of memory. A
fi.11ly installed vers ion of System 7 will use 15M \>Vithout any enhanceme nts. After you add File Sharing, a d isk cacl1e, and od1er System
software capabilities. you hit 2M very quickly.
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Fig. 7.1
An Abo ut Th is Macintosh
window showing a
minimum install System.
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Figure 7.2 shows the same SE/30 running with a sta ndard install System
that has all the exte nsio ns and me mo ry·resicle nt control pane ls turned
off. Notice that the Syste m is using 1150K of memory.

Fig. 7.2
An About 'l'h is Macintosh
window with the standard
System installed and all
memory·rcsident u tilities
turned off.
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Figu re 7.3 shows the same Mac with aU the standard Apple Syste m
e xtensions and memory-reside nt co ntrol panels turned on, including
File Sharing. The system requires 1,538K just for basic operation.

Fig. 7.3
An Abou t This Macintosh
window wilh the standard
System- including File
Sharing-installed.
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A System with any customizatio n, add itiona l exte nsio ns, or control
pane ls rapidly grows to weU ove r 2M in basic operating size. In addition,
most of the applicatio ns that take advantage of System 7's new capabilities require from 1,024K to 1,500K to ru n at minimum efficiency. Figure
7.4 shows the same SE/30 with what its owner considers to be a minimum operating e nvi ronme nt. Ove r half of the available 5M of me mory is
used by the System alone, which means that the Mac can run, at the
most, only two applications in add ition to the Syste m.
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Fig. 7.4
An SE/30 with what the
owner considers to be a
minimum operat ing
environment .
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With only 4M of memory, a Mac can hard ly run one application and
cannot take adva ntage of a lithe benefits of System 7. As applications
evolve, they will require System 7 and even more me mory, a situation
that causes proble ms fo r the owners of Mac SEs, Classics, and Pluses.
Upgrading ro System 7 is largely a question o f how much me mory you
have o r can add. Figure 7.5 shows an About This Macintosh window fo r
a Mac Plus that has 12M of memory. This computer is no ord inary Mac
Plus; it is actually an Outbound Notebook computer (bas ically a
Macintosh clone) that uses Macintosh Plus ROM s.

Fig. 7.5
An About This l'"lacintosh
wi ndow for an
Outbound Macintosh.
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You also can purchase an accelerator for your Plus, Classic, or SE that
enables you to access 16M of physical RAM. With an accelerato r, you ca n
upgrade ro System 7, have sufficient memory, and h ave a substantial
overall speed increase as well .
If your Mac can only handle 4M, think twice before upgrading to System
7. With Syste m 6, 4M gives you e nough memory to maintain a customized System and still run your favorite applications. With System 7, 4M is
barely e nough to operate rhe System.
The other questio n is whethe r you must have System 7 . Docs it have
capabilities that you need? Do you want to run a program that re quires
Syste m 7?
Within a year, most new applications will require System 7. If you
do n't upgrade to System 7, you will have to remain content with your
JVIacintosh System as it is. And with technology increasi ng every day,
staying conte nt with your System will be fairly diftkult.
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System 7's Operating Enhancements
System 7 is the most complex operating syste m Apple has ever released ,
and adding additional extensions and control panels make it even more
complex. System 7 is so complicated that most utilities and applicatio ns
are now shipped with their own versio ns o f Apple's Installer (which is
discussed later in this chapter). The complexity of the Syste m also means
that troubleshooting it can be difficult, and upgrading to Syste m 7 is
more difficult tha n upgrading to previo us System upgrades.
On the flip side, System 7 has the potential to make your Macintosh the
most sophisticated computer available for business or personal use. The
Macintosh Syste m has always been expa ndable; you could add all kinds
o f things to th e System to m;tke it more versatile. What you can do with
System 7, however, makes the previous Systems pale in comparison.
Instead of having w create a new operating system when e nhance me nts
are needed, e nhanceme nts in System 7 come in the form of e}..'tensions
that increase the System's capability and, at the same time, enable you to
choose what you need.
Syste m 7 includes these new features:
•

32- or 24-bit addressing

•

lnterapplicatio n communications

•

The Macintosh communications Toolbox

•

Personal file sharing

•

Virtual memo ry

•

Support for EtherNet and Token-ring network protocols

•

TrueType fonts

•

Aliasing

•

Multitasking environme nt (similar
but more stable)

•

Balloon Help

•

Improved file management

to

MultiFinder under System 6,

Chapte rs 8 and 9 explain d1e features of System 7 more fully.
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Installing or Upgrading Your System
Several System versions ago, Apple introduced the Installer. Its purpose
is to automate and simplify what might otherwise be a complex and
tedious process. Because you cannot properly install your System
without d1e Installer, d1e Installer is a primary topic of this section. The
real purpose of this section, however, is to describe the different ty pes of
installations you can perform and how you should upgrade to or install
System 7.

Examining the Installer
The Installe r is an essential component for upgrading or installing your
System. The Installer consists of an Installer application and an Installe r
script.

he Installer is a flexible applicatio n that depends on the
Installe r script to pe rform its magic. Even though the script
controls the Installe r, this book refers to the Installer, rath er than
to the Installer script, \¥hen talking about the installation process.

T

The Installe r checks your Macimosh hardware ro determine what model
of Mac you are using. The Installe r also examines what type of disk d rive
you are installing the System o mo and checks the boot b locks of the
drive to determine whether they need to be modified. In addition, the
Installer checks your operating environment to see what System software
has previo usly been installed .
Even mough the System o n the Install 1 disk will start up a ny Macintosh,
using the System without the Installer is not safe. One of me reasons the
Installer is so importam is that the script contains more than just instructions for installing the System. The script also contains resources- bits
and pieces of programming code that can be essential for the Macintosh.
Figure 7.6 shows the resources in the Installer script on d1e Install 1 disk
for System 7.0.1 as seen in the Res Edit program. (For more information
about ResEd it, refer ro Chapter 9.) If you o nly drag and copy me System
file found o n the lnstalll disk onto me drive you wanted tO upgrade,
you will noc get the resources contained in the Installer scri pt, and your
new System would be unstable and prone to crashes.
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Fig. 7.6
Installer resources
as seen in ResEdit.
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One more reason for using the Installer is that d1e ROMs found on one
Mac, even in dle same model, are nm always the same. The Mac made in
March might not incorporate bug fLXes or improvements found in dle
Mac made in july of dle same year. The programmers responsible for the
ROMs and the operating system know about these differences. When
installing your System, dle Lnstaiier can determine what ROMs your Mac
has and make d1e necessary modifications to d1e System to compensate
for problems, such as bugs or omissions, in different versions of dle
ROMs. Usi ng the Installer can mean d1e difference between smooth,
trouble-free operating and irritating random System errors.

Preparing for the Installation
Currently tv.ro versions of System 7 exist: System 7 proper and System
7.0.1. Apple introduced System 7.0.1 when the company released
PowerBooks, Macintosh Quadras, and the Macintosh Classic II. System
7.0.1 provides support for dlese newer Macs. Apple claims dlat there are
no compatibility issues or any oilier reasons for upgrading from System
7 to System 7.0. 1.
System 7.0.1 consists of six 1.44M disk~; System 7.0 has eight BOOK disks,
if you count the Disk Tools disk as patt of d1e set If you have an older
Mac with 800K drives, you must use System 7.0 for installing or upgrading your System.
System 7.0.1 does not contain any bug fixes. (A bug is a problem with a
program that is actually a progran1ming error.) Apple handles dle bugs
in System 7 with what is called a System 7 Tune-Up. The current version
of the Tune-U p is 1.1.1. If you do not have the Tune-Up, you can get it
from your Apple dealer, local user group, or from any of the major onLine services.
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To begin your installation, you must bave a complete set of System 7
System disks, as well as the System 7 Tune-Up. Although you can install
System 7 without the Tune-Up, you should have the Tune-Up to get rid
of Syste m bugs. If you are upgrading from System 6 or earlier, make sure
that you have your Syste m 7 Disk Tools disk. You need the Disk Fi rst Aiel
program from this disk.
Altho ugh you can install System 7 over your existing System, you might
want to take some ex'tra time to do a cleaner job of installing your new
System. In Syste m 7, everything has its place and is neatly tucked away in
folders within the System Folde r. (Previous versions of the System had
no nested folde rs; instead , all the elements were loose in the System
Folder.) If you just upgrade over your existing System, however, much of
what is kicking around loose in your System Folder will stay that \vay.

hen you get ready to install, make sure that you have a
plan. Know what type of install you are going to do and
approximately how much time d1e install will require. Once you
calculate the time estimate, double it.

W

The following sections discuss the issues you need to conside r before
installing System 7.

Checking Your Hard Drive
If you have a new Mac or a freshly fo rmatted hard d rive, you have little to
do as far as preparation is concerned. You must make sure that your
hard drive has been formatted \Vith a System 7-compatible formatter. If
you are using a II series Macintosh or an SE/30, you also need to know
that your hard drive fonnatte r is 32-bit clean.
If you are upgrading from an earlier version of the System, you probably
need to upgrade the driver on your hard drive. To check the format date
of your driver, use the Get Info command on the formatting application
that was used . Figure 7.7 shows a creation date of Ju ne 8, 1992 fo r the
hard disk Road Warrior. As long as a System 7 compatible formatter was
used to fo rmat this hard disk, you can use System 7 on th is disk. If the
creation elate was prior to May 1991 (when System 7 was released), the
drive r probably will not be compatible with System 7.
Don't assume, however, that if the creation date is after May 199 1, the
drive r is compatible with System 7. If the drive has been reform atted, the
creation elate will be the elate that it was reformatted. If you have any
question about your formatter 's System 7 compatibility, check w itl1 the
manufacturer of the fo rmatting application.
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Fig. 7.7

50iial nood Warrior I nlo [

~

The Info window, which
enables you to check a
hard drive's creatio n date.

'"""

Ro..:!Varnor

Kind : disk
Slu : 75.6MB on dls::k (79,300,608
by lots us~d) , f or 1 ,66B ittms
Yh• r• : Road 'Jarrtor, Outbound tbrd Disk

Crut•4 : H.>n , .Jun 8 , 1992, 2:2'2

""1

HodiriH : V•d, Jul29, 1992, 12 :02 Al'l
Comments:

I

I

If you do no t have a System 7-compatible driver, and you are using an
Apple drive, refer to Chapter 2, which details the fairly simple process of
updating your driver. If you are using a non-Apple drive, you must get an
upgrade from the manufacturer of the drive before proceeding. Your
other option is to get one of the third-party formatters listed in Chapter
2 and upgrade with it.

Checking Your Applications
After you have upgraded your drive (if you needed to), run Apple's
Compatibility Checker Version 1.1, which is a HyperCard Stack that
comes w ith a purchased System 7 upgrade. If you do not have the
Compatibility Checker, you can get o ne from your local Apple Dealer,
a user group, o r an on-line service.
The Compatibility Checker checks all the applications on your hard disk
to see whether they are System 7·compatible. The Checker is not
foolproof, but it gives you an idea of what applications might not work
after you upgrade the System. The Checker also removes any incompatible or questionable extensions or contro l panels from your System
Folder so that they cannot cause conflicts.

ersion 1.1 of the Compatibility Checke r is the result o f
Apple testing various applications and including that information in the Compatibility Checker. In the next release of the
Compatibility Checker, Apple will not test the applications but will
rely on information from software developers. Consequently, the
next version of the Checker will probably not be as accurate- even
though the information is updated.

V
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When you run the Checker, keep in mind that it is primarily giving you

recommendations. If you have any questions about any product you are
using, call the publisher or manufacturer.
Additional hardware considerations include accelerators, old third-party
video displays, some scanners, or any piece of hardware you have had
installed in your Mac. If the hardware was installed more than two years
ago, chances are good that it is not System 7-compatible. If the hardware
was installed before May 1991 but less than two years ago, it might or
might not be compatible. If you do not check hardware compatibility
with the manufacturer and proceed to install System 7 , you might have
to remove System 7 and reinstall 6.0.X.

f you have two hard drives, upgrade one of them to System 7
and leave the other running under your current System. If you
do encounter problems, you can boot from the other drive and
not have to suffer the pain and agony of uninstalling and then
reinstalling System software.

I

Collecting All the Tools
Next, verify d1at you have all the tools you need:
• System 7 System disks
•

System 7 Tune-Up disk

• The System 7 Disk Tools disk or a System 7-compatible formatter
for your hard drive
•

IJ you are upgrading, the latest version o f Apple's Compatibility
Checker and HyperCard 2.1 , which is required to run the Checker

• A backup of your hard drive
• Your favorite nonalcoholic beverage
•

Enough time to complete the task

Saving Fonts and Desk Accessories
If you are installing a new System on a new Mac or a freshly formatted
hard drive, you can skip d1e ne:\'t two sections. These sections are for
d10se who are upgrading to or reinstalling System 7.
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If you are upgrading or reinsralling, you must rescue all your fon ts (a nd
your desk accessories, if you are using System 6.0.X) from your System
file; otherwise, you may lose the fonts and desk accessories. If you are
using Suitcase, this task is either simplified or not necessary. (For more
information about Suitcase, refer to Chapter 4.)
You do not need to save the fo nts or desk accessories that are included
with Apple's System 7 software. The followi ng desk accessories are
included with System 7:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alarm Clock
Battery
Calculator
Chooser
Key Caps
Note Pad
Puzzle
Scrapbook

The following default fonts are included with System 7:
•

Chicago

•

Courier

•

Geneva

•

Helvetica

•
•
•
•
•

Monaco
New York
Palatino
Symbol
Times

If you are u sing System 6.0.X, you need Apple's Font/DA Mover to
retrieve your fonts and desk accessories.
When you remove your fonts and desk accessories from your System,
you need to store them in suitcases. A suitcase is a data file that contains
eid1er fonts o r desk accessories. Keep o ne suitcase for fonts and another
for desk accessories. To get your fonts and desk accessories off your old
System, follow these steps:
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1. Start Font/ DA Mover.
When you run Font/ DA Mover, it opens d1e System file that is
running your Mac. If you booted from your hard drive, you see all
the fonts from your System on me left side of the Fonti DA Mover
dialog box.
2. Select the fonts you want to save by pressing the Shift key and
clicking the fonts.

3. Click the Open button o n the right side of the window.
You see a standard Open dialog box and are given me option
to eimer open an existing font suitcase or create a new one.

4. Create a new fo nt suitcase by clicking the New button (see
fig. 7.8). Name and save d1e suitcase.

Fig. 7.8
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5. After you open the suitcase, click the Copy button that has the
arrows pointing to the right (see fig. 7.9).
Font/DA Mover copies me fonts into the suitcase, and they are
saved fo r later use.

f you cannot fi nd your copy of Font/DA Mover, the Tidbits
disk of your System disks for System 7 includes o ne. Font/DA
Mover should be Version 3.8 or higher. Your System 7 disks
include Version 4.1. (The versio n number appears in the upper
right corne r of the screen .) Fon r/ DA Mover is not included wim
System 7 .0. 1. lf you are using 7.0.1, you will need to get Font/DA
Mover from a dealer, user group, or o n-li ne service.

I
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The procedure for saving your desk accessories is the same for saving
fonts, except you click the DA radio button in the Font/ DA Mover
dialog box.

Fig. 7.9
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If you are using System 7 (a nd are reinstalling the System), the process
for saving fonts is much easier. Follow these steps:
1. Open your System by double-clicking its icon.

2. Create a fonts folder, select all the fonts, and drag them to the new
folder.
Figure 7. 10 shows an open System with the Helvetica 9 font both in the
System and in a folder called Items to Keep.

Fig. 7.10
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If you are using System 7, follow these s teps to make a copy of all desk
accessories:
L. Ope n the Apple Me nu Items fo lder in your System Folde r.

2. Move o r copy the desk accessories you want to keep

to

another

fold er.
Cha pters 8 and 9 include instructions fo r moving your extensions (wh ich
were previo usly ca lled I NITs) and control panels. Later in d1is chapter,
yo u learn how to re install fonts and d esk accessories.

Deleting Your System File
To perfo rm a cle an install, you need to throw away your System file. This
instruction deviates fi·om Apple 's reco mm ended upgrade proced ures.
b u t d eleting the o ld Syste m file is the o n ly way to guarantee that you arc
getting a clean System ins tall.

~1 T

CA~

he o nly time you should no t d elete your System file is if
you are performing th e upgrade over a network. Removing
the Syste m file in this case makes installation impossible.

If you install m e new System without first removing the o ld System, the
Installer may not install all the resources nee ded by the new System. And
if yo u are reinstalling System 7, you are probably doing so to correct a
p ro blem you are having. so no t removing the o ld System firs t doesn "t
make sense.
Upgrading from ear lier versio ns to System 7 is much cleaner if yo u fi rst
re move System 6.0.X. Re member, you will have to save you r fonts and
DAs before removing the old System, o r your fon ts and DAs will be
thrown away with the System.
To de lete the System file , follow these steps :
1. Start up the Mac fro m the Disk Tools dis k.

2. Open the System fo lder o n your hard drive.

3. Select the System fi le and the Finde r.
4. Drag the selected items to d1e Trash.
5.

From the Special m en u, choose Empty Trash .

6. Rename the Syste m Fold er anyd1ing o the r than System Folder and
move it into anothe r fo lder fo r safe keeping. Pe rform this step only
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if you are upgrading fro m System 6 or if you are reinstalling
System 7 for the purpose of troubleshooting your System Folder.
7. From the Special menu, choose Shut Down.
8. When your Mac has shut down, insert the System 7 Install 1 disk
into the floppy disk drive.
9. Restart the Mac. The Mac starts up by using the Installer rather
than the Finder.

Performing an Easy Install
The first thing you see after starting the Installer is the Welcome dialog
box. It includes an OK button and gives vague instructio ns and
information about the Installer (see fig. 7. 11).

Fig. 7.11
The Welcome dialog box
for the Installer.

<t> Welcome to the Apple Installer
[3;;J Your Maci ntosh needs certain software to start up.
The Installer places this software on your disk
In U>e System Folde1".

"Easy Install" chooses the software Apple recommends and
creates a disk whic h can be used to start up yo ur Macintosh.
("Customize• If you are sure you want to o verride those
recommendations.)

100
Clicking the OK button or pressing Return dismisses this dialog box, and
the Easy Install dialog box appears (see fig. 7.12) . The Install butto n
installs the items in the bulleted list.
In the example, the System 7.0. 1 Installer script recommends that the
System software, all printing software, and File Sharing software be
installed. The Installer makes this recommendation because no System
software is currendy installed on the selected disk. The Easy Install
option will also reinstall any existing System software if it finds an
existing System Folder.
The Switch Disk button provides the capability to determine onto
which disk the software will be installed. If you switch disks, the
Installer checks d1e selected disk to determine what needs to be
installed. Figure 7.13 shows d1e Easy Install recommendations
for the hard drive HomeBoy.
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Fig. 7.12
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The Easy Install dialog box.
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For this disk, differe nt recommendations are made. In this case, the
Installer has inspected the System software to see what is installed and
recommends installing only those eleme nts of the System that match.

ecause the Installer has the te nde ncy to do a universal
install whe n it cannot find existing System software, if you do
not want all of the options Easy Install selects, do a customized
instaLl. You do not need to waste disk space by having every driver
for every printer Apple makes instaLled on your hard drive.
Likewise, you do not need to install control panels and other
resources that you will never use because they are machinespecific to a diffe rent Mac than the o ne you are using.

B
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Clicking the Install button installs the listed items. The specific seque nce
of events afte r you dick the Install burto n is the same regardless of what
type o f install you perform. These events are cove red in a later sectio n of
this chapter.

Customizing Your Installation
Idea lly, you should perform a custo mized install so that you get just the
System e lements you need. To do a customized install, dick the Customize button in the Easy Install dialog box.

f you hold clown the Optio n key when you double-click the
installe r, you bypass the introduction window and jump
su·aight to the Custom Install wind ows. The Finder closes the
folder or disk window for the Installer as it starts.

I

When you click the Custo mize button, you are presented with all the
choices possible for installing your system. You can install your System
software for any of the following:
•

Any Macintosh

•

All Apple pri nters

You can individually install any of the fo llowing Appl e printe rs:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AppleTalk lmageWri ter
AppleTalk ImageWriter LQ
lmageWrite r
ImageWriter LQ
Laser\XIriter
Personal LaserWriter I.S
Pe rsonal Lase rWriter SC

The fo llowing network options are available:
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•

EtherTalk

•

File Sha ring

•

TokenTalk

You can select from the following Macs:
•

Classic

•

Classic 11

•

II

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

llci
Jlcx

Ufx
llsi
Ilx

LC
Plus
Portable
PowerBook 100
PowerBook 140
PowerBook 170
Quadra Products

•

SE/30

•

SE

Your re maining cho ices are to perform a minimum install for any of the
computers listed.
When you customize your software insta.llation, choose one or any
number of the items listed by pressing Shift and clicking your
selections.
Suppose, fo r example, that you recently purchased a L1serWriter. In
order for it to work with your Mac, you must install the printer drivers.
The easiest way to install d1e printer drivers is to do a custom install and
select just me LaserWriter, as shown in figure 7.14.
When you select multiple System ele me nts to install, m e Installer tells
you what you have selected on the lower left side of the dialog box (see
fig. 7.1;).

t any time during this selectio n process, you can revert to
the easy install by clicking the Easy Install button. You also
can quit the process without installing anytl1ing by clicking Quit.

A
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Fig. 7.14
Scleccing a single elemcm
for installation.

Click the Items uou wont to select;
Shift- click In select mulltpto Ite ms.
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Fig. 7.15
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Selecting multiple items
for a custom install.

tn. toll

Oull

Click the Items you wont to s elect;
Shift -click to select multiple Items.
EtherTol k Softwo re
TokonTolk Sortworo
Sustem Software
System Software
sustem Solltunre
System So ftware

for Macintosh Plus
for Macintosh S£
for Moclntosh Ctosslt
for Mocintush S[/30

Yo u houc select ed:
• Sollwnre for AppteTntk tmogellfrfter
• rile Shoring Soltwnre
• Sys tem So ftware lor Moclntosh SE/30

[I

Ins tall

a

<=> To Go
&

I l',t~C I lli•k I
I Switch Disk I
( Easy Ins toll I
Quit

After you select the items you need o r want to install, click the Install
button.

Installing over aNetwork
When you have several Macs to upgrad e, performing a network install is
easiest, or you can go fro m Mac ro Mac with the Installer files on a hard
drive. The advantages of installing from a flle server are speed and
convenience. You don' t have to copy multiple sets of d isks or swap
disks. De pe nding on the network to which the target machine is
connected, installation will also be much faster.
The Installer that comes with System 7 can work off of a hard drive, a
CD-ROM disk (a System 7 CD-ROM disk for network installation is
available) , o r an AppleS hare volume. This capability means that you can
copy each of the install disks to a ha rd drive (by following the steps
listed in d1is secti on) and install the System 7 software from the drive.
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You the n perfo rm your network inst<tllation by double-clicking the
Installer. Everything works just as if you started up from the Installer 1
disk, except that your Mac must be running independently of the
Installe r-eitl1er from the Mac's own hard disk, from the System o n the
drive on which the Installer is installed , o r from a floppy disk.

T

he hard disk that contains the Installer's files for a network
install requ ires 7M of free space.

To create the folder for me Insta lle r's files on your file server, follow
these steps:
1. Create a folder for the Installer files. You can name the folder
anyming, but make sure that the name reflects the nature of the
upgrade. These instructions refer co this folder as the upgrade

fo lder.
2. Copy each of the installation disks into the upgrade folder. The
Installer looks for folders with the same names as the disks. The
easiest method of ensuring mat me folders are named correctly is
to drag the icon of each disk directly into the upgrade fo lder. You
don 't need to copy the Disk Tools disk because it is not actually
used by the Installer. AJI the other disks in the System 7.0. 1
software kit are needed.

3. Move the Installer and Install (script) ftle from the lnstall1 folder

co me upgrade folder. Figure 7.16 shows how your folder now
looks. Notice that th e Installe r and .Install files are located o utside
the Install 1 folder.

Fig. 7.16
The network
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4. From the File menu of the Finder, choose the Sharing Info
command. This command le ts you set the privileges for the
folders. (For more information o n setting up File Sharing,
refer to Chapter 14.)
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Regardless of who should be allowed to use the upgrade, only
allow read access. The Installer doesn't need to modify itself and
you probably don't want someone obliterating your painstaking
work. Be sure that these privileges are applied to all subfolders.
Figure 7.17 shows d1e Sharing Info window for the upgrade folder
in mis example.

Fig. 7.17
Setting the network
preferences for the shared
update folder.
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After you have everything set up, you can instruct your users to perform
their own upgrades wim the Easy Install option. If you want them to use
another option, either instruct them carefully or do the install yourself.

Performing aMinimum Install
If you want to run System 7 from a floppy disk, you n eed to install me
System onto a floppy using the Minimum Install option. The regular
Syste m is too large to fit on a floppy disk-even a high·density disk.
Performing a Minimum Install is difficult if you only have one floppy
drive and you are trying to install onto a floppy disk. To make a Mini·
mum Install easier, follow the steps listed previously to set up for a
network install by using your hard disk, or get a second floppy drive.
Another way to copy me System onto a floppy is to perform me following steps:
1. Create a folder named Temporary' on your hard drive.

2. Copy the System Folder from the Disk Tools disk that came with
System 7.0.1 into the Temporary folder.
3. Eject the Disk Tools disk.
4. Insert a new floppy disk into me floppy disk drive and copy the
System Folde r from d1e Temporary folder o nto me new floppy
disk.
5. Repeat step 4 for the number of Syste m disks you want to make.
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6 . After you have finished making your copies, delete the Temporary
folder.

Understanding the Installation Process and Options
·when you perform an installation, the Installer goes through several
steps. This sectio n looks at the Installer's ste ps. Because you can
interrupt the installation process at a ny point, the process of canceling
an installation and the consequences of canceling it are discussed as
well. This section also explains using the Installe r to uninstall Syste m
components.

The Sequence of Events
After you press the Install bu rton, d1e Installe r performs a series of ste ps.
During the installation process you may be asked questions, depending
o n the type of installation you are doing. The process is straight forward
when you are insralling System 7 for the first time onto a new or e mpty
hard drive, upgrading from Syste m 6 and following the instructions from
preceding sections, or performing a clean System 7 install. You are not
asked anyth ing except to insert the next disk required by the Installer.
However, if you are re installing System 7, you may have to answer
several questions during the installation process.
The following is the series of steps that the Installer goes through as it
installs the new System; aU of these occur after you click the Install
button, but not necessarily in the o rder listed :

1. The Installer examines the target drive (the drive onto whic h you
are installing the new System) for a n active System Folder. An
active System Folder is one that is active but not re named and
moved, even though d1e System and Finder have been removed.
Also, an act ive System Folder can still have a Syste m and Finder
and can run d1e Macintosh if you start from the drive containing
the System Folder. By examining the active System Folder before
beginning installation, the Installe r can determine whether
another System is present and the refore enable an Easy Install if
you want to reinstall over the System.
lf the Installer does not find an active System Folde r, it will
perfo rm a standard install, creating a System Folde r with the
options chosen by Easy Install or the o nes you choose from the
Custom Install.
2. The Installer determines which files it needs to install. If you are
installing over an active System, see the steps immediately fo llowing d1is seque nce.
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3. The Installe r then creates a System Folder , System, Finder, and aLl
the othe r e lements necessa ry to run d1e Mac, by copying d1e files
fro m the instaLlation disks. The Installer also installs any resources
needed for me chosen Syste m configuration by copying the
resources from ilie Installer Script. During these processes, you
see a dialog box, such as me o ne in figure 7. 18, that shows you the
Installer's progress. If you are installing from floppy disks, the Mac
displays flo ppy disk icons instead of folde rs.

Fig. 7.18
The Installer's progress
during the installation
process.
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4 . The Mac notifies you when the installatio n is finished and gives
you t he cho ice to perfom1 an installation onto ano ther drive or
quit the Installe r (see fig. 7.19).

Fig. 7.19
The message indicating a
completed installation.

Ins tallation on " To Go" w os successful. If
you ore fini shed, click Quit to leoue the
Ins toller. I f you wish to do oddl llonol
instollnllons, click Continue.

I Continue

)

ll

Quit

When you are finished , quit m e Installe r. The Mac requests that you
restart the compute r.
When you :u·e upgrading or reinstalling over an active System, me
following steps occur between step s 2 and 3 of the preceding sequence:
1. The Installer examines d1e creation dates of all me files it is going
to replace. If the creatio n dare for any of files is more recent d1an
the creation date of me replacement files, the Installer notifies you
and gives you a choice to keep or replace me newer file.
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2. If you selected an Easy Install, you will o nly be asked once if
you want to replace a file (see fig. 7.20). Which file you are asked
to replace depends o n which is the first one found by the Installe r.
After you tell the Installer to replace the fi le, d1e installation
process continues without asking you whe the r you want to re place
any additional files.

Fig. 7.20
The Installer's request to
replace a fil e during an
Easy Install.

The file " Rend Me" olreodu on " To Go" Is
more recent th on wh a t you or e obout to
lnstoll. Click Con tinue to re ploce "Rend
Me" with the older uerslon. Click Cancel
lo leoue I he disk "To Go" untouched.

(

Can cel

J ([ Continue JJ

During a Custom Install, the Installer asks you to replace each file
that has a creation date newer th an me replacement file. This
situation occurs when you are reinstalling the System and have
installed the System 7 Tune-Up. The replacement of any critical
System file produces a warning box such as d1e one in figure 7.21.
To complete the installation, you have to click the Continue
button.

Fig. 7.21
A request to replace the
Chooser du ring a
Custom Install.

lhe fil e " Chooser" ol reody on "To Go" Is
more recent thon wha t you ore obou t to
lnstoll. Click Continue to rcp loce
"Chooser" w lttl th e older ucrslon. Click
Concel to leouc lhe disk "To Go"
unlouched.
(

Concet

)

HContinue

)

3. The other type of message you may see asks whether you want to
keep or replace the System device in question; you have mis
choice with primer and network drivers. You have the option to
keep the newer file, replace it with the older file, or cancel the
installation.
4. After you make your choices, as long as you do no t can cel, the
Installer resumes the installatio n at step 3 in d1e preceding
seque nce of steps.
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Canceling an Installation
At any point during the installation process, you can cancel the installatio n . Although you normally do not want to cancel an installation, you
may have a valid reason to do so. fo r instance, you might discover that
you are accidentaJiy installing the System onto the wrong drive. Such an
installation mistake is easy to make when you have mo re tha n o ne hard
drive attached to your Macintosh.
The conseque nces of canceling depends o n how far the installation has
progressed. If you cancel at any point prior to step 3 in the main
seque nce of installation events, you can halt the installation with no
adverse effects. Figure 7.22 shows the message that appears when you
stop the installation before any of the new files are written.

Fig. 7.22
Alert dialog telling you that
the installation was
canceled.

l nsl 6lln11on was cenccllcd, lcnulng tht!
Ll lsk "To Go" untou ched.

n

OK

1

If for some reason you decide to stop after the Installer has started to
write new data to your drive, you can do so by clicking the Cancel
button (see tlg. 7.19). After you click the Cancel button, a warning box
such as the one in figure 7.23 appears.

Fig. 7.23
Warning box confirmi ng
that you want to cancel the
installation.

Slopping now may result In on Incomple te
se t or s ort wore on "To Go". Click n es ume
to continue the instoltollon or Stop If you
ore sure you won t to s l op.

St op

)

n Resume

)J

Up to this point, you have nor committed to canceling the installation.
You can still click the Resume button and continue the installation as
though no interruption occurred . However, if you click the Stop button,
the Installe r completes the process for the disk or folder it is working on
and then abandons the installation process. Figure 7.24 shows the
message you get while the Installe r fin ishes what it is doing prior tO
stopping the installation.
Stopping an installation at this point does have consequences. Your
drive cannOt be used as a starntp device. Even if the System Folder looks
complete after you force an installation to stop, the System is incomplete
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and will no t work properly. If you try to start off the dril•e. the Mac will
probably have a System e rror, wh ich is a best-case scenario. The worst·
case scenario occurs when the Mac has a Syste m error and, in the
process, causes damage ro the drive so that it is unusable without being
reformatted (after you recover the data, of course). If you stop the
installation while files are being updated or written, you get a message
that says the system on the drive is unusable.

Fig. 7.24
An installation
canceled message.
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After the Installer stops an installation because you canceled , the fi rst
thing you should do is re move a ll the Apple System e le ments that are in
that drive's Syste m Folder. If you do not want a Syste m Folde r o n the
disk, re move the System Fo lde r. If you do no t clean out the System
Folde r, the resul ts could be disastrous. You should perform this step
regardless of your reaso n for canceling the installation.

Using the Installer to Remove or Uninstall System Elements
At some po int, you may want to re move o ne of the Syste m elements
installed by the Installe r. One example might be removing a printe r
driver you no longer need . Re moving a printe r driver is easy: you just
open the h 'tensio ns folde r and drag the driver to the Trash. But what if
you want to re move all o f the File Sharing software because you are
using a Mac at home and want the memory that File Sharing uses for
your applicatio ns?
Re moving File Sharing is not an easy process. Software elements fo r File
Sharing are in the System Folder, the Contro l Panels fo lder, the Extensio ns Folder, and the Prefere nces fo lde r. Rathe r than go through each
folde r looking for and re moving each of the File Sharing devices, you can
usc the Insta lle r and have it do all the work for you .
To use d1e Installer to re move some System fe antre o r ele me nt, complete the following ste ps:
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1. Launch d1e Installer by double-cl icking it.
2. Choose the Customize option.
3. Select the System features you \Vant to re move from the scrolling
list on the left. If you want to remove more than one ite m, hold
down the Shift key as you click e ach item. When you start the Mac
with the Installer, you ca n remove all System software. However, if
you run the Installer afte r starting from the hard drive, you can
remove only System e lements that arc not necessary for your Mac
to operate.
4. After selecting the items that you want to remove, hold down the
Optio n key.
The Install button turns into a Re move button.
5. Click the Re move button.
The Installe r uninstalls all d1e selected items.
6. After the Installer has removed the selected System elements.
restart the Macimosh.

Using the Tune-Up
Apple uses the Tune-Up to provide bug fixes and enhancements for
System 7. The Tune- p is an BOOK floppy disk, and you can install the
Tune· p using d1e Installer that comes on the disk. figure 7.25 shows
the Installe r's Easy Install window; it is not possible to customize the
Easy Install. The Installer looks at your System Folde r and dete rmines
what needs to be installed and does it. The e ntire processes is auto matic.

Fig. 7.25
Easy Install window for
System 7 Tune-Up.
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The most critical of the bugs, fixed by the System 7 Tune-Up , is a
proble m with the hard drive directory, which is inherited from System
6.0.X. The o ther problems th at the Tune-Up fLxes have to do with File
Sharing and printing.

Finishing the Process
Now that you have installed the System, you need to handle a few mino r
details. The essential task you need to perform is fixing the directory o n
your hard drive. You can now restore your fo nts and desk accessories if
you saved them as discussed at the beginning o f the chapter.

D

on't reinstall laser fonts until you read the info m1atio n about
the m in Chapte r 9.

Fixing Your Directory
After you install System 7, you need to run Disk First Aid, wh ich is fo und
on your Disk Tools Disk. Running Disk First Aid is especially important if
your disk was used with Syste m 6.0.X. Disk First Aid ftxes any directory
damage caused by the bug in System 6 that the System 7 Tune-Up fLXes.
The Tune-Up does not correct an existing problem, however; it only
prevents the problem from occurring again. (For instructions on ru nni ng
Disk First Aiel, refer to Chapter 2.)

Reinstalling Fonts, Desk Accessories, and Extensions
Now all you have to do is reinstall your fo nts, desk accessories, and
exte nsions. If you kept the o nes you removed from your System before
you dele ted the System, the files are preserved. If you a re new co System
7, read Chapters 8 and 9 before you rescore any of your add itional or
third-party System e nha ncements, includ ing fonts, desk accessories, and
extensions.
If you canno t wa it, you can install your fonts by dragging the font
suitcase ont o your System Folder icon. System 7 moves the fonts to the
System. If you want to keep the suitcase as an archive, click the suitcase
and ho ld clown the Option key and drag the suitcase to your System
Folder. The contents of the suitcase are copied-rather chan moved-to
the System.
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f you copied all the fonts and desk accessories, when you try
co rescore them, the Mac asks whether you want to replace
items with d1e same names. If you get this message, open the
suitcases and move or copy only the items you want.

I

If your desk accessories are in a suitcase, you can drag the suitcase just
as you did wi th your fonts. If your desk accessories are in a folder, open
the folder and choose to view me folder contents by name; you me n can
see the file type for each item. You can drag any desk accessory co the
System Folder icon, and it will auto matically be placed in the Apple
Menu Items folder inside the System Folder.

Reinstalling Extensions. Control Panels. and Preferences
When you install System 6, extensions (INJ'l's) , control panels, preferences, and programs are loose in the System Folder. When you install
System 7, however, each of these different fLies are assigned to an
appropriate folder. As a resu lt, the devices that are not System 7-aware
or -compatible might n ot work properly whe n installed in d1eir new
locations.
Reinstall a ny comme rcial software using the original program disks and
me instructions from the software publisher. Most System utilities are
being shipped wim a version of the Installer to e nsure mat everyming is
put in its p roper place, especially if the program o r utility has preference
files or data files that need to be in a specific location. If you want to
reinstall these utilities manually, however, fo llow d1ese seeps:
1. View the items in your old System Folder. me one you renamed
and hid in anothe r fo lder, by Type.

2. Position the folder so that you can easily move or copy items co
your new Syste m Fo lder icon.
3. Select the extensions (INITs in System 6) or the contro l panels you
want to move and drag them co the System Fo lder icon. You can
select the exte nsio ns or conu·ol panels individua lly or as a group.
The System automatically places them in the appropriate folde reither the Extensions or Control Panels fo lder.
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hese instructions are brief because each of mese procedures
is covered in more detail in Chapters 8 and 9.

Be careful not tO replace any devices that were installed by the Installer.
If you pe rfo rmed a d ean instal l of System 7 for the purpose o f troubleshooting your System, follow th ese ste ps:
1. Open each of the compone nt fo lde rs you saved ·when you renamed and hid your o ld Syste m folde r. You should still have
your old Control Panels, Apple Me nu Items, Extensio ns, and
Prefere nces fo lders.

2. Copy or move any o f the files you need from their folde rs in your
saved System Folder to their corresponding folders in the new
System Fo lde r.
Restoring orde r in the System Folder can be a d ifficult task because o f aU
the eleme nts it can contain-extensio ns, co ntro l panels, desk accessories. and so on . Hcinstallation of your extra System utilities is a process
that you wi ll have to contend with at least o nce after you install Syste m 7
whe n upgrad ing from Syste m 6. The next chapter explains how to install
software without an Installer. Chapte r 12 also contains valuable info rmation if you are trying to troubleshoot your Syste m and re install extensio ns and co ntrol pa ne l devices.

Summary
Installin g the Syste m is just one part of the increased complexity of the
Macintosh System. This chapter was designed to give yo u an ove rview of
this process, with specific instructions about how to perform a System
install. It also covered how to upgrade to a new System version , and how
to re install fonts, desk accessories, control pane ls and extensio ns.
The compone nts of the Syste m, whe re they go, and how to use them are
the primary subjects. of Chapter 8. Chapte r 9 discusses customizing your
Syste m. Using these two chapters. you should be able to have comple te,
o r almost complete, control of your System.
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Getting the Most from
Your System
ou cannot get the most from
the Macintosh without a
basic understanding of how
the System components
work. This chapter explores
the basic System 7 elements,
what they are, and how they
work. This chapter also
covers some ways to get more from
the System and gives you the basic
knowledge required for such
things as troubleshooting and
customizing your work
environment.
Figure 8.1 shows the inside of the
System Folder with its elements as
they are installed during a clean
install. This chapter discusses each
of these elements in detail.

Fig. 8.1
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The System File
The System file is the software heart of the Macintosh. To
run the Mac, the Syste m, Finder, and other applications use
resources in the Syste m 61e. Resources are data files o r parts
of data files that contain computer code. (For more infom1ation about
resources, refe r to Chapter 9.) Because the System file contains re·
sources necessary for o ther applications, it must remain in the System
Folder.

he System Folde r should be on the top level of the hard
drive's directory, not inside another folder. Regardless of
what the System Folder is named, the boot blocks of the disk on
which the Syste m Fo lder resides contain the location of the System
Folder.

T

Fonts, sounds, and keyboard templates are examples of different types
of resources. The generic icons for the Macintosh files and fo lders, the
System Fo lder and file icons, and the Desktop icons are also resources.
Other resou rces include the way the date is displayed, function keys,
cursor shapes, the co ntrols for wi ndows, information for applications,
and so o n. The list of resources is not e ndless, but it is quite extensive.
Figure 8.2 shows some o f the System ·s resources as seen from Res Edit,
an application for editi ng resources in a ny file or program. Chapte r 9
discusses using Res Edit and othe r ways of altering some of the System
resources.
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Fig. B.2
System resou rces as
viewed in ResEdit.
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One of the new features of System 7's System file, me ntio ned in Chapter 7, is the capability ro o pe n the System file as if it we re a folder. By
d ou ble-clicking the Syste m file, you ca n see the resou rces to wh ich you
have direct access. Figure 8.3 shows an open System file with all the
fonts and sounds that arc installed in the System file during the no rmal
instal l procedure.

Fig. 8.3
An open S)'Stem file with
the foms and sounds
insL1lled during a
regular install.
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When you view the contents of the Syste m file , you can use any of the
Finde r's view functions. Figure 8.3 uses the by Small leon view to dis play
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the System's resources. You also can use all othe r file capabilities to
move, copy, or de lete d1e resources, but you can add o nly fonts, sounds,
and keyboard layouts to the System file.

o n 't modify the S)'Stem file unless you know what yo u are
doing. If you want to add fonts o r learn more abou t how
fonts work, see Chapte r 4.

D
The Finder

Fll
I: - I

Without the Finder, you would not have me display that makes
your computer a Macintosh. The rinder provides file mainte1!!!!!!-. nance and links files with their appropriate applications. Like
d1e System file, the Finder has, and manages, resources in addition to
providing the Desktop. This section examines some of the Finder's
functions and resources. Chapter 10 covers the file mainte nance
capabilities of the Finder.

Drag and Drop
System 6 enabled you to double-click a docume nt icon and open
both the document and the corresponding application-provided the
corresponding application was located o n the hard drive. System 7 now
includes Drag and Drop, a featu re that lets you open a file that does not
have a corresponding application but can be read by anothe r program
o n d1e hard drive. To use Drag and Dro p , click a document icon, drag it
onto the icon of a program in which d1e document will open , and the n
release the mouse burron. The Drag and Drop procedu re is similar to
moving a file to a folder.
This procedure o nly works with applications d1at recognize d1e
document's rype code (see Chapter 10). The rype code tells the Finder
what type of fi le a document is-whethe r it is a text file, a PICT graphics
tile, or a Mi crosoft Word file. The application's icon highlights if the
application recognizes the file-when the file is dragged onto the
application 's icon-as o ne that it can o pe n.
In figu re 8.4, a text file named Test 2 is being dragged ro the Microsoft
Word icon. Drag and Drop enables you to easily open the Test 2 text file
in Microsoft Word even tho ugh Microsoft Word did not create the Test 2
docume nt. If you double-clicked the Test 2 icon, me program that
created Test 2, which is called Apple Link, would start instead.
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Fig. 8.4
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Using Drag and Drop LO
open a document in
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Drag and Drop has influenced a new fami ly of utility programs that
operate on the Drag and Drop principle and perform p roced ures such as
automatically substituting applications, deleting a fiJe or gro up of files,
or mounting unmounted drives or network volumes.
Figure 8.5 shows a utility application called Trash Chute that immediately de letes files that you drop onto it. If you do not want rouse the
Empty Trash command, you can use Trash Chute. Trash Chu te Version
2.0, however, cannot delete an entire fo lde r at once. Tras h Chute is a
freeware or shareware program that is available from most on-line
services.

Fig. 8.5
Trash Chute, an example of
a Drag and Drop utility.
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Stationery Pads
Have you ever spenr minutes o r ho urs setting up the perfect documenr
layout, and then saved it and locked the file so that you could use d1e
docume nr as a te mplate? With a Syste m 7 feature, you no longer have to
lock the file ; you can make the document a stationery pad file, which is
also a template. Unlike locked files, you can dele te statione ry pad files.
The docume nt 's icon changes to indicate d1at the docume nt is a stationery pad file . You can turn any rype of data file into a stationery pad-a
form lette r o r spreadsheet that you use repeatedly, for example. When
you double-click a statione ry pad , the fi le 's application o pe ns a copy of
d1e document as an unritled document ; all of d1e formatting and layout
optio ns of the o riginal are retained in the untitled docume nt. You can
d1e n make changes to the document and save it without altering the
statio nery pad.
To change a file into a statio nery pad file, fo llow these steps:

1. Select the file.
2. From Lhe File menu , choose Get Info o r press Command-!. An Info
window fo r the docu me nr appears.

3. Check the Stationery pad check box in the bottom left corner of
the window (see fig. 8.6) .

Fig. 8.6
The Stationery pad
check box.
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Stationery pad check box

Whe n you launch a System 7-compatible applicatio n by using a statione ry pad file, an untitle d window within d1e program d1at has the layout
from the stationery pad file o pens. To save your work, use d1e Save
command from d1c File menu. Figure 8.7 shows an icon for a document
and an icon for a stationery pad.
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Fig. 8.7
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pad icon.
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To delete the stationery pad file, simply drag it to the Trash.

The Application Menu
Anod1er feature of me System 7 Finder is the Application menu. The
Application menu icon is located in the upper right corner of the screen.
next to me icon for Balloon Help.
Using Mu lti Finder in System 6.0.X, you can switch applications using
the Finde r icon on d1e right side of the me nu bar. If you have several
programs running at the same time, you must click through each
running application to get to the one you \vant.
In System 7, the Finder icon represents the Application menu (see
fig. 8.8).
From figu re 8.8, you can see that several applications are running at the
same time. You can switch between applications a nd hide applications
that you are not currently using. The dimmed icons represent applications that have been hidden, and the check mark next to the Finder
means that the Finder is the active program.
When you are in an application, you can switch to the next p rogram by
selecting it from the Application menu. However, by choosing the Hide
application name command, you can switch from the program that is
active to the application you used prior to the current one. This command hides the current active program 's o pen windows and its menu
bar, taking you ro the application you were in before you switched ro d1e
application you are hiding.

Y

ou always have to have at least o ne application visible.
You cannot hide all applications.
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Fig. 8.8
The Application menu.

Some available utilities can hide an applicatio n as you switch out of it,
such as Hand Off II Crom Connectix. Automatically hiding open applications, however, deprives you o f the capability to switch applications by
clicking o n an applications window in the background.

Customized Icons
Before System 7, if you did not li ke an icon, you had to use ResEdit or
an icon editor to change the icon. Now all you need to do is copy and
paste. If you believe that an application's icon is ugly, change it. You can
also change docume nt icons to identify files tha t are for a specific project
o r for a special p urpose.
To customize an icon, fo llow these steps:
1. Copy the graphic, such as a MacPaint picture, that you want to use
as you r new icon.

2. Return co d1e f inder and select me file you want tO change.
3. From the File menu, choose the Get Info command.
4. Click the current icon in the Info window and choose Paste from
the Edit me nu . You aJso can press Command-V.
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You can also copy an icon in the same fas hio n to use o n another file.
This procedure works fo r any file, fo lder, or dri ve icon . Chapter 10
explains this procedure mo re fully.

The Size Resource
The Size resource is d1e pa rt o f the Finde r that lets you contro l-and,
con sequen tly te lls d1e Mac-the featu res that an appHcatio n supports,
such as memory size, stationery pads, and Apple Events.
For example, you use the Size resource to control how much memory an
applicatio n uses when it runs. You control this function from the Info
window. Figure 8 .9 shows the Info window from Microsoft Word.

Fig. 8.9
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Notice the Memory box in the lower right corner o f the window. The
suggested memory size fo r Word is 1,024K, and the current size is set to
2,048K. The suggested me mory size is the m inimum amount o f me mory
necessary fo r an application to work properly. With some programs,
you can tell the Finder to use less than the suggested amo unt, but the
program might not work prop erly. If you do nor have as much memory
as you would like, experiment with the memory size. The c~.>rre nt size is
the maxi mum a mount of memory the program can use. To change the
current memory size, sim ply double-click the current size to highlight it
and type in a new size amount.
Instead of reducing an applicatio n's me mory size, you usu ally want
to increase the amount of memory an a ppHcatio n uses. An application
requires e nough memory to run, plus e nough to main tain its d aca files. If
you routine ly use an applicatio n and you have several docume nts open
simultaneously, you should increase the application's memory size.
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Other Neat Tricks
The Finder lets you customize your Mac in many other ways.
Suppose, for example, that you do not want the Finder to warn you
before it empties the Trash. Highlight the Trash Can icon and choose the
Get Info command from the Finder's File menu. Uncheck the Warn
before emptying check box (see tlg. 8.10). The Mac will no longer warn
you before deleting the items in the Trash.

Fig. 8.10
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To dele te a lo cked fi le, simply hold down the Option key as you choose
the Empty Trash command from the Special menu.
To display a pop-up menu that shows the path of a folder double-click
the folder's icon. The n hold down the Command key and click the
fo lde r's name in the title bar of the window. Fif:,'lJre 8.11 shows a po p-up
menu. Choosing one of the names in the p op-up menu brings that
window to the front o f the Desktop.

Fig. 8.11
A pop-up menu displaying
the paili of a fold er.
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To move a window that is not the active window, hold down tl1e
Command key and click the title bar of tl1e inactive window. Then drag
the window where you want it. This procedure is great when you want
to move or copy a file to a folder tl1at is located in a window be hind the
one that contains t11e file you are moving .
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The Role of Extensions in the Program layering
The Macintosh or any computer actually operates o n a series of layers.
The basic hardware provides the fra mework within which the software
o pe rates. The hardware is the first layer. The software that is built into
the hardware is primarily contained in d1e ROMs, w hich are the second
laye r. (For more information about th e ROMs, refer to Chapter 1.)
The ROMs are an extensio n of the computer's RAM and are accessed like
HAM, except that data ca nnot be writte n to them . When the Mac starts, iL
performs its hardw;u·e checks and goes through th e startu p seque nce.
Then , as it starts up, it loads the System software, wh ich is the th ird
layer.
The Finde r loads o n top of the System (which includes all the extensions
and control pane ls). The Finder is the fourth layer.
Each application you load runs on top of the ROMs, System, and Finder.
Each program you run after the Finder starts, and the n layers itself in
memory on top of the others.
This layering means that the Mac's me mo ry can become fragmented. If
you are running a program that requires a small amount of memory and
one that requires a lot of memory, after you quit the small program, the
memory it used is freed to be re used. You might, however, have a
program running that is occupying a chunk of me mory bet\veen the
memO!)' of the large program and the newly freed small program
memory. The newly freed memory cannot be used by any program
curren tly running, nor is it available to another larger program.
Figures 8.12 and 8.13 come from the About This Macintosh command
from the Apple menu and illustrate this process. About This Macintosh
shows you what programs are running and how much memory they are
using; unfortunate ly, the active programs are listed in alphabetical order,
not the orde r in whi ch they were launched. In Figure 8.12, TeachText
was starte d before Apple Link. 950K of memory is avai lable for another
p rogram. In figure 8.13, ·r each Text is no longer runn ing, yet d1e amou nt
of memory available is still me same as before.

Fig. 8.12
Memory available with
TeachTe.xt running.
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Fig. 8.13
Memory available without

TeachText running.
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If you run a program that is smaller than the amount of memory that was
freed, the program runs in the memory fragment between applications.
For example, quitting TeachText freed 192K of me mmy Because this
memory was a fragment blocked off fro m the main memory chunk, the
Mac did no t addl92K to the 950K of available me mory. In figure 8. 14 ,
the Key Caps program has bee n added, but the amount of available
memory is still 950K. Because Key Caps occupies only 20K of memory,
th e Mac put the program into part of the empty 192K memory fragment
created by quitting TeachText.

Fig. 8.1 4
Memory available with Key

Caps running.
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Small programs do not always use me mory that has been freed . Sometimes a small program loads into the larger available contiguous block,
fmther reducing the amount of memory available. Each time you ru n a
program , even if it lo ads into the fragmented memory, d1e program
affects the larger block of memory, reducing the available amount by a
few kilobytes. Unfortunately, there is no way to reclaim fragmented
memory o r control how a small program wi ll load into memory.
Understanding these layers can help you ma.ximize how many programs
you can run within a limited amount of memory. By first running all the
programs that you use during your entire computing session and leaving
the m open, you maxi mize the amount of me mory you have for other
programs, and you don't fragment your memory.
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The Extensions Folder
...- ,,

With System 6.0.X, you can extend the System usi ng sma.ll
software programs called INITs. In System 7, d1e !NITs are
called extensio ns and they are stored in the Exte nsio ns fo lde r
inside me Syste m Folder.

f ~~~

L.S::::::J

The icons you some times see flash across d1e bo ttom of the screen as
the Mac starts up are e ither ex'te nsions or control panels. These litt le
programs load as part of System software and operate at the same level
as the System, loading into memory before the Finder or any other
program. The extensions that load during startup are called System
extensions.

Cbooser extensions are not loaded into memory by the Mac at stanup;
they are loaded o nly when they are needed. Figure 8.15 shows the
sta ndard Apple extensions.

Fig. 8.15
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The rest of this section examines and briefly d escribes the extensions
d1at are standard in System 7.

System Extensions
System extensions are the exte nsions that e nhance the System's capabili·
ties. Figu re 8. 16 shows the standard Apple ex'tensio ns that are installed
whe n you install th e Syste m fo r any Macintosh and select all network·
ing options.
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Fig. B.l6
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If you are not going to use any of the network options provided with
System 7, the only Syste m extension you ne ed is the System 7 Tuner.

System 7Tuner
~- TI1e System 7 Tune-Up is a bug ftx. The System 7 Tuner is not

.J (/ 1j on e ither the System 7 or 7.0.1 installation d isks, but it comes

t~ on its own disk with an Installe r. Install Version 1.1.1 of the
System 7 Tune-Up whenever you install or re install the System. Do not
confuse the System 7 Tuner exte nsion with the System 7 Tune-Up. The
Tu ne-Up is a complete installation, while the System 7 Tune-Up is only
one component of the Tune· Up.
The System 7 Tune-Up corrects proble ms p rinting with the StyleWriter
and the LaserWriter, as well as network and AppleTalk proble ms. The
Tune-Up also ft.xes a bug with the directory structure of the hard drive.
Chapter 7 has comple te instructio ns regarding the installation of the
Tune-Up and how to fix this directory bug.
Anothe r function that the Tune-Up provides is bette r memory management. After you install the Tune-Up, you will not receive as many "out of
me moty" e rro r messages. The Tune-Up also enables the Finder to quit
ope n applications when not enough memmy exists to run the one you
a.re uying to ope n . The Tune-Up improves SCSI data transfers, especially
w hile you are using File Sharing.
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Caps Lock
J- -] Caps Lock is an extensio n that o nly works on the PowerBooks.

LI¥ Ir A small indicator appears in the Men u Bar whe n the Caps Lock
~ key is down . Pigure 8. 17 s hows the Caps Lock indicator.

Fig. 8.17
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If you have a Quadra 950, you will have received an additio nal
disk call ed Macintos h Quad ra Extras. This disk co ntains an
extensio n called the 950 Colo r Additio n . The extensio n corrects
a problem that exists with the 950 in d is playing 24-bit colo r (milli o ns of
colors) whe n using the Quadras buil t-i n video. It does no thing o n o ther
Macs. To ins tall this extensio n , drag it to you r Syste m Folde r icon.

Network Extensions
~

IF I l

Ins talling System 7 installs several network extensions. These

J1~1 'I extensio ns are necessary for perso1_1al_ File Sharin~, Apple's

~ ncrwork adapte r cards, anti the b ullt-m EtherNet m Quad ras.
For more info rmat io n on networking and using Apple's personal File
Sharing. see Chapt er 14.
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System 7 installs the following network extensions:
•

TokenTalk Phase 2, Token Talk Prep, and A/Rose. These
extensions are all TokenTalk drivers. Unless you are connected to
a Token-ring network you do not need these e.x'tensio ns.

•

EtberTalk Phase 2. Most third-party EtherNet cards use this
EtherNet extension for Quadras. The icon for the EtherTalk Phase
2 driver is distinguished from the Phase 1 driver by a set of double
arrows.

•

File Sharing. The File Sharing extensio n is the integral part of
Apple's personal File Sharing. This extension is just o ne of the
extensions installed with Apple's personal File Sharing.

•

Network. This software is the heart of the Mac's networking
capabilities. lf the Network extensio n is not present, you cannot
access the Sharing Setup control panel.

Chooser Extensions
Any type of tool you find in the Chooser is stored in the Extensions
folder. These tools include printer drivers, fax drivers, and AppleShare
drivers. None of these tools are memory resident, and these wols o nly
load when you select them from the Chooser.
Sometimes Chooser devices are referred to by the initials RDEV, which is
a generic type designation. This designatio n is inaccurate because other
type designations for Chooser documents now exist- even though RDEV
is still used. Printer drivers, which the System displays as Chooser
devices, now have Type codes of PRER and PRES as well.

f you installed software for any Apple Printer and do not need
all of those extra drivers taking up disk space, delete the
drivers (drag them to the Trash). If you get a printer that needs a
driver you have removed, you can always reinstall it.

I

Other Extensions
In additio n to those extensions that are System-enhancing programs,
there are various other files that the System recognizes as extensions.
Most of these files are special-purpose files that are labeled as extensions
because they are located in the Extensions folder.
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The Extensions folder seems fairly straightforward when you first install
it. As you add more software features to the Macintosh, however, the
Extensions folder starts to take o n a life of its own. Figure 8. 18 shows an
Extensions folder for a Mac that has been set up with several System
software features.

.,.

Fig. 8.18
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The following files and file types can find their way to the Extensions
folde r:

• Communications Tools. If you are using a package that accesses
the Communications ToolBox, the individual communications
tools are stored in the Extensio ns folder. The Communications
Toolbox and data communications are covered in depth in
Chapte r 13.
• Print Monitor (background-only files). The Print Monitor is
one of the few applications that can be in the Extensions folder.
Background-only applicatio ns are the only applications that should
be in the Extensio ns folder.

o not place any programs in the Extensions folder
unless the docume ntation for an application states
that you should. If a program's Installe r places the program
in the Extensions folder, leave the program in the folder.

D
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•

Database E:rtension. The DAL extension enables you to access

data from an SQL (Structured Query Language) database. The DAL
(Data Access La nguage) extension ..vorks in conjunction with the
other network extensions. The only time you probably need to
worry abou t this extension is if you are involved in a large corporate environment where you access a minicomputer or a mainframe that houses a large database. You can use a Macintosh for an
SQL database. but these types of databases are still fa irly foreign to
the .1\'lac world.

~fWI~
I~ , I
Ill

=v~r

f you are nm accessing a database, you can remove
the DAI. extension and free up some memory. Removing
the DAL extension does not interfere with personal File
Sharing.

I

• PostScript Printer Fonts. If you are using Adobe's ATM (Adobe

Type Manager), have a PostScript typeface font installed in the
System, and you need the corresponding printer font, then place
the printer font in the Extensions folder.

ecause the printer fonts are recognized as System
cx'tensions, drag both the font suitcase and the printer
font to the System Folder icon when you install a new font.

B

Do not drag tbe files into an open System Folder; d rag the
files to tbe System Fold er icon. If you drag the tiles into an

open System Folder, they might not be placed in the correct
locations.

• i'Vliscellaneous files . The Extensions folder contains several other

fi les, includ ing the Finder l lelp fi le. In addition, it might contain
items such as help files from other applications.
If a file can be in the Extensions folder, it can also be loose in the System
Folder. If. however, the fi le is placed into the Extensions folder when
you drag the file's icon to the System Folder icon, or if the application's
Installer places the tile in the Extensions folder, do not move the file.
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Control Panels
Control panels are a special type of program. The ir function is to change
Syste m, machine, or interface prefe re nces and co nfigurations. Control
panels enable you to control the noises that the Mac makes, the patte rn
of the Desktop, or the Mac's time and date. Some of d1e best Macintosh
utilities ava ilable come as contro l panels.
This sectio n describes the function or purpose of control panels, the
installation of control pa nels, and the standard Apple control panels that
come with System 7.

General Guidelines for Control Panels
The installacion of most comrol panels doesn 't involve anything mo re
than copying the m into the Control Panels fo lde r. You also can install
control pa nels by dragging the m o n top of the Syste m Folder icon in the
same manne r as exte nsions, fonts, sounds, or d esk accessories. If you
use this method, the Fi nder asks whethe r you want to put the ite m into
the Control Panels folder. Clicki ng Yes moves or copies the contro l
panel to the Contro l Panels folder.

f the file is o riginally o n a disk other d1an the one that contains
the System Fo lde r, the control pane l wiU be copied . If the
control panel comes from the same disk as d1e one containing the
Syste m Folder, it will be moved . If, however, you hold clown the
O ption key as you move the control panel, the contro l panel will
be copied rather than moved .

I

Not all control pa nels should be installed this way. Follow the instructio ns that come with any new control panel you purchase. The installatio n might be complex e no ugh to require an Installer script. A control
panel might require other files o r mod ifications to the System file in
orde r to function . For example, personal File Sharing is impleme nted
with several con trol panels and modifications to d1e Syste m file.
Some of the contro l pane ls are me mory reside nt and are loaded with the
Syste m at startup. Od1e r contro l panels are programs d1at you can place
anywhere on the hard drive, and d1ey still work. If you want to experime nt with the control pane ls to dete rmine which ones need to load with
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the System, remove a control panel from the Control Panels folde r (and
the System Folder) and resu'lft the Mac. After the Mac has restarted,
double-click the con trol panel you re moved. lf the contro l panel
operates as normal, it does not need to load with the System. You can
place that control panel anywhe re o n the hard drive and still use it. If
you try to launch d1e control panel and it does not work, o r if you see a
message stating that the co ntrol panel needs to be installed, move the
control panel back to d1e Control Panels folde r and restart the Mac; this
control panel does need to load with the System.

I

f you decide to move some of the con tro l panels, be careful.
Test. each control panel after moving it.

The System 7Control Panels
Eightee n control panels are installed if you perform an installation for
any Macintosh and File Sharing. This sectio n describes each one.

Brightness
You use the Brightness control panel to change the brightness
o n Apple monitors that don't have a physical brightness control
knob (the Classic and Classic ll). If you do not have a Classic or
Classic II , the control panel displays the alert box in figure 8. 19. You get
a similar alert box whenever any control pane l detects that it cannot run
on your Macintosh.

Fig. 8.19

The control pone l 110ri!Jhlness" c annot be

The control panel cannot
be used with this Mac.

used with this Macintosh.

Color
The Color co ntrol panel enables you to change the colo r of

rr t)
(-;!).·. highlighted text and the colo r of window ornamentation (the
1

colo r of the window's border). By clicking the Highlight Color
pop-up menu, you ca n change the color of your highlighted text, which
will be displayed in the box that reads Sample text. The Window Color
menu changes the color of your window's border.
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If you click sample text while ho lding the Option key, the screen displays
information about the autho rs of this con tro l panel. Click several times
to read the complete story.

Easy Access
The Easy Access co ntrol panel is inte nded for people who have
difllculry using a keyboard or a mouse. Figure 8.20 shows the
Easy Access control panel.

Fig. 8.20
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Easy Access has Mouse Keys, Slow Keys and Sticky Keys. Mouse Keys
enables you to use the numeric keypad to move d1e mo use cursor. You
can activate Mouse Keys from the control panel or with the Command·
Shift-Clear keyboa rd combination. (The Clear key is also the Num Lock
key.)
Slow Keys sets a delay betwee n when you press a key and when the key
is activate d . You also ca n use Slow Keys in conjunction with Mouse Keys
to give you more control over th e cursor's moveme nt. When Slo w Keys
is activated, you hea r short beeps every time you press a key. The first
beep ind icates that a key has been pressed ; if the key is held down, the
next beep indicates that the key has been accepted. Anothe r beep is
heard when the key is released
Sticky Keys "holds clown·· a modifier key such as d1e Option , Command,
Shift, o r Control key while you press anod1e r key on the keyboard. You
can activate Sticky Keys by clicking the On button in the Sticky Keys area
of the contro l pane l and by pressing the Shift key five times. When Sticky
Keys is active, d1e Mac makes a crescendo sound and a small icon
appears on the right side o f the me nu bar (see fig. 8.2 1). To deactivate
Sticky Keys , press the Shift key several times in succession. 'I'he small
icon d isappears, and the Mac makes a decrescendo sound as Sticky Keys
shuts off.
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Fig. 8.21
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Hyou press a modifier key, the indicator icon changes, as shown in
figure 8.22. When you press d1e modifier a second time, the modifier key
is locked and you can then press the o ther key you want to use with the
modifier (see fig. 8.23). To deselect a modifier key, press it a third time;
d1en either press anod1er modifier or press the Shift key until Sticky Keys
is turned off.

Fig. 8.22
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Stid:y Keys indicator after
modifier has been pressed
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File Sharing Monitor

g

The File Sharing Monitor control panel enables you to watch
who 's using your Mac, see how much of your Mac's processing
power users are consuming, and disconnect users if you are
unhappy with how much o f your CPU time they are consuming.
Figure 8.24 shows the File Sharing Monitor control panel with a connected user.

Fig. 8.24
The File Sharing Mo nitor
control panel.
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General Controls
The General Controls contro l panel e nables you to change the
Desktop pattern , how fast the insertion point blinks, how many
tim es menu items blink when they are selected, and the date
and time (see fig. 8.25). The information about the Desktop pattern is
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stored by the System you boot from, but the date, me nu blinking,
and time are aU sto red in the Parameter RAM, which is explained in
Chapter 12.

Fig. 8.25
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These controls are fairly self-explanatory except the control for the
Desktop pattern. To set the Desktop Pattern, notice that the control
panel contains several different patterns. You can view the patterns by
clicking the tiny arrows in the simulated menu bar of the Desktopshaped button. If you find one you like, click on the Desktop of the
Desktop button and the Desktop pattern changes to match the one
you selected.
If you want to create you r own pattern, simply edit each pLxel in the
patte rn o n the left of the Desktop button. First, select the color or shade
of gray you wam (if you are using a color or grayscale monitor) from the
Desktop Pattern section, and then click in the pattern palette. If you
want to change the color of one of the selections, double-click the small
color square. Double-clicking the color square invokes the color picker,
and you can select any colo r you want.

hen you create your own Desktop patte rn, it is not saved
anywhere except in d1e Panuneter RAM. If you zap the
Parameter RAM, you lose d1e Desktop pattern you created.

W

Some Desktop pattern utilities (such as Before Dark) install large
patterns into the System file. A5 a resu lt, color pattern editing from the
General Controls control panel is tempo rarily disabled. To reenable
pattern editing, follow the instructions d1at come wid1 your Desktop
pattern utility.
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Keyboard
The Keybo•u·d control panel enables you to select the keyboard
you want to use and to set the delay time before a key starts
repeating when held down. When you first install d1e System,
it has o nly one keyboard option: the US keyboard. You can, however,
obtain foreign character and special keyboard layouts. One of me extras
you can install is me Dvorak keyboard layout from Nisus Software, which
is discussed in Chapter 5.
Foreign keyboard layouts are sometimes difficult to find. Your best bet
for finding one of these elusive keyboards is to check wim your local
MUG (Macintosh User Group). Next you will want to ch eck with
manufacturers of foreign font sets, and finally o n-line services such as
CompuServe or Ame rica Online. An Apple developer also might be able
to help you.
In me Keyboard control panel you can select the Key Repeat Rate and
the Delay Until Repeat. The repeat rare is how fast a character wiJl repeat
itself if its key is held down, and the delay is how long your Mac will wait
before it starts repeating the key being held down. There are five radio
buttons for each sening. You will have to experiment with these buttons
to find the configuration that is most comfortable for you. If you set me
delay to Short and me repeat rate to Fast and you are not an adept
typist, you will find that letters unexpectedly repeat memselves during
the course of normal typing. Thhen yoou will! find yoursself typing
somemhing thaat loooks like mis.
Figure 8.26 shows the Keyboard contro l panel with several foreign
keyboard layouts.

Fig. 8.26
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labels
The Labels control panel enables you to ch ange d1e text and
color (on color Macs) of the labels mat the Finder uses. This
control panel can facilitate file maintenance procedures.
Chapter 10 discusses more detailed uses for mis simple comrol panel.
Figure 8.27 shows the L1bels control panel for a color Mac.
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Fig. 8.27
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The Map conrrol panel enables you to determine the time

1~ anywhere in the world. You also can usc this control panel to

find the longitude and latitude of any of the cities dHtl have
been entered. If you type MID inro the text fleld and click Fi nd or press
the ReLUrn key, you can e\•en learn where the "Middle o f nowhere" is
rea lly located.
The Map cont rol panel is p rcconfigurecl with a basic set of cities, and
)'OU ca n add you r own. All the time zones in the Map cont rol pa nel are
based on Greenwich Mean Time. This means that the time for Lo ndon is
set to Time Zone zero hours and zero minutes, and San Francisco is at
eight hou rs and zero minutes because it is in Time Zone eight-eight
hou rs before London. When you add a new city, you must enter the city
name. the latitude. longitude, and time zone, and then click the Set
butmn.

f you reinsta ll the System, the Map comrol panel is replaced
wid1 a new copy. If you have added cities to you r Map control
panel, make a copy of it so that you can restore the cities if you
reinstall the System.

I

Figure 8.28 shows the Map control panel. If you want to discover what
cities arc already entered. press the Command and Option keys as you
click the Find button. Clicking o n the Time Zone title changes it to the
Time Difference between two locations. Clicki ng on d1e mi (miles) label
changes it to kilometers or a dg (degrees) .

Memory
The Memory comro l panel enables you to set how much
memory the Mac uses for the RAM cache. Click on the small
arrows next to the Cache Size amount shown to change the
cache size; the minimum cache is 32K. On 68030 and 68040 Macs
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(and the Mac II , if Mode 32 and a PMMU are installed), chis control
panel also enables you co configure virn1al memory and the addressing
mode, either 32- or 24-bit. On PowerBooks and Quadras, you also can
set up a RAM disk wich the Memory control panel. Figure 8.29 shows
the Memory control panel.

Fig. 8.28
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If you are using a Macintosh SE/30, 11, llx, or llc.x, consider getting the
Mode 32 control panel, as discussed in Chapter 1. Mode 32 enables you
to n1rn on 32-bir addressing for these machines, which means that you
can access more than 8M of memory either as virtual or physical RAM.
You can get Mode 32 from your MUG, your Apple dealer, or an on-line
service; Apple has licensed it from Connectix and it is free to Macintosh
users. For a more detailed discussion of memory and the Memory
control panel, refer to Chapter 1.
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hen virrual memory is turned o n, you can press the Option
key and click on the volume name to gain insight about the
Memory conrrol panel's authors.

W
Monitors

The Monitors conrrol panel enables you to configu re the pixel
depd1 s'e tting for a grayscale monitor or a color monitor. lJ you
have multiple mo nito rs, this control panel enables you to set
the monitor on which d1e menu bar sho uld appear and to specify the
startup monimr. The startup monitor a nd the o ne o n which the menu
bar a ppears do not have w be d1e same monitor.
Figure 8.30 shows the Mo nitors control pane l displaying two monitors.
Monitor 1 is a color monitor attached to an SE/30. Monitor 1 is capable
of displaying 24-bit color, and it is set to d isplay me menu bar (thus
being the work monitor). The litde smiling Mac (displayed by holding
down the Option key) indicates that Moni tor 1 is also the startup
monitor. The menu bar ind icator and the smiling Mac indicator can be
moved to e ither mo nitor by clicking the indicator you want to move and
dragging it to d1e od1er monitor. These changes take effect the next time
you restart d1e Mac.

Fig. 8.30
The Monitors control
panel.
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lf you are using a third-party card, the card can tap inro d1e Monitors
control panel. Clicking o n the Options button might give you additional
configuratio n choices.
Depending o n the monimr and card that yo u are using, you might
want to experiment with the monitor settings. Turning off the color or
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running in 256-bit mode might give you a significant speed increase
during screen refreshes. Utilities are available for auto matically changing
the p Lxel de pth o n your moniror based on the program you are currently
running. Hand Off II by Connectix-a control panel-is one of these
utilities.
Clicking on the text 7.0 in the upper right corner shows the credits fo r
the control panel.

Mouse
~~~--EJ--1 The Mouse contro l pane l, shown in figure 8.31, lets you set the
mouse-t rack speed and the double-click speed. When you click
1
one o f the three radio buttons th at represents your options for
double-click speed, the visua l indicator on the mouse to the left represents ti1e largest amount of time that may pass between two consecutive
clicks for them to be recognized as a double-click. The double-click
interval is anothe r value that is stored in the parameter RAM.

Fig. 8.31
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The setting for Mouse Tracking sets the ratio for mouse-to-screen
representatio n. If you are using a large monitor-perhaps 19 inchesyou would want Mouse Tracking set to tl1e f-astest setH ng. If you are
using a 9-inch monitor, however, like ti1e one on the Classic o r a
PowerBook, setting the tracking speed too fast could actually be a
hindrance, because you ca n easily lose contro l of the mouse and end up
selecti ng mo re ti1 an you want or moving files to places where ti1ey do
not belong.

Network

g

The Network control panel e nables you to select the network to
which you want to be connected . This control panel detects
drivers for any ne two rk you install in the System, including
LocalTalk (which is built in), Ethe rTttlk, and Appl eTalk Remote Access.
Figure 8.32 shows the Network control panel with three available
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network o ptions. You can find more informatio n on networki ng and
network drivers in Chapte r 14.

Fig. 8.32
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Portable
The Portable control panel, shown in figure 8.33, is used to configure
the powe r-saving features o f the PowerBook and Portable. Using the
slider bars in the control panel, you can set the amount of time until
your Mac goes to sleep-powers down but it does not shut off. You wiU
want to set it to an interval th at is long e no ugh so that it will shut down
whe n you are not usi ng your Mac, not whe n you pause lor half a minute.
You might want to set it to 5 to 15 minutes.

Fig. 8.33
The Porrablc control panel.
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The Hard Disk option powers down the internal hard drive after a
specific interval in order to save power. This intenraJ should be sho11.
Your hard drive uses power whenever it is running and it will spin even
if your Mac is not accessing it. Although setting a short spin time will
mean that you have to wait while the drive powers up if your Mac has to
access the drive, you can save a lot of battery power by sening a short
time. You will have ro experime nt until you find a setting that is right for
you.
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The o ther options fo r this control panel include forcing the Mac ro stay
awake while it is plugged in, selecting the modem you want to usc (if it
has an internal modem). and deciding whe the r or nor to wake your Mac
if the modem receives a pho ne call. By carefu lly using these senings. you
can gain about an extra ho ur of battery ope rating time.

Sharing Setup
The Sharing SeLUp control panel e nables you to start or stOp
File Sharing and program linking. You also use this co ntro l
panel to set your network name, the access password, and th e
name for your Macintosh (sec figure 8.34). The Macintosh name appea rs
on the screen of o ther people 's compute rs if you :Lre printing to a
networked l.aser\X1riter a nd they try to print at the same rime. Setting
your Macintosh's name is also important whe n using the networking
options. You can find more informatio n o n rile Sharing in Chapte r 14.

Fig. 8.34
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Sound
.....11 \\ The Sound control panel e nables you to change the sound and
the ,·olume the Mac makes whe n it beeps. You also can create
your own sound if you d o no t like the o nes included with the
System. Figure 8.35 shows the Sou nd contro l panel. On the left of the
control panel is a sliding co ntrol for sening the volume. Drag the bar up
o r down to set the volume. The volume is sto re d in the Parameter Rfu'vl,
which is kept alive by the clock battery. The right side of the control
pane l lists the a\'ail able sounds.

~

If you are using an older Mac, the Sound control panel will nor include
the Micropho nes selectio n . You use the Microphones selection to record
your own sound. When you select o ne o f the micro phone o ptio ns (the
internal microphone o ptio n is o nly available o n an Ou tbo und t'vlacin tosh
notebook). you can record a new sound.
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Fig. 8.35
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To record a new sound, follow these steps:
L Click the Add button. A widow with a set of controls similar to
those you would find on a rape recorder appears. Figure 8.36
shows the Record control panel.

Fig. 8.36
The Record control panel.
0
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2. Click the Record button and then talk, play music, or make noise
into the microphone. You can record up ro ten seconds of sound.
Click the Stop button when you 're fi nished.
3- Play back what you recorded by clicking the Play button. If you
don't like it, you can record a new sound.
4. After you have a sound you like, name the sound. The sound is
stored in the System, and you can select the new sound for your
alert sound just as you select any of the oth er sounds.

ou probably don't want to use the full te n seconds when
recording a sound. Ten seconds of sou nd every time the Mac
would beep can become old very quickly.

Y

If you turn the sound completely off, the menu bar flashes when the Mac
wants to notify you of something.
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Startup Disk
T he Srartup Disk contro l pane l e nables you to set the d isk from
wh ich the Mac starts up. p rovid ed that you have more than one
ha rd d rive attached to your Mac. Click the volume you want. In
figure 8.37, the To Go disk is set to start up the Mac. For more informatio n about startup disks and switching between them , refe r to Chapter 2.
~- Sl nrlup Disk -

Fig. 8.37
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Users &Groups
The Users & Gro ups control pan e l is part o f personal File
Sharing. It e nables you to speci ~r which users can access your
Mac whe n you ru rn o n File Sharing, and whether those users
ca n use program linking.
This control pane l also e nables you to put ind ividual users into groups
so that you can more easily assign access privileges fo r groups of people.
A simp le strategy fo r ftle access is to create two g ro ups: mi nimal access
and trustworthy. (You might want to use a li ttle mo re tact when naming
the g ro ups.) Everyone who belongs to the minimal access group is
allowed read-o nly access to a folde r, and your mo re computer-literate
colleagues (theoretically more trustworthy) are allowed to access other
folders and write data as we ll as read it. Figure 8.38 shows the setup for
a single user, named Outbound. See Chapter 14 for more details o n File
Sha ri ng.

Views

[}[-g[

The Views control panel provides o ptio ns for customizi ng the
Finder. This program enables you to set how icons are cleaned
up. and the typeface (font) and size in which text appears in
tl1e Finder. You also can select what information is displayed when you
view data in a list view, and specify whe tl1e r to display the h ard drive's
information in the fo lde r headers.
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Fig. 8.38
The Users & Groups
control panel.
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f-igure 8.39 shows the Views control panel. Experiment wid1 the differ·
enr seuings unril you find one you like. The Icon Views area enables you
to set up how rhe System arranges icons when you select Clean Up
Window from the Special Menu. You can arrange icons in a straight or
staggered grid, for example. If you set Always Snap To Grid, the icons,
when moved. snap to a predetermined point o n an invisible grid widlin
the folder or disk windows.

Fig. 8.39
The Vi ews cont rol panel.
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Using the list Views senings, you can d etermine what size icon to use
and the information to display with any of the list view settings. If all you
want to see is the icon and the name when viewi ng a folder in a lisr
mode (by anything 01her than icon and small icon). uncheck the Show
options o n the right Use the Show optio ns tO dete rmine what information you want to see. Selecting the Show disk info check box displays the
numbe r of items, the amount of space used on the disk, and rhe space
available whenever you o pe n a folder. This information is only available
when using an ico n view, un less this box is checked.
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Finally, you can select any available fo nt and size for all file and folder
n ames displayed in the Finde r fro m the pop-up me nus in the Views
control panel. The defaul t selection is the Geneva fo nt displayed in a
9 po int size. Be sure that you select an installed font size unless you are
u sing a TrueType fo nt. rf the fo nt is a TrueType font, tJ1e n you can select
any size. Figure 8.40 shows the installed fo nt sizes as outlined numbers.
(For more information about fo nts, refer to Chapter 4 .)

Fig. 8.40
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isplay the folde r sizes in the Finder only when you need
t11e info rmation . Otherwise, the Finder spends a lot of time
totaling the size of all the files within each folde r. The Finder also
recalculates the size every time you close and the n open a folder
or d isk. Although this does not slow down any application except
the Finder, you will find that it is a nuisance unless you are
running a Quadra.

Apple Menu Items

W
~

The Apple Menu Items folde r holds desk accessories. Desk
accessories (formerly called DAs) are small programs that

have a Limited scope or focus. These p rograms are usually
accessible regardless o f the applicatio n you are using.

You can put any file, folder, applicatio n, o r alias into d1e Apple Me nu
Items folder. Whe n you place an ite m in the folder, the item is available
fro m the Apple me nu. You can launch the application and open the
folder o r fil e by selecting the item fro m the menu.
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Ap ple 's intent is to eliminate real world d esk accessories and replace
them with sma ll programs. Under System 7, you can place any d esk
accessory anywhere o n a hard drive, and d1e d esk accessory s ho uld
o perate properly. The reason for the conti nued existence of desk
accessories is because some people are still using Syste m 6.0.X.
For d10se who do use Syste m 6.0.X, you need the Fo nt/DA Mover to
install and move desk accessories. (For instructions regard ing using the
Fo nt/DA Mover, refer to Chapter 7 .) Th is sectio n examines each of the
desk accessories included with Syste m 7.

Alarm Clock

·fG
~:{

The Alarm Clock can display the time or set off an alarm. Yo u
a lso can use the Alarm Clock to set the time and d ate for the
Syste m. Figure 8.41 s hows the Alarm Clock desk accessory.

Fig. 8.41
The Alarm Clock desk
accessory.

After you choose the Alarm Clock, open it by clicking the Alarm Clock
button- the key-shaped butron to the right o f the rime. The key d rops
down and revea ls the contro ls for setting t he time, date, and the alarm
time. If the Al arm Clock butto n is in the down position , the alarm is off.
If the button is in the up positio n, the alarm is set to go off at the time
set next to the butto n. The desk accessory does nm need to be o pen fo r
the alarm to go off.
Whe n the alarm goes off, you hear whatever sound you have selected for
the System sound, and an alarm clock nm ificatio n flashes ove r the Apple
in the menu bar (see figure 8.42). To stop the alarm, open the Alarm
Clock desk accessory and turn off the alarm by o pening the Alarm Clock
desk accesso ry and returning the button to the d own position .

Battery

~

The Battery desk accessory only works o n battery-powered
.Macintoshes-the Macintosh Portable or PowerBook:s. This desk
accessory displays d1e amo unt of power remaining in the battery.
The desk accessory also e nables you to turn o n the power-saving
featu res and put the Mac ro sleep. When you open the Battery desk
accessory, you see a small w indow dut d isp lays the battery's charge. The
window has a little key-like toggle switch similar to the o ne o n the Alarm
Clock (see fig. 8.43).
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Fig. 8.42
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Fig. 8.43
'I'he Banery desk accessory.

CHck the key to open the DA. You can then set the power-saving features
or put the Mac to sleep.

Calculator
The Calculator desk accessory enables you to perform qu ick
calculations. To perform the calculations, click the key buttons o n
the o n-screen Calculator or press the correspondi ng keys on the
nume ric keypad. You can use the operators+, - , *, /, and= for addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, and equals, respectively. To clear
the Calculator, hit the Esc or Clear key.

Chooser
Of all o f the desk accessories on the Mac, the Chooser is
probably the most important. You use the Chooser to select
which primer you \Vi ii use. The Chooser also enables you to
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log o nro an AppleS hare network-including personal File Sharing. Other
networking applicatio ns such as Microsoft Mail and Liaison (by Farallon)
also use the Chooser. You also use the Chooser to turn on or off
AppleTalk. Figure 8.44 shows the Chooser.

Fig. 8.44
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Before you can select a printer, you must install its driver in the &:tensions folder. If the printer is installed, its icon appears in the Chooser.
Click the printer icon to choose it. lfyou are printing to a networked
LaserWriter, look at the butto ns in d1e lower right corner o f the window
to make sure that AppleTalk is turned o n. The Active button should be
marked; if it isn't, click it.
For information regarding using the Chooser to log onto a network,
refer to Chapter 14.

Key Caps
You use the Key Caps desk accessory to find the elusive special
character d1at you can never remember how to create-characters such as the trademark or copyright symbo ls. You also can
use Key Caps to find how to create foreign ch;u-acters such as the accent
mark or an umlaut. Figure 8.45 shows Key Caps >Vith an accented e and a
u with an u mlaut.

0
Fig. 8.45
The Key Caps desk
accessory.
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To usc Key Caps, follow these steps:
1. From the Apple menu, choose Key Caps.
2. Choose a font from the Key Caps menu.

3. When the simulated keyboard displays the font, press the Option,
Command, and Shift keys in various combinations to display the
special cha racters that you can create using this font. The characters appear on the keyboard.
To create a foreign character, follow these steps:
1. From the Apple menu , choose Key Caps.

2. Select the font you want to usc.

3. llold down the Option key to sec the foreign character markings.
With the Option key held down, click the button for the character
you want or press the correspo nding key on the keyboard.
4. Release the Option key and press the letter you want to modify.
If you press Option-L" and then press U again. you create the
character i.i.

This process works any time you arc ryping on the Mac, not just in Key
Caps. If you create the character in Key Caps, however, you can copy or
cut it from the Key Caps display and paste it inro your document.

Note Pad

D

The Note Pad desk accessory is a small program that you usc
to keep notes. Note Pad works with the Cut, Copy, and Paste
commands and can hold eight small pages of notes. Anyth ing
you type or any text you paste into the Note Pad is saved. The notes you
make remain until you replace them.

Puzzle
~ Play with it. When you're clone you should see a picture of
~ Apple's Logo.

Scrapbook
You can compile an eclectic collection of text, graphics,
sounds, and even QuickTimc movies (you need the
Quicklime-compatible Scrapbook for the movies) in the
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Scrapbook. To put something into the Scrapbook, copy w hat you want
to keep, open the Scrapbook, and paste the material in the Scrapbook.
(Figure 8.46 shows an item pasted into the Scrapbook.) Wh en you want
to reuse the item, open the Scrapbook, copy the item, and paste the item
into your document.
Scropbook

Fig. 8.46
A graphic p:tsted into d1e
Scrapbook.
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Whenever you copy something from the Scrapbook, you are stuck with
the entire ite m. You cannot select a portio n of a Scrapbook entry. There
are desk accessories, such as SmartScrap by Solutions, Inc., that e nable
you to keep mu ltiple Scrapbooks and that provide a variety of selectio n
features so that you can be more discriminating.

Other Folders
The System contains a few oth er specialized folders. The sectio n
covers the Preferences fo lde r, the Startup Items folder, and the Pri ntMonitor folder. The section also discusses several invisible foldersMove&Re name and Rescued Ite ms-that the System uses. Finally, the
section covers the System's automatic creation of System folde rs that
might be missing.

Preferences
The Prefe re nces folder is where all prog.rams are supposed to
sto re thei r prefe re nce files. Apreference file is usually a file
created by a program that stores its configuration and userdefined settings. The Preferences folder also has a tendency to become
the receptacle for all manne r of miscellaneous files. Individual programs
put files in this folder afte r d1ey are run the first time or during the
installation process.
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on 't mess with the Preferences folder unless you are
installing software and the instructions call for installing a
file in this folder or you are trying to fLx a problem. Apple recomme nds to develo pers that a program should still operate even if
you d elete its preferences file from the Preferences folder. This
means that you can experiment, but if you do, do it very carefully
(not all programs use the Preferences folder properly yet).

D

A preference file's settings are incorrect if you cannot reset the settings
or if you want to revert to the program's default settings and can 't. Don't
dele te the preference file. Instead, move the tile out of the Prefere nces
folder, save the file somewhere else on the hard drive, and run the
program. Most programs provide an option to set the program's
defaults, which are then stored in the programs preferences file. When
d1e program cannot find its preferences file, it should create a new one.
A program that installs a preferences file when you install d1e program
(which conflicts with Apple's guidelines) will not create a new prefe rences file. If the program does not work, o r if you do not get the result
you expect, you can always resto re the old prefe rences file you saved or
get the original prefere nce file fro m the program's master disk.

Startup Items
The Startup Items folder is where you place any file, program,
or alias to a program that you want to run every time you start
the Mac. Unde r Syste m 6.0.X, you could highlight a program
and set it to start up from the Finder. With System 7, you can accomp lish
the same task with the Startup Items Folder.

T

he best way to use the Startu p Items fo lder is to place into
the folder an alias for any program you want to lau nch
automatically whe n you start up the Mac. Because most programs
require additional files, you should use an alias-not the actual
program file. If you move the actual program to the Startup items
folder, d1e program will probably not be able to find its subsidi:u-y
files such as dictionaries, glossaries, macros, and so on.
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Do not confuse this folder with the Extensions folder. Your extensio ns
(what used to be called Sta rtup documents in System 6) belong in the
Extensions folde r, not the Startup Folder.

PrintMonitor Documents
~·-

The Mac creates the PrintMo nitor Documents folde r the first
time you print using a LaserWriter o r SryleWriter and Back~ ground Printing is turned o n. Figure 8.47 shows the Chooser
with the Background Printing burton tu rned on. If this button is not set,
the Mac w il.l no t print in the backgrou nd o r using the l'rintMo ni ror
folder.

I r. I

Fig. 8.47
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After the folder is created, you can just ignore it. The Print Monitor
applicatio n (in the Extensions fo lder) uses this fo lder to store spooled
documents while the Mac waits fo r the printer to finish what it is
printing.
However, if you have a pro blem with the PrintMonitor, such as it
repeatedly te lling you it cannot print, you might have to dele te the
files in the PrintMonitor folder and reprint your docume nt. lf this
becomes a recurring problem, delete the Print.Moni tor and all files in
the PrintMonitor folde r; the n reinstall your primers, as described in
Chapter 7.

Rescued Items
The Rescued Ite ms folder sometimes appears in the Trash after a System
crash. Whe n System 7 starts up, it chec ks the Syste m Folder for temporary files, and it also checks an invisible fold er o n the top level of the
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hard drive called Temporary Ite ms-if the folder exists-for temporary
files. If System 7 finds any files in the Temporary Items folder or tempo·
rary files in the System Folder, the System puts the temporary ftles into a
folder called Rescued Items, which is stored in the Trash. In figure 8.48,
the folder contains items that were rescued fro m the volume HomeBoy.

Fig. 8.48
The Rescued Items folder.

Because many programs make temporary files when they run, this
feature is provided to e nable you to recover data lost during a crash.
Although most software publishers do not take advantage of this feature
yet, it will probably become more common in the future.
If a volume crashes while you are working on a document and your
Mac creates the Rescued Items folde r and places a te mporary file in it,
the software publisher might be able to help you recover data that you
have lost. Jf it is critical enough to justify a phone call, call the software
manufacturer's technical support staff and see if t11ey can h elp you. Be
advised, however, that you will probably be wasting a phone call.

Move&Rename Folder
The Move&Rename Folder is an invisible folder. Personal File Sharing
creates and uses this folder. You might see this folder in some Save As
and Open dialog boxes or with a disk utility program like DiskTop or
wit h FileTools. Ignore this folder.

Automation Creation
System 7 automatically creates the fo llowing folders if they are missing at
bootup:

•
•

•
•
•

Extensions
Control Panels
Apple Menu Ite ms
Startup Ite ms
Prefere nces

8
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Do not remove these folders from the System Fo lder. If you do, they
reappear the next time you start the Mac. You can (for tro ubleshooting
purposes) move any of these folders-the Extensio ns folder, for example-from the System, restart the Mac, and then drag the extensions
back to the System Folder icon o ne at a ti me to reinstall them. If you
reboot each time you drag an extension to the System Folde r ico n, you
could soon find the extension that is causing the trouble. Or it could
take half the day. If you 're really in trouble , re fer to Chapte rs 11 and 12,
which cover troubles hooting.

The Hidden Treasure on Your System Disks
If you do not explo re the System Disks, you may miss some of the Appleprovided fonts and utilities. The utilities include two control panels
called Cache Switch and CloseView and a Mac-to-DOS and DOS-to-Mac
disk utility called Apple File Exchange.

Fonts
The Fonts disk contains extra fo nts. These fo nts, which d1e Installe r does
not install, are bit-mapped, are named after cities, and are primarily for
the lmageWrite r primers. These fo ms do not print we ll o n a Laser\Vriter.
Fif:,>Ure 8.49 shows each of these additiona l fonts. You can ins tall d1em by
copying d1e m to d1e System Folder icon . For mo re information regarding
fonts, re fe r to Chapter 4.

Fig. 8.49
Examples of the
extra fonts.
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Extra Control Panels
The Tidbits d isk co ntains two add itional control panels. These control
pane ls are special-purpose devices: o ne is for Quadras only, and the
othe r is used to magnil)• the screen . To install either of these devices,
d rag them to the System Folder icon, and then restart the Mac.

Cache Switch
The Cache Switch control pane l, shown in figure 8.50, enables you to
turn off the 68040 CPU's inte rnal cach es. The cache stores insu-uctions
and accelerates the cru·s capabili ty tO process data. Some applications,
however, are no t compatible with the Quaclra and the 68040 processor
because of tl1e cache.

Fig. 8.50
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If you are having trouble running an app lication on your Quadra, try
usi ng this control panel to turn off the cache. Using this control panel to
tu rn off the cache slows clown the Quaclra and is not application specific.
Some available cache controlle rs are ap plicatio n specitlc; these contro lle rs shu t off the cache while a specific program is running and turn on
the cache whe n you qui t the applicatio n .

Close View
The Close View control panel, shown in Hgure 8.51, was made for the
vision impaired. This control panel magnifies the Mac screen so that you
ca n see details more clearly and those with visio n problems ca n distingu ish th e e le me nts on the screen.
Whe n Close View is turned on, a rectangle su rrounds the cursor.
Turning o n the magnification switch e nlarges the area inside the black
frame to fill the entire viewi ng area of your monitor.
Even if your eyes are fine, this utility is useful for do ing very precise and
accu rate graphics work. If you need more magnification than what is
buil t into the program you are using, give th is contro l panel a shot.
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Fig. 8.51
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Apple File Exchange
The Apple File Exchange (AFE) utility is provided by Apple and
e nables you to transfer data from MS-DOS and Apple Pro DOS
disks to the Macintosh and vice-versa. AFE also can format disks in
both of these formats, and it works with the Apple 5.25 IBM drive. (This
drive requires a NuBus card .)

~

:.e:.

If you need to transfer data between d iffere nt types of machines, this
utility may be all that you need. It works with any Macintosh d1at has a
high-density, or Supe rDrive, floppy disk drive.
For more information regarding transfe rring data between different
computing platforms, refer to Chapte r 15.

Summary
This chapter explains the major compone nts of the str.tight-from-the-box
Apple operating system. This chapte r explains what components come
with the System, the purpose of each component, and where the
component belongs. With this solid foundation , you have the tools you
need to take the next step: customizing the System .
Chapter 9 explains customizatio n.
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Customizing Your
System
eople use Macs for different
reasons. Whatever the
machine's purpose, however, you want to get the
most from the Mac. But
what does "get the most
from the Mac" mean? For
some people, the statement
means learning everything short of
programming. For other people,
finding the most expedient way to
get a particular job done is getting
the most from a Mac. And still
others try to squeeze the maximum
efficiency from their Systems.
Usually the answer is a combination of these and other responses,
and the answer is different for each
Macintosh user.

To help you get maximum results from your Mac, this chapter explains
some of the advanced features of System 7. The chapter also looks at
software utilities for enhancing the System and automating some tedious
and re pe titive tasks. Even programming ca n be simpler than you might
think, and creating a Macintosh capability you really need is a very
satisfying accomplishment. The Mac provides a world that you can
re make and mold.
Figure 9.1 shows the Desktop. This picture is probably different from
what you are used to seeing. The menu bar has three menus, a clock,
and a couple of indicators not fo und on the standard menu bar. The
figure provides an example of several ways you can enhance d1e System.

Fiu. 9.1

li, File Edit Ulew l nfH'f S;oociai Magic Script s

12:53:02 AM(tJ

CD

~ r:D

An enhanced Oes'krop.

eep in mind that making a utility really work for you takes
time, experimentation, and a cettain amount of commitme nt.
Do not expect to install some of these utilities and d1en experience
a magical transformation of the Macintosh.

K

To enable you to customize a Mac, d1is chapter includes the following
topics:
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•

Advanced System 7 featu res

•

System utilities

• System automation
• ResEd it
• Programming

Using Advanced System 7 Features
Apple has included some new features in System 7 that place it at the
forefront of personal computing platforms. The Mac was versatile using
Syste m 6.0.X, but Syste m 7 now e nables you to do the fo llowi ng:
• Use the Mac as a collaborative tool for working with others on
common projects
• Automate repetitive and bo ring tasks
• Have diffe re nt programs in teract to increase productivity and save
time
• Easily modify the Syste m to meet your needs
This section discusses some of Syste m 7's advanced features. To use
these features, you need applications that are Syste m 7-friendly. lf you
are looking fo r programs that will take full advantage of System 7's
features, you will have to ask some questions. Does the program use
Publish and Subscribe? Is it Apple Events-aware? Is it System 7-frie ndly?
Not all applications have evolved to this extent.
This section examines the following System 7 features:
• Publish and Subscribe
• Apple Events
• Aliases
• QuickTime
The p receding items are not the only System 7-specific features ; these
features are presented he re because they do not lend the mselves to
other chapte rs and need to be explained. Chapter 1 introduces 32-bir
addressing; Chapte r 2 d iscusses virtual memory; Chapter 4 covers
TrueType; and Chapte r 14 deals with personal File Sharing.

Publish and Subscribe
Publisb and Subscribe is an advanced d evelopment of the Macintosh's
Copy and Paste capabilities. With Copy and Paste, you can copy a
picture, table, paragraph, or document, and then paste the copy to
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a nother location or into another docu ment. You can create a new
d ocume nt that is a composite of differe nt types of documents, a nd you
can even combine several documents. Although d1e Copy and Paste
method is useful, it is limited . If you regu larly insert data fro m one
docume nr into seveml other docume nts, you could be re peatedly
copying and pasting the same text-with sligh t mod ificatio ns. f or
example, you might be adding a spreadshee t of month-e nd totals to a
me mo that you send out every mon th. With Copy and Paste. you must
make a copy of the spreadsheet and paste it into the me mo every mo nth.
To solve this problem, Apple has develo ped Publish and Subsc ribe.
Publish and Subscri be e nables you to select part or all of a document
and make it available to other docume nts and applicatio ns. Yo u usc a
new Mac command , Create Publisher, to create a file containing· th e
selected part of the docume nt. This new tile is calle d an Edition.
Because the Edition is a nle, the data in it can be saved and used again
and again, unli ke data copied to the Clipboard by using the Copy
command. Another new Mac command, Subscribe To, e nables you to
insert an Edition into other docume nts. The subscribing document can
be from the same application as the pub lished d ocume nt or from a
diffe re nt applicatio n. For exam ple, you can publish an Edition from a
Microsoft Word document and subscribe d1at Edition to a graphic
docume nt in Canvas. The Edition ap pears wid1 markings (to indicate
that it is fro m another docu ment) in the subscribing document (see
fig. 9.2). Furthe rmo re, any changes you make to the published area of a
docume nt are au tomatically include d in any docume nts d1at subscribe to
the Editio n.

Fig. 9.2
Text m;u·ked as an Editio11.
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The following steps demonstrate how to use Publish and Subscribe to
create an Ed ition file in one document and subscribe it to another
document:
1. Select the section of a document that you want 10 publish as an
Edition. For this example, you are choosing a section from a
document in Microsoft Word.

2. From the Ed it menu, choose Create Publisher (see fig. 9.3).

Fig. 9.3
The Create Publisher
menu command.

Publishing a section of a document creates an Edition file (see
fig. 9.4). The file that is created is just like any other document
file, except that it is linked to the creating document.
3. Open the application o r document where you want to insert the
Edition. For this example, you will open a document in Canvas.
4. From t11e Edit menu , choose Subscribe To.
5. Open the Edition file you want to use (see fig. 9.5). Notice the
preview window; you can use this window to make sure that you
have Lhe right edition. An e dition is opened in the same manner
any file is opened, excepr d1at you use tl1e Subscribe to menu
selection from the Ed it menu.
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Fig. 9.4
Creating the Edition.
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Fig. 9.5
Opening the Ed ition file.
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The Ed ition appears in the document and is clearly marked (see fig. 9.6).
The Editio n file remains intact after insertio n into a subscribing
document. You can use the Editio n with several different subscribing
docume nts and have all docume nts subscribing to d1e Editio n updated
witho ut repeated co pying a nd pasting. Any subsequent changes made to
the published area o f the o riginal docume nt are automatically made to
the Edition and to any documents d1at subscribe to that Edition.
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Fig. 9.6
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Apple Events
With the introduction of System 7, Apple requires that all applications
are capable o f se nding and receiving commands to each other. This new
feature is called lnterapplication Communications (lAC) . The commands that are sent between applications are called Apple Events. At a
minimum, evecy application should be able to se nd or receive the
!allowing four commands:

•
•
•

•

Open applications
Open docume nrs
Print docume nts
Quit applications

If you have installed the System 7 Tune-Up (see Chapter 7 for information abou t Syste m 7 Tune -Up), you can see a good example o f how
Apple Events work. Start up as many applicatio ns as your Mac can
handle, and the n try to open one more applicatio n. If you get a message
like the o ne in figure 9.7, you are witnessing the result of an Apple Event
in action .
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Fig. 9.7
An Apple Events example.

Th ere Is not enough mem ory ouoltabte
lo ope n "Microsoft Word.,,
Do you ounnt to quit th o opptlco tlon s
thot houc no open window s ond open
" M icroso f t Word " Ins tend?

I Conccl I Hnull nppllcotlons ll

The Finder is requesting permissio n to send an Apple Event command to
an application running in the background, which is TeachText. SpecificaJly, the Finder wants to tell TeachText co quit so d1at Word can open. If
the application does not have the System 7 Tune-Up installed, you get a
message like the one in figure 9.8. The System 7 Tune-Up provides d1e
System wim the abili ty to shut down applicatio ns that do not have open
windows while opening an application whe n there is insufficie nt
memory. However, Apple Events are a part of System 7 and do not
require the Tune-Up in order w work.

Fig. 9.8
Not enough memory to

open Chooser.

Not enough mcmor!J to open

Chooser. Try ctosln9 another
desk occessonJ ur qui tUng on

nppllcotlon.

For interapplicatio n communication to occur, the programs involved
need to be System 7-friendly. Apple has published a complete set of
standa rd Apple Events and wants all applications to support a suite of
Apple Events called core Apple Events. In m eory, one applicatio n should
be able to almost completely control another application. Because Apple
Events are very complex, most applications do not yet give you the
ability to control other applicatio ns. Apple Events represent the future of
Macintosh computing. In o rder w take advantage of Apple Events today,
you must use an application that allows you access to this feature.

As an example of what you can do with Apple Events, suppose that you
are working on a docume nt that has subscribed to an Edition. While you
are finishing the job, you discove r d1at the Edition contains an error.
Because you can not edit the Edition from a subscribing application, you
need to ope n the original fi le-the one from which d1e Editio n was
created . So rather than search your hard disk or network for me document, wou ldn' t it be nice to just double-click d1e Edition and have d1e
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program that created the edition launch a nd open the original file? This
scenario is now possible thro ugh the use of Apple Events. Figure 9.9
shows Canvas prese nting the option to open the publisher of the editio n
that it has subscribed to.

Fig. 9.9
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An increasing number of utilities enable you to perform auto mated
actio ns using App le Events. Seve ral of the utilities discussed late r in this
chapter have the capability to use Apple Events. Additio nally, Apple has
anno unced an Cll.'lension called Apple Script that wi ll e nable you to write
scripts or miniprograms based o n Syste m 7's inrerapplication communicatio ns capabilities. Apple Script will pro bably be a lor like serland·s
Frontier.
Using Apple Events, you can perfo rm tasks such as auto matically starting a comm unicatio ns package. You ca n have the program log o n to a
service, get your E-mail, print the messages, file them, and qu it before
you get ro the office. AlJ you have to do the n is walk thro ugh the door,
get your coffee, pick up the messages at the p rinter, and read your mail.
You don 't even have to touch the Mac.

Aliases
An alias is a smalll1lc you can make that "points" to an original file,
folde r, network vo lu me, applicatio n, o r disk drive (anything that appears
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on your Desktop). Double-clicking d1e alias has the same effect as
double-clicking d1e original.
An example of how an alias works is the Control Pane ls folde r in d1e
Apple Menu Items folder. The fo lde r for the control panels is actually
an alias fo r the original folder inside the System Folder. Yet when you
choose the alias from the Apple me nu, the o riginal Control Panels folder
opens from inside the System Folder.

You can make an alias for any item that appears on the Mac's Desktop,
including d isk drives, fo lders, files, applicatio ns, and net\vork volumes.
To make an alias, follow these steps:
1. Choose the item for which you want to make an alias.

2. From the Finder's File menu, choose Make Alias.
An alias file is created for the item you choose, in the same folder

or drive where the o riginal file resides.
The alias fLle looks like the original except that the name is in italics and
has d1e word Alias added to it. You can then rename or move an alias, o r
manipulate it in other ways. For more information, refer to Chapter 10.
Some uses fo r an alias follow:
• Launching a freque ntly used application from an alias on the
Desktop.
• Creating a folder that contains aliases of all your applications. You
then can place the fo lde r in a convenie nt place where you can
access any application by o pening the folder and double-clicking
the program 's alias.
• Giving users o n a network access to an alias of a program, but not
the origi nal program. The users d1en can only use the program;
they cannot make pirated copies.

Ouicklime
Quicklime is Apple's multimedia engine that enables applications w use
full-motion video, graphics, and sou nd as integral parts of the applications' functions.
The uses for QuickTime are nume rous. For example, you can include a
slide show with verbal comme ntary in a word processing or spreadsheet
document. Or you can insert a full-motio n video, complete with sound,
into a report. QuickTime also has built-in data compressio n so d1at a
QuickTime movie, for instance, takes up as little space as possible
(altho ugh a movie still uses a great deal of me mory).
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To view or use QuickTime in documents, you need d1e QuickTime
System extension, about 400K of Syste m memory, and the capability to
use 32-bit QuickDraw. In other words, you need a Macintosh widl a
68020, 68030, or 68040 processor. QuickTime does not work on a Plus,
SE, Portable, PowerBook 100, or Classic.
You currently have to purchase QuickTime separately, although it is part
of the System 7 .1.

A

likely prediction is dlat QuickTime represents the next stage
in the evolutio n of business and personal computing.

Automating the System
With the tools me ntioned in this section, you can set up the System so
that you can change the typeface by pressing a few keys, perform most
Finder functions automatically, back up a data folder to a file server, and
much more. Aldlough the sectio n contains some examples, the discussion is mo re of an informative introduction to two programs, not a
tutorial of their uses.
The two programs covered in dlis section are a macro generator called
QuicKeys and a syste m-level scripting language called Frontier. These
applications support Apple Events, which means you can use dlem to
command oilier programs that support Apple Events. The two programs
also can interact wid1 each other.

OuicKeys
QuicKeys, a program published by CE Software, enables you to assign
keyboard commands to a macro. The macro, which you create, performs
some action-changing the font, shifting from portrait to landscape
orientation, mounting a networked volume, automatically saving your
work, and so on. In a sense, Q uicKeys is a command construction kit.
You can use QuicKeys to e nhance any program, not just dle Finder.

Basic Commands
The main QuicKeys window contains a list of macros. The first two
macros in the window show two commands: Last Application an d Next
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Application. Use these commands to move through open applications by
pressi ng Option-Tab to move forward or Command-Tab to move
backward . Figure 9.10 shows the Define menu with its list of macro
command types.
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Fig. 9.10
The QuicKeys Define
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Table 9 .l lists the different types of QuicKey macro commands.

Table 9.1
QuicKey Macro Commands
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Command

Enables y ou lo...

Alias

Reassign one keystroke for another.

Bunons

Program a keyboard sequence for any button in
any diaJog box.

Click

Record cursor movements and precision clicking
anywhere on d1e monitor. You can use Click to
zoom open windows, close windows, drag noppy
disks to the Trash, o r do any other mouse and
clicking function.

Date/ l'ime

Assign the date and time to any document.

Extensions

Extend t.he abilities of QuicKeys. Extensions are
add-in modules d1at provide the real power of
QuicKeys. QuicKey extensions are discussed in the
next section.

File

Choose a me, \vhich you can then manipulate.

Fkeys

Assign a keystroke ro any installed Fkey.

Command

Enables you to ...

Menu/DA

Choose any menu o r irem in rhe Apple menu.

Mousies

Perform mo use related actions o n scro ll bars.

Sequence

Combine any number of d efin ed Qu icKey macros
ro create a completely automated process.

Specials

Shut down or restart the Mac, make typographical
quotes, choose windows that are behind the active
window within an applicatio n, and perfom1 o ther
miscellaneous commands that do not fit inro other
categories.

Text

Assign blocks of rcxt ro a keystroke. Yo u can
enter any repetitive work, tell:t, or special symbo l
sequence into d ocuments with a key combinatio n
that you assign. You never need ro ty pe your
re rum address again!

Heal Time

Repeat, exactly, any set of actions you perform o n
the Mac. You canno t include a real-time reco rding
in a sequence.

Extensions
A QuicKey extension is a special plug-in module that enables you ro
increase QuicKeys' capabilities-much like a System extension is used by
d1e System to add to your Mac's overall capabilities. By using the
extensio ns feature of QuicKeys, you can tap into Apple Events, access
System 7 Pinder functions, mo unt a network volume, or ch:mge p rinters.
With a keystroke, you can se t almost any kind of Macintosh configuratio n, from printer and network configurations to the configurations of
diffe rent control panels, d1e monitor's pixel depth, and various sound
settings. To use a special configuration fo r a specific p roject, simply set
u p the configuration as a QuicKey macro and switch from one system
configuration to another, and then back again.
Figure 9.11 shows extensio ns that are available with the standard
QuicKeys package.
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Fig. 9.11
QuicKeys extensio ns.
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Table 9.2 lists the standard QuicKey exte ns ions.

Table 9.2

Extension

Enables you to...

Apple Events

Send Apple Event commands to other
programs that arc System 7-friendly o r
depende nt.

Choosy

Switd1 printers. ChaOS)' is very useful if you use
the Mac for se nding f.'lXes and need to switch
between a printer and a fax Chooser d evice.

DisMounty

Dismou nt an AppleShare 1•olu me.

Display

Display a text window with frequen tly used
informatio n. You also can usc Display as a
simple text editor.

Finder Events

Go to the Finder and perfom1 a variety of
Finder functions.

Frontier

Send commands to Frontier, causing it to
perfo rm specific scripts.

Grab Ease, Paste Ease,
Type Ease

Perform Scrapboo k functions. These extensions
work together ro provide a custom Scrapbook,
even with programs r.hat do not suppo n the
Paste fun ction.

Locatio n

jump to any preselected or defined folder from
any fil e dialog box.

QuicKey Exte ns ions
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t:·rtension

Enables you to,,

Message

Create custom messages or an OK-Cancel
d ialog box.

1"lounty

Mount AppleShare volumes.

Panels

Open any control panel.

Repeat

Repeat a QuicKey command o r sequence.

Screen Ease

Set up different monitor-definition o ptions.

Sound

Play any sound that is available from the Sound
contro l panel.

SpeakerChangcr

Change the volume of the Mac·s speaker \vith
just a keystroke.

Sruff and UnsrufT

Compress and decomp ress files. You use these
two extensions in conjunctio n with Stuffl t
Deluxe, a compressio n package.

System 7 Specials

Turn on o r off Balloon Help or File Sharing.
and switch between open applications.

Wait

Produce a delay in a QuicKey sequence until a
specific window activity occurs, such as a dialog
box appeari ng o r d isappearing. Usc Wait with
sequences and in conjunction with windows,
where the sequence cannot continue until the
event occurs.

You actually have a wide r choice of special extensions in add ition to the
basic set of QuicKey macros; add itional ex'tensions will continue to
become available. Some of the new extensions will be produced by CE
Software and o thers by third-party develo pe rs-bo th software companies
and programming hobbyists. This means that QuicKeys will continue to
be an evolving product w here products wi ll be produced to meet special
and ge neral needs as d1ey are defined. Ma ny of the new extensio ns will
be available thro ugh on-line services and your local user group.
QuicKeys' possibilities arc endless. Suppose, for example, d1at you use a
PowerBook at work. You come in and connect the PowerBook to the
ne twork. With a keystroke or me nu selec tion, you log on to the server,
mount the AppleShare volume(s), get your mail, and start all the
applications you use during the d ay. At day's e nd, another command
quits programs, logs off the server, and turns off the Mac. All you have to
do is unplug the PowerBook from dle network and go home. Using
Qui cKeys, with some time and practice, will enable you to simplify
re petitive tasks. You can use the m to simplify your life and increase your
productivity.
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Frontier
f-rontie r, a scripting package created by UserLand, was give n its name
because the package brings capabilities to the Macintosh that are truly
new. Many other computing platforms have a System-level scripting
language with which to write small programs to perform file mainte·
nance, au tomatic processing, or batch-processing functio ns. The Mac
does not have these capabili ties as part of the operating system provided
by Apple. Frontier, however, provides the Mac user with such a Systemlevel scripting language.
Frontier e nables you to add menus to the Finde r, such as the menu in
figure 9.12. This menu provides searching, backup, and other filemaintenance capabilities Lo the Finder. You also can use Frontier to
create personal to-do lists, launch multiple applications, search the hard
d rive fo r specific documents that it the n places in a specific folder, or
control applicatio ns via App le Events.

Fig. 9.12
Scripts menu created
using Fronricr.

Menu [dltor ICM
Dock up

Utilities

Rlln•os
Rpp •
Folders
Frontier

Lf you want to try Frontier, UserL1nd rece ndy released a Frontier
runtime version as sharewa re. (A runtime is a software e ngine that will
run scripts or programs without having a full version of the software.)
Using the runtime, you can run scripts d1at other people have written or
distribute scripts you want to write. The runtime version is available on
CompuServe in the UserL1nd Forum, where you also can find scripts
released for public distribution.
If you don' t want to write scripts, scripts wriue n by others are available
to the public. You can get scripts that pe rfo rm a variety of rasks, such as
reconciling two folders on separate drives by making sure that both
folders contain the same Illes. Because most batch processing needs are
common to many users, you can probably fi nd many scripts that will
satisfy your needs.
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Using System Utilities
Many utilities for e nhanci ng your System and work environme nt are
currently available. With so many shareware, fr eeware, and commercial
programs, you do need to make discriminating choices regarding wh ich
packages to use. Several types of utilities, ho wever, merit especially
serio us co nsideration. Among these are tl1e utilities covered in mis
section, which fall into t",ro categories: Finder enbancements and System

utilities.
O nce again, rather than providing in-depm tutorials for each type of
utility, iliis section discusses the available utilities and brie fly outlines
their features .

Finder Enhancements
A Finder-e nha ncement uti lity is o ne that replaces me Finde r or changes
how the Fi nder operates. The programs discussed in th is section are
multifeatured-they change or re place the Finder interface rather than
serve as single-function utili ties.
This section covers the following Finder-e nhancement utili ties:
• At Ease
• DiskTop
•

File Di rector and DiskTools

• Tiles

At Ease
At Ease is a new product, just released by Apple, that replaces ilie Finder.
With At Ease, you have a Finder replaceme nt that makes o nly those
programs you specify available for othe r users such as your children or
coworke rs. At me same time, you still have access to the Fi nde r, which
ca n be locked with a password. Also , a nything in me Apple menu-all
desk accessories, fo lders, folder aliases, and application aliases, and file
aliases-arc hidde n while At Ease is running.
The real advantage to this p rogram is that it protects your hard drive
from unautho rized access. After you have arranged all your ftles, only
you can cha nge them . Also, you ca n set up the program so that other
people using your machine have to save the ir work on floppy disks. For
an easy mea ns o f safeguarding your data, you can h ardly do better than
At Ease.
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Figure 9.13 shows the At Ease Desktop. Use rs can simply choose the
application (s) they want to use, which are set up by you. You have to set
up the applications before At Ease is run. To run an app lication, the user
clicks the icon of the application. The only o the r options available to
someone using your Mac are restarting or shutting down the machine.

Rg. 9.13
The At Ease Desktop.

DiskTop
Although me ntioned in other chapte rs as a file-mainte nance utility, the
OiskTop desk accessory from CE Software is really a mini-Finde r fo r use
while in other applications. With OiskTop, yo u can perform the most
essential Finde r functions without returning to d1e Finder. You can use
OiskTop to access a folder quickly; move, rename, or search for a file; or
just look at what is on the drive.
Figure 9.14 shows OiskTop and its me nu. Whe n you double-dick a drive,
a list o f the drive's folders and files appears. You can even use OiskTop
for launching applications, just as you do in the Finder.

I
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n some cases, you might want to use OiskTop rad1er than the
Finder because OiskTop is faste r than d1e Finder.

Fig. 9.14
DiskTop and the
DiskTop menu.
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File Director and DiskTools
Fifth Generation Software's File Director and DiskTools come as a
package. File Director is a Finder re placeme nt that sets up files and
applications as buttons. This uti lity is not inte nded to limit access to
d rives or to prevent unautho rized use of applications. Rather, File
Director is just a different metaphor fo r using the Mac. How you access
files and relate to your Mac is considered to be a me taphor. The Finder
presents one way to access files, DiskTop another, and File Director still
another. In each case, d1ere is a different philosophical basis behind
each interface option.
File Director's advantage is that it le ts you use a project-oriented approach for access ing your applications and files. Figure 9.15 shows
the File Director interface with a few applications in place. One featu re
missing from File Director is an auto-setup feature that scans the hard
drive and makes available the applications that are alr eady o n the hard
drive. Because File Director is an alternative means for accessing your
applications and files, a n autoscan feature would greatly enhance File
Direcror's usability.
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Fig. 9.15
The File Direcwr interface.

DiskTools is very similar to Diskl'op in function. Like DiskTop, DiskTools is a d esk accessory and is available from any application. You can
perfo rm almost all Finde r operations with DiskTools, and it works faste r
than the Finde r.
Figure 9.16 shows the DiskTools main window.

Fig. 9.16
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liles
Tiles from CE Software is a Finder e nhancer that works like a Finder
secretary. This util ity operates o n a filing cabinet me tapho r with one
drawer used for applicatio ns and another drawer used for projects (see
fig. 9 .17). Keeping track o f applications as you use them, Tiles enables
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you to access the applications by usi ng icons or a group of documents as
a project. Tiles is also set up to work with QuicKeys so that you can
access macros via an icon. Basically, the program offers a unique way to
organize your work and make applications more accessible.

Fig. 9.17

;

r ile Edit Coblnc l

Conlrols

Spcclol

The Tiles Desktop.

System Utilities
A System utiliry enhances or modifies the Macintosh System. In some
cases, System utilities perform the same functions as the Finder enhancements. The difference is that these utilities are extensions; they usually
directly modifying the Finder. A System utility works at the System level
and not as an application ru nning on top of the Finder.
This section covers the following System utilities:
• Cursor Fixer
• 1-IandOff
• Ma.xima
• Now Utilities
• System 7 Pack 3.0
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Cursor fixer
Cursor Fixer is a small extension that provides a wide 1-beam cursor for
any Macintosh. The wide cursor is an advantage-particularly when you
are working on a PowerBook or Portable-because losing the 1-beam
cursor is so easy with an LCD monitor. Cursor Fixer is a freeware utility
that is available on bulletin boards and on-line services.

HandOff
HandOff, by Connectix, is a System enhancement that comes as a control
panel and performs the following functions:
•

Fig. 9.18
A hierarchical menu
from d1e Apple menu
created by HandOIT.

Structures any folder or folder alias in the Apple Menu Items
folder into a hierarchical menu (see fig. 9.18). When you click the
folder or alias, its contents display in menu fom1 .
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• Works as an application-substitution feature. When you choose
a file for which you do not have a corresponding application,
Hand Off requests that you assign a substitute and d1en records
your assignment. lf you do nor use MacWrite but try to open a
MacWrire file, for e-xample, you can tell HanciOff to substitute
Microsoft Word for all MacWrite documents. Figure 9.19 shows
Hand Off's substitution setup window.
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Fig. 9.19
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Creates application-launch me nus, such as the o ne shown in
figure 9 .20. With this me nu, you can set up gro ups o f documents
and programs that you access freque ntly. You also can use the
menu to switch betwee n applicatio ns.

Fig. 9.20
The HandOIT d ialog box
lets you create an
applicatio n menu .
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Hides background app licatio ns whe n you switch betwee n app lications. This feature is nice if you don' t like clutter in the background while you work.
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Maxima
Maxima, another Connectix utility, is a program that enables you to
configure part of tJ1e Mac's memory tO emulate a disk drive. Such a
virtual disk drive is called a RAM disk.
The advantage of a RAM disk is primarily speed. Using a RAM disk, you
can run any applications and access any tiles on the disk at d1e same
speed d1at the Mac processes anything in memory. The only limitations
are the speed of the CPU and me minimum amount of time needed for
d1e CJ' U to process d1e instructions or launch the program. When using
a RAM disk, the Mac runs at its fastest possible speed.
The disadvantage of a RAM disk is that it is volatile. Although Maxima
tries to save data by copying it to the hard drive whenever you shut
down or restart, you can still lose everything in the RAM disk if the Mac
crashes.

f you are using a PowerBook or Quadra, dle Memory control
panel enables you to create a RAM disk. An additional advantage to using a RAM disk with a PowerBook .is that the Mac is not
starting, running, and stopping the hard drive. By keeping hard
disk functions to a minimum, you gain extra life for the batteries.

I

Now Utilities
Now Utilities is a suite of System tools specifically for System 7. Aldlough
various sections of dlis book mention features of Now Utilities, table 9.3
describes the package's complete collection of tools.

Table9.3

Tool

Enables you to...

AlarmsClock

Install a clock in the Mac's menu bar. In
addition to providing you with a clock that is
visible in all applications, this tool enables you
to set multiple alarms to remind you of
appointments, meetings, and so fo rd1.

DeskPicrure

Place a PICT graphic instead of a Desktop
pattern on the Desktop.

MultiMaster

Create a list o f programs and fil es that you can
launch fro m that list. MultiMaster also enables
you to hide background applications, set the
video d epth for diffe rent applications, and
adjust memo ry use.

Nmv Utilities Too ls
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Tool

Enables you to ...

NowMenus

Turn all the fo lders or fold er aliases in the
Apple Menu Items folder into hierarchical
menus. The utility also works with su bfolders.

NowSave

Save your work at regular intervals. You set the
save intervals' spaciJ1g in ke)•strokes, minutes,
o r mouse clicks.

Profiler

Search o ut aU the details of a System and
generate a repo rt including hardware,
applications, com mand panels, and extensions.
This report can be useful for troubleshoo ting.

Screen Locker

Secure an unattended Mac so that o nly those
who know the password can use the machine.
Screen Locker is a screen saver that can help to
deter people fro m using an unattended Mac.

Stan Up Manager

Turn on or shut off any extensions or control
panels. Startup Manager is an extension and
contro l panel manager.

Super Uoomerang

Modify all your Open or Save dialog boxes so
that you can quickly perfo rm Finder flmctions
from those dialog boxes, such as doing finds
and creating new folders. The utility enables
you to quickly select fold ers that you access
often, as well as pe rform several other
functio ns.

WYSIWYG Me nus

Enhance rl1e Font menu in any application.
This tool combines fo nt fam ilies, enables you
to reorder how the fo nts appear , and shows
you the font in its typeface.

System 7 Pack 3.0
System 7 Pack 3.0 is a shareware package for modifying the Finder. This
program enables you to change and add a pplications to the System's
substintti on lis£. You also can change how quickly the Finder le ts you
edit a file name, change the am ount of Finde r memory, and add command keys to Finder menus. Figure 9.21 shows the System 7 Pack 3.0
Finde r-modification window, which contains all the modifications that
the package allows you to make.
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Fig. 9.21
The System 7 Pack 3.0
Finder-modification
window.
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Long
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Please t urn off ' l rus programs befor e usi ng th e Syst em 7 Pack!

System 7 Pack 3.0 is available on some bulletin boards and most o n-line
services.

ne of the interesting System 7 Pack 3.0 options is to add a
Quit menu to the Finder. If you have a Finder substitute, you
can close the Finder, freeing up d1e memory it uses, and use the
substitute instead.

0

Beginning Res Edit (ResEdit 101)
Another way for you to modify your Finder and some of your other
applications is to use a programming tool called ResEdit. ResEdit is a
resource editor. Every Macintosh file has the potential for containing
resources, a nd every program is actually made up of many different
resources that all work together.

R

esEdit is not a program to be taken lightly. You can do
serious damage to any file on your hard drive while using it.

Using ResEdit you can modify dialog boxes, menus, icons, and other
interface fearures of your Macintosh System, Finder, and applications.
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!though some of your data files also contain resources, it is
best nm to play with them. Most programs require that a file
be in specific format, and if that format is altered, the program
might not open the file.

A

If you follow a few guidelines, you will be able co have some fun and
make modifications that could make some programs more productiveor just make them better suited for you r purposes. When using Res Edit,
keep the following precautions in mind:

•

Always work on a copy of the file you want to alter. If you try
to change the only copy of o ne of your programs and make a
mistake, your program will not work prope rly and will need to be
replaced.

•

Never give an altered file lo someone else. Altering a copyrighted
program for your own use is one d1ing; giving the altered program
to o thers is usually a violation of the lice nsing agreement. In
addition, the altered program might look and be have differently
from the original, which could confuse those using the program.

•

Back up your data. If you are editing your System file or Finder
and your Mac crashes, it could take d1e hard disk with it.

•

Always work on a copy of the resource you are going to edit.
Until you are familiar with ResEdit, do not work directly inside a
program or System file. Copy the resource you want to modify
and paste it into a resource file where you can safely explore t11e
resource you want to modify. After you have become fam iliar with
ResEdit, you can then work on the original.

The intent of this section is to introduce you to a powerful tool. If you
want more information on ResEdit, two very good books are available
that can help you. Zen and the Mt of Resource Editing, published by the
Berkeley Macintosh Users Group, is clear and info rmative and written for
no nprogrammers. ResEdit Reference Manual, published by AddisonWesley, is a highly technical book intended for programmers.

Defining Resources
Every Macintosh file has a data and a resource fork. The data f ork
contains data-usually text info rmation o f some type. The resource fork
contains resources.
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A resource can be almost anything: a picture, a dialog box, the program's
code (what the Mac needs to run), menus, and so on. Because of how
the Macintosh works, most programs are broken into parts, whichwhen combined-make up a whole application. Basically, a resource is
any one o f these parts that the programmer created for the program co
run.
Figure 9.22 shows some of the resources inside the System tile. They
look like files inside a fo lde r-which is what they are. These are the bits
and pieces that make up the Syste m.

Fig. 9.22
Some Resources inside
the System file.
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Using ResEdit, you can change icons, cursors, dialog boxes, patterns in
scroll bars, and the format of your Syste m date and time. If you are
brave, you might want to go exploring on your own. Otherwise, pick up
d1e two books me mioned in the previous section. Also, lo ok through the
files available at your local users group or from on-line services. You wiU
find resources that other people have modified that you can use. In
addition, you might tty some of the many special-purpose utilities that
change different interface aspects, such as icons, me nus, and dialog
boxes.

Working on a Resource
Befo re you start modit)ring resources in programs or System ft.les, you
should take some time to get familiar with how ResEclit works. The best
way to do this is to create a new flle using Res Edit and play with the file.
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A

lJ Res Edit files are called resource files because they are
files that contain resources.

To create a new resource file, open ResEdit and choose the New
command from the File me nu. After you have a new file, you can either
create a new resource o r copy a resource from another file and paste it
into the file you just created.
When you create a resource, you will be asked to select the type of
resource you want to create (see fig. 9.23).

Fig. 9.23

Select New Type

Tht: Mac asks you to select
a resource type.

100
( Cancel

I

Note that there are quite a few predefined resource types. Each of these
resources has a specific function when included as part of a program or
System file . Table 9.4 lists the resource types you will most likely want to
work with or modify.

Table9.4

Resource Code

Resour ce Meaning

acur

Animated cursor o r a moving cursor

ALRT

Alert dialog(s) used by the System and applications

bmap

Bit-map graphic used in an alert o r standard
d ialog window

cicn

Color icon(s) used by the System and
applicatio ns

CODE

Program code

crsr

Color cursor(s) used by the System and
applicatio ns

CURS

Black-a nd-white cursor(s) used by the System
and applications

Types of Resources

continues
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Table 9.4
Continued
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Resource Code

Resource Meaning

DLOG

Dialog template(s) used by the System and
applications

FCMT

Get Info comments (Desktop file)

FKEY

Programm ing code for the System's function key

FONT

Font family description(s) that are not editable

ICON

Icons used by applications

ICN#

Jcon(s) used by the Finder

INTLO

International formatting information

KCAP

Keyboard layout patterns; i.e., QUEHTY

KCI-IR

ASCII map or the meaning of each ASCII
character

L\YO

Attributes for tJ1e Finder elements

MBAR

The menu bar of an application

MENU

The menus in an application

NFNT

The actual bitmap for each character in a font
family

PACK

Programming code used for ROM e:-.:tensions

PAT'

QuickDraw patterns used by the System or an
application

PICT

QuickDraw pictures used in windows and
dialog boxes by the System or an application

pitt

Color palette for defining different colors

ppat

Colo r pixel pattern(s) used by the System or an
application

PSAP

Text string(s) used in dialog and alert boxes

JYfCI-1

System ROM patch(es) for bug fixes and modelspecific purposes

ROv#

ROM resource override(s) used to replace
obsolete ROM code

SCIN

Small black-and-white icon(s) used by the
System and applications

snd

Code that makes the System sounds

TEXT

Unlabeled string

vers

Version information

WIND

Window template

I

Working with an Example
This seC[ion looks at changing an icon resource. This will give you an
introduction to ResEdit. Remember that this section only illustrates one
way to use Res Edit. In reality, your optio ns are Limitless.
The first step is to create an icon. Follow these steps:
1. From the File menu, choose New.

2. From the Resource menu, choose Create New Resource.
3. When ResEdit requests the New Icon Type, choose ICON (refer
back to fig. 9.23).
An empty icon template appears (see fig. 9.24).

Fig. 9.24
An icon drawi ng wi ndow.
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4. Using the Painting tool from the tool palette, create a new icon.
figu re 9.25 shows a comple ted icon.

Fig. 9.25
A new icon.
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5. Save and close the new icon.
After the icon is created, you can use it as a replacement for an icon in
one of your programs. Follow these steps:
1. Open the resource file you created.

2. Open a copy of the program you want to place the new icon into
(see figure 9.26).

Fig. 9.26
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3. Open the ICON resource in the program file (see fig. 9.27) .
I CONs from Blnhet

Fig. 9.27
The ICON resource open
for each file.
Icon ID
numbers

-1-- - - L - -- ---++-l-....J

Notice that both files in this example have one resource number:
128. To replace an icon, the resource numbers must be the same.
4. If the icon you want to replace has a different resource number
(see fig. 9.28) than the replacement icon, follow steps 5 through 7.
If the resource numbers are the same, skip to step 8.
5. Choose the replacement icon; then choose Get Resource Info from
the Resource menu. You also can press Command-!.
A dialog box appe;m; (see fig. 9.29).
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Fig. 9.28
Icons with d ifferent
resource numbers.
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Fig. 9.29
The Info dialog box fo r an
icon's resources.
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6. Change the ID number so that it matches the 10 number of the
icon you are replacing.
7. Save your changes.
8. Select the resource you want to use as the replacement.
(A selected resource will have a border around it if it is selected.)
9. Copy the resource by choosing Copy ti·om the Edit menu. You can
also press Command-C.
10. Choose the resource you want to replace.
11. Paste the resource by choosing Paste from the Edit me nu. You also
can press Command-P.
A dia log box appears (see fig. 9.30).
12. In the dialog box, click Yes. The old icon is re placed with the new
icon. Your screen should now resemble figure 9.31.
13. Close the resource and application files, and then restart the Mac.
Test the program to verify that the new icon replaces all occurrences of the old icon.
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Fig. 9.30
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ResEdit Concepts
The preced ing section, which walked you through an example for
creating and modi fyi ng an icon, also illustrates some of the ResEdit
concepts. f irst, most resources that you can safely edit have templates. Lf
a resource does not have a template, d o not play with it unless you know
exactly what you are doing. Othe tw ise you migh t damage the file.
Seco nd, al l resources have lD numbe rs. If you replace a resource, the 10
numbers o f the original a nd replaceme nt resources must be the same.
Numbe rs are the langu age of your Macintosh ; therefore, they are very
impo rtant. Always pay attentio n to the n umbers when you are working
with ResEdit.
Finally, resources are often linked to other resou rces. If you change a
resource that is li nked or the information tJ1at Links it to othe r resources,
you will break the link with the program o r System ftle. Resources
usually are lin ked by the ir resource numbe rs and resource types. If you
are going to do anything mo re than change icons, modify cursors, or
make interesting patterns, read some material regarding ResEd it befo re
you change anythi ng.
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ResEdit Caveats
ResEdit is not a roy. It is a serious tool with which you can do many fun
and useful things. But it is to your programs as a power saw is to wood.
If you are cutting (modifying) a piece of wood and make a mistake, you
will have to starr over again. Likewise, if you modify a program and make
a mistake, you will cause your computer to crash-sometimes with
disastrous resul ts.
Whenever you modi fy your System file or Finder, test the changes. To do
this, make a copy of you r Disk Tools disk from your set of System disks
and make any System fi le or Finder changes to the files on the floppy
disk. After you have made the changes, start up the Mac from the floppy
disk. To start up (rom a flo ppy disk, either disconnect the hard drive or
press Command-Option-Shift-Backspace as you turn on d1e Mac. Practice
d1is procedure a couple times before you use the System disk with the
modified files.
If you want ro test a modified program, you might have to do it from
your hard disk- especially if the program is too large to fit on a System
startup flop py disk. lf you have to use your hard drive, frrst make sure
that it is backed up. Lf you made a mistake and modified a resource that
causes a serious crash, you could loose all d1e data on you r hard drive.
Because mod ified programs and System fi les can be unstable, never
distribute, lend, give away, or in any other fashion let someone else use
a modified program or System file. This practice is both dangerous and
illegal. The licensing agreement that you tacitly agree to by using any
piece of software usually prohibits making any modifications to the
software. lf you modify it for your own use, that is your business. After a
modified file leaves your hands, however, the manufactu rer might to
take an interest in the program and could take legal actions.
When using Res Edit. keep t11e following guidelines in mind:
• Play it safe.
• Don't distribute the modified file.
• Experiment in a safe environment.
• Back up your hard disk.
• Have fun.
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Programn1ing
Someti mes finding a program that will do exactly what you want can be
difficult. Rather than look for a program that meets all your needs, you
can write your own program.
Writing your own program is the ultimate customization. The problem is
that most Macintosh programming languages require a great deal of time
and persistence. Two packages, however, provide programming capacities that arc comparatively accessible: HyperCard and Serius Programmer. These packages are not necessarily easy; but after a little time
famili:trizing yourself with the ir capabilities, you will be amazed by what
you can accomplish . ln addition to these packages, you have the options
of traditional programming languages and programmable databases.
This section d iscusses your various options.

HyperCard
Hype rCard is included with every new Macintosh. What many people
don' t realize is that HyperCard is not only a program to run stacks, but
also the program used to create those stacks. Stacks are programs that
are created with HyperCa rd , but in order to run one of these programs,
you need HyperCard.
Hype rCard stacks are available that perform all kinds of tasks. A game
called Cosmis Osmo, for example, is actua lly a very complex set of
HyperCard stacks. You can also purchase business applications such as
personal information managers, spreadsheets, and some special-purpose
or vertical-marker software. The only thing that limits what can be
written in HyperCard is the autho r's imagination.
Whar makes this wide va riety of applications possible is HyperTalk, a
programming language built in to HyperCard. HyperTalk is a programming language that uses plain English commands. Easy to learn and
versatile, Hype rTalk is also extensible-able to accept new, use r-defined
commands. You can create a new command or function , or use an X
command or function written by someo ne else that serves your needs.
To get sw·red , you probably need to pick up a book or two on programming in HyperCard. Another alternative is to purchase the HyperCard
Develo pment l{jt from Claris. The Develo pment l{jt contains all the
reference manuals you need, as well as examples to get you started.
Basically, HyperCard has two programming levels: authoring and
scripting. Whe n authoring, you use the me nus in HyperCard to create a
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stack that you can use to keep lists and pe rform other simp le tasks, such
as creating presentations, tutorials, or flash cards. \Vhen scri pting, you
actually use the HyperTalk programming language to create a fuUfeatured application. You can use authoring to e nhance any stack you
currently have or to create a new application.
Figure 9.32 shows HyperCard's Home stack from the Development Kit.

Fig. 9.32
HyperCard Home stack.
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yperCard has been upgraded to take advantage of all
System 7 features , including Apple Events, QuickTime, and
Aliases.

H

Serius Programmer
Serius Progra mmer is a full-featured, application-development platform.
Serius differs from other programming languages, however, because
with it you use icons to create programs.
You create an application by choosing objects that enable you to
perform tasks such as creating or using windows, menus, buttons, text
and numbe rs. By combining the objects, you create tl1e frame for the
application o r the program's interface. You assign functions to the
objects that e nable you to manipulate or use the objects in the program.
Currently, the objects available for Serius Programmer are created by
Serius. However, it is possib le fo r a p rogrammer to develop his own
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objects by using Serius Developer. In fact, many large companies have
used Serius Developer to create special-purpose programs-including
customized objects.
Usi ng Serius Programmer, your application's features can include
versatile database, communications, and network capabilities; Apple
Events; and animation. The language is powerful enough for you to
create custom spreadsheet, database, or communications packages. Jf
you need an E-mail system that is attached to a database, for example,
you can create that system by using Serius.
Figure 9.33 gives you an idea of how Serius works. The Object &
function Palene at the bottom of the wi ndow contains object and
function icons. The icons on the left side of d1e palette represent objects,
and me icons to the right represent functions. With a combination of
objects, you build me program's interface and basic structure. By
assigning fu nctions to the objects, you men create the program's
functionality by determining the actions of me interface objects.

Fig. 9.33
The Serius environment.
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The icons are objects to which functions are attached. As you can see
from me fi~:,rure, me different objects include some of the basic elements
of any program.
An advantage of Serius is that you can start a project and almost immediately have a functional program. You can then begin testing and adding
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features to the progr.tm as you go. You do not have to create the entire
program first and the n test it.
The biggest drawback to a Serius program is its speed. Such a program
always runs more slowly than a program writte n in a traditional language. By using a faster Mac, however, you can partially compensate for
the program's lack of speed. Taking the time to optimize the program
also gives you mo re speed.
Ano ther drawback inhe rent in Serius is the inability to get close to the
Macintosh. You cannot contro l low-level hardware features, nor do you
have direct access to any of the Toolbox routines. (See Chapter 1 for a
description of d1e Macintosh Toolbox.) All me Toolbox routines are built
into the objects, a nd unless you can create your own objects (which
means you already know how to use a traditional language), you must
d epend on othe rs (mat is, Serius) to create additional objects.

The Others
Beyond HyperCard or Serius, a wide variety of oilier development
platforms are available, including programmable databases and all the
traditional programming languages.

Programmable databases e nable you to set up programs for collecting
large amounts of data that you need to access quickly. If you need a
program that will work o n both Macintosh and MS-DOS computers,
consider FoxBase Mac (Microsoft) o r Omnis 7 (Blyth Software). On me
o d1er hand, for Mac programs only, 4th Dimension is one of the most
powerful Macintosh d atabases available, providing an array of additional
modules that make this program very versatile.
All iliree of d1ese databases are programmable relational-database
packages. Each package is networkable and can be used by multiple
users, but none of the packages is easy to use. Le;u·ni ng one of these
packages essentially means learning a programming language. Each
p rogrammable database has a different language associated with it, and
none of the packages is compatible with eiilier of d1e orhers.
\X'hen you choose a programmable database, you usually have a specific
project in mind fo r which you will use the database package. Because
the d evelopme nt time involved is so extensive, you probably will not use
the package for multiple projects, although you can. Your choice should
revolve aro und your needs and whemer the particular package has d1e
features you want.
Omnis 7 e mploys a unique language that e nables you to create an
application mat can run on the Mac, under Microsoft \'X'i ndows, or both.
Omnis is fast, and the same program can be run from both Macs and
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MS-DOS machines working on a shared database. It has been used to
create many vertical-market applications and is easier to learn than some
of the od1er database programs. However, being easier does not mean it
is easy. You will still have ro devote a lot of time mastering this language.
FoxBase is probably the fastest database available for the Macintosh.
This package uses a dBASE-like language, which means d1at the many
programs already written in dBASE can run on the Mac after you make
modifications to them for FoxBase. You also can use FoxBase for crossplatform d evelopment between MS-DOS and Macintosh machines.
4th Dimension is a Mac-only database. Although not as fast as Omnis 7 or
FoxBase, this database package does have wide support from its users in
the Macintosh community. 4th Dimension uses a Pascal-like language
and has additional modules that include tools, such as a word processor.
In addition to programmable databases, you can also use one of the
traditional languages. Professional programming is heading in the
direction of a fairly new modification of the C language called C++. This
language is an object-orie nted programming language, but it is not for
the faint of heart. Learning eid1er C or C+ + requires a sizable amount of
time. On the od1er hand, these languages can give you almost complete
control of d1e Mac.
The same basically applies to a language called Pascal-it takes some
time to learn. Although Pascal is becoming less popular, at one time it
was the language of me Mac (the ROMs for the first Macs were written in
Pascal). Despite being easier to learn man C or C++, Pascal is not as fast
as C and does not easily give you as much control of the Mac as do C or
C++. Program-development time is probably about me same among
d1ese languages.
Basic is an easy-to-learn, English language-based programming language.
Basic is no longe r used very frequently, howeve r, because a program
written in Basic is not difficult to master, but it is much slowe r than a C
or Pascal-based program.

Software List
Table 9.5 provides a List of the software mentioned in this chapter.

Table 9.5

Software

Publisber

Software List

Utility Programs
At Ease
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Apple Computer

Cursor FLxer

Dennis Brothers (freeware)

DiskTop

CE Software

Software

Publisher

File Director

5th Generation Software

Frontier

UserL1nd, Inc.

HandOff

Connectix

Maxima

Connectix

Now Utilities

Now Software, Inc.

QuicKeys

CE Software

QuickTime Starter Kit

Apple Computer

System 7 Pack 3.0

Insanely Great Software

Tiles

CE Software

Programming Languages and Databases
4th Dimension

Acius, Inc.

FoxBase /Mac

Microsoft, Corp.

HyperCard Developers Kit

Claris Corporation

Macintosh Programmers
Workshop (MPW)

Apple Computer (APDA)

MPW Assembler

Apple Computer (APDA)

MPWC or C++

Apple Computer (APDA)

MPW Object Pascal

Apple Computer (APDA)

Omnis 7

Blyth Software, Inc.

Res Edit

Apple Computer (Al'DA)

Serius Programmer

Serius, Inc.

Think C

Symantcc Corporation

Think Pascal

Symantec Corporation

Z Basic

Zedcor

Summary
This chap ter provides some ideas abou t how to customize your System.
The material covers broad areas: utility programs; using ResEd it, macro
and scripting programs; and programming. Customizing your System
enables yo u to make the Macintosh better serve your needs.
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Summary
This chapter provides some ideas about how to customize your System.
The material covers broad areas: utility programs; using ResEdit, macro
and scripting programs; and programming. Customizing your System
e nables you to make d1e Macintosh better serve your needs.
Because this chapter covers so much grou nd, you need to do a little
additional research. Check the re views and articles in your favo rite
Macintosh magazine. Take the time to evaluate the various software
packages and decide whe ther you want to invest the time needed to
properly customize the System.
Chapter 10 explains me various ways that you can organize and find
your data on the Macintosh.
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Keeping Track of
Your Data
eeping your data safe and
easily accessible are the
most important tasks you
can perform-next to
actually creating the data.
Whenever you turn on the
Mac, you are faced with file
management questions .
Where are you going to store data?
When you do decide where to
store it, how will you find it again?
Do you need to keep your data
secure or share it?
In addition to these questions, you
might believe that your hard drive
contains a great deal of data that
serves no purpose. After you install
the System , applications, and

utilities, your hard disk is half-filled with files that might be important or
critical to its operation. Which files-if any-can you delete and which
ones must you keep? Finally, how do you look at all these files and make
sense of the different icons?
This chapter answers these questions and suggests some ways of storing
the data you create, keeping data safe, and using utilities to keep track of
data. In order to cover all of this information in o ne chapter, the pace is
fast, and a great deal of information is provided in a limited amount of
space.

II the file management techniques mentioned in this chapter
apply to System 7. In most- but not all-cases, the techniques also work for Systems prior to System 7. If you are not
using System 7 and try a command or technique only to have it not
work, the command or technique is not supported by the version
of the System that you are using; your Mac is not broken.

A

Understanding Files, Folders, and Data
Everything you do with the Macintosh revolves around the manipulation
of data. You are either creating new dam, processing data that was
created by someone else, puning data into a format that makes it
available to o thers, and so on. Wh at you can do with your data is limited
o nly by your imagination.
To keep track of your data, you need to understand what you are
looking at when you turn on the Mac and see myriad icons. The
Macintosh uses certain types of icons to represent data files that have
specific functions. Recognizing these icons and understanding their
purpose is the first step of data management.
An icon is o nly a visual representation of a d ata file; each data file also
has a specific format and other attributes d1at identify it as a specific type
of file. This section examines both the visual representation of files and
their unde rlyi ng forn1ats. By the end of d1is section, you will be able to
change the file type and creator codes, recognize the file type by its icon,
and change d1e icon. You also will be able to change the file view and
make files invisible.
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The Finder
The Finder is the Macintosh's way of presenting a view of data so that
you can easily recognize what types of files you have and where they are
located on the drive. (For more about the Finder, see Chapter 7 or
Chapter 8.) You can view each file in a variety of different ways. This
chapter covers the basic methods of viewing files, but so many different
combinations exist that you will probably invent your own method of file
management.

Reviewing User Interface Design Principles
When the employees at Apple created the Macintosh, they established a
set of guidelines called the Human Interface Guidelines so that programmers could create applications that conformed to specific standards
in all areas of operability. These standards include specific visual and
operational standards, including how the programs run, which dialog
boxes and alert boxes appear, and how users can store data. As a
Macintosh user, if you learn how to use o ne program, you then know
the basics for using other programs. Because these standards cut down
your learning time, they help increase your productivity.
The guidelines cover d1e following major areas:

• Metapborsfrom tbc real world. You should be able to relate what
you see and do on the Macintosh to a similar event in the real
world. An example of a real world metaphor would be the use of
folders for storing documents (fLies) or the trash can fo r deleting
files.
• Direct Manipulation. Whenever you perform an action with the
Mac, you should see an indication that you have done something.
For example, if you throw a file into the Trash, the Trash Can icon
bulges to verify mat a file has been thrown away.
• See-and-point (not remember-and-type). Apple does no t want you
to remember anything that is unnecessary; instead, you use
menus, buttons, a mouse, and icons. To use the Mac, you simply
need to learn to use a mouse.
• Consistency. Specific functions maintain a consistent look and feel,
including the look of the File and Edit menus, the operation of the
mouse, and the appearance-where possible-of the dialog boxes
and messages.
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• WYSI\\'IYG (wbat-you-see-is-wbat-you-get). Whenever you are
working on a document, whe the r it is a picture, database repo rt,
or a le tter, what you see o n-screen should match the finished
product.

•
•

User control. You are in the driver's seat. The Macintosh should
never do anything withou t your expressed approval.
Feedback and dialog. The Mac should always tell you what it is
doing.

• Forgiveness. The Mac notifies you of every action that is not
reversible, and enables you to undo most actions should yo u
change your mind.

• Perceived stability. Yo ur computing environme nt should be stable
and not change. For example, the look of the trash can, files, and
folders has not changed si nce the Macintosh was first introduced.
Anyone familiar with one version of the Macintosh o perating
system can use any other versio n.

• Aestbetic integrity. The visual interlitce should not be d istracting,
and you should have control over your workspace (the Finder and
Desktop).
This list is the reason why Maci ntosh programs are consistent in the way
they look and respond. Yet no matter how specific the standards may be,
d1ere are always exceptions to the rules. In addition to the exceptions,
the number o f possibilities also present a problem. Consequently,
although there is a great deal of consistency in how a Macintosh handles
files, clarification of the subtler points is also required.

Deciphering Icons
In figure 10.1, you see a series of icons that represent different types of
data. In addition to representing real world items such as file folders o r
pieces of paper, the icons also represent specific functions.
Figure 10.1 shows the following types of icons:

•

Application file icons. You can do uble-d ick any icon that has a
diamo nd shape, such as the TeachText icon, to start the program
that the icon representS. Not all applications have an icon with a
diamond, but usually applications have an icon that is different
fro m the other types of icons-insofar as they do not look like
document icons and are usually recognizable as applications.

• User or application data file icons. Icons that re prese nt data
docume nts, such as the Document icon, usually resemble a piece
of paper with a folded corner. Some programs that create data
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documents, however, do not confo rm to this metaphor. When
programs do not conform, you will have co learn to recognize the
oddball icons as documents associated with a specific program.

Fig. 10.1
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• Folder icons. The Folder icon represenrs a manila file folder. The
difference berween a real world folder and a Macintosh folder is
that you can put fo lders within folders o n the Macinrosh.

• Special-purpose folder icons. In addition to the generic fo lder
icon, there are special-purpose folder ico ns. An example of this
kind of icon is the Contro l Panels Fo lder contained in the System
Folder.

ot all special-looking folders are special-purpose folders.
Some software manufacturers create fo lders that appear co be
special-purpose folders so that their product stands out from o ther
products. These folders are simply a subliminal form of advertising.

N

• Stationery icons. Stationery icons represent templates. A template
is a user-created form that can be reused . Rather than re-create a
fom1 each time you need it, double-click the stationery icon. A
new document-with the specifications of the template-o pens,
and you can customize and save this document as a new data
document.

• Special-purpose icons. A special-purpose icon represents a file
that is something other than a double-clickable application or an
applicatio n-associated data document. The System icon is an
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example of a special-pu rpose icon. The Finder Help icon is also a
special-purpose icon, where the shape of this particular icon
represents all System Extensio ns. The same applies to the Easy
Access icon, which is a control panel.

• Edition icon The Edition icon is a special-purpose icon that
symbolizes a small file that can link one data file to another.
Suppose that you are working on a monthly report that requires
data from a spreadsheet that changes monthly. You can create an
Editio n o f the section of the spread sheet that is relevant to your
report; you don 't have to make new spreadsheet documents and
copy and paste the spreadsheet data into the report every month.
When you update the spreadsheet, the report is auto matically
updated as weU.

Understanding the Desktop
The Desktop is a metaphor for your workspace. On the Desktop, you see
disk icons (any icon you see for a disk means that the disk is mounted) ,
the Trash Can icon, and any o ther icons you have placed on the Desktop. Figure 10.2 shows a complete Desktop with various d isk icons o n
the right of the screen and several icons across the bottom of the scree n.

Fig. 10.2
A Desktop wid) several
icons along me bottom and
right of the screen.
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All data (any type of file, including applications) is stored on a hard disk,
floppy disks, or a disk substitute (see Chapter 2). The Macintosh displays
this data as icons within windows. If you have a file or a folder you want
to access quickly from the Desktop, you can drag the file or folder
directly OntO the Desktop and leave the icon for the me or folder there.
The icons across the bonom of the Desktop in figure 10.2 are files that
are accessed often and placed there fo r conve nience. Any file o r folde r
that you place o n the Desktop remains there until you remove it. To
open a file or folde r on the Desktop, simply double-click it.
lf you piau:: an application on the Desktop, the application is still linked

to its pare nt folde r (the folder that contained the file before it was
dragged to the Desktop), so if you have files like a dictionary or a
preferences me in the applications folde r, the application can still find
them. When you no longer need the folder, document, or applicatio n o n
the Desktop, select it, go to the File menu, and use the Put Away
command (or press Command-Y). The file re turns to its o riginal
location.

Recognizing Different Disk Types
Each of the disk icons in figure 10.3 represe nts a different type of disk.
Road Warrior is the startup disk and a hard drive. Rapid Transit is a RAM
disk; Disk Tools represents a virtual disk created by a control panel
called Mo unt Image. The second Disk Tools is a normal floppy disk, and
Net Data is a mounted network volume.

Fig. 10.3
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Various disk icons.
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Using Views
You can view your data in several ways, as seen in figure 10.4. Road
Warrior is set to view by Name; notice that Name in the window header
is underlined. Disk Tools is set for view by Size, and Size in the header is
underlined. \\lhenever you select a view other than Icon or Small Icon,
the view mode fo r the window is underlined.
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Fig. 10.4
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The View menu e nables you to change the way you view data; you
simply choose the view you want. A check mark indicates the current
view; fo lders and documents are then sorted by the type of view you
select-unless you select Icon or Small Icon view. How you view your
files is a personal matter and the re is no "right" way to display files. How
you view files is much like how you organize your desk: some people are
very comfortable in the middle of a chaotic desk, while others always
keep their work surface neat as a p in.
You can choose from the following views:
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View

Enables )'Oll to...

Small leon

View fil es by a small icon

Icon

View 11les by a regular-sized icon

Name

View files sorted a.lphabetically by name

Size

View files sorted by size and then alphabetically by
name

Kind

View Ales sorted by kind (appUcation, document,
folders) and the n alphabetically hy name

Label

View files sorted by label (assigned by Label menu
on the Desktop) and then a.lphabetically by name

Date

View fil es sorted by their last date modified and
the n :Llphabetically by name

You can set a different view for each window. To change the view
quickly, dick the view name in the window (Name, Size, Kind, and so
on). The type of view for the window changes. Continue clicking until
the view you want is selected. You can nor use this method if the current
view is leon or Small leon .
The Macintosh predetermines the view types except view by Label. This
view is the only user-configurable means of viewing data, other than
manually arranging icons in leon o r Small Icon view.
A label is a code that you assign to each of your documents and folders.
When you first install your System, you can access label choices from the
Label menu in the Finder. Figure 10.5 shows the available labels. You
can alter these labels to better reflect your preferences and personality.

Fig. 10.5
The Label menu.
Essential
Hot
In Progress

Cool
Personol
Project 1
Project 2

Use the Labels control panel to change labels. Follow d1ese steps:
1. From d1e Apple menu, choose Contro l Panel.

2. Double-click the Labels icon.

The Labels control panel window appears. lf you are using a colo r
Mac, you see a window like the o ne on the right in figure 10.6. If
your Mac is black and white, the window looks like the one o n the
left.

Fig. 10.6
The Labels control panel
window for color or black
and white Macs.
IProj!ct 1

IPYo)+ct 2

3. For each of the seven labels, type a descriptive name
sort and d ifferentiate your work.
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4. lf you are using a color Mac, change the color of a label by doubleclicking the color next to the label. A color picker appears (see
fig. 10.7).

Fig. 10.7
The Macintosh Colo r
Picker for color (top) o r
black·and-white (bottom)
mo nitors.

Color for " £ssentl ol'"

D
llue

Saturotlun
Orlghlness
ned

Groen
Olue

Colo r for " Hot"

5. From the Finder, select the d ocument, application, or folder you
want to label.
6. From the Label menu, choose the Label you want to use.
7. Follow steps 5 and 6 to label additional items.
Now when you sort windows by Label, they sort in the order that labels
are assigned on the Label menu. lf you are using a color Macintosh, the
icon for the ftle changes to the color you chose fo r the label, making the
file easier to identify.
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emember that any file that has been labeled remains labeled
until you change it. Lf you copy the file to another disk, the
label attributes are also copied with the ftle. If you take a labeled
file from o ne Mac and view the file o n another Mac that has
different label names, rhe label name changes to match the labels
of the Mac be ing used.

R

Choosing the Acbve Window
The active window is the cu rre ntly selected window and com ains lines
in the tide bar. To change the active window, simply dick in a diffe re nt
window. You can also use keyboard shortcuts to make another window
active.

o find what shortcurs are available, choose Finder Shortcuts
from the ? menu o n the right side of the menu bar. The
Macintosh finder Shorrcurs \vindow appears, which contains five
pages of key options for navigating amund the Finder.

T

You can use the keyboard co move fro m disk to disk and to select the
main window of a disk if the currently selected window is a folder rather
than a drive. The fo llowing lists the available keyboard shortcuts:

Key(s)

Function

Tab

Selects the next icon in alphabetic.'ll order.

Shift-Tab

Selects the previous icon in alphabetical order.
In icon views, selects the icon to the left or right.

iod

In icon views, selects the icon above or below.

~S hift-i

Makes the Desktop active.

~- i

Opens the window that encloses the active window.

~ Op ti o n- 0

Closes a window after opening one of irs icons.

:l:C-4

E."pands the outline of the selected folder.

:l:C+-

Collapses the outline of the selected folder.

:l:e-Oprion-4

Expands the entire outline of the selected folder.

continues
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Key(s)

Function

~ Option +

Collapses the e ntire oudine of the selected folde r.

):C- I

Selects Get Info from d1e File menu .

):C-D

Makes a copy of a file o r folder.

:P.:-Y

Puts away a file or folder o n the Desktop.

For a listing of all Finder shortcuts, refer to Appendix A.

Fine-Tuning the Finder
Before System 7, Macintosh users had to go to great lengths to customize
how they viewed their files in the Finder. They would use shareware
programs like Layout 1.9 (available o n most bulletin board systems or
commercia.l services) to do the d1ings you can now do with the Views
control panel (see fig. 10.8) .

Fig. 10.8
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To open the Views control panel, choose Control Panels from the Apple
menu. When your Contro l Panels fo lder opens, double-click the Views
control panel. The Views control panel has three parts, each of which are
used to configure how your files appear when you use different View
menu selections in the Finder. The fo Uowing describes each part of the
Views control panel:
Foot for views. Use this section to set the default font for d1e

names of your files and folders. Click the font name and you see a
list of font names from a pop-up menu. After you select the font
you want, it will become the default font. The same procedure is
used to select the fo nt size. You can click the downward-pointing
arrowhead, or just type the size you w<mt in the Size field.
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Icon Views. This sectio n lets you choose between displaying your
icons in straight lines o r o n a staggered grid. You can click only
one bunon, and the view you choose the n becomes the default. If
you click the Always snap to grid check box, icons o n the Desktop
will always align to an invisible grid .
List Vie ws . This section lets you specify the size o f the icon that
will be displayed to the left o f your file names. You c;m also select
how much informatio n-besides the file name- will be displayed.
These options are size, kind, label, date, version, and comments.
You can select all, no ne, o r any combinatio n of these options. The
Calculate folder sizes option calculates the size of every folder as it
is displayed ; use this option conservatively because il te nds to slow
down the f-inder's speed . The final o ptio n is Show disk info in
head er. This option displays in the head er o f each wi nd ow the
amo unt o f disk space that is free when the Finder view is set to
one of the list view options.

Changing Icons
With Syste m 7, you easily can change the icon for any program, disk, or
data document. All you need is either a collectio n of icons or a graphics
p ackage that can produce a bit-mapped image. MacPaint, MacDraw,
Canvas, or PhotoShop are a few of applications that e nable you to create
new icons. Find a small picture you like. The picture cannot be larger
than 32 pixels by 32 pixels. (A p ixel is a o ne do t o n the monitor. See
Chapter 3 fo r a more comple te definition.)
To change the icon fo r any drive, folder, o r file, follow these ste ps:
1. Find and copy the bit-mapped image you want to use.
2. Select the Finder item (disk, fo lder, or file) whose icon you want
to change.

3. Fro m the Finder File menu, choose Get Info. You can also press
Command-1. The Info window appears (see fig. 10 .9) .
4. Click the icon for the item inside the Info window. A black border
surrounds the icon.
5. Use d1e Edit Paste command to p aste the copied graphic into d1e
Info window. (You also can press Command-V.) The icon is
re placed (see fig. 10.10).
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Fig. 10.9
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6. lf you want to use an icon from anothe r Finder item, simply copy
the icon rather than paste in a new one. Then repeat steps 3
through 5 without modifications .

he icon pasted into the Read Me file in figure lO.lO does not
resemble any of the icon types previously described . You can
no longer de termine the type of document by looking at the icon.
Change icons cautiously; having a Desktop full of neat icons is
pointless if you cannot recognize document types.

T

TheAnatomy of Macintosh Files
The last section mentioned several different types of files. Each type has
its own kind of icon representing the data ftle's function. In addition to
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each file having a function, each file also has a format. Afile format is
how the program that created the file writes to disk the data that the
program manipulates.
When you are using a word processor, the data files contain more than
just d1e words you write. The file created by a word processor also
contains all the data necessary to format d1e document. If you used
boldface characters, underlined some te.xt, or emphasized a point by
italicizing a word or two, the program must make sure that the docume nt contains those special fo rmats.
Each program creates files that use different formats. No universal
document format exists. Some programs can interpret the fo rmats of
files created by differe nt programs, but no program can read all the
diffe rent types of files.
Another aspect of a Macintosh file is that as you view it in the Finder, you
see a single file, but it really could be a collection of files. Complex data
created by page layout. spreadsheet, and some database programs fall
inca this category.

T

he fac t that files can be composed of multiple files might
never affect you unless you have to recover a complex file.
(Chapter 12, ''Troubleshooting, Part II ," describes data recovery.)
The recovery could be partially unsuccessful because of the
collection of files. The collection o f files that a complex data file
contains makes it more fragile; the more complex a file, the greater
the likelihood that it can become corrupted and difficult to
recover.

Data Forks and Resource Forks
All Macintosh files can have a data fork and/or a resource fork. Aresource fork is the part o f a fi le that contains machine code or data that
is composed o f program-type information. The resource fork is not
accessible co you (except via ResEdit as described in Chapter 9); the
resou rce fork is either programming code or data used by a program.
Most applications have a resource fork with a small data fork. On the
other hand, data files created by applications usually have only a data
fo rk, but some data files can also have both types of forks.
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A data fork is the part of a fi le that contains the file's data a nd all
formatting information. Sometimes the formaning info rmation is
contained in a file's resource fork. Regard less of where the formatting
data is contained, however, in orde r for o ne program to open or read a
file created by a diffe rent program, the fo rmatting clara must be compatible between the two programs. For example, Microsoft Word (a word
processing program) can read a MacWrite file (anothe r word processing
program). Both o f these progra ms store their data in different fo rmats,
but each p rogram can read files crea ted by the other because this format
information is shared between the two companies (M icrosoft and Claris).
Figure 10.11 shows a series of files as viewed through DiskTop (a d isk
utility that is discussed in the section "Using Tools To Make the job
Easier" later in this chapter). OiskTo p lets you see the size of a file 's data
and resource forks. All the data files Listed have only data fo rks; on the
othe r hand, Microsoft Word, a program file, has a large resource fork
and o nly a small data fo rk.

Fig. 10.11
DiskTop window displaying data fork and resource
fork informatio n.
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The importance of the data and resource forks to you is p robably
nominal. Be aware that they exist and that the resource fork contains the
data necessary ro make a program ru n, and that the data fork contains
the actual data that a program manipulates and prese nts to you fo r
processing. Chapter 9 contains a sectio n o n using ResEdit, a program
that e nables you to access resource forks. Whe n you u se a program like
ResEclit, you are actually changing some o f the data contained in a
resource fork.
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Creators and Types
Have you ever wondered how rhe Mac keeps track of the different types
o f documentS and then launches the correct program when you doubleclick a file? This section explains how the Mac connects documents with
their appropriate application.
Figure 10.12 shows a standard Info window. In this window, you see
that the Kind designation fo r this document is TeachText 7.0, which
means that the document was created by the application TeachText 7.0.

Fig. 10.12
An Info window d isplaying
TcachText 7.0 as the file
kind.
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Figure 10.13 shows the same Hie viewed in DiskTop. In the Read Me
line, you see two codes: one for type and o ne for creator; you need a
special utility in order to see or edit a file's creator or type code. The
creator code fo r this file is ttxt. The TeachText 7.0 app lication idemif1es
all the files that it creates with this code. This code also helps a fi le to
ide ntify its pare nt application. (Evet)' parem knows its children and
every child recognizes itS parent.)
The type designatio n for this fi le is ttro. The type code is the file 's format
designator. Applications look for this designator to see whethe r they can
o pe n a particular file.
Figu re 10.14 shows rwo Open dialog boxes fro m Microsoft Word. The
to p dialog box is listing Word documents, of which there are none. The
bottom di<tlog box is listing readable t11es, of which there are several.
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Fig. 10.13
File type and creator
displayed in DiskTop.
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Fig. 10.14
Files viewed in Microsoft
Word.
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Word looks at the type code for each of the files to see whether Wurd
can read a specific file type. If Word can read a file's type, it displays all
the files of that type in Word 's lis t of files that the program can read and
open . You might run into pro blems when you upgrade a program
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because the new version might not recognize files created by the old
version. This problem usually exists because of an oversight by the
manufacturer. Sometimes the versions are incompatible, but usually all
you need to do is change the type code. Appendix C lists the more
common creator and type files.
Before you change a creator or type code, you need to know the new
code. For example, if you are changing a TeachText file to a Word file,
you need to know the creator and type codes for a Word text file. In
addition to knowing the new codes, you also need a program to change
the codes.
You might want to change the type or creator codes for several reasons.
Suppose, for example, that you are given a file that you know is a text
file; because the file came from an MS-DOS machine, however, it does
not have a type and creator (when you look at them each is listed as
????).So to open the file with TeachText or your word processor, you
will have to change the type code. The only time you should change the
creator code is when you want to double-click a me and have it open to
a specific program.
DiskTop by CE Sofuvare is an excellent program for changing codes
and performing other file maintenance procedures. File Director by 5th
Generation Systems also has a great utility for editing file information.
If you want only ro change the creator and type codes, you can use
available shareware and public domain utilities. Some of these utilities
are listed at the end of this chapter.
To determine which creator and type codes to use, follow these steps:
1. Start the application you are going to use wid1 the file after you
have changed the file's creator and type codes.

2. Create and save a new document; if you have options regarding
the type of file you can save, try tO match the type to the file you
will be changing.
3. Quit the application.
4. Open your disk utility program.
5. Select the file you just created.
6. Using the disk utility program, perform a Get Info on the file.
7. Write down the type and creator codes.
8. After you have the information, delete the reference file you just
created.
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T

he following steps tell how to use OiskTop to change type
and creator codes, but you use the same basic procedure to
use any utility that has the capacity to change these codes.

To change type and creator codes, follow these steps:
1. Open DiskTop.

2. Select the file you want
is selected.)

to

change. (In this example, a Read Me file

3. From the OiskTop menu, choose Get Info. (You also can press
Command- I.)
A dialog box appears (see fig. 10.15). The type and creator codes
are displayed in the upper right corne r of the dialog box.

Fig. 10.15
The Info box displaying
type and creator codes.
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4. In the type and creator fields, e nter the new creator and type
codes; then click the Change button.
5. Quit DiskTop. Wh en you double-click the ftle, it will open in d1e
applicatio n that you specified.
6. Clkk the Change button.
Figure 10.16 shows d1e Read Me file at the bottom of the window with
the type and creator codes changed to TEXT and MSWD. The type code
now designates the file as a text file, and the creator code now indicates
that the fiJe is a Microsoft Word ftle.
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Fig. 10.16
The changed type and
creator codes.
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After the creator code has bee n changed, the ftle appe:u'S as a Microsoft
Word document on the Desktop. Figure 10.17 shows the Read Me ftle as
a Microsoft Word documenr. You can open the document in Word by
double-clicking the document icon.

Fig. 10.17
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Other Attributes
The type and creator codes are not the only attributes that a file can
have. Many attributes can be associated with a ftle. This section d iscusses
two of those attributes: Locked and Invisible. The remaining attributes
are System-related a nd should not be changed unless you completely
understand what you are changing.
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Locking Files
When you try to throw away a locked file, a dialog box such as the one in
figure 10.18 appears.

Fig. 10.18
Adialog box informing
that the Trash cannot
be emptied because of
locked flies.

Th e Tro sh cannot be empti ed, becouso oil
of t ho Items In It I other th on fold ers) ore
l ock ed. To dele t e locke d Item s, 11old down
th e Option k ey whil e y ou choose Empty
Tro sh.

If yo u want to delete a locked file, hold down the Option key as you
choose the Empty Trash command fro m the Special menu. The Trash
e mpties, erasing the file-regard less of its status.
Yo u can lock a file so that changes canno t be made to it. To lock a file
using Get Info , follow these steps:
1. Se lect th e icon of the file you want to lock.
2. Fro m the File menu, choose Get Info. The Info window fo r the
file o pens.

3. Click the Locked check box in the bo tto m left corner of the Info
window. An X ap pears in the window

(~<::e

fig. 10.19).

The Locked box is a toggle. To unlock a file, click the box again.
The Xdisappears.

Fig. 10.19
A locked llle.
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\Vhen you vie w files by Icon o r Small Icon, you canno t tell whether they
are locked . However, when you view files in a list mode , such as by
Name, all locked files display a lock icon to ind icate that the file is locked
(see fig. 10.20).
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Fig. 10.20
A locked ftle in a list view.
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Making Files Invisible
Invisible files are files you cannot see from the Desktop. Usually,
invisible files are System files that you do not need to access. However,
one of the least expensive forms of data security is to make a private file
invisible.

f you make files invisible, be careful when you throw away
fo lders. You might forget that the folder contains an invisible
file and inadvertently throw away the file .

I

To make a ftle invisible, you need a utility like DiskTop. Follow these
steps:
1. Open the utility.

2. From within the utility, select the tile you want to make invisible.
3. Choose the utility's Get Info command.
4. Click the Invisible check box. An X appears in the box.
5. Click Change or OK (depending on the utility you are u sing). The
file is no longer visible in the Finder.
Figure 10.21 shows the folder that displays-on the Desktop-zero files.
By viewing the folder in Desktop, however, you see that it contains a
Read Me ftle; this ftle is hidde n.
With some programs, you can see the invisible files from the program 's
Ope n dialog box. Figure 10.22 shows two Open dialog boxes. In one,
you cannot see d1e invisible file; in the other, you can see the invisible
file. If a file-even an invis ible ftle-appear s in the Open dialog box, you
can usually open the file.
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Fig. 10.21
DiskTop reveais an
invisibie file.
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Different Formats
Because so many different file formats exist, you mjght get a file from a
friend or colleague and be unable to react it. Many programs enable you
to open files in a variety of formats, but you still might come across some
formats d1at you cannot open in an application.

If the program you are using does not open the document, you mjght
believe that your o nly optio ns are to eithe r get another copy of the file in
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a format your program can read, or purchase the program in which the
document was created. Both of these options are time-consuming and
possibly expensive. Fortunately, alternatives are available. The following
sections describe several file translation products that are available for
the Macintosh.

MacLink Plus
One o ption is to get a program that translates one file format into
another. The most popular program for performing this task is called
Maclink Plus from DataViz. This program enables you to convert a
variety of Macintosh formats into o ther Mac formats and Mac documents
into MS-DOS fi les and vice versa. (For information about translating
Mac files to MS-DOS files, see Chapter 15.) Figure 10.23 shows some of
the formats into which MacLink Plus can translate a Microsoft Word
document.

Fig. 10.23
Translating file formats
with Maclink Plus.
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The Claris XTND System
Apple, through its subsidiary Claris, is trying to establish a system for
translating d ocume nts with diffe rent or foreign formats by instituting a
translation standard called Claris XTND. Whe never you purchase a Claris
product, you have the basic syste m plus several translators as part of the
software. In addition, several manufacturers are adopting this system as a
means of providing file translations for their custome rs.
If you use MacWrite, ClarisWorks, or other Claris products, you can also
add to your file translation capabilities by using Maclink translators. You
can install all of the MacLink translators so that they are available for use
with your Claris- or XTND-compatible programs.
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The foiJowing is a List of available Claris translators-not including the
MacLink translators:
• Acta 3.0
• AppleWorks
•

EPSF PLFT (Encapsulated PostScript File)

•

MacDraw II 1.1

•

MacPaint

•

MacPaint 2.0

•

MacWrite

•

MacWrite 5.0

•
•

•
•
•

MacWrite ll
Microsoft Wo rd 3 .0
Microsoft Word 4.0
Micro~oft Word

PC-4.0-5.0

Microsoft Works

•

Microsoft Works DB

•

RTF (Rich Text Format)

•

TlFF (Tagged Image File Format)

• PICT

• WordPerfect
• WordPerfect PC 4.2
• WordPerfect PC 5.0
• WriteNow ·
These formats all work with an y program that supports the use of XTND
translators, such as word processors from Nisus, Inc.: Nisu s and Nisus
Comp act.

Apple File Exchange
The Tidbits disk from the System Disks (System 7.0. 1) includes a folder
caiJed Apple File Exchange. You have to look for it; this program is not
installed wh en you install the System software. Apple File Exchange is a
progr'am fo r converting files from Apple Pro-DOS and MS-DOS formats
to Macintosh fo rmats. This program also e nables you to read flo ppy
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disks in Apple Pro-DOS and MS-DOS. (You must have a SuperDrive to
read disks formatted on non-Mac machines.) Apple File Exchange also
works with translators from Maclink. lf you need Pro-DOS translators
(for the Apple Ue series of computer), you can get them from your Apple
Dealer.

Missing Applications
If you d ouble-click on a file for which you have no corresponding
application, the dialog box in figure 10.24 appears.

Fig. 10.24
Missing application
dialog box.

Th e document " gor_ ln stnll e r_outline. rw ..

r:oulll not be opened, be to usc th e
opplh:ntlon program thot crea ted It could
not be fount!.

If you do not have a corresponding application for the document that
you want to open, but the docume nt can be opened by TeachTex1:, the
Mac asks you whether you want to use TeachText to open the document
(see fig. 10.25). TeachTexr can o pe n text files and graphics ftles that are
in the PICT format. Note that this optio n is only possible if you are using
System 7. TeachText is installed on your drive when you install Syste m 7.

Fig. 10.25
Dialog box asks whether
you want to use TeachText
to open a document.

The documen t "'RENE WPRO.Dir'' could not

be opened, because the nppllco tion
progrnrn th ot creo tc d It could no I be
round. Do you wont t o open It using
" TenchTeul 7.0· Appllcotlon" 7
[ Concel

J

OCll

You might not want to use TeachText in some cases. For example, you
might want to open PICT files in a graphics package such as MacDraw or
Can vas rather than TeachText. You also might get the Missing application d ialog box when you do have a program that can o pe n the file but
the file has a different creator code than the program. Often in this case,
you can start the application and use the application's Ope n command
to open the docume nt, although you cannot open the document or the
application by double-clicking the document icon. Suppose, for example, that you received a MacWrite document from someone, but you
only have Microsoft Word o n your Mac. If you double-click the MacWrite
documem icon, the file will not open because you do not have
MacWrite. You can, however, access the file by running Word and
ope ning the file from within Word.
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To help eliminate the problems associated with missing applications,
follow these guidelines:
•

Rather than double-click documents you know will nor open, drag
the document icon onto the icon of the application you want to
use (see fig. 10.26). This procedure is a System 7 feature called
drag and drop . lf, in the process of dragging the document icon,
the application icon does not appear in reverse video, the application cannot open the type of file you are dragging onto the
application.

Fig. 10.26
Dragging a file to an
application icon.
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• Use Hand Off, a utiUty from Connectix. HandOff asks you what
program you want to use to open the file instead of presenting
you with the Cannot Open dialog box. After HandOff has asked
and successfully used an alternative program to open a file, it
remembers what program you used and does not ask again.
•

Use the shareware and public domain utilities that perform some
of the same functions as HandOff. Some of these utilities are listed
at the end of this chapter.

Getting Organized
Keeping your hard drive organized can be a constant battle. Five years
ago, a 20M hard disk was considered huge. Today, huge is a 1.2 gigabyte
(1024M) drive. Five years ago, a complete Macintosh operating system
would fit on an BOOK floppy disk; today the operating system comes on
six 1.44M floppy disks. As the Macintosh's operating system and programs become more comple..x and powerful, they also take up more disk
space, which means that you must become more efficient in your datastorage practices.
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In figure 10.27, note that a single Macintosh with four drives has over
te n thousand individual files accouming for about 900M of disk space.
Some of these files are programs, supplementary files, and System files
required for the o peration of d1e Mac. Some are essential; others are not.

Fig. 10.27
Drives and files on a sing le
Macintosh.
Kind : disk
Sin : 16-3M9on d isk( 17.J30,4%
~tH usN). for 346 ittmS
'W'here : Honwtb} , fVBSCSI Ov2012 1g

Cn~hd : 'Vtd,M~ 20, 1992,2 05 ~H
Mod ified : ThtJ, .Jr.:n 25, 1992, 2 37 AM

Comments :

E::J

Cn~ted : Sun, M~V 31, 1'992, S:57 PH
Modifi•d : Thu,..A.n25, t 992 , 1 '42 AM

Com ment.s:

l~"J.
I>Hk<2

Kind : disk
S lu : 4 0 HB on disk (41 ,948,1€0 b~ t u
Ustd) , for ns 1\tmS
'W'h er• : Disk4 2 ,FW'S SCSI 6v20121g

Cr u t ed : Yf'd,..lrl24 , 1992, II 09PM
Modin•d : Tlw,.Jtr125,1 992, 12:55 N1
Comments :

Kind : dbk

Sfu : 3106MB on duk (32:5,788,672
~ ~" u.nd), fcr 6,2 19 lttml
'w'h n : ToGo,FW'BSCS I Sv201219

~ APRtf &. PnsS' 92
Ki nd : diSk
Siu: 538.4

1"'S oodis-k(564~ 1 ,920

b\ltts usf'd) , for 3,762 ittms
... hen : APRtf&PruS' 92,Nt eCOoSCS I

Cn~ t d : TNJ, Apr 23, 1992, IO~PM
H odi fl• d : Mon, A(),. 27, 1992, 2.33 AM
Comments :

This section co ncentrates on identifying and organizing the d ifferent files
on your Macintosh. In a sense, this section is a short cou rse in becoming
a computer librar ian .

Getting the Most from Your Folders
If you are the type of person who puts away every paper clip and knows
whe re each piece o f paper you have eve r touched is filed, you can skip
this section. Your hard drive will undoubtecUy retlect the orde r found in
the rest of your life, an d d1e o nly ~hing you will learn here is how to
access some of your information a little more easily.

If, however, you have never really thought about how your data is
organized or whe re you are storing your files, now is the time to do so.
The most important thing you can do to ease this process is to think
abo ut how you want to store your d ata. To put your hard drive in order,
you first must know how to make fo lders, move files, and copy files.
The n you need to d ecide how you wa nt your data to look.
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Creating and Naming Folders
The Macintosh uses a hierarcbicalfile system (HFS). The hard disk is
divided into folders. Inside each folder, you can place files a nd additional folders.
To create a new folder, begin at the Desktop. Choose New Folde r from
the File menu or press Command-N. A new folder named Untitled folder
appears inside the curre ntly active window (see fig. 10.28).

Fig. 10.28

10 1 ittm

A newly created folder.

Tes t Folder
19.4 t13 tn dbk

t11Htlf.d f oiCtr

¢

A solid black Line outlines the name of the new fo lde r, and the text for
the name is highlighted as if you had selected it. To rename tl1e folder,
simply type a new name. The folder name can be up to 32 characters
long and can contain any character except a colo n (:).
If you want to change the name of a folder, select the folder and click the
folder's name. A box appears around the name and you can start typing
the new name. You also can re name any file by using this procedure.
Afte r you type the name, press tl1e Ente r or Return key.

Viewing the Contents of aFolder
If you are using one of the list view o ptions, you can see the contents of
a folder in an outline view by clicking the triangle to the left of the folder
or selecting the folder and pressing Option-right arrow. To close the
outline view, press Option-left arrow. To open a folder, select the folder
and the n press Option-down arrow. Figure 10.29 shows several files
listed in outline view.

Setting Up aSystem for Folders
You can name your folders anything you want. If you have some secret
code you want to use and can remember what it all means, knock
yourself o ut. Most p eople, however, want to u se names that somehow
reflect the ir work habits.
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Fig. 10.29
Files and folders in
outline view.
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One method that works well is to set up the hard drive with a limited
number of folders named by category. For example, you can set up
folders named System, Applications, Utilities, and Data. You can have
more if necessary, but the more folders you have on the top level of your
drive, the harder it is to find a file . (An added benefit is that your Finder
will operate faster if it has fewer files and folders on the top level of your
drive.)
If you are cleaning up an existing hard drive, go ahead and create the
structure you want using empty folders· with the idea that you will move
the data and files into their proper empty folders after you are finished
setting up the system. If you try to combine the two steps, you might end
up putting files in the wrong place and have to move them again.
After you have your basic categories set up, you can subdivide the folders
by putting folders inside each of the folders you created. (You should
only put items in the System Folder that you know belong there.) Figure
10.30 shows three windows set up in a hierarchical fashion. The most
important folder to work on is the Data folder. Inside this folder, you
might want to set up subsidiary folders according to clients, projects, or
any type of categorization that works for you. One possible way to set up
the structure could be by customers-with a folder named for each
customer-and then subdivided by letters, invoices, orders, and so on.
Try dividing the Applications folder according to category, namely
dividing it into word processing, spreadsheets, databases, graphics, and
so on. If you do not have multiple programs of a specific type, you can
place a single program application folder directly into tl1e Applications
folder. If Microsoft Excel is your only spreadsheet program, for example,
you can place the Microsoft Excel application folder inside the Applications folder without worrying about first nesting Microsoft Excel inside a
Spreadsheet folder. The idea here is to group similar programs.
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Fig. 10.30
An example of a folder
hierarchy.
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If you use this system consistently and conscientiously, you can easily
find data. In addition, a system like this prevents sensory overload. An
average person can remember or keep seven (plus or minus two) groups
of information in his mind at a single time. If you have more items visible
than you can remember, you constantly have to refe r back to the items
you have forgotten.

Manipulating Files
After you have created the structure you want to use, you need to move
your files into their new homes. Moving data can be tedious because you
have to go through all your fo lders one at a time. However, you can
make this process easier.
You do not have to move your files one at a time. You can move or copy
the m by groups and speed up the process. If you want a specific file, you
can easily find it if you remember all or part of its name. After you have
everything in place, you can then set up the organization so that you do
not have to navigate through all your fo lders to find those files you use
all the time. The following sections cover these tasks.

Moving and Copying Files
Move your data and applications to their new folders methodically so
that you do not miss any data and so that it all gets put in the proper
place. One way to move £lies is ro move data through the hierarchy one
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step at a time. If you have several applicatio n folders on you r drive that
are not buried in other folders, open each applicatio n folder to make
sure that it does not contain data.
The process may go something like the following:
1. Make sure th at the main folders are visible and accessible. You
might wa nt to place these folders on the Desktop under the drive
icons.
2. Open the hard drive and view its conte nts by name. The n you can
work with each folder in some type o f order.

3. Select your first folder and open it If it contains folders and files,
start with the files.

4. Make a rough divisio n of the files according to the main categories
you have set up. Select the fi les fo r a specific category by clicki ng
the first fi le you want, and then select the rest by holding d own
the Shift key as you click each add itional one.

5. After you have selected all the files for the category, drag the fi les
to the proper folder.

f you want ro copy the files to the new folder rathe r than just
move them, hold down the Optio n key befo re you click the fi le
you are going to drag.

I

6. Ope n d1e folder to which you just moved fi les, and continue the
process of subdivid ing your files by making new folders and
moving files to the new fo lders.
You might want ro process a coup le of fo lde rs at a time. Do not
put so many individual files into a fold er that you cannot easily
move them to the next subcategory.

fyou clean aU your data fi les fro m an applicatio n's folder, be
sure to leave any files the application requires inside its folde r;
you can then just move the fo lder for the applicatio n to the new
Applications folder. If you have any question about what files are
required by your application, read the application 's manual.

I

7. Repeat this process fo r each folder until all folders have been

emptied or moved .
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8. As you empty folders, move them to the Trash so that they a re not
in your way. Trashing unneeded folders and files as you go is a
good way to measure your progress.

o not empty the Trash until you a re sure that a!J your data is
safe in its new home. Then double-check the Trash to make
sure rhar you are not throwing away a necessary ftle.

D

As you go through the process, look for files you no longer need or
programs you are not likely to use. If you do not know what an application does, you probably do not need il. But before you toss an application into the Trash, copy it onto a flop py disk. Run the program before
throwing it away to make sure that it is not something you want to keep
on you r hard disk.

f you are using System 6.0.X, do not run any applications
during this process unless you are sure that you do not want
the files and folders in the Trash. Running an application empties
the Trash in System 6.0.X.

I

You also can delete Read Me files. Usually these fiJes come on program
disks a nd are only pertinent to the installation process, or d1ese fiJes
have information that you read when the program was installed and
haven 't looked at since. If you will not use this information, dele te it.
If you have been collecting compressed files because you got them from
a local user group or downloaded them from a bulletin board system or
some other sou rce, you might want to place them o n a floppy d isk and
then trash the files on the hard disk.

Finding aFile
If you lose track of a file, you can searc h for ir using the Find command.
Follow these steps:

1. From the File menu on the Desktop, choose Find. (You also can
press Command-F.) The Find dialog box appears (see fig. 10.31).
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f you are using System 6.0.X. you must use the Find File desk
accessory from the Apple me nu. The variety of options available
under Syste m 7.0.X are not available under System 6.0.X.

I

2. If you know the name-or part of the name-of the file you want,
type it into the Find dialog box a nd press the Find butto n. The
Mac sca ns all mounted drives for any files th at contain the characte rs in the Find dialog box.

Fig. 10.31

rind

The Find d ialog box.
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( More t holcu )

When the Mac fi nds an item that match es the search criteria, it opens the
fo lder o r drive that contains the found file; the fi le is selected. If the file
that the Mac finds is not the fi le you were looki ng for, press Command-G
to contin ue the search. The Mac the n continues searching fo r a file that
matches the search criteria. Repeat this process until you find the file.
If you have seve ral drives or want to narrow the search criteria, you can
use the Mo re Choices button. Whe n you select this option, the window
in figu re 10.32 appears.

Fig. 10.32

fi nd
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By using the ex'lra choices, you can narrow the search conside rably. You
can specify the followi ng criteria in this window:
•

Where to Search. You can search specific disks, all disks, the
Syste m Fold er. or selected fo lders. Note in figu re 10.33 that some
fo lders a re selected in the window behind the Find window. rf you
search d1e selected ite ms, the Mac looks o nly in the highlighted
fo lders.
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Fig. 10.33
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• Attribute criteria. You can search for your file using any of your
normal file anribures. such as its name, or you can search for
specific comments placed in the comment box of the file's Info
window. Figure 10.34 shows all the possible sea rch criteria based
o n file-specific information.

Fig. 10.34
The attribute options in the
Find dialog box.
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• Condition options. You can specify search cond itions. Diffe rent
condition options are available depe nding o n the attribure you
choose. Figure 10.35 shows the list o f condition options for a
search using the name of a file.

Fig. 10.35
The condition options in
the Find window.
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One effective use of the search options is tO locate all locked files so that
you can unlock each locked file as it is fou nd. Press Command·G after
you unlock a file tO get the next one.
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Making and Using Aliases
Afte r you r data is o rganized, focus on making it easier to access . One of
the most usefu l functions in System 7 is the capability to make aliases.
An alias is a small data file that stores the location o f an original file,
application, folder, or disk. When you do uble-click an alias, the Mac
opens whatever file, folder, or disk the alias representS. Aliases save you
from having to open mul tiple folders to get the data you want
To make an alias, follow these steps:
1. Select the ite m for which you want to make an a lias. The item can
be a disk, folder, data file, or application.

2. From the File menu , choose the Make Alias.
A duplicate icon of the document appears. The name of the item,
however, is italicized and followed by the word alias. When you have
made an alias, you can move it anywhere on the hard drive.
Figure 10.36 includes a row of aliases across at the bottom of the
Des ktop. Notice that none o f them have the word alias following the
name; this is because the names have been changed, or the word alias
has been removed. You can change the name of aliases just Like you
would any other fi le. Changing d1e names o f aliases does not impair
the ir function.

Fig. 10.36
Aliases on the Desktop.
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If you make an alias o f an item and then move the original, the alias
usually finds the ite m and o pe ns it. Howeve r, some programs do n ot
interact prope rly with what is called the Alias Manager. Usually these
programs are older programs that are not completely System 7compatible. If the alias cannot find the moved program, either re turn
the program to its original locatio n o r make a new alias.

If you make a new alias, be sure to trash the o ld one. If you delete an
ite m for which you have made an alias, the alias remains even though the
original ite m no longer exists. The hard drive can get cluttered with
aliases that are no longer functional. Do n 't create confusion by fo rgetting to re move an alias you no lo nger need .
If you need to find the location of the original of an alias, use the Get
Info command on the alias. In figure 10.37, you can see that Get Info
locates the original using the following naming system:

Road Warrior :Utiliti es :Logger
Folder :Logger Beta 1.7

Fig. 10.37

m:=- Logger

I nfo

The alias path of the
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alias.
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"''"'"'''•...,,.'""r '""'
.,,... f-t- Alias path
e.u"" :L
folitt'

0Lecii:H

: L01~

1.1

( rin d Origi na l )

This means of ide ntifying the locatio n o f an item is called the p ath for
the item. The path designates the hierarchy o f the file. In this case, the
path describes the program Logge r Beta 1.7 as being o n the hard drive
Road Warrior, which contains a folder called Utilities, inside of which is
the Logger Folder that houses the program Logger Beta 1.7. Figure 10.38
shows how the path translates to d1e actual hard disk location. Although
knowing a file's pam isn't essential, you can sometimes use mat information to find a file.
Making aliases is o ne thing; using the m is another. Putting all your
aliases o n the Desktop clutters it, and putting them into folders takes
away the advantage of using them. You migh t want to keep some aliases
on the Desktop, and you might want to put others into the Apple Menu
Items fo lde r inside the System Folder. Put aliases whe re they are most
useful to you.
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Fig. 10.38
An alias path shown
through windows.
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When you make an alias of a folder, the alias aces as a regular folder. lf
you want co put something into a folde r of which you have created an
alias, simply drop the item on cop of the alias. The Mac moves or copies
the file to the folder as if you had put it in the original fo lder.
By keeping a few select aliases on the Desktop, you can access the
folders o r network volumes they represent from any Save or Open dialog
box. Simply click the Deskcop button from e ither type of dialog box, and
you have access co aU the drives and any folder or alias o n the Desktop.
Figure 10.39 shows aliases listed in a Save As dialog box.

Fig. 10.39
Aliases listed in a Save As
dialog box.
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If you have a hard drive that is sometimes connected co your Macintosh
but sometimes unmounted , you can make an alias o f the drive. The n
when the hard drive is attached and running, but not mounted, you can
dou ble-click the alias, which mounts and ope ns the drive in one action.
You no lo nger need to use SCSIProbe to mount an unmounted drive.
Another useflil alias is one for an AppleShare or network drive. Using an
alias fo r these things works in a fashion similar to the hard drive alias,
except that these aliases go through the process of mounting the net·
work volume without going through the tedious Chooser that you would
probably use o therwise.
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Because a Control Panels folder alias is located in the Apple Menu Items
folder, the Control Panels folder that appears under the Apple me nu is
an alias. This example shows rhat you can place aliases of othe r fold ers
and items in the Apple Menu Items folder. Then when you add a utility,
such as Now Menus from Now Software, to your System, you can access
the items in the different folder aliases directly without opening each
folder. Figure 10.40 shows how this process works using the Control
Panels folder.

Fig. 10.40
Accessing control panels.
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You can place aliases of all your programs in a folder in the Apple Menu
Items folder; the aliases are then available like control panel devices. You
can add a project folder to the Desktop that contains work in progress.
You can add aliases of applications or documents to the Startup Items
folder in the System folde r; when you start up the Mac, the programs are
launched and the documents are ope ned automatically. Aliases open an
e ndless world of possibilities.

Using Publish and Subscribe
The System 7 feature PubUsh and Subscribe is similar to the Copy and
Paste commands. Publish and Subscribe enables you to select part of a
document and create an Edition. Creating an Edition is called publishing. You can place an Edition into a document created by a d ifferent
program by subscribing to the Edition. The Edition is a file that contains
a selected portion of another document. Subscribing is similar to pasting
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the data from another file inro your document, bur you cannot edit the
informatio n contained in the Edition to which you subscribe. Chapte r 9
contains more information about Publish and Subscribe.
To edit the information from a subscription, open the original document
from which the Edition was created. Edit and save the file. Saving the file
updates the Edition and any documents that contain d1e Edition as a
subscription.
This feature works over networked volumes, so if several people are
working o n a project, such as a newsle tter, o ne pe rso n can work on the
graphics, another on the page layout, and a third on the copy. Because
all the information comes toge ther in the page layout process, each of
d1e differe nt elements can be se nt to the layout person d1rough an
Edition. When revisions need to be made to a part, such as the graphics,
me pe rson responsible for this part simply updates me files and me
newsletter is updated.
Editions are also useful for any data mat comes from a different program
and needs to be updated frequently. For example, you might have a
quarte rly report in which d1e spreadsheet file and ch art need to be
changed every quarter, but the word processing docume nt that contains
me report remains me same. In this case, you can simply update your
spreadsheet file and print the word processing document to finish your
report.
If yuu have several versions o f a publication that share common graphics, you can subscribe to Editions of the graphics rathe r than place them
individually into each manual. When you update a graphic, all of me
manuals are updated.
You can use Subscribe and Publish with databases, spreadsheets, word
processing, and any other program mat is fully System 7-compatible.

Saving Files
If you have no problem saving o r finding documents, skip this section.
However, many people have used their Macs for years and never really
gotten the hang of navigating their way to the folder they want, whether
they want to o pe n o r save their data. As a result, these people never have
data stored where mey want it and cannot find the data they need. If you
are one of these people. read o n.
First, make sure that you know where you are storing documents whe n
you choose Save As from the File menu of any application. Even experienced Mac users sometimes forger to check where they ;u·e storing their
data. Usually the default for the Save As command will be the folder that
contains the applicatio n you are using. If you double-clicked a docume nt
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to run d1e application, me folde r d1at contained the docume nt will be
the default Save As fo lde r. The default can change as you progress
through your work day because most applications also default to the last
fo lder where you perfonned a Save As or Ope n command . In othe r
word s, you could end up anywhere on your hard drive when performing
a Save As unless you are careful.
Re me mber d1at the drive's orga nization is based on a h ierarchy. When
you start an application, the Mac tries to save documents that you create
in the same folder as me app lication or in me folder of tile document
you used to start the application. If you wan t to save the document
elsewhe re, you have to specify the locatio n.
Whe n a Save As dialog box appears, note where you are in relation to the
drive hierarchy. Notice in figure 10.41 that the top of the Save As dialog
box displays an icon of an open folder titled \Vord Processing and mat
has a downward-pointing arrow. The arrow means mat you are in a
nested f older. A nested folder is a folde r that is inside anomer folder.
Figure 10.42 shows the hie rarchy that appears when you click the popu p menu titled Word Processing.

Fig. 10.41
A Save As dialog box.
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Using mis pop-up me nu, you can choose any folder between the current
folder and d1e drive. You also can select the hard d rive or go to the
Desktop in order to select a different d rive. If you select the hard drive,
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you have access to any o f the folders on the hard drive and can then
begin to navigate down a d ifferent chain of folders. The entire structure
of the drive and the series of nested folders is called a tree.
Figure 10.43 shows the top level of the drive. Notice d1e drive icon and
drive name above the list box. The Desktop is the last level beneath the
drive. Although going through diffe rent folders and d rives can be a
tedious process, it is the o nly way to get your files to d1eir proper
locatio ns.

Fig. 10.43
The top level of the d rive
seen through the Save As
dialog box.
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If you click the folder list box, a black border appears around the box.
This border means that the \vindow is selected and you can navigate to a
folder by typing the first letter of the name of the folder. The Mac selects
the first folder that starts with the letter you type; if you can quickly, you
can type t\YO letters and the Mac selects d1e folder that begins with the
t\vo letters you type. \Vhen a fo lder is selected, the Save button in figu re
10.43 rums into an Open butto n as shown in figure 10.44.

Fig. 10.44
The Save burton becomes
an Open butto n.
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When the folde r is highlighted and the Save button becomes an Open
button, pressing the Rerum or Enter keys opens the folder. To change
the Open burton to a Save button, press Tab; the selected folder transfers from the list box to the title box. Then type the name of d1e file into
the Save this document as text box and press Enter. The file is saved in
the fo lder o r on the disk that is in the tide box.
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If you want to create a new folder in which to store the docume nt, select
the New Folder button (the button that contains the word New and an
icon of a folder). The Mac presents a dialog box like the one in figure
10.45. Type the name of the new folder in the box and click the Create
button. T he Mac places d1e new fo lder into d1e current drive o r folder.
Unfortunately, d1is option is not available from aU programs.

Fig. 10.45
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The dialog box used in d1ese examples is the standard Save As dialog
box from the TeachTe:-..1: application. The applicatio n you are using
contro ls the dynamic Save As dialog box. Figure 10.46 shows the Save As
dialog box created by Microsoft Word. The functio ns o f this dialog box
are the same as those described in this sectio n, although the Save As
dialog box also contains an extra po p-up menu fo r selecting different fil e
fo rmats. Because the application contro ls the Save As dialog box, you
may find that some of your applications do not provide the New folder
option.

Fig. 10.46
Save As dialog box in
Microsoft Word.
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Using Tools To Make the Job Easier
All kinds of software utilities are available to help you save, open, and
o rganize data. The following list is a random sampling of some available
programs. This list is not comprehensive; it mere ly gives you an idea of
d1e types of products d1at are ava ilable.
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• AliasZoo (shareware). AliasZoo is a small utility that searches the
hard drive for aliases. After AliasZoo searches the disk, the utility
displays all aliases and information as to whether the original file is
still available to the alias. If the original file is not available,
AliasZoo enables you to delete (trash) unconnected aliases.
AliasZoo is a handy utility if you use a great deal of aliases and
spend much time maintaining them.
•

Bat Filer (included on a disk with this book). Bat Filer enables
you to perform batch processing on your files. Batcb processing is
performing the same functions on a variety of files at the same
time. You can use Bat Filer to find and archive files that are older
than a specific date. Chapter 22 contai ns a complete description
and instructions for using Bat Filer.

• DiskTop (CE Software). This program enables you to access your
drives from within any application, change the attributes of files,
find files, and perform most Finder functions without going to the
Finder. DiskTop is also faster than using the Finder for almost all
of its functions.
•

GOfer (included wilb DiskTop). This program is packaged with
DiskTop and searches for text strings in all readable documents. If
you have forgonen the name of a file but know a name or a phrase
in the document, you can find it using GOfer. GOfer is a great
utility when you have hundreds of documents and you only need
one with a specific reference or several that have the same words.
Figure I 0.47 shows a GOfer search session for a text string.

Fig. 10.47
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• File Director (5tb Generation Software). File Director is a combination of utilities. An alternative interface offered by File Director
enables you to create groups of fi les arranged as projects, work in
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progress, or in any fas hio n that suits your fancy. Figure 10.48
shows how File Directo r displays items. You simply click one of
the rectangles and assign it to a program or a file. You can the n
launch the program by clicking d1e rectangle. You also can create
special-purpose pages. l'ile Directo r provides a unique means o f
accessing your info rmatio n.

Fig. 10.48
alternative interface
offered by File Director.
An

• Disk Tools (included with File Director). Disk Tools is a desk
accessory that enables you to perfo rm many of the same fu nctions
as DiskTop. You can see invisible files, launch applications, edit
ftle attributes, and so o n. Figure 10.49 shows the main screen of
Disk Tools; most of its functions are clearly marked by icons.
• File Fanatic (shareware). File Fanatic reassigns files o pened by
TeachText because the file that created them is nor available or the
ftles do nor open . File Fanatic perfo rms this neat task by reassigning the type and creator codes for your files when you drag and
drop the file on top of the application . Double-clicking any file
that has been cha nged launches the applicatio n to which you reassigned the file. This program is available on most on-line
services and from local use r groups.
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Fig. 10.49
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File Tools (sba reware). File Tools is a desk accessory that enables
you to change a file's attribuces, including d1e type and creator.
File Tools can do some o f the same functions as File Director o r
DiskTop. This program is available on most on-line services and
fro m local use r groups.

•

HandOff (Conneclix}. Hand Off is a utility that enables you to
reassign all your files o f one type to another application. This
utility is similar to the File Fanatic. HandOff, however, also
includes a few other Finder e nhance ments: a quick launche r that
appears in the me nu bar and the capability to access me nus
quickly by using a combinatio n of keystrokes and mouse actio ns.
Figure 10.50 shows the menu bar and the programs available for
quick launch, and figure 10.51 shows HandOff's pop-up me nu
capabilities.

•

Norton Utilities (Sym cmtec). Norto n Utilities is a collection of disk
utilities. Chapter 12, which discusses file recove ry, describes the
main purpose of Norton Utilities. But Norton also comes with a
utili ty called Direcwry Assistance II that is handy for navigating
fro m an Open or Save As dialog box. Directory Assistance II
reme mbers the last file you opene d and your most frequen tly
accessed folders, e nables you to jum p from a folder on on e d rive
to anothe r folder on a different drive, and provides some Finder
capabili ties fro m within dialog boxes. Figure 10.52 shows Directory Assistance li from a Save As dialog box. The menus across the
top of the dialog box provide the d iffe re nt functions avai lable wiili
Directory Assistance II.
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Fig. 10.50
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• Now Uti/it ies (Now Software). Now Utilities is a collection of
utilities designed to enhance the Finder, menus, and file manageme nt. These utilities are primarily e nha ncemen ts for e nabling a
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hierarchical view of folders o r folder aliases inside the Apple ~enu
Items fo lder, displaying foms from a ny fo nt menu , and adding a
program launche r and a clock to the menu bar. Jn addition to
these en hancements, Now Utilities :Liso has an excellent exte nsion
manager and a uti lity similar to Directory Assistance II called Supe r
Boo merang. Now Utilities is also accessible from the Apple menu
using Now Utilities hierarchical me nu access and Super Boomer·
ang (see fig. 10.53).

Fig. 10.53
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Tiles (CE Software). Tiles is a type of Desktop replacemen t that
tracks how you work and creates icons called tiles that enable you
ro access programs qu ickly. Tiles also enables you ro make work
groups o r project tiles containing the documents associated with a
project. This utili ty's main advantage is its ability to track and clean
up after itself. Figure 10.54 shows the Desktop after running Tiles
for a few minutes.

Keeping Your Data Safe
In addition ro o rganizing f11es, fi le management includes safeguard ing
your data. Hard drives die, flo ppy disks become corrupted, and flies are
accidentally thrown away. Any of these misfortunes can happen to you.
The orLiy way to make sure th at your clara is safe is to back it up-several
times, if possible.
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Fig. 10.54
Running Tiles by CE
Software.

Titles

Another issue you shou ld ponder is secu rity. Do you need to keep your
data away from prying eyes? Will your business suffer if someone delivers
files from your hard drive to the wrong person? Do you want to keep the
kids om of your family letters and financial records? If you have locked
file cabinets in the office, you probably need a security strategy of some
type on your computer.
This section explores stJ:ategies and me thods of backing up your data. A
subsection discusses archiving your data. Although backups and archives
are related, they can have different purposes a nd functions. This section
concludes with a discussion of security.

Why Back Up?
If you do not ca re abou t backing up your data against the day when your
hard drive crashes and all you r files become scrambled bits and byres, go
from here to Chapter 12. It covers data recovery. If you do not keep
curre nt backups, you will someday n eed to recover your data.
Recovering your data can be expensive in time, in poten tial data loss,
and possibly in actual dollars paid ro someone ro restore your data. You
must completely reconfigure the drive, reinstall all applications, and sort
through thousands of data t11es to find o ut what they contain. Discovering whether you really have everything back intact could take a year. A
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regular backup plan is insurance thac you will nor have
recovery.

w deal

wich daca

Backup Basics
You have decided w back up your hard d rive. Now you muse decide
whac medium w use, whether w back up che encire hard drive or jusc
your data, how many backups w make, and how often w back up your
daca.

What Medium Should You Use To Back Up?
To back up your drive, you can use another hard drive, a removable
media drive, a tape drive, o r floppy disks. Of all the choices, using a hard
drive is the easiesc, the mosc convenienc, a nd the mosc expe nsive. Using
a hard drive is convenienc and easy because all you have co do is make a
Finder copy of your daca. This method is expensive and inadequate
because you lose che use of an expensive piece of hardware and you
have only one backup.
Removable media hard drives are a much better solution. The re movable
disks are relacively inexpe nsive. You can make mulciple backups and
have an excra drive to boot (no pun intended). Chapter 2 describes the
different drives that use removab le media. Any of them will work for
backup purposes. The rewritable optical drives, however, provide che
best data security because of the longevity of the media. You can keep an
optical backup for years.
Using a tape drive can be a double-edged sword. The media is inexpensive and easy to use. However, tapes have a te ndency to fail, they are
easily corrupted, and they are unstable whe n scored for a long rime. To
know your data is secure, rescore some of the data from the backup co
verify that che data is still okay.

lf you have lo ts of data w back up, such as a 1.2 gigabyte drive, or wam
the most reliable tape drive possible, use a OAT drive. OAT drives are
fast, can ho ld a great d eal of data (up to 2.4 gigabytes), and are basically
reliable. Their disadvantage is price; a good OAT drive costs about
$1,400.
Finally, if you do not have massive amounts of data to back up a nd do
not want to go to che expense o f additional hardware, a floppy drive is
the way co go. Backing up to floppy disks can be tedious, especially the
first time you back up you r drive, yet it is still one of the most reliable
methods available co the average computer user. Depending on the
backup program you use, verifying your data is easy and reliable.
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What Should You Back Up7
If you have spent hours and hours configuring your hard drive, making
aliases, and meticulously arranging your data, you will want to back up
your whole drive. If you have just a couple of applications and a fairly
stock System Folder, you may want to back up your data only.
The decisio n regardi ng what to back up is based on how lo ng restoring
the extra data would take if it were losr. Usually, backi ng up the whole
drive is easiesr. If you are only concerned about the data and are willing
to take the risk that you might have to spe nd many hours replacing your
Syste m and applications from scratch, back up only your data. Any good
backup program enables you to back up only what you want.
You might want to do two backups: one of the System Fo lder plus
your applications and anothe r of your data. You then only need to do
incremental backups of your data as long as you don't add new applications or change your System. If you use this strategy, you can restore
your data and the System and applications and not lose all the work you
put into sening up your work e nviro nme nt; you also will not have to
spend time backing up your entire hard drive.

How Many Backups Should You Make?
Your backup can be corrupted. Scary thought, huh? To kee p your data
safe, make two backups, and the n store one away from the computer.
An off-site backup ensures that if your workplace suffers from a fire,
earthquake, tornado, or a theft, your dam is secure. Remember that
equipmem ca n be re placed , but your data ca nnot.

How Often Should You Back Up?
After you have made your initial complete backups (backups of the
entire hard drive), your backup software e nables you to do regular
partial backups. If you are using a tape drive, you can schedule backups
at night whe n you are not working. If you must supervise the backup
program, you have to set aside some time for the chore.
How o ften you should perfo rm a backup d epends on how much data
you can affo rd to lose. If losing any more than a clay's worth of work is
unacceptable, back up every day. If re-creating a week's worth of work is
a risk you are wi lling to live wid1, back up o nce a week.
All backup software packages modify the backup date of each file as it is
backed up. When you perform a backup, the program compares the
file's modified date with the backup date. If the backup date is the same
as o r more recent than the modified date, the software does not back up
the file.
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If you are mai ntaining two backup sets, make sure that one of the
backups does nor modify the backup date. Othetwise, you r backup sets
will not contain the same data. The only way to have 1:\vo identical
backups is ro use a software package that offers a diffe rential backup
optio n . The differential backup option backs up all data that has
changed since the last backup, but this backup d oes not change the file's
backup date. If you perform a differential backup, and then do a regular
backup, you can maintain rwo updated backups.
This capability also enables you to make a separate backup of specific
files in addition to your regular backup. You can have two data sets of
your critical files while maintaining a complete and up-to-date backup. If
your software does not have the differential backup option, you cannot
keep two partial backups that are in sync. Instead , you must use the
software's archive or full copy capabilities for making your second
backup.
Most software packages build on d1e full backup set you have made
when performing a partial backu p. The partial backup makes a subset of
the data that has changed , and each subsequent backup also makes an
additional backup set. You should, on a regular basis, make a new full
backup; o therwise, you will have so many additional data sets that
keeping track of them will be difficult. Trying to restore several partial
backups also can be awkward.
After you have determined how ofte n to back up based on how much
data you 're willing to lose, you need to determine how often you want
to cycle your off-site backup. You may want to perform a weekly backup
and take the weekly backup home at the end of the month, returning
with d1e old o ff-site backup to use it fo r your weekly backups fo r the
next mo nth. With such a cycle, you ·w ould not lose more than a month's
worth of data in a worst-case scenario.
Wh en you b ring back your off-site backup, you need to do a full backup
to reset the backup date on all the files. If you only perfo rm a partial
backup, you will only back up d10se files d1at have changed since you
last pe rformed a partial backup. After a while, the two data sets might
contain very different files.

Backup Software
Efficiem backups require some type of utility software d1at performs
your backups for you. Without a utility software package, you would
have to copy your files to a hard disk or floppy disks in groups of files.
Unless you use a hard drive to make periodic copies of your existi ng
hard drive, you never have a comple te backup, and using a hard drive
can be expe nsive and unreliable.
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A backup program should have the following features:

• Device Compatibility. You should decide what type of backup
d evice you want to use for your backups and then make sure that
the program you use suppo rts it. Most backup programs support
any o f the devices mentio ned, but check to be cettain.
• File Selection. Selecting the files you want to back up should be
easy. The more options you have for file selection, the better. You
should be able to select the 6les by file type, date, kind, or any
other attribute you want to use.
• Unattended and Scheduled Backups. If you want your computer
to back up your data while you are at home asleep, you need to
make sure you can schedule the backup and that the Mac can
automatically perform it. If this feature is not important to you or if
you are going to use floppy disks, you don't need this particular
feature.
• Da ta Compression. Compressing your data can save a lot of space
on your backup volume, especially if you use floppy disks or have
several drives to back up. Good data compression can enable you
to put twice as much data on your backup volume than if the d ata
is u ncompressed.
• Data Verification. Whenever you do a backup of critical data or
compress it, make sure that the backup is good at the time it is
done by using the backup program's data verification option.
Altho ugh data verificatio n can double the length of time of a
backup, you are sure that your data is safe. The only other way to
verify the integrity of your backup is to restore selected portions of
your backup and manually verify the data.
• Network Compatibility . Most backup software e nables you to back
up w a file server, but not aU packages back up other Macs on a
network to a single storage device. If you need to back up several
Macs over a network, look for software that is made specifically for
backing up networked Macs.
• Data Encryption. If you have high security needs, your backup
software should also have the ability to encrypt your data as the
software backs up the data. If you need or use this option, be sure
to perfo rm a selective restore o f your data to verify it.
• Selective Restores. You might want to restore o nly one or two files
from your baclmp. Your backup software should enable you to
perform selective restores to your hard drive.
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The following is a list of some backup programs:

•

DiskFit Pro (Dantz Development). One of d1e oldest backup
utilities made for the Mac, DiskFit Pro is a tried and proven backup
utili ty. If you only have one Mac to back up and inte nd tO back up
to floppy disks, OiskFit Pro is probably the best backup utility you
ca n get. OiskFit Pro does nor have all the fearures of some other
programs, bur it provides sufficient security for a home office or a
pe rsonal Mac.
Diskr:it Pro also offers a few additio nal features that make it
unique. It enables you to perform partial backups on two diffe rent
backup sets, and yet it keeps all you r files on bod1 sets complete.
DiskFit Pro also enables you to add disks to your backup set and
resolve Ole differe nces wiiliout creating new backup sets. This
feature means d1at you have o nly one backup data set. DiskFit Pro
also creates Finder-readable files rather d1an a single backup file
that can be divided across numerous floppy disks or several
backup volumes.

•

FastBack II (Fiftb Genera/ion Systems). Anomer long-stand ing
package, this program cannot back up networked Macs to a single
device. It does , however, offer most of the orher described
capabilities. One unique feature of FastBack II is its capability ro
restore Illes backed up from an MS-DOS machine to a Macintosh
and vice ve rsa. This feature alone can make this software invaluable.

• J'rfacTools Deluxe (Central Point Software). MacToo ls Deluxe
includes a complete and useful backup utility d1at has a full set of
basic features. This utility can pe rfo rm diffe rential backups,
perform scheduled backups, re cognize various backup devices,
and pe rform selective restores. In addition, this package includes
data co mpressio n and verification.
• Nor/on Utilities (Symantec). Like MacTools, No1ton Utilities also
includes a backup utility. This utility can perform differential
backups, pe rform scheduled backups, recognize various backup
d evices, and perform selective restores. In additio n, this package
includes data compression and verification.
• Relrosp ecl and Retrospect Remote (Dantz Development). This
program 's unique feature is the capability to back up re mote
devices over a network. Retrospect Re mote is not dependent on a
file server and has most basic backup fearures listed, p lus some
extra capabilities. One feature of Retrospect in general is d1e
capability to place files that have not been modified in a certain
period o f time on a backup device; you can the n delete those files
from the hard disk.
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Special Backup Tricks
When the issue is protecting your dam, the more weapons in your
arsenal, the more secure d1e data. The following suggestions might make
your data more secu re and maybe make backing up data easier:

• Backing up to a server. One way to back up several Macintoshes
on a network, if you are using Syste m 7, is to have your backup
software perform the backups to a file server. Because the networking capabilities of System 7 are so flexible, you could even
have o ne drive dedicated to the task of holding backups from ten
other Macs o n a network withou t u sing an AppleShare file server.
After all the Macs are backed up, you could then back up the drive
that contains d1e data from d1e other machines to a tape or
a nother hard drive. Because all the software Listed can perform
sch ed uled backups automatically, your backups could be done at
night. ff you use a n SCSI device that has the capacity to hold all the
backed up data, you can then have the Mac that is acting as the
server make anod1er backup, which provides you with two
backu ps without any trouble.
Th is type of system works well if you just back up the data from
the od1er Macs, ignoring their System and application files. This
med10cl is one way to reduce the headache of System backups if
you have limited time fo r network administration.

• Disk Mirroring. If your equipment and data need to be available
always, regardless of what might happen, consider using a second
hard drive and a process called d isk mirroring. Disk mirroring
backs up data to another hard drive as you perform your work so
that you can always access your data. Sophisticated disk mirroring
syste ms can even automatically switch to the backup drive,
preventing any interruption in d1e computing process.
Almost all the hard drive manufacturers listed at the e nd of Chapte r 2 have devices and software specifically for this purpose. Disk
mirroring capability is expensive, but if going off-line (not being
able to use your computer for any period of time) means a
substantial loss of business or could result in some type of liabiLity,
this technology might be perfect for you.

Archives
Under certain circumstances, you might want to archive data rather than
just back it up. Usml lly, you archive data when you are running low on
disk space, need to provide an aud it trail, o r want an additional copy of
all data fo r security purposes. Whatever your reasons, you can use any of
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the me ntioned backup programs to create an archive. Do the archive on
some type o f re movable medi a so the archive is easy to store, easy to
access, and easy to copy. If you decide to archive data and the archive is
the only copy of the data, you keep at least two archives. An archive is a
copy of your data that does no t reset the backup date.
If you need to keep a copy of your d ata for legal or tax purposes,
consider using a WORM (write-once-read-many) drive; they are accepted by the IRS and the courts as a permane nt record of your data transactions.
\X1hen you make an archive using backup software, use the Full Copy
option if it is available. This optio n works as a diffe re ntial backup
(creates a complete copy without resetting the backup date). After you
have made your archives. treat the m as you treat your backups. Keep
copies in different locations. Because archives are usually done so that
you have a permane nt record of your data transactions, think about
keeping th em in a safety deposit box or a similar secure location.

Data Security
Your specific needs dictate what security measures you need to take.
Data secu rity ranges from password protecting your screen saver to
using high-level security software to e ncrypt your data and archives. This
section examines the different levels and types of security you can
employ and the software you ca n use.

Various Data Security Methods
No method is completely secure. The U.S. governme nt probably has the
most foolproof data security system: whe n sensitive documents are
created by a compurer and the computers used in sensitive areas are
re placed , the disk drives from the computers are physically removed and
dismantled, and the platters are destroyed .
Erasing and even formatting a drive do not make the data o r part of the
data impossible to get back. Data availability d epends on how badly
someone wants the data and what resources are available. Oliver Nord1,
for example, thought that he had ad equately protected himself by
formatting his hard disks. The National Security Agency proved otherwise.
For most of your needs, one me thod or a combination of methods listed
in the followi ng sections is adequate to protect d ata from prying eyes o r
industrial espio nage.
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If all you want co do is keep someone from looking at your work in
progress while you go to lunch, a screen saver that can be password
protected is adequate. This measure prevenrs anyone who does not
know the password from looking at you r work. Of course, anyone who
wants ro look at your data can simp ly reboot you r Mac. If you really want
to keep people our, password protection on your screen saver is o nly
the first step. You should also use one of the fo llowing me thods.

File Security
The most basic fo rm o f file security is locking a file from the Get Info
box, which protects the document from being accide ntally thrown away
o r changed.
The next step might be to make the fi le invisible. An invisible file cannot
be seen from the Desktop and in some Open dialog boxes. If you can see
the DesktOp DB and OF files from an Open dia log box, however, your
invisible Illes are also visible in the dialog box.
The next step in file security is to use a data-encryption utility like the
ones included with Norto n Ut ilities or MacTools. A data-encryption
utility e nables you to encrypt a ti le or folder so that it cannot be read
without the proper password. Usually a program that has encryption
capabilities o ffers two rypes of encryptio n: a quick e ncryptio n of some
ty pe and a U.S. government standard called DES (Data Encryption
Standard). DES e ncryption offers the securest med1od of e ncryption.

I

f you fo rget your password, you will never get d1e file
unscrambled.

Partition Security
If you need to secure more data than just a folder, create a partition on
your hard d rive and e ncrypt the data in the partition. The reason you do
not want to encrypr a huge folder is because decq'pting a huge folder
takes half du! morning. If you use a password-protecred partition, you
can prevent those who do not have the password from mounting your
drive.
There are different ways of encrypting a panition. Some formatting
utilities, like FWB's Hard Disk Tool Kit, o ffe r the option of password
protecting and e ncrypting a partitio n. La Cie's Silverli ning offers
partirion password protection but not e ncryption of the partition.
A password-protected partitio n canno t be mounted, but ir can be
recovered. If the partition is e ncrypted, even if it is recovered, the data
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is scrambled and unusable. If your formatte r does not provide for
e ncryptio n, Norton Utilities has a utility tO create a partitio n, which can
be encrypted and password protected, on drives that are already
fo rmatted. Although Norton Utilities provides this capability, you would
be best off using a formatte r that will encrypt a partition. The partitions
made by Norton are less stable than those done by a formatter, so you
stand a greater chance of having problems with your disk drive if you use
Norton fo r this type of security.

emembe r to safeguard your data with a backup. If you
encrypt a partition and it crashes, it is gone. The chances of
ever getting e ncrypted data off a crashed volume are almost
nonexistent, especially if you e ncrypt a partition.

R

Hard Drive Security
Partition security is actually part of hard drive security, and if your
formatter supports encryption, the same methods can be employed for
an entire hard drive as for a partition. Some security utilities go a step
further by preventing someone from even starting your Mac unless they
have a special startup floppy disk that contains the key to unlock the
hard drive and enable it to boot.
The main utility of this type is The NightWatch by Kent Marsh Ltd. Using
this method, you cannot get to the hard drive-even with a recovery
program. If you run across a hard drive you want to use that has bee n
locked in this manner and you don 't have th e key, you must reformat the
hard drive.

Security for Deleted Files
When you trash a file, the file is still accessible. Anyone with a recovery
utility or a disk editor (a mility that actually looks at the sectors of a
drive) can get the file back or see it. If you \Vant the deleted file to be
truly erased and inaccessible, you need a utility that not only deletes the
file but also overwrites it.
Both Norton Utilities and Microcom's MVP Utilities include programs
that perform this task. These programs or the ir aliases can be put o n the
Desktop so that you can drag and drop a file or folde r on top of the m to
activate the program and overwrite the file with nonsense characters.
They also usually provide a couple levels of wiping security t11at determine how many times the space will be ove rwritten. The more times a
file is overwritten, the harder it is to recover.
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!though you cannot retrieve a file d1at has been overwritten,
d1e U.S. government can. The hard drive holds a ghost image
of data mat has previously been written to it. The government has
equipment to enable someone to read the ghost images and
retrieve data.

A

Realizing the Risks of Data Encryption
Using data-encryptio n utilities poses some risks. If you e ncrypt data and
then forget your password, you lose the data, unless the utility you use
provides a maste r password to unlock anything your program e ncrypts.
A master passwo rd , however, makes the software quite a bit less secure.
Anyone who knows the master password fo r your program, or someone
who has another copy of the program with another master password,
stands a chance of breaking in.
To guard against such a sintation, keep a backup of the data that is not
encrypted somewhere safe-like a safety deposit box. If the clara is too
sensitive to keep any unencrypted copies, make sure that you keep an
encrypted copy using a password you will nor forget, that only you
know, and d1at is not written down.
In your work environment, you should change your password from time
to time. Someone looking over your shoulder might get a good enough
glimpse of what you type to figure out your password. Whe n assigning
a password, do not use numbers or words that data thieves can easily
guess, such as your birth elate, your social security number, and derivatives of your name.

Using Security Software
Before you shop for security software, decide what level of security you
want. lf you just need something to keep casual eyes from getting imo
your private files when you are not arou nd, the most you would need
are the utilities that come with Norton Utilities, Microcom's 1\1\IP
Utilities, or the MacTools package. If your needs are heavy-duty, look at
the Kent Marsh line of products.
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Summary
This chapter has been about keeping track o f your data and safeguarding
it. You learned how to navigate thro ugh the Mac's hierarchical file
system, and how to open and save files within that system.
You also learned the im portance of making backups and following a data
security ro utine. You learned that withou t a backup stored in a safe
place, you have no secu rity or hope of restoring your data. If misplaced
data falls into the wrong hands, it could cost you a lor of money.
You also read about encrypting files so that another cannot access
sensitive or deleted information su ch as bank account data, credit card
numbers, or the inventory o f your personal possessions and their values.
This ch apter emphasized that data is a commodity, and you need to keep
yours safe.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Troubleshooting,
Part I
hether you have had trouble
with your Mac before or just
want to be prepared if you
ever do, you need to read
this chapter. Macintosh
problems always seem to
happen in accordance with
'----,------' Murphy's Law- and always
at the worst possible time. Computer problems are at best inconvenient, but d1ey always seem to
happen when you are working
under a deadline and have a
report, a term paper, or presentation clue.
U you are not prepared, what
could be a minor problem will
instead be a crisis. The purpose of

this chapter is to acquaint you with the problems that you are most likely
to encounter.
This chapter is primarily theore tical. The overall focus for this chapter is
how to determine whether you have a problem, what the problem might
be, and how to prepare to fix the problem. The chapter concentrates
heavily on disk drives and their related problems and d iscusses the tools
and knowledge you need to diagnose Macintosh problems. Chapter 12
con tains techn iques for fixing the softw:tre proble ms described in this
chapter.
This chapter assumes that you are familiar with the con te nts o f Chapters
1 and 2, the cha pters that cover the basic components of your Macintosh
CPU and h:u·d drives. Reviewing Chapters 7 and 8, which discuss System
software, may be beneficial to you. Chapter 10 on file maintenance also
con tains in formatio n that directly relates to troubleshooting.

T

he examples and proced ures in this chapter are specific
to System 7 users. In most cases, the troubleshooting
procedures are the same whether you use System 7 or Syste m 6.
When the procedures d iffer, the text notes any System 6-specific
proced ures.

Determining That You Have aProblem
It usuaUy is clearest that you have a problem when your Mac stops
working properly. The Mac is a complex and powerful computer, which
makes it subject to occasional System errors that seem to occur randomly. Often a malfunctio n-called a System error-is essentially
meaningless; something went wrong mo me ntarily, and simply restarting
the Mac corrects the problem. The following list includes some commo n
problems:
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•

Applications suddenly quitting. The application seems to work;
the n a dialog al ert appears that says the application has unexpectedly quit. The applicatio n closes, and you usually lose all unsaved
work.

•

Mem01y errors. Wh en you do not have enough memory for an
application to run , you receive a me mory error alert. Memory
e rrors that occur at startup indicate a hardware problem. A
memory e rror causes problems like applications sudde nly qui t-ting
or System bombs.

•

System errors (or System bombs). A System error is an internal
processing problem. An alert box tells you that your Mac has
experie nced a System e rro r. Your only option is to press the
Restart burto n . A System e rror occurrence is also called a crash.
Unless you can duplicate d1e circumstances that cause this type
of problem, you cannot fix the problem .

•

Printing problems. When you try to print, your Mac may tell you
that the printer is unavailable. Other problems also can occur.
Chapter 4 addresses printing problems.

•

Network problems. Network proble ms are any proble m that
involves a networked d evice like a file server, networked laser
printer, or mo unted volumes. Chapter 14 discusses these problems in more detail.

The main pro blem with the occasional random System error is data loss.
If you are working on an im portant document, performing a database
sort, o r savi ng work to disk, you can lose unsaved data.

ave your work frequently and make backups of all important
flles. The frequency of your saves d epends on how much work
you want to re-create. If you are willing to lose an hour's worth of
work, o nly save once an hour. If you o nly want to re-create five
minutes' worth of work, save every five minutes.

S

If System errors are frequent or consiste nt, you may have a serious
proble m. This sort of System error is not a random event but the result
of a specific set of actions. To fix the problem, you need to be able to
duplicate the proble m- make it happe n on a regular basis or at will. An
example of a repeatable System error is your Mac crashing every time it
boots or every time you launch a specific application.
If you canno t duplicate tl1e problem, your chances of diagnosing and
fiXing it are slim . Your only choices are to live with the problem or to try
to fix it by performing a general mainte nance check (see Chapter 12).

Preliminary Steps
Learning to fix a Macintosh problem is a frustrating process. Remember
d1at everyone starts in the same place with the same knowledge, little to
none. If you have the patie nce and take the time, you can become expert
enough to solve your own problems.
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As a Mac user, you can rely on an arsenal of software tools that make
troubleshooting the compute r easier. You need to obtain some of these
tools, which will enable you to find and correct common problems while
eliminating other possible problems.
There is no single method for diagnosing a problem- o nly methods that
work.

he n fixing a problem, you may be tempted to repeat
procedures you have already done. Remember this basic
principle: if you tried a procedure for a specific proble m once and
it did not work, don 't try it again; the res ult will be d1e same.

W

Remembering Where You Have Been
\Vhen tro ubleshooting your System, especially if you are new to the
process, make a list derailing what you have tried so that you don't
repeat steps. Diagnosing a Macintosh problem can be like ned to getting
lost in the woods; you can never get out if you do no t take precautions
to ensure you are always going in a straight Line ramer than walking in
circles.

he only reason for trying a me thod again is to verify that you
did it correctly. Afte r you verify mat an action was performed
correctly, if it fails , try a differe nt action.

T

Figure 11.1 shows a troubleshooting checklist. Use a similar checklist to
keep track of what you have tried.

Collecting the Necessary Tools
just as you probably have a screwdrive r, a hammer, and a pair of pliers
around the house. you should also keep some basic Macintosh tools
handy.
To be equipped for any emergency, you need bam software and
hardware tools. Several of these tools are only necessary for certain
equipment configurations. Only purchase those tools that work with
your System.
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Fig. 11.1
Troubleshooting checklist.

Troubles hooting Check List
Equipment Configuration

Description

Serial Number

Type of Macintosh
Amount of Memory
SCSI Device ID #0
SCSI Device ID #t
SCSI Device ID #2
SCSI Device ID #3
SCSI Device ID #4
SCSI Device fD #5
SCSI Device 10 n6
Type of Printer
Type of Network
Additional Equipment

Environment

I System Version
I Problem Program Version
Problem Description (include all error codes)

Actions Taken (can yoU/have you)

YIN

Add any additi onal
steps you try

Backed up your data?
Duplicate the problem?
Checked for viruses?
Reconnected cables?
Boot from a clean floppy?
Run program from a clean system?
Turned off or removed extensions?
Turned off or removed control panels?
Reinstalled System?
Replaced System?
Isolate the problem hardware device?
Attempted a data recovery?
Checked the recovered data?

Software Essentials
If you have the proper software tool, you can quickly recover fro m a
problem such as a disk crash. Software tools include various utilities
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(which arc described in more detail in Chapters 10 and 12) and a clean
System disk. The following types of utili ties should be in the library of
every Mac user:
• Ami-virus program
• Disk and file recovery cool
• Extension (or INIT) manager
You also might want a utility fo r determining what SCSI devices you have
attached to your Mac and their 10 numbers. One such tOol is SCSIProbe,
which was mentioned in Chapter 2. In addition, a file utility that enables
you co change the type and creator codes of your files is useful. OiskTop
by CE Sofrware is one such tool (for more information, refer to Chapter
10). Finally, if you are connected to a large network, a network utility is
importam. Without a network utili ty, you cannot know what is happening o n the network. (For informatio n about netwo rk problems and
utilities, see Chapter 14.)
The software you have o n-hand for troubleshooting should depend
largely on your System configuration. If your Mac is not connected to a
net'.vork, a nenvork utility is a waste of money. Because most users have
a hard drive, however, a disk recovery utility is as fundamental a tool as a
screwd river. Likewise, every user might accidentally delete a file, so a
utility ro rescore deleted files is essential.

Hardware Essentials
Unfortu nately, software tools cannot cure hardware problems. just as
yo u cannot ftx a car with a burned-our engine by adding mo re gasoline,
you cannot ftx a computer that has a hardware problem, regardless of
the amount of software you own.
Of course, some hardware problems will be beyond your ability to
repair. Numero us pieces of your Mac can experience sporadic problems
or fail completely: SCSI cables, LocaiTalk boxes, terminators, and majo r
peripherals such as hard drives.
The hardware essentials you need depend on your Mac System. The
following is a list of the most commo nly needed extra accessories:
• SCSI cables
• An extra terminator
• A prin ter cable
• Network cables and connecto rs
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The real issue-besides mo ney-is your data's importance and your
ability to continue work should a piece o f hardware fail. In extreme
cases (such as in business settings), use rs shou ld have a duplicate system
so that no hardware proble ms ca n kee p the m from be ing productive.
Some users find an extra hard drive on which to store a backup o f the ir
data a va luab le investment; other users get by with a set of floppy disk
bach.'l.lps.

AClean Startup Disk
When th ings go awry, the most important software tool you ca n have is a
clean startup disk. A clean startup disk is a flo ppy disk with a System
Folder that contains a System file and a Finder file that will operate your
model o f Macintosh. You received a startup disk whe n you purchased
your Mac; if you misplaced this disk, you should make a new one. For
information about creati.ng a startup disk, re fer to the section in Chapte r 7, "Performing a Minimum Install." You use this d isk to sta rt your
Macintosh whe n you are having problems o r when you suspect your
hard drive of having problems.
If you are usi ng Syste m 7, your System Disk (Install L) is useless as a
troubleshooting tool. It is o nly good for installing you r System. Instead,
you can use the System 7 Disk Tools flo ppy disk, which is part of the set
o f System Disks. This disk contains the minimum System needed to boot
your Mac. If you use several diffe re nt Macs, yo u should have a startup
disk for each one. If you are using System 6.0.X, you can use the System
Tools disk fro m your set of System Tools disks.
After you locate or create the startup disk, check it with a vi rus checker.
This step is critical; a compute r virus could be causing the proble ms with
your hard disk, and the virus could easily be passed from hard d isk to
flo ppy disk and vice versa. The method for checking the d isk depends o n
the anti-vira l program -you are using ; however, the next section outlines
the basic process for performing a virus check. After you are sure that
your startup d isk is virus-free, you should lock it.
If you sta rt having proble ms, reach for your stanup d isk. You might want
to make several backups o f the disk: it never hurts to have a backup. For
your startup disk to be useful, the disk mu st be free o f viruses and
should contain the same version of the System that you are curre ntly
usi ng on the hard drive, altho ugh you can use a disk with a diffe rent
System versio n if you are in a rea l jam.

Checking the Startup Disk for Viruses
As the firs t step in troubleshooting, you must make sure d1at you are no t
th e victim o f a virus. (A llirus is a destructive program d1at replicates
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itself, thus making it able to be passed-generally through floppy disksfrom computer to computer.) If you r hard disk and startup disk a re both
infected with a virus, you cannot troubleshoot your System effectively.
The only way to be sure d1at your Macintosh is not infected is to check it
with an anti-virus program. Anti-virus p rograms generally come with an
e me rgency disk that is locked and therefo re cannot be infected. First,
use the emcrgenq • d isk to check whethe r the hard drive is clean (virusfree). After you check the hard drive, insta ll the program and use it to
check you r flopp}' disks-including the e mergency startup disk.
If you do not check the startup disk, it could be infected. Using it with
your Mac could infect the hard drive, and you would then never be able
to determine whether or not your problems were caused by a virus. After
you are sure the srarn1p floppy is virus-free, eject it from the Mac and
lock it. Never unlock this disk. lf you upgrade to another version of d1e
System software, make a new clean System disk at the same time, check
the disk for viruses, and lock the d isk.

F

or mo re information on viruses, see the section "Viruses
and Trojan Horses'' later in this chapter .

Using the Clean Startup Disk

The sole purpose of the clean starn1p disk is to provide the essential files
necessru1• to run the Mac. Using a clean startup d isk is the only way to
determine whe ther the problem you are trying to solve is System-related ,
cau sed by something in the Syste m Folder, or by a problem with the
hard drive. You can also use the startup disk to isolate some hardware
proble ms. Keep the following steps in mind. You use them later during
the troubleshooting process.
lf you are using System 7, follow these ste ps to use the startu p d isk:
1. Insert the disk into the floppy disk drive.

2. Start the Mac.
If you are using System 6, follow these steps to use the startup disk:
1. Inse rt the disk into the floppy d isk drive.

2. Start the Mac.
3. f or every hard drive attached to the Syste m, move the System file
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o ur of the System f-olde r and into any o the r folder. (You might
wanr to create a special folde r-named Troubleshooting-to hold
the System file so that you can easily find it later and move the file
back to the System Folder.)
4. Use the Shut Down command from the Special Menu. This actio n
ejects the startup Oo ppy and turns off the Mac.

5. Re insert the startup Oo ppy disk and turn your Mac back on .
Systems prior to 7 included the capability fo r switch launching. Switcb
/auncbirrg is a procedure by which a startup disk other than the one that
started up the Mac becomes the primary d isk controlling the System. To
t:nable switch launching, you simply have to open an applicatio n wh ile
holding clown the Command and Option keys, provided that the disk
contains a version of the System greater than o r equal to the System that
started the Mac (with the exceptio n of System 7). Switch launching will
also happen auromatically if you start up fro m a floppy disk and the n run
an application off the hard drive, provided that the System on the hard
drive meets the criteria of the application.

If you try to troubleshoot your System using the startup disk only to have
the Mac switch launch back to System o n the hard disk drive, you will
have a difficuh time isolating System problems.

Checking the Hardware Connections
As basic as this may sound. rhe fi rst thing to do when something is no t
worki ng properly is check each of your hardware con nectio ns. Su ppose,
for example, that you have a Macintosh (of any ty pe) and a co uple o f
hard drives, all connected to a maste r switch so that you sim ply tu rn on
one switch to go to work. O ne mo rning you si t down and turn on you r
master switch, but when the Mac starts, the blinking disk ico n with a
question mark appears o n-screen instead of the Smiling Mac icon.

If you assume that e\·e rything is as it \vas when yo u left the office last
night. you wi ll not discover that the external hard drive has somehow
had its power cord discon nected during d1e night. (Perhaps the cleaning
people inadvertently knocked the cord loose.) As a result, you could
s pe nd several hours trying ro get your System working, concluding that
something was broken, pro bably d1e hard drive, and calling someone in
ro fLx it.
Always make sure everything is connected prope rly. Check each of th e
following:
•

Power swi tches

•

Power cables
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•
•
•

•
•

Printer cables
Mo de m cables
Network cables
Monitor cables
SCSI cables

Turn o ff each d evice and disconnect and reconnect its cables. Then turn
it on again. Work methodically, going from left to right or right to left,
and check eve ry cable.
Check the cables and power sources. Only afte r these are eliminated as
potencial proble ms can you go to the nex.1: step, which will be to check
your software configuration.

Common Macintosh Problems
If you rarely experience any proble ms with your Mac, you will be amazed
at the myriad pro ble ms that o ther people encounter. The list is almost
endless. Do ubtless, for every proble m cove red in this and the next
ch apter, counrless other proble ms exist. just whe n you think that you
have seen it all, there is suddenly some thing new to cause more grief
and head-scratching.
Troubleshooting your Mac can be a lot like putting together a jigsaw
puzzle. First of all you need a starting point-a piece you know. When
looking for a pro ble m with your Mac, the best p lace to start is with some
knowledge abo ut what can go wrong, which, in turn, will provide you
with a starting point for unde rstanding what bas gone wrong. The
starting poinr should be the proble m you see; from there you can
proceed backward to the proble m's source. Often the erro r code or
crash is just the man ifestation of a p roble m somewhere else .
In addition to realizing that a proble m exists, you need to d evelop a
strategy for dete rmining what is causing the problem. After you fi nd the
offending software or hardware co mponent, you can then fix it. So unds
simple, doesn't it? In principle, it is. In practice, it has the potential for
being one of the most frustrating exp eriences of your life.
Discovering the cause of a compute r proble m is much like looking for
some thing you have misplaced: the item is always in the last place you
think to look. Tro ubleshooting is no different; often the last me thod you
try will fix the problem.
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The following file types are the most common sources of Macintosh
problems:
• Extensions (!NITs)
• Control panels
• The System file
• AppHcations
• Application and System support files
• Data files
• Viruses
• Hardware
Sometimes these problems can be distinguished by their basic symptoms
and fixing them is relatively easy. The following sections deal with the
nature of these problems, giving a description of problematic Macintosh
behavior and any quick fiXes that may apply.
If the problem is more complex, see Chapter 12, "Troubleshooting,
Part II," for information about solving these conflicts.

Extension and Control Panel Conflicts
Any time you install a new piece of software, especially utility software,
that puts or requires you to put a file in the Extensions or Control Panels
folder inside the System Folder, there is an opportunity for a confl ict.
In System 6.0.X, an extension is called an INIT or a Startup Document.
The word /NIT indicates that the softw·are is an INITialization device.
lNITs are not applications because you cannot run them by doubleclicking on them; they are loaded and become part of the System at
startup. In System 7, all initialization devices are called extensions. This
book uses the term extension when referring to INITs.
Another type of software that often behaves like an extension is a control
panel. Control panels sometimes load with the extensions, though some
of them do not. For this reason, all control panels should be kept in the
Control Panels folder inside the System Folder, even though some
control panels can be run without having been loaded at startup.

Understanding the Problem
Both control panels and extensions have the possibility of conflicting
with each other or with the System. A conflict happens when the piece of
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software tries to use memory space reserved by anod1er extension or
control pane l. Every extension uses memory and stakes its own space in
the System heap , a special section of me mory reserved for the System.
Syste m 7 handles these types of software much be tter ilian System 6.0.X.

As a result, conflicts are less freque nt, altho ugh they still occur. In
general, the troubleshooting techniques for either Syste m are the same.
Any procedures iliat are Syste m version-specific will be noted.

As the Macintosh starts up, it loads each extension and places it in to
memory. Sometimes an exte nsion will tell the System to load it into a
specific location with in the System h eap. If one extension reserves a
locatio n in me mo11' and anothe r el\.1:ensio n also wants that same memo11'
address, a conflict occurs. When two devices want the same space, your
Mac crashes as it tries to start up.
Some control panels must load with d1e extensions at startup and, as a
result, can cause the same types of problems. The re is one difference,
however: sometimes a control panel will load without a problem, but
whe n you choose it from the Control Pane ls folde r, the System crashes.
Not al l the files in e ither folder (Extensions o r Control Panels) are
loaded at startup. Control panels li ke Map, Sound , Startup Device, and
Monitors do not load into me mory. Control panels that occupy memory
are usually d1ird-parry utilities such as Su pe rCiock, Adobe Type Manage r,
or Norton File Saver. To test whethe r a control panel loads into memory,
follow these steps:
1. Remove the control panel from the Contro l Panels folder and
place it ourside the Syste m Folder.

2 . Restart the Mac.
3. After you restart, double-click the conu·ol panel.
If the contro l pane l runs, it does not need to be loaded into
memo ry. If a control panel does not lo ad into memory, it cannot
be the cause o f a conflict at startup.
Extensions, o n the od1er hand, must remain in the Extensions folder
whether or not they load into memory. The extensions that load in tO
memory at starru p have the designation of System extension. If you open
your Extensions folde r and view irs contenrs by kind (selected from the
Finde r's View menu) , you can see all the extensions that load into
memory at stllrtup and ilie o rder in which they load. The only exce ption
to this rule are prin ter fo nts, which (for some reason known only to
Apple) also have the kind designatio n of System extension. Printer fonts
do not load into memory.
When looking for your extensio ns in System 7, check your System folde r
as we ll as your Extensions fo lde r. Some extensio ns and control panels
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are loose inside the System fo lder. Remember that all e:>..1 e nsions and
control panels are kept loose in any System 6.0.X System fo lde r.
\XIhen your Macintosh sta rts up under Syste m 7, all of the extensio ns
load, in alphabetical o rde r, first. Then any memory-resident control
panels load into me mory, also in alphabetical o rder. If you are using
System 6.0.X. however, all memory-resident devices, the extensions, and
control panels load at the sa me time in alphabetical order. No d istinction exists between device type.

Using aQuick Fix
If you install a new extensio n o r control panel and your Syste m starts to
crash o n startup, you can be reasonably sure that the new addition is
causing the problem. If you are using System 7, you can verify that this is
the proble m. Follow these steps:
1. Turn off the Mac.
2. Turn the 1\llac back on and ho ld down the Shift key as soon as you
see the Smiling Mac.
3. The screen displays two messages: Welcome to Macintosh and

Extensions Off.
If your Mac then works withou t a proble m, you can be fairly
certain that an extensio n or control panel caused the problem.
4. Open the Extensions or Control Panels folder and remove the new
extensio n or control panel.
5. Restart the Mac.
If d1e Mac restarts successfully, you have panially solved the proble m.
The next step is to determine which exte nsion or contro l panel caused
the conflict with the new extension o r control panel, or if the new
extension or control panel was conflicting w ith the System in general .
This is a mo re complicated process and is covered in Chapter 12,
''Troubleshooting, Part II."
If you are using System 6.0.X, you will only be able to remove the
extension or control panel after booting from a dean startup disk. To
check whether a new extension or control panel is causing problems,
follow these sreps:
1. Open d1e Syste m fo lder on d1e hard drive.
2. Re move the new exte nsio n o r co ntrol panel.
3. Restart the Mac.
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If the Mac starts without a problem, you can be fairly certain that the
new extension or control panel caused the problem. Remove the new
extensio n or contro l panel and restart your Mac. If th is procedure does
not work, refer to Chapter 12, which details startup troubleshooting.

Using an Extensions Manager
Extensions and control panels can be rurned o n and off by using an

extensions manager like !nit Manager from Baseline Publishing or
Extensions Man ager from Now Utilities. With either of these packages,
you can press a specified key as your Mac starts up and temporarily
disable any single extension or control panel, any combination, or all of
them.
These utilities enable you to easily determine where the problem lies.
And both !nit Manager and Extensions Manager disable any starru p
device that causes a crash as the Mac is starting up. When you restart,
you have the option of leaving the offending device off or rurning it
back on. These utilities work the same whethe r you use Systems 6 or
System 7.

Corrupted System and Application Files
Any ftle can become corrupted . If you are having consistent yet random
System errors, one of d1e causes could be a corrupted System file. To
determine whether the System file is causing a proble m, remove all nonApple extensions and control panels from the System Folder. This can be
done most easily by using an extensions manager. You also can move all
extensions and control panels to folders other than the System Folder.
(Chapter 8 lists Apple's System 7 extensions and control panels.)

C

reate n..,o separate folders: one for extensions and one for
control panels. This method makes restoring the items easier.

After you have moved all of th e exte nsions and control panels to their
temporary folders, restart the Mac. Try any applications d1at were
running when you experienced problems. If the Mac continues to crash,
either the System file, the finde r, o r d1e application is corrupt.
·ro make the final determination, you need your clean starrup disk. Start
up from the disk and run the applications. If the Macintosh still crashes,
the application is probably corrupted and needs to be replaced.
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If you a re using System 6.0.X, move the Syste m file from the System
Folder on the ha rd drive to a temporary folder. St:u1: up the Macintosh
from the startup disk, and the n lau nch the suspect application. Th is
method prevents the Mac fro m switch launching back to the possibly
corrupt hard drive Syste m file.

If the Mac runs without problems after starting up from the llop py disk,
the System file is probably corrupted; you need to reinstall it. If the Mac
still crashes, re install the application from your master disk o r a backup
and tty again. If you still have no luck, refer to Chapter 12, "Troubleshooting, Part II," fo r mo re advanced he lp.

Desktop Problems
As with o ther files, the DesktOp file can become corrupted and operate
incorrectly. If you add and remove a lot of applications and files on you r
hard disk, the Desktop file can be a persistent problem, causing your
drive to slow down and your icons to be disp layed improperly. The
Desktop file ho lds all d1e info rmation abo ur your files displayed in the
Finder, including the files' icons and Finder comme nts in the Get In fo
window (see fig. 11.2) .

Fig. 11.2
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Whe n the Desktop ftle becomes corrupted, you can have some strange
problems, such as your drive slowing d own and your ico ns d isplaying
impro perly. A corrupted Desktop file may cause your Mac to crash just
after startup. The easiest fix is to rebuild the Desktop. Periodically
rebuildi ng the Desktop is a good mai nte nance procedure, as well.
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Rebuilding the Desktop
The Desktop DB and Desktop OF files in Syste m 7 are more reliable than
the System 6.0.X Desktop fi le. Chapter 2 contains a description of the
Syste m 7 Desktop files. If you find that your drive is not performing as
fast as it used to, however, you need to rebuild the Desktop. This pro·
cedure reassociates files with their related icons and applications and
eliminates excess baggage in the Deskmp file. The result is faster, more
reliable performance. This procedure is even more critical for System
6.0.X, because its Desktop file is mo re fragile than System 7's.
Whe n using Syste m 6.0.X, one function of the Desktop file is to keep
track of whe re the windows were positioned on-screen the last time you
used the Mac. If you have used your drive o n a Mac with a large monitor,
you might position windows o n-screen in p laces that would be off the
screen on a smaller monitor. Jf you then attach the hard disk to a smalle r
monitor, some windows will not be visible. Rebuild ing the Desktop will
make all the folde r windows visible o n the Mac.
To rebuild the Desktop, ho ld down dte Command and Optio n keys
whiJe the Mac starts up. After the Finder has loaded, the Mac will ask
whe ther you really want to rebuild the Deskmp (see fig. 11.3).

Fig. 11.3
ncquest ro rebuild the
Desktop.

nrc uou \ure uou wont to rollulld th e
dc sk to1• file on the disk "Rond Wnrrtor"?

Commenh In Info windows will be lo st.

( Cancel )

crd)

Click OK. After you choose OK, d1e Mac will re-create the Desktop ftle.
Be careful when you rebu ild the Desktop. This process removes any
commen ts writte n in the Get Info window. If you have comments you
want to preserve, you need a utility like CE Software's DiskTop. DiskTop
e nables you to place the comments into a special section that is not
deleted whe n the Deskto p file is rebuilt (see fig. 11.4).

Handling the File Limitations of System 6
lf you are using Syste m 6.0.X and have a large hard drive, the hard drive
might contain more files than the Desktop file can handle. In theory, the
Desktop fi le can handle 6,000 files; in practice, it can only deal with
3,500 to 4,000. When you exceed the capacity of the Desktop file, the
h;u·d drive will not mount. This can happen with drives as small as 300M.
If you have this proble m, d1e easiest cure is to switch to System 7. If you
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cannot switch to System 7, you can still use System 7 to get your data
back. To do this, you will also need a second hard drive. Follow these
steps:
1. Attach both hard drives to the Mac.

2. Start up with clean System 7 startup disk.
3. Copy all the data on the first hard drive to d1e second hard drive.
4. Reformat the first hard drive. (Chapter 2 discusses hard drives and
formatting.)
5. Divide the hard .drive into partitio ns that are about 200M in size.
6. Copy the data from the second hard drive to the various volumes
on the newly formatted drive.
7 . Re install your System (see Chapter 7 for System installatio n
procedures).
After completing these steps, you should no longer have problems with
the Desktop fi le.

Fig. 11.4
DiskTop's Info window.
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Viruses and Trojan Horses
Viruses and Trojan Horses are sneaky, destructive p rograms created by
sneaky, destructive people. They latch onto your Mac and create havocdoing everything from making applications quit unexpectedly to erasing
your e ntire hard drive. Your best protection against these programs is
virus-de tection software, which can de tect-and often d isable- the vi rus
or Trojan Ho rse.
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Viruses
Viruses are small computer programs, written by programmers with
small consciences, for malicious ends. These self-replicating programs
can wreak havoc on your computer, causing data loss, printing problems, and a general decrease in operating speed.
To cause problems, a virus needs some way to move from machine to
machine. The p referred route of travel is via an infected p rogram or an
infected floppy disk. If the virus is passed along in an infected program,
it will lie dormant until the progr.am is run. Then the virus will seek out
your System file, Finder, or some od1er System component and infect it.
After the virus has made a home fo r itself in the System, it will ilien infect
every program you run.
Every infected program you run will then make sure that your System
remains infected, reinfecting it if you sho uld, for some reason, have
replaced your System. These infected programs are passed from machine
to machine when people share prognuns and can be transmitted via
bulletin boards if infected programs are stored there and dovmloaded by
o ther Mac users. (Most bulletin boards are watched very carefully by
their operators, and this problem is not common anymore.)
Viruses can also transmit themselves by infecting floppy disks. A couple
of viruses can infect the Desktop file of any disk inserted into an infected
Mac. When an infected floppy disk is then inserted into ano ther
Macintosh, it infects the Desktop file on the hard drive, after which the
infected hard drive again infects every flo ppy inserted into the Mac. This
kind o f virus will infect the hard disk's Desktop file, even if you insert an
infected floppy disk and d1en immediately eject it. Only the System 6.0.X
Desktop file can be infected. As of yet, no one has written a virus to
infect System 7 Desktop files. (However, someone probably will write
one sometime in the near future. Always keep your guard up .)
After the System has been infected with this type o f virus, any floppy disk
you own will be infected unless it is locked when you insert it into the
floppy disk drive.
This d oes no t mean, however, that a floppy disk, just because it is
locked , cannot transmit a virus. A floppy disk can be infected with a virus
before it is locked, and then it can still infect any computer into which it
is inserted. If you share floppy disks or programs with anyone, your Mac
is at risk of contracting a virus. You can also be infected by more than
one virus simultaneously.

Trojan Horses
In addition to viruses, mere are programs called Trojan Ho rses. A Tmjan
Horse is no t a virus because it is not self-replicating. Instead, it is a
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program, disguised as a helpful piece of software, that is intended to
cause harm. When the program is run, the Trojan Horse checks for
specific requirements-usually a date. If the requirement is met, the
Trojan Horse is activated, usually doing some thing like erasing your hard
disk.

Protecting Yourself
The only way to consistently detect most viruses is with a virus checker.
Your virus checker should scan each floppy disk as it is inserted into
your Mac. You should pe riodically scan your hard drive with it as well.
This is the only way to keep your hard disk virus-free.
Also, after you choose an antivirus program, make sure that you update
your program frequently to detect an y new viruses that have been
discovered. There tend to be fewer viruses in the Mac world than in
MS-DOS-based computing. An MS-DOS computer can be infected with
any of over a thousand viruses, while fewer than 50 known viruses exist
for d1e Macintosh.

Error Codes
An error code is the number that you see when your computer crashes
and the bomb dialog box appears (see fig. 11.5). Usually when this
happens you have no choice bu t to restart you r computer. The e rror
code is the number that appears with the bomb, which stands for the
particular type of malfunction. Sometimes d1e re is a wtitten description
in additio n to the error code number. Usually, however, the error code
is meaningless except to a programme r in the process of writing an
application.

Fig. 11.5
System error dialog box.

The appli ca tion pro gram .. Serius
Dcueloper'"" could no t be opened, llecousc
an error or type - 39 occurred.

If you are familiar with the diffe rent e rror codes and their meanings, you
might gain some insight into what h as gone awry and have a better idea
of where to look for the problem. For examp le, if you have consistent
Bus Errors with an error code of ID 01 , you will know to immediately
look at the version of the System software; the error might have resulted
from running a version of System 6.0.X that is not best for you r Mac.
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f you run System 6.0.7 on any Macintosh made before the
Classic, Hsi, or LC and you start experiencing an error like the
preceding one, remove System 6.0.7 and install System 6.0.5.

I

You can receive three types o f error codes:
•

System error codes generated by the System

•

Hardware error codes that occur when a hardware malfunction
has occurred; these are also called Sad Mac codes

•

Error codes generated by application software; these codes are
only meaningful to the sofuvare manufacturer

System Error Codes
The list of error codes that can be generated by d1e System is iarge;
d1is section lists only the most common of these codes. The remainder
are listed in Appendix C. Some of the descriptions are almost selfexplanatory, and in some cases, the error code can provide a clue as tO
what happened. The code is nor necessarily reflective of the t rue cause
of the problem, however.
Usually the error code results fro m your Macintosh crashi ng. As the Mac
crashes, a cascading effect occurs, much like an avalanche, and the error
code you receive could reflect o ne of th e rocks off either the top or the
bottom of the pile.
The following list might seem excessive. It is included for general
information and to provide you with a better idea of all d1e things d1at
can go wrong.

Table11.1

E1·ror Code

Description

Error Codes

OS Error Codes
Bus e rror
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2

Address e rror

3

Illegal instruction error

4

Zero divide error

5

Check trap error

6

Overnow rrap error

7

Privilege violation erro r

En·orCode

Description

11

Miscellaneous hardware exception error

12

Unimplemented core routine erro r

13

Uninstalled interrupt error

14

1/0 core error

15

Segment loader error

16

Floating point error

25

Out of memory

26

Cannot launch file

27

File system map has been destroyed

28

Stack has moved into application heap

30

Request user to reinsert off-line volume

40

Welcome to Macintosh greeting

41

Cannot load the Finder error

51

Unserviceable slot interrupt

81

Bad opcode given to SANE Pack4

85

SysErr; cannot find MBDF

87

Cannot load WDEF

88

Cannot load CDEF

89

Cannot load MDEF

90

FPU instruction executed, but machine has no FPU

98

Cannot patch for particular model Mac

99

Cannot load patch resource

101

Memory parity error

102

System is too old for this ROM

103

Booting in 32-bit on a 24-bit system

104

Need to write new boot blocks

105

Need at least 1.5M of RAM. to boot 7.0

20000

User cho ice between shut down and restart

20001

User choice between switch off and restart

20002

Allow the user to exit to shell, return if Can cel

32767

General System error (catch-all used in DSAT)
continues
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Tahle 11.1
Continued

Error Code

Description

General System Erro r Codes
-1

Queue element not found during deletion

-2

Invalid queue eleme nt

-3

Core routine number om of range

-4

Unimplemented core routine

-5

Invalid queue element

-8

No debugger installed to handle debugger
command

1/0 System Error Codes
-1 7

Driver can not respond ro Control call

-18

Driver cannot respond to Status call

-19

Driver cannot respond to Read call

-20

Driver cannot respond to Write call

-21

Driver ref num doesn 't match unit table

-22

Driver ref num specifies NIL handle in unit table

-23

Requested read/write p ermission d oesn't match
driver's ope n permissio n

-24

Close failed

-25

Tried to remove an open driver

File System Error Codes
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-33

Directory fu ll

-34

Disk fu ll

-35

No such volume

-36

1/0 error

-37

Incorrect File name

-38

File not open error

-39

End of fi le error

-40

Tried to position to before start of file (r/w)

-41

Memory fu ll (open) or file will not fir (load)

-42

Too many files open

-43

File not found

-44

Floppy disk is write-pro tected or volume locked

-45

File is locked

Error Code

Description

-46

Vo lume is locked

-47

File is busy; you need to delete the file

-48

Duplicate 111e name; you n eed to rename the 111e

-49

File already open with w rite permission

-SO

Erro r in user parameter list

-51

File reference error

-52

Get file p ositio n erro r

----------------------------------------------- (

-53

Volume not on line e rro r (was e jected)

-54

Permissions error (on file open)

-55

Drive volume already on-line at M.ountVol

-56

No s uch drive (tried to mount a bad drive number)

-57

Not a Macintosh tloppy disk (signature bytes are
wrong)

-58

Volume in question b elo ngs to an external fs

-59

Fi le system internal error: during rename the old
entry was d eleted (failed renaming file)

-60

Bad master directory block

-61

Write perm issions error

Disk Error Codes

-6-l

Drive no t installed

-65

R/W requested for an o ff-line drive

-67

Canno t find valid addr mark

-68

Head verify compare failed

-69

Addr mark checksum didn't check

-7 1

Canno t lind a data mark header

-72

Bad data mark checksum

-75

Ste p handshake failed

-76

Track 0 detect doesn 't change

-77

Unable

-78

Tried ro read 2 s ides on a 1-sicled drive

-79

Unable to ad just disk speed correctly

-80

Track number wro ng o n address mark

to

in itialize IWM

COI!Iinues
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Table 11.1
Continued

Error Code

Description

-81

Secto r number never fou nd on a track

-82

Cannot find sector 0 after track fo rmat

-83

Canno t get enough sync

-84

Track failed to verify

Memory Manager Error Codes
-108

Not enough room in heap zone

-110

Address was odd, o r out of range

-113

Address in zone check failed

Resource Manager Error Codes
-185

Extended resource has a bad format

-192

Resource no t found

If you r Mac is crashing, always with the same one or two error codes,
you can be pretty sure that you are experiencing an operating syste mlevel error, and that the fault lies in an extension conflict or that your
System is corrupted.

Hardware Error Codes
Hardware enor codes are called Sad Mac codes (see fig. 11.6) and occur
when you start your Maci ntosh. They indicate that a hardware malfunction
has occurred, usually during startup. In addition to the Sad Mac, your Mac
will make a chiming noise if it is a Macintosh SE or newer model. Although
the vatious chimes have specific meanings, it is sufficient here just to detail
the Sad Mac codes themselves.
The number under the Sad Mac icon can (sometimes) be used to isolate
what part of the startup diagnostic procedure failed and thus locate the
specific proble m.

Fig. 11.6
A Sad Mac icon.
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The two most common hardware faults are bad memory chips and hard
disk driver problems. Eve n though a problem wi th your hard d isk driver
is really software-re lated, the Macintosh will generate a hardware error
code if the d isk driver is corrupted .
Sad Mac error codes can be gene rated by sofrware w hen the software
must fltnction befo re the operating System is loaded. This happens when
hard disk drivers are corrupted. The Mac's booting process is interrupted before the Mac ca n look at the boot blocks of your disk for
necessary startup information, and because the System is not yet loaded,
the Mac cannot generate a normal Syste m e rror.
The type of Sad Mac you get depends o n the type of Mac you use. The
o ld e r Macs display a Sad Mac with one line of digits under the icon. The
digits are six hexadecimal numbers used to ide ntify the problem. The
format for the numbers is XX }'YYY, where XX is the Class Code and
YYYY is the Sub Code. The Sub Code corresponds to System Error codes,
whil e the Class Code specifies whether the problem lies in software or
hardware. 'l'he fo llowing table details th e o ld-style codes; they apply only
to Macs with 128K ROMs or smaller.
O n a ll newer Macs, those with 256K ROMs or larger, the format for d1e
Sad Mac code occu pies two li nes, me top line being the Class Code and
the bottom line the Sub Code. The fo rm at for the Class Code and Sub
Codes are XXXXXXXX because there are more zeros preceding the
numbers; the meanings are the same as the Sad Mac codes fro m older
mode ls. Thus the o ld Class Code for a software error is OF, while the
new one is OOOOOOOF. The same principal applies to the Sub Code.

Table 11.2

Sad Mac Codes

Class Code
!v/eaning

Reference

Class Code Meaning

Sub Code

Sub Code Meaning

01

ROM

ROM test failed

Varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the ROM
chip t11at failed; this
code is usually
meaningless

02

RA.\1

Bus test failed

Varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the RAM
chip that failed

03

RAM

Write test failed

Varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the RAM
chip thar failed

04

RAM

Pattern test failed

Varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the RAM
chi p that failed
con1inues
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Table 11.2

Continued

Class Code
Meaning

Reference

Class Code Meaning

Sub Code

Sub Code Meaning

05

RAM

Address uniqueness
test failed

Varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the RAM
chip that failed

System Error Number

Sub Code

Error Meaning

OF

Software

01

0001

Bus error

02

0002

Address error (odd
address)

03

0003

Illegal instruction

04

0004

Zero divide

OS

0005

Check trap (CHK
instruction)

06

0006

Overflow trap (TRAPV)

07

0007

Privilege violation

08

0008

Trace trap

09

0009

Trap dispatcher error

10

OOOA

Line 1111 trap

11

OOOB

Miscellaneous
hardware trap

12

oooc

Unimplemented trap
executed

13

0000

Interrupt button
pressed

The table is not a complete list. It should, however, give you an idea of
what the codes mean. A complete list is found in Appendix C.

Manufacturer Error Codes
Error codes generated by a specific piece of software are fairly rare. If
you receive one, the dialog box will usually say that the error is caused
by the application you are cu rrently using. Sometimes, however, a
manufacturer will use its own numbers in place of the numbers generated by the Macintosh System. If you receive an error code no t listed in
the preceding sections or in Appendix C, the error code might be a
manufacturer's error code; you need to contact the technical support
department of the company that wro te the package.
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Common Disk Drive Problems
Besides the Deskrop problem, the Mac can experience many other
difficulties. The foJJowing sections describe the most common of these
problems, outline the symptoms that indicate each one, and offer
solutions. If you have a disk repair and recovery utility like Norton
Utilities fo r the Macintosh, you will be able to diagnose and correct most
problems.

In-Use Sectors
In-use sectors become an issue when you throw away a file and the Mac
fails to mark aUof the space freed as available, leaving the sector marked
as in-use. Sometimes just a few sectors are marked as in use and you wiJJ
not notice any significant loss of space. However, at otl1er times thousands of sectors can be marked as in use, depriving you of valuable disk
space.
Unless the disk use map is seriously corrupted, this problem is not
harmful. You will probably run across it while performing a maintenance
check or while correcting some other problem. Do not worry about this
problem unless you notice a great deal of disk space missing.
To correct this problem, use Norton Utilities for tl1e Macintosh by
Symantec, 1st Aid HFS by Microcom, or MacTools Deluxe by Central
Point Software. Any of tl1ese packages will be more than adequate for
freeing your in-use sectors and making them available for use again.

Bad Sectors
Bad sectors are spots on your hard disk that have deteriorated or been
damaged so that they can no longer hold data. All hard drives will, over
time, develo p bad sectors. When sectors go bad, you will have problems
either reading from or writing to disks. Most o ften you ~viJJ get an alert
box such as the one in figure 11.7.

Fig. 11.7
Error message that appears
when writing to or reading
from a disk.

Th e di sk "'Di sk 42" co nnot bo used,
bcce uso nn en-or of IUilO - 1'7 occurred.

Sometimes this error is just a glitch in the reading and writing process;
if so, recopying the file wiJJ correct the error. If this problem occurs
frequently, however, the hard drive must be reformatted or you will have
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to use a utility like Microcom's 1st Aid HFS, the only urility available tha t
will map out a bad sector without requiring that you reformat the hard
drive. All other programs that check for bad sectors simply notify you of
the problem.
lst Aid HFS fixes the problem by creating an invisible file that occupies
the bad sector. It therefore prevents other data from being written to the
bad sector. If you have to cre me mo re than a few of these fil es, d1e safest
course of action is to reformat your drive.

ACorrupted Directory
Because the directory contains all the information abour the locatio ns of
your 111es on disk, a corrupted directory is the most serious problem you
can have with your hard drive. lt can also be th e most difficult problem
to d etect. lf you are having any difficulty with your drive, especially
general difficulty with the reliability of the hard drive, d1e problem might
be a corrupted directory.
A corrupted directory can have myriad causes. The directory can be
damaged by a System error, improperly con necting a hard drive, a virus.
or d ete rioration over ti me. Some of the da ta that defines the parameters
(the logical structure) of your hard drive is incorrect. When your Mac
reads this information, it either cannot make se nse of the da ta or the
data on the drive does not match what the Mac intosh has been told
should be d1e re.
Directory problems can be minor: a little bit of damage inte rmitte ntly
affects your Mac's operatio n. Or the damage can be so major that your
drive cannot operate with you r Mac under any circumstances. One
indicator of directory damage is a series o f System errors (these e rro rs
can e ithe r cause or be the cause of directory damage). If your Mac
crashes while it is reading from or writing to the hard drive, check for
directory damage. A System erro r usually does not cause any damage. If
it does, it eid1er corrupts a file, your hard drive directOry, the System file ,
o r even your hard disk driver. (Fo r additional info rmation o n your hard
disk's operation, read Chapter 2.)
Proble ms in saving, copying, moving, or dele ting files can all be indicators of directory damage. Usually this type of damage is not discovere d
until it is too late. When you ge t the dialog box that says, This disk i s
damaged: Do you want to initialize it?, it is too late. Your
directOry is seriously damaged and you must recover your da1a or restore
it from a backup.
This dialog box can occur lo r reasons od1er than a damaged directory,
however, so you need to check your drive with one o f the tools listed in
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the preceding section. The best tool fo r de termining whether or not the
directory is damaged is Microcom's 1st Aid HFS. Unfortunately, this
software does nor have the overall powe r of Notton Utilities for the
Macintosh, so ideally you should have both utilities.
You can use e ither l st Aiel HFS or Norton Utilities to check for directory
damage. Chapte r 12 covers the specific procedures you need to check
your directory in the sectio n "Detecting and Repairing Directory Damage." Because your Mac can ope rate without displaying any of the
symptoms listed previously and still have directory damage, it never
hurts to check your d irectory for damage. A routine check for this type of
damage should become a part o f your mainte nance schedule (also
discussed in Chapte r 12).
If your directory is damaged and you re pair it using a utility, immediately
make a backup of your data and reformat the drive. The direct01y
structure of a Macintosh hard drive is complicated, and no utility can
guarantee that it is fLxed. The o nly way to be sure is by reformatting the
drive.

Corrupted Drivers
just as your directory can suffer from damage, your hard disk driver can
become corrupted in a number o f ways. During normal use, even if you
have occasional System e rrors, your driver will normally not be damaged. However, like all software, a driver can become corrupted without
any apparent reason. Whe n this happens, your driver wilJ usually not be
able to access your hard drive.
Some of th e things that have been known to cause a corrupted driver,
other than Syste m errors, include impro pe rly a ttaching additional SCSI
devices, turning a drive off while the Mac is still running, and general
wear and tear over time. Im properly co nnecting a SCSI device includes
using duplicate SCSI ID numbe rs, bad cables (a cable that does nor work
properly), or using a terminator that is defective, along with ove r-or
undertermi nating the SCSI bus.
A fairly sure sign that your driver is corrupted occurs when you rurn on
your Mac, see a Sad Mac error code, hear the accompanying musical
chimes, and are unable to use the machine. However, you can have a
corrupted hard d rive driver cause random and inconsisrent System and
disk errors. Lf you get the Sad Mac error code, the Mac can nor read o r
make sense o f the drive r. Your Class Cod e is OF, indicating that you have
a software proble m rather tl1an a hardware error code. Chapter 12
contains the procedures for correcting a corrupted hard drive driver,
and Chapter 2 contains more in-de pth information about your hard
drive in gene ral.
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Sad Mac icon does not necessarily signal a corrupted driver.
You might receive this error for numerous reasons, including
a broken cable, improper tennination, or eve n SCSI 10 conflicts.

A

Insufficient Disk Space
You can easily run out o f disk space. Even whe n the finde r tells yo u that
disk space is available, you miglu nat have enough free space. Many
programs write te mporary files to the disk while they are running, which
means you really need more space than you might think. A good rule o f
thumb is to keep 5M or 10 pe rcent of your hard drive free. This guideline e nsures that you have e nough disk space for temporary files and
that your Desktop file has room to grow. It will also help preve nt
d irectory damage.
Letting your d rive get roo fu ll and the n writing a file whe n there is not
e nough room can also result in directory damage. The Macintosh
includes safegua rds to prevenr this situation fro m happening, altho ugh
the safeguards are not foolproof. Usually your Mac te lls you that there is
not enough disk space if you are trying to save a docume nt. Whe n not
enough space exists for a te mporary ftle, you could expe rience a System
e rror o r an application e rro r. lf your Mac le ts you write a file when the
disk is full, the directory will probably be damaged.
Your o nly real safeguard against this situation is to watch your free disk
space and keep a sufficient amount of free disk space available. If you are
using high-end graphics or desktop publishing packages, you need more
free space than someone who is just doi ng word processing.
When using Adobe Photoshop , for example, you need to have addi tional
free disk space that is at least three times the size of the file you are
working on . A 1M file, for exam ple, needs an additional 3M o f free d isk
space fo r Photoshop to wo rk pro pe rly. Other p ackages have similar
requiremenrs. If you have any questions about how much extra disk
space you need fo r a particular application, call the software publisher
and ask. Otherwise, you should use the 10-percent rule mentioned
previo usly.

Summary
This chapte r describes the pro ble ms your Mac can have. If you have
neve r had a problem with your Mac, you may have a se nse of impending
doom . Don't fre t. The Macintosh is a very hearty computer system , and
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the purpose of this chapter is not to scare you, but to give you the
knowledge you need ro ftx any computer mishaps you may encounter.
Unfortunately, it is not possible ro describe every problem you might
have. This chapter was also designed to give you the information you
need to begin figuring out any uncommon problem you might bump up
against as well. The actual repair of common Mac problems is the topic
of Chapter 12.
May your troubles be few, and your repairs easy.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Troubleshooting, Part II
he preceding chapter details
some of the hardware and
hard drive problems that
can happen with the
Macintosh. This chapter sets
forth the actual steps for
troubleshooting the System,
'------,.------' hardware problems, hard
drives and performing disk recoveries. It also discusses utilities that
will help you and gives you some
tips regarding maintenance and
getting additional help.
This chapter can help you in the
following ways:
• By providing you with the
tools to solve common
problems

•

By setting up a maintenance program that will keep your Mac in
top-notch condition

Reading this chapter will help you use your Mac more confidently,
knowing that you wiiJ have few problems and the knowledge to correct
the ones you do encounter.
This chapter covers the following areas:
•

Dou ble-checking the key facto rs

•

Handling hardware problems

•

Troubleshooting startup problems

•

Troubles hooting System problems

•

Troubleshooting application problems

•

Handling disk crashes and data recovery

•

Maintaining the System

•

Accessing Help

he examples and procedures in this chapter are specific to
System 7 users. In most cases, the troubleshooting procedures are the same whether you use System 7 or System 6. When
the procedures d iffer, the text notes any System 6-specific
procedures.

T

Double-Checking the Key Factors
The following list contains the informatio n about the System and the
steps that you sho uld know or should have tried. Troubleshooting
begins with checking the following items, in the order presented:
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•

You know whicb System version you are using. Troubleshooting
techniques differ bet\veen System 7.0.X and System 6.0.X. Consequently, you.need to know which System is installed o n the hard
d rive.

•

You bave cbecked and realtacbed all cables ar1d connections.
Only when you are sure that the cables and connections are secure
should you attempt to troubleshoot the System. By skipping this
step, you may spend hours looking for your problem only to
return to this step and realize that you have wasted your time

chasing phantoms. First, turn off the power. Unplug your Mac
from the wall or turn off the master power switch. Then check
your cables by unplugging and reconnecting them, and then
restore power.

• You know tbat tbe System is virus free. Only if your System is virus
free can you proceed with any troubleshooting. Problems caused
by a virus can be hard to detect and fiX. These problems may be
very erratic and add a great deal of extra and unnecessary confusion to the process. You should use the Symantec Anti-Virus
(SAM), Virex, or Disinfectant. Also, be sure that you have a current
version of your anti-virus program.
• You know that tbe hard drive's directory is uncorrupted. The only
way to know for sure that a directory is uncorrupted is to check it.
lf you have a bad directory on the hard drive, use a disk drive
utility and fix the directory before proceeding. After fiXing the
directory, back up the drive, reformat it, restore the data, and
check whether the problem persists.
• You have a clean System disk ready to use. The first steps in
finding a System software problem involve using a clean System
disk, so without one you cannot isolate a System problem.

Isolating the Problem
The hunt for your problems must follow some form of logic. Begin with
the sympto m and work your way to the cure. You might not always
know what caused the problem; you might only be able to fiX it. After
checking the preliminary items listed in the preceding section and
elimi nating them as potential problems, you need to ask whether your
Mac is doing any o f the following:
•

Does it power up? (Do you see the disk icon with the blinking
question mark?)

•

Does it completely start up, do you get to the Finder?

•

Does it crash after startup?

• Does it crash when an application is started?
•

Does it have random System errors?

The flow chart in figu re 12. lleads you to the next appropriate step. Of
all the problem areas, random System errors are often the most frustrating and difficult to deal with. lfyo u go thro ugh the maintenance sectio n
at the end of this chapter and the random System errors still persist, you
need to follow the steps outlined in this chapter on troubleshooting
your applications.
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Fig. 12.1
flow chart to derermlnc
the source of the problem.

No--Go to- - -

' Handling
Hardware
Problems'

No--Go to- - -

"Troubleshooting
Startup
Problems'

Yes--Go to -

"Troubleshooting
System
Problems'

Yes--Go to -

"Troubleshooting
Application
Problems'

Yes--Go to -

' Handling Disk
Crashes & Data
Recovery"

Yes

Yes

~

No

No

Having trouble with your Mac means that your computer's processing is
getting interrupted at some point. Your troubleshooting begins at the
point where Lhe error occurs. If the Mac fails to start, for example, the
failure to starr is where you have to begin. Or, if the Mac crashes as you
launch an application, the crash is the beginning point. Understanding
the sequences in which the Mac performs its functions is therefore
important fo r being able to identify the trouble point.
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Understanding the Startup Process
Chapte r 2 describes the starrup seque nce fo r the Macintosh up to the
point at which the cursor appears. The remainde r of the starrup process
ens ues from this point w ith the Syste m Startup . The following list details
the sequence of steps thar the Mac goes thro ugh to comp letely start up :
1. The Mac gets the SCSIID numbe r of the startup drive fro m the
Parameter RAM (PRAM).
2. The Mac waits for 15 to 3 1 seconds to allow d1e de fault SCSI
d evice to start up.
3. The StartUp Manager searches for a sta rtup device. A startup
device is the fi rst appropriate d isk with a System that the Mac
finds. The Mac begins its search with the internal flo ppy d rive. lf
you have two internal floppy d rives (theSE o r Ll) , the Mac looks at
d rive nu mber 1 (t he bottom drive o n an SE or the one o n the far
right in a Mac II). The Mac then checks fo r an extern al floppy
drive, after which the Mac searches for a n SCSI d rive with the ID
stored in the PRAM as the startu p device.
4. If the assigned hard d rive is missing or not defi ned in the PHA.M,
the Mac then looks at all the anached SCSI drives, beginning with
the internal drive. Next the Mac checks aU o the r drives, beginning
with 10 6 and goi ng backwards to 0. As the Mac looks at each hard
drive, it loads its d river into memo ry.
A Mac with a NuBus slot checks those slo ts fo r a star tup device
be fore checking the d rives. If a d evice such as an accele rator that
starts the Mac is present, the srarrup procedure is transferred to
the Nu Bus device.
5. After fi nding a startu p device and reading the drivers fo r all hard
d rives into memory, the Mac begins the final stage of the starrup
process. This fi nal stage involves readi ng the startup informatio n
contained in the disk's boot blocks. The Mac w ill always start fro m
a floppy disk if the floppy disk has a System and Finder.
6. The Mac displays the Smili ng Mac as it starts. The Smiling Mac
means that the Mac has fou nd a d isk that has boot blocks with
valid startup informatio n . The Smiling Mac d isplay does not mean,
howeve r, that the System is intact o r even present o n the d isk.
7. Fro m the info rmation in the boor blocks, the Mac gets the locatio n
of the Syste m file, which the n initializes the Hesource Manager, the
Syste m Erro r Handler, and the Font Manager. 1f an error occurs
prio r to the System Error Handle r's be ing initialized, you get a Sad
Mac error code rather than a System error. If you get a Syste m
e rro r o r a bo mb dia log box, the Mac was successful in getting past
the System Erro r Handler's initialization poin t.
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8. The Welcome ro Macinrosh, or startup screen, appears. The
Mac loads its debugger if you are using o ne. (A debugger is a
programmer's tool for finding problems in programs.) The n Mac
makes any adjustme nts for different ROM versions by installing
software patches contained in the System file. (ROM patches are
discussed in Chapte r 1.)

9. At this poi nt, the ADB bus is activated , and your mouse begins to
track. (Your mouse is an ADB device; you know that you r Mac has
reached this stage of the booting process when you can move the
cursor.)
10. If your Mac has slms that are being used , their drivers are read into

memory and initialized.
11. The RAM cache is initialized, and the System heap is installed.
Memory is rese rved for these two System functions.

12. The Mac loads its extensio ns, control panels, and Chooser devices
into memory. You know that your Mac has reached this stage of
the starrup processes when (and if) you see the icons appear
across the bottom of your screen.
13. The Mac loads the Finder and is ready to use.
By carefully watching the machine start, you can determine at which
stage of the startup process the e rror occurs. If you accurately pinpoint
the point at which the Mac crashes, you can more easily determine what
is causing the crash.
If you see the Smiling Mac, for example, you know that the Mac has
found a startu p device. If the Mac then fails to StaJ1, you can be sure that
the drive from which the Mac is trying to start does not have a System file
or that the System file is damaged .
Likewise, if you hear the startu p chime, the Mac has tested its critical
hardwru·e components, such as the SCSI chip. If you then get the Sad
Mac, however, a reasonable guess is that you have a bad SIMMs module.
However, at this point you will also have to rely on the Sad Mac code to
de termine what is wrong.

Handling Hardware Problems
This section addresses some of the most common hardware problems
you might encounter. The sectio n looks briefly at how to distinguish
hardware malfunctions from software errors. Hardware failu res usually
leave little questio n that something is ve ry wrong. The only question is
dete rmining what the problem is.
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Determining the Source of the Problem
The flow chart in figure 12.2 derai ls one way to troubleshoot your
System when having a hardware problem. Because the flow chart is se lf~
explanatory, this section does not duplicate some of the steps detailed
in the chan. Rather, the section covers the individual components that
most often fail.
The following is a brief synopsis of the flow chart in figure 12.2. To
troubleshoot a general hardware problem some of the following steps
might be he lpful. Besides not starting up, check whether your Mac is
doing one of the fo llowing:
•

Not starting u p

•

Displaying a Sad Mac icon and playing a musical chime (note that
onl y Mac II machines chime when the Sad Mac icon appears)

•

Displaying the blinking Disk icon with a ?

•

Repeatedly showing the Smiling Mac icon, beginning the startup
process, and then retu rning to the blinking disk icon with a ?

If your Mac will not start up at all, do the following:
1. Check all cables. (Ilefer ro Chapte r 11 and figure 12.2.)

2. After you check the cables, check the battery. (This step is relevant
if you srart your Mac from the keyboard .) Try starting the Mac
using the main power switch located on the back of the Mac. If the
computer starts using the main power switch but wi ll not start
from the keyboard, the bauery might need to be replaced.
If you r Mac d isplays the Sad Mac icon or plays the musical chimes when
you try to start up the machine, you might be experie ncing a memory
chip problem or some other hardware malfunction. Do the following
steps:
1. Try to determi ne what the Sad Mac code means. If you are
receiving the OF Sad Mac code, you r hard drive's driver is probably
damaged or you have a problem with a SCSI device.

2. Pay particular attention to the startup process at the e nd of
Chapter 11 to determine how far the startup processes is gcning
before the Sad Mac appears. When the icon appears can give you
a good idea about what components are failing.
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Fig. 12.2
Hardware troubleshooting
flow chart.

No

~

Unplug and
reconnect all

Try starting

cables.

again.

your Mac

No

II your Mac Is staned I rom 111e keyboard using the power

~~~~~~.~~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~e~ ~~~cshJ~c~~~~~~

Otherwise, take th e Mac to an Authorized Service Technicla.n.

Disconnect all
eXIemal SCSI
devices and try
again.

No

Yes

Go to the section
on lroubleshooling
your SCSI chain.

Your hard disk's driver

i~;~~~~~d';fJ;~·
troubleshooting
seclion.
Yes
Disconnect all external SCSI
devices and try again.
II you go through this sequence twice and receive different
sad Mac codes each time, you have a hardware problem that
the Macintosh's lnlornal diagnostics cannel pin down. Try
booting your Mac Irom your clean System lloppy: il tho resulls
are tho same, take your Mac to an authorized service center.

Often when your Mac does not start up, you are experiencing a proble m
with a hard drive. The Mac is n ot prone to h;u·dware failures , although
they do occur. If, when you turn on the Mac, you see only the disk icon
with d1e blinking question mark, the Mac cannot fmd a startup disk. Try
to start up with a clean startup floppy disk. If the floppy disk does not
start the Mac, you will probably have to take the computer to a repair
shop; there could be a problem with d1e floppy disk drive. Review
Chapte r 2, which discusses disk drives.

TJ the floppy disk drive is not the proble m, you might be experie ncing a
SCSI problem, which could include a SCSI ID confljct, a hard drive
problem, or a bad SCSI chi p on the mothe rboard.
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Fig. 12.2
Continued

Yes

No
You probably have a SCSI ID confticl or an
internally tenminated device is nollumed on

or receiving power. However, these
symptoms could also indicate that I he SCSI
chip is burnt out and needs to be replaced.
>-------Yes--------11~

Your System file and!or your
bool block are probably
corrupted. Go to lhe Sysfem
Troubleshooting section.

If your Mac displayed the Smiling Mac icon and then crashed v.ith a
Sad Mac, your hard disk driver is probably damaged. Othenvise, you
are experiencing a problem that goes beyond lhe scope of this book

and you need to seek out a service technician.

One other frequent startup proble m occurs when your Mac behaves as if
it is going to start up-the Smiling Mac icon appears-and suddenly the
blinking question mark appears. If this seque nce of events repeats itself
without the Mac starting, the computer cannot find a System file on its
hard drive. Refer to the hard drive troubleshooting section later this
chapter.

Handling Common Mac Plus Problems
A Mac is panicularly vu lnerable to hardware problems at rwo different
times. The first time is when the Mac is first unpacked. New components
are more likely to fail than components that have been in service for
several months. The other time is after you upgrade your System in some
way, such as adding me mory or installing a new hard drive. After your
Mac has been operating with a specific configuration for a period of
time, changing the configuration can result in failu res with the power
supply or o ther components. Although such failures are no t common,
they do occur from time to time, largely due to the additional strain on
the power supply. If you just had an upgrade and your Mac develops
problems, you ca n bet the upgrade is responsible.
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Dealing with Intermittent Failures
Of all the possible hardware problems, you are most likely to encounter
a bad memory module. Sometimes a problem with memory is an
intermittent failing occurring after your Mac has been on for a couple of
hours or when you first stan it up. Such a problem is clue to the components' (memory chips) expanding as they warm up or contracting when
they cool down. The result is that a component fails to make a good
connection, which causes the Mac to register an error.

If the problem happens after the Mac has been on for a while, the Mac
crashes with a System error and registers a Sad Mac when you try to
restart it. Yet after having had a chance to cool down, the Mac will start
as though nothing happened. The opposite is true if the component is
not connecting when the Mac is cold, registering an error on the initial
or first few startup attempts. ln such cases, after you have left the power
on tor a few minutes or made a couple of startup attempts, the Mac
starts and all the problems disappear.
In either instance, take your Mac into an Apple Authorized Service
Center and have a technician check o ut the problem. One way to
minimize the chance of these heat-related problems is to leave the Mac
on all the time. Leavi ng the Mac on minimizes the wear and tear caused
by repeated heating and cooling o f the internal components. The risk
involved in leaving a Mac o n is minimal. Depending o n what type and
how much equ ipment you have, there could be some energy expense,
and-as wid1 all appliances-d1ere is always a no minal danger of fire.
Almost every computer expert seems to have an opinion regarding
whether or not to leave computer equ ipment turned o n, and the answer
you receive- pro or con-to this question will vary depending on who
you ask.

f you choose to leave the Mac on, make sure that you have a
good surge protector that will shut off any time the power
drops below a safe operating level. This shutting down prevents
the Mac from being struck by a power surge. Usually a power
surge (an unusually large amount o f power coming thro ugh the
lines) occurs after an initial drop in d1e power.

I
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Troubleshooting Power Supply Failures
The power supply is the component in the Mac that converts a household current to a voltage d1e Mac can use. A power supply is called a
step-down transformer, and it takes the current from 110 volts down
to 12 volts. When the power supply burns out, the Mac cannot work.
Intermittent power supply failures also can occur.
The Mac Plus is especially susceptible to power supply failures. If you
have a Mac Plus, you can bet that your power supply will fail because
Apple did not put a powerful or hearty e nough power supply in the Plus.
Usually, the power supply will gradually fail over a period of a week to a
couple of months, depending on how much you use d1e machine.
Whe n such a failure occurs, the first indication of a problem is erratic
monitor behavior. The monitor's display might begin to shrink vertically
or horizontally, get wavy, or pulse; and sometimes the monitor just
displays a single vertical line with no image. The reason for such
behavior is that the board that controls the video is part of the same
board as d1e power supply.
To get the Plus power supply re paired, find an independent technician
who repairs power supplies. An Apple Auiliorized Service Center will
want to sell you a new one for about Lwo to three times the cost of a
repair, whereas the independent technician wi11 actually repair the
power supply.
The Mac Plus is also more susceptible to problems when its memory is
upgraded than are other Macs. Upgrading a Plus's memory puts an
additional power drain on the power supply, and whoever upgrades the
Plus should also adjust the powe r supply for d1e additional power drain.
Such problems also im ply why a Plus should not have an internal hard
drive installed, even though some creative technicians say it is possible.
All other Macintosh models have good power supplies and failures are
not power up and you know that it
very rare. However, if your Mac
is p lugged into an outlet that has power, don 't dismiss the possibility of
a power supply failure.

,,.m

Troubleshooting the SCSI Bus
SCSI buses probably cause more grief d1an any other aspect of Macintosh
systems. The reason fo r the problem is that the SCSI bus, although a
standard, does not always work according to the rules. Some manufacturers do not adhere to the standards, ;mel even Apple implements its
own modifications. (For more information regarding the SCSI bus, refer
to Chapter 2.)
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Problems with the SCSI bus range from devices (such as scanners and
printers) nor appearing on the Desktop or being accessed to completely
shutting down the entire system . Because it is possible to have up to
eight devices on the bus including your Macintosh, it is possible to have
any number of problems. If you fully load the SCSI bus, you could have a
problem wid1 any one of the devices on the bus or dle cables connecting
the devices.
Before you begin to troubleshoot the SCSI bus, read the sections in
Chapter 2 on hard drives. Then look at figure 12.3, which outlines a flow
chart for troubleshooting the SCSI bus. This chart leads you through a
step·by·step process for determining what device is causing the problem,
as weU as w hat the problem might be.

Fig. 12.3
SCSI bus troubleshooting
flow chart.

s~~N5"~r ;1\'~~~i~~~.

Properly terminate
the SCSI bus.

You can use numbers
Ot to 6 with no
duplicat e numbers.

Your p roblem was o11her

a loose connection~ SCSI
10 conllicl , or poor
termination.

Return to the hardware

Yes

troubleshooting chart.

Usa a clean startup disk
and start tho Mnc.

Connect your SCSI devices to your Mac one at a time; be sure
to terminate any unterminated devices with an external
terminator. If possib le, use a new SCSI cab le. After you r
system starts, test the d evice to make sure that Ills working
properly.

-u you nre using a Macinlosh Cuadra, tho inlomal drive should not be torminatod.
tAppla ships internal hard drives prosotto SCSIID=O.
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Troubleshooting the SCSI bus or SCSI chain has often been referred to
as a black a1i. Trying to find a SCSI problem can be o ne of the most
frust rating computing experiences you will ever e ncounte r. The following steps help take some of the frustration out the experience.
If you have more than one SCSI device, follow these steps :
1. Disconnect aU external SCSI devices.

2. Reconnect each device by itself to make sure that each device is
working.

No~

Try unterminallng
the device (if il is
exlemally
terminated) and
booting again.

Yes

Step 3
(Repeat this step for each SCSI

.~~~~ l8~~~~~~~~:~:,a;~re

Use this device as lhe last
one in your SCSI chain.
(Do nol terminate it.) It is
possible that It is
11

~~~r~: i 1ii~~T~~~1~i.::;.

I hat only I he first and last device
are terminated.

~J~r;.hb~~~~~ \~~

device is receiving
power, the device is

..

,r,r~~~:~r~~·~ ~~

drive, go to the hard
drive troubleshooting
section.

Your problem has
been fixed. Your
problem was either a
termination problem
or a cable problem.

No

Use a different SCSI cable with
this device. Also, mal<o sure thai
It is not internally terminated if it
Is in the middle of the chain.

Yes
At this point you s hould know which
SCSI devices are working properly and
wh ich ones aro not. So long as a device
is getting power and works
independen tl y of the other devices, it is
okay. The remaining possible reas ons
for your SCSI devices not wo rki ng
togeth er are:
A bad cable
A SCSI 10 con flict
A device that acts as if il is
internally term inated even
when it is not, thus over~
terminating your SCSI bus
A device that is internally te rm inated
wi thout your knowledge
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3. Check the SCSI ID number of each device and make sure that you
do not have a SCSI 10 conflict.
4. Check your cables during each ste p. Make su re that you know each
cable is good and working. If you have any doubt about the cable,
replace it.
5. Check the termination for each device. Reme mber that only the
first device on the chain (usually your internal hard drive) a nd the
last SCSI device should be terminated.
If each device works independently of the others, one of the SCSI
devices might be acting as if it is terminated even if it is nor. Any of the
problems Listed in this section could be your proble m. Whe n you
troubleshoot your SCSI bus, be sure to kee p notes so that you know
what you have tried.
lf you only have an internal hard drive, refe r to the hard drive section in
this chapter. Unless you have a bad SCSI chip, your problem is p robably
not SCSI-re lated.
Most of the info rmation that follows also is covered in Chapter 2, in
re lation to hard drives. Because SCSI principles are the same for hard
drives and other SCSI d evices, the following sections constitute a brief
review of Chapter 2. The section on bad SCSI chips is the only real
add itio n.

SCSI Cable Problems
In the best situation, a SCSI bus problem turns out just to involve a bad
SCSI cable. Keeping an extra cable (a ne w cable or one you know is
good) on hand can save you a great deal of effort. Trying the good cable
first may quickly solve your problem. If the problem persists, on tl1e
ot11er hand, you know the trou ble lies elsewhe re, and then you can look
furthe r.

SCSI Termination
Technically, the Macintosh SCSI bus should be terminated at the
beginning and end of the SCSI chain, with the first and last physical
devices. The Macintosh is not considered a part of this equation unless
you are using a Quadra. ln the case of a Quadra, t11e Mac is the first
device on the chain and already terminated.
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he mothe rboard of a Quadra is no t really te rminated; instead,
it is the inrernal SCSI cable that has the termination. Regardless, the internal hard drive should not be terminated unless the
manufacture r has designed the drive specifically fo r the Quadra
and has left termination o n the drive fo r specific reasons. If you
have any questions, contact the manufacturer of the hard drive .

T

The inte rnal or firs t external hard drive o n the Quadra is not terminated.
(The Quadra is the exception to the rules regarding Macintosh terminatio n.) The o nly SCSI device on a Quadra that should be te rminated is the
last one in the chain. Also the Macintosh HI:X requires a special tenninator, on the last device in your chain, which you can obtain from your
Apple dealer and some cable manufac turers.
O n all Macs, any intern ally terminated device on the SCSI bus must be
turned on, or no ne of the SCSI devices will be visible to the Macintosh.
On many occasio ns, a user has turned on the Mac, had no hard drives,
and thought they were all dead . The only problem was that an internally
termi nated drive was not turned on or the powe r cord had slipped out
of the drive's socket. Always check these possibilities when you have a
proble m.
At times, unte rminated external SCSI devices act as though they are
terminated. One device that sometimes acts this way is the NEC CDR 35
and CDR 36 porrable CD-ROM drives. These drives have caused people
a great deal of trouble and frustration . What happens is that the drives
do not work in the middle of the chain, with an external terminator
attached, or with an internally terminated drive betwee n the CD-ROM
drive and the Mac (if the Mac has an internal drive). Frequently,
Microtech Scanners also act as though they are te rminated, even though
Microtech says the scanners are unrerminated. To solve this pro ble m,
you have to put d1e CD-ROM drive or the scanner at the e nd of the SCSI
chain, wid10ut an external terminator.
Of all the SCSI problems you are likely to experience, the o ne most apt
to drive you crazy will be a situation that involves devices th at act as if
d1ey are terminated even when d1e manufacturer says they are not. If you
terminate a device like a CD-ROM drive or scanner and you get a Sad
Mac when you boot, try re moving d1e termination . If the device works
after the terminatio n is removed, treat the device as if it is inte rnally
terminated.
Sometimes a cable also can act like a te rminator. The cables that are
most like ly to act like terminators are long cables, six fee t or more. If yo u
find a cable that causes this problem, you should take it back to the
manufacturer and get a new one.
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All in all, if you are having trouble with your SCSI configuration and you
arrive at a solution d1at works, even though it does not conform to the
standard rules, follow dle philosophy of "If it works, d on 't fix it."

SCSIID Numbers
The rule governing SCSI 10 numbers is simple. You can have any SCSI
ID number from 0 ro 6 with no two numbe rs being duplicated o n your
SCSI bus. If you duplicate SCSI ID numbers on your SCSI bus, none of
your devices will work; you could even get the Sad Mac when you start
up d1e Mac. To de te rmine your ID numbers, follow the instructions in
your manual for setting the ID number, use a software utility like
SCSIProbe (described in Chapter 2), or contact the manufacturer of dle
device for help.

pple ships internal hard drives preset to SCSI JD 0. If you
have an Apple-installed internal hard drive, avoid using
SCSI ID 0.

A

ABad SCSI Chip
The hardest problem to troubleshoot is a bad SCSI chip on your logic
board. In most instances, when the chip that controls SCSI communicatio n fails, none o f dle SCSI devices will work on your machine, although
they w ill work on anothe r Mac. Another way dlat the SCSI chip can fail is
when o nly your internal drive works but none of your external drives or
oilier SCSI devices will operate, although the external devices are fme
when attached to another Mac. You can follow a series of steps to
determine whethe r you are experiencing a SCSI chip problem.
If you have an internal hard drive, follow these steps:
1. Disconnect all external SCSI devices.

2. Turn o n the Mac.
3. If your Mac starts and intemal hard drive mounts on the Desktop,
shut down d1e Mac and reconnect one of your external devices,
prefe rably a hard drive. If possible, ch eck the external drive on
anomer Mac to verify that it is a functioning drive.
4. Restart d1e Mac.
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5. lf only the internal drive mounts, or if none of the drives mount
and the external drive was turned on, connected, and terminated
properly, you could have a bad SCSI chip.
6. If you suspect the SCSI chip is bad, have the Mac checked by a
technician.
In instances of SCSI chip failure, you need to find a technician who can
repair the logic board. An Apple dealer will tell you that you need a new
logic board because Apple dealers do not make component-or boardlevel repairs. If you do need to replace the logic board, you can find
companies that sell exchange logic boards at prices much lower than
those of Apple dealers.

Handling Hard Drive Failures
U you are having hard drive problems, go over the flow charts for

troubleshooting the SCSI bus and hard drives (see fig. 12.3 and fig.
12.4) . You may very well solve the problem by carefully following the
steps in the flow charts. Most hard drive problems are software-or
System software-related, and you should generaHy begin looking for the
problem in those areas.
With regular or long-term computer use, you are likely to experience a
hard drive hardware failure. Hard drives can have a variety of problems.
External hard drives can have power supply failures, head crashes, logic
board failures, and stiction problems (stiction occurs when the planers
do no t spin even though the drive is receiving power) . An internal drive
is also subject to these problems, except for the power supply failure
because an internal drive is powered by the Macintosh power supply.
Sometimes you have no indication as to what has happened, other than
the drive suddenly does not work.
Chapter 2 details most of the hard drive problems you might experience.
Here it is enough to say that hard drives are electromechanical devices
and that they can and do fail. You have only a couple of ways to determine a hard drive's condition without removing the drive from its case
or the Mac. Because removing a hard drive voids dte manufacturer's
warranty, this book does not cover dtat procedure.
U the cables are properly attached and you c;mnot access the drive
with its formatter, then you could have a dead drive. Exercise caution,
however, in coming to the conclusion that your drive is dead. If the drive
has a stiction problem, for example, you may still be able to make the
drive work and get your data. Furthermore, if you get the Sad Mac code,
the drive is not dead but has just lost its driver.
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Fig. 12.4
Hard drive troubleshooting
flow chart.

No or the

~~::~~ - - I •<

Hard Drive
Troubleshooting

Isolated .

No
Yes

Follow the steps in the SCSI troubleshooting
flow chart to isolate the problem drive. II yo ur
problem persists. retum to thi s flow chart.
Boot from you r clean startup disk that has your hard
disk formatter on it while pressing
Command-Option-Shill-Delete. Aft er your Mac is
booted. run your formatting software and reinstall
the driver on the problem drive.
Not sure

If you are not sure your drive is receiving power, listen for
the sound of it spinning. the heads seeking. or In an
external drive. the fan spinning. Also. most external drives
have an LED power indicator. II any of these Indicators are
acti ve. your drive Is receiving power.

Af ter recovering and
backing up your data.
reformat your drive.

If you format your drive and after a few days it requests
to be in~iatized, you could have a dead drive. Most of the
causes for hard drive failures are described in Chapter 2.

Determining Whether You Have aDead Drive
Determining whether an internal hard drive has died is harder than
making that determination for an ex ternal drive. An internal drive does
not have a fan that you can listen for, and hearing an internal drive
power up is not easy. You have to rely on software and a technician to
make a final determination about the internal drive if the troubleshooting flow charts fail to reveal the problem.
Before you even think about passing a death sentence on your drive,
make sure that you have done the following:
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•

Checked aU cables and verified that they are good

•

Checked that the hard drive is receiving power

•

Checked and resolved any SCSI lD number conflicts

•

Determined that you cannot access your drive with your format·
ting software or any other SCSI utility (such as SCSIProbe)

•

Determined whether the drive will not complete the formatting
process or whether your formatter consistently gives you an error
during the formatting processes

After you have checked everything in the preceding list, you will still
need to take the drive or your Mac to a technician. A good technician
will have a couple of extra tricks with which he might be able to save
your drive. Just don't get your hopes up. Hard drives die and your o nly
real protection is having a backup (refer to Chapter 10).

Fixing aCorrupted Hard Drive Driver
A bad hard drive driver, or drivers, can put you in a double-bind situ a·

tion. You cannot n1rn on the Mac without a Sad Mac appearing, and if
tl1e drive with the bad driver is an external drive, you would have to
remove the drive in order to start the Mac. Apple anticipated this
problem, however, and has provided a means for you to access your
drive.
To determine whether you have a bad driver, follow these steps:
1. Locate your clean startup disk.
2. If possible, make sure that the formatter is on the disk. If you
must, following step 3 you can copy the formatter onto your
startup disk from the disk that came with your hard drive. (Copying your fo rmatter to the floppy disk can be a pain, but it is
possible. See your Macintosh manual for instructions.)

3. Press Command-Option-Shift-Delete as you start the Mac. (You
can substitute the Backspace key for the Delete key in this key
combination.)
The key combination causes the Mac to ignore the SCSI bus; the Mac
starts from the floppy disk. This procedure also prevents any hare! drives
from mounting. At this point, use the formatter and complete the
following steps:
1. Launch your formatter by clouble-clicking it.

2. Select the problematic drive. You must know the drive's SCSI 10
number in order to select the drive.

3. Try to mount the hard drive. (This step is only valid if your
formatter has a mount command; most formatters have this
capability.) If your drive will not mount or if the Mac crashes as the
drive tries to mount, the driver is bad.
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If your driver is bad, repeat the steps to start your Mac from your clean
startup flop py. Then complete d1e following steps:
1. Launch your formatter by double-clicking it.

2. Use the formatter's Update or Install command to reinstall the
driver. Be sure to double-check the manual that came with your
hard drive to make sure you are using me correct commands. It is
very easy to accidentally reformat your drive after you are using the
formatting software.
3. After me driver is installed, restart me Mac using your clean
stmtup floppy disk. Do not use the key combination (listed
previo usly) mat causes your Mac to ignore d1e SCSI bus.

If your driver is bad, mis procedure will correct the problem in about 80
percent of the cases. If mese steps did not work, your drive may need to
be reformatted. Also, if the steps did work, back up your data and
reformat your drive. After the driver has become corrupted, it will
probably continue to break, and reformatting me drive will be the only
solution to the problem.

I

f yo u need to perform this procedure, recover your data first.
See the section "Recovering Data" later in mis chapter.

Dealing with Broken Floppy Drives
Chapter 2 covers most floppy drive problems. If you are having trouble
wim a floppy drive, refer to Chapter 2. You can do very Little to troubleshoot a floppy drive-either it works or it doesn't. lfyou are having
intermittent problems with a floppy drive, the drive probably needs to
be cleaned o r the heads are out of alignment.

Fixing Logic Board Problems
lf you do not hear the startup sound when you try to start your Mac, you
have a logic board problem. Only an Au thorized Apple Technician or an
independent computer repair technician can fix a logic board. If your
Mac is under warranty, go to an Apple dealer. Otherwise, an independent repair technician is probably a less expensive alternative.
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Handling Odds and Ends
You also sho uld be aware of a few additional items. Because the preced·
ing sections cover only batteries, the CPU, hard drives, and the SCSI bus,
miscellaneous problems such as monitors and special proble ms with the
PowerBooks are covered in this section. If you are having a problem with
your printer, refer to Chapter 4.

Dead Batteries
Every Macintosh has a battery. The battery supplies constant power to
the parameter RAM (PRAM) so that the control panel settings remain set,
even when the Mac's power is turned off. If the battery goes dead, any o f
d1e PRAM settings you have adjusted revert to their default factory
settings. The best way to determine whether me battery is dead is to
check the internal clock on your Mac. Set the clock, turn off the power,
and turn the power on again. lf the clock d oes not keep time or defaults
back to 12:00, d1e batte ry is dead and needs to be replaced .
On all Macs other d1an the Macintosh Plus, the battery is inside d1e
machine. On the Plus, it is behind a little panel on the back of tl1e Mac.
Some Macs, such as the Mac II family, starr up whe n you press a button
on the keyboard. If the battery is not working, the Mac will not start up
·whe n you press this button. If your Mac works one day and will not start
the next, d1e battery in tl1e computer might be dead. The batteries in all
Macs produced since the SE are long-life batteries that generally last
from five to seven years.

I

f your Mac will not start, remember to check d1e power cord
before assuming any problem such as a dead battery.

If tl1e battery is dead, purchase a new one from a dealer; you can install
the battery yourself or ask the deale r to do it for you. In several of the
first models of the Mac II , the battery was soldered in place. lf you rs is
soldered, have your deale r p ut in a battel)' socket so that, in the fu tu re,
the battery can be replaced easily. All Macintoshes that can be turned on
o nly by the power switch have a battery ho lder, so replacing the battel)'
is not as much of a problem. lf you are squeamish about opening your
Mac, eve n to re place a battery, le t your d ealer do it.
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Fire, Smoke, and Buzzing
Jf your Mac ever makes a loud buzzing sound, emits smoke, o r catches
o n fire, immediately turn the machine o ff and take it to a repair shop.
Such problems are beyond the scope of this book.

Monitors and Displays
Whe n a monitor suddenly fails to display, first check the cables and the
power. lf the power is on and the cables are all right, turn off the power
and let the monitor cool down. Afte r an hour or so, turn on the power
again. If the monitor works, its power supply or logic board has a loose
compone nt. Have the compo nent repaired by a qualified technician. If
the d isplay does not come back on, you stiU need to take the monitor to
a qualified techni cian.
The loss of a colo r in a color monitor has two likely causes. One possible
cause is a broken cable that needs to be re placed . The other cause is a
malfunctio ning color gun in the picture tube. The cable is easy to
re place. A malfunctioning gun requi.res professional repair.

PowerBooks
The Power Book 170 has an active matrix display where each pixel is
controlled by a transistor. Unfortunately, these transistors go o ut, and
the pixels get turned on o r off permanently. If your PowerBook has this
problem, call the Apple warranty support-line number provided with
your PowerBook. Apple has set some arbitrary limits on warranty
replaceme nts, which can change without notice.
Nickel cadmium batteries power the Macintosh PowerBooks. The
problem witl1 nickel cadmium batteries is that they can suffer from what
is called a memory effect. The memory effect happens when you
consistently use your PowerBook for an hou r and then recharge the
battery. Eve ntually the battery operates for only an hour before it needs
to be recharged, even though th at battery should last for two to three
hours .
To prevent the memory effect, use the Powe r Book until the battery is
dead and the n recharge it. Consiste ntly using the entire charge e nables
you to avoid th e memory effect on the nickel cadmium battery. Alternatively, Lind Electronic Design sells a recharger that performs a deep
discharge o n PowerBook 140 and 170 batteries before reclutrging the m.
This recharger is a necessity if you rely on a PowerBook and want its full
battery life but don 't regularly use the full capacity of the battery.
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f you have ext ra batteries for your 140 or 170, you need to
package the m carefully whe n you travel. Accidentally sho rting a
battet)' across the positive and negative leads can cause a fire. To
prevent such accide nts, Apple released a plastic carrying case for
these batteries. If you need a plastic case, contact your Apple
deale r.

I

Fixing It Yourself
Fixi ng hardware proble ms yourself can b e a challe nge. Unless you are
comfortable with ope ning up the hard drive case or your Macintosh, do
no try to fiX a hardware problem o n your own . And if you do decide to
poke arou nd the inside of a computer, observe the following cautions:
•

Unplug the Mac's power cord.

•

If you are unsure of what you are d oing, stop.

•

Discharge any static electricity you might be carrying by touching
something metal before putting your hands into the computer.

•

Never force anything, whether you are installing or removing a
compone nt.

•

Do not leave any metal, such as screws or tools, o n the logic
board.

•

If you turn on the Mac while it is open, be careful not to short
some thing out. Observe the previous cautio n, and do not poke
aro und the insides of the Mac while it is turned o n .

•

If opening a compact Mac, be careful of the CRT. It is easy to break
the nipple and ruin your monitor. Al so, do no t discharge th e CRT
unless you know what you are doing and why you are doing it.
The CRT stores enough power to destroy the Mac and cause you
seriou s harm. Be careful.

•

If the computer is under warranty, opening it voids the warranty.
You then have to pay for any repairs.

Hopefully, this list of cautions is e nough to keep you out of your
machine.
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Troubleshooting Startup Problems
Starn1p troubleshooting is actually part of System tro ubleshoo ting, but
treating it separate ly might make isolating and correcting your proble m
easier. This section addresses proble ms that are unique tO the startup
sequence, but d1at have not been covered yet.
The topics a lready covered are me po rtions of the startup sequence
controlled autOmatically by d1e Mac and d1e StartUp Manage r built into
the Toolbox. If you want to review these tOpics, mey are discussed in
Chapter 2 a nd at the end of Chapter 11. In this section, you learn how to
determine w hat is interrupting d1e startup process and how to fix the
problem . This section assumes d1at you are not having a problem wim
your hard drives o r your hardware and d1at your System is virus free.
The problems presented here are software specific and conce ntrate on
conllicts in Syste m software, a damaged System, and damaged System
components.

Resolving Extension and Control Panel Conflicts
A Mac can crash o n startup because two extensions, or a control panel
and an extension, a.re competing for the same location in memory, or
because an extension or control panel is trying to use a me mo ry location
needed by d1e Syste m. The colliding bits shut down the Mac.
As the Mac loads the extensions and control panels at startup, most of
d1e m are dis played by icons across the bottom of the screen. The icons'
display o rder results fro m d1e order in which the utilities are loaded into
the Syste m heap . So, if the Mac crashes immediately after a particular
icon appears, you know d1at the next CA1:ensio n o r control panel in the
loading sequ ence is probably involved or responsible for me crash.

To correct the conflict, disable d1e software utility that caused the crash.
To disable the e.xtension o r control panel, start up wid1 your clean
startup disk and m en remove m e offending software from the Exten sions or Contro l Pane ls folder and p lace it in a folde r other than the
System Folder. Or, if you are using System 7.0.X, hold clown the Shift key
as you restart the computer; d1is procedure disables all extensio ns and
memory-reside nt control panels. Then remove d1e offending extensio n
or co ntrol panel. With System 6.0.X, you must use your clean startup
disk.
After re moving me suspect extensio n or co mrol panel, restart the Mac. If
it still hangs up, re move the next visible exte nsion or control panel. lf
you remove a couple of d1ese devices and still have problems wim
starting the Mac, re move all the extensio ns and control panels. J>lace the
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devices in a folder that is easy to access. Then restart the Mac. At this
po int, the Mac should start without a problem, If the Mac still crashes,
the System file or Finder is broken and needs to be replaced (see the
section "Replacing the System").
Now you have to put the extensions and control panels back into the
System using a systematic method, such as the one outlined in this
section. The number of extensions and control panels that you have
dete1mines how you go about this process. If you have just a few
devices, the task is simple. Put a couple devices back in the System
Folder, restrut, and see what happens. When the Mac crashes on startup,
you know that one of the last two devices installed is responsible for the
crash. You just remove one of them and try to start the Mac again. You
have to do th is last step twice at the most.
Some Systems may have a hundred or more extensions and control
panels. The task begins to resemble something like looking for a needle
in a haystack (excuse the colloquialism). Restoring these devices to the
System Fo lder two at a time is tedious and time-consuming. A better
method is to work o n the extensions first and then the control panels, or
o ther way around.
To isolate a device that is crashing the System from many other devices,
follow these steps:
1. Move all your extensions out of the System Folder and into a
temporary storage folder.

2. Open the folder containing tl1e extensions, set the view to View by
Name, and choose about half of the extensions.
Viewing the C."\tensions by name makes knowing which group you
just installed easier.
3. Put the selected extensions back into the System Folder. (1f you
are using System 7, make sure that you put the extensio ns into the
Exte nsions folder.)
4. Restart the Mac.
If the Mac starts without a problem, repeat steps 1 through 3 with
the remainder of the extensions, and then repeat the steps with
the contro l panels, half at a time.
At some point the Mac will crash; when this happens, continue with the
following steps:
1. Hold down the Shift key and restart the Mac. If you are using

System 7, this step disables the extensions and control panels that
require System memory.
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2. Open either the Extensions or Control Panels folder and remove
half of the last group of devices you just installed.
3. Restart again.
4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 until the Mac starts without crashing,
each time re moving half of the remaining devices from the last
group installed.
You should have to restart no more than three or four times
before the Mac starts without crashing.
After the Mac starts without a problem, you know that the offending
device is in the last group removed from the System. At this point, follow
these steps:
1. Choose half of the last group removed, return these devices ro the
System Folder, and restart the Mac.

If the Mac crashes, you know o ne of the devices you just installed
is the offender. If the Mac starts without a problem, continue
returning the devices, half of the remaining ones at a time, a nd
restarting until the Mac does crash.
2. Again reverse the process, removing half of the group you just
installed and restarting until the Mac starts without crashing.
Each time you reverse the process, the group of devices becomes
smaller. Con tinue to repeat d1e process until you have the source
of the problem identified .
3. Remove the offending device a nd restart.
4. If the Mac starts, go ahead and replace the rest of the extensions
and control panels, using the 50-percent method just in case you
have more than one problem.
After you h ave all the devices back in the System, you are ready to get
back to work. If you have many System errors during this process, you
should reinstall d1e System software just in case all the crashes caused a
problem.

T

his method works for any type o f Syste m troubleshooting,
including fonts, sounds, Fkeys, extensions, and control
panels. If you install all the System elements and stiU have problems, remember that a font or Fkey also can cause a problem.
Problems from these sources, however, are more likely to occur
after you have completely started up.
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T

he tedium of the preceding method should convince you that
an extensions manager is a necessity. Both Init Manager, by
Baseline Publishing, and StartUp Manager, a part of Now Utilities
by Now Software, can make troubleshooting efforts easier. With
either of these products, you can turn your extensions or control
panels on or off at will and at stattup. These products disable the
elements that interrupt (crash) the startup process. Th is feature
alone can save you a couple of hours. These managers are also
d iscussed in Chapter 9.

Having found the problem element, you still have the problem o f
determining whether the device you removed is an actual culprit. If the
d evice is a shareware or freeware product, the device might just be
buggy and not working as intended. To find out, you can try using the
d evice by itself to see whether it crashes the Mac without help from
another control panel or extension.
Chances are, however, that the device causing the crash did so because
that device conflicted with anocher device and that the two together are
a toxic combination. Another possibility is that the element that caused
the crash d id so because of the loading order, but will not crash the Mac
when loaded later or earlier in the startup process. (In this case, it is
usually best to load it earlier rather than later.)
At this po int, the process of troubleshooting gets a little more sophisticated. The usefulness of the offending System element determines
whether you want to spend another hour or so trying to get that element
to work. If you do want to continue from this point, use a startup
manager. Without a startup manager, you w ill have difficulty setting the
order of the extensio ns and contro l panels during startup. To do this
type of troubleshooting, use these med1ods:
• Determine whether the extension or control panel works by itself.
• Change the device's loading order by changing its name and see
whether the change has an effect (some extensions and control
panels do not work if you change their names) .
•

The Mac always loads from d1e Extensions folder ftrst. If you have
a control panel that confl icts with an extension, you can fix the
loading order only with a startup manager.

• Search out the conflicting device by leaving the one that apparently caused the crash and repeating the process until you find the
other extensio n or control panel with which the first d evice
conflicts.
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•

Be prepared to choose between two different devices and use o nly
one of them; or use your starrup manager to create differe nt
startup sets, allowing you to use each device during diffe rent
operating sessions.

Replacing the System File
If the System file is corrupted, you need to replace it. You can reinstall a
new System over the o ld one, but usually a reinstall w ill not correct the
problem. To avoid extra headaches, just install a new System.
Before you install a new System, however, do the following:
•

Op en the System Folder and check fo r any sounds, fonts, or Fkeys
you want to save. Then open the System file by double-clicking it,
choose the fonts and sounds you want to keep, and copy them to a
floppy disk or a folder on the hard drive. You do not need to copy
the standard System fonts or sounds because they are reinstalled
with the System (a list of the standard fonts and sounds can be
found in Chapter 7). just copy any fo nts, sounds, or Fkeys that you
installed and want to save.
The fonts, sounds, and Fkeys that you copy will be loose and not
in a suitcase, so you will not be able to share them with anyone
\Vho is u sing System 6.0.X. (If you want to share these elements,
refer tO the fonts section in Chapter 9.)

•

Pe rfo rm a Find on the word Sys to make sure that you have only
one System on the hard disk. Altho ugh you can have two System
files o n your hard drive, it is not recommended . Unless you know
why you have two Systems and what you are doing with them,
remove any extra Systems you find.

Afte r comple ting the pre ceding tasks, restart the Mac from the clean
startup disk and follow these steps:
1. Drag the System file and Finde r to the Trash and empty the Trash.

2. Renam e the System Folder, using a name othe r than System
Folder.

If you do not rename the folder, the Installer p uts the new System
into the old folder. Then anything in that lo lder, othe r than the
old System o r Finde r, tha t is causing proble ms w ill still be there,
and you will not be any closer to solving the proble m.
3. Fro m the Special menu, choose Shutdown to shut down the Mac.
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4. Insert the System 7 Install 1 disk and restart the Mac.
5. Install the System using the instructions provided in Chapter 7.
Whe n you are finished installing the new System, restart the Mac. Do not
put any exte nsions or control panels into the System folder. If your Mac
starts witho ut a pro ble m, you can restore all the extensions and control
pane ls to their appropriate folders (d o not replace any of the Apple
exte nsions or control panels during this process). After restoring
everything, restart and see whether the Mac crashes. If it doesn't crash,
you can continue on your way and get back to work.
The preceding procedures also work for System 6.0.X, except that you
must use Font!DA Mover to save any of your fo nts and desk accessories
p rio r to removing the System. (For instructions about using Font/DA
Mover, refer to Chapter 9.) If the Mac crashes while you are using the
Font!DA Mover, d1e System is beyond help, and your fonts and d esk
accessories are lost. You cannot save the m. just remove the System and
reinstall it.

Troubleshooting System Problems
This section covers problems mat can occur after the Mac has started
and while you are in the Finder. At this point, de termining where a
problem lies can be very difficult. Anything could be causing d1e proble m, from a bad hard drive drive r ro a software incompatibility problem .
For the purposes o f mis section, a couple of prerequisites are necessary:
• Your Mac can stan wimo ut problems so that you are in the Finde r
and have some func tionality. At this point, you can move the
mo use, choose menus, open drives, and so forth. Tn other words,
if you r Mac crashes just as it loads the Finder, you have a startup
problem and need to refer to the preceding sectio n.
• You have checked all me cables and power sources and de termi ned to the best of your ability d1at you are not experie ncing a
hardware problem.
• The System is virus free.

ntermi ttent problems are o ften impossible to fix . Some times
you just have to Uve wim a random proble m. If you have a
random problem that is intolerable, the process of fLxing it might
take several days to several weeks.

I
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Any operating difficulty could be caused by the problems described in
the starting process. Therefore the steps covered there will not be
repeated in this section. Any non-Apple extension or memory-resident
control panel has the potential for causing problems that only occur
while you are operJting your Mac. Because a memory-resident uti lity can
cause op eration proble ms, troubleshooting at d1is level becomes a real
task.
How do you know whether you have a System problem? Basically, if you
are in d1e Finder and the mouse freezes, the System crashes when you
choose a menu, fo nts do not display properly, or you experience any
othe r operating anomaly, you have a System proble m. If you experie nce
any o f these symptoms, you do not have basic functionality at a System
level and you should reinstall the System.
The tro ub leshooting procedure fo r System p roble ms is essentially a
process of elimination. Begin with the manifestation of the proble m.
Determine what is going wrong and the n begin eliminati ng possibilities.
Use the follo·wing series of ste ps to track clown System p roblems. The
proble m can be any one o r a combination o f the following steps.
1. Start up from a clean startup d isk.

2. If the problem seems to be periphe ral-related, disconnect o r
rep lace the pe riphe ral.

3. Zap the PRAM.
4. Rebu ild the Desktop.
5. Re place the Preference fLies in the Prefe re nces folde r, which is
located inside the System folder.

6. Rep lace the System.
7. Troubleshoot the extensions and control panels.
8. Reinstall the hard d isk driver.

9. Reformat the hard drive.
None of these steps is cast in stone, nor do the steps have to be clone in
the o rder listed. As you gain experience in troubleshooting your System,
you will learn which steps to skip or reorde r. For now, however, start at
the beginning and \vork your way thro ugh each ste p.

Starting Up with aClean System
Starting up with a clean System shou ld always be your first ste p because
it tells you whed1e r everything is working properly at the hardware level.
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If you start up with a clean System floppy disk and everything works as it
should , you e liminate any obvious hardware problem. On the other
hand, if you start up with a dean System and, for example, the trackball
still acts up, the problem is probably the trackball. Eithe r it is broken and
needs to be replaced, or it requires a software d river.

Disconnecting Peripherals
Some of the peripherals that can cause problems are those that use
e},: tensio ns or control panels. Devices like fax modems and ADB devices
such as mouse replacements and graphics tablets are your most likely
suspects. If you are trying to troubleshoot your hardv.•are, disconnect
any non-Apple peripheral and use your original mouse and keyboard, if
possible. Re member to remove any device drivers (extensions or control
pane ls) used by the disconnected p eripheral(s).
When you are ready to reconnect your peripherals, do not forget to
reinstall any device drivers. After the device is reattached and installed, if
your troubles resume you probably have a confl ict with the software o r a
problem with peripheral itself. Be sure that you always turn off your Mac
whenever you are attaching or d isconnecting any additional hardware
device.

Zapping the PRAM
The paramete r RAM (PRAM) stores everything that is set by the General
Conu·ols from the Control Panel and by the other standard Apple control
panels. From time to time, the PRAM gets corrupted, and the Mac will
not start up from the disk you specify, the mouse begins acting up, or
the Desktop patte rn changes. When the parameter RAM becomes
corrupted, you can reset it co th e default setting and clean it by zapping
tbePRAM.

You can zap the PRAM with System 7 in either o f the following ways:
•

Press Command-Option-P-R as you turn on the power and restart
the computer. When you press th is key combination, the Mac
begins to power up, boings, and then restar ts. lf you continue to
hold down the keys, the Mac continues to cycle through the
zapping process, altho ugh one zap is enough.

•

Use a freeware utility called zapParam, by Devon Hubbard of
Reach Software Corp. Press d1e Zap-It button and restart (see
fig. 12.5).
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• If you are using System 6, you can zap the PRAM by pressing
Command-Shift-Option keys while accessing Control Panels from
the Apple menu.

Fig. 12.5
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After you zap the PRAM and restart, see whether the problem persists. If
the problem re mains, continue th e troubleshooting process.

Rebuilding the Desktop
The ne},"t step is to rebuild the Desktop file, as described in Chapter 2.
Altho ugh this step probably will not solve the problem, re building the
Desktop file is a necessary general maintenance step. In addition, if the
problem is the result of a corrupted Desktop file, this step w ill correct
the proble m.

Replacing Preferences
Inside the Sys tem Folder, you w ill find a Preferences folder that contains
all the program and System settings not he ld in the PRAM. If o ne of the
pre fe rence files is co rrupted, the Mac might behave erratically. Any
number of strange things can happe n due to a bad prefere nce file. For
example, evetything wor ks except File Sharing, o r Publish and Subscribe
might not update as it sho uld.
Because all the programs d1at require p refere nces store d1eir files in this
folder, you really do not want to dele te d1e folder. Instead, remove the
Prefere nces folder from the System Folder. Then rename the Pre fere nces
folde r and restart the Mac. When the Mac starts, it re-creates the folde r.
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After the Mac re-creates the folder, software programs re-create their
own standard prefere nce files. You then need to re-create customized
preference files or restore any settings that were in place before the
folder was re-created.
If a corrupted preference file was causing the problem, however, recreating the folder should take care of the problem. Each program and
utility is supposed to re-create its preference file if that file is missing
whe n the program or utility is used . This process, the refore, is a quick
way to eliminate preference file proble ms without replacing the entire
System.

orne programs do no t follow Apple's specifications regarding
the Preferences folder and store other files in it as well. You
will want to check the Preferences folder you removed and restore
any files that are application specific an d not preference files. Refer
to the manual fo r any applicatio n you have questions about.

S

Replacing the System
To save time and eliminate the possibility of a corrupt System file,
replace the System as described in a preceding section of this chapter,
"Replacing the System File. " Although replacing the System may seem
excessive, the process is not difficult and e nsures that you have a clean
System.

Handling Extension and Control Panel Conflicts
Despite being very useful utili ties, extensio ns and control panels can
cause System problems just as they can interrupt the Mac's startup. After
the System has started, control panels are more likely than extensions to
cause problems; however, eithe r type of utility can become corrupted or
have a conflict with an application.
Corrupted control panels or exte nsio ns are especially troublesome when
they are only partially broken. The Mac starts w ithout a proble m, the
utilities seem to be functioning well, bm some small problem appears.
Such proble ms are o fte n very difficult to figure out.
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includes procedures for mounting drives, recovering deleted files, and
recovering crashed drives.
Any time you have a hard drive problem, you have to keep in mind all
the other things that could be wrong both on a hardware level and on
the System level. Your best indication of an immediate hard drive
problem will be whether you are experie ncing errors reading or writing
data, or worse yet your hard drive might be asking to be initialized-if
you can mount it at all. Regardless of what error you are experiencing,
begin with first principles: Check the cables and revie"v the section on
SCSI bus tro ubleshooting before continuing.

Mounting aDrive
If a drive, especially a second hard drive, refuses to mount as you start
up the computer, you might have a bad driver, connection, or cable or
corrupted boot blocks. To force mo unt a drive, you need a formaner
with a mou nting feature; a utility such as SCS1Probe or HOT Prober
(from F\VB's Hard Disk ToolKit) ; o r an Fkey utility called Mount-Em.
The drive r is normally loaded when the Mac starts. When the driver does
not get loaded, you can crash the Mac if you force it to load. Lf the driver
is well be haved (meaning wrine n according to Apple's specifications),
the drive should mount without problems at any time. Not all drivers are
well behaved , however, so if the drive will not mount o r crashes on
mounting, reinstall the driver.
The worst possible result o f trying to mount a drive is when the drive
asks to be ini tialized immediately after mounting. If d1is occurs, check
the cables again, try a new SCSI cable, and restan the Mac. If these
measures do no t circumvent the problem , go to the section o n disk
recovery.
To mount a hard drive, follow the instructions earlier in this chapter for
fiXing a corrupted hard drive driver.

Recovering Deleted Files
Someday you will delete a flle that you want to keep. Ideally, you will
have a utility that e nables you to retrieve a de le ted file from the Trash.
If you don't have such a utility, however, you still nave an SO-percent
chance of recovering the file. If you do not have an undelete utility
installed whe n you tl1row the file into the Trash , installing one after
the fact is useless.
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A de le ted me is initially removed from the directory, but not erased from
the hard disk drive. If, however, you copy Hies o nto the disk or save new
docume ms, you miglu overwrite the file. Optimizing the disk drive does
overwrite the file. which is then irretrievably lost. The refore, as soon as
you realize that you have deleted the file, do not run any programs, copy
any files, or use the Mac for anything other than the recovery until you
have the file back.
The reason for not running any programs is that many programs create
temporary files while they run. So just running some programs causes
data to be written to the disk drive. And if the disk is almost full, the
te mporary file is wri tten whe reve r there is space, including the space
freed by lhc deleted file.
Although Illes appear on the Desktop as a single block o f data, you know
that ftles can be quite complicated, com aining many different attributes
or combined files. These complicated files, such as Excel or PageMaker
files, are harder to recover than others.
To recover any deleted fi le or o ne that has no directory re fe rence
(because of d irectory damage), you must use a disk utility that scans the
hard disk drive for files and file fragments. MacTools Deluxe, by Ce ntral
Point Software, and Norton Utilities for the Macintosh, by Symanrec, are
rwo such d isk utilities. These packages have templates for differe nt file
types; a template. in this case, is like a map that details the structure of
diffe rent file types. Whe n the utility finds a file with a structure similar
to one detailed by the temp lates, the utility recovers that file intact.
However, you might have trouble recovering some applications' files that
do not match a te mplate exactly; this ca n be because of changes made in
the file's fo rmat by the applicatio n's manufacturer or beca use there is no
template for the particular file you want to recover. If a nrc does not
have a template, it can still be recovered, but you might only get part
of it.
Before you begin, you sho uld have a recovery utility and a second hard
disk or floppy disk d rive to hold the recovered data, and if possible, to
ru n the program. If you have the utility program o n the hard disk that
co ntains the deleted file, )'O U can run it fro m the hard drive. If you
haven't installed the program, run it from a floppy disk drive. Norton
Utilities comes with an emergency disk for this purpose. To run the
utility program, start the program, choose Unerase or Undelete, choose
the disk from which to recover clara. ancllo llow the program's prompts.
Because each program is di fferen t, the actual steps you follow will
depend on what program you arc using. The ste ps for recovering a hard
drive are very similar to those for recovering deleted files and derailed in
d1e sectio n o n recovering d ata later in this chapter.
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\Vheneve r you go after a deleted file without having an undelete u tility
installed, you have to determine whether the time to recover it is worth
as much as the fi le. Scanning a large drive, fo r example, takes about 10
to 15 minu tes for every 50M . To pe rform the recovery operation, you
have to scan the e nti re drive; so a 500M d rive takes about an hour to
scan.
If you have an undelete utili ty installed , recoveri ng a dele ted file is a
snap, so lo ng as you do not wait too long before going to get d1e file.
Figure 12.6 shows the results of Norton Utilities' quick unerase option.
The utility lists the files by date and displays how much of a file is
recoverable. Oilier utilities have similar capabilities. The column labeled
Rsrc displays the size of the resource fork, and Data shows the size of
the de leted fi les' data fo rk. Primarily, you are concerned with the
ch ances of recovery as shown in me Re covera bility colu mn.

Fig. 12.5
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Microcom's 911 Utilities has a nice undelete utility d1at is a control panel
and does not require running a separate application to recover the fi le.
This utility also recovers the file to its o riginal locatio n on the drive (sec
fig. 12.7).
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or more information about the available utilities, refer to
Chapter 10.

Fig. 12.7
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he n you purchase a recovery utility, read the manual and
make sure that the utility is installed properly. Then
practice by de leting and recovering several unimpo rtant files. The
practice prepares you for hand ling a real crisis.

W

Detecting and Repairing Directory Damage
You might suspect that your drive has a damaged directory. or you
sim ply might wa111 to check it for safety. Vario us utilities are available
that e nable you to detect and repair clirccwry damage. The following
steps outline how to use 1st Aid HFS. If you use a differe nt utili ty, the
procedure will val)•; check the docume ntatio n for the utility.

I

f your hard drive will not mo unt , you can still check it u sing
1st Aiel HFS or Norw n Utilities.

To use 1st Aiel HFS. follow these steps:
1. Start 1st Aid HFS. Wh en it launches, you are prese nted with a drive
selection dialog box.
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2. Select the drive you want to check.

3. From the Disk Repair menu, choose Diagnose and Recover. Figure 12.8 shows the menu choice you will wam to make.

Fig. 12.8
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The window shown in figure 12.9 appears. Notice that you have
two o ptions: Quick Cure and Full Evaluation. Quick Cure just
checks the directory; Full Evaluatio n checks the directory and
examines the selected drive fo r bad sectors.

Fig. 12.9
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4. Choose the Full Evaluation option.
5. 1st Aid 1-IFS scans your hard drive fo r damage. If it finds extensive
damage, it will tell you that it cannot repair the drive and that the
drive is unusable. lf you get this message, believe it-even if you
are using the drive.
Lf your disk utility tells you that you have directory damage and you can
still access the damaged drive, back up your data immediately. The only
cure for the drive's illness is to reformat the drive. If you need to perform a recovery of the data, fo llow the steps in the following section.
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Recovermg Data
Disk utilities and their ctpaciry tO recover d ata have improved greatly
over the years. With a properly installed disk recovery utility, you have
approximately a 90-percenr cha nce of recovering the data on a crashed
hard disk drive. Nonetheless, nothing is more distressing than having
your drive request to be initialized.
A disk drive can crash for a variety of reasons. (Chapter 2 discusses most
of the causes for disk proble ms.) In general, the disk drive probably has
one of the following problems:
•

A corrupred directory

•

An inva lid bit-map partition

•

Corrupted volume information

•

A corrupted hard disk driver

•

It was initialized from rhe r inder or another utiliry

From among these proble ms, the most serio us are an initialized disk
and an invalid bit-map partition . A utility such as Norton Utilities or
MacTools can easily repair the other problems. Regardless of the cause
of the crash, the real concern is to get d1e data back.
Disk recoveries are of two rypes: easy recoveries and hard recoveries.
With an easy recovery, all you have to do is run the utility package. The
utiliry automatically repairs the disk's damage. An easy recovery makes
mod ifications directly to the disk drive that has crashed and works o n
d1e ftle allocation table, the directories, and the flies the mselves. If d1e
recovery does not work fo r some reason , the chances of su ccessfully
using the hard recovery procedures are greatly diminished. You will
probably nor have any mo re success d1an you had with the easy
recovery.
The reason a hard recovery is less successful after an easy recovery is
because the utility program rewrites the directory and other structural
pans of the disk during the easy recovery attempt. Even though the hard
recovery will scan the hard drive fo r files and basically ignore the
directory, after an easy recovery has fixed the disk, the only flies to be
found will be those that were restOred. Only if you are very lucky will a
hard recovery restore an}' addit ional dam.
If the damage to the disk drive appears serious, do a hard recovery first.
The recovery utilities e nable you to recover the crashed disk drive to
another drive or Ooppy disks, leaving the crashed drive untouched .
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A disk drive that does not mount o r asks to be initialized signals a
serious problem. Serious damage is usually due to a corrupted bit-map
par~tion , which causes d1e disk drive to appear unformatted. With this
type of damage, the disk might not even atte mpt to mount, and using
SCSIProbe or FWB's HDT Probe r does not work. Yet because the SCSI
utilities display d1e disk drive, you know it is the re-like the SyQuest
disk drive at SCSI ID 6 in figure 12 .10.

Fig. 12.10
An unmounting disk.

The following sections describe how to recover a disk drive using Norton
Utilities for the Macintosh. Norton Utilities is not the o nly utility available, but it is one of the best.

An Easy Recovery
To do an easy recovery, follow these steps:
1. Check all cables and go through d1e SCSI bus troubleshooting
procedures.

2. Run Apple's Disk First Aid. Although Disk First Aid will usually not
work, every once in a while it will fix a crashed drive.
3. You might need to do one or both of the fo llowing procedu res:
If the disk is not mounting, try to mount it u sing SCSIProbe or
HOT Prober.

If the Mac crashes while mounting the disk, try reinstall ing the disk
driver.
4. Start Norton Utilities. The window in figure 12.11 appears.
5. Choose Norton Disk Doctor.
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6. From the disk selection window that appears, choose the crashed
disk drive.
If the crashed disk drive is not visible, the only way to get it is to
choose the More option rather than the Scan SCSI Bus option. The
SCSI Bus option can cause your Mac to lock up and crash, especially if you have SCSI devices other than hard drives attached to
the Mac.

If you have to use the More option to get w the hard drive, do a
hard recovery. The hard recovery instructions follow this section.
7. Click the Start button after choosing the disk.

Fig. 12.11

The Norton Ut ilities

The opening window of
Norton Utilities.

Norton begins scanning the disk, looking for problems. As the utility
locates problems, messages display asking whether the program should
correct the problems. Unless you have a particular reason for not fiXing a
specific problem, answer Yes to all the correction requests. The first
problem with the d isk in d1e example is shown in figure 12.12.

Fig. 12.12
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During the repair process, be sure to flx any Link or Leaf errors the
program flnds (see fig. 12.13) . The Link and Leaf errors are serious flaws
in your hard drive's directory. Unless the only e rrors you fiX are in-use
sectors, Hie d ates, and bundle bits, serio usly consider reformatting your
hard drive after you back up your data. If you do not reformat your d isk,
it w ill probably crash in the very near furure. Assume that d1e drive is
unreliable.
-

Fig. 12.13
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link errors.
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After d1e recovery is complete, the disk appears on the Desktop.

AHard Recovery
The first steps for do ing a hard recovery are the same as those for the
easy recovery: check the cables, do dle SCSI troubleshooting, run Disk
First Aid, and, if necessary, force mount d1e drive or re install the driver.
After you start Norto n Utilities, howeve r, you choose Volume Recover
radler than Norton Disk Doctor. The n you choose the drive you want to
recove r.
If your drive does not appear in the pull-down menu, you need to use
the More option to select your drive. The More option is more reliable
than the SCSI bus optio n. Also the More option gives you the ability to
select the following:

SCSI Devices. This o ption scans your SCSI bus and aJiows you to
select a hard drive. This method of selecting a SCSI drive is mol'e
reliable.
Device Drivers . This optio n allows you to select a memoryresident driver radler than a drive, which has advantages for d1ose
times w he n you are u-ying to recover a nonstandard drive such as a
RAM disk.

Soft Partitions. This optio n enables you to select partitions d1at
are created with utilities rather dl an with your formatting software.
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The d rivers for a soft partition are usually accessible through the
Device Drivers option as well.
Unde r most circumstances you will choose the SCSI Device option. If
you need to use one of the other d river options, first refer to the Norton
manual.
After you have selected the SCSI Device option, you wil l have to select
you r drive by choosing the SCSI ID number. Some times you will see
you r drive's icon in the selectio n window, but if the drive is seri ously
damaged, you wil l see the generic diamond-shaped SCSI icon. After you
select d1e drive you want to recover, you will be presented with the hard
partitions (d1e pa rtition created by the formatter) ava ilable o n the drive.
If you have more than o ne partition, you will have to pick o ne, recover
it, and then repeat the process selecting the othe r partition .
If you select the d rive and Norton tells you that the partition is not
available, choose the Custom button in the drive selectio n window.
Figure 12.14 shows the window that appears whe n you choose the
Custom button. In the different fields, e nter the specific drive param·
e ters for the disk drive.

Fig. 12J4
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ou can use 1-IDT Prober or the formatter to get the drive
parameters fo r the disk drive. Unfortunately, you must get
d1is information before the drive crashes.

If you do not know the drive parameters, you can ask Norton Utilities to
guess. When the program guesses, it scans the disk fo r bit-map volumes,
ignoring the volume info rmation store d on the disk. Use this option if
the direcrory or rhe volume information blocks are damaged. Guessing
at the values can sometimes-but not always-work, and you may have
to scan your disk several times using differe nt p;u·ameters until you get
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d1e correct value. If you guess an d are partially correct and Norton
detects what it believes to be the correct parameters, it will ask you to
change d1em.
The best way to get the parameter information after a crash is to tlnd a
d isk of the same type as d1e one that crashed. Format d1e d isk with me
same formatter and use Norton Utilities to make a VIF (volume information Hie) file. Then use the VTF nte with Norton on the crashed drive.
After you have selected the drive to recover and have established d1e
drive 's parameters, you return to Norton 's Drive Open and Selection
window. At d1is point, ope n the drive. You will be presented with a
window mat pertains specifically to a special file (the Norton Volume
Save file) created by Norton d1at attempts to preserve your disk's
information in a backup directory. The window in figure 12.15 provides
the opportunity to select a recovery method that will use the Norton
Volume Save file. If you were not using Norton 's FileSaver control panel,
choose Other Methods; this is the optio n that is needed in d1e example.

Fig. 12.15
Choosing the recovery
method.
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Norton now gives you three options: Directory Scan, Volume Scan, and
Floppy Recover. Choose Volume Scan. This optio n scans the entire drive,
looking for fi les in a manner similar to that in recovering deleted fLies.
Next, Norton prompts you for the types of files for which you want to
look. Choose the All file types optio n, and then click the Options bu tton.
He re you make sure that d1e utility searches me entire disk by specifying
how thorough the search should be (see fig. 12.16). Choose the Recover
unknown file fragm ents option because the fragments might contain
data you need. Because Norton does not know about every file fo rmat
for every Mac program, c hoose the Exhaustive search through sectors
option as we ll. When you choose the Exh austive search option, Norton
comple tely inspects each sector data area ramer than just checking the
sector tag. (Refer to Chapter 2 for information regarding a hard drive's
data structure.) Using me exl1austive search, you can expect the Mac to
be tied up fo r as long as several hours looking for data, depend ing on
the size and speed of the h;u·d disk.
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Fig. 12.16
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\'<' he n you have se lected your search criteria, Norton begins to search th e
drive. This process takes about twice as lo ng as the undelete scan figure,
o r about 15 to 20 minutes per 50M.
Afte r the utili ty has finished scanning the drive, you see a list of files. as
shown in figure 12. 17.

Fig. 12.17
Recovery window with
fo und files.
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Fro m this window shown in figure 12. 17, you can choose the specific
files you want to recover and the drive to which you want the files
recovered . You do nor need to recover the e ntire drive, just the files you
want. Select the files you want to recover, and the n confirm that the
drive to the right of the UnErase button is the drive you want to place
the recove red file o nto . If you want to select another drive, click the
drive icon until the drive you want is visible . Then click UnErase. Norto n
places the recovered files onto th e destination volume.
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Whenever you recover data, verify its integri ty. Often the recovered data
will have icons that make you believe everything is in order , but the icon
does not mean anything othe r than the Finder recognized the tile as one
associated with a specific program . Open each file with the program that
created it, double-click the icons, and check every piece of critical data. If
you want to rake a chance and not inspect all of the recovered data, at
the ve ry least perform a thorough sampling of the files.
If the re was a pro ble m recovering the data, you will experience
unopenable files and maybe e ven a crash or two. Some times it is
possible to get a mixture of good and bad data. Be sure that you check
the data. If you are not happy \Vith the results of the recovery, try it
again; you may want to experime nt with the drive's parameters to see
whether you have better luck. Usually, if you do not get the data on the
first try (give n that all parameters are correct) successive attempts are
not li ke ly to yie ld fruitfu l results. Remember th at not all data recoveries
are successful.
After completing the recoveq' and before formatting the hard d rive that
crashed , back up you r data. After you format the hard drive, all the data
is gone forever. The need to do a backup before formatting the hard
drive cannot be stressed e nough. You ca nnot retrieve data fro m a
formatted hard drive.

Using Disk Utility Packages
This section briefly discusses severaJ disk utilities. Each utility has
differe nt features, and you probably should have at least two d iffere nt
packages: Microcom's 911 Utilities and Norton Utilities. Bur if you have
to c hoose just one, Norto n Utilities is probably the best choice.

Norton Utili~es
Norto n Utilities is published by Symantec and de livers more for the
money d1an any other package. Norto n has a complete set of recovery
tools, plus a series of usefu l disk mainte nance utilities. The extra utilities
include a backup, disk co py, e ncryptio n, and a security disk e raser
utili ty, just to me ntion some of the tools. Norton also has an extension
d1at makes navigating through the hard disk much easier, enabling you
to create a folde r fro m a Save As d ialog box, in addition to almost having
the f·u nctionality of the Finder from any File Save or Open dialog box.
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Microcom's MVP
Microcom also has put together an impressive set of utilities, including
Carbo n Copy for the Mac, Complete Undele te, 1st Aiel HFS, and File
Knit, each of which is sold as a separate utility or in a bundle called
Microco m's MVP. With the increase in portable Macs, Carbon Copy is
almost a must. This utility enables you to take control of a remote Mac
and make very speedy ftle u·ansfers whe n two machines are connected
directly toge ther or connected with a modem. The package also includes
the 911 Utilities, a file-recovery program that checks for bad sectors and
maps the m so that you do not have to reformat the drive.
Microcom's utility package includes various other usefu l programs.
Complete Undelete is a control panel that enables you to recover erased
files without running another program, and the n restores any erased file
to its original location. The package also incudes Virex, Microcom 's
virus-checking program. As an overall utility package, MVP is probably
the best value around, but the file-recovery tools are not as complete as
Norton Utilities'.

MacTools Deluxe 2.0
Central Poin t has years of expe rie nce making disk recovery tools. Central
Point's utility package is perfectly adequate and almost identical to
Symantec's, although not quite as efficient. The package includes
recovery roots, an undele te utility, an e ncryption program, a backup
package, and an o ptimizer. Because Central Point frequently runs
promo tio ns, you can obtain its software at a good price.

Other Utilities
Do no t forget to use Apple's Disk First Aid. This program can save disks
and repair minor directory damage, despite severe limitations. You
sho uld have an anti-virus utility installed and running. Good anti-virus
utilities include those made by Mainstay (Anti Toxin) , Symantec
(Symantec Anti Virus Utilities for the Mac) , Disinfectant (available as
shareware), and Microcom (Virex).

Maintaining the System (An Ounce of Prevention ...)
Finding a problem before it becomes a disaster is tlte best line of defense
n ext to having a backup of all your data. Just as a car needs p eriodic oil
changes and rune-ups, a compute r needs hardware and softw·are
insp ections from time ro time. Although no drive is immune to crashing,
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you can probably catch a potential problem before it becomes serious by
checking your equipment on a monthly or bimonthly basis. Take the
time to check your system.
This section provides a thorough maintenance plan that can help you
keep your Macintosh in tip-top condition. The section describes in detail
the followi ng maintenance routines:
• Physically checking the Mac and all its connections
• Checking the hard drive for vimses
• Making sure that the hard drive's sectors are good and free (and
periodically reformatting the drive)
• Checking the level of hard drive fragmentation
• Reinstalling the System
Following this plan on a regular basis might save you from ever having to
use the troubleshooting procedures in this book.

Performing Periodic Inspections
A general cleaning of the Mac's components is the first maintenance
step. Check the Mac and any external drives for excessive dust in the air
vents. lf the vents are badly clogged with dust, consider taking the
component to a shop for cleaning. Check connections, and clean the
screen, case, and keyboard. If you haven't cleaned the screen for awhile,
the enhanced detail of a clean screen might surprise you.
To clean the monitor and the case, spray a mild cleanser, such as Simple
Green (avoid ammonia-based cleanser) on a lint-free cloth and wipe off
d1e Mac. Be sure to turn off the machine, and never spray cleanser or
any liquid directly onto a computer component. By directly spraying on
a component, you risk electrical shock and equipment damage or
discoloration.
After checking and cleaning the computer, be sure to reconnect all the
cables securely.

Checking for Viruses
Begin the software maintenance with a virus check. Bur before you do,
contact the company d1at made the anti-virus program to make sure that
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you have the latest version. You want to make sure the program is
current enough to detect new viruses. If the program is outdated, or if
you need to add virus definitions, obtain the newer version or update
the current version. After you are sure the program is current, check all
the hard drives for infectio n.

Getting Rid of Bad and In-Use Sectors
Over time a hard drive develops bad sectors. If you do not check for bad
sectors and render them harmless, you will eventually store an important ftle in a defective sector and lose the file. 911 Utilities and 1st Aid
HFS are particularly good for sector maintenance. In a si ngle scan of the
drive, one of these utilities can find any bad or in-use sectors and verify
the integrity of the directory. Then the utility maps out any bad sectors
and frees all in-use sectors.
Of all the periodic checks you can perform, the one for bad secrors is the
most important. All hard drives deteriorate over time.

Checking for Fragmentation
Hard drives tend to become fragmented as you remove and add
files. Fragmentation occurs when a file is split up and placed in noncontiguous sectors, which slows down data access. If you rebuild the
Desktop and the drive does not work as fast as it did when you first set it
up, the drive is probably fragmented. The more fragmented the drive
becomes, the slower it works.
By checking for hard drive fragmentation when you perform periodic
maintenance, you can tell how badly the drive is fragmented. Figure
12.18 shows Speed Disk checking a disk that is greater than 5 percent
fragmented, with only 1.3M as the largest contiguous block of free space.
The rest of the free space is broken into blocks smaller than 1.3M.

drive is too fragmented when fragmentation reaches or
exceeds 5 or 10 percent. When fragmenration reaches this
point, you need to take defragmentation action.

A
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Fig. 12.18
Norton's Speed Disk.

To execute a hard drive defragmentarion, you have two options:
•

Use an optimizer program.

•

Back up the data, reformat the drive, and restore the data.

The back up and reformat option is the safest defragmentation method
because you have a backup keeping the data safe. If you use a backup
utility, you usually have a couple of options for the type of backup you
perform. One option is an image backup, and d1e other is afile-byfile

backup .
An image backup involves a sector-by-sector backup, which does no thing

to defragment the hard drive when the data is restored. With the file-byfile method, on the other hand, d1e data is restored to the hard drive as
whole, contiguous files. So, if you have a choice when performing the
backup, choose the file-by-file method.
If you choose to use an optimizer program, first back up all the data and
archive d1e backup (store it away and do not use the disks). The optimization process takes files, lifts them from the drive, and rewrites them
to contiguous sectors. Because a drive can have bad sectors and the
optimizer can accidentaJiy place data in a bad sector (although manufacturers would vehemently deny this), you might be risking data.
Even with a data backup, infrequently accessed files might be corrupted
without your knowledge. You might later perform another backup,
replacing the originally good file with the corrupted one. Of cow-se, you
might use an optimizer program many times without incident. The
possibility of even one lost fi le, however, could be enough to convince
you that the backup and reformat med10d is safer.
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Reinstalling System Software
Now that you know the hard drive is in good condition, reinstall the
System. Reinstalling the System repairs minor damage and ensures d1at
all the necessary resources are in d1eir proper places. Reinstalling
rewrites the boot blocks, reinstalls most of the System file's resources,
and replaces the Finder and all the printing resources. Furthermore,
System files are used more than any oilier files on me computer. Such
use can corrupt these files, but reinstalling ensures ilieir integrity. If you
have any questions abouLthe instaUation process, refer tu Chapter 7.

Accessing Help
Almost every hardware and software manufacturer provides technica.l
support for its products. \XIhe n you are having problems wiili your
computer, manufacturers can be helpful. Technical support personnel
can often identify a problem because they have seen similar situations
and so many computer proble ms in general. At times, however, getting
technical support can be frustrating. For example, you might be put on
hold for a lo ng time, get lost in a voice-mail system, or just not get the
answer you need. But when you're stumped, by all means give them a
call. The purpose of this section is to provide you with an extra edge so
that you can get the most from your call for technical support.

Preparing for the Call
The following sections detail the information almost any technical
support department will want. If you know what information the people
at the other end of the phone need , you can make ilieir job easier and
your experie nce more satisfying by having that information ready in
advance. Making a list of the necessary information ahead of time makes
d1e whole process much easier.

Machine Configuration
Put together a comple te description of the Macintosh's configuration.
Include the Macintosh mod el you are using, d1e type and size of hard
drive, plus me amount of memory your Mac has. List the peripherals
attached to the Mac, such as scanners, printers, external drives, and
communications devices. Jf the Mac is networked , include in me list
what type of network you are using.
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Include the serial number for each piece o f equipme nt on the list. If yo u
call the manufacturer about a pe ripheral device, for example, the
technical support person might request the serial number. Trying to
locate a serial numbe r on the back or bottom of a drive or modem is very
inconvenient at the time you are actually o n the telephone. And for all
SCSI devices, note whethe r or not they are terminated.

System Configuration
In addition to the hardware configuration, you need the details of the
System configuratio n. In this list include all the extensions and control
panels and tl1e Syste m software version you are using. Include in the list
d1e version numbers of each System device, as well. For example, the
problem might be clue to an old extension, and the version number
could alert the technician with whom you are ta lking.

If you do not have access ro the machine o r it keeps crashing, the
information that d1e technician needs might be difficult to obtain. So,
again, pre paring ahead of time puts you a leg up on the entire process.

Registration Numbers
If you are calling o n a software package, d1e technical support person
will probably want your registration or serial number before helping
you. If you have just purchased the package, the support person might
want you ro registe r the software while you are on the phone or even fax
the registration card. When you buy software and you have decided that
you are going to keep d1e package, send in the registration card.
Software licenses are becoming more of an issue all d1e time. Some
companies are particular about registration and licenses. So be sure to
read the lice nse agreement with each package and send in the registratio n cards.

Details about the Problem
Make a record o f what is happening at d1e time it happens. Take notes as
the problem occurs. Keep a record of d1ings such as which programs
were running, whether you can duplicate the proble m, whether the
problem is random, what error codes you are receiving, and so on. Do
not rely on your memory because you are li kely to forget something,
such as an error code or exactly what you were doing whe n the error
occurred. By keeping a good record of what happens, you have a much
better chance of getting the help you need .
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Being able to duplicate the problem is helpful, but not necessary. Call
for technical support even when duplication doesn't work. Random
errors can be more frustrating than consistent errors, although with
enough information the technician might come up with an answer. It
never hurts to try.

f you are using an extensio n manager, you probably have a tool
that profiles your System environment. Both StartUp Manager,
a parr of Now Utilities by Now Software, and Init Manager, by
Baseline Publishers, have System prot11ers, as well. These handy
little devices look at the System and make a complete record of
what type of Mac you are using and what extensions and control
panels you have installed. CE Software includes, with most of its
software, a utility called TAA that does the same d1ing. Once again,
if the System is unstable, yo u may not be able to check the System
when you have a problem; so run the profiler in advance and keep
the profile on hand.

I

Calling the Doctor
When all else fails, you might need to get professional help from a
consultant who has experience at troubleshooting. If you find you rself
in this position, be sure you fi nd someone you can trust and who has
references you can check.
When you are having problems with the Macintosh itself, you r options
for technical su pport are a bit limited. Apple relies on its dealers as the
source for user information and supp01t. But dealers are not always as
informed as you need d1em to be. Lf a dealer can't help you, Apple has
another, less-publicized ave nue fo r techn ical support. This avenue
involves a group of consultants who are part of Apple's Consultant
Relations program.
To become a program member. a consultant must first apply to Apple;
Apple then checks the consultant's application and references. Call
Apple to inquire about consultants listed in your area.
Before calling, remember that a consultant has full access to your data. If
you have sensitive or proprietar}' data o n your drive, ask d1e consultant
to sign a nond isclosure agreement. Such an agreement states d1at th e
consultant will not tell anyone, including a significant other, about your
data. Lf securi ty is a concern. be sure to protect yourself. And if for any
reason you do no t trust the consultant, find someone else.
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Summary
The topics covered in this chapter are basic hardware and hard drive
troubleshooting, including file and disk recovery. By the time you have
plowed your way through this chapter, you wi ll have a good idea of what
can go wrong with your Mac-probably the first step in troubleshooting.
Combine the information here with the information in Chapter 11 and
you may be able to save yourself a bit of money.
From this cl1apter you should have enough information to correct most
problems you could have with your Mac. The Lwo areas not covered are
printing and network problems, although completing the prerequisites
might just correct problems in these areas as well. Troubleshooting
techniques on each of these subjects are covered in, Chapters 4 and 13.

If you spend some time with this chapter and practice d1e troubleshooting techniques presented before you need them, you will be able ro
more easily correct a proble m when it occurs. Ald1ough most people will
wait until they are having a problem and then try to ftx it, you have the
information to get a jump on the game. It is true that practice makes
perfect, and if you practice now you will be back to work much faster
when you have a problem, or as a former employer was fond of saying
"when you have a challenge." And that is just what troubleshooting is, a
challenge that will try your patience and test your skills as a detective.
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Part Ill
Communication
Reaching the Outside World
Networking
Connecting Your Mac to Other
Computers

Reaching the
Outside World
our computer enables you
to communicate with people
from all over the world. You
can get information about
any subject in which you are
interested. You can pay your
bills without writing a check.
....--- -.. . . You also can communicate
with software and hardware manufacturers or friends and family. Do
you want the news before it
reaches your newspaper? Do you
want to send memos to salespeople on the road? Do you want
to get software without leaving
your home or office? You can do
these things with data communications. This chapter disc;:usses such
possibilities.

Data Communications Basics
AU computers can communicate because they have a-common language.
No matter what differences you might see on the screens of dissimilar
mac hines, a way to exchange data always exists. The easiest means to
exchange information between two differe nt computers is through a
hardware device called a modem.
This section defines the terms used in describing modems and othe r
data communication devices and outlines the communication tools
available to you in the Communications Toolbox.

By the time you read this chapter, Desktop Visual Communications
(DVC) will be a new buzz phrase within the Macintosh community.
DVC describes the ability ro sit at your Macintosh and talk to
someone while your monitor displays that person's video picture
and his monitor displays your picture. The two of you can simultaneously communicate, see each other, and share information from
your computers.
As all new technologies, Desktop Visual Communications is still
expensive. However , just as all new computer technology enters
the marketplace with a pre mium price, new computer technology
also rapid!}' becomes affordable. Within five years, you should be
able to use your computer ro call others and have a face-to-face
conversation.

lf you are interested i.n Desktop Visual Communications, contact
ShareVision Technology, Inc. This company is the first one to get
DVC technology to a point where it works on standard phone lines
and is some\vhat affordable. For information about the company,
see AppendLx D.

Data Communications Terms
If you are not familiar with data communication s, many of the terms
used in this chapter will be new. Even if you are experienced with data
communications, the terms may be confusing. This section defi nes d1e
terms associated with data communications d1at are used in d1is chapter.
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Data Speed
Baud rate (a measure of the signal speed) and bps (bits per second) are
the two different measures for how fast data is tr'.tnsferred from o ne
computer to another. Baud and bps are not always equivalent.
Usually, bps ranges from 300 to 19,200. At 300 bps, you are sending 37.5
bytes per second (eight bits equal one byte) or 2250 bytes per minute.
This rate is equivalent to se nding about two pages of text per minute.
19,200 bps is the same as sending 2400 bytes per second or 144,000
bytes (144K) per minute. This rate is usually the maximum speed that
two computers connected together with a serial cable can communicate.

Baud is the number of signal rates per second. A 300-baud modem
sends 300 signals per second, for example. The number of bits sent per
signal dictates how much data a modem can send .
With o lder modems, the baud rate and the bps are usually the same.
Newer modems, however, can send multiple bits with each signal, which
means that a 2400 bps modem is probably operating at 600 baud and
sending four bits with each signal.
Many people mistake nly use these two terms interchangeably. Every
communications package asks you to set the baud rate at which you
want to communicate and never mentions bps. Modems are actually
rated at bps, and baud rates are not used to describe their speed
anymore.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Communications
Synchronous and asynchro nous pertain to how your data is sent.
Synchronous transmission means that the modem sends every byte at
regular intervals. In asynchronous transmission, the modem sends some
bytes with a delay between them and sends other bytes without a delay
between them.
Less expensive modems use asynchronous communication because it is
easier to perform. It doesn't require special hardware. It is also slower
than synchronous communications. Synchro nous data transmissions
require special hardware. Many of the newer modems are capable of
synchronous communicatio ns.
To achieve the highest data transmission rates possible, a modem must
be capable of synchro nous data communications.
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Parity
Parity is a simple method of error detection. There are several different

types of parity:
Even. A method for maintaining an even number of Is in a byte.
Remember that every byte is composed of Os and Is. If the number
of ls in a b}rte is odd, the parity bit is set to 1. If the number is
even, the parity bit is set to 0.
Mark. An error checking method that always setS the parity bit
to 1.
Odd. The opposite of even parity; keeps the number of 1s an
odd-rather than an even-number.
Space. The opposite of mark parity; the parity bit is always set
to 0.
None. No parity bit is set and more effective means of error
detection arc used.
As error correction and data corrections are built into modems, com put·
ers will no longer have to use parity bits.
Whether you are using a parity bit determines the number of bits per
character. If you are using a parity bit, you must use seven bits per
character. Otherwise, you can use an eight·bit character.

Duplex
There are two types of duplex modems: full duplex and half duplex. A
full duplex modem can receive and send data simultaneously. A balf
duplex modem can only send data or receive data, but nor both at the
same time.
With a full duplex connection, the remote site sends (echoes) any
characters you type back to your computer so d1at you can see what you
are doing. lf you have the connection set to half duplex, you do not see
what you are typing unless you specifically instruct your computer ro
display the characters as you type d1em. The software displays the
characters through a feature called a local ecbo.

Stop Bits
A slop bit is a bit that is added after a b)rte has been sent. The number of
stop bits can be one, one and a h;Lif, two, or auto. A stop bit is another
communications parameter that you need to set with your software. If
your software is advanced enough, it uses the auto setting and you do
not have to worry about the stop bit.
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Some software cannot de tect the number of stop bits, so you have to
know how many stop bits the other computer is using before you can
connect to the other computer. Otherwise, you will not have a successful
connection.

Flow Control, Pacing, or Handshaking
Almost every computing device-such as the mode ms and compute rshas a data buffe r that can hold a specific amount of data. The devices
need a way to tell each othe r when their buffers are full; othe rwise, data
that is sent after the buffer is filled is lost. The method of communicaring
whethe r the bu ffer is full is called flow control, pacing, or handshaking.
There are three types of flow control: hardwm·e, software, or none.

Software flow control is also called X-on/X-off. If you press Control-S,
you send a signal to the other computer to stop sending d ata. By
pressing Contro i-Q, you can restart the transmission.
In hardware flm.v control, an electronic signal is sent between the
devices to indicate whed1er d1ey are ready to receive data. The device
that is receiving controls how the data is flowing. Because data communications usually go both ways, the software flow control settings need
to be the same for both computers. In orde r to use a hardware handshake, you need a special hardware handshaking cable, and both your
modem and your Macintosh must supp01t the protocol. A Mac Plus does
not support hardware handshaking. If you are having problems with a
modem and hardware handshaking, you can always use software
handshaking.

Hayes Compatible
Hayes-compatible mode ms are called smart modems and use the AT
command set d eveloped by Hayes Microcomputer. These modems h ave
features that are controlled by using AT commands. Because the AT
command set is a standard , most communications packages take care
o f the AT commands transparently.
You can use AT commands to make your mode m answer or dial the
phone. You also can use these commands to reset the modem, set the
flow contro l, and set other features. The most important feature for
Hayes-compatible mode ms, however, is what Hayes calls an improved
escape sequence with guard time.
The escape sequence is the set of comma nds that e nables you to place a
modem in a command mode so that you can configure it. The Hayes
escape sequence is unique because a user canno t place the mode m into
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its command mo de accidenta lly. Data that is being transmitted through a
mo de m that does not use the Hayes standard can accidentally place the
mo de m into its com mand mo de. If you a re using a modem to communicate and it accidentally goes into the command mode, a break occurs in
your communication session, and you must start over.
Because Hayes has obtained a patent on its escape seque nce technolo&ry
and requires lice nsing fees fro m mo de m manufacture rs that use the
Hayes escape code technology, competition for this business is increasing. Increased competition causes confusion because of the resulting
differe nt formats. The other major escape sequence is called Time
Independent Escape Seque nce. This escap e techno logy does not
necessarily offer the same security as the Hayes standard.
The concept of Hayes compatible is some times confused with the AT
comma nd set fo r configuring your modem. Different types of AT
command languages exist. Software designed fo r a Hayes modem works
with a compatible modem if the AT command language is the same.

The Communications Toolbox
Apple introduced the Communications Toolbox as an add-on fo r System
6.0.X, and built it into System 7.0.X. The Commu nications Toolbox is a
set of standard ized communications tools and procedures established by
Apple to bring consistency to Macintosh communications. Most software
packages that take advantage of the Com munications Toolbox usually
supp ly the necessary Communications Toolbox tools with the software.
Read Chapter 9 for more informatio n.

ven if you are using Syste m 7, you cannot use the Communicatio ns Toolbox unless you install the special commu nications
tools in your Extensions fo lder.

E

The Communications Toolbox includes the following tools:
Apple Mod em. This tool controls the modem. This tool recognizes Apple, Hayes, or Hayes-compatible modems, and Communicatio ns Toolbox-compatible serial cards and uses the built-in serial
ports of the Macintosh. The Modem tool enables you to configure
aUyour data communications parameters.
AppleTalk ADSP Connection. This tool e nables you to make
AppleTalk connections using the AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol.
This tool is actually a network tool, even though it uses th e
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Communications Toolbox. However, it d oes enable two Macs on
the same network to connect using tenninal-emulation packages if
both packages support the Communications Toolbox.
Serial Comtection. This wol helps you establish computer-to·
computer con nections. As does the Apple Modem tool, it also
enables you to configure data communications parameters.
Text File Transfer. This tool enables you to control how text files
are transferred from the computer to which you are connected. A
text file is a file that contains only text with no formatting or font
definitions.
TTY. 'ITY stands for TeleType, which is a terminal-emulation
mode. You use this tool to configure your terminal and to control
how the data you receive from another compu ter appears on your
monitor.
Vf102. The Vf102 is another terminal-emulation tool. It is made
specifically for controlling the connection to DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) VAX computers. Because DEC VAX computers
have special requirements regarding keyboard mapping and
commands, you need the VT102 tool to log onto a DEC system
and to use the computer by using your Macintosh as terminal.
XMODEM File Transfer. This tool controls how binary (applications and compressed files) transfers are made between your Mac
and another computer. If you are downloading (receiving) a file
from another computer and the file is not a text file, you need to
use a file-transfer protocol like XMODEM.
Third-Party tools. Manufacturers of modems and o ther computers can make Communications Toolbox tools to meet any special
requirements of their hardware. These tools could be special
terminal-emulators or special connection tools. An example is the
Hayes Modem Tool, which was written by Hayes for use with the
Communications Toolbox.
Programs that require the Communicatio ns Toolbox usually supply the
communications tools necessary for their application to work. Claris
Works uses the Communications Too lbox. As time goes on, more
applications will also use it because the Toolbox makes writing programs
that have communications capabilities mu ch easier.

Communications Hardware
The essential hardware compo nent, other than your Mac, is your
modem. Modems have changed quite a bit over the last few years. In the
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last tlve years, modems have gone from speeds of 1,200 bps to 14,400
bps-dose to the maximum capacity that standard phone lines can
handle.
A wide variety of modems is available, each with different features. When
shopping for a modem, you should make sure you get the features you
want or need. This section examines what modems can do, covers the
protocols that different modems use, describes the types of modems,
and lists some brands of modems.

Modem Functions
The word modem is actually an acronym for Modulation and Demodulation. A modem converts the digital data from your Macintosh (or other
computer) into sound signals that can then be sent over regular telephone lines. At the same time, d1e modem converts similar sound signals
back into digital data.
Used in the simplest fashion , a modem connects two computers, and
users on both computers type on their keyboards. The modem sends
whatever is typed to the terminal of the connected computer. Using a
modem to transfer text fi les is a more complex operation. Some of the
most sophisticated operations include using a modem to remotely take
control of another Macintosh or to connect to a remote network. You
also can get modems and software that turn your Mac into a fax machine, an answering machine, or a complete voice mail system.
In addition to u·ansferring files between two computers in different
locations, you can use a modem to access on-line services. Through
these on-line services, you can open an E-mail account so that other
users can send you infonnation. You can obtain shareware and freeware
programs, have ongoing discussions with people who have similar
interests, or get information on almost any subject in which you have an
interest.
Thousands o f people have set up bulletin board systems (BBS), which
you can also access using a modem. Bulletin boards are small on-line
services that are usually geared toward a specific audie nce inte rested in
some specific topic. Hardware and software manufacturers often
maintain BBSs so that their customers can get technical support,
software upgrades, utility programs, and information from vendors and
other customers. Other people run BBSs as a hobby and use the BBS to
bring together people who have similar interests who might not otherwise communicate. Larger companies keep BBSs so d1at employees stay
informed about company matters.
Finally, you can use modems to connect p hysical networks that are in
two different locations.
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Protocols
Modems can work together because the industry has established
standards. Each time a company creates modems that use a higher bps
rate than the modems currently on the market, for example, an ind ustrywide consensus has to exist before the company can release the modems
to the public. Industry standards enable you to use the same type of
modem on any computer.
These protocols and standards determine everything about the functionality of the modem. Use of these standards, however, does not mean all
modems are identical. Modems differ in how they interact with the
computer at a software level. The commands that the modem can accept
also have a very basic standard, yet these commands can change from
manufacturer to manufacturer as the modems become more complex.
Standards also apply in the areas of error correction and data compression. Some of the new high-speed modems have these capabilities, and
others do not.

Modem Standards
The first set of standards establishes that aU modems have the same
characteristics for operating at different speeds. The most important
characteristics are the frequency speed and the ability to recognize
different frequency speeds. Table 13.llists the different standards that
most modems use. (If a modem does not use these standards, it probably does not wo rk with the modems that are available today.) Understanding these standards perrains primarily to purchasing a modem, but
these standards also define the functional capabilities of your modem.

Table 13.1
Modem Standards

Standard and Speed

Description

Bell 103 (300 bps)

The first standard used in the early stages
of modem development.

CCI1T* V.21 (300 bps)

The international stan dard for 300 bps
data communications. Established after
the fact for compatibility purposes.

212 (1200 bps)

Established to accommodate 1200 bps
transmissions. Has backward compatibility
to the Bell 103 standard.

Bell 212a (1200 bps)

Uses a different frequency than the 212
standard, but usuaHy has d1e ability to
connect with a modem that uses the 212
standard.
COlli ill lieS
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Table 13.1

Standard and Speed

Description

224 (2400 bps)

International standard (Europe an d the
U.S.). Has the ability ro dro p back to rhe
speed of 1200 bps. Also called the CCITI*
V.22 bis in Europe and the US.

CCITI* V.32 (9600 bps)

An internatio nal standard for full duplex
syn chronous o r asynchronous communi·
cation that uses a two wire dial-up or
leased line e nviro nment. Includes
automatic drop back to 2400 bps.

CCITI'* V.32 bis (14,400 bps)

Similar to V.32, bur defines the standards
for data communications up to sp eeds o f
14,400 bps with a fa ll back to L2,000 bps.

Continued

• CCJ'/Tslnndsfor the Com ill] CoiiSIIIntiflntematiollnl Telegmpbiq11e el Telepboo11ique
(lnlemallonnl Collsllllaliue Commillee 011 Telegrapb a 11d TcfepbonJ~· 77Jis lnlemcl·
tiona! organ ization eslflblisbes protocols and sumdnrdsfor telepbone· and
communiCCllioriS·relaled indllslries.

\Vhen you open a modem manual, you find several pages that discuss
the standards and their associated auributes for each of the modem's
op erating speeds. Do n't confuse V.32 a nd V.32 bis. If you really want a
V.32 bis mode m and instead get one that is only V.32, you will be
d isappointed .

Data Compression and Error Correction Protocols
Some modems have built-in data compression capabilities. The capability
to compress dam as it is sene can increase the modem's effective speed,
both the baud rate and the bits pe r second . Because d1e modem
perfo rms the d ata compression, the mode m iliat is receiving the dam as
well as d1e o ne sending it must use ilie same protocols or methods to
achieve this task.
Anoth er task that your modem automatically performs is error correction. Several standards for e rror correctio n exist, and some of d1e error
correction p rotocols also provide clam compressio n. Although you could
probably live the rest of your life without ever knowing these things, mis
information helps to demystify o ne of the most arcane areas of
Macintosh operations.
Table 13.2 lists me diffe rent error correction and data compression
protocols curre ntly used in modems.
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Table 13.2
Error Correctio n and Data
Compression Protocols

Protocol

Description

MNP* Class I

Erro r correction for asynchro nous half duplex
communications.

MNI'* Class 2

Erro r correction fo r asynchro nous full duplex
communicatio ns.

MNP* Class 3

Error correctio n used to convert data into a synchro·
no us protocol even tho ugh the actual data link is
asynchro nous. Increases data transmission speeds by
eliminating the need for stop bits.

MNP* Class 4

Error correction that is basically the sam e as !'viNP 3
except that MNP 4 can negotiate the size o f a da1a
packet.**

MNP* Class 5

The first established data compression standard.
Enables a mo dem to achieve a 2 to 1 rate o f data
compressio n. Don't usc this pro tocol if you arc
transferring files that have been compressed by
software.

CCriTV.42

An international standard fo r e rror correction. Provides

better erro r correctio n than MNP 4 and works better
over poor-quality phone lines. If V.42 cannot be used ,
the modem auto matically tries MNP 4. If MNP 4 fails,
the modem docs no t usc any erro r ~.:urrectio n .
CCI'IT V.42 bis

A data compressio n protocol that is referred to as
U\1'-M .*** Compatible with MNP 5, so a modem tries to
usc MN P 5 if the modem canno t use V.42 bis. Much
mo re effective (comp ression rates of 4 to l) than MNP
5. Can detect files that have been compressed by
software and does no t try to compress them again .

• MNP stmulsfor tbe Microcom Networking Protocol.
•• A daw packet is a predefined number of bits or bytes all sell/ as a group.
••• LA.P-M Is /be Link Access Procedure for Modems.

Modem Speed
As modem technology evolves, you can send data at increasingly faster
speeds. The lower speed modems (2400 bps) are full duplex asynchronous devices, while the high speed modems (9600 and 14,400 bps) are
full duplex synchronous or asynchro nous devices.
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Speed becomes an issue when your modem has V.42 bis or MNP 5
capabilities. Wid1 V.42 and MNP 5 you can, if your software sets up your
modem properly, double the effective speed of a 2400 bps modem to
4800 bps. The same applies ro 9600 bps modems. If you use a 9600 bps
modem with v. 42 bis, your data rate can jump ro 38,400 bps, which
provides a theoretical speed of 2,250K per minute, and your baud rate
can be as high as 57,600.
To obtain the maximum data rate p ossible for your mod em, you need to
consider a few other fac tors. One factor is the condition of the pho ne
lines. If the phone lines are clean (no fluctuations in the signal strength,
no static, and no extraneous noise), your modem operates at its optimum. Othenvise, the error correctio n kicks into effect and ultimately
reduces the overall speed. The drop in effective speed due to e rror
checking is because the modems and computers have to start co nfirming
all data u-ansactions, which takes additio nal time and requires more data
to be sent and sometimes resem.
Your compute r also has to be able to keep up with the data transfer
rates. If you are running your communications program in the background and working with a CPU-intensive application, the data transfer
rate decreases because the CPU cannot process the data it is receiving at
its optimum rate. If you are using virtual me mory, o r if your te rminal
package has a small data buffer, you also impede the speed at which
your Mac can process the data it is receiving, which slows down the
mode m.
If you have a choice, use the modem port rather than the primer port.
On all Macs manufactured since the SE, the mo dem port supports synchronous data transmissions; d1e printer port, however, does not. If you
do have ro use the printer port, make sure d1at AppleTalk is n.rned off in
the Chooser. AppleTalk can interfe re with data transfers because d1e
ApplcTalk drive r takes control o f d1e printer port.

The AT Command Set
The AT command set is a standard set of commands used to configure a
modem. With the command set, you tell your mo de m to dial, what error
correction and data compression protocols to use, and set other
mode m-controlled aspects of d1e data communications process.
The AT command set is in the public domain and is available for any
manufacturer to use. Don't confuse d1is command set with Hayes
compatibility. Hayes uses what is called the Hayes Standard AT Command Set and only those modems that use the same AT command
language as Hayes are compatible. If a modem manufacture r claims to be
Hayes-compatible, the modem must also use the patented escape
seque nce me ntioned .
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If your modem does not use d1e standard AT command language, you
will probably have problems with the modem. Most software is wrinen
to rake advantage of and use a fu ll AT command language-no r a subset
of it.
The AT command set can differ in subtle ways from one manufacturer to
another. The set of AT commands that your modem uses is lis te d in your
mo de m manual. Communication software usually handles all o f your
configu ration issues. If your communicatio ns software requires special
drivers to work. however, you need to make sure the software has a
driver that works with your modem, check with the software's manufacturer. The drive rs are usually named for the type o f modem they
supporr. Always try using me Hayes-compatible driver and any generic
driver before you give up . AJ so, some drive rs wo rk on modems o ther
than the o nes they were manufactured for, so you may have to experime nt with driver types before you find o ne that works.

Status lights
Most modems have status lights, which tell you the speed at which tl1e
modem is operating, whether the modem is set to auto answer, whemer
the modem is send ing and receiving data, and so o n. These lights are
useful for keeping you informed and for troubleshooting.
There are no standards fo r status lighrs. Each manufacn1rer makes its
own combination of lights and assigns its own meanings to the lights. To
determine what the different srarus lights on you r modem mean, read
you r modem manual.
If the modem you are thinking about buying does not have status lights,
reconsider the purchase. These lights he lp you mo re easily determine
the root of a problem if someming goes wrong with the modem .
On me other hand, if you have an internal mo dem on a 1\-lacintosh
Portable o r a PowerBook, or if you are using a battery-powered modem
with a portable Mac. you might not want status ligh ts. The lights only
add another drain to tl1e battery, and the modem power will su ffer a
quicke r de mise.

Fax Modems
Using a s~1ndard fax machine to send and receive faxes can be timeconsuming and expensive. In me last fe-.,v years, using your Macintosh to
send and receive faxes has become possible. If you do not need to send
a lot of fa..xes that have to be scanned, using your Mac as a fax machine
can be a real time saver. If most of the faxes you need to send to others
are nor generated o n your Mac. you would probably be better off using a
standard fax machine.
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You can get software that enables you to network your fax modem so
that several people on your network can use the modem. A fax modem
can enable you to see that documents look great, and you do not need
to leave your desk to send or receive them.
All fax modems serve double duty as data modems as well. The newest
breed of fax/data modems operate at 9600 or 14,400 bps and can send
faxes at the same rate. These modems are usually group 1 and group 3
fax-compatible devices, which means they can communicate with all
standard stand-alone fax machines. Opemting a fax/data modem is as
easy as using the Print command from within any application. The only
applications that do not work well with a fax/data modem are those that
require a PostScript printer.
Each software package usually consists of an extension that sets up the
fax/data modem to receive, a Chooser extension that enables you to
print a fax from almost any application, and a fax manager to set up
phone books, view faxes, and print the faxes you receive. Usually, the
management software or an included utility can also can conven
graphics (PJCr and MacPaint) into faxes and vice versa. In addition to
the essential components, a fax/data modem usually has a control panel
for monitoring incoming faxes and notifying you when you receive one.
The one big drawback to most fax modems is that when they are set to
receive faxes, they cannot be used to receive data-and vice versa. ff you
want a system that can receive faxes and at the same time, using the
same modem, let someone call in and have access to your network, you
will probably have to get two modems. Use one modem with the serial
port and the other with d1e printer port. You may also need a Lineswitching device. The line-switching device routes incoming faxes to the
fax modem and data calls to your data modem. Several manufacrurers
are building intelligent line switching into modems, but built-in line
switching is not yet a common fearure.
The final drawback with a fax modem is disk space. If you save copies of
your faxes for legal or other purposes, especially if you receive a lot of
faxes, you will find d1at faxes use a fair amount of disk space. To alleviate
this problem, you can store old faxes on floppy disks.

Principles of Purchasing aModem
A 2400 bps modem is the slowest modem you should consider purchasing. A 2400 bps modem should have what is called V.42 and MNJ> 5. The
next section, which discusses error correction and data compression,
explains these terms. The difference in price between a modem without
these features and one with these features is nominaL
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A large price difference (about $200 to S300) exists between a 9600 bps
modem and the slower 2400 bps variety. But if you can afford the 9600
bps modem, buy it. As with the 2400 bps modem, make sure that the
9600 bps modem su pports V. 42 and MNP 5.

14,400 bps modems, also referred to as 9600 V.32 bis, usually cost about
SlOO more than the 9600 bps modems. With modems that operate at the
higher speeds, you have some special concerns. If the modem does not
come with its own cable, you need a special cable capable of hardware
handshaking. If you are using a Mac Plus, you cannot use the modem in
a synchronous mode. In addition, make sure that the modem uses the
standard protocols (V. 42 and MNP 5) listed previously.
When purchasing a modem, be sure that you inquire as w what software
comes with the modem. The manufacturer usually provides a communi·
cations package with the modem. The included software might be a fullfeatured communications package, in which case you wouldn't need w
purchase another package. On the other hand, the modem might be
bundled with a remarkably featureless package. Investigate the software
before you purchase a modem.

Modem Manufacturers
Table 13.3 lists modem manufacturers. Before you buy a modem, you
need to investigate the company. The quality of service varies greatly
between companies. If you shop for price, you pay in service. Hayes and
U.S. Robotics are the big names in the industry.

Table 13.3
Modem Manufacturers

Product

Manufactllrer

Description

2400X Modem

.\1icro Electronic
Technologies

2400 baud e.xtemal modem
for any Macintosh.

Apple Dara
Modem 2400

Apple Computer, Inc.

2400 baud external
modem for any Macintosh ;
not Hayes compatible.

Bullet E9696M

Computer Friends, Inc.

9600 bps modem for
Macintosh Plus or higher.

Lightspecd 2400LE Computer Friends, Inc.

2400 bps modem uses
MNP 5 protocols; Hayescompatible.

Cellblazcr

High-performance cellular
modem for Macintosh 512
or higher.

Telebit Corporation

continues
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Table 13.3

Product

Manufacturer

Description

TlOOO, T1500,
T2000,T2500

Tclebit Corporatio n

Family of modems for
Macintosh; 1'2500 operates
up to 19,200 bps.

Trailblazer Plus

Telebit Corporation

High-speed modem for
transmissio ns up to
19,200 bps.

Comstarion Three

PSI Integratio n, Inc.

9600 bps external data
modem for Macintosh Plus
or higher.

TraveiCom

PSI Integration, Inc.

External 9600 bps V.32
data modem that operates
on a 9-volt battel}' or AC
adapter. About the size of a
deck of cards; fully Hayescompatible.

Courier Modems

U.S. Robotics, Inc.

Family of modems fo r
Macintosh Plus or higher.

Spo rtster Modems

U.S. Robotics, Inc.

Family of modems fo r
Macintosh Plus or higher;
2400 CA1ernal model uses
MN11 5 protocols.

WorldPon

U.S. Robotics, Inc.

1200 to 9600 bps travel
modems for Macintosh
Plus o r higher; includes an
acoustic interface for
international compatibility.
The 2400 bps model uses
v.42 bis error correction
protocols.

Datalink Express

Applied Engineering

2400 baud external modem
for Macintosh Plus o r
higher.

DataLink/Mac

Applied Engineering

2400 baud internal modem
for Macintosh II. Both
models available with
MNP 5 protocol and send
fax o ptions.

Macintosh
Communications
Package

Practical
Peripherals, Inc

Continued
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Product

Manufactllrer

Description

Smartpack 9600
for the Macintosh

Practical
Peripherals, Inc.

Complete modem
packages for any
Macintosh.

PMI2008A Mini,
PM2400
Stand Alone,
PM9600SA

Practical
Peripherals, Inc.

1200, 2400, and 9600
baud ~1ernal modems
fo r any Macintosh.

Maxlite

MacronLx, Inc.

Compete line of pocket
modems including a 9600
v.32 bis with v.42bis and
MNP5.

MD2400

EMAC (Divisio n of
Everex Systems)

300/1200/2400
baud modem with MNP 5
protocols.

Midget Mac

lncomm Data
Systems, Inc.

1200 and 2400 baud
internal and external
modems for Macintosh
Plus or higher.

MultiModem
224E!224E7

Multi-Tech Systems, Inc. 300/ 1200/2400 baud
modems for Macintosh
512K or higher.

MultiModem V32

Multi-Tech Systems, Inc. 300/1200!2400!9600 baud
modem with error
correction protocols.

NetModem v.32

Shiva Corporation

9600 bps modem for the
AppleTalk network

NetModem V2400

Shiva Corporation

2400 baud modem for the
AppleTalk network.

NetModem/E

Shiva Corporation

High-speed modem for
network.~ with Novell
NetWare, AppleTalk or
EtherNet.

ProModem
12UOG, 2400G,
2400M , 9600

Prometheus Products,
Inc.

12001300, 2400/12001300,
and 2400 baud external
modems.

ProModcm
2400MII, 2400SE

Prometheus
Products, Inc.

2400 baud
internal modems for
Macintosh II and
Macintosh SE o r SE/30.
cominues
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Table 13.3
Continued

Product

Manufacturer

Description

QuickTcl

Logicode
Technology, Inc.

Complete line of
modems from 2400 bps to
9600 bps with v.32bis and
V.42bis.

Smardink 24005
and 2400M

Archtck America
Corporation

2400 baud modems for use
with any .Macintosh.

Smartlink 9600

Archtek America
Corporation

9600 baud modem for
any Macintosh.

Smartmodem
1200, 2400,9600

Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.

External modems for use
with any Macintosh.

V-Scries
Smartmodem
2400,9600

Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.

V-Scries ltra
Hayes Microcomputer
Smartmodem 9600 Products, Inc.
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V-Series Ultra
Smartmodem 144

llayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.

Smartmodem
2400M

II ayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.

V-Series
Smartmodem

Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.

Personal Modem
2400plus and
Smancom for
the Macintosh

Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.

Internal modems for
Macintosh II fa mily.

Asynchronous modem for
usc with any Macintosh.

SupraModem 2400 Supra Corporation

300/1200/2400 baud
llayes-compatible external
modem.

SupraModem 9600 Supra Corporation

High-speed modem.

Supra.Modem
2400 Plus

Supra Corporation

External modem uses
both MNP and V.42bis
protocols.

SupraModem
MacPac

Supra Corporatio n

Complete package for
Macintosh Plus or higher.

ViVa 9642e

Computer
Peripherals, Inc.

High-speed,
high-perfo rmance, fullduplex, 9600 baud modem
for Macintosh Plus or
higher.

Product

Manufacturer

Description

Zoom/Modem
MX 2400

Zoom Telepho nics, lnc.

2400 baud modem for
Macintosh 512K o r higher.

Communications Software
Communications softwa re enables a computer and modem to work
together and connect to another computer modem combination. You
must use your software to set up the baud rate, configu re the modem,
and make the data connection. Choose software with ·which you are
comfortable.

Communications Software Terms
Table 13.4 lists the terms you will likely encounter when using or
dealing wid1 communications software.

Table13.4
Communication Software
Tcnns

Tem1

Meaning

8th Bit

Strip the 8th bit from every character you send when
communicating in mo des that use stop bits.
Different erro r correctio n protocols can then
p rocess your data more easily. Strip the 8th bit is
usually a default setting.

ASCII

American Standard Code for Information Interchange. Used as the acronym for d1e representation
of numbe rs, characters, and control characters used
in data or digital communications. 128 characters
exist in the ASCII s tandard set and 256 in the
ex'tcnded set. Your modem manual o r your software
manual sho uld have a chan of the ASCII set. A direct
relatio nship exists between the number of characters in the ASCII set and the number of bits per b)'le
you r mo d em and communications package are
using. 128 equals 27 • which is the maximum number o f character representations for a 7-bit b}'le, and
256 equals 2H, or the total possible for an 8-bit b}'le.
COIIIilllleS
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Term

Meaning

Auto Wrap

An option available when you are receiving text that
exceeds t.he number of columns you have set fo r
your terminal. Your options include whether to have
a line feed and carriage return placed at the end of
each line as it is wrapped.

Binary

The non-Macintosh standard format for transferring
data.

Capture

Saving the data that you arc receiving on your
terminal to a text file as you receive it. Because you
can open the capture fi le and read it at your leisure,
c.1pruring data is a good way to make sure that you
do not. miss anything.

Carriage Rerurn

The ASCI I character that tells your terminal or word
processor to sran at the beginning of the next line
when combined with a line feed. If you usc a
carriage rerurn by itself, your tenninal moves the
cursor back to the beginning of the row it is on and
does nm start a new one.

Columns

In data communications, the space that a single
character uses. The standard column setting is 80,
which means that your terminal will display 80
characters across. You will often have to tell the host
terminal how many columns you want displayed. Lf
you are capturing data that you want to move to a
spreadsheet or database, you might need to use a
column width of 132 to 180.

Control Character

An ASCII number that represents a nonl)•ping
control code such as a carriage return or tab. The
ASCII number for a carriage return is 0 13, and the
number for a tab is 009.

CRC

An acronym for Cycle RedundanC)' Check or
Checksum, the fundamental basis for all error
detection and correction protocols. This method
adds the number of bytes in a data string and
calculates a number thar is then used by the
receiving computer. which performs the same
calculation, to check its results against the number
transmitted. If these numbers arc nor d1e same, an
error has occurred.

Term

Meaning

Display Buffer

An area that keeps data tJlat has scrolled off the
tcrminar s screen. The buffer e nables you tO go back
and look at messages that have come and gone, so
you do not have to ask fo r data ro be retransmi!led.
You can usually d ellne the size of the display buffer.

Echo

Setting this o ption means that your terminal d isplays
each character as you type it. If you arc using a full
d uplex modem. it will usually echo the characters
you type so that you do no t have to set the local
echo. If you have a synchronous connection,
however, you will need the local echo turned o n to
see what you are typing and sending to the host
compute r. Because most asynch ronous connections
echo back what you type, yo u can generally turn off
the local echo.

Host

The com puter w ith which you are having the
commu n ications sessio n.

IBM PC/ANS I

Te rminal configuratio n that uses the ANSI standard
fo r displaying text and graphics.

Ke rmit

A special llle transfer protoco l to send 8-bit d ata

while using a 7-bit environment. ll is used primarily
in universities and government agencies. It has erro r
correction and the capability to send multiple flies.
MacBinary

A sp ecial binary pro tocol that allows a Macintosh llle

to be transfe rred so that it re tains its file info rmatio n, such as its creator and type codes. This
p rotocol also keeps the data and resource forks
separate. If you receive files that are not in
Macl3inary fo rmat, you must convert them to
MacBina11' fo rmat b efore you can use the fiJes. If you
usc a non-Macintosh machine to receive Macintosh
files, the files you receive arc not in MacBinary
format.
Packet

A group o f bits or byres that are looked at as a

complete unit. Data transfer protocols use packets
of varying sizes (up to L024 bytes) to s peed d ata
tra nsmissions.
Printer Echo

A featu re that sends data that you receive directly to

yo ur printer so that the data is printed while you are
receiving it.
COlliill iteS
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Table 13.4

Term

Meaning

Remote Compute r

The computer that initiates the communicatio ns
session. The remme computer contacts the host
computer.

Row

A line of text as the terminal displays it. You can set
how many rows of d ata you want displayed. You
also must tell the host computer how many rows to
send you before telling it to send another set. Each
set o f rows is often referred to as a screen.

Scripts

A macro that can be used to auto mate the log-in
process. Some packages e nable you to automate
your entire communications sessio n by using
scripts. If d1e package you are using has a pO\verful
scripting lan guage, you can actually use it to create
your O\vn s pecial-purpose communications
application.

Terminal

Generic term for the window d1at displays anything
you type or any text you receive during a communications session. Your terminal can be set up to
interact with other computers, where your keyboard
is remapped to confo rm to whatever the host
computer requires.

TI'Y

Abbreviation for TeleType. This term describes a
basic terminal configuration.

VT 52 thro ugh

Designations fo r different terminal-emulation
configurations. These designations are primarily
used with DEC V!IX computers.

Continued
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XMODEM

A data transfer protocol for sending text or binary
files. It was o ne o f the first protocols to includ e
automatic error checking and correction during the
d ata transfer.

YMODEM

An exte nsion ofXMODEM. Its added abilities
include sending multiple files, the file name , and d1e
file size.

YMODEM-G

A variatio n on the YMODEM protocol that sends
files witho ut error correction in rapid bursts. If an
erro r occurs, the transfer is terminated.

ZMODEM

The latest in data transfer pro tocols. It works Like
YMODEM-G except that it can reo·ansmit data that
has an e rror. Lf the transmissio n is interrupted, it
can resume where it left off. Use this protocol if you
are using V.42 bis modem.

Macintosh Data Communication Software
When looking for your data communications software, the rules for
purchasing software apply. (For more information about purchasing
soft\vare, refer to Chapter 16.) Each of d1e different packages perform
the same basic function, but each package performs d1e function just a
little differently. Table 13.5 lists many of the communications packages
available.

Table 13.5
Communications Packages

Package

Mamifacturer

Description

Acknowledge

Prometheus
Products, Inc.

'l'elecommunications
application development
platform. This package
enables you to create
custom communications
packages.

Doubletalk

BaseLine
Publishing, Inc.

Unique and versatile
communications package
that includes remOteaccess capabilities.

MacTerminal

Apple Computer, Inc.

Basic communications
and terminal-emulation
package.

~i croPhone

and II

Software Ventures
Corporation

Full-featured communications packages.
Version II is more
advanced than 1.5 and
includes a complete
scri pting language for
creating your own
applications.

PacerTerm

Pacer Software, Inc.

High-end communications and terminalemulation package \Yith
scripting capabilities .

Quick Link II

Smith Micro
Software, Inc.

Basic communications
and terminal-emulation
package.

VersaTerm

Synergy Software

Full-fea tured telecommunications and terminalemulation package. Good
package if you need ro
connect DEC or IBM
mainfr.tmes.

1.5

...
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Table 13.5

Package

Manufacturer

Description

White Knight

The FreeSoft Company

High-powered communications and emulation
package with a high-end
scripting language.

Continued

Data Communication Utilities
Depending on the tasks you perform using your modem, you probably
need a couple of communications uti lities. If you are downloading files,
for example, you definitely need a data compression utility. Text editors
are a helpful tool for performing the tedious task of stripping control
c haracters and unwanted carriage retu rns from text files.

Data Compression Utilities
Data compression utilities compress your data-sometimes by as much
as much as 50 percent or greater. Besides reducing the size of your files
to speed data transfers, you can use these utilities to save disk space on
your hard drive.
Only a few data compression utilities are popu lar on a wide scale. They
are Stufflt, Stufflt Deluxe, and Compactor. Although d1ey all perform d1e
same basic function, they do it in different ways and are not necessarily
compatible. Stufflt Lite is an excelle nt shareware utility and probably has
all of the basic compression functionality you will ever need; it is
included wid1 this book.
Archived files usually have an extension added to the file name. Extensions help identify the type of archive you are working with. Compactor
files have a .cpt extension, and Stufflt files usually have an .sit extension.
Some Stufflt files have the extension .sea, which stands fo r self-extracting
archive. Selfe.xtracting arcbives are programs that you double-click to
extract; you the refore do not need the utility program.

Stufflt Deluxe
The original aud10r of Stuftlt, Ray Lau, is a shareware success story. Lau
wrote d1e program while he was in high school and distributed it as
shareware. For several years, Stufflt was the only standard for data
compression.
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Stufflt Deluxe is the latest incarnation of the original Stuffit. Of all the
available compression utilities, Stufflt Deluxe is the most comprehensive.
It is System 7-compatible and can decompress a variety of different
archive formats, including ones for MS-DOS machines and UNIX formats.
Figure 13.1 shows the basic working window for Stufflt Deluxe.

Fig. 13.1
A window in Srufflt Deluxe.
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Stufflt Deluxe also comes with a useful utility called SpaceSaver.
SpaceSaver auto matically compresses files that have not bee n used for a
predetermined amount of time (see fig. 13.2). The package works in the
background and is an excelle nt utility. SpaceSaver is an extension that is
controlled by a control panel.

Fig. 13.2
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The SpaceSaver contro l
panel.
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Stufflt Lite 3.0
Stufflt Lite is included on a disk wid1 this book. Chapte r 21 contains
instructions for using this program. Stuffit Lite 3.0 is d1e newest version
of the shareware version of Stuftlt and is System 7 compatible. You
can access Srufflt Lite 3.0 through Apple events so you can use it with
Frontier or Q uicKeys (Stuftlt Deluxe is also Apple Events aware) . Figure 13. 3 shows a downloaded file ready to be extracted by Stufflt Lite.
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Fig. 13.3
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Stufflt Deluxe and Stuf.flt Lite are published by Aladdin Systems, Inc.

Compactor
Compactor is an extremely easy-to-use shareware program that is
emerging as a new standard for data compression. It is published by
Bill Goodman and is available on most BBSs and on-line services.

Text Editors
Two text editors work well fo r massaging text that you have downloaded. If you find that you need to rearrange the data in a consistent
fashion (maybe to insert it into a database, word processor, o r page
layout package) investigate these packages.

Vantage
Vantage is a desk accessory that is also a powerftll text editor. It has
macro capabilities, and you can e nhance it with extensions. Many of the
basic text editing capabilities are available without you r creating a macro.
Figure 13.4 shows a Vantage window that displays some of Vantage's
capabilities. Vantage is published by BaseLine Publishers.

Quality Editor (OUED)
Consider purchasing QUED if you inte nd to perform sophisticated text
e diting and manipu lation. lf the text can be cleane d, QUED can clean ir.
Originally developed for programme rs, QUED has a powerful macro
language based on a UNIX language called Grep. Unfortunately, the
macro language is un-Mac-like a nd difficult to use. QUED is published by
Nisus Software.
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Fig. 13.4
A window in Vantage.
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AQuick Guide for Data Communications
This section demonstrates a simple terminal sessio n for logging onto a
local bulletin board. This section covers how to configure your software,
and how ro automatically and manually dial inro the BBS. The steps in
this section use MicroPho ne II from Software Ventures as an example,
but the basic procedures are the same fo r all communications packages.
In order ro use your communicatio ns software, you must check each of
the settings displayed in the examples below. Any language specific to
data communicatio ns is defined in previous sections. The steps also
de monstrate the same procedures using the Macintosh Communications
Toolbox. The interface for the Communications Toolbox is the same
regardless of what software package you are using.
These are the basic steps:
1. Configure your modem.

2. Configure your terminal.
3. Log in and sign on.
4. Log off and hang up.

Configuring Your Modem
First, you need to tell your Macintosh the modem's type, the mode m's
speed, where the modem is connected (serial or printe r port), and the
other information in figure 13.5. Figure 13.6 shows the same settings
using the Macintosh Communications Toolbox (MCT).
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Fig. 13.5
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Bod1 figures show where you set the baud rare, data bits, parity, stop
bits, and flow contro l (handshake). Each allow for d1e specific mode m
selections. In these figures, a Hayes modem is selected , ald1ough the
mode m being used is a Maxlite 96-144 pocket modem made by
Macronix, Inc. The Ma.xlite is Hayes compatible and works with a Hayes
configuration.
You also need to know whal baud and other communications settings
you need to connect to the host computer. Regardless of the capabilities
of your modem, you must match the settings available o n the BBS that
you are contacting. There is no magic way to know what settings co use
u nless you have been told . A good guess for almost any service or BBS
would be 2400 baud, 8 data bits,O stop bits, and no parity. If these
settings do nor work, you will have to experime nt Another popular
setting is 2400 baud. 7 data bits, 1 stop bit, and even parity.
The flow control is set to XOn-XOff because the mode m does not have
a hardware handsha king cable attached and the MCT does not support
hardware handshaking in th is configuration . (If you use the Hayes
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Modem Tool rather than the Apple Modem Too l, MCT would support
hardware handshaking.) Remember that handshaking is directly related
to your modem's capabilities, so this setting varies, depending on your
modem. If you want to be safe, always use XOn-XOff.
Double-check the serial porr setting. If you intend to use a high-speed
modem, make sure that you are using the mode m port.
In figure 13.6, the MCT settings include the phone numbe r you want to
dial, how many times and how often to re try the number if you do not
connect, and whether ro answer the phone automatically. The othe r
setting is for pulse or tone dialing. Under most circumstances, you
should use rone diali ng, unless your pho ne service d oes not suppon
tone dialing. Using tone dialing enables you (after you get some experience) to use the rone dia ling features to turn off special phone company
fea tures such as call waiting.
Select the modem driver that works with your modem in MicroPhone or
the Communications Toolbox. f-igures 13.7 and 13.8 show the diffe rent
modem d rivers that both setups include.

Fig. 13.7
Available modem selections
for MicroPhone.
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If you r softwa re package does not have modem drivers, you can set only
the basic baud, parity, sto p bits, and flow control settings. All communications packages enable you to set the settings unless they are preset.
Then you have no choice. You then must set the re mainder of your
settings with AT commands from within the terminal. If you need to use
AT commands ro configure your modem, you w ill have to refer to the
users ' manual that came with your modem .
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Fig. 13.8
Available m odem selections
for the Apple Modem Tool.
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Configuring Your Terminal
Figures 13.9 and 13.10 show the tem1inal emulation options yo u have
with bo th from MicroPhone and the Commun ications Toolbox. Under
most circumstances, you will want to use the TIY sening. The terminal
setting you choose dete rmines how your keyboard will act and what you
w iU see on-screen during your communicatio ns session .

Fig. 13.9
Termi nal options in
MicroPhone.
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The te rminal o ptio ns you select control how the terminal displays the
data. Most o f the options are self-explanatory. For basic commu nications
sessions, use the default settings. If you select delete instead of backspace fo r the Dele te key, you will probably be a bit happier with the
session. It is always disconcerting to hit the Dele te key and not have
characters before the cursor disappear. For d1is examp le, the settings
remain at the ir default settings. If you have any questions about what the
settings mean, look in the previous sections for the defrnitions.
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Fig. 13.10
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Dialing In and Signing On
Dialing in and signing onto a BBS involves several steps. First you have
to initialize the mode m. Then you have to dial the nu mber, and finally
you have to perform the ste ps required by the host computer to sign in.
Figure 13.11 shows the AT comma nds that MicroPho ne uses ro initialize
d1e modem. These command s prepare d1e mo de m to use the modem
features. If you have to e nte r this data by typing it into your te rminal
package, make sure d1at you use the pro pe r AT commands. The mode m
manual lists the proper comma nds.
Typing AT tells the mod em that you want to send it informatio n directly,
he nce the name AT command. Whe n you manually ente r AT commands,
you can start the command with AT, and m en e nte r me commands
afterwards witho ut retyping AT until after you press the Return key.
Until the modem has started dialing, you can e nter an AT command.
Afte r a communications sessio n has started , however, you ca nnot send
commands to me modem until you send it the escape sequence.
Sending the escape sequence is likely to end me session as well.
The Commun ications Toolbox initializes the mod em automatically as it
dials your numbe r. You cannot send any special AT commands £ro m
within me terminal. All modem initialization commands must be ente red
in the MCT communicatio ns setup.
Now you are ready to call the BBS. If you <ll"e using Micro f>hone, you can
e nte r the number of the BBS by creating a New Service from me Phone
me nu, as shown in figu re 13.12.
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Fig. 13.11
Modem initialization's AT
command.
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If you are using the Communications Toolbox, you can set the number
in the Connection window. Other programs that use the Toolbox usually
have an Open Connection option that prompts you for the phone
number.

If your communications package does not contain such options, you
have to use an AT command to dial your number. The AT command to
dial a number is ATDT and the phone number. To execute the AT
command, press the Return key. If you are using MicroPhone, simply
select the service you want from the Phone menu. lf you must use a
pulse dialing me thod instead of tone dialing, type ATDP and the n
type the phone number.
You must disable call waiting or call holding while you are using the
mode m. In most areas, you can disable call waiting for the duration of
the phone call by typing *70, before the phone number. lf this number
does not work on your phone, check with your local phone company.
*70 disables the call waiting, and the comma tells the modem to pause
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for two seconds before executing the rest o f the dial command . If you
are using AT commands, the command is the fo Uowing:
ATDT *70 , phone number (fo r tou chtone phon es)
ATOP 1170, phone number (for pulse phones)
The modem ignores all spaces and hyphe ns in yo ur command.
Yo u also need to get past the switchboard if you are not using a d irect
line. Ente r ·whatever code, 9 for example, you normally dial to ge t an
o utside line hefore the pho ne number. If you have several numbers to
dial, enter these numbers before the phone number. Put a comma after
any number that causes you to wait before continuing, and if the wait is
exceptiona Uy lo ng, use however many commas you need to make the
co nnectio n.
Whe n you dial the number, the modem makes a lot of racke t, u nless you
turned off the speaker. Leaving the speaker on can be annoying , but the
speaker is o ne way to de termine whe ther eve rything is go ing according
to plan.
You first hear the modem dial and the ocher phone answer. The n the
two mod ems shriek at each other unti l the shrieks me rge and a connectio n is made. If you do not want to hear the shrieking mode ms, you can
use an AT command to turn off your modem's speaker. Check your
manual fo r more informatio n . This pro cess is called the negotiation
process. After the modems finish this process, the modems are quiet.
After the host mode m answers your mode m, you r modem displays the
connection speed for the session , and you must log in. Figures 13.13
and 13 .14 show the log in and validatio n process. You have to give you r
name and whatever othe r personal info rmatio n the service asks for. The
se rvice then asks you to enter a password.

Fig. 13.13
The initial log in.
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Fig. 13.14
The validation stage.
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Most BBSs have to validate you, meaning the Sysop (System Operawr)
may check your membership, scrutinize the information you provided
during the initial log in process, or do whatever else is necessary to
validate you. If nothing else, validation is a process during which you
get access to certain areas of the BBS.
After the Sysop validates you, the BBS displays messages and miscellaneous information, and then you can go to the areas in which you are
interested. You might want to read the messages, check your mail, or
download files.

Logging Off and Hanging Up
Now that you are connected, you can look around the BBS. If it is a
special-inte rest BBS, you might want to talk to the people who use it,
leave messages, or enter into an ongoing debate.
Whe n you finish using the BI3S, you need to log off the host compu ter
and hang up your modem. Logging off the host computer is easy. just
type in the appropriate command. Figure 13.15 shows the final log off
from the sample sessio n. The procedures for logging off of a BBS differ
from o ne BBS to anod1er.
After you have left the BBS, your modem indicates that d1e connection is
broken.
Now all that is left to do is to hang up the phone. Most software contains
a me nu selection that hangs up the phone, although some do n't. To
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hang up the phone manually, type in the escape sequence to regain
control of your mode m. The standard escape command is the following:

++ +
After you type in the escape command , type ATHO. This command hangs
up your phone. Figure 13.16 shows what the terminal screen looks like
afte r you hang up the phone.

Fig. 13.15
Logging off the host
computer.
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Fig. 13.16
The screen after you hang
up the phone.
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When you participate on BBSs or use on-line services, be aware
d1at some courtesies and little rules have developed over d1e years.
Because most BBSs and forums on commercial services do not
support formatted text, expressing yourself is a little more difficult.
One rule you may want to observe is not to rype with your Caps
Lock key depressed. WI-IEN YOU TYPE THIS WAY, PEOPLE GET
THE IMPRESSION THAT YOU ARE SHOUTING AT THEM.
To make sure the recipient realizes d1at you are trying to be sub de
or humorous, use this notation:

:)
To indicate a wink, use d1is notatio n:
;)

Communications Services
This chapter mentions on-line services often; on-line services are
commercial bulletin boards. They offer access to information d1at covers
a broad r<mge o f subjects. They usually have special-interest groups
(SIGs) d1at cover any numbe r of topics, on-line e ncyclopedias, games,
and computer support areas.
Businesses also use several of these services because of ilieir E-mail
capabilities. The E-mail capabilities alone can make subscribing to an
on-line service worth the expense, especiaJly if the sen rice is the commo n deno minator for a very diverse group of people who all need to
communicate.
This sectio n details d1c basic services fo r d1e major on-line services.
Usually whe n you purchase a modem , you also receive an offer to
subscribe to o ne or more of these services.

ost inirial subscriptions include free connect time so that
you can check out the service and see if it is something you
want to use.

M

All the services compete in the areas of providing E-mail services, access
to news, o n-line e ncyclopedias, shopping, and e nte rtainment. The
quality of the services vary in bmh how they are accessed, in ease of use,
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and in customer service. Various electronics manufacturers maintain a
presence o n the different services. with some manufacturers on more
d1an one service. Aldlough all the on-line services can provide software
specifically designed for dleir service, of those listed, only CompuServc
and GEnie can be accessed by any communications package.
This listing of services is not comprehensive. It o nly includes the most
popular services for Macintosh users.

CompuServe Information Service
CompuServe is the largest of d1e on-line services. In add ition to E-mail
services, you can use CompuServe to shop for everything from office
supplies to cars. If you want the latest news from the wire services, you
can have the wire services searched for keywords and dle news stories
wit h those words saved for you. CompuServe also provides access to
large commercial database services where you can search for articles
published on any subject, perform legal and patent searches, o r obtain
demographic informatio n.
CompuServe offers a basic service for about eight dollars per month that
includes unlim ited access to shopping services, some news, and some
weather information. With dle basic service, you also have access to
some on-line ga mes, the Academic American Encyclopedia, and Consumer Reports, as well as some additional, similar services.
Access to any area outside the scope o f the basic services is billed. Some
of the additional services-which can be expensive-carry a su rcharge in
addition to d1e regu lar hourly connect rates. But the informatio n could
easily pay fo r itself if you get me answer you need to make a business
d ecision o r complete a market analysis.

Applelink
AppleLink is Apple's in-house E-mail and dam information service. At
one time, this service was only available to Apple developers and
business partners. Jt is now available to me general public. lf you need
to communicate with a variety of people who are also involved with the
Macintosh industry, you might want to check into Apple Link.
As an on-line service, its biggest advantage, besides the E-mail service, is
the ability to get information about Apple computers straight from dle
ho rse·s mo urn. If AppleLi nk does n't contain the Mac information that
you want, the information probably doesn't exist.
To get an AppleLin k account, contact APDA, the Apple Programmers and
Developers Association. Appletink requires Apple's Apple Link software.
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GEnie
GEnie is the General Electric Information Service. It is similar to
CompuServe and has a loyal and active me mbership. It provides the
basic services of E-mail, special-interest gro ups, and on-line games.

Prodigy Interactive Personal Service
Prodigy is the Sears on-line service that p rovides limited news, encyclopedia, on-line games, and E-mail services, as well as some entertainme nt
and shopping services. Prodigy is primarily used by home computer
users; it is not the best choice if you are looking for a comprehensive
o n-line service for business purposes. Prodigy requires its own software
in orde r to gain access.

America Online (AOL)
AOL is a very popular on-line service for Mac users-second o nly to
CompuServe. AOL has E-mail, news, entertainment, and other services. It
requires its own software, but it also takes advantage of the Macintosh's
graphical user interface.
A wide variety of fo rums for special interests and manufacturer's support
exist on AOL. Mac\Vor/d maintains its on-line presence o n AOL. AOL also
has news services, entertainme nt, and E-mail services. Of all the services,
AOL is probably the easiest to use.

Summary
This chapter tiptoes through the labyrinth of communications terms you
need to know to get the most from your modem and communications
software. The chapter explains how to use your modem and log onto a
BBS. This chapte r also gives you an idea of on-line services and the
companies that offer them.
Unfortunately, covering every possible communications situation is not
possible. But this chapter does provide the basic information you need
to get started. Telecommunications can have a profound impact on you
a nd your business. If you find a service you like, with p eople you like,
you can join a community with neighbors who are as close as your
Macintosh, but who live 3,000 miles away.
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Networking
pple saw networking as one
of the keys to the future.
Apple built basic networking
hardware into its ftrst Mac,
the Macintosh 128K, and
since then has expanded the
capability. Every Macintosh
has the built-in capacity to
network with other Macintoshes.
The levels of network sophistication vary, but with any Mac, you
have the capacity to connect and
share data with any other
Macintosh.
This chapter looks at the following
network topics:
•

Network basics

•

Networking hardware

•

Networking software in Syste m 7

•

Networking utilities

• Troubleshooting a network
The emphasis of this chapte r is on using the networking capabilities you
get with an}' of the current Macintoshes. The other area of in-depth
discussion is setting up and using a single-zone AppleTalk network in a
small office.
The small-office foc us is on planning w hat you need and how to use it,
rather than on setting up a network. Although this topic is too broad to
cover compre he nsively, the chapte r can give you some ideas about
network possibilities and how you might increase productivity and
comm unications wi th a small number of networked Macs.

Understanding Network Basics
This section is an introduction to networks. Most of the concepts in this
sectio n apply to all computers. As with data communications terminology, network language can be a particular problem because it rapidly
expands beyond Macintosh boundaries. Apple has gone to great lengths
to make Macintosh networking as simple as possible. Beyond the
Macintosh, however, networks become much more complicated and
more difficult to use and manage. This section attempts to clarify the
concepts that are essential to understanding networks.

What Is a Network?
A network, in the simplest sense, is any two computing devices that are
connected together. A network usually refers, however, to a nu mber of
computers (from a few to many) and o ther peripheral devices connected
togethe r so that they all can share common resources. The common
resources can be printers, hard drives, mode ms, fax modems, or almost
any other device that can be attached to a computer.
The idea of "shared resources" is central to u nderstanding a multiplecomputer network. Cabling and connectors that attach all the devices
constitute the physical network. But by using a switcb box (a box that
allows access to different peripheral devices from one computer by
turning a switch), for example, you can connect several Macs to a
primer, but not have a network because each Mac operates with the
printer as a dedicated device and not a shared resource. In a network,
special ne tworking software enables the vario us Macs and other compute rs to use a printer, for instance. Although each connected computer
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treats the resources as if they were declicatecl , the software contro ls
access to the shared devices. The software even has the computer tell
you to wait when the shared resource is in use.
So, to have a network, you need three components: the p hysical
connection between the computers and other devices, the appropriate
hardware in the compute rs that use the connection, and the software
that makes the connection operate. A Mac has the sofhvare for operating
o n a network built into the ROMs or the System. The basic hardware
needed for a Mac to access a network is built into the logic board and
accessed via the prime r pon ; all you need tO provide is the cabling. After
you have connected a Mac and a PostScript LaserWriter, for example, you
technically have a network , although again, the term usually refers to
more than just o ne Mac and a LaserWriter. figure 14.1 shows a diagram
of a conventional network setup, consisting of Macs, MS-DOS machines,
a printer, and a file server.

Fig. 14.1
Diagram of a basic
network.

The term local area network (IAN) describes a single network and all
the devices it contains for one physical location-hence, the "local." A
LAN does no t have to consist of just Macintoshes, but can include DOS,
UNIX, mainframe, and o ther computers. The network is the connection of d iffe rent local devices in a way that clara can move between the
different machines o r the compU£ers can access shared devices. If your
office, for instance, has several Macintoshes, a cou ple ofLaserWriters,
and o ne MS-DOS machine (tO which a very stubborn person clings) all
connected together, you have a LAN.
You can extend a network to include computers that are not connected
directly to the LAN, or to connect several LANs. Connected networks
constitute a ne tworking environment called an internet. An example of
an internet is two LANs, on diffe re nt floors of the same building, that are
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connected. Connecting the networks requires a hardware device that
makes the two networks' services available to all the users on both
networks. Two such devices are routers and local gateways. Whenever a
router or a gateway is used, you have an internet, and each network is
called a zone. Figure 14.2 shows two LANs (zones) connected with a
router or gateway.

Fig. 14.2
An

internet.

A network is usually named after its prorocol or its type of cabling.
Therefore, Macintosh networks are called AppleTalk, LocaiTalk, or
PhoneNET, unless they are operating on EtherNet or another type of
network such as Token Ring. Aprotocol is the set of rules under which
the network operates. In most cases, the protocol is an established
standard that is recognized within the industry. All Macintoshes have,
built into them, the basic hardware and software necessary so that they
can be used on a network. The protocol for the Mac's built-in network is
called AppleTalk. Because the Mac can use other protocols besides
AppleTalk, an overview of the most popular protocols follows. To use a
different protocol, you have to get the appropriate hardware and
software.
The difference between a router, sometimes called a bridge, and a
gateway is that a router connects two networks that use the same
network protocol, and a gateway connects networks using different
protocols. A gateway u-anslates the different protocols so that each
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network can communicate with the othe r. Although the terms router,
bridge, and gateway are often used inte rchangeably, this chapter uses
these terms very specifically.
A furthe r extensio n o f the internet concept involves ne tworks in differe nt geographic locations that are connected by modems that, by using
special software and hardware, act as routers (see fig. 14.3). A modem
connection can usc a phone line dedicated to the network or a standard
phone line. An internet consisting of LANs at differe nt geographical
locations is called a wide area network, or a WAN. (\'VAN is an acronym
used primarily in writing and not as a conversatio nal term.)

Fig. 14.3
A WAN , an internet
connected b)' modems
and routers.

The rest of th is section d iscusses most protocols used on the Macintosh,
including AppleTalk, EtherNet, and ISDN. Also covered are the cabling
optio ns for each of these networks, as well as some discussio n o n
net\vork topologies. This sectio n is fairly technical; if you are new to
networks, don 't expect to absorb all of this information in one pass. As a
whole, this section is a combination o f ne tworking theory and practical
applicatio ns. You should , if nothing else, be able to talk like you know
the su bject :tfter you finish reading the section.
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Apple Talk
AppleTalk is Apple's protocol fo r the Mac and has been a part of the Mac
since the Macimosh 128K. The pro tocol has gone through changes.
Currently, AppleTaJk has two impleme ntations: Phase 1 and Phase 2.
AppleTalk Phase 1 is used when you set up a LocalTalk o r PhoneNET
ne two rk. (LocalTaJk and Pho ne NET are rwo different cabling standards.)
Regardless of the type of cabling, if you are just plugging cable connectors into the Printer port of your Macintosh, it is using Phase 1
AppleTalk. System 7 includes AppleTalk Phase 2, but it is used only if
you are on an Ed1e rNet (these terms will be discussed later in the
chapter). Like all things compu ter, d1e differe nt implementations of
AppleTalk have numbers; if d1e version number is e qual to o r gre ater
than 53, the version su pports the basic e lements of AppleTalk Phase 2.
All version numbers of 52 and lower are Phase 1 AppleTalk only. Phase 2
s upports aU the eleme nts o f Phase 1 and is also required fo r EtherNet.
Determining the version number can be a bit difficult. To find the
number, you can use a program such as Now Utilities Profiler o r a
control panel called Mac Envy, which is available on comme rcial on-line
services o r fro m your local user group. Figure 14.4 s hows that d1e tested
Mac comains Apple Talk version 56, w hich is Phase 2 compatible .
Re member dtat just because you are using a version of AppleTalk that is
Phase 2 com patible does no t mean that you are operating in a Phase 2
mode.

Fig. 14.4
Mac Envy showing the
loaded AppleTalk version.

Apple Talk version

The difference between Phase 1 and Phase 2 AppleTalk is in how each
handles network addressing. In order fo r a ne twork to ope rate, each
shared device must have a number or address that is unique so that the
o the r shared devices can send data ro the different devices while be ing
able to recogn ize which devices they are receiving data from.
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Phase 1 AppleTal k has the capacity (in theory) to recognize 255 d iffe rent
devices on a network. To do this, Phase 1 uses a network number. The
network number is the number assigned to the ne rwork as a whole.
Wi thin a network, each device is the n assigned a unique node number
that identifies each shared device.
Phase 2 AppleTalk, o n the oth er hand, has the ability to address- again
in theory only- 16 million devices. This feat is accomp lished by u sing a
network range number for each ind ividual network. What happens is
that each network is given a range n umbe r that looks like 1456: 1600,
where each number in the range (1456 to 1600) can be assigned 255
addresses. This extended capability is made possible by assigning the
network range number a 16-bit numbe r (2 16), wh ich is then capable of
addressing 255 devices. The result of assigning 255 devices to each
possible number o ut of the range of 16-bit numbers results in a theoretical maximum of over 16 million devices, which in turn can be represented as a 24-bit nu mber or 22·1. Such is the basic th eory behind
add ressing for Phase 2 AppleTalk.
'f he reason that a basic Locall'alk (App le's cabli ng standard) or
Pho neNET (a third-parry cabling standard) network cannot take advantage of Phase 2 addressing is because it cannot do extended addressing.
Also, a LocalTalk or PhoneNET network operates too slowly to find a
device out of so many possibilities, eve n if that many devices could be
put on th e network. The speed at which a Loca!Talk or Pho neNET
network operates is 230.4 kbps (kilobi ts pe r seco nd) , which equals
approxi mately 235,969 bps (bits per second)-not blindingly fast. In
theory, you should be able to send a 1,728K file over the network in one
minute. The actual rate, however, is abou t half the theoretical limit.
With a small network and no ocher net\vork traffic, a local machi ne can
send a 1,440K file to an AppleShare server in 103 seconds. The speed
rate for this transfe r is about 114 kbps. The reasons fo r the speed
d egradation includes error ch ecking that has to take p lace, the types of
Macs involved, and other network activity. Every time a Mac sends data
to another Mac, the receiving Mac has to verify the data (erro r checki ng).
The n the receiving Mac has to send a reply back to the sending Mac
te Uing it that the data was received intact. If the sending Mac does not
receive the correct response from the receiving Mac, the sending Mac
repeats the transmission, and the e ntire loop starts over. Also, a relationship exists bet\veen a CPU's speed and how fast a data transfer takes
place. If you send data from a Mac Plus to a Quadra, for example, the
Q uadra has ro slow down ro a speed tl1at the Plus can handle.
Subseque nt sections of this chapter discuss App leTal k Phase 2 networks.
The remainder of this section add resses information regard ing Phase 1
n etworks, both LocalTalk a nd PhoneNET, including LocalTalk and
tw isted-pai r cabling, wire configuratio ns, inte rners, and installation .
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locaiTalk
LocalTalk is Apple's system for connecting Macs and their networked
devices. A LocalTalk connection consists of a LocalTalk adapter and
cabling (see fig. 14.5). In some ways, LocaiTalk cabling is more difficult
to use than twisted-pair cables and is more expensive. Because it is more
heavily shielded and resistant to interference, however, you will have
fewer interfere nce problems.
However, the disadvantages of LocalTalk actually outweigh its advantages. The cable is d ifficult to usc because it cannot be run through
walls, it is patched together in short lengths, and the connections
between the le ngth s of cable are easily knocked loose. Add to the inconvenience the extra cost, the limitatio ns regarding length (you are
limited to a maximum length of 1,000 fee t for the network, with arecommended 32 nodes), and the topological limitations (LocalTaJk can
only be used in a daisy-chain configuration, which is discussed later in
the chapter), and LocalTalk is only good for networks in the home or a
very small office.

Fig. 14.5
A LocalTalk connector
and cabling.

PhoneNET
PhoneNET is the implementatio n of an AppleTalk talk network using
Pho neNET connectors from Farallon Computing and telephone wire,
also called twisted-pair cable. The wi re itself is the same as the wi re
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used to con nect a telepho ne to the wall plug; the connector is called an
RJ-11. Figure 14.6 shows a PhoneNET connector.

Fig. 14.6
i\ Phone NET connecto r.

The advantages of a PhoneNET network are that it can support cable
lengths of 1,800 to 4,500 feet, depending on the topology; the cabling
is more easily installed than LocalTalk; you have a choice of network
configuratio ns; and it can be installed in walls so d1at it is out of d1e way.
Also, you can get additional technical support directly from Farallon.
PhoneNET is tl1e cabling system of preference for most installations. In
add ition to the preceding advantages, Farallo n has received a patent on
its connectors and has licensed the technology to othe r manufacture rs
that make PhoneNET-like connectors. Consequently, you are not
dependent on one company, and the competition will drive the prices
down.
A standard PhoneNET network's primary disadvantage is that the
network is constrained 10 approximately 32 nodes, or devices. lf you
have more than 32 networked devices, you may have to set up separate
networks wi th a router to connect them. You do lose network speed
with such setups. But if network speed is an important issue, you
probably need to install an EtherNet network.

Network Topologies
\'<' hen setting up an AppleTalk network, you need to consider network
topology, or the network's wire configu ration. The first issue is the
ove rall lengd1 of the network, in terms o f actual cable length. You may
have a physical distance o f o nly a few feet between the different network
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devices, but if you are going to mn the cable through a false ceiling
across the entire office, you might bump up against the limitatio ns quite
quickly.
The following list contains the four possible topologies for an AppleTalk
network:
•

Daisy chain

•

Backbone

•

Passive star

•

Active star

Network layout becomes a serious consideration. Befo re mnning off to
get cable and connectors, you need to think about how you are going to
hook up everything. [f you plan to use LocalTalk, you only have one
choice for a topology: a daisy chain. A network with a daisy-chain
topology has each device connected in a series, the cable running from
one device to the next (see fig. 14.7) . You also can use a daisy chain with
PhoneNET.

Rg. 14.7
Adaisy-chain topology.

You cannot use the other three topo logies-backbone, passive star, and
active star-with Loca!Talk. These three topologies only work with
Pho neNET, and two of them require additio nal PhoneNET hardware.
A backbone topology consists of a single twisted-pair wire that spans the
entire length o f the network. Attached tO this wire is a series of RJ-11
jacks into which you plug Macintoshes and other networked devices.
The maximum length of the backbone is 4,500 feet. Figure 14.8 shows
how a backbone might look.
The backbone topology provides a great deal of flexibility for alterations
to the network. Using a backbone, you can set up a variety of network
connections, even when o nly some of the connections will be used.
You can easily install or remove a network device fro m any spot in the
network without affecting other people on the network. When you have
to reconfigure a daisy chain, the network is clown until all the connections have been reestablished.
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Fig. 14.8
A backbone topology.

Another topology option is a passive star. Apassive star configuration
requires a special punchdown block like the o ne from FaraUon. A
punchdown block is a device used to interconnect phone wires (see
fig. 14.9). This device enables you to connect as many as four branches,
using as much as 4,500 feet of wiring-1, 125 feet for each branch. Each
branch consists of a wire that comes off the punchdown block and
terminates at a phone-type jack, o r acts as a backbone.

Fig. 14.9
A punchdown block.
Port 2
Port 3
Port 4
Port5
Port 6
Port 7
Porta
Port9
Port 10
Port 11
Port 12
Mgmt. Port
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Usually the punchdown block is set up in the same place as the rest of
your phone equipment because the re will probably be at least two
unused wires coming from each location you want to network to. You
can use the unused wire for the network rather than run new cable.
From the terminus of each branch, you can attach a daisy chain or a
backbone for your network devices. The number of devices on a passive
star is limited by the amount of ne twork traffic, bur you are probably
looking at about 32 nodes, which is Apple's recommendation for a
straight AppleTalk network. figure 14.10 shows a passive star topology.

Fig. 14.10
A passive star topology.

punchdown block

I

An active stat· is basically the same as a passive star except that you can

have up to 48 branches (although that number does exceed the recommended limits for an AppleTalk network). An active star has a star
controlle r that manages data signals and prevents data collisio ns within
the network. The controller connects with the neMork d evices through
a 12-port punchdown block. Each of these ports can support up to four
branches of 750 fee t each, three of 1,000 feet each, two of 1,500 feet, or
one of 3,000 feet. Figure 14. 11 shows an active star conHguration.
Like passive star branches, each branch of an active star can have a daisy
chain or backbone configuration attached at the branch terminus. Your
primary concern should be the number of network devices attached to
the star; because it is possible to daisy chain off the branches, you can
easily attach too many devices. You are still constrained by d1e magic
number of 32; if you fully use all d1e available ports and branches,
however, you can push d1e net\vork to a total of 48 devices, even though
Farallon advises against such a conLiguration.
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Fig. 14.11

Star Controller

An active srar topology.

Another advantage that a star controlle r provides is that it can act as a
hardware router. You can connect several star controllers and create an
inte rnet that spans diffe rent floors of the same building, or even several
buildings.

Zones
Repeatedly, this chapter has referred to the 32-device limit fo r an
App leTalk network. This limit is a "more-or-less" limit What de tem1ines
how many devices can function well on a single network is not the
number of devices but the amo unt of network traffic. If you have a
multiuser database and ten people are using it all the time, you may find
that you have reached the limits of an AppleTalk network. On the other
hand , you can have 40 devices on a ne twork with very little activity and
notice minimal speed degradation.

If you have a sintation in which your network is slow o r you have more
devices than are recommended, you might consider splitting the
network into two networks and using a router to connect them as an
internet This separation creates two zones, each zone representing one
ne nvork. The resources from eithe r zone, however, re main available to
all tl1e use rs on the internet. You can gain increased pe rfo rmance with
this type of inte rnet because although both nenvorks are connected,
most of the nenvork activity will take place within each of the individual
nenvorks. Consequently, the transactions fro m one nenvork will not
affect the performance of the other. Figure 14. 12 shows two nenvorks
connected with a romer; the two zones are outlined.
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Fig. 14.12
A two-zone internet.

Zone A

Zone B
! _____________________________
,

If you need data fro m a file server in another zone, you just log onto the
zone and then onto the server. The use of zones adds extendibility to
your network. You are constrained by the limits of AppleTalk, but you
can still have a network that connects everyone thro ugh a series of
interconnected networks.

Termination
Whenever yo u are using a PhoneNET network, you must make sure that
each end of the network is terminated. Termination prevents the signals
on the network from being reflected o r echoed back down the network.
The terminator is a 120-ohm resistor that is installed in an RJ-11 plug.
The terminator is inserted into the open port of the Phone NET connector at each end of the network. On small networks, termination is
probably the first thing you sho uld look at when you are having problems. All LocalTalk connectors are internally terminated, so you do not
need to worry abo ut them.
With the backbone topology, you must terminate each end of the
backbone. Also, putting a terminator in the last d evice attached to wall
plug does no t hurt, especially when you are running a daisy chain from
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one of the plugs. lf you have just a single device attached to the wall
plug, you do not need to put a terminator in the PhoneNET connector.
Figure 14.13 shows a terminated backbone topology.

Fig. 14.13
Termination with a
backbo ne topology.

·r e rminate star configurations at the wall-jack terminus of each b ranch
wire . Then you do not have to worry about termination for th e device
attached to the jack. This procedure is similar to that with a backbone,
except that each wall jack should have a te rminator. You terminate active
and passive stars the same way.

Installation of an AppleTalk Network
Installing an Apple Talk net\vork is very easy if you are going to u se a
daisy-chain configuratio n. For many smaU o ffices, the daisy chain works
without any problems. If you are planning to use existing phone wires
for a star or backbone configuration, however, you should do some
additional research.
You need special tools to work with a punchdown block. Unless you
know e-xactly what you are doing, you may end u p with a bu nch o f wi re
that looks like sp aghetti, and your sweat and blood might be mistaken
fo r the sauce. Make sure you know what you are d oing if you want to do
it yourself. Check past issues of Mac\Vorld and MacUser magazine. CaU
the technical support d epartment from the manufacturer of the star
co ntroller or punchdown block, and check with the phone company or
whoever installed your office pho nes.
Also, consider wh ether you sho uld use EtherNet, or at least plan tl1e
ne t\vork so that you can upgrade to EtherNet. When you plan any
net\Vork, always keep expansio n possibilities in mind. If your business
is going to be expanding, or you see th e need to move up to newer
technology, you will have to plan for it. Otherwise, you will e nd up
instaLling a whole new net\Vork ratl1er than utilizing the cabli ng you
already have in place.
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An example of f01ward planning would be installing a twisted-pair
net\vork th at is to be used with LocaiTalk. Rather than just laying o ne
pair of wire for each workstation, however, you might lay 1.\vo pairs of
wire so that you have the basis to easily upgrade to EtherNet when the
time comes. Give n the same situation, if you only laid one pair of wire,
you would have to rewire the e ntire network for EtherNet.
Anothe r example would be installing a star controller that will enable
you , whe n the ne twork traffic gets heavy e nough , to upgrade to EtherNet
by simply installing a new controller and doing some basic rewiring.
However you decide to do your network, include its installation and
imple mentation in your overall computer plan (see Chapter 6). Regardless of what you decide ro install, don't do anything until you have all
the necessary information.

EtherTalk
EtherTalk is the im plementation of AppleTalk for EtherNet networks.
(U nless othe1wise specified in the text, this chapter uses the term
Ed1erNet to refer to EdlerTalk running on an EtherNet network.) EtherNet is another cabling protocol that is now built into the Macintosh
Quadras and the LaserWriter Jig. Apple is moving toward replacing
LocalTalk with EilierNet networks. Within five years, you will probably
find that LocalTalk is a thing of the past, ano ther episode of computing
history.
The advantage of Ed1erNet is speed . The theoretical limit is 10 mbps
(megabits per second), which translates into 10,240 kbp s, or about 44
times d1e speed of a LocalTalk net\Vork. Actual application of this
technology brings its speed down to 5 to 15 times the speed of
l ocalTalk.
The factors that affect sp eed are almost too numerous to list. Basically,
net\¥ork speed depe nds on everything from the type of cabling to the
type and speed of d1e attached machines, including the overall network
traffic load, the network management protocol, and the nu mber of
machines on the net\¥ork. Expectations for the network vary even
between technicians. No one can really give you a precise answer. In
most instances, however, you can safely expect to see an improvement
of about 500 pe rcent over Local Talk.
Probably no more than 80 devices should be attached to a single
EtherNet net\¥ork, and 60 is an even safer number. But even this
number depends on what type of rraLtk you have on the network. Sixty
is really a far cry from the theoretical limit o f 1,024 devices for a network, just as 32 is a few shy of the 255 devices possible with an
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The remainder of this section addresses various issues regarding
EtherNet. For instance , when using EtherNet, you can choose among
different cabling strategies. This section covers the two most popular
strategies, CheaperNet and lOBase T. The section also discusses
EtherNet installatio n and the use of non-Macintosh computers with
an EtherNet network.

CheaperNet
Cheape rNet, also called B&C cabling or ThinNer, consists of coaxial
cabling similar m that used for cable television. This coaxial cabling is
probably the fastest type of cable you can use with a network, but also
comes with its problems.
CheaperNet has a daisy-chain configuration, and the cables cannot
generally be run through the walls, so d1e cable is usually exposed and
easily bumped. If any of the connections, connectors, or terminators are
a Little bit off, the e ntire network shuts down. Such network failures can
be quite frustrating because finding out what is wrong with a
CheaperNet network is often very difficult.
Sometimes troubleshooting m e network involves starting at one end of
the network and testing each station until you find me one that is
causing the proble m. Although you can use special mols to test the wire
and the signal, and ho pe full y isolate the problem , often you end up
troubleshooting half the network only to discover that someone's cable
happens to be in a spot where me d esk bangs against the cable as the
drawers are closed. The problem is mat you may not determine specifically that the drawers are causing me d esk to hit the cable until this
particular location causes several shutdowns.
You can purchase a w ire test that will he lp locate a break in your coaxial
cable , but the cost of a good line tester is more man the cost of an
inexpensive but efficient hub (which is discussed in the next section).

1OBase TCabling
lOBase T, also called unshielded twisted pair, is a more expensive
cabling optio n than CheaperNet. On the other hand, lOBase T is easier
to set up, faster, and mo re reliable.
I
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~hat makes lOBase T a more reliable s~- is its active sta.r configuranon. All lOBase T networks require
is just like-a-star
controller except you cannot run a daisy chain off a device anached to
the hub; you can connect only one network devke to each port on a
hub. However, you use RJ-45 connectors (eight wires instead of the four
in an RJ-11) and a transceiver that is similar to a PhoneNET connector. If
one of the devices on the network goes down, you do not lose the entire
network. The hub logs out the port that is down, and everything else
runs along merrily.

hub;J-bub

Another difference between a standard LocalTalk or PhoneNET network
and EtherNet running on twisted-pair cabli ng is that EtherNet uses four
wires and PhoneNET uses only two. Also, the length capabilities of
EtherNet are less than those of a Pho neNET network. Any branch off an
EtherNet hub can extend 100 meters in length, or 328 feet, which is a
few feet shorter than a PhoneNET star controller.
In addition to providing a more stable network than CheaperNet, the
hub also makes the network faster. When a network device sends a
signal to another device, instead of the signal's having to go down the
entire network looking for the addressed device, the hub amplifies and
echoes the signal clown each branch simultaneously. No device except
the one to which the signal is addressed will answer. Because all the
devices receive the signal at about the same time, the addressed device
does not have to wait while the signal goes from device to device until it
reaches its destination.
Most hubs can accommodate 8 to 24 ports, but hubs can be hooked
together; each hub usually has a special pott designed specifically for
daisy-chaining hubs together. Each time you attach one hub to another,
you create a zone or a separate network. This internet capability means
that installing a lOBase T network is more expensive and requires more
thought than using CheaperNet. But with enhanced speed and reliability, the network pays for itself in terms of saved time. Troubleshooting a
CheaperNet network a couple of times requires more time, and dms
money, than the cost for a hub or two.

Installation of an EtherNet Network
Although not really difficult, installing an EtherNet network provides a
few challenges. This section, however, cannot serve as a guide. You need
to do some research by reading different industry magazines and talking
to the technical support departments of bod1 the card and hub manufacturers. An improperly installed network can cause problems with no
end.
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To use EtherNet o n Macs that do not have it built in, you need an
EtherNet card or a SCSI adapter. Because the SCSI interface can cause a
decrease in speed , you will probably want to opt for the Ed1erNet card.
The advantage o f using a SCSI Eilie rNet adapter, however, is that it
e nables you to use a Mac that eith e r has all its slots occupied or that
does not have an y slots for use with a high-speed network.
Among dle facto rs co consider, the following are basic. Make sure you
use high-quality wire, which makes a real differe nce. You also have to
plan an Ethe rNet network and allow for expansion in you r p lan . Then
you need to read reviews o f the diffe rent cards, SCSI adap ters, and hubs
so that you can select dle ones with the featu res you need. And fi nally, if
you have any doubts, you may want to hire a professional at least to
review your pla ns and make suggestions.

EtherNet and Other Computers
Connecting to o ther types of computers over an EtherNet network is
much easier than wid1 many other ne two rks. As a rather "dumb"
network protocol, EtherNet can carry any type of signal, which makes
d1is network ideal for all kinds of compute r p latforms. You sti ll need a
gateway; but if you plan Gu·efull y, you can get a hub that has gateway
capabilities. You can then create an inte rnet that spans mul tiple platfo rms and e nables you to connect your ne twork to othe r ne tworks that
service o ther types of computers.
You may hear references ro a cou ple of p rorocols used in conjunction
with EilierNet and othe r computer platfo rms: Systems Network Architecture (SNA) and Transmissio n Co ntro l Pro tocoi;Jnternet Protocol (TCP/
IP). These protocols are relevant to the Macintosh only under special
circumstances whe n the Mac needs to access data that is stored o n o ther
types of com pute rs.
SNA is a netv•ork management pro tocol used with IBM, DEC, and other
mainframe and minicomputers. You probably will hear more about TCP/
IP than SNA.
TCP/IP was developed fo r a huge ne twork, called lmernet, that ru ns
primarily under UNIX. This net\vork connects universities, government
research facili ties, and so on. Interne t is the ultimate network dlat shares
many features of a BBS as well, but it is not a BBS; it is a worldwide
network. The main problem is getting onto Internet. If you can get
access to t he network, you have truly earned d1e p rivilege of using it. A
local user group might be able to he lp in this matter; oilierwise, you
have to find someone who has access via an Internet server and is willi ng
to give you an account. A good opportu nity fo r getting o nto Internet is
available to stude nts, who can get accounts dlrough their universities.
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1nrernet, because of its worldwide connections, enables someone to get
information on any subject he might have an interest in. Although it has
primarily been used in education, businesses are beginning to take an
interest in the Internet as a means for business communications. Where
the Internet is headed is hard to say, but if you are interested in worldwide communications, access to people at some of the top universities,
and researd1ers of all types, you might want tO look into getting onto the
Internet. The easiest way to gain access is through a university. If you are
not a student, look for information regarding accessing the Internet from
a local Macintosh user group.

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
ISDN is a digital phone signal that can be used instead of the current (for
most of us) analog service. With the proper hardware, ISDN enables
Inte rnet access at speeds of 64,000 and 57,600 bps. But th is technology
is available only to businesses in larger metropolitan areas, and then you
must obtain it through the local telephone company.
The term ISDN is used in conjunction with fiber-optic cabling (cabling
that uses light instead of electricity tO send signals) because ISDN can
connect with a fiber-optic network. This technology, however, is more a
part of the future, in that the technology is just arriving and is expensive
in terms o f hardware and the special services from the phone company.
But if your business is dependent on the capability to connect and
transfer files to other locations at high speeds, and your offices are in a
large metropolitan area, you might be able to justify the cost. Otherwise,
we get to wait until the technology becomes an everyday service,
including full-motion video phones and many other features.

The Theory of Speed
The speed ratings of different cabling protocols are determined by how
fast a signal can go through a specified length of cable. Raw speed is the
only factor taken into consideration.
Data sen t out over a network, however, encounters si tuations much
mo re complex than that of a simple signal transmitted along a cable. The
complexity of a network, which includes CPU speed, number of devices,
network length, cabling quality, and the types of adapters, influences the
network's capabilities regardless o f the cabling protocol. So an actual
network never gets close to the theoretical limits.
Any file transfer affects evet)' device on the network. \'<'hen network

traffic is heavy, the effects are greater. To limit the effects of network
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traftk , you might want ro conside r using smalle r networks, interconnect·
ing d1em via routers. Then, for instance, heavy traffic on o ne smaller
net'lvork does affect the performance of devices on a not her network. As
me complexity of me network increases, wiring considerations become
increasingly importa nt.
If your network needs tO make routine transfers of large files from one
machine to ;mother, you do not want to use a LocalTalk network. The
number of net'lvork resources used for the transfers will cause an
AppleTalk network tO become almost no nfunctional. Although heavy
traffic slows down any network, a well-designed Ed1erNer ner·work can
handle highe r traffic demands wimout the serious net'IVork degradation
experienced on an AppleTa.lk ne twork.
Whe n designing a network for speed, you also have tO consider which
Mac will be u sed as the main file serve r. Afile server is any computer o n
a network whose hard drive is be ing used as a commo n drive, available
to other computers on the net'IVork. The type of Mac or other computer
used for a file server is important because the capability of the computer
to hand le requests from od1er machines is a direct factO r in determining
network speed.
When you plan your network, preferably as a part of an overall computing plan, be sure to conside r me speed conside rations between the
diffe re nt types o f networks. Try to estimate what type of network traffic
your net'IVork will have to handle, and then plan accordingly.

Data Transmissions between Devices
Data moves fro m a Mac to anod1er network device by means o f a packet.
A packet is an electronic signal d1at contains data. When you send data
to a LaserWriter, fo r example, d1e Macintosh processes me file by
sending it through d1e LaserWriter driver, which conve rts the file into
PostScript code for the printer. The resulting clara is then sent ro d1e
printe r. Before leaving the Macintosh, the daca is processed again. This
rime the data is broken into packets. The packets contain informatio n
to identify the receiving device (me printer here) and the transmitting
device (the Mac here), and error-checking information so that d1e receiving device can verify rhe data receptio n to the transmitting device.
Of course, packets also contain the data the printer is to print.
This section covers add ressing issues in general and a discussion of
E-mail. Because both of d1ese tOpics are complex, the text only contains
a brief overview of each subject. Wim me information included here, you
will have a better understanding of the underlying o perations tha t take
place o n a network. This info rmation can be valuable if you later need to
troubleshom a ne twork.
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IsThis the Right House? (Addressing)
Eac h device on a ne two rk has a unique address called a node number.
No two d evices can share the same add ress. In addition to the node
number that is specific to each individ ual network device, each d evice
can have multiple socke t numbers . A socket re presen ts a type of network
task that a specific device can pe rfo rm. If a single Mac is used as a file
server, has a software router installed , and is logged onto the network as
a client (using another Mac) , this particular machine will have fo ur
socket numbers; the fourth number is assigned to the Mac itself. Figures
14.14 and 14.15 show the different addresses o f five machines (one MS·
DOS machine, three Macs, and a laser printer) o n a single physical
network that has two logical ne tworks. The ne twork address for each
device is a combination of the Net, Node, and Skt (Socket) number.

Fig. 14.14
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Two netwo rk numbers identify the d iffe re nt zones. As you can see, the
second network, 40585, resides o nly at node 49 which is the file se rver
1
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in this case. A software router called Liaison (published by Farallon)
creates the second network. The zone created by Liaison allows dial-in
AppleTalk network access with a mode m attached to the file serve r. The
other network number is 0, which represents the physical network.
Each device on the physical ne twork has several sockets, with the
exception of the Acer PC. The devices all pe rform multiple functions,
each re presented by a socket numbe r. Also notice in figure 14. 15 that
the file sen•er is listed only as th e second network and not as a part of
network 0. This listing is because of the router. Each socket number
re lates to some network function . In this ne twork, the active network
functions are the E-mail system (QuickMail) , Liaison, the actual network,
and Timbuktu (a program that allows the Mac to be controlled re motely
over the ne twork). These machines are all running on a Phase 1 AppleTalk network; if d1is were a Phase 2 ne twork, the addresses wou ld all be
range numbers represented in a format such as 1245:6789.
Because of the diffe rent addressing med10ds between Phase 1 and 2
AppleT;Li k, if you are running Ethe rNet and not a ll of the Macs are using
System 7, you will have problems. You might e nd up using combined
Phases. You need to make sure that all of the Macs are using d1e same
Phase of AppleTalk. However, any Phase version proble m is some thi ng
that should have been take n care of by d1e EtherNet installation software
for whatever ne twork interface device you are using (eithe r a card or
SCSI adapter). If you are upgrading to System 7 and you have questions
regarding what your network requires, contact your local dealer or the
manufactu re r of your network interface devices.
The diffe re nce between the two AppleTalk Phases is nor just addressing;
it is also their data packets ' structures. Neither Phase can read the
packers be longing to d1e other Phase. Rather than install a router to cure
d1e problem, therefore, you can u pgrade the olde r machines to Phase 2
by getting d1e AppleTalk System extension that is Phase 2 compatible:
Version 53. By purring this AppleTalk version into the System Folde r and
restarting th e System 6.0.X, you can the n run Phase 2 AppleTalk.

Data Transmission over aNetwork
The process o f network communications requires a transm itting device
to send data packe rs through the cable to a device address. Whe n a
packet finds the appropriate device address, the packet-receiving device
the n accepts the packet. Next, the receiving device checks the packer and
verifies the data. If the data is intact, the receiver the n sends a receipt
back to the transmitting de,rice saying that the data was okay. If there
is a proble m with the data in the packer, the receiver requests a retransmission.
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Unlike an Ethe rNet network, an AppleTalk ne twork can carry data in
ways that do not employ packets. Using a p rotocol called ADSP
(AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol), two applicatio ns can commu nicate
direcdy and send data to each other via a pipeline, which is like a direct
connection where data is sent in a stream rathe r than a packer. FileMake r
(by Claris) has this capability; because of fileMaker's ADSP pro tocol, the
program can se nd data via a pipeline and share database files at a speed
faste r than accessing the files fro m a file serve r.

Routers
As mentio ned already, routers are used for connecting networks using
the same protocols. Routers can be software- or hardware-based.
farallon's Liaison is a software router, which also can work as a gateway.
As a router, Liaison enables you to connect your entire network with
anod1er network by dialing in using a mo de m.
If you have a Power Book, you actually received a router whe n you
purchased the compute r. App leTalk Re mote Access is a half-router. As a
half-router, AppleTalk Remote Access e nables you to d ial into another
AppleTalk network or someone else to dial into you r AppleTalk network.
But the connectio n really only occurs o ne way. You can d ial in and
access a network, but the network does not see your Mac as a shared
device.
An example of a hardware router is two star controllers that are connected, Linking two networks. Each network uses its own star contro ller,
which actually defines the network; so if you have two networks that
each use a star, the two stars need to be directly connected to make an
inte rne t. Because each scar is using AppleTalk, the stars only administer
the traffic flow on the individu al networks (zones) and the data transmissions between the two zones.
Most EtherNet hubs can work as routers, e nabling you to connect several
Ethe rNet networks. Hubs are not particularly complicated devices, but
each o ne has different capabilities. You need to make sure that the
route r you get will meet your needs. Essentially, an EtherNet hub uses
the same principles as the star contro lle r-acting as a traffic cop.
Anotht:r t:xamp lt: of a ro uter is the Shiva NetMod em. This device is sold
primarily to provide modem access to everyone on a network. However,
d1e modem also e nables anyone with access privileges to call in and log
onto the ne twork. After getting on the network through the modem, the
user has access to any networked devices, such as printers or file servers.
In addi tion, if the user calling in has made any shared devices available,
they can be accessed as a separate zone by users o n th e network.
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Gateways
A gateway e nables networks of different protocol types w connect and
form an internet. With a gateway, for instance, you can connect Ether et
and AppleTalk networks and exchange data between them without
proble ms. Gateways can be software or hardware.
If you are using EtherNet, you have w use some type of gateway to
access laser printe rs or any AppleTalk·only de vice. Of course, this '·rule"
does not apply to laser printers that have built-in Ethe rNet, but most
laser printers do not have this built-in feature. To connect an Ethe rNet
network to an AppleTalk network, a software gateway such as l.iaison
usually works well. Liaison lets o ne of the Macs act as the gateway from
EtherNet to AppleTalk, giving the Macs on the EtherNet network access
to AppleTalk laser printers and oth er shared devices-including Macsthat may not be using Eth e rNet.
You can purchase hardware gateways for the purpose of connecting
EtherNet to AppleTalk as well. Another alternative is to get a hub that
has a built-in gateway. One way to use an EtherNet gateway is to connect
several AppleTalk networks, as shown in figure 14.16.

Fig. 14.16
The preferred topology
fo r connecting severa.l
LocalTalk networks.

Preferred
Topology

Gateway

Gateway

EtherNet Backbone

The configuratio n in figu re 14. 16 shows a n Ethe rNet backbone co nnecting three AppleTalk networks. An Ethe rNet backbone prevents the
center network from becoming overwhelmed by network traffic that may
be going on between the networks (zones) o n the ends. Lf two routers
connect the three networks, as in figure 14.17, any data sent from one
e nd of the ne twork to the other has to pass through the midd le network,
causing it w slow down.
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Fig. 14.17
A poor topo logy for
connecting three
AppleTalk networks.

Poor
Topology

Gateway

Gateway

Because file transfers affect the who le network and not just the machines
sending and receiving the d ata, the backbo ne configuration makes the
network more e fficie nt and speeds up data transfe rs.

MS-DOS Machines on an AppleTalk Network
Putting an MS-DOS machine o n an AppleTalk network presents no
pro ble ms. Farallon sells a reasonably priced , complete package that
enables any MS-DOS machine (with an available slot) to speak
AppleTalk.
The software is called Pho ne NET Talk, and it works with EtherNet,
LocalTalk, and PhoneNET cabling. If you are going to use LocalTalk
or PhoneNET, aU you need to purch ase is the PhoneNET Card
PC•LocalTalk. This card gives an MS-DOS machine the same networking
capabilities that a Mac has, except the MS-DOS machine does not have a
personal fi le-sharing capacity, it will o nly log o nto a file o r mail server,
not act as o ne.
Figure 14.18 shows the Pho neN ET Ta lk Chooser dialog box. This display
is for an Acer PC that is logging o nto a Macintosh network file server.
The server with an asterisk (*) next to it is a lread y mounted as an E
drive.

Fig. 14.1 B
PhoneNET Talk, a OOS·to·
Macintosh network
conn ectio n.
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F111: tlor

Options

PhoneNET Talk works with an AppleShare or System 7 personal file
sharing server. Pho ne NET Talk also allows fo r access to any networked
laser printers and AppleSha.re's pri nt server (see fig. 14.19).

Fig. 14.19
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PhoneNET Talk also provides the necessary software for accessing a Mac
mail server for E-mail services. Figure 14.20 shows the dialog box
th rough which an MS-DOS machine can be a subscriber to a Macintoshbased E-mail system. The software that comes with the basic QuickMail
package also includes the MS-DOS software shown in figure 14.20.
QuickMail is d iscussed further in the E-mail section of this chapter.

Fig. 14.20
Dialog box for a DOS
machine's E-mail access.
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With a compatible EtherNet card, you can use PhoneNET Talk on an
EtherTalk network, with full access to all zones, file servers, and net·
worked printe rs. Pho neNET Talk is also compatible with Windows 3.1,
so you can access any of the network services from Microsoft Windows. A
Windows interface fo r QuickMail is available from CE Software, although
the DOS versio n will run in a DOS window in Windows.
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If you have salespeople on the road with DOS notebooks and modems,
d1ey can log onto the network with a package from Shiva called
DOSDial-In. To use DOSDial-In, you also need PhoneNET Talk and
Liaison, which acts as a half-router to provide dial-in network access.
So if you have a few MS-DOS machines, you can hook them up to your
Mac network easily and inexpensively. With Microsoft Windows becoming so popular, and with data form ats becoming increasingly more
interchangeable, using MS-DOS machines on an AppleTalk network will
not seem as odd as it used to.

Miscellaneous Thoughts
Networks are a complex subject. What's worse is that everyone you talk
to tells you a different story. For instance, \vh ile researching th is chapter,
I asked various people about how much faste r Ed1erNet is than LocalTalk. I received answers that ranged from twice as fast to twenty times as
fast, and no one was being dishonest.
Your network will be like no other, and the factors that affect it will be
unique to how you work and how data flows through your office. What
you really need to be concerned with is being able to change your
network as your needs change. If you have a few machines that are
causing the rest of the ne twork to slow down, then you might want to
isolate the m on their own network so that they do not impact on
everyone else.
As you add computers, you need co be prepared for making them part of
the network. Once again, you will face the dile mma of working within
the constraints of the technology. You will find mat you cannot always
do what you want and will have co compromise.

To save yourself time and money, mink out your network needs. Plan
the network, map it, and make sure you know where you want to go
now a nd in the future. Although predicting whe re technology and your
computing needs are going can be difficult, you can d evelop a plan in
conjunction wid1 your overall business plan.

If you are using a network wid1 more than a few (five, for example)
devices, you need to know how they are all connected . Somewhere you
should have a map of your network. A map is a picture that shows where
each machine is located wid1in the office and to which machines it is
daisy chained or which port of the star controller it is attached to. If you
are using a star configuratio n, your map should also show where all the
oilier branches terminate, provided that they are connected.
Chapter 6 covers some of the essential planning considerations. In
addition, try and estimate how much network traffic you wiJl produce,
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what the impact of adding new machines will be, and whe re everything
is going robe located. This planning includes how you are going to wire
the office for the network, \vhat protocols you will use, and which
devices will be attached now and in the future .

Networking Hardware
Table 14. 1 lists some networking hardware producers and their products. This list provides the compan y name and its prod ucts, rather than
listing a product and then the company. Most o f the companies that
make networking hardware manufacture a wide range of products.

Table 14.1

Company

Produc/ Line Description

Networking Hardware
3Com Corporation

EtherNet cards

AESP, Inc.

LocalTalk testing equipment, LocaJTalk
cabling replacements

Anco Electro nics, Inc.

Expandable EtherNet hub

Apple Computer

LocalTal k cabling, EtherNet cabling,
EtherNet cards, various network software
utilit ies

Asante Techno logies, Inc.

EtherNet cards and hubs

Cayman Systems, Inc.

EtherNet card, EtherNet/AppleTalk
gateway

Compatible Systems
Corporatio n

EtherNe t card s, EtherNet SCSI
ad apters, EtherNet!AppleTalk gateway

Data Spec

Network cabling, LocalTalk replacement
connectors, mini-star con troller for
twisted-pair n etworks

Dayna Communications

LocalTalk adapter cards for MS-DOS
machines, EtherNet hubs, EtherNet cards,
EtherNet SCSI adapters

DayStar Digita l

Loca lTalk ad apter cards fo r MS-DOS
machines

Dove Compute r Corporation

EtherNet cards

EMac, a d ivision of Everex

LocalTalk adapter cards for MS-DOS
machines, Ed1erNet cards

Farallon Computing, Inc.

LocalTalk replacement cabling, Pho neNET
StarCon troller fo r AppleTalk, AppleTalk
PC cart!, EtherNet cards , EtherNet hubs
continues
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Table 14.1

Comp CIII)I

Produc/ Line Desctiptio11

Continued
lnfoTek, Inc.

lOBase T wiring kits

Network Resources
Corporation

Fiber optic and LOBase T hubs,
routers, and gateways

Nuvotech

SCSI EtherNet adapters, EtherNet cards,
EtherNet hubs, LocalTalk connector
replacements, LocalTalk router

Photonics Corporation

Infrared LocaiTalk connection, good for
up to 600 fee t

Rad Data
Communications, Inc.

EtherNet hu bs

Shiva Corporation

tO Base T repeater, LocaiTalk and EtherNet
NetModcms, EtherNet cards, EtherNet/
AppleTalk gateways and routers

Solana Electron ic

EtherNer/ApplcT'alk gateway, remote
access and AppleTalk-to-AppleTalk
routers, ISDN rourer

SynOptics
Commun icatio ns, Inc.

EtherNet tmnsceivers and lOBasc T
connectors

Technology Works

EtherNet cards

Thor Manufacturing

Srar co nnecto r and repeau.:r fo r cwistcd -

pair cabling using PhoneNET-typc
connections
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.

EtherNet cards

Trimar USA, Inc.

LocalTalk cabling

replace m e nt~

Networking Software in System 7
The precedi ng sectio n provides some info rmation on ne t:vvorking
hardware. This section loo ks at some o f the sofn'llare used for exchanging information be tween Macintoshes. Specifically, the sectio n examines
software concerning System Ts pe rsonal file sharing, AppleShare, and
AppleTalk Remote Access.
Macintosh file serving software architecture is o f rwo basic types: peer-topeer and dedicated server. A peer-la-peer netwo rk is o ne in which any
machine on d1e ne twork (provided that it has the proper softwa re) can
be a file se rve r, and if access is granted, any use r can log onto any ftle
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server. In a peer-ro-peer network, even a Mac that is acting as a file server can log onto another server and moun t a volume. A dedicated file
server is a Macinrosh that is set up strictly as a me server and does not
perform any other function.
With System 7, Apple has provided users with peer-to-peer File Sharing
software. This software is similar to Apple's AppleShare file server software. AppleShare is no lo nger a ded icated tile server, but it is also not
really a peer-to-peer server program. Apple's first imple mentation of
AppleShare was d edicated, which meant you had to shut down the
network to perform maintenance or administratio n functio ns. Now you
can use the Mac fo r othe r small tasks wh ile AppleShare is running.
AppleTalk Remote Access, a half-router, is bundled with evet)' Macintosh
PowerBook. This product is designed to let a PowerBook user access
an AppleTalk network by using a modem on the network a nd the
PowerBook. People who work away fro m the main network ca n then
access printers, file servers, and even their desk-bound Macintoshes.

Personal File Sharing
If you have System 7, you can set up your Mac as a file server and use the
shared volumes made available from other hard drives. If you did not
install the File Sharing software when you installed System 7, you need
to install that software now in orde r to use d1e File Sharing capability.
If this is your first time us ing System 7 File Sharing, you might fi nd it all a
bit confusing. You have to become familiar with several control panels,
the Chooser, and some special functions of the Finder. To add to the
confusion of File Sharing's component parts, the File Sharing co ntrols
are interconnected, and the order in which this sectio n presents them is
not set in stone. \X'ith d1e Macintosh , you u sually have several ways to
accomplish any task. This capability is o ften a blessing, but it does add to
the confusion inhe rent in complex processes like File Sharing.
This section covers all the steps for using d1e File Sharing capability that
comes as a parr of System 7 and includes the following topics:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Installatio n
Setup
Sharing
Mounting a shared volume
Program lin king
Security and performa nce
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Installing File Sharing
You need to install the File Sharing software to have access to someone
e lse's shared volume and to make available data o n your hard drive. To
install System Ts rile Sharing software, you need the lnstalll disk from
the System Disks set. lnsert the disk into the Mac (you do not need to
start your Mac from the Install I disk); double-click the Installe r icon.
Afte r the install starts, click the Cu stomize button , and then cl10ose File
Sharing Software (see fig. l4.2 1).

Fig. 14.21
Installing File Sharing
software.
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lf you have a network in whid1 you are using Systems 6.0.X and 7, you
can use the Macintoshes with System 7 as file servers and access them
fro m the Macs with System 6.0.X. lf you need to install the AppleShare
Workstation software for System 6.0.X, use the System 6.0.X installation
disks. Insert the System Tools d isk and click the Custo mize button . Go to
the Customize window and choose AppleShare (see fig. 14.22).

Fig. 14.22
Installing ApplcShare
workstation software.
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After completing either of these instaUation procedures, you have to
restart the Mac. Using the software for System 6.0.X is the same as
mo unting volumes in System 7, so the rest of this section refers only to
System 7.

Setting Up File Sharing
After you have instaUed the File Shari ng software and restarted , turn on
AppleTalk from the Chooser. Figure 14.23 shows the Chooser; turning
o n AppleTalk is just a matte r of clicking the butto n.

Fig. 14.23
The Chooser .
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Afte r turning on AppleTalk, you need to enter the Macintosh's name and
your user name in the Sharing Setup control panel (see fig. 14.24). If
you are using System 6.0.X, ente r your user name in the Chooser. The
Owner Name is the name used by the Macintosh whe n you log onto
other machines and ftle servers, while the Macintosh Name is the name
that others see when they log o nto your Mac.

Fig. 14.24
The Sharing Setup control
panel.
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The next step is to ser up your users and groups. With this ste p you
grant other people access to the folders o r drives you want to share. The
Use rs & Groups wi ndow ·works like a finder window; you give the user
or group a name just like naming a file. The names you choose should
be descriptive enough so that people who log on can do so easily; in
other words, use names that describe the person or the type of group to
which they belong.
First, you need to ope n the Users & Groups control panel. Then, to set
up a new user, choose New User from th e f ile menu in the Finder (see
tlg. 14.25). A new icon is created and you must type a user's name; this
process is similar to creating a new folder from the Finder.

Fig. 14.25
Users & Groups window
and File menu.
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Next, choose ew Group fro m the r ile menu to set up a new group.
Groups act like fo lde rs. When you drag a user to a group or a group to a
user, the user is copied into the group. f-igure 14.26 shows a group
withi n the Users & Groups window.
The purpose o f a group is ro control access to tJ1e volumes you create.
Whe n you set up a volume for sharing, you can grant access to an entire
group instead of a single user. At this point, copy the appropriate users
to the new group, creating any new users you need.
Now you have a few choices to make about individual user preferences.
By double-clicking the icon of a user, you get a User Prefere nces window
l.ike the o ne in figure 14.27 .
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Fig. 14.26
The Users & Groups
window.
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In the User Preferences window, you can set the password that a user
needs to gain access to any files you share. Assigning a password makes
sense only if you have sensitive information that is being shared o r if
others are logging in fro m remote locatio ns. Security is discussed in the
"Security and Performance" sectio n.
Generally you want a user to be able to access your ftles, but if you want
to deny access without removing the user fro m the control panel, you
can disable access by unchecking the Allow user to connect check box.
On occasion, you may want someone to link to one of your programs
but not have access to your shared volumes. In such a case, you check
the Allow user to link box and leave the Allow user to connect box
unchecked.
The o ther information you see in the User Preferences window is the
grou ps to which the user is assigned. You can include a user in several
grou ps, which makes sense because you cannot assign multiple users
or groups to a shared volume. You must choose a single user or specific
group, o r allow everyone access. You need to think about how you want
to configure your groups and users. You may even need to try a couple
of times before you have your configurations the way you want them.
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After you have set up your users and groups, the Mac asks you to save
your changes. All this informatio n is stored in a Users & Groups data file,
which is stored in the Syste m's Preferences folder. Make a copy of this
file immediately after making any changes. If the file gets corrupted, you
will find replacing it from a copy much easier than setting up everything
again.

Sharing Data
Now that you have your users and groups established, you can share
data with them. You can sha re a single folder, several folders, or an
e ntire hard drive. When sharing folders, put some thought into the
sharing strategy. Sharing affects a Macintosh's overall performance,
and you need to make sure that you do not cause yourself problems.
Pe rformance issues are discussed in the "Security and Performance"
section.
Before you can share a volume, you have to turn on sharing from the
Sharing Setup control panel. You do not have to open the control panel
to turn on sharing, however, because the Mac opens it for you when you
assign your first folder ro be shared . All you have ro do is highlight the
folder you want to share and choose Sharing from the Finder File menu.
When you choose the command , the Mac presents you with the alert box
shown in figure 14.28.

Fig. 14.28
Alert box for opening the
Sharing Setup control
panel.

fold ers can not be shored until file sharing
Is turn ed on u sing t he Shnrlng Setup
contro111nn ol. Oo you wont th e control
poneI opened now ?

After you start File Sharing by clicking the Start button, the Status box in
the File Sharing region displays the message that the feature is starting
up (see fig. 14.29) .
After you turn on sharing, it remains on until you turn it off. Thus, every
time you start the Mac, the first thing it does after startup will be to start
up File Sharing. Furthermore, if you share anything o n a disk, whether a
floppy disk, SyQuesr, hard d rive, or optical disk, you cannot unmount
the disk until you turn o ff sharing for the disk or the fo lder d1at is being
shared. To turn off sharing fo r an individual item like a folder, choose
Sharing again and uncheck the Share this item check box in the File
Sharing permissio ns window. If the driver for any of t hese devices is nor
System 7-compatible, you may not be able to unmount the disk even
after you turn off sharing for a volume. To solve this problem, you have
to turn off sharing from the Sharing Setup control panel.
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Fig. 14.29
File Sharing Stants box.
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After sharing starts, you need to reselect the folde r you want to sh are
and choose Sharing fro m the File me nu again. At this point, the Mac asks
you to assign access privileges to the item being share d and presents you
w ith a window like the o ne in figure 14.30.

Fig. 14.30
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In the Sh aring permissions window, you have the optio n to assign the
folder's Owner and the User/Grou p that will have access to the folder. By
d efau lt, you are the Owner and the User/Group is set to no ne. lfyou
click the name of the Owner, a pop-up menu appears that provides the
option of assigning any group or u ser as the owner (see fig. 14.31).

Fig. 14.31
Assigning an Owner.
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How you assign ownership is impo rtant. If you are the owner and have
several users creating fo lders widtin the shared folder, folders created by
o ne user are not accessible ro odter users. The inaccessibilirv of a folder
occurs when someone adds a folder to the shared volume o~ creates a
new folder. Such folders are not from the assigned owner and dterefore
are not accessible. In such a case, you should make the entire group the
owner.
Next you need to assign dte User/Grou p. Click dte User/Group name. A
pull-down list appears, containing dte same choices that were on the
Owner list (see fig. 14.32). You can assign a specific group or an
individual user. Or, to share with all network users, you can leave User/
Grou p set to none and then set access privileges in the Everyone check
boxes.

Fig. 14.32
Assigning a user or group.
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After assigning a user, you need to set access privileges. You specify
access by using dte check boxes next to Owner, User/Group, and
Everyone. By default, all the check boxes are marked, except d1e two
fo lder option boxes at the bottom of the window: Make all currently
enclosed folders like th is one and Can't be moved, renamed or deleted.
If you make no changes to d1e default window, you give everyone access
to the folder, provided d1at they are listed as the owner as well.
Table 14.2 lists the different access options and their effects. This table
assumes that you have checked the two folder options. These two
options are explained after the table.
The access privileges listed in the table apply to any of ilie assignment
groups- Owner, User/Group, or Everyone. Because you can set up three
different sets of privileges, access status can rapidly get confusing. Try to
follow the KISS (Keep It Simp le, Smpid) philosophy for assigni ng access
privileges. Fu rthermo re, other settings are meaningless if you leave al l
the access options for Everyone checked.
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Table 14.2
Access Privileges
Preferences

Effects for Evetyone
witbAccess

See Folders

See Files

Make Cbanges

Yes

Yes

Yes

Can see folders and
files; can make
changes to any fo lder
th at is created after
the attributes have
been established; can
change the contents
of any file.

Yes

Yes

No

Can see all Illes and
folders, but can not
make changes to any
file; cannot add any
files o r fold ers.

Yes

No

Yes

Can see the fo lders,
but not the files. Files
and fo lders can be
added to the volume.

Yes

No

No

Can see only the
fo lders; cannot see
an y files or add
anything to the
folders.

No

Yes

Yes

Cannot see the
fo ld ers; can see o n ly
the fil es that arc loose
inside the shared
fo lder. (The folder's
subfoldcrs are
invisible.) Can add
files o r fol d ers, but
o nly make changes to
the files that can be
seen.

No

No

Yes

The shared folder is
o nly available to the
owner.

The Making all currently e nclosed folders like this one fo lder optio n
assigns the same access privileges to all the folde rs within the folder that
you are sharing. Lfyou do not check this o ption box, the access privileges that you set apply only to the folder you are sharing and not to its
conten ts.
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When you change a folder's access privileges but do not force the change
to apply to the enclosed folders, the enclosed folders retain access
privileges previously assigned. You may end up with two or three
different sets of access privileges working all at once, which can be very
confusing. So you should force the attribute change for all the folders.
Similarly, when you move a folder into another folder with different
access privileges, the moved folder retains its access privileges until
those of the enclosing folder are changed.
The Can't be moved, re named or deleted folder option prevents anyone
from alteri ng flle names, putting files in d ifferen t folders, or deleti ng
files. You probably should use this safety feature all the time.
The best way to get the access privileges straight is to experiment. Sit
down and play with two Macs. Change the access privileges of a shared
volume and then see how they affect each other. Move folders in to and
o ut of the mounted volume to see what happens. If you are methodical,
you will quickly get a handle on what the access privileges do.

Moun~ng aShared Volume
The process of accessing someone else's shared folder is called mounting a shared volume. This process is done through the Chooser. (The
basic instructions for using the Chooser are the same for both System
6.0.X and 7.) After ope ning the Chooser, you see an icon labeled
AppleShare. When you click the AppleShare icon, the available file
servers appear on the right side of the Chooser window (see
fig. 14.33) .

Fig. 14.33
The Chooser window with
the AppleShare icon and
available llle servers.
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Double-click the flle server to which you want log on, and the File Serve r
Registration dialog box opens (see fig. 14.34). In this box, you must
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enter the User name assigned to you by the person sharing the fLies. If
the attributes have been set for Everyone, you also can log o n as a guest.

Fig. 14.34
File Sen•er Registration
dialog box.
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You can change your password, if you have access to do so, by typing a
new password imo the Password text box (see fig. 14.35) . Setting your
own password helps to protect your data and prevent others from
logging in with your name. Before changing your password, however,
you migh t want to check with the person who is sharing the folder.

Fig. 14.35
Setting your password.
Connect to t11e file seruer ' SMC' os:

0 Gues t
® Regis tered User
Nome:

l.,"=" t=bo=u=nd=---
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After you registe r, e nter your password, and click OK, another d ialog box
appears (see fig. 14.36). In this dialog box, you see the volumes that the
particular fi le server has made available. A volume is any folder or drive
that has been shared. Highlight rhe volume you want to mo unt. Because
several folders can be assigned, a server can have several volumes
available.
One o f your options in this dialog box is to specify that the volume be
mounted at srarntp. This option is useful if you work off a dedicated file
server or a shared volume that you use all the time. Choose this option
by marking the check box; you are then asked whether you want the Mac
to save your name and password (see fig. 14.37).
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Fig. 14.36
The Volume Selection
dialog box.
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Fig. 14.37
Options to save the name
and password.
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lfyou have the Mac save you r password, the Mac mounts the selected
volume wh enever it starts. In a way, the a utomatic mount is convenient,
but it also obviates having a password, unless no one else has access to
the Mac. If you save only the name, every time you start the Mac you will
be presented with a screen similar to figure 14.34 so that you can enter
your password.
After you click OK, the Mac mounts the volume, and you can use it like
any other d isk drive. You r only restrictio ns are the ones set up by the
person who made the files available. Wh en you open the vo lume and its
folders, you can see what attributes have been assigned.
The bottom Games window has a small document icon with a slash
through it. This slashed icon indicates t11at the Games volume is set so
that it does not show any files. The second window, bdonging to me
Strategic Conquest Plus folder, has a slashed folder icon, which means
t11at the fo lders contained in this fo lder are not available. This folder has
previously assigned access settings that were not changed. The open
Test Folder window contains no slashed icons and provides full access to
fo lders and files because it was created after the volume's settings were
assigned.
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logging onto Your Mac as the Owner
You can access your Mac from another network computer and, if
anyrhing o n the hard drive is being shared, log o n using your Owner
name and the n access every drive and disk on your system.
Because of this kind of access, you should set a password for yourself.
Providing Others with access tO a volume is one thing, but effectively
opening your entire hard drive is quite another.

linking to Programs on Different Computers
When setting up users and groups, you have an option to e nable
program linking. If you choose this option, you allow a particular user
to send Apple Events to your applications over the network. (Apple
Events are a special set of commands that can be sent to applications by
other applications. Chapte rs 7 and 9 discuss Apple Events.) In order for
this feature to be fully functional, you also have to turn on Program
Linking from the Sharing Serup control panel. When you start Program
Linking, its Status box displays the message that the fearure is turned on
(see fig. 14.38) .

Fig. 14.38
Program Linking

Sharln Setup

[9

Network Identity

Status box.

Linking status

Program linking is a powe rful fearure that most applications do nor yet
use to full advantage. In orde r to link, a program has to be System 7
friendly; otherwise, the program cannot receive Apple Events. Another
consideration is that all copyright laws about using a program on two
diffe rent Macs at the same time apply to linking as well .
Before a program can be available for linking, you need to set the
program's linking optio n by first highlighting the program in the
Applications window, and the n choosing Sharing from the File menu. If
Program Linking is rurned on and the program supports linking, the
program ·s linking optio n wi ndow appears. Yo u then can turn on the
optio n. Figure 14.39 shows Microsoft Word's linking option window.
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Fig. 14.39
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'fhe functional aspects for linking are still in the air. As more programs
start to use Apple Events extensively, linking will become increasingly
imponan t. Then you wiU probably see network programs specifically
made for enabling applications to look for and direct othe r applications
to perform d ifferem tasks through a process called distributed processing. Distributed processing involves one Mac's having another Mac
perform some aspect of its function, such as sorting or updating a
database, while the first Mac performs a different task. Task-sharing
among CPUs speeds up the overall process. In a sense, distributed
processing is d1e flip side of multitasking; rad1er than having one Mac
perform several tasks simultaneously, you have several Macs work on
one job simultaneously.

Understanding Security and Performance
Wheneve r you are working wid1 a network, you need to be concerned
about its performance and securiry. This section looks at things you can
do to make sure you get the best performance while protecting your
data.

Security
Ald10ugh no one likes passwords, they are a necessary evil. Few people
really want someone else to have access to aU of d1eir data. Consider
some of the following items as possible guidelines:
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•

Always give your Mac a password from the Sharing Setup control
panel. Then you can still access your Mac from another network
computer, but no one else can log o n using your Owner name.

•

If you want only specific users to access the folders you share, do
not let those people change meir passwords. When able to change
a password, a user can remove it altogether.

•

Do not turn on Program Linking unless you have a specific reason
for doing so. Someone who has access to linking may be able ro
access you r data by using the appropriate application and Apple
Events.

•

Learn to use File Sharing attributes and never give Everyone
complete access to a shared volume.

•

Always set up your users in groups and give access to a group.

•

Never share your enrire hard drive.

Performance Considerations
Using personal file sharing, you can assign up to 100 users and groups.
You also can make as many folders available for sharing as you wam. The
more you share, however, the more work your Mac has tO do to service
network requests.
If your work requires that many people have access to large quantities of
shared data, look inro a dedicated file server, something like AppleShare,
which is discussed in the next section. Othernrise, consider the following suggestio ns, some of which are good security options as well as
pe rfo rmance-enhancing suggestions.
•

When using pe rsonal file sharing, do not set up more than 50
users and groups. Although 100 is the limit, having more than 50
users causes adverse performance effects.

•

Only share a couple of folders and never your e ntire hard drive.

•

Restrict access to only those people who need it. Minimize the
number of users logging onto your system. Each additional user
slows down your Mac, especially when many users are all accessing data.

•

Distribute the shared data over the network rather than keeping
data all on one machine, unless you are using a file server.

•

Use small networks for groups of people who consistently share
data. Install a router to connect the different networks as zones
and create an internet.

•

lfyou find that the ne t\vork is too slow, consider using EtherNet.

•

Do not mount more than a couple of volumes at the same time,
and try not to transfer data from one networked volume to
another networked volume. Instead, perform file transfers
(especially on large files) from a networked volume to a local
drive. If you go from networked volume to networked volume, you
might have to take the afternoon off, and network functions for
everyone on the network wiU slow down considerably.
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Apple Share
AppleSha re is Apple's software for creating a dedicated file server. The
program works on the same principles as personal file sharing. In fact,
anyone who has File Sharing installed can access an AppleShare server.
Using a server has several advantages. First, all your organization's data
can be kep t in one location for easy retrieval. Consolidating the data also
makes backing up and protecting data easier. Second, AppleShare has
more powerful security features than personal file sharing, and you can
have more users and groups. And, finally, the file server is about 25
percent faster than personal file sharing. Figure 14.40 shows some of the
preferences you can set with an AppleShare t11e serve r.

fig. 14.40
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Because the fi le server works on the same basic principles as personal
file sharing, going into all the particulars is unnecessary. Some file server
advantages have already been me ntioned , but several od1ers deserve
note.
A file server provides improved re mote access. By installing Farallo n 's
Liaison on a server, people who work outside the office, clients, or
anyone you wanr can get access via a modem and use the network. And
Liaison works mo re efficiently than Apple 's Remme Access.
AppleShare now has a print server, which is a spooler d1at uses the
server rather than individual Macs. Because a document has to go fTOm
the Mac to the file server and then to d1e printer, using a network
spoole r slows down acrual printing. However, the process does free up
the Mac and improve its performance. You access the spooler mrough
the Chooser window's selection list (see fig. 14.41).
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Fig. 14.41
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Figure 14.42 shows the AppleShare print spooler with one document
spooled.

Fig. 14. 42
The Spooler window
indica1ing one document
in 1he print spooler.
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Sometimes printing a numbe r of documents at a particular time is
conve nient. Wid1 a print serve r, you can send documents to the spooler
so that they are he ld and then printed later. First, sta.rt the print spooler,
and after it is up and running, turn off the printer. The spooler remains
active so that it can be used as a primer by other computers, but you can
wait a nd turn the printer on later. Spooling docume nts to p rint at a later
time is he lpful when you have a noisy printer or if you want to print
everyd1ing while you are out of the office.

Remote Access
AppleTalk Remote Access is an Apple half-router, wh ich is included with
every PowerBook. Re mote Access's primary function is to e nable
Powe rBook users to connect with their machines at home or the oftke
and to take advantage of networks. Remote Access also is good for
logging onto you r company's E-mail system.
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Basically you use Remote Access to log onto the half router, and then
you log onto the network. As long as the modems at each end are
compatible with Re mote Access, you wUI have no problems. However,
you should use a high-speed modem (9600 bps and higher); otherwise,
getting a file of any size is very time-consuming.
For another option that is actually easier to use, you can try Farallon's
Liaison. Its implementatio n is much cleaner than Apple's Remote Access,
but Liaison is a bit more expensive. With Liaison, you also get a full
router and gateway. On the other hand, providing more remote access
through a fuU router, NetModem, or gateway is also more expensive.
Regardless of the option that you choose, e nabling re mote access to your
company's network, or even your computer at home, can h ave advantages.

Other Networking Software
Many kinds of networking software are available. The most important
software, in addition to File Sharing, is probably E-mail. In addition to
E-mail, you can get different networking software that works with other
vendors' file servers, such as Novell NetWare or Banyan Vines. Other
available utilities include those for mapping, checking network traffic,
and troubleshooting.
The remainde r of this chapte r lists and gives a brief d escription of some
o f the additional networking software you can get for the Mac. The
purpose of this list is to give you an idea of what is available and tell you
a little bit about the products. As always, a product's inclusion in or
exclusion fro m the list does not imply a recommendatio n or rejection.
Software choices are just too abundant fo r everything to be included.

E-mail
Electronic mail, o r E-mail, software provides the capability to send
messages and files electronically. To work on a Macintosh platform,
E-mail software needs a server, or "post office," that acts as the hub and
distribution center for all of the messages and files; howeve r, it does no t
usually require any additional networking software. For real efficiency,
an E-mail package should have capabilities to send mail to and receive it
from remote users, commercial services, and different kinds o f comput·
ers. Chapter 6 uses E-mail as an example in performing a cost analysis;
this sectio n augments that analysis by d iscussing details about E-mail.
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One of the problems with E-mail for the Mac is the relatively few players
in the field . Significant among these players are CE Software's QuickMail,
Microsoft Mail, and cc:Mail. Many gateway packages are available that
enable a Mac to use the E-mail capabilities of other computers, but these
packages do not provide servers for a 100-percent functional Mac E-mail
system. To be included in this Mac E-mail list, a package must have 100perce nt functionality on a Macintosh platform. Without any intention of
slighting Microsoft Mail or cc:Mail, which are fully functio nal with the
Mac, th is section looks primarily at QuickMail because it provides the
required functionality and is currently the most popular package.
All E-mail systems work on the same principles. You have an E-mail
server (a post office in cc:Mail). The server is the control cente r that
routes all the messages and files to the people who have mailboxes on
the system. All messages are sent fro m the originator's Macintosh to the
E-mail server, and the server then sends t11e messages on to the intended
recipient.
Although simple in principle, all mail servers are complicated systems.
You need someone who is proficient with the system and willing to
administer it. The setup process can be complex; you have to assign
users, develop security levels, and maintain the system. In addition to
the mail servers' complex setup, the servers operate at an operating
system level; whoever sets up and maintains it should be proficient with
the Macintosh at a System level.
Ideally, you should use the mail server in conjunction with your file
server. (As this book goes to press, QuickMail version 2.5.1 and
AppleShare 3.0 are not compatible, and the QuickMail server needs to be
p ut on a Mac other than the file server.) Such coordination maximizes
the use of the file server and prevents the need for a second Mac to be
used as a mail serve r.
The mail server, in conjunction with its administratio n software, e nables
you to set u p users and man age the mail center.
With QuickMail, you can set up a system that enables users to log on
from more remote locatio ns, print messages for p eople who do not have
a terminal, set up gateways to otber mail and on-line systems, or
establish a QuickMailtelebridge. (A te/ebridge is a bridge be tween the
E-mail serve r and ot11er systems, including commercial on-line services
and remote users.) You can have up to 1,000 use rs on a system and use
it with a large or a small company.
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Having a computer systems manager or administrator is often
overlooked when a company computerizes for the first time.
Someone has to take care of the Macs, answer questio ns, and help
solve problems. You can hire a consultant for this task, or you can
d evelop in-house talent. What o ften happens is that someone inhouse is enamored with the technology and just assumes respo nsibility for the tasks.
The administrator's job is to make sure that everyo ne on the
system can connect, that the gateways stay up, and that the mail
gets th rough, without aUo f the users piling up too much junk
mail. In addition, tJ1e administrator must manage the network, and
you will probably have to have o ne person who is respo nsible fo r
most in-house computing issues.
At the same time, however, this person's regular work suffers
because o f time spent working with the systems. If you are an
employer, be sure that your computing plan includes administrative support for the equipment and systems. Technology has not
reached a point at which a Macintosh can take care o f itself.

From tJ1e user's point of view, you use QuickMail from a d esk accessory,
or configure the program to load auto matically on startup. Figure 14.43
shows QuickMail's opening window, which is where the user logs o nto
d1e mail server and sets p references.

Fig. 14.43
The QuickMail connection
serup.
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As with a file server, you have to log onto the mail server. After logging

on, you can see any messages you have waiting. If you connect but do
no t log on, QuickMail runs quietly in the background and only bothers
you when you receive mail. At that time, you access d1e QuickMail desk
accessory to read your mail.
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Figure 14.44 shows the QuickMail desk accessory; from here you can
read any mail that is waiting in your mailbox, view the company bulletin
board (Public), and store messages you want to keep (My Filed Mail).

Rg. 14.44
The QuickMail desk
accessory.
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With QuickMail, you have an audit trail and an electronic paper trail. You
know whether the message you sent has been read, and you can keep
copies of a message for yourself and create files for storing any mail you
receive. People frequently are concerned with documenting specific
incidents, conversations, the results of meetings, and so on. E-mail
provides a perfect means for this type of d ocumentation, in addition to
speeding up communications.
As you can see in figure 14.44, one message has not been read. Because

of this status, you know that the person did not get the message and you
can do something about it. If you distribute a paper memo, you have no
way of knowing whether the recipient has read the message. With E-mail,
you at least know the message was d elivered and that the person got the
message.
E-mail systems can greatly enhance business environments. Such a
system takes you one step closer to a paperless office. With a good
E-mail system, you can set up communications with vendors, sales reps,
and customers as well as having links to other types of computers.
Consider all these capabilities when planning a network. Of all of the
uses for a Macintosh, an E-mail system is one that can pay for itself and
show you an immediate increase in productivity. (For more information
regarding a needs analysis, refer to Chapter 6.)

If you set up an E-mail system, however, make sure you publish a
company policy statement governing the system's use. Without such a
statement, you may get into tro uble regarding privacy laws. Several
companies have been sued for privacy violations when they failed to tell
their employees that E-mail communications were not pdvate, or told
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e mployees that the communications were private and then violated the
users' privacy by using administration privileges tO read private mail.
When you install an E-mail system, be su re tO check with your corporate
lawyer so that you do not get into trouble.
Table 14.3 lists the E-mail packages and their manufacturers. These are
complete Macintosh systems only, no t gateways to E-mail systems on
other platforms. All these packages, however, provide you with vario us
options for cross-platfo rm su pport. QuickMail, for instance, comes with
DOS software that enables a user of a DOS·based machine to log onto a
MacintOsh mail server .

Table14.3
E-Mail Packages
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Product

Manufacturer

Description

cc:Mail

cc:.\1ail: A division
of Lotus

A complete E-mail
system for the Mac,
including mail server; a
very popular MS-DOS and
Windows mail system, as
well. You may want 10 use
this package if you are
dealing with existing
cc:Mail systems or if you
wanr to use a DOS sen,er
instead of a Mac.

Microsoft Mail 3.0

Microsoft Corporation

An E-mail system designed
to run on Macs. You can
use a Mac as the mail
server. If you are using a
mixed platform environ·
mcnt. you may want to usc
this package. MS Mail also
has links and gateways to
other commercial mail
services.

QuickMail

CE Software

The only native Macintosh
mail system. QuickMail
provides links and
gateways to other plat·
forms and mail systems, as
well as to commercial mail
sen•ices.

Network Utilities
When you first start using a network, you will probably not concern
yourself greatly with network utilities. With a small network, you usually
do not need any utilities. If the network grows, however, and you have
Macs spread all over the office, you might want a couple of utilities to
help you isolate problems and manage the network in general.
The different types of utilities constitute a broad range. Among the many
types of utilities you can purchase are those that show you what machines are on the network and the addresses for the networks, nodes.
and sockets in use. Other useful utilities include those that enable you
to perform software audits of Macs to make su re that your users are in
compliance with company policy and that all your licensing agreements
are followed. Table 14.4 lists some of the available utilities and gives a
brief description of d1eir capabilities.

Table 14.4
Networking Utilities

Product

Manufacturer

Description

EtherPeek

TheAG Group

An EtherNet analysis
package, useful for
troubleshooting and
analyzing traffic
patterns for network
optimization.

GracelAN and
GraceLAl'l
Asset Manager

Technology Works

A nerwork analysis that
inspects and collects
data from other Macs
on the network.

lnter-PoU

Apple Computer

A complete network
analysis package for
checking ne[\>.'Ork traffic
patterns and network
configuration.

KeyServer

Sassafras Software

A ne[\vork monitoring
system, also used to
check software license
compliance. Works in
the background and
provides continuous
moniroring of a
network.
t."Oiltillues
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Table 14.4

Product

Mamifacturer

Description

Local Peek

The AG Group

Comprehe nsive
network troubleshoot·
ing package. Enables
anal)•sis o f the actual
data packets being sent
over the network.

Net Watchman 1.1

The AG Group

Network monito ring
software for recording
and logging all network
activity.

NetAtlas

Fara.llon Computing, Inc. Network mapping
utility that graphically
maps all tl1e machines
on a network.

NetDistriburor

Trik, Inc.

Networking software
update and installation
utility. Can install
software upgrades over
the e ntire netwo1·k.

NetMinder
Edler NeuLocaiTalk

Neon Software, Inc.

Comprehensive
network trouhleshooting package. Enables
analysis of the actual
data packets being sent
over the network.

Net Octopus

MacVonk• USA

Network analysis tool
tl1at obtains data from
each Mac o n the
network. Also used as a
net\vorking soft\vare
upgrader.

Pho neNET CheckNet

FaraJio n Computing, Inc. Sin1ple network checker
that s hows all the
network nod es and
their addresses.

St.1tus*Mac V.2 .0.2

On Technology, Inc.

Continued
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Asset-management and
system-wide inventory
package. Used to check
the contents of all Macs
on d1e network.

Product

Manufacturer

Description

TrafficWatch II

Farallo n Computing, Inc. A network analysis
pack.1ge, useful for
tro ublesho oting and
analyzing traffic
patrcrns for network
o p timization.

Troubleshooting Your Network
Finding o ut what is wrong with a netwo rk can be very frustrating. You
can have problems with System software, cabling, networking software,
or just clogged traffic patterns. Pinpointing the problem can be an ali-day
cask.
If you are goi ng to troubleshoot networks seriously, you need to have
some network wols to make the job easier. And, in add ition to the tools,
you should have a strategy. To help you get started in the right d irection,
this section looks at strategy and then some tools that might be useful.

Your Strategy
Because you will have mo re pro blems w ith a daisy chain than any other
configuratio n, this sectio n concentrates o n a daisy-chain configuration;
the steps, however, generally apply to any network. If you are using a
hub o r star controller, you have an advantage because the hub or
conu·oller will let you know through software or by its status lights when
a port or branch is not functioning. The strategies presented here apply
to both AppleTalk and EtherNet networks.
With a daisy-chain configuration, the entire network will probably go
down if you have a break in a cable connectio n. A total shutdown is
especially likely with an EtherNet network using coaxial (CheaperNet)
cabling.
When the entire network goes d own, you have to start by segmenting
the network, b reaking it in half and seeing w hether o ne or the other half
operates independently. (This principal also applies if a branch on star
should fail. ) If you can isolate the section where the problem exists, you
can ftx the problem by a process of elimination. This whole process is
one of dism<tntli ng and rebuilding the netwo rk. When you are working
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d1rough dlis process, a cable tester can be helpflil fo r checking dle
integrity of cables. A utiUty such as NetCheck is useful for seeing which
machines are actually on d1e ne twork.
LocaiTalk cables often come apart where a connector joins two lengths
of cable. If you are troubleshooting a PhoneNET system, check the
individual cables. When dealing with twisted pair, stress on a cable can
cause d1e connection in an Rj-llor RJ-45 jack to become loose and not
make a sound connection. BNC cable is probably the hardest to work
with ; a minor amount of jarring can loosen a connection made widl a
BNC cable. Because a network using BNC Gtblt: can involve 60 to 80
machines, troubleshooting dle network becomes a real headache.
To troubleshoot any network, perform d1e following steps. The orde r
you use will depend on how you want to approach the proble m and dle
types of problems you are having.
1. Check dle cabling. Make sure d1at aU connectors (transceivers) and
terminators are in place. Also, be aware d1at a cable's proximity to
electrical oudets, electronic devices, and power lines in the wall
can result in interference or noise that can cause network problems. To prevent d1is problem, use good shielded wire in all
networks.
2. Check which machines can d etect d1e networked laser printe r or
file server. If none of the Macs can see these devices from the
Chooser, recheck the terminatio n at each end of the daisy chain. If
you :u·e using an EtherNet, check dle gateway.
3. Start breaking dle network apart. Try splitting it in half and then
into quarters until you find t he sectio n contai ning the problem.
Use this technique on any daisy chain or on backbone branches
when using a star controller.
4. If you are having problems transferring files, bu t all networked
devices can be seen, you probably have a System problem. Try to
isolate dle Macintosh dlat has the problem and reinstall its System.
Do not forget dlat the server can be dle problem machine. Only
after you have eliminated System problems should you look for
interference.
5. If the network has worked fine for some time and suddenly starts
malfu nctioning, look first at any new devices added to the network
such as recent additions of electrical equipme nt. Also, check with
the people using the network to see who has had recent System
problems.
Troubleshooting a hub configuration is usually easier than troubleshooting a daisy-chain configu ratio n because hubs can be controlled wid1
ports being turned on and off. Being able to turn ports on and off is
very helpful when you are trying to isolate a problem. However, dle
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preceding steps can help with hub configurations. Finally, backbone
configurations rarely go down. If yo u have a backbone configuratio n,
you are more likely to experience problems with individual devices d1an
with the entire network.

If your inrent is to optimize d1e network, you need a util ity mat
can analyze the network's traffic flow. Because optimization is
primarily experimentation, you need a history of the network's
traffic to identify where the problems are occurring. for example,
havi ng two computers at opposite ends of a daisy-chain network
dutt exchange a great deal o f data slows the network functions for
every device between the two machines. After determin ing d1at
this exchange pattern exists, you can reconfigure the network so
that these two machines are more directly connected and mus
b reak up the bottleneck. Alternatively, you can solve the problem
wim anod1er approach, such as installing an Ed1erNet backbone,
which can work wonders o n slow networks.

The Tools
Before you stan any network troubleshooting, you should have a
network map. Knowing how the cables are laid out and which cable is
connected to which Mac can save you a great deal of time and effort.
You also need a line tester fo r whichever type of netv•ork you are using.
AESP makes a very inexpensive but good cable tester that you can use o n
a pho ne li ne wim RJ-11 plugs or o n LocalTalk cable. Using the tester,
you can quickly tell whemer you have a bad cable or if it was improperly
made. Testers fo r EtherNet cable are more expensive, especially fo r
coaxial cable. You wiU have ro go to a specialty electronics srore d1at
d eals with electronic compo nents to find a good cable tester for BNC
cable.
If you do not have a cable tester, you can use a voltmeter that has a
continuity checker. A continuity checker sends a small electric current
down one of the wires. If me current arrives at the od1er end, the
voltmeter beeps, letting you know the wire is good. By checking each
wire, you can tell whether me cable is good. A vo ltmeter is good fo r
testing all tw isted-pair cabling, although me process is tedious.

Software utilities such as NetCheck can be ve ry useful for tro ubleshooting a netv•ork. The utility enables you to see every Mac and other device
o n the network so that you can qui ckly see whi ch Macs are no t showing
up. This information can save you hours o f searching.
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Summary
This chapter is an introduction to networking. If you are going to ins taU
a network or administer one you should probably do a little more
resea rch. The task of optimizing a ne twork rakes rime, patience, and
experie nce.
What this chapter provides is a general resource for understanding the
concepts behind the network and a li ttle bit on how it operates. Hopefu lly you will be able to use it to avoid some proble ms and get better
performance from your network.
To sum up this chapter, you should have a good idea about what a
network is, how it works, and some ideas regarding whm you may need.
This chapter contains information about implementing a network, as
well as the various applications avai lable for enhancing and troubleshooting d1e network. If you are just looking to use personal file sharing,
you also have a guide that will let you create a more secure and efficient
network.
The days of isolated Macintosh usage are coming to an eventual end.
Wiiliin a decade, any type of com purer will only be as useful as the
information it can access and the communications services it providesall of which will require a networking strucn1re that will be the computer
equivalent of the Interstate Freeway system. Until the n, however, we are
all constrained to our country roads.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Connecting Your Mac to
Other Computers
efore the idea of personal
computing was fully developed, establishing connections between computers
was a major issue and
concern. How could one
person use a computer to
..h-o-.--......-...-----' exchange information with
other computers in an easy, effortless manner?

Connectivity, or the ability to
connect computers for the exchange of information, is a major
issue confronting computer manufacturers. Apple addressed this
issue and began to provide solutions for cross-platform concerns
before connectivity was an issue.
With the release of Apple's SE/30,

and with SuperDrives being placed in every new Macintosh, Apple has
opened new doors for connectivity.
To exist in the business world, the Mac must be able to share data with
computers that are not Macintosh computers. As the interloper, Apple
assumes the majority of the burde n, but soon manufacturers of other
computers will have to be concerned. A few software and hardware
companies are addressing the issue, but con nectivity is still not as easy
as it wi ll be in the future.
In the meantime, you must make the connections between the comput·
ers. This chapter is about connecting with other machines (any comput·
ers including Macs) so that you can exchange data. This chapter focuses
prim;u·ily on Macimosh-to-MS-DOS communications. The chapter also
includes how to use remote Macs, a nd discusses some Mac software that
is more than just communications o r networking software-in o ther
words, remote control software. The goal of this chapter is to enable you
to exch ange information with non-Mac compmers with a minimum of
frustration or expense.
This chapter covers the fo llowing three areas:
•

Mac-to-Mac remote control

•

Mac-to-MS-DOS conversions

•

Cross-platform applications

Controlling aRemote Macintosh
Taki ng control of a remote Mac- that is, a Mac other than the o ne you
are usi ng- has been possible for tbe last few years. Performing this
function over networks has made network administrators ' lives easier,
but fo r everyday people it has not really been an affordable possibility
until now. Even now, most people do not want or need the ability to
take control of a re mote Mac.
In some situatio ns, however, you could have two computers- a
PowerBook at home, for example, and a Mac n at the office. You might
want to access a missing file or print a report before you return to the
office. Some functions you need can be very adequately perfo rmed by
Apple's AppleTalk Remote, which comes with every PowerBook. But
AppleTalk Remote is not the o nly tool, and you cannot use it to rake
control of the remote Mac.
Wid1 programs such as Timbukru and Carbon Copy/Mac, you can
actually take control of the other Mac. This means d1at you can get one
computer tO perfom1 one task while you are somewhere else. This
capability also e nables you to provide training or support fo r someone at
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a remote locatio n, or you can receive the support or training from the
re mote user. Both of these programs will work either with a mode m or
over a network.

Ithough this software was previously more of a novelty
than a productivity tool, it now offers real assistance to you as
a user because o f the drop in price of 9600 bps modems. Pe rfo rming re mote Macintosh operations with a 2400 bps modem is
painfully slow- so slow it is hardly worth the effo rt. If you are
te mpted to use re mo te software with a 2400 bps modem, go
ah ead. But the best you can expect is to transfer a couple of small
files.

A

To help you get acquainted re mote control computing, this sectio n
d iscusses the following software:
• Timbu ktu Re mote
• CarbQn Copy/Mac

limbuktu Remote
Timbuktu Re mote is produced by Farallo n Computing, Inc. and is
believed by many users to be the best re mo te computing software
available. It requ ires a minimu m amo unt o f setup, and its operation
is quite intuitive. With Timbuktu Remote, controlling or observing a
re mote Macintosh is quite easy, provided that you have a fast modem.
If you want to use Timbuknt o n a network, you need a package called
Timbuktu .
Figure 15.1 shows a Timbuktu session in which the Desktop o f the Mac
being re motely controlled is visible. Any keystrokes, mouse movements,
or o ther actio ns performed on the local computer affect the remote
co mpute r as if you had pe rformed the actio ns directly on that computer.
In add ition to controlling the remote compute r, you can retrieve and
send Hies, have od1er people drop fil es inco a specific folder, send
messages, and observe the Desktop o f the compute r. Figure 15.2 shows
the file transfer window for Timbu kru.
The securi ty featu res in Ti mbuktu are controlled by passwords. Whe n a
re mote user logs o nto a host Macintosh, that user types a password . The
level of access to the host Mac is dete rmined solely by the password. The
syste m's biggest disadvantage is that someone could guess a password
that gives them a level of access you do not want them to have. If this
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should happen, the remote user could retrieve anything from the host
l\·1acintosh and delete any file. That user could also get full control of the
Macintosh . It does not rake much imagination to determine the damage
that could be done.

Fig. 15.1
A Timbuktu remote
session.
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lf you use Timbuktu, be very careful about d1e password you choose. If
you want total control from a remote location of your Mac at home or in
the office, be su re that you never give anyone that particular pass·word.
Figure 15.3 shows the password-protected privileges window fo r
Timbuktu Re mote.
Timbuktu ca n be a very useful utility, especially if you have a PowerBook
or work on two Macintoshes.
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Fig. 15.3
The password·protectcd
privileges window fo r
Timbuktu Remote.
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Carbon Copy/Mac
Carbon Copy/Mac is the same type of program as Timbu kru and
Timbukru Remore combined. In general, you can perform the same
functions with Carbon Copy/Mac as you can with Timbuktu, but Carbon
Copy/Mac works over a network or with a modem. Figu re 15.4 shows a
Carbon Copy/Mac session in progress. Be careful when you purchase
Carbon Copy/Mac; Microcom makes both Mac and MS-DOS prod ucts.
If you do not specif)• Carbon Copy/Mac, you could end up with the
MS-DOS package called Carbon Copy.

Fig. 15.4
A Carbon Copy/Mac
sessio n.
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Carbon Copy/Mac's implementation is not quite as clean as Timbukru's;
Carbon Copy/Mac is more difficult to set up and use, but it has better
security features for modem access than does Timbuktu. When you set
up users with Carbon Copy/Mac, you can have Carbon Copy/Mac answer
the modem, log in the user, and then call the user back at a preselected
number. This process is considered one of d1e most secure methods of
telecommunications security possible. Not only does the password need
to be correct, but the person trying to gain access to the remote compurer must be at me proper telephone number as well. The chances of
someone hacking his way into your system is very slim wim mis type of
configuration. Figure 15.5 and 15.6 show Carbon Copy/Mac's access
sen1p window. You might want to compare these figures wid1 figure 15.3
to get a feel for the differences between Timbuktu and Carbon Copy/
Mac.

fig. 15.5
The setup window for
assigning user access in
Carbon Copy/Mac.
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Carbon Copy/Mac is published by Microcom; you get a two-user setup
(the ability to connect rwo Macs) wim Microcom's MVP Utilities package.
This is one of the utilities that make me MVP package an excellent value.
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Connecting Macintosh Computers to MS-DOS-Based Computers
Many people use an MS-DOS-based computer at work and a Macintosh
at home, or vice versa. Those users face the dilemma of the apparent
incompatibility of the two machines. How can you take home a file from
an MS-DOS-based computer and use that file o n the Mac, and then
return to ·w ork wid1 d1e sa me file after you edited it on the Mac?
The same issues arise when you work with someo ne who has an MSDOS-based computer. Because MS-DOS-based computers are widely
used in business, you may e ncounte r situations in which you must
transfer clara from d1e MS-DOS-based computer into your Mac, or vice
versa. There are more Mac programs that can read MS-DOS disks than
there are MS-DOS programs that can read Mac disks.
Two programs enable MS-DOS-based computers to read Mac disks. One
program is Mac ro DOS Transfe r made by a Mac hard drive company
called Pe ripheral L·wd; the oth er program is called Mac-In-DOS and is
made by Pacific Micro. For converting MS-DOS to the Mac, there are
three major programs: PC Exchange, Access PC, and MS-DOS Mounrer,
plus d1e Apple File Excha nge utility d1at came with your Mac. In additio n
to the programs d1at e nable the Mac to read a n MS-DOS d isk, a number
of translation programs convert Mac formats to MS-DOS, and vice versa.
All of the Mac utilities d1at support read ing Mac to MS-DOS disks and
files also work in the reverse direction, converting Mac to MS-OOS
formats.
If you must make the data conversions, you can excha nge almost any
type of clara file with either platform. This sectio n d iscusses o nly the Mac
side o f things. All the data conversions are performed on the Mac.

Connecting Computers via the Serial Port
Using the serial port ro transfer data will probably be you r last choice,
even though this choice is presented first. This method is discussed first
because it works if all else fails or if you have no o the r choice. Every
compute r has a serial po rt; if it doesn' t, it can be questioned as to
whether or nor it is a com pute r. lr is usually easier to transfer data over a
network or on floppy disks; if you do not have the utilities you need ,
however. you can always find a freeware or shareware communications
package and use d1e serial port.
As a rule, your Macintosh has two serial ports. (This rule does have a
couple exceptio ns, sud1 as the PowerBook 100, which has only o ne
serial pan.) Your Mac's serial pons are referred to as the modem and
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printer ports. Because every computer usually has a serial port, regardless of the type of computer, it is possible tO use the serial ports between
two computers of different or like types to transfer data.
The name serial comes from the way data is sent and received from the
computer. Whe n data is sent in seriaJ, it is sent via a single wire, one bit
at a time. Another wire is used tO receive data; this wire also receives
data one bit at a time. This method of data transmission is distinguished
from parnllel communications where the d ata is sent eight bits at a time
down e ight d ifferent wires. (For more information regarding seriaJ
communications, refer to Chapte r 13.)

syste m set up using MicroPhone on a Mac and an MS-DOS
system can be faste r than using floppy disks. A method for
(almost) automatic data transfers betwee n a Mac and an MS-DOS
machine using MicroPhone is discussed toward the end of this
section.

A

All that is required to transfer data between two compute rs is the
proper cable and a terminal-emulation or communications
program. (To learn more about terminal-emulatio n packages, refer
to Chapter 13.) To perfo rm serial transfers easily, u se LapLink Mac
III from Traveling Software. With th is paclmge, you can transfer
files between two Macs or a Mac and an MS-DOS-based machine
through a seriaJ cable or with a mode m. Using LapLink is easy.
Using communications softvvare and a cable can present a greate r
challe nge.

The following sections show you how to successfully transfe r files
between the Mac and MS-DOS machine or any computer with a serial
p ort. If you are using some computer o the r than an MS-DOS machine,
just re member that the principles are the same as those in this section.

Understanding and Using theNecessary Equipment
When you directly connect you r Mac to another computer, ftrst make
sure that you have the correct cable. To connect your Mac to almost any
o ther compu ter, you need a null-mode m cable that has a Mini Din 8
connector (which will connect to the Macintosh serial p ort) and an
RS232 or HS422 (DB9) connecto r (which will connect to most of the
serial ports o n othe r compute rs) . Be careful ; many cables can look like
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one you would use to attach a Mac £O a mod em, but null·modem cable
will not work with a modem. If you cannot find a cable, you can get one
from System Con nection in Provo, Utah.
The key here is that the cable is a null-modem cable. If you use a cable
that appears to have the proper connectors, but does not work, try using
a null-modem adapter. Before you go out and buy cables, look at the
back of the computer you want to connect to your Mac. In most cases,
the serial connectors are either a 9· o r 25-pin port (RS422 or RS232) that
require a connector like the ones shown in figure 15.7.

Fig. 15.7
Standard PC serial
connectors.
0

0

DB9

Parallel

e very careful here; almost all MS-DOS machines have a
parallel port. The parallel port looks just like the SCSI port in
the back of your Mac. This is not a SCSI port, even though you
could plug a SCSI cable into it. lf you plug a SCSI cable into the
parallel port and attach it to your Mac or a hard drive, you will
probably fry one or both machines or devices. Figure 15.8 shows
the back of an MS·DOS machine with the d ifferent connectors. For
more information on SCSI connections, see Chapter 2.

B
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Fig. 15.8
The back of MS-DOS
machine with the standard
connectors.

Usually MS-DOS machines have two serial connecto rs: COM 1 and
COM 2. You must know which port you are using so that you can set up
the communications software. For the time being, just remember which
port you are using until you get to the next section. If the back of the
MS-DOS machine is not marked so that you know which port is which,
refer to the computer manual o r expe riment to discover which port you
are using.
If you have a mode m cable that you use with the mo dem for your Mac,
you can use this cable with a null-mode m adapter as long as your MSDOS machine has an RS232 serial port. If your MS-DOS machine does
not have an RS232 serial po rt, it will have a DB9 connector, but finding a
Mac cable to work will be a little more difficult. One cable that works is a
Mac 128 o r 512K to an ImageWriter II cable, but these cables are rare
these days.

If you have a Macintosh RS232 mode m cable, you can use it to connect
to a n MS-DOS machine after you make the proper conversions. This
procedure requires you to get the proper converters so that the Mac
mode m cable works with the MS-DOS machine. The following discusses
some of the possible combinations. These guidelines apply to a
Macintosh RS232 mode m cable o nly. However, the principle is the same
for any Mac modem cable. To make the Mac to MS-DOS connection,
• You need an adapter to convert the male RS232 Mac modem cable
into a female RS232 or RS422 connector so that you can attach the
cable ro MS-DOS machine.
•
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You need to convert the cable from a modem to a null-modem
cable.

The MS-DOS machine wiJI have a male RS232 or RS422 port (which has
holes for d1e cable's pins). The Mac modem cable is also male, and as
such it will not connect to the MS-OOS machine without a gender
converter o r, as it is someti mes called, a gender bender (see fig. 15.9).
The gende r be nde r converts the cable into a female cable so it can be
plugged into the MS-OOS machine. However, you still need an addition al converter, which is called a null-modem adapter.

Fig. 15.9
A gender converter.

The ge nder conve rter is a connector that turns the modem cable
connector fro m a male to a female con nector. If you are connecti ng to
an RS422 p011, the next adapter you need is a RS232 to RS422 (089)
converter (see fig. 15.10). This converter is very commo n and used
primarily to adapt a RS232 port so that it can be used with a mouse; an
MS-DOS mouse always comes with a 0 89 connector.

Fig. 15.10
An RS232 to DB9
converter.
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In between the gender changer and d1e DB9 converter, you need to
insert a null-modem adapter. The null-modem adapter is essential; it is
what makes your Mac modem cable work. When you go shopping for d1e
null-modem adapter, if you are lucky, you will be able to get a nullmodem adapter that is also a gender bender.
If you need ro purchase all three converters (to turn a 1'<lac modem cable
into an RS422 null-modem cable), dle entire assembly should cost
approximately $40 . Although it is easier to just buy d1e cable you need,
converting a modem cable works, and you can create the conversion by
making a quick trip to a local computer store. Figure 15.11 shows the
entire assembly you need to convert a standard Mac RS232 modem cable
for a Hayes-compatible modem into a null-modem cable that could be
used to connect your Mac to a stand;u·d MS-DOS nS232 serial port.
You will need the following pieces ro make the cable conversion:
•

A gender changer

• A null-modem adapter
•

An RS232 to RS422 adapter (if you are connecting to an MS-DOS
RS422 port)

It is possible-but not likely-to fi nd a single connecwr d1at will
perform all three tasks at once. If you find a single multifunction
connector, it will most likely be dle RS232 gender changer and nullmodem adapter combined. If you intend ro connect to an RS422, make
sure d1at the ge nder converter is a DB9 gender converter because the
mouse adapter ends in a male RS422 and you need a female RS422
connector to plug into dle MS-DOS machine.
If you try to connect to an MS-DOS deskwp machine, you stand a 90percent chance that the cable configuration in figure 15.11 will work.
Otherwise, you will have to look into the RS232 to RS422 converter. As a
rule, you can obtain gender and null-modem connectors in both RS232
and RS422 sizes. If the cable configuration does not work, you need to
have the cable custom made. Some computer stores can make custom
cables, and they are always available from Systems Connection in Provo,
Utah.
After you have the cable, you need communications software. For your
Mac, you have several options, which are discussed in Chapter 13. You
can pick up a small program called Miniterm from your local user group.
But if you have a modem, you probably have some type of package
already; even the simplest package works.
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Fig. 15.11
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Connect to MS·DOS machine's RS232 serial port

You also need communicatio ns or terminal-emulatio n software for your
MS-DOS machine. If you are running Microsoft Windows, you already
have such a package; it is named Terminal. Several o the r software
packages are available; you can eve n find a shareware package. Many
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co mpute r stores sell disks with DOS shareware programs; you should
be able to find a simple DOS com mu nications package. In addition, in tegrated DOS programs Lik e Microsoft Works usually h ave communicatio ns
mo dules.

Setting up the Connection
You now need to configure the software so that d1e two machines can
communicate. This chapter shows a spe cific example: an MS-DOS
machine running Microsoft Windows and me Windows Terminal
program, and a Mac using MicroPho ne fro m Software Ventures. Regardless of what software packages you might be using, me principals will be
me same. You might need to refer to your manuals, and d1e packages
you use might not have some of the automated features shown in
Micropho ne. Generally speaking, however, me concepts apply across the
board. These concepts actually apply to connecting any two compute rs
toge ther, not just Macs to MS-DOS machines.
If any terms are unfamiliar, read Chapte r 13, which is about data
communications. The language used for setting up this type of con nection is d1e same as if you were using a modem. To set up the connection,
follow these general steps:

1. Con figure d1e communication settings.
Figure 15.12 shows the communications settings for the example
Macintosh, and figure 15.13 shows m e settings for the example
MS-DOS machine.

Fig. 15.12
Macincosh communications
settings in Micro Phone
software.
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Fig. 15.13
DOS communications
settings in Windows
Terminal.
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Notice that the setting for Baud Rate, Parity, Data Bits, Stop Bits
and Flow Control for both machines are exactly tl1e same. In most
cases 19,200 bps works; however, if you have problems at that
speed you may have to use 9600 bps instead.
2. Set up d1e terminal configuration.
For tl1e terminal settings, make sure that you set the local echo.
Without the local echo, you cannot see what you type on your
Macintosh. You will not type much, but it is how you will check
the connection. Figures 15.14 and 15.15 show the terminal
configuration, respectively, for the example Macintosh and
MS-DOS compute rs.

Fig. 15.14
Macintosh terminal settings
using MicroPhone .
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Fig. 15.15
MS·DOS machine terminal
settings using Windows
Terminal.
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3. Test the connection.
After the settings are the same on both machines, you need to test
the connection. The easiest way to test the connection is to type
something on one computer and see if that typing appears in the
terminal window on the other computer. Figure 15.16 shows tell.'t
typed on the Mac, and figure 15.17 shows how that text appears
on the MS·DOS machine.

Fig. 15.16
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Fig. 15.17
The results of the
connection test.
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If you type on the Mac and the MS-DOS computer displays something
similar to figure 15.18, you have an improperly configured connection.

Fig. 15.18
A bad connection.
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If you get d1is type of gibberish, something is wrong with the configuration; repeat the setup steps. If d1ere is no communicatio n between dle
two machines, regardless of what settings you use, the cable is incorrect.
Check d1e cable ; you might have pu t a null-mo dem adapter on a nullmodem cable. Remember, you need a null-modem cable to make this
pro cedure work. If you put a null-mode m adapter onto a null-mode m
cable, you will e nd up wid1 a mode m cable tha t will not work.

Transferring the Files
Now you are ready to transfer files. Although the MS-DOS machine can
send and receive text files without a te rminal p ackage, you will have
fewer problems if you use a protQco l transfer like XMODEM. The
procedure is basically a matte r of selecti ng dle file and sending it on .

Transferring Files from an MS-DOS
Computer to a Mac
This sectio n uses a specific example to illustrate sending a file fTo m the
MS-DOS machine to the Mac. To transfe r a file from dle MS-DOS
machine to the Mac, you need to comple te the procedure in this section.
Yo u wiJI have to refer to your particular software's instructions if you do
not know how to pe rform any of d1e fo llowing steps:

1. Tell the MS-DOS machine dlat you want to transfer a file via
XMODEM.
2. Se lect the file you want to transfer.
Figure 15.19 shows the selectio n of a DOS file to be sent to dle
Mac.
3. Initiate the file transfe r. The MS-DOS machine will tell you it is
waiting to establish communication with the Mac.
4. Te ll your Mac that you want to receive a file via XMODEM. You will
also have to turn off the Mac Binary setting for the data transfe r
(see fig. 15.20).
5. Select the directory where you want d1e file to be placed .
6 . The Mac will te ll the MS-DOS machine dlat it is ready to receive
the fi le an d initiate the transfer.
7. After the transfer is comple ted, name dle file.
Note that w ith some softwa re, steps 6 and 7 might be reversed.
The transfe r is completed.
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Fig. 15.19
Selecting a DOS file
to send.
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When you receive a file, set a default folder (Mac) or directory (MS-DOS)
specifically for receiving transferred files. You then do not have to search
fo r the file after you receive it.

I

f you are using MicroPhone, you can set the file type creator

for transferred files . Set the creator in the protocol transfer for
the program you use ro open the file. This way you can just
double-click the file ro open it.
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If you have files that you inte nd to use with different programs, transfer
those files as tex1 ftles. Good programs recognize the DOS file fo rmat
regard less of the file type. The files sent back to the MS-DOS machine
will not have a type o r creator setting.
After you send the file, the transfer will go quite rapidly. Sending a 40K
file takes about 30 seconds o r less. Figure 15.21 shows the MS-DOS
machine sending the file. Notice the status bar in d1e bottom of the
terminal window.

Fig. 15.21
An MS-DOS machine
sending a file.
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Figure 15.22 shows the Mac receiving the file. Notice that the Mac does
not know the tile type or creator because the file does not contain that
informatio n. All MS-DOS files are ide ntified by the three letter extensio n
after the name o f the docume nt (refe r back to fig. 15.21).

Fig. 15.22
The Mac receiving a file for
the MS-DOS machine.
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f you inrend to send files back and forth often, you might want
to keep the file extension-even when the file is used o n the
Mac. Because the fi les will have the same name on each machine,
confusion about file names is eli minated.

I

Transferring Files from a Mac to an
MS-DOS Computer
\Xfhen you se nd a Hie fro m the Mac to the MS-DOS compu ter, you really
just reverse the procedure in the preceding section. Figure 15.23 shows
the XMODEM transfer settings for the Mac when the Mac sends a fil e to
an MS-DOS machine. Depe nding on the program you are using, you
might have to set your protocol transfer settings prior to selecting the
file. With Microp hone, you can select d1e transfer senings at the same
time you select the file.

Fig. 15.23
Macintosh senings for
sendi ng a file.
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Notice in figure 15.23 that you are sending a binary file. If you try to
send a file MacBinary. the MS-DOS machine does not know what
MacBinary means. You wi ll be sending add itional data with the file that
the MS-DOS program might or might not be able to use. Chances are,
the transfer will still work and you will not notice any adverse effec ts;
the re is always a possibility, however, that your MS-DOS program will
not be able tO open the file. To be safe, all data transfers involving Macs
and non-Mac machines shou ld be done in a binary mode only. Figu re
15.24 show the settings for the MS-DOS mach ine to receive the fi le.
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Fig. 15.24
Using Windows Transfer to
receive a Mac file on an
MS-DOS machi ne.
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Here you can see that you need to name the file. Because the name of an
MS-DOS file can only be eight character s long, you cannot use long
names to describe files. Once again, if you use the same file name on
both compute rs, you will avoid confusion. The biggest proble m is trying
to re member which file is the last one edited. If this becomes a problem,
you might use file names like WORKl.DOC, WOR.K2.DOC, a nd so on,
with some type of incremental numbering system to keep track of the
revisions. Suppose, for example, that you transferred a Microsoft Word
fi le named WORKl.DOC from your MS-DOS machine to your Mac. After
you edit the file on the Mac, you might want to rename it WORK2.DOC
in preparation for sending it back the MS-DOS machine. This way, you
will no t overwrite the original and the c hange from WORKl to WORK2
le ts you determine quickly the latest version of your document. You will
need to experiment with this procedure. You will, however, eventually
find a syste m that works weB for you.

Using MicroPhone on Both Systems
If you use Windows on the MS-DOS machine, you might want to pick up
MicroPho ne for Windows and for the Mac. These two programs-in
conjunction-enable you to set up a quick and dirty system. If
MicroPhone is configured to send and receive using the ZMODEM
protocol, either machine will automatically receive the files you send in
eithe r direction.
One way that you might want co use d1e transfer system mentioned
previously could be as follows : You arrive at work in d1e morning. The
null-modem cable is already hooked up to the MS-DOS machine, so you
just plug your PowerBook into the cable and turn on the PowerBook.
The n you turn on the MS-DOS computer.
After each machine is up and running, start MicroPhone o n each
machine. With MicroPhone configured for ZMODEM and the Receive
fo lder set in the MicroPhone Settings fi.le, you can send files from eithe r
machine to the othe r. The receiving machine responds and saves your
files. You do not have to do anything othe r d1an send the file.
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You then simply add the docume nts you need to transfe r into a batch,
like the one in figure 15.25, and send the batch to the MS-DOS machine.
(A batch is a means of sending several files at once rather than sending
the m o ne at a ti me.) The MS-DOS machine will start receiving, and you
can work on either machine or ge t a cup of coffee while the data
transfers fro m one machine to the o ther.

Fig. 15.25
Files in a batch to be sent.
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Because MicroPhone works in the background on either machine, you
have a min i-network between the two computers. The only problem
with background ftle transfers is that the speed at which the d ata is
transferred slows down greatly- as slowly as 700 bps (refer to Chapter
13 for an e.xplanation of bps). Notice the transfer rate in figure 15.26.
The data transfer setting is 19,200 bps, but the figure shows that the
actual transfer rate is only 4,200 bps. The advantage is that you can
continue to complete other work while the transfe r p rocesses occurs in
the backgro und.

Fig. 15.26
Speed degradation with
background file transfers.
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In additio n, with this method you do not have to use floppy disks and aU
the processes are automatic. If a file transfer is interrupted (suppose, for
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example, that one of the machines crashes), you can restart the transfer
where it left off because of the capabilities of ZMODEM. While running
Windows, you can even minimize MicroPhone to an icon so that it
receives files without having to be opened. Note in figure 15.27 that
MicroPhone for Windows is receiving a document called COMPANY. DOC
in t he background.

Fig. 15.27
MicroPhone for Windows
receiving a file in the
background .
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You should be able to perform the same tasks stated previously with any
program that uses ZMODEM, even if the MS-DOS machine is not running
Windows. The problem will be that you ca n o nly run one program at a
time in standard MS-DOS, so you can not perfo rm background processing in most instances.

Translating the Data
The only time you will have problems with d1e data you send or receive
from an MS-DOS machine is when the file is a text file. The problem
occurs because all MS-DOS text files have carriage returns and line feeds
at the e nd of each line. The Mac, on the other hand, p laces carriage
returns only at the e nd of a paragraph.
The carriage returns at the end of the line in an MS-DOS file prevent you
from formatting the file without a lot of work with a Macintosh word
processor. Again, this proble m is more easily handled from the Mac side
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than d1e MS-DOS side, unless you are proficient with an MS-DOS text
editor that su pports macros. Because there are several good text ed itors,
translation packages, and programs for the Mac mat can eliminate this
proble m, you may as weU use the Mac rath er than dle MS-DOS mach ine
to clea n or p re pare your text files.
figure 15.28 shows an MS-DOS file that has been transmitted to a
Macintosh. Notice the odd characters and strange formatting in the
figure.

Fig. 15.28
An MS·DOS text file that
has been transmitted to a
Macintosh.
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The p rocess of "cleaning" a text file consists of several steps. To perform
those ste ps, a text editor works best, but any word processor that fi nds
and replaces ASCII characte rs works. To find the specific ASCII characters, you may need to refe r to the word processing manual.
The remainder of this section leads you through the steps for cleaning
an MS-DOS text ft.le so that you can use it with your Macintosh word
p rocessor. This section uses, as an example, Vantage, a text editor fro m
BaseLine Publishing. The p rocess is basically d1e same regardless of what
ed itor or word processor you might use. Microsoft Word, Nisus, or
Word Perfect can all be used to clean up a file; of dlese programs, WordPerfect or Nisus work best because they have macro capabilities. With
the macro capabilities, you can perform the process o nce, save it as a
macro, and never worry about it again.
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To clean a t~1 file that has been transferred fro m an MS-DOS machine
on your Mac, follow these steps:
1. Remove all d1e line feeds.

Vantage has a special command fo r removing line feeds. Figure 15.29 shows me comma nd and figure 15.30 shows me resul ts
of the command.

If your word or text processor does not have a command for
re moving line feeds, select and copy me character at the beginning
of d1e sentence-the one mat looks like a box. lhen use the Find
(or Search) and Replace command, paste the line feed character
into the Find field, and leave the replace field blank. Then perfonn
a Re place All procedure. All of me line feeds will be removed.
2. Remove the carriage returns.
Afte r the line feeds are removed , you need to remove d1e carriage
re turns. Removing the carriage returns is a two-step process. The
first ste p is to make sure that you can restore all paragraph breaks
(two successive carriage returns); the second step is to remove the
carriage re turns at the e nd of each line. To remove carriage
returns, fo llow steps 3 and 4.
3. Set the paragraph breaks.
In figure 15.30, the paragraph breal<s appear as two carriage
re turns at d1e end of each paragraph. To change them, you need
to re place me double carriage return with a set of characters not
repeated in me document. In mis case, you will use •• which is
created by pressing Option-8 twice. This step is done so mat you
can change the • • back to a carriage return after all the single
carriage returns have bee n stripped out of the document.
I

fig. 15.29
The Strip Linefeeds
commands in Vantage .
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Fig. 15.30
The file from figure 15.28
after d1e line feeds arc
removed .
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Figure 15.31 shows Vantage Find/Change dialog box completed
with the search and replace criteria needed to pe rfo rm this
function. (Note the cha racters \r\ r in the Find text box. Each
editing program has characters d1at indicate carriage re turns; in
Vantage, these characters are \ r).

Fig. 15.31

1~0

Unntog e'" flnd / Chongo

Criteria for removing the
paragraph breaks.
( Chonge, lind XN

I

[8l lgnore cose

( Change nil

:MI A

I

0

( Specials

aes l

0

St art or line

0

All windows

Wh ol e words [8l turon scorch
round.

Figure 15.32 shows the file after removing the double carriage
returns.
4. Remove the carriage retu rns at the e nd of each line.
Removing the carriage retu rns at d1e end of each li ne e nables a
Mac word processor to wrap the lines and format the paragraphs
as if the document had been created on a Mac.
Figure 15.33 shows the Vantage Find/Change dialog box com·
pieced with the search and replace crite ria needed to perfo rm this
function.
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Fig. 15.32
The file after all the do uble
carriage returns have been
removed.
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Fig. 15.33

U&nt age~

Flnd/ Chonge

Criteria set ro strip carriage
returns from 1he end of 1he
lines.
( Spcciol s

xs )

89 chonge(sl m ode.

In this example, you wanr to replace the carriage returns wid1 a
space so that no words are joined together when the carriage
return is removed. (lfyou do not use a space, you create some
interesting compound words!) Figure 15.34 shows the resu lt of
the search and re place procedure.
5. Restore the paragraph breaks.
To restore the par-.tgraph breaks, search fo r • • and re place it with
a carriage return, or, if you choose, :t d ouble carriage re turn.
Hgure 15.35 shows the Vantage Find/Change dialog box completed with d1e search and re place criteria neede d co perform this
fu nction. In this example, the single carri age return is used.
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Fig. 15.34
The !11c after single carriage
returns are removed.
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Fig. 15.35
Search and replace to
restore paragraph breaks.

SO

Uont oge'" Find/ Cioonge

~ ~ Find? l:='=c' · = ===========ll
I rhotHJ• :•:A J Cloonge? IL'\...!•I_ __ _ _ __ __ _ _...JI
I r loongP. lootol :•:"- l [g) Ignore cose D Start or line D All window s
I Change oil xn J D Whole words [g) Wrop search
I Specials xs )
2 1 t chonge(sl m ode.
Afte r you resrore tl1e paragraph breaks, you ca n u se the docume nt
with your word processor, where the paragraphs respond to all
the fo rmatting comman ds. Figure 15.36 shows the file tl1at has
been conve rted in Microsoft Word.
Formatting proble ms that remain are usually fairly minor at this
point. You can quickly take care of those problems by hand or
with additional search and re place commands.
Lf you send a text file created on the Mac to an MS-DOS machine,
you must clean that text file or it wiU look odd on the MS-DOS
machine (see fig. 15.37) . Each of the do uble black bars are the
MS-DOS machine's representation of a carriage return.
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Fig. 15.36
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Fig. 15.37
An unconverted Mac text
file opened o n an MS-DOS
machine.
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fdlt ~en rch tltlp
~ea r 1-tac Us er: lllhank you for purchasingTSer i us Pt·ogrannet· Release 2.2.
Progt·anner· 2.2 r epresents t lte nost aggrells iue enlarge nent of the
functionality of Ser i us • application deuelopncnt t ools in the histm·y of our·
pt•otluct H nc. I hope you Find t hi s t ool to lie a Ill'oductiuc and useful
addition to yo ur soft01are libt·ary . IIPlease Feel Fr·ee t o contact ne
pers onally, or any of t he s taff a t Serius Corporation , uith questions or
co..,ents regarding yo ur ne01 s oftuare.lllook foruard to a continuing strean
of tool cnltanceRents and neu objects f t·om Ser·ius. lie ' 11 kccJl you i n for nell
of dcuelopl!len ts uia YSedus Pt·ogt'al!lming¥ , a r·egular ne wsl e tter uhich
t·egi stercd us er s r·eceiue at no cost. lllltank you once again fot· your·
purchase . IISeriusly,IIJoe FirnageiPr·e si dent , Serius Cor·pot·ation
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Macintos h text files need to be converted if they are going ro be used on
an MS-DOS machine. The conversion process is similar to the preced ing
steps, although there are some important differences. To make this
conversion, yo u must have a text ed ito r that can perform two specific
functions: set the line length to a specified number of characters and be
able to insert line feeds. To conve rt a text file from a Macintosh that is
going to be sent to an MS-DOS machine follow these steps:

T

he following example uses Vantage to perform the conve rsio n. If you are using a different text editor, the commands to
pe rform the conversio n will be diffe rent. Re fer to the manual for
your text editor.

1. Set the document's character width.
The easiest way to convert the Mac text file is to open the file with
Vantage and set the line le ngth from the Settings me nu ro about 60
characters. Figure 15.38 shows the Word line length.

Fig. 15.38
Using Vantage to set the
Word line le ngth.

Tab width:

~

[8l Word wrop to:

0

Auto - Indent
Concel

Wrap tin e l eng th:

0

® Window UJidth
0 Print margins

File slgnoture:

[ All window s )

U:uMI
line length

~

==O=K=~ij

,..n

The word line le ngth is the maximum number of characters per
line before the editor wraps the word s to the next line .
2. Set the word wrap.
In this example , you set the word wrap le ngth is se t using the
Word Wrap to Le ngth command from the Format me nu in Vamage
(see fig. 15.39).
This co mmand sets the width of each line to the minimum set in
the Settings window. After this command executes, a carriage
return is insetted at the e nd of each line and the file resembles
figure 15.40. lf you are usi ng a word processor, you can complete
steps 1 and 2 by savi ng the file as a text file w ith line breaks.
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3. Add the line feeds.
After you wrap d1e text, me last thing to do before you transfer the
file is add the line feeds. Vantage makes adding the line feeds easy.
Choose the Add Linefeeds command from d1e Format menu (see
fig. 15.41).

Fig. 15.39
The WordWrap to Length
command in Vantage.

File
Edit
Lnyout

:I

Convert
Oth er

~
~
~
~

.

.

form Pnrngrophs

'

:lllJ

Word Wra p t o Window ~
Macros
rtush Right to Length
Eut crnnl
Inden t
:lei
Quit
IIIlO Unlndent
XI

--- --

-

Sort lines
llcuorse Order lines
Sort rorometors...

-

Columnlze Ro1u Order
Columnlze Column Order
Columnlze Pornmeters...

-------------Insert Pogo orook

Fig. 15.40
The file after word
wrap is set.

Thank yoy for purchas 1no s.r h.tt P'r-oq-G~:~t~tr Re I.au 2 . 2 .
2 . 2 r ep,.aenU: tM aost OQOf"HSive .., l ~ t of
thti funellonall t y of Ser lus' oPP IIc:ollon c:twelopMnl tool s
In the hl s l Cf"'\1 o f· OUr" produc::t l i ne
I hope !JOU find th i s

Pl-09"'0~

t oo l to be a Pf"odu: tl w
l lbrOI"\\.

and use ful addition to

uour

softltar"e

Please ful , ,... to contact '" prsono l ly, or CII"IV o f the
s ta ff at S.rl w: Corporation, wl \h qlAst.lons or con.Mnts
regcrdlno yotr n.-

so ft~

Lock for.ard to o continuu"19 strea. of t ool enhanc:e-.nls and
n.. objects fro. S.rlus . Ue'll
you infor•edl of
deve lop•ent.s ul o • S.,..I us: P~• lno• . a r eou iOr"' nws l e ller

..,"P

lllhleh

r-ol st~

usrs r.eelve al no cosl .

Thank \iOU one. oooln for IJIX" p.rchose
Serl us: hJ ,
Joe F ir•=9• Pruidenl, SeriuJ COf"'POt""'lion

If you are using a word processor, you will have to use the Find
(Search) and Replace command to insert the line feeds needed for
the file to work on an MS-OOS machine. The easiest way to add
the line feed with a word processor is to copy a line feed character
from an unconverted MS-DOS text file, set me Find command to
find every rerurn character, place a rerurn character into the
Change field, and then paste me line feed into the Change field
after me return. Then perform a Change All.
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Fig. 15.41
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The Add Linefeeds
command in Vantage.
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Line Numbers
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St ri p Controls
Strip Leading Spoce
Strip Trailing Spoce
Stri p Line feed s

After the line feeds have been added, the document looks similar to the
document in figure 15.42.

Fig. 15.42
The docume nt after line
feeds have been added .
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D
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D

OS....Iuslv.
D

Q.Joe Fl raGQ~e

,..,idln t .- S.,..lus Corporo Uori

I

The file is now ready to send to the MS-DOS machine. If the connection
is stiU in place, save and send the file.
After the file has been sent to the MS-DOS machine, open it with a text
editor; the Windows text editor is called Notepad. After the file is open,
it should loo k similar to the file in figu re 15.43.
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Fig. 15.43
The converted text file on
the MS-DOS machine.
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Final Thoughts and lips
AU the preceding techniques work if you want to transfer text ftles
between Mac and MS-DOS machines by using a modem. The only part
you need ro disregard is using d1e null-modem cable; null-modem cables
do not work with modems. Also, you will be constrained by the capabilities of the modem. For more info rmation about using a modem, see
Chapter 13.
Although d1e preceding formatting and translating example was accomplished for an MS-DOS machine, the same basic process works wiili any
computer iliat has a serial port and a communications package. However, some particulars might be different. For example, formatting text
files for a UNIX machine text file involves using line feeds with no
carriage re rurns. By now, howeve r, you should have the basic knowledge
that enables you to hook up your Mac to any type of computer and to
transfer files .
You can use the preceding examples to determine how to perform other
types of data manipulation procedures. You might, for example, want to
take data from the MS-DOS machine in text format, and use that data
with a database or a spreadsheet. All data conversions require similar
steps.
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Think about the end result that you want, and then work backward ; plan
your ste ps by conside ring the final result, and then devise the steps you
need to perfo rm w get the correct e nd result. In the preceding example,
if you tried ro remove the single carriage returns before you removed the
double carriage returns, you would have been unable to restore the
paragraph breaks. For this reason , be sure that you always work o n a
copy of your files.

Accessing MS-OOS Files and Disks from the Mac
There are add itional ways to get data fro m a Mac into an MS-DOS
machine and vice versa. This section looks at software you can use to
transfer data in conjunction with Mac's floppy disk drive. This chapter
also discusses some hardware available fo r cross-platform work.

Software
Every Macintosh manufactured recently was shipped with a SuperDrive.
The SuperDrive is a floppy disk drive that can read Macintosh HFS and
MFS formats, DOS 760K and1.44M disks, and Apple ProDOS disks (the
Apple lie and GS). With this built-in capability, you can easily u se your
Mac to read 3 1/2-inch floppy disks that are formatted for MS-DOS.
This section foc uses on using your Mac drive to read disks from an MSDOS machine and covers several software solutions that enable you to
access DOS files and floppy disks.

Apple File Exchange (AFE}
You d o not need to purchase additional software to read a DOSformatted d isk. Everything you need came with your System software in
the form o f the Apple File Exchange (AFE) utility, which is located on the
Tidbits disk of the System 7 System Disks , and AFE is also on the Utilities
2 disk of System 6.0.X System Tools. AFE e nables you to perform the
fo llowing functions:
•

Initialize disks in MS-DOS, Maci ntOsh, or ProDOS formats

•

Transfer data from your Mac to 3 1/2-inch disks within the
MS-DOS, Macin tosh, or ProDOS formats

•

Pe rform data translation using e ither MacLin k Plus o r the built-in
binary, text. o r DCA/RFT formats

The basic operatio n of AFE is fairly straightfo rward. You nm the program
and see a window with two lists. Whe n you insert an MS-DOS floppy
disk, a w indow appears th at is similar to the window in figure 15.44.
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If you insert a DOS disk into the Macintosh floppy disk drive before you
run AFE, the Mac will not recognize the disk and will ask whether you
want to initialize the disk.

Fig. 15.44

Appl e ru e EH chftngc

AFE after a DOS disk is
inserted.
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Next, highlight the file you want to transfe r. If the file is one you are
going to use without translation, select the Default Translation mode
from the MS-DOS to Mac menu (see fig. 15.45).

Fig. 15.45
The MS-OOS to ~1ac menu.

I
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The types of fLies you would want to use with the Default Translation
option are any ftles that you wou ld use direccly in other programs such
as Microsoft Word or Excel. If you intend to transfer a text file, use the
Text translation capabili ties of AFE to su·ip out the line feeds. Figure 15.46 shows the different optio ns available when you select Text
translation.
Your main concern is replacing carriage returns and line feeds with
carriage returns. This function is the san1e as using Vantage ro remove
line feeds. Your other optio ns, shown in figure 15.46, include changing
special characters with diacritical marks. The options are limi ted, and
changi ng the diacritical marks ro their closest single character is probably
the best selection.
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Fig. 15.46
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With the last selection displayed in figure 15.46, you can re place tab
charac ters with spaces, replace spaces with tabs, or leave all the spaces
and tabs alo ne. Use the last selection if you want to change the formatting to use the text data in a spreadsheet or database. The only way to
get a re al feel for how this setting works is to expe rime nt. Using AFE to
translate te:\:t files only goes halfway. If you want to use the document
wid1 a word processor, you still have to follow the translatio n proced ure
o utlined in d1e last section to remove the carriage returns.
The other avai lable option on the MS-DOS to Mac me nu is t11e DCA-RFT
to MacWrite option, which is almost useless. You can use it only if you
save the docu me nt you inte nd to transfe r in d1e DCA-RFr format, whi ch
is specific to some word processors. You are be u er off saving your files
in a \X'o rd for DOS format or the RTF format and pe rfo rming a binary
translatio n. Both of d1ese formats retain formatting, and every Macintosh
word processor can read them.
Finally. you can use the MacLink translators with AFE. But if you have
MacLink Plus. you are bette r off using DOS Mounter, which comes with
the MacLink program, instead o f AFE. If you do decide to use the
trans lators with AFE, make sure d1at the translator files are in the same
folde r as AFE. Whe n you use the translators, AfE takes much longer to
start up.

PC Exchange
PC Exchange is a new Apple control pane l that mounts a DOS d isk o nto
tl1e Desktop as if the DOS disk is a Mac disk. PC Exchange enables you to
format DOS disks from the Desktop. Figure 15.47 shows a DOS disk
mounted o n the Desktop using PC Exchange.
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DOS disk

Fig. 15.47
PC E.xchange enables you
to mount a DOS disk o n
the Desktop.

The best pan of PC Exchange is its capability to assign an application to
specifi c Mac programs. Figun:: 15.48 shows the .DOC ex"tension being
assigned to Microsoft Word .

Fig. 15.48
The .DOC exte nsion
assigned to Word.
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In figure 15.49 you can see the exte nsions that have been assigned to PC
Exchange.
D

Fig. 15.49
The assigned
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After you make assignme nt for the DOS extensions and open the disk,
you see the files in a window with the icons appropriate for the assignme nts you have made. Also, if you do uble-click a file you assigned to an
application, the application is launched and the file opens. Figure 15.50
shows the same disk used in the AFE example with all .DOC and .TXT
ftles assigned. You can see the different icons for the assigned files.
Those icons with the letters PC are unassigned.

Fig. 15.50
File icons with their
appropriate assignments.
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Again, you have the problem described in the section on translating tex't
files. DOS text files retain the carriage return and line feeds when you
o pe n them with PC Exchange. Figure 15.51 shows the text file used in
the preceding example. The text file is the same one that was moved
from the Mac to the PC after it \vas formatted for the PC.
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fig. 15.51
DOS Text file opened from
the Desktop.
OThonk you for purcheslng Ser1us Programmer Release 2 2
OProgrommer 2 2 represents the most aggressive enlargement or
Othe functionality of Serlus· application development tools
Din the hi story or our prOduct ltne 111ope you fmd this
Dlool to be a productive ond use ful addition to your sort ware
Ollbrory.
0

OPiease feel rree to contact me personally. or any or the
Ostarr at Serlus Corpora lion. with questions or comments
Oregardlng your new software
0

Ol ook rorward to a continuing stream or tool enhancements and
Onew objects from Serlus. We'll keep you Informed or
Odevelopments vlo • Sen us Programming• . a regular newsletter
Owhtch registered users receive at no cost
0

OThonk you once again lor your purchase
0

OSenusly,
0

OJoe Flrmoge President. Senus Corporation

In o rder to use the file with a Mac word processor, you have to perform
a translation.
PC Exchange is a late e ntry into the DOS-on-the-Desktop software game.
Both DOS Mounter and AccessPC have been aro und longer. PC Exchange is a bit slower than Access PC when you double-click the
disk icon to open it for the first time. Othe rwise, their features are
comparable.

Access PC
Of all the Desktop DOS disk mounters, AccessPC is probably the best.
AccessPC, made by Insignia Solutio ns, is a control panel just like PC
Exchange. Access PC also has all the same functions and nearly identical
imple mentation. The one proble m wid1 AccessPC is that you cannot
de termine the format of a flo ppy disk by looki ng at d1e disk's icon on the
Desktop (see fig. 1552).
AccessPC has the same basic capabilities as PC Exchange. AccessPC,
however, also has additional capabilities. It can mount a SoftPC hard
disk and mo unt hard disks that have been fo rmatted with a DOS
partition. This capability can be useful if you have a hard disk dm you
want to u se on both a Mac and an MS-DOS machine, so you format half
of the hard disk with a Mac partition and the other half with a DOS
partit ion. AccessPC enables you to access d1e DOS partition from the
Desktop. Finally, AccessPC saves th e disk's informatio n to the floppy disk
itself so that the ne":t time it is used on a Mac it wiJl op en quite quickly.
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Fig. 15.52
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DOS Mou nter is made by Dayna Communications and has its own icon
for mounted DOS disks (see fig. 15.53).

Fig. 15.53
The DOS Mounter icon for
DOS disks on the Desktop.

DOS disk
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DOS Mounter does not have all the features of Access PC, but it does
allow Mac app licatio ns to be assigned to DOS extensions. Figure 15.54
shows the DOS Mou nter control pa nel.

Fig. 15.54
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As you can see, DOS Mounter has d1 e same functions as PC Exchange
and Access PC. Because a ll three of these programs are basically the
same, the program yo u use does not matter unless you need d1e special
capabilit ies of Access PC. Li ke AccessPC, DOS Mounte r also works with
some Syquest disks. lf you have questions about the. capabilities of any of
th ese programs. call the program manu facture r or your local deale r.

MacLink Plus
MacLink Plus is a DOS f11e translation utility made by DataViz. MacLink
Plus comes with DOS Mou nter and can translate almost any DOS file
fo rmat into a Macintosh file forma t.
MacLin k works in two steps: the selectio n of the translators and the file
selectio n. You can select SUN, NeXT, or IBM PC fo rmats and translate
those formats into Macintosh formats. Fig ure 15.55 shows some of the
PC word p rocessing for mats d1at can be changed into ,\olicrosoft Word
format.
Mac Link Plus can translate a I:u·ge numbe r of docume nts from one
fo rmat into ano ther. Its batch processing capabili ties make it especiaiJy
useful. If you need to move many files from the Mac to an MS-DOS
machine o r vice ve rsa, you w ill appreciate MacLin k Plus. If you need th is
cap ability only occasio nally, you might not need th is utility.
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Fig. 15.55
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Hardware
A few companies make MS-DOS-compatible 3 l /2-inch d rives for the
Mac. These drives are need ed only if you are using an old SE or Mac
Plus. Two companies that make 3 1/2-i nch high density external floppy
disk drives that read and write Mac and MS-DOS disks are Periphe ral
Land and Kennect Te chno logy. These d rives cost from $300 to $400, and
th ey work on any Macintosh . The Peripheral Land drive is a SCSI device,
and th e Ken nect product uses the existing flo ppy disk drive port o n most
Macintoshes.
It is more difficult to fi nd a 5 1/4-inch drive that works with the Mac. A5 it
stands, t\vo companies make such a d rive: Dayna Communications and
Ke nnect Technology. (Apple used to make this kind of drive, but it is no
longer offered ; at least, it is no longer listed on d1e curre nt Apple price
list.) Dayna Commun icatio ns makes one such d rive. The product is
called a Daynafile. The Daynafile comes in configuratio ns of 5 1/4-inch
do uble·density and high -density drives, as we ll as 3 1/2-inch drives. The
drives are SCSI devices that work well if you need their capabilities.
Ke n nect Tech nology makes Drive 1200 and 360, both of which are SCSI
devices like the Oaynafile.

he n you consider that a 5 1/4-inch disk d rive and co ntrolle r
card for an MS-DOS machine costs less d1an $100, it is
difficult to spend $400 for e idler Dayna or Ke nnect's products.
Inste ad, you could spe nd $200 and purchase a use d MS-DOS
machine, which will give you more than just a flop py disk drive.

W
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If your office has an MS-OOS machine, and you want to put data fro m a
5 1/4-inch drive onto a floppy disk for use with you r Mac, you can install
a 3 1/2-inch floppy disk drive into any MS-OOS machine for $50 to S75.
Then you need o nly copy the data from a 5 1/4-inch disk to the 3 1/2inch disk. Unless you spend a lot of time doing this type of task, purchasing an additional drive for your Mac does not make a lot of sense.
You can also use the serial cable option described in d1e first part of this
chapter. If your MS-OOS machine has a 5 1!4-inch drive, just copy data
from the floppy disk on the MS-OOS machine to your Mac. After you are
comfortable with the process, it can become almost automaticrequiring a minimum amount of intervention.

Using Your Mac as an MS-DOS Machine
Yes, you can turn your Macintosh into an MS-DOS machine, in a manner of speaking. You can use a software e mulator mat creates a virtual
MS-DOS machine that exists only in software on the Mac, or you can
physically place an MS-005 machine inside your Macintosh.
You might wonder why you wou ld want to turn your Mac into an MSOOS machine. Do you need to run MS-DOS software for some facet of
your work? Suppose, for example, that your E-Mail system is MS-OOSbased, but you p erform your od1er \VOrk on a Mac. If you need to run
one or two MS-DOS applications for you r work while a Mac performs
your oilier tasks without a problem, you might want to use one of d1ese
solu tions.

The differences between a Mac and MS-OOS-based machine are
significant, even if the MS-005-based machine runs Windows.
The Macintosh is a computer created from the ground up with a
graphic user interface (GUI). Every aspect of me Mac, born hardware and software, was designed to work toged1er so mat hardware complements software and vice versa.
Windows is a layer placed on top me DOS operating system; there
is no cooperation betwee n the hardware and software manufacmrers. Windows is an attempt to provide for MS-DOS machines what
the Macintosh has had all along.

This section looks brielly at both of these products, but most of the
section is spent o n the software emulator rather than the hardware
product. This section first discusses the PC in a Mac hardware option,
and the n it looks at d1e virtual PC.
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Mac2B6/386
In some cases, you might need to place an MS-DOS machine inside your
Mac. For example, perhaps you cannot adequately run the programs you
need with a virtual MS-DOS system. Or maybe you cannot have two
computers, a Mac and an MS-DOS machine, on your desk due to space
limitations.
The Mac386 is an MS-DOS 386SX computer o n a NuBus card made by
Orange Micro. The Mac386 can be installed in any Macintosh II series or
Quadra computer. The Mac386 uses part of the Mac's hard drive as its
own , or it has its own d edicated hard drive. The Mac386 has parallel and
serial ports o n d1e card, along wid1 two expansion slots. Basically the
Mac386 is a complete MS-DOS machine that fits inside your Mac.
For d1e same price as the Mac386, you can buy a complete and faster
MS-DOS machine. You might, however, find a use for th is unique p iece
of hardware, given its ability and d1e convenience of switching from one
platform to the other.
Orange Micro also provides nvo othe r MS-DOS machines on a card for
your Mac. The Mac286 and Mac86 both use slower processors and do
not have d1e expansion capabilities of the Mac386. One uses an 80286,
and the other uses an 8086 processor, meaning that they are slower
MS-DOS clones. Bu t if you have nominal needs and the software you
use requires hardware compatibility mat the software e mulators cannot provide, d1ese machines might be exactly what you need .
The Mac86 is the most reasonably priced option; at less than $400 this
option may even make sense. The oilier t\Vo options are expensive
enough d1at purchasing a separate MS-DOS machine makes more sense
than putting an MS-DOS machine into your Mac.

Soft PC/Soft AT
U' you need to run MS-DOS software on the Mac, look at me products
from Insignia Solu tion. Insignia Solution makes three differe nt MS-DOS
emulators for me Macintosh, so you can turn any Mac from the Plus up
into an MS-DOS clone. This interesting feat is accomplished solely with
software, \Vhich creates a virtual MS-DOS machine that runs on your
Mac.
If your company uses DOS software for which there is no Macintosh
counterpart, or if you want to explore DOS, look at three different
versions of this soft\Vare:
• Entry Level SoftPC
• Unive rsal SoftPC
• SoftAT
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Insignia's products are 100-perce nt IBM PC/AT real mode-compatible.
The only time these products do not work properly is when the DOS
application makes a specific hardware call, where it interrogates a real
PC for some specific hardware function in order ro run. This occurre nce
is not common. and you probably will not have a problem.
Entry-level SoftPC is designed to run o n any Macinrosh and is the least
e.xpensive of these products. Universal Soft PC is also designed to run on
any Macintosh. It is more robust than SoftPC and can also be used with a
Novell network. SoftAT requires an MC68020 as a minimum processor; it
adds EGA graphit:s suppun , t:x:panded me mory emu lation, and math
coprocessor support.
Now that you have the basic facts, you s hould know that all these
packages are slow, unless you have a fast hard d rive and nm the packages with a 68030 at about 25 Mhz o r faster. With a Mac th at runs at that
rate, you begin to get speeds that represent the 8 Mhz of the 286 clone.
In most cases, SoftPC probably runs at about 4 Mhz.
To give you an idea o f relative speed capabilities, figure 15.56 shows
SoftAT runnjng Norton Utilities System Information. The computing
index is the speed of the DOS system compared to a PC;XT as the
benchmark rating. The Macintosh this was run on has a 25 Mhz 68030.
Figure 15.57 shows the same test on a SE/30 with a 16 Mhz 68030, and
figure 15.58 shows the same Norton program run on an MS-DOS
machine with a 20 Mhz 386SX. As you can see, the overall di.fference for
the computing index is not great between the two Macs, but d1e overall
pe1jormance index is significantly different. And when eid1er are
compared ro an MS-DOS machine that is about as powerful as a Mac
Classic II or LC II , you sec that the computing and performance indexes
have a ways ro go. Another factor is that the MS-DOS machine the test
was run on has software installed that impaired the test. Jt is actually
faster by another three to five points on the compu ting index.

Fig. 15.56
Norton benchmarks on a
Mac with a 25 Mhz 68030.
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Fig. 15.57
Orton benchmarks on a
Mac SE/30.
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SoliA.T works just like a standard MS-DOS mach ine. SoftAT recognizes
the Su pe rDrive as an IBM noppy d isk drive and creates an MS-DOS hard
drive partitio n on your hard drive. You can also assign a Macintosh hard
drive, a folde r, or networked volume as an additio nal drive. T his can
he lp transfer files betwee n th e virtual MS-DOS system and you r Mac.
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W'hen you run SoftAT under System 7, you need at least SM of memory
and a minimum of 2M o f hard disk space for the files from eithe r Soft PC
or SoftAT. Entry-level SoftPC and Un iversal SoftPC both require 4M whe n
run under System 7. If you run SoftPC or AT with less memory than it
needs, it will decrease the amount of memory available for the virtual PC
system. However, it can also be run under System 6.0.5 with a little less
me mory: 2M for the SoftPC versions and 4M for SoftAT.
Basically, if you have a moderate o r an occasio nal need to access an
MS-DOS machine, you can use your Mac to do so . If you need to do
a lot of work on MS-DOS machines, you probably want o ne as a second
computer.

AMac in a PC
If you already have an MS-DOS machine, you can put a Mac inside your
PC. One company markets a PC card with a Mac Plus built o nto it. This
device is called ANDOR ONE and is manu factured by Hydra Systems.
You have to supply your Mac Plus ROMs, but the PC card does the same
basic thing as d1e Orange Mac386 or Mac286, only in reverse. Most of the
PC users out there probably do not have a great inte rest in this device. If
you want a Mac in your PC, however, check it out.

Using Cross-Platform Software
lf you are lucky, you will never have to use rhe conversion techniques
covered earlier in this chapter. Most o f your data conversion needs can
be accomplished with th e software you u se. This section discusses the
major sofhvare packages that create cross-platform compatible files.
When it comes to serious cross-platform data exch anges, it helps if the
programs used on all the differe nt computers are compatible. As time
goes o n, the number of compatible programs increases.
These efforts, which are primarily being made by companies d1at write
Macintosh programs, have the advantage of transparent file compatibility
(i n most cases), as well as a familiar look a nd feel for the MS-DOS
packages. Almost all these packages are Windows programs. What these
programs provide-alo ng with the ability to use a 3 1/2-inch floppy disk,
a modem, or a serial cable transfer method-is comple te cross-platfo rm
compatibility.
This section covers several programs that o ffer cross-platform
capabiliries.
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FastBack
FastBack, a hard drive backup program by Fifth Generation Software, has
o ne sp ecial capability that needs to be discu ssed : it is the only backup
progra m that works o n a Macintosh and an MS-DOS machine. FastBack
provides an economical and efficient way to share large amounts of d ata
be twee n platforms when d1e computers are not attached to a common
netwo rk.
If you have a large database, or othe r types of information d1at need to
be shared between locations with diffe rent compute rs, you can back up
the data on to a Syquest o r o ptical disk, and then se nd d1e disk to the
re mote site. The re mote site with the od1er type of computer can the n
take the d ata and restore it to the hard drive on its machine.
Although this is a rather esote ric use of a cross-platfo rm applicatio n,
there is undoubtedly a need fo r sharing large fLies, and this solution is
not commonly known .

Microsoft Products
In a sense, Microsoft was d1e company that made the Macintosh a
business machine. Microsoft Word and Excel are ilie best-selling word
processor and spreadsheet programs for d1e Macintosh . These programs
are also two of the best-selling Windows packages. Two o the r packages
made by Microsoft are Works and FoxBase. Both of these also provide
cross-platfo rm compatibility.
·
If your office has bod1 Macintosh a nd MS-DOS machines, exchanging
data files created in either Word or Excel is a snap. Each program
recognizes the file formats for its cross-platfo rm counte rpart.

Microsoft Word
Microsoft Word for either platfo rm can read files created by the
fo llowing progntms:

• AU versions of Word fo r the Mac
• AJI versions of Wo rd fo r Windows
•

All versions of Word fo r DOS

•

Microsoft Works Versio n 2.0

•

Imerchange Format RTF

•

RFT-DCA
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•

WordPerfect for DOS Versio ns 5.0 and 5.1

• Text formats, including text o nly wid1 line breaks and tell.'t with
layout
Microsoft Word for Mac also reads the fo llowing:
•

MacWrite Versions 4.5, 5.0, and IJ

Word for Windows Version 2.0 can read these additional formats:
•

WordStar 3.3, 3.45, 4.0, and 5.0

•

Windows Write

•

Lotus 1-2-3 (.WK1 and .WK2)

•

Excel (.XLS)

•

dBASE (.DBF)

As you can see, d1e Windows version reads more formats than the
Macintosh version. Between the rwo programs, however, you should be
able to read and translate a file created by almost any word processor. If
someone wants to send you a file that was no t created by one o f the
word processors that Word directly reads, have me person sendi ng you
the text save the file in an RTr: or RFT format. Remember that Apple r ile
Exchange can translate any RIT-DCA format inro MacWrite. The mo re
common format, however, is RTF.
If you ever have a problem wid1 a word processing file, have the person
who is sending you the tile send it in the RTF format. Under normal
circumstances, there is never a problem conve rting a file saved in d1is
fo rmat.
One of the problems with Word is m:u Microsoft prefers the Wi ndows
version, so any in novations made to the program appear in the Windows
version first. The Windows version currently has a macro la nguage that
the Macintosh version lacks, so the file formats are always a bit different.
Only in the latest release of both packages (5.0 for the Mac and 2.0 fo r
Windows) have conversions become almost seamless. Each version stiU
has different file formats, but each version recognizes files created by its
counterpart and converts those files.

Microsoft Excel
While th ere is a gap between Microsoft's Word packages, there is no gap
betwee n the two versions of Excel. The two products are almost exactly
the same; mey even have the same version number: 4.0. All file transfers
be tween the two products are seamless, and using one product is like
using the od1er.
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The only differences between the products are some keyboard commands. Even more amazing, the re is now only one manual for both
products. Microsoft uses the same manual for both the Windows and
Macintosh ve rsions.
Excel can use files with the following file formats:
•

E.xcel Versions 2.1 and 3.0

•

SYLK

•

Microsoft Works

•

Lotus 1-2-3 (.\X1Kl and .WK2)

•

dBASE Versions 2 thro ugh 4

•

Text (comma delimited and tab delimited)

just as the RTF format is almost universal for word processors, the SYLK
format is the universal format for spreadsheets. If you deal with someone
who uses a spreadsheet created by another program and you are unsure
of the program's compatibility, have the author save the file in the SYLK
formal.
Excel gives us a vision of how all software will be some day, or at least
how software sho uld be, with o ne manual and file fo rmat that works
under Windows and the Macintosh.

FoxBase+/Mac
lfyo u have a need for database accesses bet\veen a Mac and MS-DOS
machine, FoxBase+/Mac is o ne of the two database programs that allows
for se;tmless d ata access on a netwo rk. A FoxBase+/Mac program writte n
for the Mac can be converred to run under MS-DOS with a little work.
And of course the process also works in reverse.
r oxBase+ /Mac is a programmable database based on the dBASE programming language; it uses a dBASE file format. FoxBase+/Mac is one of
the fastest d atabases available for the Macintosh. With the cross-platform
capabilities of roxBase+/ Mac, a business with mixed computing environments can take advantage of the same data.

WordPerfect
Of all the manu facturers of cross-platform compatible products,
WordPerfect wins-hands down. WordPerfect has versions for every
major platform used today-Macintosh, Windows, DOS, NeXT, SUN, and
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UNIX, and this list is incomplete. If you collaborate with people who use
vario us p latforms, WordPerfect is pro bably the program you s hould use.

WingZ
WingZ, published by lnfo rmix, is ro spreadsheets what WordPerfect is to
word processors. WingZ runs on almost any compute r pla tform that has
a GUI. \X' ingz runs o n the Mac, Windows, and almost every flavor of
UNIX you can find .
lnfo rm ix is known for its database package that runs o n various platfo rms, and WingZ has never re ally m ade it big in the Macintosh market.
But if you need to collaborate with a large group of people who are
using different platforms, WingZ is the way to e nsure data integrity.
Because WingZ also reads and saves Lo ms 1-2-3 files and SYLK files, you
can use it to transfer files to almost any other spread sheet. The only
od1er re markable fact concerning WingZ is that Claris licensed d1e basic
software e ngine for WingZ, which Claris used in its spreadsheet Resolve.

lotus 1-2-3
Lo m s just released a version o f Lotus 1-2-3 fo r d1e Macintosh. Lo tus has
had tro uble bre aking into d1e Macintosh market. As o ne me most
popu lar DOS spreadsheet in use, Lon1s's lack o f a good version for the
Mac has been a problem until now. Now Lo tus has a versio n for the Mac,
and offers cross-platfo rm compatibility with Windows, DOS, a nd UNIX.
Of course, you can use the SYLK fo rmat to send a Loms s preadsheet to
o d1er platfo rms. But it is always nicer if you do not have to worry about
cross-platform compatibility.

Blyth Software
Blyth Software produces a programmable d atabase prod uct called
Omnis 7. O mnis is also a cross-platfo rm database that can work with the
Mac or Windows. On m e Mac, Omnis is probably m e second fastest
database available, exceed ed only by FoxBase.
One advantage d1at Omnis has over FoxBase is that a ny Omnis program
developed fo r the Mac can be converted for Windows with no changes ro
the programming code. Basically, you write o ne program either for
Windows o r for the Mac, and the n run the program on either platfo rm.
This product can me rge the two compu ting world s.
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Summary
This chapter explores using your Macintosh in conjunction with othe r
types of compute rs. Although some me nrion is made of o ther platforms.
the primary e mphasis is on the MS-DOS world. MS-DOS represents the
most common business machine you will encounre r.
In this chapte r. you learned to control a remote Macinlosb. Timbuktu
and Carbon Copy/Mac are discussed as a means for controlling a
Macintosh from a remote location by using another Mac. The information should provide you with a good idea of what you can do with this
software.
In this chapter, you also learned to connect Macs to MS-DOS-based
comp uters. The chapter covers the most direct and most popular means
of co nnecting your Mac to an MS-OOS machine, including connecting
computers via the serial port, accessing DOS fLies and disks on the Mac,
and using th e Mac as an MS-OOS machine. You learned how to connect
your Mac to an MS-DOS machine, translate a text file for e id1er machine,
use your floppy drive for exchanging files, and turn your Mac into an MSDOS machine.
f-inally, you read about using cross-platform softw<tre, which enables you
to share your data with others who use MS-DOS machines. This part of
rhe chapte r highlights th e most popular packages for do ing crossplatform work. f-rom it you learned which are the most popular word
processors, spreadsheets, and databases for mixed platform e nvironmem s.
The next pan of this book covers purchasing software and explains both
about the conce pt of shareware, and how to use the shareware included
on d1e disk with this book.
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Part IV
Software and Shareware
Purchasing Software
Understanding Shareware
Using Mastetjuggler
Using Mastetjuggler Utilities
Using DiskFlash
Using Stuftlt Lite
Using Bat Filer
Using Address Book
Using Remember?
Using LightningPaint
Odds and Ends

Purchasing Software
- - - . ver the life of your computer, you probably will
spend more money for
software than you spend for
hardware. The situation is
sort of like buying gas for
d1e car. During the life of
'.\r-,o--.....-----' your car, you will put more

money into the gas tank than you
paid for the car.
After you have purchased the
software you need to perform a
specific task, you will never really
need to buy that software again.
That is, if you never upgrade your
System, never want the next
version that has neat features your
version is missing, or never want to
fix the bug that drives you crazy in
your version.

New software-regardless of how many reviews you read, de mo nstration
disks you try, or times you play with a program at the computer storeis an unknown quantity until you actua lly use the software on your
compute r. Only after you have installed the soft\vare and used it in your
operating e nvironme nt do you truly know the software.
If you don't like a software package, what do you do? How do you buy
your soft\vare while protecting your interests and needs? How do you
get the best deal? This chapter deals with these questions. You should be
as carefu l-even more careful-when buying your software as when you
are buying your hardware.
When you are buying software, you can apply much of the information
abou t purchasing hardware given in Chapter 6. (Be sure that you read
Chapter 6-specifically refer to the explanation of a needs analysis.) This
chapter expands o n the concept of the needs analysis. Otherwise, this
chapter looks at the following:
•

Myths regarding purchasing software

•

Evaluating your needs

•

Evaluating the software

•

Upgrading your soft\vare

•

Deciding where to buy

This cha pter is designed to help you decide which software to buy and
give you some tips on actually purchasing \vhat you need. You also will
learn some of the reasons why software is so expensive. And, again, the
more you know about what makes you r Mac run, the better the software
decisions you can make.

Myths Regarding Purchasing Software
Soft\vare is what makes your Macintosh a useful tool. Without software,
the Mac becomes an expensive doorstop or something else to store in
the closet. The success or failure of your Macintosh experience depends
wholly o n software.
Geuing the software you want and need is important. You need to th ink
about certain points before you begin your software selection. This
section might come across as being a forum fo r personal opinion rather
than a discussion on purchasing software. But these issues affect the cost
of software, privacy, and computing in general. This section discusses
the constra ints you may encounter when using software, the registration
and licensing of software, and software piracy. This information might
not make the selection process easier, but the material does help explain
why prices are high and support is often poor.
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Software Constraints
Whe ther you are buying software fo r a business o r the ho me. the basic
concerns arc the same. You need to be ab le to accomplish the task at
hand . The software you use shou ld be comfo rtable and easy fo r you 10
use. And you should like it.
What most people don' t realize about software is that it forces you to do
your work within the boundaries establ ished by the softwa re itself. Jf you
use an accounting package for keeping records. for instance, you can no
lo nger se t up your books as you want them. You might have to use
pre de!lnecl account numbers. You might not be able to include all the
informatio n you want from an invoice. You mig ht not get the types of
reports you need .
There fore. you have to look at all your options and pick the software
package that best fit~ your needs and work habits. Consider nor only
what a software package can do, bur how it will affect the way you work.
Does the software have customizable menus? Js it goi ng to interrupt your
train of thought, or can you fo rmulate your ideas and then implement
those ideas comfortably and efficie ntly? The o nly way ro find o ur is to uy
the software. Too often people go inro the computer sto re and ask the
sales person what package will do some s pecillc task. Most sales pco ple
cannot judge what's best for you. You have to decide for yourself.

Software licenses and Registrations
Buying software-and in some cases hardware-is unlike most purchases you make. When you buy your softw are , you d o nor own it. You
have paid a licensing fee, which gives you the right to use the software.
Software is protected by the natio nal and international copyright laws
and is the intellectual property o f the company that publishes the
package. Every program is protected by these laws, indicated by a
licensing agreement, the copyright symbol (<D), o r any specific stateme nt e nclosed with the package or somewherc in the program.
Wh en you get a new softwa re package, re ad the licensing agreeme nt. lt
contains the terms and conditions fo r using the software. If for some
reaso n you d o not like the condition s, retu rn the package . Because m:tny
companies are now o ffering 30-day, mo ney-back guarantees. you often
can u se the software. Bur if you decide nor to keep the package. remove
all copies of the software from you r hard drive before returning the
package.
The condi tio ns vary, but one conditio n is the same for almost all
software: it is licensed fo r use o n o ne machine at a time. So be sure ro
read the lice nsing agreement. If you use several copies of a single
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software package, you are, in effect and by law, stealing the software.
This act is the same as making a p hotocopy of a book and distributing it
throughout the office. The problem is o ne of perception: because the
program comes o n a floppy disk and can easily be installed on any
number o f computers, installing o n several computers may not be
pe rceived as an issue.

Don't Be aPirate
Individuals who illegally distribute and use copies of licensed software
are known as soflwm·e pirates. Yo u might wo nder what the real issues
are that surround sofnvare p iracy.
All major, and thus expensive, softwa re packages are written, not by a
single programmer who is getting rich, but by teams of programmers, all
of whom are trying to make a living. The companies that sell these
packages have to pay al l the usual business expe nses-rent, electricity,
equipment, salaries, and so on. Pirating software deprives the companies
of the income they have earned .
By using pirated software, you deprive yourself o f techn ical support.
Because the companies do not ge t the p rotlts from pirated software, d1e}'
do not have those revenues to use for their technical support de partments. And, because you are not a registered user, you cannot call the
com paD)' and ask for help.
The othe r peop le who get hurt by this common practice are software
distributors and d1e software resellers, who also lose protlts. This fact
may be o ne ofd1e reasons that compu ter stores are u nable to provide
the services they are accused of not having.
If piracy were to stop, there is a good chance that the price of software
wou ld go down, technical support would improve, and there might be
more software in novations. These expectations :u·e not u nreasonable
when you figure d1at, by industry estimates, about ;o percent of the
sofnvare being used by individuals and small business is pirated.

The Software Publishers Association
To combat the problem of pi racy, most software publishers have banded
together and created an association called the Software Publishers
Association, o r SPA. The purpose o f this association is to find ways of
preventing piracy and helping sofnvare companies recover lost revenues.
This process usually begins with the SPA receiving a report eimer by
telepho ne or mail, d1at an individual o r company is using pirated
softwa re. Re ports come from a number of sources, but most often from
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software deale rs, consultants, or disgruntled fo rmer employees. (Repo rting to the SPA is reminiscent of informing the IRS about possible ta.x
evasion.)
The SPA generally sends a lette r asking that the suspected pirate legally
purchase the software or srop using it. If the SPA does not receive a
satisfactory response, rhe association then ta kes the evide nce to court
and gets a subpoena or court orde r that allows the SPA to audit all the
sofnvare on all the compu ters at a particu lar business location .
If the SPA fi nds pirated software. the association demands that the
business or pe rson pay fo r the software or re move all pirated copies
from the syste ms, and pay a fine to the SPA. The payment is usually the
full list price of the software plus any penalties, an amount that can
result in a very steep bill. Specific information regarding fines is kept
secret; most settlements are not disclosed .

If the offe nd ing parry does not comply with these requests, the SPA takes
the business or person to cou rt, suing for rhe cost of the software and
damages. Few cases, if any, actually go to court, howeve r.

Registration
Whe n you purchase a software package, you usually ge t a registration
card with the software. The publisher of the software wants you to
return the ca rd for two main reasons:
•

To track who legally owns rights to the software and who doesn't.
Some software companies will not give you technical support
unless you have sent back the registration card.

•

To conduct an on-going m:u·ket survey. This survey helps the
company know what types of companies and u sers are purchasing
the software. The survey also is used to de termine whethe r
marke ting effo rts are effective. Finall)', surveys can be a source of
additional income if the company sells the list of names.

ike many businesses, software manufacturers often sell lists of
their custo me rs to othe r businesses. If yo u do no t want your
name and address solei to another company, you have to write the
software manu fac turer. (This cho ice should b e an o ption on every
registratio n card!)

L

Before you se nd in the registration card, be sure that you want ro keep
the software. If you wanr to return the program , the task is easie r if you
do not fill our the registration card.
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Evaluating Your Needs
Before you begin looking fo r software, you should know what you want.
But making that decision is not easy. In Chapter 6, you learn about
performing a needs analysis for purchasing hardware, but the prerequisite fo r making the hardware decision is figuring out what kind of
software you need.
This task is not as simple as it sounds. Yes, you need a word processor, a
spreadsheet, maybe a database, and accounting software. You might also
need a graphics program and a page layout program and, o f course,
utilities and games. Then whe n you go to the software store, you
discover that you have to make more cho ices among several different
packages of the same type.
The average Macintosh user uses a t least five different software packages;
therefore, you will probably use your Mac for at least five diffe re nt types
of tasks. Do you want to do word processing? Keep a customer Ust? Do
your accounting? Or all of the above?
Before you go any further, make a wish list; write down all the things
you might wa nt to do with your Mac. Let your imagination run wild. Try
to e liminate your preconceived ideas about what the Mac, or any
computer, can do. Only after you have your wish list should you really
start looking at software.
Wo rk from your wish list down to the specific pieces of software. Some
tasks on your wish List are not possible (yet); others are basic tasks that
can be done by any compute r; a nd yet others are tasks you thought the
computer could not do but it can.
Ano d1er point to keep in mind is d1at even though no software is made
specifically for the task you want, d1at fact does not mean that what you
wan t cannot be d one. The task might just need a creative solution, which
might be possible if you use two packages instead of one o r create d1e
software yourself.
The fo llowing sections deal with the various types of software available.
Then the text discusses how to narrow your choices by showing you how
to evaluate different packages.

Types of Software
Even if you have been using a Mac for a while, you might nor know all
the different things you can do with it. This section describes briefly the
diffe rent types of software using a task-oriented approach . Each category
includes several software packages that do basically the sa me things,
sometimes in very different ways.
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Here are the basic rypes of softw are:
•

Word processing

•

Spreadsheets

•

Dmabases

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Integrated
Util ities
Commu nication
Desktop publishing
Graphics
Account ing
Video production
Personal information managers
Groupware
Miscellaneous

For each category o f software, with the exception of integrated packages,
you have a choice between high-e nd ancl low-e ncl packages. Although
this sectio n looks primarily at the high e ncl. the low e nd does exist. The
majo r diffe re nces betwee n high-end and low-end packages a re p rice
and ove rall capabilities. If you a re not a p rofessional or do not need
professio na l-level capabilities from a software p ackage, the n you
probably do no t need a high-en d package.
Most people purchase a high-end package only to d iscover that it is mo re
complex than what they need , so they e nd up using the basic capabilities
of d1e software and ignoring the software ·s more sophisticated capabili·
ties. One way to de termine what level o f software you sho uld purchase is
to consider rhe time involved in learning a high-end package. Consider
that a pro fessio nal in an y given field takes six mo nths to a year to learn
all d1e ins and outs o f a high-end package, while using the package on a
daily basis.
If you are nor a professio nal but want the basic capabilities a parti cuhtr
software category p rovides, conside r a low-end package. For dH! home
use r or the small business, integrated packages that include the basic
functio na li ry of seve ral high-end packages probably have more bang for
the buck than any other cype of softwa re; so examine this possibiliry
carefully. Otherwise, you have to do research, such as reading reviews
and p roduct comparisons, to d ete rmine wh ich package you sho uld use.
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VVord Processors
If you intend w write letters, reports, books, or school papers, you need
a word processing package. For your word processing needs, consider
rhe following questions:
• Will the documents you produce be used in page layout packages?
(Can the page layout package read files created on the word
processor?)
•

Will you have

w exchange files wirh other types of computers?

• Will you need to automate word processing tasks (macro
capabilities)?
Then based on these needs, pick the word processor that meets the
greatest number of your needs. Some word processors allow for easily
exchanging files between the Macintosh and DOS machines, some have
macro capabilities, and others handle graphic images superbly.
The major word processing packages include the following:
• MacWrite (Ciaris Corporation)
• Microsoft Word (Microsoft Corporation)
•

Nisus (Nisus, Inc.)

• WordPerfect (WordPerfect Corporation)
• Write Now (T/Maker Company)
Any of these packages will meet the basic needs, but you want to check
the features that are most important to you. Do you need capabilities for
grammar checking, footnoting, indexing, creating tables, graphs, charts,
and diagrams? AJways think in terms of the most important tasks for
which you will use the software.

Spreadsheets
Spreadsheet software produces a blank columnar table; you can enter
rows and columns of data into the table and perform mathematical
calculations on the data. Spreadsheets are used for everything from
simple databases to accounting journals and reports. Spreadsheets
usually enable you to make various types of graphs from the data you
enter, ro create projections, and perform "what-if' analyses.
You can use a spreadsheet for any document that requires a table
format. Some spreadsheets have the capability to incorporate graphics,
rext, and nares with the dara. And most spreadsheets can also access data
from a larger computer system by using SQL (Standard Que1y Language)
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commands. Spreadsheets are usually programmable, utilizing their own
macro capabilities, and you can even create your own special-purpose
programs using the macro capabilities.
In addition to these tasks. spreadsheets have been used to re-create IRS
tax return fo rms, small-business accounting systems, and other specialized applications to meet unique needs. If you do not find a commercial
accounting package that meets your needs, you may be able to create
exactly what you want with a high-e nd spreadsheet.
The major spreadsheet packages curren tly o n the marke t include the
following:
•

1-2-3 (Lotus Developme nt Corporation)

•

Excel (M icrosoft Corporation)

•

Resolve (Ciaris Corporatio n)

•

WingZ (lnformix Software, Inc.)

Spreadsheets vary in the number of cells, the speed of recalculation,
macro capabilities, and the functions performed. All spreadsheets have
basic functions, fo rmulas, and macro capabilities. However, one spreadsheet might be better for statistical analysis than another, and yet a third
better for analyzing data obtained from d atabases or for making your
own special applications.

Databases
A database program is an application that stores large collections of

similar data in what are called records. Each record is composed of
fields; each field stores a specific type of data, such as last names,
addresses, phone numbers, account numbers, and so o n. The format for
each record is the same, although the data can vary from record to
record.
The advantage of a database is that it enables you to manipulate your
data by soning it alphabetically or nume rically and to find specilic
records rapidly. You can use the information in a database to create mass
mailings, labels, or special re ports based on criteria you specify fo r the
diffe rent fields.
Databases come in two types: relational and flat file. In aflatjile
database, all the fields for the data in the database are duplicated in
every record. A Oat-ftle database works like a stack of index cards,
invoices, sales orders, or a ny similar collectio n o f records. The capability
to view a nd prim selected info rmation according to any crite ria you
specify gives you total control over your records .
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A telational database divides the fields for each record into several files
and links the records of one file to records in o ther tiles. Relational
databases link the records through specified common fields. For
e-xample, you can relate each entry in a n invoice Line item file ro its
correspo nding record in an invoices ftle, probably by using a common
invoice number field in each file. Relational databases can kee p track of
inventory items in stock so that each time you invoice a custome r, the
item and quantity ordered are automatically re moved from your inventory database. Linking records in diffe rent files saves disk space and
e nables functions that are no t possible with flat-file databases.
Relational databases are programmable, which means d1at you can create
an application to meet your specific requireme nts. This programming is
not a simple task. If you <u·e thinking about creating a program with a
relational database, you need to know that the task is expensive, timeconsuming, and difficult However, this option might be the o nly way
you can get what you need to run your business.
The most popular flat-llle and re lational databases on the market include
the following:
Flat-file databases
•

Database (Baseline Publishing, Inc.)

•

FileMaker Pro (Claris Corporation)

•

Pano rama (Provue Developme nt Corporation)

Relational databases
•

4d1 Dimension (AC IUS, Inc.)

•

Double He lLx (Odesta Corporation)

•

FoxBase+/Mac (Fox Software, Inc.)

•

Omnis 7 (Blyth Software)

Integrated Software Packages
An integrated software package performs more than one task. Usually,
an integrated package includes word processor, spreadsheet, database,
and communications modules. Some packages also add graphics capabilities, such as painting and drawing. These programs are ideally suited
fo r the home or small-bu si ness user who does not need the full power of
any o f the standard packages but still needs their basic functions.
Integrated packages are also good on systems that have limited memory
or disk space capabilities. The Macintosh PowerBooks are ideal machi nes
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for these programs because their drives and memory capabilities do not
equal those of the ir deskto p models.
The major in tegrated packages include the following:
•

ClarisWorks (Ciaris Corporation)

• GreatWorks (Symantec Corporation)
•

Microsoft Works (Microsoft Corporation)

•

RagTime (MacVonk)

• SmartBundle (T/Maker Company)
• Zedcor Desk (Zedcor, Inc.)
One advantage of integrated software is the similarity of the applications.
Each individual application is made to work with th e o the rs, and the
applications' basic operations are the same. They are easy to learn and to
take full advantage of all their features. If you do not need all the bells
and whistles in the full applications, an integrated package might be the
answe r for you.

Utilities
Utility is a generic designation for any program that has a limited
functio n and is usually System-related, providing additio nal functionality
for the operating system. Utilities are categorized by the aspect of the
System they e nha nce, whether that aspect is file, ne twork, or Syste mre lated . The ir pu rpose is to ~xtend the capabilities of the Mac by
providing informatio n, a means of manipulation, or additio nal capabilities not included with the System.
Because more utilities are available than any o ther category of software ,
they are no t listed here. Various utility programs are listed in other
chapters whe re their functio nality is discu ssed.
Refer to the o ther chapters o f this book fo r more detailed info rmation .
Each chapter has informatio n o n diffe re nt utilities that pertain to the
gene ral subject o f the chapter.

Communications
Communications software e nables you to hook your Mac di rectly to
ano ther computer o r to communicate with other computers through a
modem. These packages range fro m a basic communicatio ns terminal to
very sophisticated packages.
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The high-end communications packages have the capability to record
log-in sequences, or you can crea te a cusrom terminal for your favorite
bulle tin board system (BBS). These power house programs contain
either macros or a complete programming language. AJd10ugh communications programs are not necessarily easy to program, you definitely
will have the power you need to accomplish any communications task.

All the high-end packages also enable you to set up your Maci ntosh as an
e lectronic bulletin board se rvice or mini-BBS. Setting up your Mac as a
BBS e nables you or anyone you designate to log onto your system, leave
messages, and d ownload and upload files. Ald1ough mese same fu nctio ns can be duplicated with differe nt packages, a communications
program can be useful when you are on the road and need access to
something from the home system.
Anothe r type of communications package-usually called remote or
remote-control software-enables you 10 operate a Mac at a remote
locatio n by using the Mac in front of you. This type of software is good
for technical support, training, or access to your computer while you are
away from it.

f you are going to access your computer through remote-control
software o r a mini-BBS, make sure th at the packages you are
using provide the secu rity you need . You probably don't want
some strange r tripping through you r data. (For more information
on te lecommunicatio ns, see Chapter 13.)

I

Available communications and remote-access software includes the
following:

Communications
• DoubleTalk (Base Line Publishe rs)
•

MicroPhone 1.5 & II (Software Ve ntures Corporation)

• \'\'hire Knight (Freesoft Company)

Remote Access
• Carbon Copy/Mac (M icrocom Systems, Inc.)
• Timb uktu (foarallo n Computing, Inc.)
Commun ications software is more fully discussed in Chapters 13, 14,
and 15, where communications, ne tworking, and connecting to other
computers are discussed .
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Desktop Publishing
Desktop publishing is the process of creating newsleu ers, ads, and othe r
docu ments that require precision p laceme nts of text and graphics on a
page. Desktop publishing packages can take your completed documents
d irectly fro m the co mpute r to the printers fo r fi nal outpu t with only o ne
intermediate step (unless you have your own imagesetter, wh ich h andles
that step).
You can use a Macintosh ro do everything that used to be done by the
traditio nal methods o f cuning out the text that comes fro m the typesetter a nd pasting the text o nro a page with yo ur graph ics and photographs.
You can eve n make the negatives used for the p rin ting plates by printing
to an imagesetter. In most cases, however, you will take your data files to
someone else to be printed because imagesette rs are expensive.
Desktop publishing software e nables you to create your own sales
brochures, newslette rs, o r marketing mate rials, or e ven a published
book. Bringing d1is capability to tl1e average person is what opened the
d oor for the Macintosh as a business machine. Even the most d ed icated
IBM shops usuall y have Macintoshes in their graphics departments
specifically fo r desktop publishing. Although you have probably heard
that tl1e Mac is a great graphics machine, the desktop publishing
capabili ties e nabled lhe Mac to move to the head of tl1e class.
Desktop presentation software is a cousin of desktop publishing.
Desktop presentation is used primarily fo r producing presentations that
in the past were done with overhead projectors, felt-tip pens, and slide
shows. This software enables you to create a complete presentation,
including graphics and pictures, on your Mac and then play the p resentatio n back o n your monitor. You can add an LCD or Active l'vlatrix
overhead display panel, which, whe n used with an overhead , displays
your compu ter-generated slide show ro a large number of people.
Ano me r way to use this software is to create a presenta tion and take it
on the road with your PowerBook. Jn add itio n to tl1ese capabilities,
desktop presentation packages also contain efficient outli ners.
Video or movie presentatio ns also are moving into d1e desktop presentation category. As Apple's QuickTime becomes mo re popular, me
disti nctio n between packages that are QuickTime-compatible a nd
d esktop presentations probably wiU fade. Because you can create a slide
show in QuickTime as a part of your spreadsheet o r word processing
docume nt, every QuickTime-compatible package will be a vehicle fo r
desktop presentations.
Desktop pub lishing, like o ther types of software, is eitl1er high- or lowe nd . High-end DTP sofuvare is su itable fo r the professional graph ic
artist. It is complicated and expensive. The lower e nd or less expe nsive
p ackages are mo re for the home and sma ll-business user.
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Deskwp presentation, on the other hand, is in transition, moving from
slide show-type packages to those that handle video production. Because
of this transition, some packages actually provide you with the capability
of us ing QuickTime in conjunction with a slide show-type presentation.
Ava ilable desktop publishing and presentation packages include the
following:
High-end desktop publishing
•

DesignSrudio (Letraser)

•

FrameMaker (Frame Technology)

•

Intcrleaf Publisher (lnte rleaf, Inc.)

•

PagcMaker (Aldus Corporation)

•

Quark.Xpress (Quark, Inc.)

low-end desktop pubHslting
•

Aldus Personal Press (Silicon Beach Software, fnc.)

•

Publish lt! Easy (Timcworks, Inc.)

•

Springboard Publisher II (Springboard Softvvare, Inc.)

Desktop presentation

•

Aldus Persuasion (Aldus Corpora tio n)

•

CA-Cricket Presents (Compute r Associates)

•

Microsoft Powe rPoint (M icrosoft Corporation)

•

More II (Symantec Corporation)

Graphics Software
The category of graph ics includes illustrati on, drawing, painting, and
image processing. Of all the tasks your Mac can do, the tasks in this area
are tasks at which the Mac truly excels. The levels of sophisticatio n built
into most of these packages is astOunding.
Image-processing software can turn your Mac inro a computerized
darkroom. With illustration and drawing software, you can create images
for any purpose-from cartoon characte rs to high ly detailed re nditions
of complex electronic equipment. All you need ro bring ro your computer is some imagination, vision, and the persistence to learn d1ese
complex packages. Even if you are not an artist, you might want ro pick
up one of the low-end graphics packages and doodle. An abundance of
ready-made art is also avai lable, both commercially and via shareware
channels. If you are not an artist, you can always get pictures done by
someone else and include them in your documents.
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Graphics artists, who 10 years ago were using pen and ink fo r illustrations, pho tography, and other methods for practicing the ir craft, have
transfe rred the ir skills ro d1e Macintosh. The impact o n this industry o f
the Macintosh and graphics software as a graphics rool is so great that
anyone e ntering the fie ld of graphic arts must learn how to produce
using a computer in order to be considered competent.
The vast numbe r of graphics packages make listing all of the m impossible. However, the most popular packages from each catego ry are
contained in the following list:
High-end drawing and illustration
•

Adobe Ulustrator (Adobe Systems, Inc.)

•

Aldus FreeHand (Aldus Corporation)

•

Canvas 3.0 (Dene ba Software)

•

MacDraw Pro (Claris Corporatio n)

Low-end drawing and illustration
•

Aldus SuperPaint (Silicon Beach Software, Inc.)

•

DeskOf"J.W (Zedcor, Inc.)

High-end painHng applicaHons
•

Oasis (Time Arts, Inc.)

•

Pixel Paint (SuperMac Technology)

•

Studio/3 2 (Electronic Arts)

low-end painting applications
•

Amazing Paint (CE Software)

•

Colo r MacCheese (BaseLine Publishing)

•

MacPaint (Claris Corporation)

•

UltraPaint (Dene ba Software)

•

VideoPaint (Oiduvai Corpo ration)

High-end image processing
•

Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, Inc.)

•

Aldus Digital Darkroom (Silicon Beach So ftware, Inc.)

•

Colo rSrudio (Le traset)

•

ImageStudio (Lerraset)
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Video Production
Some video production sofhvare is mentio ned in Chapter 5, where video
productio n hardware products are me ntioned. This listing of vid eo
productio n software concentrates on products that are used to compile
images, movies, sounds, and graphics into a motion picture. You can use
these products e ither in a traditional (even though the Mac makes it
untraditional) vid eo prod uction situation or with QuickTi me as the final
product. You also can use this software for creating slide shows, combining still pictures with audio, and many other things.
Some of the sofrw;Lre packages cu rre ntly available include the following:
•

DiVA VicleoShop (DiVA Corporation)

•

MacroMind MediaMake r (MacroMind/Paracomp, Inc.)

•

Aldus Premier (Aldus Corporation)

•

MacroMind Three-D (MacroMind/Paracomp, Inc.)

•

WTJ-VideoCiips (Workstatio n Techno logies, Inc.)

•

VideoScript (Truevision, Inc.)

Accounting Software
You use accounting software fo r keepi ng track of your income and
expenses. These programs come in varying degrees of complexity
and with diffe re nt capabilities. Generally, accounting p rograms are
split between general or large-business and home or small-business
accounting.
The general packages are usually modular so that you use just the
modules you need , su ch as ge neral ledger, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, and so on. Each module interacts wi th the o thers to provide
you with a complete fmancial picture for your business. If you have a
la rge business and have employees who pe rform specif1c accounting
tasks, you can also get these packages in multiuser versions so tl1at
several people can simultaneously perform the different accounting
fu nctions.
for home and small-business accounting, the packages are not funfeatured, and the modules ar e all part of a single program. The low-e nd
systems are easier to use, and the creators assume that you really do not
know accounting. These programs walk you through the process of
setting up accounts and tl1e process of double-entry bookkeeping,
notifying you whe n you make a mistake.
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heck with your accountant before you decide on any accounting package.

If you don't use an accountant, you will have to take some time to do
research and determine exactly what you need before you purchase an
accounting package. Regardless of what you do, setting up the system
and getting it working the way you want can be frustrating. The task is
even more frustrating if you set up a system only to find that it will not
provide all the financial information you need. For your business only,
decide on what types of financial reports, ledgers, and budgeting
capabilities you need. If all you want to do is keep the checkbook and
are not concerned about the accuracy that double-entry bookkeeping
provides, you can use a very low-end package. On the other hand, if you
want a full general ledger with trial-balance capabilities, you need a
more sophisticated package.
If you have industry-specific needs, such as generating a gross profit
category for retail accounting, make sure that the package can do what
you need. Otherwise, you have to look for vertical-market software made
for your industry. (See the "Vertical Software" section in this chapter for
more information about vertical-market software.)
The following list contains the generic high-end and low-end accounting
packages:

High end
• Accountant, Inc. (Softsync/Bloc)
• Components Accounting Series (Satori Software)
•

Flexware II Network Accounting (Fiexware)

•

Great Plains Accounting (Great Plains Software)

•

Insight Expert Accounting (Peachtree Software, Inc.)

• SBT Accounting (SBT Corporation)

Low end
• ACCPAC Simply Accounting (Computer Associates)
•

AtOnce! (Peachtree Software, Inc.)

•

Business Sense (Wyoming Software Corporation)

•

Cash Ledger (CheckMark Software)

•

In-House Accountant (In-House Software)

•

M.Y.O.B. (Teleware, Inc.)
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•

MacMoney (Survivor Software Ltd.)

• MultiLedger (CheckMark Software, Inc.)
• Plains & Simple One-Write Accounting (Great Plains Software)
• Strictly Business Accounting System (Future Design Software)

Personal Information Managers
The category of software known as personal information managers is
beginning to get more serio us attention from software developers. At
this point, however, no really good package that will keep all the
information you need in one place is available.
This software usually sets appointment schedules, creates address books,
keeps notes, and links all this data together. One reason for the
software's not advancing rapidly is that most people do no t work all day
on their computers. So when you are away from your computer, you do
not have access to all the info rmation you need unless you constantly
print new phone books, to-do lists, and appointment cale ndars.
With the advent of the PowerBook and the expected coming of Apple's
Personal Digital Assistants, however, this category of software will grow
and become more functional. One of these packages might provide just
what you need to keep a handle on your busy schedule.
Included among the packages that perform basic personal-informationmanagement functions are the following:
• Address Book Plus (Power Up Software Corporation)
• Address Master (Prelude Software, Inc.)
• Connections (Concen trix Technology, Inc.)
•

Dynodex (Portfolio Systems, Inc.)

• Intouch (Advanced Software, Inc.)

Groupware
Groupware is another emerging category of software. Right now,
groupware is software that is used with a Macintosh network to keep a
number of people appraised of what the others are doing. In a sense,
groupware programs are group information managers similar to
personal information managers.
Because groupware is a new category of software, you cannot choose
from a wide variety of packages. Groupware, however, represents a new
way for people to work together, which means that groupware has the
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capacity to change the dynamics of perso nal and business communication. You will have to decide how you want to use this new software and
whether it really will be productive for your purposes. This area is
another where software is going to impact the work place and change
the way work is done.
Although this category does not include many packages, table 16.l lists
the applications, with a brief description of their function.

Table 16.1

Software

Publisher

Description

Aspects Docume nt
Collaboration

SystemGroup
Technologies

Shared work area
that enables
muhiple users to
work on a single
document

Collaborative
Educational Software

MECC

A series of
educational programs based o n the
groupware concept

Now Up-to-Date

Now Software

Personal or group
calendar/scheduler

Storyspace

Eastgate Syste ms, Inc.

Shared work area
for collaborative
workspace

Major Groupware Packages

Miscellaneous
Several other categories of software continue to become more specialized and as such do not constitute everyday software.
The types of software listed in this section are project management,
statistical, and forms management. Each category is fairly selfexplanatory, and every program has different features and approaches
to the task. With some of these packages, you will need to know something about the subject before you can really be productive, and others
will help you learn about the task as you use the package.
Some project management packages, for example, are powerful enough
to keep track of the building of the space shuttle, but others are for more
modest projects, such as tracking the progress of an advertising campaign. If you get a package that is too complicated, you will not use it or
no t use all its features. A simpler package might not give you a means of
looki ng at all the information you need. The story is the same for any
piece of software.
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The major packages currently available include the following:
Project Management

• i\•lacProjecr (Ciaris Corporation)
• MacSchedule (Mainstay)
• Micro Planner (Micro Planning International)
• Microsoft Project (Microsoft Corporation)
Statistical

• Applied Stars (Applied Statistics, Inc.)
• Business Statistics (Lionhea.rt Press, Inc.)
• CLR Anova (Clear Lake Research)
• Logir (Sysrar, Inc.)
• MacSpin (Abacus Concepts, Inc.)
•

Parameter Manager Plus (BlackHawk Technology)

•

StatView II (Abacus Concepts, Inc.)

Forms Management

•

lstScan (lstDesk Systems, Inc.)

•

Fast Forms (Power Up Software Corporation)

• Informed Manager (S hana Corporation)
• Smartform Assistant (Claris Corporation)
• TrueForm (Adobe Systems, Inc.)

Sources of Software
The task-oriented approaches are one way to categorize software.
Another method groups software by source. This section discusses
the following software sources:

•
•
•
•
•
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Commercial
Vertical Marker
Shareware
Freeware
Your own creation

Commercial Software
Commercial softwat·e is basic off-the-shelf software you find in the local
computer or software stores. Commercial software is task oriented, and
these tasks in turn become generic categories for the different software
packages.
Because these programs are written with the intent of selling as many
packages as possible, the programs try to be all things to all people.
Altho ugh the software fails in this attempt, the intent does result in some
feature-rich software packages. The packages that have been around the
longest usually have the most features, and the creators of any newcomer to the market have their work cut out for them if they are going to
be even moderately successful. The newcomers often offer innovative
packages that approach the task from a new perspective with features
you might find useful.
Because of the attempt to meet the greatest number of common needs, a
single commercial software package rarely has all the features you want.
Regardless of what package you eventually choose, you will have to
compromise. You should go for the package that has the features t11at
are most important to yo u, combined with an interface you find easy to
use.
The inte1jace is the arrangement of tl1e different software tools, menu
items, rulers, and window elements (scroll bars, and the like) for the
package you are considering. Some basic elements should be the same
from program to program; these elements might be the File and Edit
menus, standard windows and dialog boxes, and other interface conventio ns that Apple has made standard in its Human interface Guidelines.
(Most of these are listed in Appendix D.)

Vertical Market
Turn to verrical-market software when you cannot find what you need in
a standard package. Vertical-market soft\vare is written for a specific
industry or industry segment, such as programs for use by attorneys,
medical doctors, realtors, and so on.
Much of this software is written by someone who has a need and cannot
find software that meets that need. The person either writes a program
from scratch using a traditional language o r learns to program a highend programmable database and then creates an application. In some
cases, you will find that the amhor sells tl1e package as a sideline; for
0t11ers selling the package has become their business; and Still o mers
have let someone else take over the sales and service. The other way this
type o f software gets written occurs when a programmer is hired to write
what is needed, and the result is a new business.
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Regardless of the software's origin, you have to be careful when buying
vertical-market software. It is usually expensive. Because this type of
software has a limited demand, the developers need to charge more to
make a profit and recoup their research and development costs. The
limited market also means rhat the developers need to charge more for
support, and they also (as a rule) charge for on-going support after the
inWal installation and wa rranty period.
If you want to check out a vertical-market package, the following

suggestions might help:
• Get a demo version and try it out c;u·efully and thoroughly.
• Try to work with a company who will customize the software ro
meet your needs.
• Talk to other users of the software, the more the better. Remember
that if you get the names from the software vendor, he wiU refer
you only to satisfied customers. This fact does not mean that you
will be satisfied.
• Make sure that you understand the company's support policies
and charges. While checking the demo, call and ask for technical
support. Call several times at different rimes of the day. If you are
not satisfied with d1e response, do not buy rhe software.
• Negotiate a money-back guarantee in case you do nor like the
company or the software. You cannot reasonably expect a full
refund if you use the package for six months and it does not work;
the company wiU have spent time with you setting up the package
and providing some support. You should know within 30 days
whed1er the software has the capacity to meet your needs. So your
money-back guarantee makes more sense if it is done on a sliding
scale, which allows you to get back a portion but not the entire
amount of you r purchase.
If the company does nor want to negotiate, you will have to decide
whether you want to do business on their terms or your own.

ertical-marker packages are not reviewed in magazines, they
do not get written abou t in books or newspapers, and you will
never (or almost never) hear about their failures. The only
infom1ation you wiU get is the company's own marketing information. Because the package is vertical-market sofuvare, you will be
risking a substantial part of your business or the accounting for
your business on the softwa re.

V
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Find out whether you can customize some of the features if
needed. If you cannot get customization of the package for your
specific needs (yes, this customizatio n will cost extra), be very
cautious about buying the software.

Shareware and Freeware
With shareware, you get a full working version of a piece of software and
you can try it our for a specific period of time. After the period of time, if
you like the sofhvare and want to continue using it, you send the author
the arnourlt of money requested and become a registered user. Unfortunately, most people do not pay for the shareware they use. Chapter 17
discusses shareware in more detail.
Freeware is software that is distributed in accordance to the license
agreement, like shareware, only without a charge or fee.
You can get many software utilities through the shareware market; some
examples are the programs included with this book. These programs are
distributed through commercial on-line services, user groups, and
companies that specialize in distribution of these products by selling for
a small profit disks containing the programs.

Writing Your Own Programs
When you cannot find what you need o r want in the commercial,
vertical, shareware, or freeware markets, you still have an option. You
can write your own software. You can use one of the development
packages available for the Mac, you can use a programmable database, or
you can have someone write the software for you.
Writing your own software may nor always be an option, but if the
application you are thinking of is a simple procedure that will save you
or you r company time and money, you might consider the possibility.
You will have to weigh the cost, time, and effort necessary to write the
package against the savings or increased productivity that will result. If
you want someone else to write the program for you, be careful. If the
program is not expensive, whatever you get probably wiiJ not work. Even
if the programmer is going to use a programmable database, an accounting package tailored to your needs will cost at least $20,000 to $30,000.
The seemingly simplest utility could cost more than $1,000 even if the
program is done in HyperCard.
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Programs that write programs are called development platfot-ms or
developrncml applications. The re are basically three categories of
development software:
• The standard group of low-level languages, where you write a
program using C++, Pascal, or some other language
•

Development applications or languages like HyperCard , Serius
Programmer, Small talk, or Basic

• The programmable databases
These categories all require that you learn the syntax and procedures
specific to the languages and packages. The d ifference between the lowlevel languages and others, ofte n called high-level languages, is that the
low-level languages give you greater control over d1e Mac and are much
more difficult to learn and use. These languages are the tools of professional programmers.
HyperCard and Serius Programme r (an icon-based programming
language) and the others mentioned can give you the tools with which
you can quickly and (relatively) easily make your special application.
These applications are fairly easy to learn. Their trade-offs are primarily
speed and control. For example, you will not be able to contro l the
heads on a hard drive or write sophisticated file formats.

egardless of what type o f programming software you use,
anticipate that writing the program might take twice as long
as you first estimate. This time can be reduced, however, if you are
very clear and specific about what you want the program to do and
how you w<mt the program to do it. This suggestion is even more
important when you are working with a pro fessional programmer.
\Vhen working with a professio nal programmer, communication is
essential. If you are not clear regarding your needs and specifications, you are giving the programmer a blank check, and you may
never get what you want. You also need to provide additional time
for testing. Although the maxim is "the customer is always right,"
the coro llary adds "no matter how wrong the customer may be."
And if you are wrong o r change your mind in the middle of the
project, it will cost you a great deal of money.

R
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Major high-end and low-end programming applications include the
following:

High end
•

APDA (Apple Compute r, Inc.)

•

MPW (Macintosh Programmers Worksho p)

•

MPW C (Apple Computer, Inc.)

•

MPW Object Pascal (Apple Computer, Inc.)

•

SmaUtalk/V (Digitalk, Inc.)

•

Think C (Symamec Corporation)

•

Think Pascal (Symamec Corporation)

Low end

•

HyperCard Oevelopmem Kit (Ciaris Corporation)

•

Microsoft QuickBasic (Microsoft Corporation)

•

Serius Programmer (Serius Corporation)

•

True Basic (True Basic, Inc.)

•

ZBasic (Zedcor)

Evaluating the Software
After you d ecide o n d1e package you wane, you need to do some
additional research, including the following:
•

Evaluate the software

•

Investigate the technical support

•

Evaluate ilie software company

These evaluations are for your peace of mind, so you have to decide
how much time you want to spend evaluating these differe nt areas.
Remember that you are going to be spending a lot of money on software
and using the software for a long time. If you are u nhappy wiili any
aspect of you r purchase, you may have wasted your money. So be careful
and shop as critically for your software as you do for any o ther major
investment
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Evaluating the Software
You can save yourself from some of the trials and tribulations of software
experimentation by doing your research before trying different packages.
The best way to research software is to read software reviews. Several
magazines regularly review Macintosh software; among these magazines
are Mac\Vorld and MacUser.
From the reviews, you can find out the software's features, the reviewer's
thoughts, and a comparison of the features of various packages. However, you ca nnot find ou t how the software and you will inte ract.
Ideally, you should try any piece of software before you buy. However,
this ste p is not always p ossible; you usually have to buy to try.

fyou don 't have a Mac, you might want to borrow o r rent one
first. This way you have a Mac fo r testing software. And you will
not make a mistake and get the wrong Mac or the wrong software.

I

Don't believe the salesperson who says that you can find o ut all you
need to know about a software package by tl"}'ing it in the store. You will
know how the software fits only after extended use. 1n the store, the best
you can hope for is an understanding of some of d1e program's basic
functions.
One way to try o ut software is to join a Macintosh user group. A user
group often has a softwa re lending library fo r members; you can borrow
the packages you want and test the m thoroughly. If the library doesn't
have the software, a nd you have some time, talk to the software librarian.
That person might be able to get the program for the user group.
Otherwise, the only way to rest the software is to purchase it from a store
that offers a 30-day return policy.

Investigating Technical Support
Technical support is more important with software than with hardware.
After your hardware is installed and operating, there are very few
myste ries: either the hardware works or it doesn 't.
Software, on the other hand, might appear ro work just fi ne until you get
into the more advanced uses of the program. You know that all you need
is a quick answer ti·om the publisher's tech support department.
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But tech support puts you on ho ld for 30 minutes; then a voice mail
system promises that someone will caU you back by the end of the next
business day. If you had checked the software company's technical
support before buying the package, you might have bee~ forewarned.
While you are evaluating the software, call tech support, make up a
question if you have to, or just chat with a technician. You want to know
how lo ng it takes you to get a real person, the person's attitude (responsiveness to your needs), and the level of the person's expertise. If you do
not like the response you receive at any stage, you might want to look
for ano ther software package.

Evaluating the Software Company
You need to evaluate the company producing the softwar e. Consider the
purchase o f your software (license) a relationship. Yo u are paying a
company for the use of its product, and you must use the program
according to the company's ru les.
Talk to the company's customer support, technical suppo rt, and sales
d epartments. If you use this company's software for a long time, you will
have occasion to deal with all these d epartments. Talking to people in
these departments also gives you a good idea about how the company
really feels about its customers.
In addition to checking the company's basic departments, find out about
its upgrade policies. You will want to know how often the company
issues upgrades and what they usually cost. The company will be
reluctant, in some cases, to give this ty pe of information. One reason is
that d1e developers make up the upgrade policy as they go along.
Anod1er reason could be that the company does not know.
Finally, you will want to check one od1er aspect of the license agreement. Will the company let you reassign, or seU, the software to someone else? Most companies have no problem with this sale as long as you
send a letter of transfer. A few companies, however, will neither let you
seU software nor give your money back. These companies really don 't
have your best interests at heart, just their pocketbooks.
You should also investigate how lo ng d1e company has been in business.
Find o ut how many software packages the company has sold and its size.
lf the company has sold o nly a few packages, has been in business fo r a
short period of time, or the number of packages sold do not seem able
to support an organization of the company's size, it might be in financial
u·ouble. Do not be afraid to ask about a company's financial backing. lf
you feel that the company is shaky, don 't buy the product.
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Other ways to check out a company include speaking to a stockbroker,
if the company is publicly traded. You can talk to the salespeople in
computer stores or even call a software distributo r. If you are making a
major (thousands of dollars) investment in a company's software, you
might want to conduct your own credit check by asking for bank
references, in addition to other inquiries.

Upgrading Your Software
As software publishers add features to their packages, the publishers
offer upgrades as a service to their customers. Upgrades are a blessing
and a curse. A blessing because they can make the package you are using
more productive. A curse because you have to kee p paying and paying
and paying.
You h ave only two choices: not tO upgrade and to upgrade. You have to
decide whe ther you need the new feamres. Is the cost of the upgrade
justified by increased productiviry? Wi ll the upgrade let you work with
new system features? Is the company trying to charge you for a bug ftx
(correcting problem with the software)?
The reason upgrades can cost so much is that you are a captive market.
The upgrade charges are used tO pay fo r research and developme nt p lus
a profit margin, and sometimes the pro fit margin equals what d1e
company made when you ftrst purchased their produ ct.

Deciding Where To Buy
Whe re should you buy your software? Usually, that choice is governed by
~vo factors: price and service. Yo u can get the lowest prices by buying
through mail-order hou ses, although you usually get bener sen •ice from
a local retaU store.

If you d o not need the sen•ice, you might as well save me money. Widl a
mail-order house, you have the convenie nce of shopping from home o r
the o ffice and getting the goods within d1e next day or two. The company usually has a 30-day money-back !:,'U a.rantee. If you have to rentrn a
package, however, dealing with a mai.l-order house can be a hassle.
Whe never possible, use a credit card to buy computer software and
hardware. Your bank can help fight for you if you have a dispute with the
vendor.
The other choice is the retailer. A good store has a knowledgeable staff,
and you wi ll have a resource fo r support iJ you need it. Rentrning
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products to a local retailer is easier than shipping something back to a
mail-order hou se. And you can have immediate gratification; you walk
out of the sto re wid1 your purchase.

lf you want to shop thro ugh mail order, you can find several compa nies
listed in Mac\Vorld or MacUser. For a retail store, if you don't have one
you frequent, visi t a few in your area, talk to the sales people, and shop
at the one you are most com fortable with.

Summary
This chapter provides an idea about what software is available and gives
you some insight into the software industry. The lists of programs do not
reflect all the programs available in any given category. Some categories
have been left our. Because of the number of companies and applications, providing a list of every software company and its products is
impossible.
You wi ll have to find those other software products on the shelves of
your local retailer or through your research. lf you want a publication
that contains almost all d1e available Macintosh programs, check out the
Macintosh Product Registty.

Becau se there is no way to tell you what softwa re to buy, hopefully
giving you tips on how to buy will help. lf you use this chapter with
Chapte r 6 ("Purchasing Hardware"), you should be able to get exactly
what you need for the tasks you have to perform.
Studies show that the average Macintosh user uses an average of 5.5
programs (1 still haven' t figured out how to use half a program). The
amount of money you are li kely to spend on software will probably be
around Sl,300, and this is more than like ly a low estimate; the average is
probably $2,000 to $3,000. That is quite an investment.

lf you were going to spend that much money o n any single purchase,
you would make sure that you knew everything you needed to know
before you spen1 the money. The same precaution applies to your
software.
Be careful, have fun. If you don' t like a software company's policy, don 't
buy the software. There is e no ugh variety in the Macintosh market that
you can have your cake and eat it too.
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Understanding
Shareware
xcept for Master]uggler and
DiskFlash, which are commercial software programs,
the programs included with
this book are shareware.
This chapter introduces you
to the concept of shareware
- - - - ' and explains how you can
benefit from this source of inexpensive software. This chapter also
surveys the contents of the disks
included with this book to help
you understand the kinds of
software included. In addition, you
learn how to install the software
on the Mac's hard drive.

Defining Shareware
The microcomputer industry began as a hobby. In the early days,
electronics enthusiasts designed and built their own microcomputers
rather than purchasing them from dealers and through mail-order
senrices. Although the mass production of inexpensive hardware has
overshadowed the hobbyist who was once the origin of new products,
the lone programmer who creates software has not yet faded into the
sunset.
Software that is created, supported, and distributed by these individuals
is called shareware. The term arose from the fact that you can try the
software before purchasing a License to use it.
Despite the name, however, shareware is not free. Under the copyright
laws of the U.S. and international agreements, you are required to pay
the shareware license fee in order to continue using the software
program. Shareware fees range from as little as 5 dollars to usually no
more than 40 or 50 dollars.
Unlike commercial software houses, shareware authors do not advertise,
do not have a staff, do not have to pay for office buildings and upkeep,
and-most important-do not draw a salary other than the fees sent in
by shareware users. With no real overhead, shareware costs much less to
produce than the packages sold in stores and through mail-order
houses, although shareware may be equal or superior to the commercial
equivalent.
In fact, many programs have migrated from shareware to commercial
products. For example, the White Knight communications program
began as the Red Ryder shareware program. The Stufflt Deluxe file
compression program distributed by Aladdin Software began as the
Stuffit shareware package. (This book includes the current shareware
version, Stufflt Lite.)

Finding Shareware Sources
Because dealers and mail-order houses don't distribute shareware,
locating it can be difficult for a new Macintosh user. The following
sections describe the three primary distribution channels for shareware:
Mac users, bulletin boards, and distribution houses.
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Macintosh Users
The first distribution channel for shareware is the Macin10sh user. In the
Macintosh community, users who find a particularly helpful shareware
package almost immediately begin recommending it to others. These
recommendations are one of the best ways of finding useful shareware. A
user who has experience with a package can give you a good idea of its
function and quality.
It is also perfectly acceptable for a Macintosh user to copy the software
and pass it on to another user-a process that is prohibited by law in the
realm of commercial software. Although the recipient is then obliged to
pay the shareware fee if he uses the package regularly, a "test drive" is
legal and encouraged by shareware authors.
One of the best ways to talk to other Macintosh users and to find out
about shareware packages is to join a user group. If you need help
locating a user group in your area, Apple provides a number you can call
for assistance . At the time of d1is writing, the number provided by Apple
is 1-800-538-9696. Check d1e documentation that accompanies your
Macintosh to verify that d1e number has not changed. You also can
contact your dealer or one of the following national user groups:
•

BMUG (Berkeley Macintosh Users Group) 1-415-549-2684

•

BCS-Mac (Boston Computer Society) 1-617-864-1700

User groups are essentially people who meet to share their common
interest in the Macintosh computer. They also exchange shareware.
Some of d1e larger groups have obtained permission from shareware
authors to distribute software on a disk.

Bulletin Boards
The second main distribution method for shareware is a bulletin board
system (BBS). Bulletin board SJIStems are computer systems you can log
onto by using a modem and a communications package. They range
from small, privately owned systems to large, commercial systems such
as the CompuServe Information System.
Local bulletin board systems are many and varied. A user group can help
you locate the BBSs in your area.
The commercial systems such as CompuServe, America OnLine, GEnie,
and Delphi are valuable sources of shareware. You can browse through
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their libraries of shareware files and download the one(s) you want.
Although you have to pay to use these services, you still save a great deal
of money by acquiring shareware from these sources and paying the
shareware fee instead of purchasing commercial packages.
Another advantage of the on-line services is that many authors offer
technical support through these systems. Appendix E provides the online addresses of the shareware authors whose packages are included
with this book.
You also can use the message area of the on-line service to get recommendations and guidance from other users who have experience with
the package. A new, useful shareware package or the latest upgrade to an
existing one inevitably starts a discussion in the message area as users
download it and try the package. You also can use the on-line service to
ask other users whether they know of a shareware package that suits
your needs.

Distribution Houses
The third method of distribution is small houses that sell disks containing shareware. One such house is Educorp, which has been given
permission by certain shareware authors to distribute software. These
disks are usually quite inexpensive and can contain a wealth of
shareware-as well as freeware-programs. (See the section "Comparing
Shareware and Freeware" later in this chapter for more information on
freeware.)
Note that when you pay for the disk, you are paying the company for the
service of collecting and distributing d1e shareware, not the shareware
itself. You still must pay the license fee to the shareware author.

Registering Shareware
After obtaining a shareware package, you have a specified period during
which you may try out the package. After this time, if you want to
continue to use the package, you are legally obligated to register the
software by paying a license fee to the author of the package.
Many share\vare programs include files or manuals that explain the exact
registering procedure. Other progr;1ms have the registration information
in d1e program itself. You may see the information in a window on the
program's startup screen. You also can obtain the information by
choosing the About command from the Apple menu.
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The importance of paying shareware fees cannm be overstated. Keep in
mind that the only paymem a shareware author sees for his software
comes fro m those sem in by users. Shareware authors do not receive
royalty payments or salaries from a software company for their efforts. If
the user community fails to pay fo r shareware, a great source of inexpensive software will eventually vanish.

Obtaining Upgrades
In many cases, sending in your shareware fee entitles you to an immediate upgrade of the software. Many copies of shareware are older than the
currem version, and the best way to obtain the most current versio n is to
send in the shareware fee to the author. Sometimes you must incJude a
d isk with the fee .
In return, many authors send a manual along with the current version of
the software. Some shareware packages have detailed manuals in the
style of commercial software manuals. Typically, most p rograms that
have manuals keep them in disk files.
Keeping track of package upgrades is usually the responsibility of the
user. Although some shareware authors maintain a database of registered users and mail out upgrade notices, most autho rs do not have the
resources necessary to keep you informed. Typically, you discover that a
shareware program has been upgraded by word of mou th, no tices in
user group newsletters, or notices posted in o n-line systems.
Usually, when Apple releases a new version of the System software,
shareware authors (as commercial software publishers) upgrade their
software. Check with the shareware author to determine whether an
upgrade o f the software is available or forthcoming. Sometimes you must
send an upgrade fee to obtain the new versio n of the software.
You also can obtain an u pgrad e through a user group or on-line system.
Usually a note accompanies the upgrade to inform yo u whether there is
an upgrade fee. lf you are no t sure whether there is a fee, contact the
author.

Comparing Shareware and Freeware
Freeware is similar to shareware except that you do not have to pay any
fees. You may copy, download, use, and distribute freeware as much as
you want. The only legal restriction is that you may not sell the package
to others or alter the package in any way.
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Freeware vio lates that o ld adage of "you get what you pay fo r." For
example, Disinfectant is a freeware virus protection program easily
worth as much as commercial packages. SuperCiock!, another freeware
program, is a small clock that resides in your me nu bar. Both programs
are "must haves." Acquire them at your first opportunity (see "Finding
Shareware Sources").

SuperCiock! and Disinfectant are available on AOL, CIS, GEnie,
and Delphi. BCS•l\Iac and BMUG have these programs on disk and
on bulletin board systems. The number for the BCS • Mac BBS is
617-864-0712 . Disinfectant lists od1er sources as Calvacon, BIX,
MacNet, Applelink, and some internet addresses: ft p.acn s. nwu.
edu sum ex-aim. stanford, edu rascal. ics. u texas, edu comp.
binaries. mac.

Guarding against Viruses
For the average user, the chances of being infected by a computer virus
are not as great as the media might have lead you to believe. You should
take precautions, however. Harmful viruses exist, and a single infection
can damage your data.
Shareware and freeware are, unfortunately, two of the ways that viruses
spread. Commercial softvvare publishers and commercial on-line systems
use stringent controls to prevent virus infections. Although many u ser
groups and private BBSs also attempt to control virus outbreaks, they do
not always have d1e resources available to commercial distributors. Do
not be discouraged from using small, private BBSs and user groups,
however. Instead, be cautious and protect your data by following these
gu ide lines:
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Keep regular backups of your data.

•

Regularly use a virus protection program to scan your hard disks
or floppy disks for virus infection.

•

Rebuild the Desktop regularly. Check your Apple manuals fo r
information regarding this procedure.

•

Always scan new programs and disks with a virus protection
program befo re using d1em.

IV

•

Use a virus protection System extension, such as the one included
with Disinfectant, that continually checks for virus intrusion.

•

Keep current on upgrades of your virus protection program .
Commercial packages many times offer such features as frequent
upgrades, notification services, and hotlines to help keep your
data protected. Freeware and shareware programs are upgraded
regularly and posted on on-line systems as new viruses are
discovered.

•

Check with other users concerning shareware packages to determine whether they are known to cause infection. Word of infections travels quickly in d1e Macintosh community. On-line services
and user groups often know of infection attempts and their
sources.

• Beware of deals that sound too good to be true. Sometimes d1ey
are. One virus was spread by a freeware package that claimed w
offer information about "secret" Apple products.
• Be cautious when dealing with companies offering shareware on
disks. Some such companies are not very careful about virus
protection. Check with other users concerning shareware or
public domain software distribution companies.

Surveying the Included Utilities
The shareware included on disk with this book has been selected on the
basis of its quality and usefulness. Some of the programs have been
available for some time, wid1 widespread success. Other programs are
new and are just now being discovered by the Macintosh community.
These programs have all received good reviews, and many of them have
mad e "top picks" lists of publications such as Ma cUser .
The disks include eight major software packages and several smaller
ones. Each of the eight majo r packages has its own chapter to help you
learn how to use it. Chapter 26 covers the smaller programs (including
some games) that are gro uped in the Odds and Ends "fo lder. This section
briefly describes each major package so that you can choose which o nes
you want to investigate further.
Address Book. A powerful address list management program that
enables you w maintain, sort, and print names, addresses, and
phone numbers. Address Book also includes a dialer to dial phone
numbers for you, extensive printing features (it can print envelopes and Rolodex cards fro m your list, for example), and other
helpful features.
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Bat Filer. A general file utility that e nables you to work with
gro ups of files. You can delete, move, re name, lock, unlock, and
perfo1m other basic functions quickly o n groups of files. Bat Filer
also has extensive file searching capabilities to help you locate files
based on patterns in the name, the date the files were created, the
application that created the file, and ot her crite ria.
DiskFlash. An extension that acts as an activity indicator for your
hard dlive and can help you avoid accidental restarts d.uring disk
accesses (a potentially damaging action). This e:>..'tension is part of
the commt:n:ial ALSoft Power Utilities package.
Juggler Utilities. A set of five utilities specifically meant to be used
with Masterjuggler. These utilities e nable you to resolve resource
numbe r conflicts (a problem that sometimes occurs when you
have large numbe rs of fonts and other resources), change the
maximum number of files your Macintosh can have open at any
one time, move Fkeys and sounds, and perform other useful
maintenance functions.
LigbtningPaint. An incredibly fast shareware painting program
that has many features usually fo und only in commercial packages.
You can use the program to draw for fun or to create business
logos, small ads, Christmas cards, o r other illustrations.
MasterJuggler. A System extension that enables you to manage
fonts, sounds, Fkeys, and (in System 6) desk accesso ries. This
extension can compress many of these resources to help you save
disk space. Master]uggler also saves you time and effort by
enabling you to turn fonts, sounds, and od1er resources on and off
without having to go through the installation and re moval procedure normally necessary. This System extension is part of the
commercial package Power Utilities o ffered by A.LSoft.
Remember? A program and System extension that maintains a
calendar. You can enter various events in diffe re nt categories that
you define, as well as set a reminder windmv to warn you of the
approach of the event.
Stufflt Lite. A file compression and archiving utility that helps you
save disk space and compact files for faster modem transmission.

Installing the Utilities
The software comes o n two high·de nsity disks and is in compressed
form. You n eed about 5M of hard disk space to install all the software.
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To install the software, follow these steps:
1. Insert the MacSecrets 1 disk into your floppy disk d rive. The
MacSecretsl.sea ftle icon appears (see fig. 17.1).

Fig. 17.1
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2. Double-click the MacSecretsl.sea icon. A standard Save dialog
appears, enabling you to choose where you want the software
be installed (see fig. 17.2).

Fig. 17.2
The Save dialog box.
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3. Click the Save button. A progress window appears as the sofnvare
is ins £ailed (see fig. 17 .3).
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Fig. 17.3
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When the installation is finished , d1e Macintosh alerts you with the
message Installation was successful!
4. Click the Quit button.
Repeat d1e preceding steps for the MacSecrets 2 disk. This disk contains
a file named MacSecrets2.sea. The steps are the same.
You end up with two folders on your hard disk. This book assumes that
you have only one folder that contains all of the software. This d iscrepancy is not really a problem, but you may want to use the following steps
to combine the two folders in order to match the book's text:
1. Click the name of the MacSecretsl folder.
2. Type the name MacSecrets and press Return.
3. Double-click me MacSecrets2 folder to open it.
4. Drag the contents of the MacSecrets2 folder to me MacSecrets
folder.
5. Drag the empty MacSecrets2 folde r to the Trash.

Registering the Utilities
You paid the registration fee for Master]uggler, the Juggler Utilities, and
Bat Filer by purchasing this book. Some of me Odds and Ends programs
(such as Das Calendar and Set Clock) are freeware. You may use mese
progr.tms without paying additional fees.
You must register me remaining programs if you find the m useful and
want to continue using mem. Consult Appendbc E or the About command in me program's Apple menu for information.
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Summary
Shareware can be an inexpensive source of useful software for your
Macintosh. This chapter details how shareware and freeware are different, how to register shareware, and how to protect your data from
viral infections.
This chapter also surveys the commercial and shareware packages that
accompany this book and describes how to install them on your hard
d isk. The following chapters explain how to use the software programs.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Using MasterJuggler
aster)uggler is a System
extension that helps you by
managing your resource
files. You can manage four
kinds of resources with
Master]uggler: fonts,
sounds, desk accessories,
L...----,.---------1 and Fkeys. Master]uggler
simplifies working with these items
by enabling you to bypass complicated installation processes and
exceed the System's usual limits on
the numbers of these items that
you can use at any one time.
Although Master]uggler's primary
function is to manage resource
files, the extension has many other
useful features, such as window
management, an application list

and pop-up menu, and network capability. This chapter begins with a
brief explanation of resources on the Macintosh, and then discusses how
to install and use Masterjuggler.

Understanding Resources
Resources are software items that define the appearance or action of
various parrs of the System. The System software maintains files of
resources. Some resources reside in the System software itself (such as
the Chicago font used for the menu bar, window titles, and dialog
boxes) and others reside in separate files.
Each resource has a type, a name, and a number. This information
e nables the System software to idemify and locate resources. When an
application requests a specific resource (a sou nd, for example) , the
System software searches for the resource by first checking the System
file, and then moving onto mher resource ftles. An application sometimes requ estS groups of specific kinds of resources. For example, your
word processor asks for a list of the fo ntS available for document
creation. The System software's response to this request is used to create
tl1e Font menu.
By using these resources, you can customize the Macintosh. Fonts, for
example, are composed of graphic or mathematical descriptions of
typefaces and can be added to or re moved from the System software
as needed. Applications do not have to be configured in advance to
use certain fonts. Instead, applications are programmed to access the
fonts in your System configu ration so that you can use them in your
docume nts.
At a time when only four Fkeys, o ne sound (the bee p), a handful o f desk
accessories, and a few fo nts existed, Apple assigned ranges of numbers
to resources, allowing for a cermin number to exist on any one
Macintosh. Fonts, for example, were numbered from 0 to 127, which
e nabled you to have 128 fonts total on your Macintosh at any one time.
Whe n desktop publishing got off the ground, Apple and users began to
realize that 128 fon tS was no longer enough.
At tl1e same time, programmers seized on the idea of the Fkey and desk
accessory. These small applicatio ns began to appear in droves and t11e
limits of 6 and 15, respectively, were far too constraining.
When Apple opened up the Macintosh to sound, users began filling hard
disks with digitized sounds and programmers found innovative ways to
allow the user to add sound to different functions. Macintoshes tl1e
world over began to belch, for example, whe n they ejected a disk.
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The resource explosion had Apple creating new resource types and
numbers, as well as redesigning the software of the System to handle the
increasing number of resources. But user demand grew even faster, and
problems arose.
System ftles were consuming huge chunks of disk space and memory.
Font menus were slow to appear because of the large numbers of foms.
Resources that had the same numbers appeared, confusing the System
software and applications when resources were re quested and causing
Macintoshes to behave strangely and even crash. Mastet:Juggler was
w ritte n to address these problems.

Working with MasterJuggler
With Masterjuggler, you do not have to store resources in you r System
file in o rder ro use them. They can reside in o ther folders, other disk
drives, even on networked disk drives; consequently, you can add
resources without increasing the size of d1e System file. You also can
turn resources o n and off without going through the usual installation
procedures so d1at you can create groups of resource files and use them
o nly wh en necessary. Mastet:Juggler enables you to bypass the System
file lim its and add resources tO your heart's content.
Masterjuggler e nhances the System file and affords you greater control
over the resources you use. Masterjuggler works with the following four
resource types:
Font. A complete set of type in all sizes and styles. The Chicago
fo nt, fo r examp le, includes sizes such as 10 point and 12 point and
styles such as bold and italic.
Desk accessory. A small, dedicated application such as a calculator or notepad that you can access from the Apple menu. This
term is gradually falling o ut of use now that Syste m 7 has arrived.
In System 7, a desk accessory is an applicatio n and does not have
to reside in the Apple me nu. System 6 users stil.l work with desk
accessories.
Fkey. A small, dedicated ite m of software (rather like a desk
accessory) tied to the key combination Command-Shift-number.
Number is a number from 1 to 0 across the top of the keyboard.
Apple defines the first four Fkeys. You can define the remaining
six.
Sound . A digitized recordjng or sound effect such as a beep, a
burp, a dog's bark, o r more complex recordings such as spoken
words or music.
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Installing MasterJuggler
To install Maste rjuggler, follow these steps:

B

efore installing Masterjuggler, refer to the section "Using MJ
Settings Copier" in Chapter 19.

1. Double-click the Master) uggle r folder installed by your MacSecrets
disks.

2 . Drag the Master]uggle r icon to your System Folde r (see fig. 18.1).

Fig. 18.1
Install .Masterjuggler by
d ragging the icon to the
System Folder.
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Syste m 7 users see an alert box appear (see fig. 18.2).

Fig. 18.2

Eutenslons need to be stor ed In the
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Extensions must be
installed in the Extensions
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System 6 users do not see this box and can skip step 3.
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3. Click the OK button or press Return. The Mac copies the extension
to the System Folder and stores it in the Extensions folder in
System 7.

4. Restart the Macintosh.
Master]uggler loads when your Macintosh starts up. The Master]uggler
icon appears on-screen beneath the Welcome to Macintosh message, and
a Master]uggler option is added to your Apple menu.

f you have an extension manager such as Startup Manager or
!NIT Picker, you may need to activate Master]uggler before it
will load. See your extension manager manual for more informatio n.

I

Starting MasterJuggler
To start Master]uggler, choose Master}uggler from the Apple menu, and
then choose Masterjuggler from the pop·up menu (see fig. 18.3) .

Fig. 18.3
Choosing Master)uggler.
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To simplify this process, Masterjuggler enables you to shorten your
Apple menu to include just the basics and the MasterJuggler commands.
[f you press the Shift key before choosing the Apple menu, you can
choose the Masterjuggler commands without having to use a second
me nu (see fig. 18.4).
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Fig. 18.4
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Whe n you choose the Master]uggle r optio n, the Master]uggler d ialog
box appears. You do most o f your work with Master]uggler in this dialog
box.

Understanding the MasterJuggler Dialog Box
Figure 18.5 shows d1e Master]uggler dialog box after you choose the
Maste~Juggler folder from the Folder me nu.
Folder menu

Fig. 18. 5
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f you use System 6, this dialog box does not include a Desktop
button. Instead, you see a Drive button. The Drive button
enables you to display a different drive's files in the Available files
list box.

I

To view a Help screen that provides information about using the
Masterjuggler dialog box, click the Help button in the Master Juggle r
dialog box. If you use System 7, you also can choose the Show Balloons
command from the Balloon Help menu and point to items on which you
want help.

Using Shortcuts
You can use certain shortcuts to help you work in the Masterjuggler
dialog box. Each button has a keyboard equivalent. There are also quick
ways to open and close files. Table 18.llists the shortcuts.

Table 18.1
Masterjuggler Dialog Box
Shortcuts

Button or action

Keystroke or mouse action

About button

):t-A

Close button

~-C

Compress button

):t.f'

Decompress button

):t-X

Desktop button

):t-D

Help button

):t-H

Open burton

Return

Options button

):t-T

Quit button

~Q

or ~ Return or ~ . (period)

View button

~v

or ~2

Open file

Double-cUck file name*

Close file

Double-cUck ftle name*

Switch disk drives

~ f-or ~ ~

•Add tbe option kl!y to close Masterjuggler after tbe file is opened or closed.
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The following sections dealing with resource files assume that you have
the Maste~Juggler dialog box on-screen. If you are finished working with
the dialog box at the e nd of a series of steps and want to close it, click
the Quit burton or use one of the Quit button shortcuts.

Working with Resource Files
All fo ur of the resources that Maste rjuggler works with are stored in
resource fLies. A resource file is also a particular kind of file called a
suitcase. Figure 18.6 shows suitcase file icons for the resource files.

Fig. 18.6
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You may see othe r icons for the Fkeys and sounds resource files because
the icons for these files are not standardized. The utilities in the juggler
Utilities folder created the icons in the fil:,'llre.
Master)uggler makes resources available to your System software by
o pening resource files. You sho uld create suitcase files that conform to
your needs, grouping resources in suitcase files. For example, you can
store a set of fonts that you use fo r a particular type of document in one
suitcase file.
A suitcase file can contain more than one type of resource. For example,
a font suitcase file can contain desk accessories. Having only one type of
resource in each suitcase file simp lifies file management, however.

fter you learn how to work wi th suitcase files, read Chapter 19, ·'Using Masterj uggler Utilities," to learn how to use
the uti lities includ ed with this boo k to create suitcase files and
manage the resources within them.

A
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Opening Resource Files
To make a resource available, you must first open the suitcase file in
which the resource resides. You can open up to 120 resource files in
Masterjuggler.
To open a file, follow these steps in the Masterjuggler dialog box:
1. Click the name of the file you want to open. For example,
click Public Domain Fonts (this sample file is located in the
Maste t:Juggler folder).

2. Click the Open button or press Return. The name of the file you
chose moves from the Available 61es list box to the Open ftles list
box (see fig. 18.7).

Fig. 18.7
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The resources (fonts in this example) are now available to you. You can
click the Quit button and check the Font menu in any application to
make sure .

pplica tions gene rally check the available fonts when you start
(launch) them. If an application is open before you open a
font resource fiJe, you might need to quit the application and start
it again before you will see the additional fonts.

A

Masterjuggler re members the files you open and reope ns these files
whe n you next start your Macintosh. The files are only closed when you
choose to close them.
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Network users should know a few things about opening resource
files on shared hard drives. First, because more than one user can
open the resource files on shared drives, you can srore one copy of
each resource file and share it among users.

If you are using AppleSharc or System 7's File Sharing, set the See
Files access privileges for the folder containing the resource files.
No user should have Make Changes privileges. If you are using
System 7's File Sharing, lock the resource files.
If you use Tops on your network, publish the folder containing the
resource files as a write-protected folder and lock the resource
files. Check your MacintOsh or Tops manuals for instructions.

Viewing Resource Files
You can view the conte nt~ o f a resource file either before or after you
open it. The Masterjuggler dialog box has two View buttons. The top
View button e nables you to view the co nte nts of files in the Available
files list box. The bottom View button enables you to view files in the
Open files list box. Both buttons operate in the same manner.
To view the contents of a resource tile, follow these steps:
1. Click the name of the resource fi le (in either list box) .

2. Click the View button (the top button if you have clicked an
available file, the bottom button if you have clicked an open file) .
The View dialog box appears (see fig. 18.8).

Fig. 1B.B
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® fonts
0 font rocos
0 f ont sizes
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This dialog box displays the names of the resources in a file. The dialog
box has si.-;: option bunons labeled DAs, Fkeys, Sounds, Fonts, Font faces,
and Font sizes. The option is set automatically according ro the type of
reso urce fi le. In this example, the Fonts option is selected because the
resource file is a font file. If you have multiple types of resources in the
same me, you can view each type by clicking the corresponding option
button. Click the Sounds bunon, fo r example, to view the sound
resources in th e file. If you click an optio n and the list box is empty, the
file conrains no resources of that type. To close the View window, click
the Done button.
To see examples of how a font (if any fonts are in the file) appears, click
the Font faces option bunon. To see the sizes of the font that are in the
file, click the Fonr sizes optio n.

Compressing and Decompressing Resource Rles
Masterjuggler can save d isk space by compressing font and sound
resource ftles. You can compress any resource file of these two types that
is listed in the Available files list box.
To save space, compress all fo nt and sound fLies before adding them ro
your Open fi le list.
To compress a file, follow these ste ps:
1. Click the fi le name in the Available files list box.
2. Click the Compress button. A progress dialog box appears,
followed by a notice that the process is complete (see fig. 18.9).

Fig. 18.9
Mastcrjuggler has
compressed the file.

~
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3. Click the OK button o r press Return.
The steps to decompress a file are the same except that you click the
Decompress button instead of the Compress button. Again, the file must
be in the Available files list box. so you must close an open file before
you can decompress it.
You do not have m decompress the fi les to open or use them;
Mastet)uggle r decompresses fi les automatically. You decompress a file
o nly if you are going to use o ne of the Juggle r Utilities to work o n the
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file or perhaps transfer the file to another Macintosh (especially o ne that
does not have Masterjuggle r).

Closing Resource Files
Closing a resource file makes the resources unavailable. To close a
resource tile, follow these steps:
1. In the Open files list box of the Masterjuggler dialog box, click the
name of file you want to close.

2. Click the Close button.
The file closes. 1f you are displaying the folder or disk on which the file
resides, you see the file appear in the Available files list box.
If you try to close a resource file containing fonts when an application is
running, a warning dialog box appears after you click the Close button
(see fig. 18.10).

Fig. 18.10

The file being closed contains fonts. The
current nppllcntlon mny not handle this
chnnge of fon ts property. Close nnywny?

A warning dialog box.

Cancel

After you have closed the resource tile containing fonts in Masterjuggler,
running applications may assume that the resource is still available and
might attempt to access it. As a result, these applications might crash or
behave strangely. The best bet is to only close font resource files when
no applications (other than Masterjuggle r) are running.

Setting Options
You can set two main categories of options: Hot Keys and General
Options. To set any of the options, you ftrst click the Options button
in the Master)uggler dialog box. The Options dialog b ox appears (see
fig. 18.11).
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Fig. 18.11
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Setting Hot Keys
The Hot Keys settings appear in the left colu mn of the dialog box. With
these settings, you can assign a keystroke (such as ~S h ift-M) to a part o f
Mastet:Juggler o r assign keys to invoke pop-up menus so that you can
choose Masterjuggler functions without having to use the Apple me nu.
For the first ten ite ms (MJ Dr\ to ResConllicts) unde r Hot Keys, you can
assign keystrokes by following these steps:
1. Highlight the fie ld to the right of the Masterjuggle r command to
which you want to assign a keystro ke.

2. Press the keys you want to assign to that command . You must
include the Command key.

Y

ou cannot use the Option or Control key fo r the
Masterj uggle r desk accessory.

You assign keystrokes to the last four items (Bypass and the three
pop-ups) diffe re ntly. Follow these ste ps:

1. High light th e field to the right o f the option.
2. Press the Enter key (not the Re turn key) until the desired key
appears.
For example, to set the Bypass option to the Command key, click the
field to the right of Bypass and press Enter three times.
The Bypass option prevents Masterj ugglcr from loading at startup. You
use this optio n whe n you have a System extension conflict or whe n you
want to remove o r replace Maste rjugglc r.
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Pressing the hot keys for a pop-up o ption and clicking the mouse makes
that menu appear where the mouse pointer is located. For example, if
you set the MJ pop-up optio n to Command-Shift-dick, the Master)uggler
menu appears at the location o f your mo use pointer when you hold
down the Command and Shift keys and then press the mo use button
(see fig. 18.12).

Fig. 18.12
The MJ pop-up menu
option is set to CommandShift-click.
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The Master)uggler menu appears where the mo use po inter is. You can
then make a selection from the menu . The pop-u p menu optio ns are
very convenient fo r large screen mo nitor or multiple monitor users
because the menu appears where the mo use is instead of the mouse
having to travel to the menu.

Setting General Options
You use check boxes to activate and deactivate the General Optio ns. The
options you can set are as follows (the descriptions indicate d1e action
taken when the option is active):
Show icon at startup. Displays the Master)uggler icon at startup.
Load in System heap at start. Loads Master)uggler into System
memory. ALSoft ind icates that you should deactivate this option
o nly if you experience incompatibility with Macintosh game
programs.
Wait for aU disks to mount. Masterj uggler pauses to give disks
time to connect to the System before attempting to search fo r
resou rce files. Activate this option if all the following conditions
apply:
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•

You have more than one bard disk.

•

You opened o ne or more resource files on a hard disk that is
not your startup disk.

•

You see the message One or more MasterJuggler files
coul d not be opened. Do you want to remembe r
these for the next r estart, or to disregard them?

If these conditions are me t, click the Remember button in the
message dialog box, and then activate the Wait for aU disks to
mount o ption and try restarting.
Ignore unfound ffies at start. Masterjuggler ignores any failures
in its attempts to open resource files . If you are a System 7 File
Sharing user who is not certain when the shared files are or are
not available (perhaps you and your coworker have differe nt
schedules and you never know if his machine is turned on) , use
this option.
Install sound play. Enables olde r machines running System 5
or earlier (such as the 512Ke, the Plus, and theSE) to use
MasteJjuggler sound features. If you have System 6 or System 7,
do not activate this option.
Show all file types in DA. Enables you to open files regardless
of their type. If you have files that contain resources you want to
use but the files do not appear in the Available tiles list, activating
this option enables you to use Masterjuggler to open the files.
However, this option also e nables you to open files that are not
compatible with Masterjuggler's function (you could open a word
processor document, fo r example), and your Macintosh can crash
as a result. You should avoid activating this dangerous option.
Instead, try using the utilities that the next chapter discusses to
move the resou rces to recognized file types.
Quicksort font menus . Masterjuggler uses a faster sort tO cause
your fo nt me nus to appear more quickly. Deactivate this option
only if you use international script fonts that disappear from your
font me m1s after you install Masterjuggler.
Use last font list settings. Causes Font list to use the last settings
you chose (see the section "Working with Fonts" for more on Font
list).
Warn on font file close. Displays a warning when you close a file
conraining fonts. Deactivate this optio n if you do not wa nt this
warning displayed. (First, however, read the warnings about
closing font files in the section "Closing Resource Files.")
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Remember current d efault directory. Masterjuggler returns to
the folder that was ope n in the l'"1aster.Juggler dialog box when you
opened Mastet:Juggler. Od1e nvise, Mastet:Juggler returns to the
folder whe re d1e last file was opened.
Show documents in pop-up. The Application pop-up menu adds
a document submenu to applications to which you have assigned
documems (see the section "Working with Applicatio ns").
Apple LaserWriter driver only. Mastet:Juggler does not search
any folde r past the System Folder for PostScript downloadable
fo nts for d1e Adobe 'I'ype Manage r, d1e Aldus printer driver, or
other non-Apple PostScript printer driver (see the section
"Working with Fonts").
Whe n you finish sening the options, confirm the m by clicking the OK
button o r pressing Return. If you want to close the dialog box without
saving changes you have made, click the Ca ncel button.

Working with Fonts
Masterjuggler he lps you manage large numbers of fonts. You can add
fonts by simply opening their resource files. You can preview fon ts and
test diffe re nt styles on them to check their appearance. You can cha nge
the default application font. Maste rjugg1er also e nables you to place
downloadable PostScript fonts in folders other than the Syste m Folder.

Displaying Available Fonts
You can use d1e View button in the Mastet:Juggler dialog box to display
the fo nts in a resource file whether the file is open or d osed (see
"Viewing Resou rce Files"). You can use Font List or Font Show to view
available fo nts (the resource files containing them are open) .

Using Font list
Choosing the Font List command from the Maste rjuggler menu displays
the Font List dialog box (see fig. 18.13).
When the Font List dialog box is on-screen, you can apply diffe rent styles
to the fo nt to see how it will appear. You apply these styles by pressing
the key combinations in table 18.2.
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Fig. 18.13
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Table 18.2
Key Combinations
in Font List

Keys

Text style

~-P

Plain style

~- A

Bold italic

~-B

Bold

~-1

Italic

)::C-U

Underline

~-E

Extended

~- C

Condensed

~-0

Outline

0
'2l

The fo llowing key combinations also perform useful functions in the
Font List dialog box:
Key combination

Function

~-N

Displays the fo nt names in Chicago font.

~- T

Grays ouc all but a certain type of font. The
first press grays out all but bit-mapped fonts,
showing the outline fonts. Pressing ~T again
grays o ut all buc o utline fonts, showing the bitmapped fo nts. Pressing ~T a third time restores
tllC list to normal.

~-F

Displays informatio n about a selected font. The
information includes the ascent of the font, the
descent, the leading (L), and the width (W) of
the widest character. Masterjuggler displays this
information as a lette r foll owed by a number
conti11Ues
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Key combination

Ftmcl ion
(fo r example, A12 0 3 I.L WL6). To restore the
fo nt list, press ~ P or anod1er font style key
combination.

):(-X

Closes Fo nt List and invokes the second way of
viewing fo nts, FontShow. You can also invoke
Fo ntShow by choosing its name fro m the
Masterjuggler me nu or by pressing its hot key
(see "Serting Hot Keys").

To exit Fo nt List, click the close box.

Changing the Default Application Font
Applicatio ns auto matica lly select a font when they start up so that you
can begin working without having to choose a fo nt first. Font List
enables you to change the default font choice. This feature is helpfu l if
you use a certain font regularly and have to choose it repeate dly when
your applications start up. To change the defau lt application font, follow
these steps:

1. Open d1e application in which you want to change the default.
2. Start Font List by choosing it from the Maste rjuggler me nu or
pressing its hot keys.
3. Double-click the name of the font you want to be the default font.
4. Click the OK bu tton in the dialog box that appears.

sing this option is risky. Many applications are not wri tten to
accept this font switching. Test this feature before working
with important docume nts.

U

If you use System 6 J\>IulriFinder or System 7, remember to make the
application for which you want to change the default font active be fore
invoking Fo nt List.

Using Font Show
FontShow enables you to do much o f the same things as Fo nt List but
allows greater freedo m in choosing fo nt styles (see figure 18.14).
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Fig. 18.14
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In the list box in the upper left of the FoncShow d ialog box, you see 1he
names of the available fonts and a line of sample text in that font. This
text e nables you to preview how a font will appear in a document.
Below the list box is a text field . You can change the sample te:x't that the
fonc list box displays by typing a text string (about a sentence worth or a
few words, the fonc list box is not particularly wide) and clicking the
Display button.
You can use the Sizes options to test the different font sizes and ro
determine what font sizes are available. To display the listed fonts in
different sizes, click the burton to the le ft of the size you want to view in
the Sizes optio ns.
To dete rmine which sizes are available fo r a font, click the name of the
font in the list box. An arrow appears to the le ft of the available sizes
(see fig. 18.15).

Fig. 18.15
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This option is really only useful with bit-mapped fonrs. Bit-mapped fonrs
must have the requested size installed in the System file or open in
Masterjuggler to print well at that size. Outline fonts (such as True1'ype)
can generate the requested size and prim well at any size. (See your
Macintosh manual for more information on these fonts.)
You can de termine whether fonts are bit-mapped or outline by using the
Types o ptions. Display aU the fo nts of o ne type by clicking in the check
box to the right of the type name to mark it. Uncheck the box by clicking
it again if you don't want that type of fon t d isplayed.
If you want to display only bit-mapped fonrs, for example, click th e
Outline option check box to remove the X and deactivate the option.
The fo nt List box now o nly d isplays bit-mapped foms. Display outline
fonts again by clicking the Outline type check box.
You can test the appearance of fonts in d ifferent text styles by using the
Styles options. Click each option you want to use. You can combine all
the options with one exceptio n: Condensed and Extended are mutually
exclusive; you can apply only o ne of these to the fonts at a time.
For example, to display the fonrs in bold and italic, click the Bold option
check box and the Italics option check box (see fig. 18.16).

Fig. 18.16
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Finally, you can display only d1e sample text in d1e list box (and in the
printout discussed in m e next section) by unch ccking me Show Names
option check box.
Click the Quit button to exit FontShow.
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Printing aFont List
FontShow e nables you to print a sample listing of the fonts available ro
you. (Open FontShow by clicking it in the Masterjugglcr list from the
Apple me nu .) To print a font list, follow these steps:

1. Click the Print bu tton in the FontShow dialog box. Your printer's
Page Setup dialog box appears.
2. Click the OK bunon. Your printer's Print dialog box appears.
(Bath the Page Setup and Print dialog boxes are specific ro your
printer; check your printer manual for more on these d ialog
boxes.)
3. Click the Print or OK butto n or press Return.
Your printer prints a list of the available fonts. The printout reflects any
Size and Style options you have chosen. You see the fo nt name followed
by the sample text as you do in the font list box, but now you can see
how the fon t appears on pape r.
If you want to print onl>• certain fonts rather than the e ntire list, click the
Print Selected check box in the Options section. Then choose the fo nts
you want to print before clicking the Print button. Use these selection
me thods:
•

To choose a single fo nt, click it.

•

To select a range of fonts, hold down the Shift key and drag from
the starting font name to the ending font name.

•

To choose fonts d1at are nor next to one another, hold down the
Command key and click each font.

Working with Sounds
Masterjugglcr enables you to display the sounds available to you (those
residing in resource files you have opened), play d1e sound to sample it,
and assign sounds to d iffere nt Macintosh actio ns such as starrup, disk
eject actions, and the System beep.

Viewing and Playing Available Sounds
To see the list o f available sounds, choose the Sound List command from
me Master:Juggler menu or press the Sound List hot key (see fig. 18.17).
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fig. 18.17
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The list of available sounds.
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If you have a large numbe r of sound resource files open, you may need
to scroll the sound list to see all of the sound names. To preview a
sound, press the Option key and click the sound name. The sound is
played through the Macintosh speaker.
If you want to play all the sounds in sequence, press Command-A. To
play the sounds re peatedly in orde r, press Command-L. To continuously
play randomly selected sounds, press Command-M. To cancel these
functions, press Command-. (period). Close Sound List by clicking its
close box.

Assigning Sounds to Functions
Sound List e nables you to change the System beep. The System beep is
usually set by using the Sound control panel.
You also can assign sounds to particular Macintosh functions. For
example, you can assign an available sound to disk ejects.
To change the System beep, follow these steps:
1. Invo ke Sound List by choosing the command from the
Maste r}uggler menu or pressing the hot key. The list of sounds
appears. The highlighted sound is one being used as the current
Syste m beep.
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2. Double-click the desired sound. Sound List closes and the chosen
sound becomes the System beep.
You can set Sound List ro randomly choose a sound for the System beep.
Follow these steps:
1. Invoke Sound List.

2. Press Command-R. An R appears in Sound List's title bar.
3. Click the close box.
Now the Mac chooses a sound at random each time the System
beeps.
You use HotSounds to assign sounds to Mac functions. Invoke
HotSounds by choosing it from the Master)uggler menu or by pressing
its hot keys. The HotSounds dialog box appears (see fig. 18.18).

Fig. 18.18
The HotSounds dialog box.
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This dialog box has two list boxes: Available sounds and Sound settings.
The Available sounds list box displays the sou nds that reside in open
resou rce files. You can play any sound in tl1e Available sounds list box by
holding down the Option key and clicking the desired sound. This
feature enables you to test the sound before assigning it.
The Sound settings list box displays the Macintosh functions you can
assign sounds to and the current sound set to that function. In this
figure, the Macintosh is set to play the sound "Spank her" when it eje([s
a disk (see the Disk eject setting in fig. 18. 18). Also, the Macintosh
doesn 't play any sound when it launches an application.
To assign a sound to a function, follow these steps:
1. Click the function in the Sound settings list box. The Default,

Random, and None buttons become available.
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2. Choose one of the following o ptions:
If you want Ho tSounds to choose a sou nd random ly, click the
Rando m button.
rfyo u don't want HotSounds
butto n.

w play a sound, click the None

If you want HotSounds to play the defau lt sound (assign ing the
defau lt sound is covered late r in this section) , click the Default
button.
The Sound settings list box reflects your choice. The box displays
<Random> for randomly selected sounds, <None> for functions th at do
not have a sound , and <Default> when the d efault sound is used .
The Mac uses the default sound whe n an application or other software
requ ests that the Mac play a sou nd but does no t specify the sound.
Usually, the default sound is the System beep. You can change the
de fau lt sound by clicking a sound in the Available sounds list box and
then clicking the Default button.
rf you want to set a particular sound to a function, follow these steps:
1. Choose the function in the Sound settings list box.
2. Click the sound in the Available sounds list box. The Set button
becomes active.

3. Click the Set button.
You see the name of the sou nd appear to the right of the function.
Yo u can assign sounds to the fo llowing Macintosh functions:
Application. Applications no rmally play the System beep w warn
you or attract your attention. Assign a sound w this function if you
want w use something other than the System b eep.
Bad Disk. When the Mac cannot use a disk, you see a warning
dialog box. Normally, you hear no sou nd , un less you assign a
sound to th is function.
Disk Eject. If you want the Mac to play a sound when a disk is
ejected, assign the sound to this function.
Disk In sert. Assign a sou nd to this function if you want the Mac
play a sound when you insert a disk into the floppy drive.

w

Launch. rf you want to hear a sound whe never an application
starts, assign the sound to this functio n. (Note d1at assigning a
sound to d1is function can cause applications to start more slowly,
especially if d1e sound is long.)
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Restart. Assign a sou nd to this function to have the Mac play the
sound when you choose Restart from t he Special menu in the
Finder.
Shutdown. Choosing the Shutdown command from the Special
menu in the Finder normally plays no sound. Assign one to this
function to hear the Mac play the sou nd when you shut clown your
Macintosh. (A few bars of "Taps" or the "Star Spangled Banner"
might be good here.)
Startup. Assign a sound to this function to hea r ir whe n you start
the Macintosh.
System. Replace the System beep with a sound of your choice by
assigning it to this function.
You can set the volume of the Macintosh speaker with the Volume slider
in this d ialog box. (The volume is normally set in the Sou nd control
pane l or, in System 6, in both the Sound and General control panels.)
Drag the scroll box or click the arrow keys to raise or lower the volume.
The number to the right of the scroll box indicates the volume setting.
(1 to 7 in the Sound or General control pane l.) The System beep plays at
the new volume.
Some applications assign a specific sound to certain ale rts. If you have an
alert occur in an applicatio n and hear a sou nd, you might be able to
change it. Try these steps:
1. With the application open and the alert o n-screen, invoke
HotSounds.
2. Check for the presence of an Alel'l option in the Sou nd settings list
box. If you do not see Alert in the Sound settings list box, you
cannot change the sound; dick Quit.
3. If you see an Alert option in the Sound settings list box, click ir.
4. In the Available sounds list box, click the sound you want. The Set
button becomes active.
;. Click the Set button.
When you finish assigning sounds to actions, click the Done button or
press Retu rn.

Working with KeyChains
If you have sets of applicatio ns d1at you use toged1er frequently, you find
yourself having to start each one separately many times. You can, in
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System 6 MultiFinder and System 7 , cause applications to start automatically when your Macintosh starts up. However, this featu re can be
limiting in that you can only start up one set of applications at a time,
and they can o nly be started together at startup time.
KeyChains enables you to create chains of applications or sounds that
you can invoke at any time. This feature can save steps by e nabling you
to start groups of applications or play groups of sounds with only a few
ste ps.
To work with keychains, you first choose the KeyChains command
from the Mastet:Juggler menu . The KeyChains dialog box opens (see
fig. 18.19).

Fig. 18.19
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This dialog box displays the keychains you have created. You invoke
keychains in this dialog box. You can also re move them or cause chains
of sou nds to execute repeatedly.
Note that KeyChains works wid1 Applicatio n List. You can save steps in
creating keychains by first adding applications d1at you want to use to
Application List (sec the section "Working with Applicatio n List" in this
chapter).

Creating aKeyChain
To create a chain of applications, follow these steps in th e KeyChains
d ialog box:
1. Click the New button. The Define Chain dialog box appears (see
fig. 18.20).

This dialog box has two list boxes. The left list box displays the
applicatio ns in this keychain. The right list box shows d1e applications you have added to Applicatio n List.
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Fig. 18.20
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2. Type a name for the keychain.
Use a name that reminds you of the purpose of the set of applications. Pe rhaps you ;u·e creating a chai n of applicatio ns that you use
when you do desktop publishing. You could name the chain OTP
chain or OTP set.
3 . Select an application from the application list by clicking o n it.
4 . Click the Add button.

C

ombine steps 3 and 4 by double-clicking on the application
name.

lf you want to add an applicatio n that is not listed in the right list
box, you can d o so by clicking the Othe r button. An Open dialog
appears (see fig. 18.21).

Fig. 18.21
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Double-click the name of the application, or click its name and
the n click Open. Regardless of whe ther you use the Add button o r
the Other button, applications you add to the keychain appear in
the left list box (see fig. 18.22).
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Fig. 18.22
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Repeat steps 3 and 4 or the steps fo r using the Other button until
you have added all of the applications you want this keychain to
start.
5. Click the Add Chain button.
You can then return to step 2 to create a new keychain or close the
Define Chain dialog box by clicking the Done button. You are
retu rned to the KeyChains dialog box and Masterjuggler displays
the name of the new keychain.
Befo re clicking d1e Add Chain button, you can remove applications
from the chain (perhaps you accidentally added one you do not
want to use) by clicking the applicatio n's name in the left list box,
and then clicking the Dele te button.
You can clear the entire chain at once by clicking the Clear button.
6. Click Done in the KeyChains dialog box to close KeyChains.
KeyChains of sounds are created with the same basic ste ps. You
must add o ne step before the preceding step 2. Click the Sounds
button below me right list box of me Define Chains dialog box.
The sounds available to you appear in the right List box. Use me
Add bu tto n to add a sound to the keychain. The Delete and Clear
buttons operate the same as with applications.
The Other button is not available to you whe n you are working with
keychains of sounds. You can o nly add sounds that are in your System
file or in resource files opened in Masterjuggler (see "Opening Resource
Files" in this chapte r).

Executing aKeyChain
After you have defined o ne or more keychains, you can invoke any one
of the m with the following steps:
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1. Open the KeyChains d ialog box by choosing KeyChains from the
Maste rjuggler menu or by using the hot key you set for KeyCha ins
(see ··setting Hot Keys·· in this chapter).
2. Click the name of the keychain you wish to execute.

3. Click the Execute button or press Re turn.
As a short cut, you may double-click the keychain ·s name.

If the keychain is a chain of sounds, you may cause it to play each sou nd
in tu rn repeated ly by executing steps 1 and 2 above. When you click the
sound keychain name, the Loop button becomes active. Click the Loop
button and the sound keychain is played repeatedly. Stop the sounds
from playing by pressing ~ - (peliod) .
Note that when you execute or loop a keychai n, d1e KeyChains dialog
box closes auwmaticaUy. You do not have to click the Done button to
close the dialog box in this case.

Deleting aKeyChain
You can remove a keychain entirely with these steps:
1. Click the name of the KeyChain in the KeyChains dialog box.

2. Click d1e Delete button .

The keychai n is immediately removed.

Working with Desk Accessories
The desk accessory is a small, dedicated application program. Desk
accessories are usually such things as calculators, thesaurus programs,
speLli ng checkers, and other such small ite ms. Before System 7, users
installed desk accessories directly into the System file and accessed them
exclusively through the Apple menu.
In System 7. you can insta ll any item that you can double-click in the
Apple menu . Instead of insralling desk accessories in the System file, the
Syste m software converts them imo mini-applications. Tht: term desk
accessory has become synonymous with application.
Many users still use System 6 and the term desk accessOIJ'· MasterJuggler's desk accessory-hand ling capability is of greater benefit to
System 6 users than System 7 users. However, some features benefit
bo th .
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Masterjuggler enables System 6 use rs to install far more desk accessories
than the System file can hold. Because Masterjuggler doesn't install desk
accessories directly into tl1e System file, System 6 u sers can reduce the
size of the System file and can save memory space.
System 7 users can benefit from having keyboard access to the Apple
menu. System 7 users can also install desk accessory files (many of which
are available on BBSs and tl1rough user gro ups) using Masterjuggler's
convenient resource file opening process (see "Opening Resource
Files").
To access desk accessories instalJed with Masterjuggler, invoke the DA
List by choosing it from the Mastei:}uggle r menu or by pressing its hot
keys. TheDA List appears (see fig. 18.23).

Fig. 18.23
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The DA List in System 6 shows only available desk accessories. In
System 7, it also includes all items installed in the Apple Menu Items
folder. (In the figure, for example, Communications is a folder).
To open any item on the list, either clouble·click the desk accessory (or
o ther Apple menu item in System 7) o r use the up· or down·:u-row key to
highlight d1e item, and then press Return. Another option is to type the
first few letters of the item's name in the DA List until the item is
highlighted, and d1en press Return.
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DA List closes and the chosen desk accessory opens. In System 7, the
chosen item (desk accessory, application, folder, documem, o r other
Apple me nu item) o pens. In e ither case, DA List closes.
You can close DA List without opening a ny desk accessory (or other
Apple menu item in System 7) by clicking the close box or by pressing
Command-Rerurn o r Command-Emer.
Table 18.3 lists shortcuts that he lp you select items when the DA List is
long.

Table 18.3
DA List Shortcuts

Keys

Action

Shift-1'

Scrolls up one page.

Shifd

Scrolls down one page.

Option-!

Scrolls to top of lisr.

Option--1-

Scrolls to bottom of list.

Working with Fkeys
Fkeys are somewhat like desk accessories in that they are small, d edicated programs. Fkeys perfo rm o nly one function, however. You invoke
aU Fkeys in the System by holding down the Command and Shift keys
and the n pressing o ne of the number keys at the top of your keyboard.
Apples defines the first four Fkeys (Command-Shift-1 through Command-Shift-4). You can define the remaining six (Command-Shift-5
thro ug h Command-Shift-0).
Fkeys do such things as store the image on-screen in a disk file, invoke
a simple screen saver, and save the image on-screen to the Clipboard.
Many Fkeys are available through user groups and BBSs.
Masterjuggler removes the restrictions o n the number of Fkeys that you
can have instaUed at o ne time. You can install the ftrS t six (an d perhaps
the most used) Fkeys normally so that you can invoke them with key
presses, and then install any number up to the 120 resource file limit of
Masterjuggler fo r access thro ugh Fkey List.
To access Fkeys that reside in resource files you have opened through
Masterjuggler, invoke Fkey List by choosing Fkey List from the
Maste rjuggler me nu or by pressing its ho t keys (see "Setting Hot Keys") .
Fkey List's dialog box appears (see fig. 18.24).
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Fig. 18.24
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Choose the Fkey you want to use by double-clicking dte Fkey or using
the up- or down-arrQ\.v ke)' £O highlight the item; then press Re turn.
Anothe r option is to type the first few letters o f the Fkey's name in the
Fkey list until the Pkey is highlighted, and then press Return. The dialog
box closes and the Pkey executes.

Working with Applications
Mastet:Juggler enables you ro cre ate lists of applications and switch
quickly betwee n them from the keyboard. System 6 and 7 users both
appreciate this featu re because they d o not have to use the mouse to
switch applications or start new ones. System 6 users who are not
running Multi Finder appreciate the automatic application quitting and
starting aspect of Maste•:Juggler, which reduces the number of steps
required tO switch between applications.
Masterjuggler also enables you to add docume nts to the Application List
so that you can start an application and open a frequently used document at the same time. Masterjuggler also has a window hiding fearure
that hides the windows of the current application when you switch to or
start another application.
The window hiding feature is similar to the option switch in d1e
System 7 Finder. (See your Macintosh manual for more information
about the option switch ; check for refe rences tO the Application menu
and its fearures.) Users of System 7 should know that Masterjuggle r
can automatically hide windows whe n switching between applications.
For System 6 users, d1is window hiding feature brings a System 7 fearure
to System 6 Multi Finder.

Opening Application List
To work with applications, you must first invoke the Application List
dialog box by choosing Application List from d1e Maste1juggler menu or
by pressing its hot keys (see "Setting Hot Keys"). The Application List
dialog box appears (see fig. 18.25).
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Fig. 18.25
The Application List
dialog box.
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Application List has two parts. The upper part shows the running
appHcations (System 6 users who are not using MultiFinder do not have
this part; only the lower part appears in the dialog box) . The Application
List of figure 18.25 shows that the Finde r, Microsoft Word , Microsoft
Excel, and SuperPaint 2.0 are currently running.
The lower part shows applications and commands that you can choose
to start. The Other command enables you to start applications that are
not installed in Application List. The Restart and Shutdown commands
duplicate the commands in the Special menu of the Finder. Further, you
see that Microsoft Word is installed as an application that can be started
(its name appears in the lower part of the dialog box and is not in italic).
Note that a check mark appears to the left of the Finder application. The
check mark indicates the current foreground application just as the
Application menu does in System 7 and d1e Apple menu does in System
6 with MultiFinder.

Choosing aRunning Application
To switch to another running applicatio n, select the application in the
upper part of Applicatio n List by using the up- and down-arrow keys to
highlight it, by typing the first few letters of the application's name, or by
clicking its name. Then press Return. You also can double-click the
application's name. The windows of d1e current application disappear
and you see the chosen applicatio n.

Adding an Application
Before you can start applications with Applicatio n List, you must first add
them to the lower part o f the dialog box. Follow these steps:
1. Press Command-A. A standard Open dialog box appears.

2. Double-click the application 's name in the file list box. The name
of the application appears in the lower part of the Application List
dialog box.
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3. The Open dialog box reappears ro enable you to add more
applications. If you are finished , click the Done button.

Starting an Application
You can start any installed application by choosing the application from
the lower part o f the dialog box. You can choose the application by
clicking the application's name and pressing Return. You also can press
Tab to move the highlighting into the lower part of the dialog box, and
then use the arrow keys or type the first few le tters of the a pplication's
name and press Return. A shortcut is to doub le-click the application's
name. Masterjuggler hides the current application's windows and opens
the selected application.
lfyou want to starr an application that is not installed in the Application
List dialog box (perhaps you have an infrequently used utility or application you do not want to install in the list), you can use the Other
command. Choose the Other command in the same way you choose an
application you want to starr. You see an Ope n d ialog box. Locate the
applica tion you want to start, and then double-click the name (or select
the application and press Return).
Also choose the Restart and Shut Down commands in the same manner
as applications you want ro start.

f you use System 6 and do not use Multi Finder, make sure that
your appli cations have Quit commands in d1e ir File menus.
Applications that do not have this command do not work with
Application List"s application switching.

I

Adding Documents
You can add frequently opened documents to Application List to give
you quick access to the m. To add docume nts ro Application List, follow
these steps:
1. Choose an application in the lower part of the dialog box.

You must choose an applicatio n because documents are linked to
tl1e application you invoke to open them.
2. Press Command-S. The Application List disp lays the d ocument list
for the application you chose in step 1 (see fig. 18.26).
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Fig. 18.26
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3. Press Command-A. An Open dialog box appears.

4. Double-click the docume nt name you want to add or highlight it
and click Add. (The Ope n button becomes the Add button when
you highlight a docume nt.)
The document appears in the document list below the name of the
application. The Open d ialog box reappears, allowing you to add
more docume nts.

5. If you are finished adding docume nts for this applicatio n, dick the
Done button.

6. Press Command-S again to return to Application List.

Opening aDocument
After you add d ocuments, you can open them and start the application
to which the document is linked. Follow these steps:
1. Choose the application in the lower part of Applicatio n List. Use
the same selection steps discussed in d1e section "Starting an
Application."
2. Press Command-S. The docume nt list appears (see fig. 18.27).

Fig. 18.27
Opening d1e Lener
document in Microsoft
Word.
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3. Choose the docume nt to be opened.
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Use the arrow keys, type the first few letters of the document's name, o r
click the d ocument. Then press Re turn. Alternatively, double-click the
docume nt's name. Application List closes, the application starts, and the
document opens.

Deleting an Application or Document
You can re move an application or docume nt fro m Application List.
Follow these steps:

1. Select the document or application . Note that you must use the
Tab key to place the highlighting in the lower part of the dialog
box if you want to use keyboard selectio n techniques to choose an
application.
2. Lf you are deleting a document, press Command-S to display the
document list; then select the docume nt.

3. Press Co mmand-O to d elete the document or application from the
Applicatio n List.

Configuring Application List
You can change Application List's window hiding feature. If you do not
want Application List to hide the current application 's windows when
you switch applications, press Command-T when Applicatio n List is onscreen. The names of the running applications are no longer in italics,
indicating that the window hid ing feature is no longe r active. Reactivate
the window hiding feature with the same key combination.

Using the Application list Pop-Up Menu
If you have configured a hot key for Applicatio n List (see "Setting Hot
Keys"), you can display the Application List pop-up menu at the location
of the mouse pointer by ho lding down the hot keys and pressing the
mouse button . Choose the command or application you want to use. If
you have set the Show documents in pop-up option (see "Setting
General Options"), the docu ments are available in submenus. In figure
18.28 , Microsoft Word has a submenu , as indicated by the right-pointing
triangle. This submenu appears when you move the mouse pointer to
Microsoft Word.
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Fig. 18.28
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Choose the desired item from the submenu.

Working with Windows
Master)uggler enables you to quickly switch between windows of your
application if you have several open at o ne time. Before performing the
following steps, set a hot key fo r the Window pop-up menu (see "Setting
Hot Keys").
To switch be tween windows, follow these steps:
1. Press the mouse burton and the hot keys for the Window pop-up
menu. The menu appears at the mouse pointer location (see
fig. 18.29).

Fig. 18.29
The Window pop-up
menu .
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2. Highlight the window you want to see.
3. Release the mouse button. The window appears.

Resolving Resource Conflicts
Whe n you have many resource files open, you might encounter prob·
lems. Resou rces with the same names or numbers can conflict with each
other a nd cause strange problems with your Macintosh.
To d etermine whether you have resource conflicts, fo llow these steps:
1. From the Masterjuggle r menu, choose ResConilicts. The
ResConllicts dialog box appears.

2. Click the butto n to the left of the resource you want to check. You
ca n choose desk accessories, Fkeys, fonts, or sounds.
3. Click the Names button to check for name conflicts. The list box
above the Names button displays the conflicts (see fig. 18.30).

Fig. 18.30
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n System 7, rwo sou nds with large negative numbers have no
name. These sounds register as a name conflict. Ignore this
conflict.

I

4. Click the Print bu tton to print the list of conflicts.
5. Click the Numbers button to check for numbering conflicts-the
most common kind o f conflict. Conflicts appear in the list box.
6. Click the Print button to print the conflict list.
7. Click the Done button.
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You now can use the utilities in Masterjuggler Utilities (see Chapter 19)
to resolve the conflicts. You must dose your resource files in Masterjuggler before anempting to open them with any of the Masterjuggler
Utilities.

Summary
Masterjuggler is a powerful program that enables you to add resources
to your Macintosh. This program can open up to 120 files of desk
accessories, fonts, sounds, and Fkeys at any time. This capability enables
you to avoid complicated installation of the resources and avoid increasing the size of your System file.
In addition to other useful functions, Masterjuggler's features enable you
to build lists and chains of applications, open documents with pop-up
menus, start desk accessories with key presses, switch applications
quickly, and add sounds to many Macintosh functions.
Masterjuggler comes with several utilities you need in working with
resource files. The next chapter explains these utilities.
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CHAPTER · NINETEEN

Using MasterJuggler
Utilities
------. aster]uggler comes with 10
utilities (one of which is a
System extension) that
enable you to work with
resources such as fonts ,
desk accessories, sounds,
and Fkeys. Some of these
....,_--.---____J utilities also can help you
perform maintenance tasks to
prevent or correct errors.
The next section briefly describes
each utility so that you can determine which one you need. This
chapter also gives step-by-step
instructions on how to use each of
these utilities.

Understanding the Utilities
The utilities discussed in this chapter supplement the Mastet:Juggler
System extension. Except for the Apple-supplied Font/DA Mover, all of
the following utilities are tied to the extension in some way. This section
acts as your guide to the utilities, noting the times when you need each
one.
Font/DA Mover. Apple supplies this utility for System 6 users to
use when installing and removing fonts and desk accessories. Both
System 6 and System 7 Masterjuggler users can use this utility to
create and maintain suitcase files of fonts and desk accessories.
FKey/Sound Mover. This utility helps you to maintain suitcase
files that contain Fkeys and sou nds. You also can use the utility to
renumber and rename Fkeys and sounds to eli minate resource
conflicts. (For more infom1ation regarding these conflicts, refer to
Chapter 18.)
Font/DA Utility. If you need to renumber or rename foms and
desk accessories in cases of resource conflict (see Chapter 18) or if
you need to convert old FONT type fonts to the newer NFNT type,
you use d1is utility. This utiH ty also enables you to combine
separate, related fonts into font families (FONDs).
Set File Count. Your Macintosh is set to have up to 40 files open
at any one time. lf you receive error messages of the -42 type
informing you that you cannot open files because you have too
many open already, use this utility to increase the maximum file
limitation.
Resource Resolver. This utility automates the process of resolving
font and sound conflicts by renumbering up to 12 files of fonts or
sou nds at one time. Use d1is utility if you have font or sound
conflicts and have large numbers of font or sound files.
Sound Converter. Digitized sound fi les were used extensively
before Apple introduced the Mac II series. A number of sound files
exist in this old format. If Master}uggler does not recognize and
does not use a sound me, d1e file could be of this old type. Sound
Converter can convert the sound to a type that Masterjuggler can
use.
juggler Reducer. If you are strapped for disk space, you can use
this utility to reduce the Master}uggler extensio n by about 50K by
removing the Help screens and Balloon Help files from the
extension.
Sound Fix. If you use the Macintosh 512Ke with a SCSI port, you
need this extension to use sounds on your Macintosh. If you have
any other kind of Macintosh, you should not use this extension.
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MJ File Finder. lf you have to back up and restore your hard disk
(after a System crash or if you are moving your fLies to a new
Macintosh) , or if you rea rrange the fLies on your Macintosh in a
major way (transferring to a new, larger hard drive, for example),
Masterjuggler might not be able to locate fLies that it was previously using. MJ File Finder locates the files and configures
Masterjuggler for you.

MJ Settings Copier. You need this utility only if you have a
previous version of Masterjuggler. MJ Settings Copier transfers the
settings of the old Masterjuggler to the new one before you install
the new version. If you have Masterjuggler already installed and its
version number is lower than 1.58, use this utility before installing
the new one from the MacSecrets disk.
This overview provides a brief overview of the utilities so that you know
which sections of the chapter you need to read. Treat this chapter as a
reference; read the sections about the utilities that apply to your
situation.

Using Font/DA Mover
Font/DA Mover is part of the Apple System Software package. Its function
is to move fonts and desk accessories in and out of the System fi le.
Because of changes to the System software, Font/DA Mover is generally
not needed with System 7.

or information regarding installing fonts and desk accessories
directly into the System file in System 6 with Font/DA Mover,
check your Macintosh manuals. Of course, installing fonts and
desk accessories directly into the System me is not necessary now
that you have Masterjuggler, but if you are curious, your
Macintosh manuals can instruct you in the process.

F

This section covers a different aspect of Font/DA Mover. ln addition to
moving fonts and desk accessories in and out of the System file in
System 6, Font/DA Mover also can create suitcases and move fonts and
desk accessories in and out of these special illes. This feature is useful to
System 7 because Masterjuggler works with fonts and desk accessories
contained within suitcases. (For more information regarding suitcases,
refer to Chapter 18.) This feature enables you to group fonts or desk
accessories tl1at you want to use witl1 Masterjuggler in specific fLies.
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Starting Font/DA Mover
The Font/DA Mover icon is located in the Juggler Utilities folder installed
by your MacSecrels disks. The icon looks like a moving van.
Double-click the Font/DA Mover icon to start the utility. The Font/DA
Mover dialog box appears (see fig. 19.1).

f you use System 6, exercise caution when using the Font/DA
Mover. Although the program is inte nded to make changes to
the Syste m file in System 6, remember that you are making
changes to the heart of your Macintosh's basic operating system.
Do so carefully.

I

Fig. 19.1
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f you use System 6, you can double-click a font or desk accessory suitcase to open the suitcase and start Font/DA Mover. The
le ft list box displays the contents of the suitcase file, and Font/DA
Mover does not ope n your System file. lf you use System 7,
double-clicking a fon t or desk accessory suitcase opens the
suitcase but does not start Font/DA Mover.

I

Font/DA Mover opens your System file wh en it starts up. ln figure 19.1,
you can tell that the System file is open because the dialog box displays
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its name below the left list box. Note that you do not have any menus
available. Because Font/DA Mover can make changes to the System ftle,
you cannot perform other operations or multitask while it is active.

c~

f you use System 7, do not attempt to make changes to you r
System file with this program. To close the ftle without making
changes, click the Close button below the file list box displaying
the System file's contents.

I

The program is displaying fonts in the list box because the Font option
at the top is chosen. The Font and Desk Accessory options at the top of
the Font/DA Mover dialog box determine which resource you are
working with and displaying. The Font option is the default. If you use
System 6 and double-dick a suitcase file to start Font/DA Mover, you do
not have to worry about setting this option. The program detects the
type of file and sets the option appropriately.
The button below the list box displaying the contents of the System file
reads Close, and the button below the empty list box reads Open. The
program is intended to open two files at once, o ne displayed in each list
box. The Open/Close buttons change according to whether a file is
open.
The Copy and Remove buttons are not yet active. Both require a fo nt or
desk accessory to be selected before becoming active. Copy additionally
requires a second file to be open before becoming active.
Clicking the Help button displays a Help screen that explains the
program's functiof'\. Clicking the Quit button exits the program and
closes any open files.
Before proceeding with the step-by-step sections that follow, click the
Close button to close your System file. None of the examples require
changing this file. The following sectio ns apply to both font suitcases
and desk accessory suitcases.

Opening aSuitcase File
Before you can move or copy fonts or desk accessories, you must open
the suitcase file in which they are located. Follow these steps:
1. Click the left Open button. A standard Macintosh Open d ialog box

appears (see fig. 19.2).
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Fig. 19.2
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2. Double-click the name of the suitcase file to open it (in the
example, Public Domain Fonts is o pened). You also can click the
name of the file and then click the Open button or press Return to
open the file.
The file opens, and the left list box displays the contents of the file
(see fig. 19.3).

Fig. 19.3
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The dialog box displays the name of the file, the disk on which the file
resides, and the amount of space available on that disk beneath the list
box. The information about the amount of free space available can help
you when you are copying fo nts o r desk accessories to a new file
because you can see whether you have enough disk space to add the
font or desk accessory.
To close the file, simply click the Close button beneath d1e file's name.
The button becomes the Open button again, and you can open another
file or quit the program by clicking the Quit button.
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Creating aSuitcase File
If you have a gro up of fonts or desk accessories that you want to open
and close with Masterjuggler, you must create a suitcase file to hold
them.
In the example in this section, two fonts are copied fro m the Public
Domain Fonts file into a suitcase of their own. Having a separate font
suitcase for these fo nts enables you to open o r close the font suitcase
with Masterjuggler, controlling the fonts independently of any others.
To create a suitcase, foUow these steps:
1. Click the right Open button. An Open dialog box appears (see
fig. 19.2).

hich file is open o r created in which side is irrelevant. lf
you opened the Public Do main Fonts file in the right list
box, tl1en create the new file in the left list box. Which side of the
dialog box you use for which ftle is entirely up to you.

W

2. Click the New button. A second dialog box opens that enables you

to name the new fi le (see fig. 19.4) .

Fig. 19.4
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3. Type a name for the file. In this example, type Oblique Font to
indicate the contents of the suitcase.
4. Click the Create button or press Return.
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The dialog box displays the new file name beneath the right list box.
This list box is empty because this file is new and contains nothing. The
button beneath the list box now reads Cl ose.

Copying Fonts and DAs
When you have two suitcase files o pen, you can copy fo nts or desk
accessories between them. Click the fo nt or desk accessory to be copied
from one file to the od1er. The Copy butto n becomes active (see
fig. 19.5).

Fig. 19.5
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ne helpful feature of Font/DA Mover is that you can d isplay a
font. Click any font displayed in eid1er list box. The Font/DA
Mover dialog box displays the fo nt name, a sample of the font, and
the size of the font in bytes (figure 19.5 demonstrates m is feature
for the Oblique 12 fo nt). Clicking a desk accessory displays its size.

0

The Copy button ind icates with right-pointing arrows that the copy will
go fro m the left file (Public Domain Fonts) to the right file (Oblique
Fonts).
You can copy fonts and desk accessories in either directio n. The arrows
in the Copy butto n reflect which side you click. If you choose a font or
desk accessory in the right list box, for example, the Copy butto n will
have left-po inting arrows to indicate the copy direction.
When you click the Cop y button, the name of the font (or desk accessory) appears in the list box to which you copied it, indicating that it
now resides in the file o pen in d1at list box.
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Removing Fonts and DAs
You may want co remove fonts and desk accessories from a suitcase file.
For example, you may be grouping fonts or desk accessories according
to the way you work (creating sets that are used together, for example)
and want to eliminate those you do not use. Perhaps you copied them to
the flle by accident, or you are trying ro reduce the size of a suitcase file.
To remove a font or desk accessory, follow these steps:
1. Click the font or desk accessory name. The Remove button
becomes active.
2. Click the Remove button. A dialog box appears asking you to
confirm your decision (see fig. 19.6).

Fig. 19.6
Prompt asking whether you
wa nt to remove the item.

nrc you sure you wont to
rcmoue the select ed Items?

3. Click the OK button. Font/DA Mover removes the font or desk
accessory.

n Undo command is not available. If you remove a fo nt or
desk accessory and do not have a backup copy, it is gone
forever. Unless you are certain you do not want the font or desk
accessory, copy it to another suitcase ftle before removing it.

A

Working with Groups
You can copy or remove mo re than one font or desk accessory at a time.
If you want to select fonts and desk accessories that are next to o ne
ano ther, follow these steps:
1. Click the first font or desk accessory.

2. Continue to hold the mouse button down and drag to the last fo nt
or desk accessory.
Note that if you drag past the edge of the list box, the list scrolls,
and the fonts o r desk accessories are selected as they appear.
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3. Release the mouse button.
You can now copy or remove the group.

If the fonts or desk accessories are not next to each other, use the
following steps:
1. Click the fi rst font or desk accessory.
2. Press and hold the Shift key.
3. Click the other fonts or desk accessories you want to copy or
remove.
4. Re lease the Shift key.
You now can copy or remove the group.
You can combine the preceding sets of ste ps to select groups that are
not contiguous. You could select three contiguous fonts and then skip
two fonts to select a group of four contiguous ones by using the Shift
key. You can Shift-click or Shift-drag without disturbing your previous
selections.

Avoiding Font/DA Mover in System 7
If you use System 7 and are leery of making accidental changes to your
System file or simply do not want to use Font/DA Mover, you can create
suitcase files by following these steps (these steps are done in the
Finder, not in any program):
1. Click any suitcase file.

2. Choose the Duplicate command from the Finder's File menu.
3. Double-click the suitcase file copy to open it.
4. Choose the Select All command from the Edit menu.
5. Drag the fonts or desk accessories to the Trash.
6. Choose the Empty Trash command and click the OK button in the
Trash warning box. You now have an e mpty suitcase file.
7. Click the close box in the suitcase file 's window.
8. Click the suitcase file's name.
9. Type a name such as Empty Font File (or Empty DA File) to
remind you that this is an empty file.
When you need a new font or desk accessory suitcase flle, you now can
use the Finder's Duplicate command to copy the empty one, creating a
fresh, empty copy into which you can copy or move fonts o r desk
accessories.
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You can treat the conte nts of suitcase files like regular files in many ways
in System 7. System 7 e nables yo u tO ope n suitcase files and manipulate
their co ntents direcdy rather than using the Font/DA Mover program . To
copy a font or desk accessory fro m one suitcase to another, double-click
both suitcase files to ope n their windows. Yo u see the contents of the
full suitcase and the empty window o f the o d1er (see fig. 19.7).

Fig. 19.7
The windows o f two fom
suitcase files.
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Ho ld down the Option key and drag the fo nt or desk accessory fro m o ne
window to the othe r. You see a copy p rogress dialog box (see fig. 19.8).

Fig. 19.8
T he font is being cop ied.

Copy
Item s re maining to b e c opied:
Reodlng:

Dbliqc I 0

......============~'

~

This dialog box is the same progress dialog box you see when pe rfom1ing any Finde r copy. Wh e n d1e copy fi nishes, the ite m's icon appears in
the window to which you dragged it.
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To move a font or desk accessory from one suitcase to the other, simply
drag the item from one window to the other. You see a progress dialog
box but the notatio n is that the item is being moved, not copied. When
the move completes, the ite m's icon d isappears from the original file's
window and appears in the destination file's window.
You can preview a font by double-clicking its icon. A preview window
appears for that font (see fig. 19.9).

Fig. 19.9
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You do not have to open the destination suitcase file. You can drag a
font or desk accessory onto th e suitcase file icon. The icon darkens; you
release the mouse button. Use the Option-drag to copy and the regular
drag to move the item.
You also can merge a font or desk accessory suitcase into another by
dragging the suitcase itself onto the destination suitcase. The suitcase's
contents are merged into the destination su itcase and the original
suitcase is deleted . If you want to keep the original, use the Option-drag.
You can use th e View me nu of the Finder to view the contents of a
suitcase in the usual ways (by Name, by Size, a nd so on) . For more
information on Finder functions and working with suitcase files in
System 7, check your Macintosh manuals.
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Using FKey/Sound Mover
As Apple's Font/DA Mover, ALSoft's FKey/Sound Mover moves resources
between suitcase ftles. You ca n cop y and re move Fkey and sound
resources just as you can fonts and desk accessories in Font/DA Mover.
If you are familiar with Font/DA Move r or read the previo us section, you
already know how to use most of FKey/Sound Mover.

FKey/Sound Mover does, however, have some additional features. You
can rename Fkeys and sounds and re number them. These features help
you to avoid naming and numbering conflicts. If two or more resources
have the same name or number, conflicts can result and you may
experie nce tro uble using the resources. The System software can even
crash.

Starting FKey/Sound Mover
To start the u tiliry, double-click its icon in the j uggler Utilities folde r.
The FKey/Sound Mover d ialog box appears (see fig. 19. 10).
Unlike Font/DA Mover, you also can start the Fkey/Sound Mover and
open a suitcase in one ste p by double-clicking an Fkey or sound suitcase
whethe r you have Syste m 6 or Syste m 7. Syste m 7 does not have any
built-in capability to work with these suitcases as it d oes with fon ts and
desk accessories.

Fig. 19.10
The FKey/Sound Mover
dialog box.
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As w ith Font/DA Mover, the program automatically qp ens your System
file in the left list box unless you start the u tility by double-clicking an
Fkey o r sound suitcase. Click the Close butto n immediately to avoid
making changes to your System file inadvertently.
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The dialog box looks much like che Font/DA Mover dialog box. Many of
the functions also are very similar. There are, however, some additional
buttons and the list boxes are larger.
When you click the About button, it displays a window wich informatio n
about the FKey/Sound Mover program, including che name of che
programmer who wrote the utility. Click the information window to
dismiss it.
To work wich Fkeys, you must first click che Fkeys option button at che
bottom of che dialog box. To work with sounds, you must first click the
Sounds option button.
If you start FKey/Sound Mover by double-clicking a suitcase fLle, this
option is set automatically.

fyou store both sounds and Fkeys in che same suitcase file, you
must switch the Fkeys/Sounds option to view che diffe re nt
resources. Separate ftles for separate resou rces help to avoid
confusion, but you may want to combine Fkeys and sounds into
che same suitcase file to create sets that you use together.

I

You can copy sounds and Fkeys from your System file using this program, but you should not add Fkeys and sounds to the System file with
chis utility. Because you have Masterjuggler, you do not need to take this
unnecessary risk wich your System file.

Opening and Closing Suitcase Files
The steps for opening suitcase files in FKey/Sound Mover are identical to
those used in Font/DA Mover. FolJow these steps:
1. Click either Open button. The Open dialog box appears (see
fig. 19.11).

Fig. 19.11
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2. Double-click the name of the suitcase file. The list box displays the
contents of the file.

Creating Suitcase Files
The steps for creating a suitcase file are the same in FKey/Sound Mover
as in Font/DA Mover. Make certain that the Fkeys or Sounds option is
selected according to which kind of suitcase ftle you want to create, and
then follow these steps:
1. Click either Open button.
2. In the Open dialog box, click the New button. The Save dialog box

appears (see fig. 19.12) .

Fig. 19.12
Creating a new sound
suitcase file.
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3. Type a name for the suitcase.

4. Click the New butto n or press Return.
The suitcase file opens in the list box above the Open button you
clicked.

Copying Fkeys and Sounds
To copy an Fkey or sound displayed in o ne of the list boxes, follow these
steps:
1. Click the name of the Fkey or sound. The Copy button becomes
active and indicates the direction of the copy to take place (see
fig. 19.13) .

2. Click the Copy button. The item appears in the other list box.
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Fig. 19.13
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Removing Fkeys and Sounds
You can remove an Fkey or sound from a suitcase
steps:

me with the following

1. Click the Fkey or sound to be removed.

2. Click the Remove button. A dialog box appears, asking for confir·
marion (see fig. 19.14). Fkey/Sound Mover removes the item from
the suitcase file.

Fig. 19.14

Remoue the selected resources?

Confirming the removal of
the sound.
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No Undo command exists for this action, so make sure that you have a
copy of an Fkey or sound before removing it. Otherwise, the item will
be lost.

Renaming Fkeys and Sounds
To rename an Fkey or sound, use the following steps:
1. Click the name of the item.
2. Click the Rename button. The Rename dialog box appears (see
fig. 19.15).
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Fig. 19.15
Renaming a sound.
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3. Type a new name.
4. Click the Re name button or press Return. The new name shows in
the list box.

Renumbering Fkeys and Sounds
To renumber an Fkey or sound , use these ste ps:

1. Click the name of the item you want to renumbe r in the list box.
2. Click the Renumber button. The Renumbe r dialog box appears
(see fig. 19.16).

Fig. 19.16
Renumbering a sound.
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3. Type the new number.
The numbe r must be be tween 0 and 32767. Using numbers above
256 is recomme nded because the System software uses lower
numbers. To be on the safe side, you may want to stay above
approximately 1024.
4 . Click the Change button or press Return. Th e list box displays the
new number.

Working with Groups
You can work with more than one Fkey or sound at a time. Simply select
more than one befo re clicking the Copy, Remove, Rename, or Re nu mber
butto n.
The way you select items in FKey/Sound Mover is different from the way
you select items in Font/DA Move r. To select a range of ite ms in Fkey/
Sound Mover, use d1ese steps:
1. Press and hold the Shift key.
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2. Click the first item and drag the highlight to the last item. Or click
the first item and then click the last item.
3. Release the mouse button and the Shift key.
To select items that are not contiguous, follow these steps:
1. Press and hold the Command key.

2. Click each item.
3. Release the Command key.
The Command-click selects the item you click but does not cause the
previous selections to change in any way. This key combination is similar
to the Shi ft-click in Font/DA Mover. You also can Command-drag FKey/
Sound Mover as you can Shift-drag in Font/DA Mover.
lf you use the Rename or Renumber buttons after selecting a group, you
are asked for each name and number in turn. Type the name or number
and press Rerum. Fkey/Sound Mover d isplays the next item in the group
for renaming or renumbering. In this way, you can quickly rename or
renumber a group of items.

Playing Sounds
You can sample the sounds in a list box. Follow these steps:
1. Press and hold the Option key.

2. Click the sound you wa nt to hear. The sound plays th rough your
Macintosh's speaker.

Using Font/DA Utility
Unlike FKey/Sound Mover, Font/DA Mover doesn't have rename and
renumber functions. Yet you may need to rename a nd renumber fonts
and desk accessories in order to avoid resource conflicts. Font/DA Utility
by ALSoft addresses this need and also provides two further font
ftmctions: conve rt and combine.
Combine enables you to merge various font styles into single font
families. Formerly, when you h ad a fo nt in different styles (Garamond,
Bold Garamond, a nd Italic Garamo nd for example), each style was listed
separately on you r Font menu. By combining the fonts into the newer
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NFNT famil y, you have a single menu choice in your Font menu and can
use the Bold and Italic commands in the Style or Format menu of
software that uses fonts (such as a word processor).

Starting Font/DA Utility
To start Font/DA Utility, simply double-click its icon in the Juggler
Utilities folder installed by your MacSecrets disks. The Font/DA Utility
dialog box appears (see fig. 19.17).

Fig. 19.17
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The dialog box has two options: Fonts and DAs. If you want to work with
fonts, you must click the Fonts option button first. If you want to work
with desk accessories, you must click the DAs option button. Choose an
option before starting the other operations covered in the following
sections.
You also see the familiar Help, About, and Quit buttons. To obtain a help
screen, click the Help button. Clicking the About button informs you of
the programmer who wrote the utility and other general information. To
quit the utility, click the Quit button.

Opening and Closing Suitcase Files
As with the other two utilities, you open a suitcase file with the following
steps:
1. Click the Open button. The Open dialog box appears (see
fig. 19.18).
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Fig. 19.18
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2. Double-click the name of d1e file you want to open. The file opens
and d1e list box displays its contents.
This utility doesn't have a Close button. If you need to open a different
suitcase to work with its contents, repeat me p receding steps. The utility
closes the previously open suitcase before it opens a new one.

Renaming Fonts and Desk Accessories
To rename a fo nt or desk accessory, use d1ese steps:
1. Click me name of the item in the list box.
2. Click me Rename butto n. The Rename dialog box appears (see
fig. 19.19).

Fig. 19.19
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3. Type me new name.
You can enter a rather lo ng name, but shorter o nes are best. A
good limit is to stay within 31 characters.

4. Click me Rename burton or press Retu rn. The list box displays the
new name.

Renumbering Fonts and Desk Accessories
Unlike Fkeys and sounds, there are some very definite restrictions on
renumbering fonts and desk accessories:
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•

Desk accessories must be numbered between 0 and 63. ALSoft
strongly recommends that you use numbers between 12 and 63.

•

When you renumber a font (FONT) with a number from 0 to 255,
you cannot go above 255.

•

When you renumber a font (NFNT) with a number between 2;6
and 32767, do not go below 256 or above 32767.

Adhere to these restrictions. If you use the v.rrong number on a font, for
example, the Macintosh may treat the font as a kind of font that it is not.
This mistake can corrupt your documents and cause a System crash.
Also, avoid numbering a font below 128. Apple reserves the numbers
from 0 to 127. For example, the Chicago font used to display the menu
bar and other items on your screen is number 0. If you inadvertently
number a font you acquire with a number used by Apple, your System
may become confused about which font is which and crash.
Renumbering and renaming fonts can be hazardous to your documents.
You sho uld only perform these procedures to resolve resource conflicts.
To renumber a font or desk accessory, fo llow these steps:
1. Click the name of the item in the list box.

2. Click the Renumber button. The Renumber dialog box appears
(see fig. 19.20).

Fig. 19.20
Renumbering a font.
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Cancel
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3. Type the new number.
4. Click the Change button or press Return.

Converting Fonts
Fonts numbered between 0 and 255 are of the FONT type. FONT type
fonts are older fo nts that you may encounter through user groups and
BBSs. A few years ago, Apple created the NFNT type of fonts to open up
the doors to greater varieties of fonts . These fonts are numbered from
256 to 32767. Commercially purchased fonts will most Likely be of this
newer type.
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Font/DA Utility enables you to convert the older fonts to d1e newer type.
This feature is useful because newer software works better wiili ilie
newer font type. You can also avoid many conflicts between fonts by
using the newer type because so many more numbers :tre available.
To convert a font, follow iliese steps:
1. Click the font name in the list box.

2. Click the Convert button. The Convert dialog box appears (see
fig. 19.21) .

Fig. 19.21
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Note mat ilie utility provides you wiili a unique number in the
correct range. You can change this number if you know what you
are doing, but do not use a number below 256 or above 32767.

3. Click ilie Convert button or press Return. The utility converts the
font, and ilie list box displays ilie font's new number.

Combining Fonts
Figure 19.22 shows a group of related fonts: Garamond, I Garamond
Light (italic), BI Garamond (bold italic) , and B Garamond Bold (bold).
A group of fonts that are different styles of the same font are called a

family .

Fig. 19.22
A family
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If you install these fonts in your System file or access them thro ugh
Maste r.Juggler, they show up as separate entries in your Font menu. If
you choose Garamond from the Font menu, and then choose the Bold
style from your word processor's Style (or Format) menu, you get a
System-generated bold version of Garamond instead of the professionallooking B Garamond Bold fo nt. To use the B Garamond Bold, you must
choose it fro m the Font menu.
To avo id this hassle, you can combine the fonts in a family into a single
fo nt. This fean1re gives you a si ngle Font menu choice and professionallooking results fro m the Style (or Format) menu selectio ns.
To combine a font family into a single font, follow these steps:
1. Click one font in the family of fonts . For example, click the first
one in the list box.

2. Click the Combine butto n.
The process may take a moment, even up to a few minutes. When the
process is complete, the fonts are combined into a single font name (see
fig. 19.23).

Fig. 19. 23
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Using Set File Count
The Maci ntosh is limited nonnally to 40 files being open at any one time,
yet Masterjuggler enables you to o pen font, desk accessory, Fkey, and
sound files to your heart's content. If 40 seems a rather large number,
remember that each program (including the System and Finder) running
on your Macinto sh is ope ni ng and closing files all the time that you
never see.
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When your programs inform you that too many files are open and refuse
to let you open any documents (this condition might be expressed as an
error of type -42), you know that you have reached your Macintosh's
limits. You can use the Set File Count utility to increase d1e number of
files you can have open at any one time. Fol1ow mese steps:
1. Double·click the Set File Cou nt icon in me Juggler Utilities folder
instalJed by your MacSecrets disks. The Set File Count dialog box
appears (see fig. 19.24) .
Increase button

Fig. 19.24
The Set File Count dialog
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2. If me hard drive you use to start your Macintosh is no t displayed as
the current drive, click the Drive button until me hard drive name
is displayed.
3. Click me Increase button.
Each click increases the maximum number of files by four. You can
increase to a maximum of 200. Be conservative. Each increase
costs you some memory and disk space. Try increasing by one or
two steps (4 or 8 flies), and d1en running the Mac. A few mo re files
may be all you need. Increase by the number you expect to keep
ope n at any o ne time.
4. Click me Set button.
If you have more than one hard drive wim a System Folder on it,
you can increase the o ther startup disk by repeating steps 2
mrough 4.
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5. Click the Quit button.
Restart and try running the computer to see whether the setting
has cleared up the problem.

Using Resource Resolver
Renumbering fonts and sounds to resolve conflicts can be a tediou;.;
process, especially if you have large amounts of these items. You must
open each file, check the numbers, change them, and keep track of each
number you use.
Fortunately, you can avoid this hassle by using Resource Resolver. You
can renumber up to 12 files of fonts or sounds at one time.
Because there are only 256 numbers available for the o ld font type, you
can only renumber a total of 256 fonts. If you are using the newer NFNT
type, you are limited to re numbering 32,768 fonts. If you have more
than these limits in fonts, you cannot open aU of the font files at o ne
time. You cannot circumvent th is limit imposed by Apple.
To resolve numbering conflicts of the fo nts or sounds in a set of suitcases, follow these steps:
1. Double-click th e Resource Resolver icon in the Juggler Utilities
folder installed by the MacSecrets disks. The Resource Resolver
dialog box appears (see fig. 19.25) .

Fig. 19.25
The Resource Resolver
dialog box.
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2. lf you want to renumber fonts, click the Fonts option. If you want
to renumber sounds, dick the Sounds option.
3. Double-click the field of the first slot. The Open dialog box
appears (see fig. 19.26).
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Fig. 19.26
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4. Double-click the name of the suitcase you want to open.
Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each suitcase file you want to renumber.
You then see a list of the file names in the Resource files fields (see
fig. 19.27) .

Fig. 19.27
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5. Click the Resolve button.
Resource Resolver changes numbers in the bottom file first, and
then moves to the next file up. You are notified when the process
is complete (see fig. 19.28).

Fig. 19.28
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6. Click the OK button.
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If you want to resolve more files (perhaps sou nds after you have
resolved your fonts) , you can close all of the files by clicking the Close
Files button. Then you can start aga in wi th step 2. When you are
finished, dick the Quit button to exit the program.
Some programs search for fonts on the basis of their number rather than
their name (searching for fonts by name is the method preferred by
Apple). If you renumber your most used fonts, you may find your
documents have lost their formatting. You would have to go through
each document, select the text, and then choose the correct fo nt again .
To prevent changes to your most important fonts , you can exe mpt a file
from being renumbe red by using the check boxes to the right of each file
name. If you want to exe mpt a file from being changed, deselect the
check box to the right of its name. Resource Resolver reconciles the
fonts in the files with the boxes checked to the fonts in the files with the
boxes unchecked.

Using Sound Converter
Sounds had a d ifferent format before the Mac ll was introduced than
they did afterwards. You may encou nter the odd sound in the old
format; a sound that was created and worked with programs such as
SoundEdit, SoundWave, or Sound Cap. You must convert such a sound
to the newer format in order to use it with Master]uggle r.
lf you attempt to ope n a sound with FKey/Sound Mover and the program
does noc display the sound in the Open dialog box, the sound is
probably in the o ld format. Quit FKey/Sound Mover and try to open the
sound with Sound Converter. If Sound Converter opens the sound file,
the sound is of the old type and must be converted to be used with
Masterjuggler. Sound Converter also can rename and renumber sounds
after they are converted.

Using Sound Converter
To start Sound Converter, double-click the Sound Converter icon in the
j uggler Utilities folder installed by the MacSecrets disks. The Sound
Converter dialog box appears (see fig. 19.29) .
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Fig. 19.29
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The Sound Converter
dialog box.
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If you need a window explaining the utility, click the Help button. If you
want to view the credits (such as the program's author's name) , click the
About button (then dismiss the information window by clicking it).
To convert a sound, you first must open a sound suitcase to place the
converted sound in. You can use an existing one or create a new one.
To convert a sound, follow these steps:
1. Click the lower Open button. A standard Open dialog box appears.
2. Create a new file or open an existing file.

To create a new file, click the New button. Type a name for the
new fil e and press Return or click the New button.
To open an existing file, double-dick the name of the file.
3. Click the upper Open button. A slightly different Open dialog box
appears (see fig. 19.30) .

Fig. 19.30
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Notice that no New button is present.

4. Double-dick the name of the sound ftle to be converted. Both
sound files are now open, and the Convert button is active.
5. Click the Convert button. The Convert dialog box appears (see
fig. 19.31).
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Fig. 19.31
The Convert dialog box.
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You can at this point change the name of the sound by typing
a new name. lf you wane to use the converted sound with
HyperCard, click the HyperCard sound option bunon. Otherwise,
the Type serting is not important; both System 6 and 7 can play
either Mac II or HyperCard sounds.
6. Click the Play button.
listen to the sound to decide whether the rate is correct. If the
sound is too fast, click a slower rate option (smaller numbers
mean slower rates). If the sound is too slow, click a faster rate
option. Repeat step 6 to test the sound.

fyou decide not to convert the sound after hearing it, you can
click the Done bunon to close the dialog box but not convert
the sound.

I

7. When the sound is correct, click the Convert bunon. The dialog
box closes. The list box of the Sound Converter dialog box lists the
sound.
If you want to convert mo re sounds and place them in the currently
open sound suitcase, return to step 3. If you want to convert more
sounds but place them in a different sound suitcase, return to step 1.
W'hen you finish converting sounds, click the Quit bunon to exit Sound
Converter.

Working with Sound Suitcases
Sound Convener also can rename, renumber, remove, and play sounds
in sound suitcases. The first two duplicate the functions of the FKey/
Sound Mover utility, except that they o nly apply to sounds and do not
work with Fkeys. The play functio n is also duplicated in FKey/Sound
Mover, but Sound Converter has a separate button for playing sounds
through the Macintosh's speaker.
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Refer to the sections in "Using FKey/Sound Mover" for details on
renaming, renumberi ng, removing and playing sounds in suitcase files
with Sound Converter. These functions are covered only briefly in th is
section. You also can apply the section "Working with Groups" in "Using
FKey/Sound Mover" equally to Sound Converter.
In brief, to rename, renumber, remove, or play a sound, follow these
steps:
1. Open the sound suitcase. Use the lower Open button as in steps 1
through 3 fo r opening existing sound suitcases detailed in the
previous section "Using Sound Converter."

The suitcase opens and you see the sounds listed in the list box.
2. Click d1e sou nd you want to work with.
You can also select groups of sounds unless you want to play
them. Only one sou nd can be selected at a time for this function.
The Play button will not be active if you select more than one
sound at a time.

3. Perform o ne of the following functions:
To rename d1e sound, click Rename. Type a new name for the
sound and click Rename or press Return.
To renumber the sound, click Renumber. Type a new number
for me sound and click Renumber or press Return.
To remove the sound fro m the suitcase, dick Remove. Click the
Remove button or press Return. Remember, no Undo command exists fo r Remove. Have a backup unless you want to
permanently dispose of the sound.
To play the sound through the Macintosh's speaker, click Play.
You hear the sound.
\Vhen you are finished working with d1e suitcase, you can open another
suitcase by returning to step 1, or quit the program by clicking the Quit
button.

Using Juggler Reducer
juggler Reducer is a smaU utility that reduces the Masterjuggler System
extensio n from 250K in size to abou t 198K by removing the Help screens
and Balloon Help. Use this utility o nly if you are strapped for disk space
and d1at extra 52K would help. To use juggler Reducer, follow these
steps:
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1. Double-click the juggler Reducer icon in the juggler Utilities
folder. A standard Open dialog box appears.

2. Select Masterjuggler and click Open or double-click Masterjuggler
in the List box. juggler Reducer removes the Help resources. A
dialog box noti.fies you that the process is complete.
3. Click OK.
4. Click Quit.

K

eep an original backup copy of Masterjuggler. You cannot
restore the Help resources once they are removed.

Using Sound Fix
Sound Fix is a System extension included in the Masterjuggler utilities
only for users of the 512Ke Macintosh who have a SCSI port installed. If
you have any Macintosh other than the one described, dispose of the
extension by dragging it to the Trash.
If you have a 512Ke Macintosh that has had a SCSI port installed, drag
the Sound Fix extension into your System Folder, and then choose the
Restart command from the Special menu. This extension fixes some
problems that prevent Masterjuggler from playing sounds on this
Macintosh configuration.

Using MJ File Finder
If you have to restore your hard disk or rearrange the files on your hard
disk in a major way, Masterjuggler may not be able to locate files that it
was previously using. Master}uggler's lists of applications and resources
may not have the same co ntents as before, and you may get various error
messages about files not found.
One way to address this problem is to reconfigure Masterjuggler as you
did when you ftrst installed it. This process can be tedious, however.
Fortunately, MJ File Finder can address this problem for you quickly and
automatically. To use MJ File Finder, follow these steps:
1. Restart your Macintosh.
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2. Hold down the startup bypass key for Masterjuggler. Unless you
changed it, this key is d1e Shift key.
Note d1at System 7 users can hold down the Shift key to bypass
Syste m extension startup regardless of the setting of the
Masterjuggler startup bypass key setting. See Chapter 18, "Using
Master}uggler."
3. Double-dick the MJ File Finder icon in the MJ File Finder folde r
contained in the Juggler Utilities folder. A standard Open dialog
box appears (see fig. 19.32).

4. Locate MasterJuggler. In System 6, the extension is in your System
Folder. In System 7, it is in the Extensions folder within the System
Fo lder.

5. Double-click Masterjuggler. MJ File Finder searches your disks for
the files Masterjuggler needs. A dialog box notifies you when the
process is comple te.

6. Click OK.

Fig. 19.32
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Using MJ Settings Copier
Lf you own a version of Masterj uggler previous to the 1.58 version
included in this book (earlier versions have smaller numbers), you
should copy your current Master)uggler setti ngs to the new version.

Befot·e following the installation process covered in Chapter 18 "Using
Masterjuggler," follow these steps:
1. Restart your Macintosh.

2. Hold down the startup bypass key for Master)uggler.
This key is the Shift key, unless you changed it. Check your
previous Master)uggler manual if you are unclear on the startup
bypass key. Note that System 7 users can hold down the Shift key
to bypass System extension startup regardless o f the setting of the
Masterjuggler startup bypass key.

3. Double-click the MJ Settings Copier icon in the MJ Settings Copier
folder contained in the Juggler Utilities folder. A standard Open
dialog box appears.

4. Locate your current Masterjuggler extension. In System 6, the
extension is in your System Folder. In System 7, it is in the
Extensions folder within the System Folder.
5. Double-click Masterjuggler to open it. Another Open dialog box
appears.

6. Locate your new Masterjuggler extension. This extension should
still be in the Masterjuggler folder installed on your hard disk by
the MacSecrets disks.

7. Double-click the new Masterjuggler extension to open it.
The settings of your o ld Master)uggler extension are transferred to
the new copy. A dialog box informs you when the process is
complete.

8. Click OK.
You now are ready to install your new Master)uggler extension.
Use a backup copy of the new Masterjuggler extension in case a disk
failure or other problem interrupts the transfer of the settings. For
added protection, make a backup copy of your old Masterjuggler
extension before the transfer. Dispose of the extension after you are
certain the settings were transferred correctly.
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Finally, do not use MJ Settings Copier if you think your old Masterjuggler extension is corrupted in any way. Using d1e copie r utility with
a corrupted o ld extension may corrupt the new one. Instead, start fresh
widl the new extensio n.

Summary
This chapter covers several utilities. It de tails each u tility's use and
application. All o f the utilities (except the Apple-supplied Font/DA
Mover) are tied ro Maste t1uggle r in some way and are meant ro supplement the extension. Use this chapter as a refe rence guide as you use
Masterjuggler. Keep this chapter handy until you are famili ar with the
various utilities.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Using DiskFiash
he newer hard disks being
used with the Macintosh are
so quiet that you are never
sure whether they are
actually being accessed.
Apple also has chosen not to
place access lights on the
Macintosh to indicate when
the hard disk is being accessed by
the running program.
Although knowing for certain that
your hard disk is being accessed is
not always necessary, it is reassuring. Many processes that take time
involve accessing the hard disk.
Knowing that the program is busy
working with data on the hard
disk enables you to be certain that
the program has not crashed.

Another important point to note is that you sho uld never turn off your
Macintosh while the hard drive is being accessed. This can cause the data
on the hard disk to be corrupted .
DiskFlash can help in these cases. This small control panel adds an ico n
of a hard disk to the menu bar that flashes each time the hard disk is
accessed, indicating to you when dara is being read or writte n .

Installing DiskFiash
To install OiskFiash, follow these steps:
1. Double-click the DiskFiash folde r. The OiskFlash folder is installed
by the MacSecrets disks.

2. Drag the DiskFiash icon to your System Folder.
Syste m 7 users see a dialog box informing them that control
panels must be copied to the Control Panels folde r (see fig. 20.1).
Syste m 6 users do not see this d ialog box.

Fig 20.1

Control pone Is need to be s t ored In th e
Control Pone Is rotder or t hey mny not
wortc properly. Put " Disk fl osh'"" into the

System 7 requires control
panels to be located in the
Control Panels folder.

Con1 ro l Penolt ro lder?

3. If you see the dialog box, click OK.
4. Restart the Macintosh.
DiskFiash loads and is ready fo r use.

Configuring DiskFiash
DiskFlash becomes active immediately after you follow the installation
procedure outlined in the preceding section. You may, however, want to
configure DiskFlash to better suit your tastes.
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Accessing the Control Panel
Oiskflash is a control panel and therefore is located in the Control Panel
folder in System 7 or accessed through the Control Panel desk accessory
in System 6. To access Diskflash in System 7, follow these steps:
1. Double-click the System Folder to open it.
2. Double-click the Control Panel folder to open it.
3. Double-click the Diskflash icon.
Alternatively, System 7 users may choose the Control Panel folder from
the Apple menu instead of executing steps 1 a nd 2.
To access Diskflash in System 6, follow these steps:
1. From the Apple menu, choose the Control Panel desk accessory.

2. Click the Diskflash icon in th e Control Panel desk accessory
window. (You may have to scroll to see the icon.)
After completing either series of steps, you see the Diskflash control
panel (see fig. 20.2). Note that System 6 users see the control panel of
figure 20.2 framed by the Control Panel desk accessory. System 7 users
see the control panel by itself, as shown in the figure.

Fig20.2
The Diskflash conlrol
panel.

Turning Off Diskflash
Oiskflash sho uld become active immediately after installation. You can
turn Diskflash on a nd off, however, by using the Diskflash control
panel.
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To turn on DiskFiash, click the On butto n. A black dot appears in the
button to indicate that DiskFiash is on now.
To turn off DiskFlash, dick the Off button. The black dot appears in the
Off button.
Note that you do not have to restart the Macintosh for these settings to
take effect, unlike many contro l panels' settings. The On/Off settings are
effective immediately.

T

he DiskFlash icon appears on the Macintosh screen at
startup time even when DiskFiash is turned off.

To prevent DiskFiash from loading at startup, you can hold down one of
three keys while you start d1e Macintosh: Shift, Command, or Option.
Note that Syste m 7 users can disable all System extensions at startup by
holding down the Shift key. (See your Macintosh manuals for more on
this feature.)

Setting Read and Write Corners
When DiskFiash is turned on, each time a disk is read , the Read Activity
icon shown in figure 20.2 appears in the menu bar. DiskFiash's default
setting has this icon appear in the right corner of the menu bar, but you
can change the location. You may need to move the icon if you are using
another control panel o r Syste m extension that uses that corner of the
screen. You can set DiskFlash to use the opposite corner.
To set the Read Activity icon to appear in the left corner, dick the Read
Corne r Senings button on the left side of the dialog box (see fig. 20.3).
The Read Activity icon moves to the left corner of the menu bar in the
DiskFiash conu·o l panel to indicate the change.

Fig20.3
The Read Activity icon set
to appear in the left corner
o f the menu bar.
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You can change corners at any time by clicking the left Read Corner
Setting button o r the right Read Corner Setting button. You do not have
to restart the Macintosh for the setting to become effective.
You set the Write Corner Setting in the same manner as the Read Corner
Setting. Click the right or left Write Corner Setting button to place the
Write Activity icon in the right or left corner of the menu bar. As with the
Read Activity icon, the Write Activity icon reflects the setting by appearing on the right or left side of the example menu bar. The setting
becomes effective immediately; you do not have to restart the Macintosh.

ou don't have to place both indicators in the same corner.
You can, for example, place one in the left corner and the
other in the right corner. Seeing disk activity signals is probably
easiest, however, when both icons are set to appear in the same
corner.

Y

Detecting Activity
When a read or write activity occurs for any disk attached to the
Macintosh, DiskFlash flashes the corresponding icon in the menu bar
corner that you set in the control panel.
For example, figure 20.4 shows the left side of a typical menu bar. The
top example displays how a read activity is indicated; the bottom
example shows a write activity signal.

rt ei

Fig20.4
Diskflash in operatio n.
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Edit
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O

n Macs that have more than one monitor, DiskFiash displays
its icons o n the monitor that contains the menu bar.
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'When a read or write icon is displayed, you know that a disk is be ing
accessed. This signal can te ll you that the program you are using is
indeed active. You want to avoid turning off or restarting the Macintosh
when a disk access is indicated.

Summary
DiskFiash is simple but performs a useful service. Several times I have
been convinced that a program has crashed and is doing nothing at all.
In reality, the program was accessing the hard disk, p erforming a
sometimes le ngthy process that should not be interrupted .
Inte rrupting a disk access can corrupt your data and even cause physical
harm to the hard drive. DiskFiash helps alert you to disk activity to help
you avoid this problem.
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Using Stufflt lite
o matter how large a hard
disk is, it never seems to
have enough space. If work
increases to consume all
available time, information
here seems to increase to
consume all available disk
!-=.,.-.........,,.,.....-- - - - ' space. Fortunately, there is a
group of programs that can help
you compress information, reducing the space your files occupy on
disk.
In the area of communications,
compressing information also has
application. Transmitting files by
modem can be costly, especially if
the transmissions must be done
over long-distance phone lines.

Reducing the size of the transmi tted fi le or files can help alleviate this
problem.
The latest shareware version of a program written by Raymond Lau,
Stufflt Lite is a data compression program that minimizes the space a file
requi res o n disk. The program is well known in the Macintosh community, and is widely used. Ma ny on-l ine systems- such as CompuServehave a large number of fi les stored in Sn1fflt format, which allows those
files to be down loaded in less time than the full file would require.

Defining Data Compression
While a full explanation of th e techniques of data compression is beyond
the scope of this book, the basics can be discussed . No matter how
sophisticated icons and other graphics o n computers become, behind
them are still arcane binary numbers, whe re everything is expressed as a
one or a zero. Your standard Desktop icon used to take about 64 ones
and zeros to describe. Now that everything is in color, the icon can take
about fo ur to eight times that many numbers.
Each le tte r, number, or symbol in a document is represented by eight
ones and zeros. Consideri ng how many characters a document can
contain, those ones and zeros can really start piling up. In fact, when
this chapter consisted of only eigh t pages or so, it had almost 15,000
characters, for a minimum o f some 120,000 ones and zeros. That's nor
even counting the characters that did d1e formatting magic.
Inevitably, a lor of patterns of characters repeat. Consider a word as
simple as the. Tn the first seve ral pages of this chapter, tbe is repeated
216 times. The word the takes three byres of disk space, a byte being a
group o f eight ones and zeros. Whe n you have a 40 megabyte hard disk
(40 million bytes, o r about e nough room for some 330 million or so
ones and zeros), 24 ones and zeros isn't much. But the typical document
is rife with the word t.be.
Data compressio n schemes take advantage of repeated patterns. For
example, in a simple compression sche me, you might decide to use a
"marker" of a single byte (eight bits-a bit being a one or a zero) to
re present the 256 most common patterns. The word tbe, which takes up
three bytes, is replaced by a single byte marker.
The word tbe is re peated about 28 times in each page of this chapter. If
that pattern held, a five-hundred page docume nt would contain 14,000
occurre nces of the word tbe, each taki ng up three bytes and coming to
. occupy some 42K o n your disk. Replacing ead1 tbe with a single byte
marker reduces the file size by some 28K or so. Considering just how
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repetitious English can be, imagine d1e number of patterns that c.1n be
compressed by replaceme nt in this way. Think of how many times I've
said for e:J(·ample in mis book. Each time, those words took up 11 bytes.
A simple compression program looks for the most common patterns

of words or letters, and replaces d10se patterns m roughout the file ,
remembering which pattern of words o r letters correspond to which
markers, and keeping a table in o ne location. When the file is decompressed , the markers are re placed by the original text, and d1e file is
restored to its p revious content and size.
The algorithms (more simply dwught of as step-by-step instructions
for compute rs) used by data compressio n programs are much more
complicated than mis simple example, but the idea is essentially me
same. Besides, just saying data compression algorithm sounds sufficiendy impressive to wow them at me office pany. Just stay clear of the
person who understands things like LZW or Huffman.

Installing Stufflt Lite
Before Stufflt Lite can help you save disk space or on-line time, you need
to install it on your disk. Stufflt Lite comes with an easy installatio n program that does all the tedious work fo r you.
To instaU Stufflt Lite, follow these steps:
1. Open the Stufflt Lite folder, which is installed on your disk by the
MacSecrets disks.

You see the Stufflt Li te Install program icon (see tlg. 21.1).

Fig. 21.1
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2. Double-click the Stufilt Lite Install icon.

An information dialog box appears.

3. Click the Continue button (or press Rerurn).
You then see a di:tlog box that e nables you to locate the installed
program (see fig. 21.2) .
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Fig. 21 .2
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4. Choose the disk on which you ·want to install Stufflt Lite.
5. Click the Save button (or press Return).
You see a few progress windows that inform you of the installation
process. When the installation is complete, a dialog box appears
that says, Installation was successful.
6. Click Quit (or press Re turn).
Stuffit Lite has been installed in a folder named Stufflt Lite Install Folder
on your disk. You can at d1is time discard ilie Stuftlt Lite Install icon, but
keep a backup copy of the installation program on a floppy disk in case
you need to reinstall Stufflt Lite later.

Creating Archives
Stuffit Ute keeps fi les in archives, files d1at contain other files in
compressed form . An archive can hold one file or several files and
folders. The exact organizatio n of your archives depends on ilieir
purpose. An archive iliat sends a single fLie ove r a modem might contain
only mat file. An archive that holds a backup of several related files (like
the word processing fLies that make up a novel) can contain several fLies,
or even several folders iliat contain files.
In any case, to begin compressing files, you must first start Stufflt Lite,
and then create an archive to hold the files.

Starting Stufflt lite
To start Stuftlt Lite, double-click its icon. You briefly see the credits and
information window. The registration window appears.
The registration screen explains the procedure to register Stufflt Lite.
When you register, you receive a serial number. After you have received
the serial number, follow d1ese steps:
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1. Type your name and press Tab.

2. Type your organizatio n or company name (optional) and press
Tab.

3. Type the serial number.
4. Click the Registration button or press Return.

If you do not have a registration number, dick the Not Yet button.

egistering the product enables you to use encryption, open
up to eight archive files at o ne time, and transfer files between
the archives.

R

You then see the menus and the Archive palette (see fig. 21.3).

Fig. 21.3
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Note that the Archive palette is dimmed, or inactive, because no archive
file is currently open. Most commands in the me nus also are inactive and
unavailable for this reason. The comma nds become active when you
op en an archive file or create one as explained in the next section.
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Creating aNew Archive
To create a new archive file, do the following:
1. From the File me nu, choose New. (You also can press
Command-N.)

You see d1e Save File dialog box, which enables you to name the
archive file as well as choose the disk and folder where the archive
file is to be saved (see fig. 21.4).

Fig. 21.4
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This dialog box is basically the same as the standard Save dialog
box of the Macintosh. The primary differences between this dialog
box and the standard Save dialog box are the New button in place
of the usuaJ Save button, and the addition of the Create 1.5.1
Archive check box. The Create 1.5.1 Archive check box is explained
later in this chapter, and is onJy o f interest to those users who
need to create archives for users of the earlier version of Sruftlt.

ystem 6 users do not see the Desktop button. Instead, the Disk
button- used to switch between disks (volumes)- appears.

S

2. Type a name for the new archive file.
A generic name of Archive.sit has been provided . You may want to
use another name d1at indicates the archive fiJe's contents. For
example, if you are collecting alJ of the figures (pictures) for a
book or manual, you may want to name the archive file Figures, or
some similar name.
The extension .sit is optional, but it is conventional to e nd all
Stuffit archive files with this extension. This extension enables
users of on-line systems, such as CompuServe, to know that the
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compressio n program used on the archive is Stufllt. Unless you
pla n to u pload d1e a rchive fLie to a bulletin board system or othe r
o n-line system, you do not need to bomer usi ng this naming
conve ntio n.
3. Click the New button or press Return.
The new archive is created and the archive window opens (see flg. 21 .5).
c;

Fig. 21.5
The Archive.sit window.
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The archive window contains a list o f the files a nd fo lders stored in the
archive. This window has several features explained in the next section.

Understanding the Archive Window
You have now seen how an archive file is created in Stufflt Lite. Before
you go on to see how fLies are added to the a rchive, you want to understand me archive window that appears whe neve r an archive file is
created o r op ene d.
Refer back to fig ure 21. 5. As you may already be thinking, the archive
window looks similar to the windows you see whe n you use the
Macintosh. The parts of the window that are sh;u·e d wid1 the commo n
Macintosh window, which contains files and folders on you r desktop, arc
the close box, title bar, zoom box, scroll bar, and size box.
Some items are unique to the archive window. You have not seen those
items in othe r Maci ntosh windows. They include the followi ng:
Headings. Similar to the headings you see in a list view (view by
Name, fo r e-xam ple) whe n you are in the Finde r, mese headings
<Lre for columns that provide vario us info rmation about the fi les
and folders stored in your archive fi le. They also e nable you to sort
me conte nts of the archive fi le by Name, Date, and so on. The
sectio ns "Adding Files to an Archive File" and ''Sorting Archive
Files" discusses the exact meaning of these headings a nd how they
are used.
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Folder menu. This po p-up menu e nables you to move through
the hierarchy of the folders within your archive file. You see a
me nu like this one in the Open and Save dialog boxes that appear
each rime you open or save a docume nt in any Macintosh pro·
gram. The section "Working with Folders" discusses the use of this
me nu.
Status lines. These lines tell you the number of items contained
in the archive file, the size the ite ms wou ld become if decompressed, the size of the archive ft.le, the disk on which the archive
file resides, and the amo unt of space still free and available on that
disk. !n the section "Adding Files to an Archive File," you see an
example of what this information means.
Self-Extracting and Comments options. These two options, the
Self-Extracting check box and the Comments button, are two
optio ns you can apply to the archive as a whole. These options are
d iscussed late r in this chapter.

Understanding the Archive Palette
The Archive palette (see fig. 21.6) consists of a title bar (with no title in
it) and five buttons.

Fig. 21.6
The Archive palette with all
buttons active.
Info
button

Stuff

button
Unstuff

button

Delete

button

Though the title bar has no title, it functions like the title bar on any
other window. To move the Archive palette around your screen, drag the
title bar. The title bar remembers its location and reappears where you
last placed it when you ne..xt start Scuffle Lite.
The five butto ns in the palette function as follows:
Stuff button. Enables you to add fi les and folde rs to tl1e archive
file (see "Adding Files to an Archive File").
Unstuff button. Enables you to decompress files and folders,
restoring them to your disk (see "Unstuffing a File").

New folder button. Enables you to create a folder within the
archive file.
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Delete button. Enables you to remove files and folders from the
archive file (see "Deleting a File").
Info button. Provides information o n the Illes and folders in the
archive file (see ·'Getting File Info rmation'') .
Rotate palette box. Changes the palette from horizo ntal to
vertical and back.
Additio nally, keep in mind that five main functions of the Archive
palette are also menu choices in the Archive menu.

Adding Files to an Archive File
After you create an archive fi le, you want to add files to it. Stufflt Lite
enables you to add to Archives single files, multiple files, and even
folders containing files. In addition, you can add files based on search
criteria, and even encode the files with a password so those files are
accessible to you only.
111ese options are not absolutely necessary for a basic sn1ff operation.
This section first shows you how to perform a stuff operation, and then
e.xplains the available options and whe n you might want to use them.
To add any fi les to the archive, you must first select the fi les. To begin,
click the Stuff butto n in the Archive pale tte. Alternatively, choose Stuff
fro m the Archive menu or press Command-S. You see the Stuff dialog
box (see fig. 21.7) .

Fig. 21.7
The Stuff dialog box.
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S

yste m 6 users do not see the Desktop button. Instead. the
Drive button appears in its place, enabling you to switch d isk
drives with each click of the button. The Syste m 7 Desktop button
pe rforms a similar function by showing rl1e items on the Desktop,
which include each disk available to you.

ln figure 21.7, the File list box displays the 11les of rlle curre nt fo lder
on rlle current volume (also called disk). You can use the standard
Macintosh operations to disp lay other files. These ope rations are rlle
s:une as for the standard Open di alog box used in a ll Macintosh
programs.
After you display the files or folders you want to add to the archive file,
you must add ro the Items to Stuff list box the items to be stuffed. The
following sections discuss how items are added to the List box.

Selecting Files and Folders
To select a fi le to add to d1e Ite ms to Stuff list box, follow rl1ese steps:
I. Click a fi le in the File list box to select it.

2. Click d1e Add button (or press Re rurn).
The name ofd1e file appears in the Items to Srufflist box (see fig. 21.8).

Fig. 21.8
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To add more files to the Items to Stuff list box, repeat these steps. You
can also stuff a gro up of files within a folde r using the same steps by
selecting a folder instead of a file in step l.
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The files and folders do not have to be in the same locations. You can
add items to the Ite ms to Stuff list box, and then select another folder or
volume. Then you can add files and folders to the list box.
You can add files and folders from floppy disks. To add these files and
folders, insert the floppy disk into the drive. The conte nts of the disk
appear in the File list box. You can d1e n add files and folde rs from the
disk to the Items to Stuff list box.
When you have completed adding items to the Ite ms to Stuff list box,
you can begin the Stuff procedure to compress me items and add them
to d1e archive (see ''Stuffing Files").

Selecting by Matching
You ca n add files to the Items to Stuff list box based on search criteriathat is, you can search for and add files of a kind you specify instead of
clicking f'iles to add mem . This feature can be useful if you want to add
a group of files with something in common to your archive file. For
exan1ple, you could add a group of files wid1 doc in meir names to your
archive file. You can add files based o n their names, me conte nts of their
comments fields, meir type (docume nt, application, stationery, and so
on), their size in K, the date the files were created , or the date me files
were last modified.

Setting Criteria
To search fo r and add files based on criteria, you use the Add Match
button in the Stuff dialog box. Follow d1ese general steps:

1. Select a volume or folder in the File list box.
You must select a volume (disk) or folder. When you select a file,
the Add Match button is disabled.
2. Click me Add Match button.

The Add Match dialog box appears (see fig. 21.9) .

Fig. 21.9
The Add Match dialog box
enables you to select files
based on search criteria.
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3. Click the check box to the left o f the crite ria you want to use
(Name, Comme nts, Kind, and so o n) .

4. Choose the constraint option from the pop-up me nu.

5. Enter the text, choose the label, or set the date (whichever criteria
is needed for the criteria).

6. Click OK.
If you wo rk with System 7 or with a third-party file search utility, you w ill
recognize the criteria in this d ialog box. The d ialog box is very similar to
the Find command of System 7.

Understanding Criteria
The idea behind the Add Match dialog box is that you search for files that
match certain rules, or criteria. You activate each criterio n by clicking its
check box, which restricts the search in some way. For example, to add
files to d1e Items to Stuff list box mat contain doc in the ir names, set me
Name cri teria as shown in figure 21.10.

Fig. 21 .10
The Add Match dialog box
set to search for files with
the string doc in their
names.
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After you set the Name criteria as in figure 21.10, click OK (or press
Re turn). You are then returned to the Stuff dialog box.
No te d1at Stufflt Lite does not search for the files when d1e Add Match
d ialog box closes. Rather, it does so whe n you click the Stuff bunon
(see "Stuffi ng Files"), which can be bothersome in one respect. You do
not know whe ther you have set the criteria incorrectly until the Stuff
procedure executes. Fortunately, you can always delete the stuffed files
(see "Deleting a File") , and the n repeat the Add Match procedure.
You can combine criteria to restrict the fi le search in various ways. For
example, conside r figu re 21.11.
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Fig. 21.11
r\ sample search setting.
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You can see by the X in the check box to the le ft of the criteria lines that
the Name, Kind, L1bel, and Date Modified criteria are activated, a nd are
active in this search. The settings in figure 21.11 a re as follows:
Name. Adds only fi les with names containing doc.
Kind. Adds only fi les that are docume nts.
Label. Adds only fil es with the label Fiction.
Date Modified. Adds only files that have been modified on or
after September 13, 1992.
A search using the criteria of figure 21.11 finds docume nt files (files
created by applications such as word processors) that are labeled
Fiction, with such names such as Story Document, and have been
ch anged on or since September 13, 1992.

T

he Label criteria is not ava ilable in System 6 because the
ability to label ftles is a System 7-specific feature.

To understand the criteria, conside r the process of the Add Match
functio n. Every file o n the volume or in the folde r you select in the File
list box is compared to the criteria you have activated in the Add Match
dialog box. If, for example, you set the Name criteria to Contains and
typed doc in the field. each file 's name is checked to see whether it has
the le tters doc in its name. If it does, the file is added to the Items to
Stuff list box. Otherwise, the fiJe is passed over.
If you activate more than one type of criteria, each file is checked to see
whether it meers d1e conditions you set. If a file fails any one of the
criteria settings, it is nor be added ro d1e Items to Stu ff list box.
Each criteria line has some specific information of wh ich you want to be
aware. This information will now be d iscussed .
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Name Criteria
The Name criteria is not case sensitive, which means that doc matches
DOC, D oc, doc, and even such cases as dOc. If you set the Name criteria
to one of the negative settings, such as Does not contain, files with the
typed letters are rejected, regardless of the manner in which they are
capitalized.
The pop-up menu of the Name criteria has eight options, which are
listed as follows:
Contains. The file is accepted only if d1e text you type in the text
field is contained in the file name.
Does not contain. If the text you type in the text field is contained in the file's name, the file is rejected.
Is. The file is accepted only if the name matches the text field
entry.
Is not. The file is rejected if the name matches the text field entry.
Begins witb. lf the file's name begins with the text in the text
field, the file is accepted.
Does not begin with. The file is rejected if its name begins with
the text in d1e text field.
Ends witb. If the file's name ends with the text in the text field,
the file is accepted.
Does not end witb. The file is rejected if its name ends with d1e
text in the text field.

Comments Criteria
This criteria operates like the Name criteria, but instead of checking the
name of d1e files, the Comments criteria checks the comments field that
appears in d1e Info window. The Info window is accessed in the Finder
with the Get Info command.

Kind Criteria
All Macintosh files have a kind. A kind usually indicates the file type and
the program that created the file . For example, a file created by an
application is of the kind document. If the file was created in Microsoft
Word, the kind is Microsoft Word document.
The Kind criteria enables you w search for files based on the kind field.
You can view this field for files in list views (by Name, by Kind, and so
o n) in the Finder, or wid1 the Get Info command in the Finder (see your
Macintosh manual for mo re on this command) .
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The Kind criteria's pop-up menu has ten settings. The first eight settings
are the same as the Name and Comments criteria po p-up menus. The
settings operate in the same manner as the Name and Comments pop-up
menus, but the Kind entry for the file is searched for the text entered in
the text field.
You can use the pop-up menu to the right of the text field to quickly
enter one of several standard kinds to be used with the first eight
constraints (see fig. 21.12).

Fig. 21.12
The Add Match dialog box
set to search fo r files of the
document kind.
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The choices in this menu are generic. For example, Document finds all
files created by any applications. You need to type the name of an
application, such as Microsoft Word, befo re the word document, to find
the fLies created by a specific program.
The last two o ptions of the constraint menu-Is type/creator and Is not
type/creator-enable you to be more specific, esp ecially if you understand the concepts of type and creator. When you choose one of these
two optio ns, the text field changes, becoming two fields, each with its
own pop-up menus.
The first field enables you to enter the four-letter type code for which
you are searching, the second, the four-letter creator code. You can use
the pop-up menus to choose so me of the more common codes (see
fig. 21.13).

Label Criteria
In System 7, you can assign labels to icons. You do this by using the
J.abel menu in the Finder. (See your Macintosh manual.) Stufflt Lite
enables you to add files to the Items to Stuff list box based on the label
assigned to the file(s). To add files based on labels, activate the Label
criteria in the Add Match dialog box by clicking the Criteria's check box.
You then choose from the pop-up Criteria menu whether you want to
add files that have a specific label (choose the is optio n) or reject those
files with a particular label (choose the is no t option) . Choose the label
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from the pop-up Label menu to the right of the pop-up Criteria menu.
This menu matches the Label menu on the Finder.

Fig. 21.13
Pop-up menu with
the Word 4.0 option
highlighted.
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Size Criteria
The Size criteria enables you to search for files based on their size in
K (kilobytes). The pop-up constrain t menu offers sLx choices: is, is not,
is less than, is greater than, is between, is not between. The first four
cho ices require you to enter a size in the text field (50 for 50K, for
example). When you choose one of the last two options, you see two
fields and can enter two amo unts-the lower end of a range, and the
upper end of a range.
Date Created and Date Modified Criteria
These two criteria are entered in exactly the same way. You have sLx
options in their constraint pop-up menus: is on or after, is on or before,
is, is not, is between, and is not between. The first four options require
you to set the date.
Set the date by clicking the mond1, day, or year, and then typi ng the elate
desired. AJternatively, click the up- or down-arrow controls to increase
or decrease the number by o ne for each click (see fig. 21.14).
To enter dates quickly, choose a d ate fro m the pop-up menu to the left
of the date. This menu contains common times, like Yesterday, Last
week, and od1er settings (see fig. 21.15) .

If you choose one of d1e latter two constraints-is between or is not
between-you see two elates and can set each o ne separately by typing,
using the arrow controls, or using the pop-up menu. This capability
enables you to set a range of dates- the left dace as the earlier, the righ t
dace as che Iacer.
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Fig. 21.14
Setting the date with the
comrol.
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Fig. 21.15
The Date Created option
with the this week option
highlighted.
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The difference between Date Created and Date Modified is that the
former is the date the file was created, and the latte r is the date the file
was last changed.
The date pop-up menus have an option called Last archive change,
which can help you locate Illes created or modified since the last backup
made. The last archive date is the date of the last backup made of the
files.

Removing Files from the Items to Stuff list
To re move a file or folder from the list of tiles to be stuffed, click the file
or folder name, and the n click the Remove button. The File is removed
from the Items to Stuff list box. The file is not de le ted from the disk.

Stuffing Files
When you comple te your Items to Stuff list, compress and add the
fiJes to the archive file by clicking the Stuff button or by pressing
Command·S. You see a progress window during the stuffing operation
(see fig. 21.16).
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Fig. 21.16
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To cancel the stuff operation, click the Stop button in the progress
window. Files that have already been sruffed appear in the archive.
Whe n the sntff operation is complete, you see the flies listed in the
archive window.

Deleting the Original File
Sometimes when you compress files, you may be low on disk space.
Though the f11es that are comp ressed into your archive occupy less space
than the uncompressed versions, the archive file itself does occupy disk
space. And, as you sruff files, the archive file grows. Fortu nately, Srufflr
Lite can delete the original after the compressio n process is complete.
Before you add a fi le to d1e Items to Stuff list, click the Delete Item when
Finished option check box. This check box indicates to Sruffi t Lite that
you want the item to be deleted after it has been sruffed into the archive.
This option remains active until you click it again. While the option is
active, you are prompted to verify that you really want to delete d1e item
(see fig. 21.17).

Fig. 21.17
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You are pro mpted fo r each item that you add while the dele te option
is active, unless you click the Delete All button in the dialog box of figure 21.17. This option indicates to Stufflt Lite that you want to delete
an items.
Use the Delete All option with care; it causes items to be deleted from
your disk as they are sruffed. Your only copy of an item will then be the
compressed one in the archive file. If anything occurs during the stuff
process (such as a power failure), you could lose the file for good. It is a
good idea to keep a backup copy of files ifyou use this o ption.
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Using Encryption
Encryption is a feature of Stuftlt Lite that enables you to encode a tile or
files in such a way that only you can retrieve d1em. You assign a password when the file(s) is sntffed. The file (s) can then only be accessed
'vith the password. This feature is only available to you after you register
your copy of Stufflt Lite (see "Starting Stufflt Lite") .
To e ncrypt a file, fo llow these steps:
1. In the Stuff dialog box, click the Encrypt with Password option.

2. Add ftles to the Items to Stuff list box.
3. Click the Stuff button.
You are prompted for a password.
4. Type the password. Use a password that is easy for you to remember but difficult for others to discover.
Alternatively, click the Generate Random butto n and Stufflt Lite
will supply a password for you.
5. Press Return.
6. Type the password again to confirm it, and then press Return.
Stufflt Lite requires the password before a file or folde r is unstuffed or
dele ted. After you enter the password, you do not have to enter it again
for d1e current session.
You can change the password used by an archive file by choosing the
Change Password command from the Translate menu. Enter the old
password , press Tab, enter the new password, and press Return. You are
then prompted to e nter the new password again fo r verification. Type
the password and press Re turn.

Working with Stuffed Files
Obviously, you can reverse the compression process and recover your
sntffed files, and this section covers recovering stuffed files. But you
should know abour other o ptions, including ways to delete stuffed files
from an archive, get information about those stuffed files, and navigate
through folders stored in archive files.
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Unstuffing aFile
To unstuff a file means to reverse the compression process. The file is
expanded to its original form and stored on disk. Assuming that the
archive ftle is already open, follow these steps to unstuff a single file:
1. Click the file you want to unstuff to select it.

2. Click the Unstuff burton or press Command- U.
A standard Save dialog box appears (see fig. 21.18) , which enables
you to locate the file and rename that file, if you choose.

Fig. 21.18
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gain, System 6 users do not see the Desktop button. The
Drive button appears in its place. To switch disk drives, click
The Drive button. One click moves to the next drive. You can click
until you see the disk drive you want to use indicated as the
current volume. The New Folder button is System 7-specific as
well.

A

3. Optionally, type a name for the decompressed file.
Note that the original name is already present in the Name field.
To use the o riginal name, skip step 3.
4. Click the Unstuff button or press Return.
You then see the Progress window, which indicates the percentage of the
file that has been decompressed.
Two alternative methods enable you to combine steps 1 and 2. You can
double-dick a file you want to unstuff. The Save dialog box appears. You
can also drag the file onto the Unstuff button in the Archive palette, and
then release the mouse button.
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Unstuffing Multiple Files
The procedure used ro unsruff more d1an o ne file at a time is similar to
the procedure for unstuffing a single file. The differe nce lies in the way
the files are selected. Instead of selecting a single file, as outlined in the
previous section, you select the files that you want unstuff at the same
time. You can select groups of files that are noncontiguous (next to one
anomer) in d1e archive file, or gro ups that are noncontiguous (not next
to one anome r).
To select files dlat are nex't to one another in dle file list, follow these
steps:
1. Click the first fi le you want to select.

2. Press and hold the Shift key.
3. Click dle last file you want to select.
The files, fro m the first selected to d1e last selected , are highlighted, as in
figure 21.19.

Fig. 21 .19
The Archive window wilh
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unstuffed .
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To select files that are not next to o ne ano mer, follow these steps:
1. Click dle fi rst file you want to select.

2. Press and hold the Command key.
3. Click each of the files you want to select.
Each file you click is highlighted, as in figu re 21.20.
After selecting the files you want to unstuff, click the Unstuff button, just
as you would to unsruff a single file (or press Command-\.)). The dialog
box in figure 21.21 appears.
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Fig. 21.20
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Click the Unstuff All button to cause Stufflt Lite to p rocess all the
selected files. After you click the button, the Progress window appears as
it wou ld whe n you unstu ff a single fi le. Alternatively, d rag the files to the
Unstuff button in the Archive palette instead of clicking the button or
using the key comma nd.

Deleting a File
Unstuffing a file does not remove the file fro m your archive file. Stuftlt
Lite does not remove a file from your archive file unless you specifically
request that the file is removed . lf you do need to remove a file from
your ard1ive file, click d1e file to be deleted . Then click the Delete button
in the Archive palette. A dialog box appears asking you ro confmn the
d eletion (see tlg. 21.22). Click the De lete button or press Return.

Fig. 21.22

nr e you sure yuu tuo nt to permo nently
del et e t he selected entries?

The alert box asks whether
yo u want ro delete the file.
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The file is deleted. Note that you can click Cancel (instead of the Delete
butto n) if you change your mind about deleting the file. Clicking the
Cancel button cancels the Delete command and the file is retained.
You can delete more than one file at a time with the same file selection
techniques discussed in the section "Unstuffing Multiple Files." Select
the fLies to be deleted, and then click the Delete button. The confirmation dialog box appears as before. You can also press Command-O or
drag the files to the Delete button instead of clicking the Delete button.

Renaming a File
You can change the name of stuffed files in the archive file, which you
may want to do if you are using an archive file to contain different
versions of the same file (or files) for backup purposes. Stufflt Lite
enables you to stuff files with d1e same name. This capability can lead to
some confusion if the files are different versions of the same file (perhaps different drafts of a report).
To rename a stuffed file, click the file's name, and then type the new
name. This method is the same one used by the Finder for renaming
files, and the same rules apply.

Getting File Information
Stufflt Lite enables you to gain information about your compressed files.
You can o btain such infonnation as the uncompressed and compressed
size of the file, the compression method used, the type of d1e file, and
the like.
To view the information about a file, click the file for which you want to
obtain information. Then click the Info button in the Archive palette.
The File Information window appears, as in figure 21.23.

Fig. 21.23
The File Information
window.
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The information provided in tilis dialog box appears as foUows:
Name. The name of the file. You can change the name by typing a
new one in this field.
Kind. The file's kind. For example Microsoft Word document or
just Docu me nt.
Expanded. The size of the file in uncompressed form, displayed in
bytes and K (kilobytes).
Stuffed. The size of ti1e file in compressed form, displayed in bytes
and K.
Saved . The amount in bytes and the percentage of storage space
saved by compressing tlliS file. In the figure, me Saved percentage
is 53%, which means tl1at the flle has been compressed by 53
percent and now occupies o nly 47 percent of the disk space it
would occupy if uncompressed .
Where. The name of the volume on which the archive file resides,
followed by the name of me archive file and any folders in which
the file resides inside the archive file.
Created. The date the file was originally created.
Modified. The date the file was last modified.
Label. System 7 users see the Label me nu that indicates the label
of the file. The label of the tlle can be changed by choosing
another label from this pop-up menu.
Type. The type code fo r mis fUe. You can type a new one in this
field.
Creator. The creator code fo r this file . You can type a new o ne in
this field.

ou can view the information for several files in succession.
Select me files you want (see the section "Unsruffing Multiple
Files") . Then click ti1e Info butto n. A window is opened for each
file.

Y

You can use two option check boxes in the information window. The
first is the Locked option. Click th is check box w lock a file. This option
does not prevent you from deleting tl1e file from me archive file. It does,
however, cause the file to be unstu ffecl as a locked file.
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Click the Stationery check box to change the file to a stationery file. This
is a System 7 option, and it is explained in your Macintosh manuals.
Here, it is only important to note that the file will be unstuffed as a
stationery file.

Labeling Files
System 7 users are familiar with the Label menu added to the Finder .
This menu enables you to label files with labels you create and, on
color capable Macintoshes, you can color the files as you choose. Stufllt
Lite incorporates a Label menu that operates in the same manner. In System 6, the Label menu in Stufllt Lite operates the same as the Color
menu of the Finder, enabling you to assign a color to the selected file
or folder.
To label a fLie or folder, click the file or folder. Then choose the desired
label from the Label menu (see fig. 21.24).

Fig. 21 .24
The Label menu wlrh the
Project 1 label highlighted.
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You can also label a file in the lnfo window.

Working with Folders
Archive files can contain folders, which in turn can contain other folders
or files. As you have seen in "Adding Files to the Archive File," you can
add a folder and the files contained within it to an archive fLie. You can
also create folders within an archive to store stuffed files in.

Creating a Folder
Create a new folder in an archive by clicking the New Folder button in
the Archive palette, or by pressing Command-F. The folder appears,
named Untitled folder (see fig. 21.25).
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Fig. 21.25
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The Archive window with
the new untitled fold er
highlighted.
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The folder is created with the untitled part of the name highlighted,
which enables you to name the folder by simply typing a name and
pressing Return. The folder is named whatever you type, followed by the
word folder. You can change the name to whatever you want with the
srandard Maci ntosh editing procedures used for remaining files and
folders in the Finde r.

Opening Folders
You open a folder in an archive the sa me way that you open a folder in
the Finde r: double-dick the folder. Unlike the Finder, the folder does
not display its contents in a separate window. lnstead, the contents of
the folde r are displayed in the Archive window (see fig. 21.26).

Fig. 21.26
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The name of the open folder is shown in the title bar of the Archive
window, whe re the name of the arch ive file generally appears. The folde r
icon to the left o f the name in the title bar indicates that a folder is open.
To re turn tO the origi nal display, choose th e name of the ard1ive file
from the pop-up folder me nu that appears whe n you place the mouse
pointer over the title bar name. The n press the mouse button (see
fig. 21.27).
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Fig. 21.27
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If you have nesred folders (thar is, folders within folders), and have
opened several levels o f fo lde rs, the fo lder me nu lisrs each of the folders
you opened. You can display the contents of any folder by choosing the
name of the folde r from the folder me nu.

Storing Files in a Folder
To stu ff files inw a folder within an archive file, open the folder in the
archive file before you use the Stuff button. You can also move files into
folde rs by draggi ng the files· icons onto the fo lder icon.

Working with Archives
Several commands apply to archive files themselves. You can open and
close archive fi les, save copies o f the m for backups or w pass on to
another user, create reports about their conte nts, add comments to
them, sort the files that they contain , and set various prefere nces fo r
the ir use. These capabilities are covered in this section.

Opening and Closing Archives
You already know how to create a new archive file, but you need to
know how to open existing archive files, too. You also want to know
how to close an open arch ive file. Note that you do nor :tlways h ave to
close a previous archive file to open a new one; Srufftt Classic can have
up to e ight archive files ope n at any one time.
To open an existing archive file, choose Open from the File menu or
press Command-O. The standard Open d ialog box appears (see fig.
21.28). Click the name of the archive fi le, and the n click the Open
burton or press Return, or double-click the name of the archive file.
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Fig. 21.28
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The pop-up Show menu at the bottom of the dialog box e nables you to
display three kinds of files: All Archives, SpaceSaver Files, and All Files.
To display o ne of these kinds of files, choose the file type from the Show
pop-up menu.
You do not normally need to change the setting of the Show menu. The
All Archives setting displays all Stufflt Lite archives. SpaceSaver Files are
created by the Stuftlt Deluxe program. The All Files setting is used only
when an archive file does not appear in the Open d ialog box.
To close an open archive fLie , choose Close from the File menu, press
Command-W, or click d1e Close box of the Archive window.

Unstuffing an Entire Archive File
Instead of opening an archive file, and then choosing files to be
unstuffed, you can unstuff the entire archive file at once. To do so,
choose Open from the File menu or press Command-O. Then click the
name of the archive file in the Ope n dialog box. Finally, click the Unstuff
burton.

Saving aCopy
You can create a duplicate of an archive file. You can create a d uplicate
to copy the archive file to another disk that you intend to give to another
Macintosh user, o r to make a backup copy of your archive file.
To create a copy of an archive file, choose Save As from the File menu.
The Save As dialog box appears (see fig. 21.29). Type a name for the
archive file copy, and then click OK o r press Return.
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Fig. 21.29
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!though the name of the archive file being copied is pre·
sented, name the copy something diffe rent, such as Novel
backup. If you use the same name as the archive file you copied,
you only managed to replace the existing archive file with the
copy. Generally, when you use the Save As command, you want ro
make a duplicate of the file, not a replacement.

A

Verifying an Archive File
In rare cases, you may want to check an archive file to determine its
integrity. Perhaps you had a power failure while you were stuffing files,
or received an archive file over a modem an d experienced some transmission problems. If you suspect that an archive file is damaged, open
the archive file, a nd then choose Verify from the File menu or press
Command-Y. Stufflt Lite checks your archive file and reports any
problems.

Creating aReport
lf you use Stu fit Lite to create archive files for backup purposes, or to
ho ld infrequentl y used files, you may want a list of the files contained in
your various archive files. To obtain such a listing, use the report option
in Stufflt Lite. The report gives you information such as the names of the
tiles in the archive file, the kind of each file, the date the file was last
modified, the stuffed and expanded size of the file, and the percentage
of storage space saved by compressing tl1e fi le.
Print a report with the following steps:
1. From the File menu, choose Print. (You also can press
Command-P.)
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The Print dialog box for your printer appears (see fig. 21.30 for an
example) .

Fig. 21.30
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2. Click the Print (or OK) button.

The Print dialog box you see depends on the printer you have. Each
printer has its own unique dialog box. The options of these dialog boxes
are beyond the scope of this book. For further information, consult your
printer manuals. Note, however, that d1e Print report of options are not
actually part of the Print dialog box. The options are added to any Print
dialog box by Stufflt Lite.
You have two options that determine the files in the reporr available
from the Print dialog box. These options are listed as follows:
Entire Archive. All files in the archive are reported.
Current Level Only. Only those files currently displayed in the
Archive window are reported.
Click the option you want before you click the Print (or OK) button.
The report generated by Stufflt Lite is no t difficult to understand. The
items in the repo rt are as follows:
Name. The names of the files contained in the Archive are
displayed.
Kind. The kind of the fi le (document, for example). This column
shows the number of items stored inside a folder if the item is a
folder rather than a file.
Date. The date the file or folder was last modified.
E.xpanded. The size of the file or folder in bytes, if unstuffed.

Stuffed. The size of d1e file or fo lder compressed.
Saved. The amount of compression achieved on
average compression for the files in the folder.
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Sorting Archive Files
The files stored in your archive file are initially sorted in the order in
which they were stuffed. That is, rhe first file listed was sruffed into the
archive file first. The last file listed was stuffed last. You can change this
o rder to sort the files by name, date saved, type, creator, and the like.
You have seen that rhe archive file has headings that appear above the
files in the Archive. You need to know that rhe headings also act as the
sort options. To sort by Name, for example, dick d1e Name heading. The
files are immediately soned in alphabetical order by name. You can see
rhe current sort order by rhe underlining beneath the heading.
The headings, and rhus rhe sort options from left to right, are as follows:
Order. The odd, triangular shape made of three lines is the
heading and sort order that places the files in rhe order in which
they were stuffed. This is the initial sort order.
Name. The files are sorted in order of d1eir names.
Kind. The files are sorted in order of their kind.
Date. The files are sorted from oldest to most recently created.
Expanded. The fLies are sorted largest to smallest, as measu red in
bytes in their uncompressed state.
Stuffed. The files are sorted largest to smallest, as measured in
bytes in the compressed state.
Saved. The files are sorted according to percentage saved in the
compression process. That is, the most compressed files are
displayed first, the least compressed last.
You can change the sort order at any time. Click the heading to indicate
the desired sorr o rder. You can also choose a sort order from the View
menu. The sort orders are rhe same as listed , though preceded with by
in rhe menu (as in by Order and by Name).

Transferring Files between Archive Files
You can move files between any two open archive files. After you register
Sruffit Lite, you can open up to eight archive files at one time. You may
rhen copy fLies between the open archives. To copy a fLie, drag it from
the window of one archive to rhe w indow of the other. You may use the
standard Macintosh techniques to select and drag more d1an o ne file at a
time.
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Converting Old Archive Files
If you have an earlier version of Srufflt-version 1.5.1 or Stufflt Classicor if you e ncounter an archive ft.le created with one of these versions,
you can use these archive files with Stufflt Lite. Stuffit Classic archive
files are treated exactly as Stufflt Lite archive files, as the same file
format-the Stufflt Deluxe file format- is used for both.
Stufflt version 1.5.1 archive Hies can be o pened and worked with in
Stufflt Lite. But you may want to convert these old archives to the new
file format. To do so, open tl1e archive file with the Open command.
Then choose the Convert 1.5.1 Archive command from the Translate
menu. The archive is converted to the new format.
You can tell that an archive you have opened is of the Versio n 1.5.1
format by the notation in the lower left corner of the archive window
(where the Self-Extracting option normally resides).

Adding aComment
To help you keep track of the kinds of files you have stuffed in an archive
file, Srufflt Lite provides a comment feature that enables you to enter
text comme nts, which are stored in the archive file.
To add a comment to an archive file, click the Comments button, the
small, balloon-like button next to the Self-Extracting o ption in the lower
left corner of the Archive wi ndow. Type the comment. The Comment
dialog box is shown in figure 21.31 with a brief comment entered. Click
OK to save the comment.

Fig. 21.31
A comment describing the
archive fil e.

You can open the Comment dialog box at any time by clicking the
Comment button. Edit the comments with the standard Macintosh
editing comma nds. Save the changes by clicking the OK burton. Click the
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Cancel button to close the Comment dialog box without saving the
changes you made since opening the dialog box.

Using the Archive Menu
Up to this point, you have used the Archive palette tO work \Vith Stuftlt
Lite. And, in fact, most users prefer the ease of clicking a button over
choosing commands from the Archive menu. If you prefer using menu
commands, however, each Archive palette command has an equivalent
in the Archive menu.
The commands in the Archive menu have the same names as those of
the Archive palette. The menu commands perform exactly in the same
fashion as the butto n commands. Also, note that there are keyboard
equivalents for the menu commands. Each command can be invoked
from the keyboard. The Stuff command can, for example, be invoked by
the key combination Command-S.

Setting Preferences
Stufflt Lite has several preference settings that can help you work with
the program. These options enable you to locate and stuff the o riginals
of aliases (in System 7 only), verify that a file has been written correctly,
convert Version 1.5.1 archive files automatically, and check unstuffed
files for viruses.
All preferences are set in the Preferences dialog box. You invoke tl1is
dialog box by choosing Preferences from the Edit menu. The dialog box
appears (see fig. 21.32).

Fig. 21.32
The Preferences
dialog box.

The general steps for setting an option are as follows:
1. From the Edit menu, choose Preferences.
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2. Set the option .
3. Click the OK button or press Return.
If you change your mind about changing the prefere nces settings, click
Cancel ro close the dialog box and resrore the settings to the state they
were in before you chose rhe Prefe rences command.
The o ptions of this dialog box are covered sepa rately in this section.

Stuffing Originals of Aliases
System 7 users know how to create an alias of files. Aliases are a pointer
to the original file. Stufflt Lite can be set ro locate the original of an alias,
and stuff the original whe never you have added an alias ro the Items to
Stuff list.
For Stufflt Lite to locate an d stuff an o riginal file po inted to by an alias,
the Stuff originals, instead o f aliases option, must be active. This option
is set as the active defau lt. You need not change this option unless you
want to stuff aliases themselves. In gene ra l, you do not want to stuff an
alias. Because an alias is on ly a pointer to a file, it does not contain
information that makes it worthwhile ro store in archive files. You
should leave the Stuff originals instead of aliases optio n active at
aU times.

Skipping Compressed Rles
Stufflt Lite no tices when files are compressed and does not attempt to
compress them again. Instead, files are sim ply stored in the archive file,
which saves time in the compression procedure.
For Stufflt Lite to recognize compressed files and store them in the
archive file without attempting to compress d1e m, the Don' t stuff files
that are already compressed optio n must be active. This optio n is set to
active as the default; you do not have to activate it. If, however, you wanr
Stufflt Li re to compress all f11es, regardless of whed1er or not the files are
compressed, dick the check box to d1e le ft of this option to deactivate it.

Verifying Rle Writes
For added security, Stufflt Lite can be set to double-check files as they
are stuffed or unsruffed. This double-d1eck can act as a safeguard against
possible disk e rrors and can give you added assurance that the files are
being written correctly.
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To have Sruffit Lite ,·erify the writing of all files as they are stuffed or
unsruffed, click the check box to d1e left of dle Ve rify writes option to
activate it.

Enabling Automatic Archive Conversion
If you have many archive files created with Stufflt Version 1.5.1, you can
have Sntftlt Lite convert these archives automatically when you ope n
them.
To do this, activate the check box to the left of the Conven 1.5.1 archives
to 3.0 on o pen option.

Setting Virus Detection
Stufflt Lite is capable of using Apple Eve nts to invoke your virus protection program to scan unstuf:fed files. This may be of interest to those
who regu larly obtain archive files from user groups or on-line services
and BBSs.
This option works only in System 7. Additionally, your virus protection
program must be capable of responding ro Apple Events for you ro use
this option. Check with the manufacturer of your virus package to verify
that the progrJm responds to Apple Events.
To ser the virus protection option, use these steps:

1. Click the check box to the left of the Detect viruses with option.
2. Click the Select button.

An Open dialog box appears (see fig. 21. 33).

Fig. 21.33
Choosing a \'irus protec·
tion program.
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3. Double-click your virus protectio n program.
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With this option set, your virus protection program is started after Stuffit
Lite has unsntffed files to scan the files fo r possible virus infection.

Setting New Folder Suffix
When you click the New Folder button in the Archive palette, a folder is
created named Untitled folder. You may want to use a different suffix
instead of folder for the naming of these new folders. lf you want to do
so, use these steps:
1. Double-dick in the New folder suffix field.
2. l 'ype a space.
3. Type the word or chru·acter you want appended to the end of new
folde rs.
Many users like to add the character {f) to the end of folder names. You
may want to use this one instead of d1e word folder.

Setting Archive Palette Options
The Archive palette normally appears whe never you start Stuftlt Lite. If
you prefer not to use the palette (perhaps you prefer the Archive menu),
you can hide the palette. To do so, dick the check box to the left of the
palette image in the Preferences dialog box. If you want to display the
palette later, click the check box again to activate the option.
Each button on the palette can be colored on color-capable Macintoshes.
To d o this, click the button you want to color in the Archive palette
image in the Preferences dialog box. The Macintosh Color Wheel
appears. Choose d1e color you want and click the OK button (see your
Macintosh manuals for more on the Color Wheel).

Enabling Compression
Normally, you want Stufflt Lite to compress the files that you stuff into
your archive files. This setting is assumed, and the Compression option
in the Default Stuffit Settings part of the Preferences dialog box is
already active.
U, however, you want to use Stufflt Lite lO store files in archives without
compressing the m (perhaps you are working with large numbers of
already compressed files) , click the check box to the left of the Compression option to turn the compression feature off.
Click the check box again to reactivate compression.
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Enabling Encryption
After you register Stuftlt Lite, you can e ncrypt files. (For more information, refer to the section "Using Encryption.") If you want e ncryption to
be automatic, select the Encryption check box.

Setting View Options
You have seen that the Archive window shows you columns of information about the files in the arch ive file. Information like the name of the
file, the kind of file, the percentage saved by compression, and so on, is
displayed in the Archive window.
You can choose between six colum ns of information to display. The
name of the file is always displayed, but you can choose whether or not
to display the following: the file's kind, the file's label, the file's date of
last modification, the file's expanded size, the ftJe's stuffed size, and the
percentage of storage space saved by compression.
To control which items of information are displayed for each ftJe in the
archive file, activate d1e desired Show options in the Views part of the
Preferences dialog box.
Click d1e check box of the Show option you ;vant to deactivate or
activate (clicking a check box reverses its state).

Setting the Size Display
Normally, sizes of files are displayed in kilobytes. You ca n display the
sizes in bytes. Click d1e bytes option bunon in d1e Show sizes in part of
the Preferences dialog box. To rerum to showing sizes in kilobytes, click
the butto n to the left o f the ki lobyte (K) option.

Setting the Status Display
At the top of d1e Archive wi ndow, you generally see a starus line d1at
tells you the number of items in the archive (at this level-items wid1in
folders are on ly counted when the folder is open), the size of the archive
file on disk, and the amount of free space left o n the disk.
If you do not want to display this information, click the Show archive
info in header check box tO deactivate it. You can later restore d1e
display of this information wid1 the S<U11e action.
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Enabling the Pop-Up Folder Menu
In the section "Working with Folders," you saw that the tide bar of the
Archive window contains a pop-up folde r menu that enables you to open
a folder to display the chosen folder's contents. This menu is automatically active whenever a folder is open.
You can cause this menu to appear only when you Command-dick it.
The menu's operation conforms to the way in which the pop-up folde r
menu works in the tide bars of windows ope n in the Finder in System 7.
If you are accuswmed to Lh t way tht menu works in d1e Finder in
System 7, you may want to cause Stufllt Lite's folder me nu to function in
the same man ner. To do this, click the check box to the left of the Show
directory pop-up without )::C key option to deactivate it.

If you later want the me nu to appear without pressing the Command
key, click me option again to activate it.

Using Other Features
Stufflt Lite has several useful features that you will want to know about.
Stufflt Lite can create self-extracting archive files, which are archive files
that unstuff d1emselves when double-clicked, e nabling you to send
compressed archives to people who may not own Stufllt Lite.
Stuffit Lite can translate files written for several different applications.
For example, the program ca n convert binary files (such as application
program files) to an ASCII (mat is, text) format and back, enabling you to
send Macintosh flies over networks (such as ARPAnet and Usenet) that
do not support binary files. The compressed files of a few other compression programs can be decompressed by Sruffit Lite.
You can also segment large archive files into smaller sizes to enable you
to place the archive files on floppy disks for backup or fo r sending to
othe rs. Such segmented flies can be joined again for later unstuffing.

Creating Self-Extracting Archives
If you use Stufflt Lite to compress tiles d1at you want to send to another
Macintosh user, you are faced with the possibility that me recipient does
not own Sruffit lite and cannot unstuff me files. Fortunately, Stuffit Lite
can create self-extracting files that unsruff automatically when doubleclicked.
There are two ways to create a self-extracting file. Both methods require
you first to create an archive file, as discussed in this ch apter (see
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"Adding Files to the Archive File" and related sections). You then click
the Self-Extracting check box in the lower left of the Archive window.
Srufflt Lite then adds the code to the archive file that enables the archive
file to automatically unsruff the files \Vithin it when the archive file is
double-clicked.
An alternative way to create a self-extracting ftle is to use the following
steps:
1. From the File menu, choose Save As.
2. Type a name for the self-extracting archive file.
Srufflt Lite provides the ne w file the same name as the archive file
itself, but followed by sea for self-extracting archive instead of sit
(for Stu.ffl1). You can change the name with step 2, but leave the
sea ~1ension to indicate the kind of archive.
3. Click the Self-Extracting option check box in the Save dialog box.
4. Click the Save bunon (or press Return).
The self-extracting archive is then created.
To cause a self-e.x1racting archive file to automatically unstuff, doubleclick the archive file icon. An infom1ation screen appears. Cick the
Continue button. A dialog box appears, e nabling you to locate the files
to be unsruffed. Click the Install button or press Return. The files are
then unstuffed. You see the progress dialog box of figure 21.34 during
the unsruffing process.

Fig. Z1 .34
The progress dialog box
indicates 1:hat files are
being unstuffed.
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When the unstuffing process is complete, you see the dialog box in
figure 21.35. Click OK.

Fig. Z1.35
The dialog box indicating
that the unstuffing is
complete.
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You can convert a self-extracting archive file to a regu lar archive file with
the following steps:
1. From the File menu , choose Open.
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2. Double-click the self-extracting Archive in the Open dialog box.
3. Click the Self-Extracting optio n in d1e lower left corner of the
Archive window.
The self-extracting code is removed from the Archive, and the file
functions as a regular Sntffl t Lite archive file.

sers who have virus protection programs like SAM Intercept,
note that the virus program warns of an attempt to add or
modify a CODE resource during the process of changing an
archive file to a self-unsLUffe r or the process of removing the selfextracting option. This is normal. Allow d1is alteration to proceed.

U

Segmenting and Joining Files
Segmenting and joining have application during times when you want
to store your archive ftles on floppy disk for backup, or for sending to
anod1er user. Segmenting e nables you to break a large archive file into
smaller pieces. Joining enables you to combine the segments back into
the fuU archive file.
To segment an archive, you do not have to open the archive file first. Use
the following steps:
1. From the Translate menu, choose the Segmenting submenu.

2. Choose Segment (see fig. 21.36).

Fig. 21.36
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An Open dialog box appears.

3. Choose the size of the segments (see fig. 21.37).
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Fig. 21.37
Choosing the segment size.
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You have fo ur o ptions: Single Sided Disk, Double Sided Disk, High
Density Disk, Maximu m Possible (Stufflt Lite figures the size of the
vo lume and uses all possible space), and Other, which ope ns a
dialog box and enables you to e nter a number in kilobytes fo r the
size of d1e segments.
4. Click the name of d1e archive file you want to segme nt.

5. Click the Segme nt button or press Re n1rn.
Alternatively, you can combine these steps by double-clicking the
name of the archive file. A Save d ialog box appears (see fig. 21.38),
enabling you to specify the locatio n of the first segme nt.

Fig. 21.38
The Save dialog box thar
enables you to specify the
first segment's locatio n.
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6. Click the Save butto n, or p ress Re turn.
You can change me name of the segment if you want. Sruffir Lite
au tomatically names the segment m e same as the archive bur followed
by a number, starting at one.

If you are segme nting to a flo ppy disk, insert the disk befo re you click
the Save bu rton. If the disk has files o n it you do not want to save, click
the Erase Floppy button to erase d1e disk before you click the Save
button. Alte rnatively, if you are saving the segments ro a hard disk
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(perhaps to be copied to a floppy later), click the Save All button , and all
the segments are saved without further action on your part.
The archive file is then segmented . You see the usual Stuffit Lite
progress window. Afte r the Hrst segme nt is created , you see the dialog
box of figure 21.38 again lor each segment. Hepeat step 5.
joining segments reverses the process, combining segments back in to
the full archive file. To join segme nts, follow these ste ps:
1. Choose join fro m the Other menu.
A dialog box appears, asking you to loca te the fi rst segmen t of the
fi le (see fig. 21.39).

Fig. 21.39
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2. Click the name of the fu·st segmenr.

3. Click the j o in butto n o r press Re turn.
A second dialog box appears, e nabling you to locme the joined

archive file (see fig. 2 t .40).

Fig. 21.40
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4. Click Save, o r click the Save & Open butto n.
The Save butto n saves the joi ned archive file tO disk. The Save & Open
button does the same, but also opens the archive file, e nabling you ro
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access the files immediate ly, witl1our raking the additional ste p of
choosi ng the Open command .
If the second and following segments a re located o n the same disk and
in the same fo lder (if in any folder at all), the join operatio n proceeds
without need of fu rther interve ntion. If, however, the segments are
locared on d iffe re nt disks (such as differe nt floppy disks), a d ialog box
appears after each segment is processed . You must locate the segment
(by inse rting th e next floppy disk for example), and then click the join
button .

Decompressing Packit Files
Packir is an alte rnative file compressio n format that you may encounter
when you use the Macintosh or o n-line services. Two programs, Packir II
and Packir lll, create compressed files o f this format. Files compressed
w ith either of these two programs normally have .jJil following their
names. Srufflr Lire can decompress files of this format.
To decompress a file stored in Packit format, follow these steps:
1. Fro m the Translate me nu, choose UnPack.

2. Click the name of rhe Packit file.
3. Click the Save button o r press Return.
A dialog box appears for each file in the Packit file. You can name the file
and click Save, or accept the default name by clicki ng the Save button.
Click the Save All o r Convert All buttons ro decompress and save all files
with the ir defa ult names.

Decompressing Compactor Pro Files
Compactor Pro is, like Packit, another commo nly used file compression
program . Ge ne ra lly, ftles srored in this format have .cpt fo llowing their
nam es, as Sruffl r files are fo llowed by .sit.
To decomp ress a file stored in Compacror Pro format, fo llow these ste ps:
1. from the Translate menu, choose CPT Extract.

2. Click the name of the Co mpactor Pro file.
3. Click the Save button o r p ress Rerum .
The file is deco mpressed .
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Decompressing DiskDoubler Files
DiskDoubler is a file compression system offered by Salienr Sofuvare.
DiskDoubler rypically is used to compress files on a hard disk to save
space. However, DiskDoubler can also create compressed files that you
can share with othe r users.
Unlike the Packit and Compactor Pro translators, the OiskDouble r
translator requires the DiskDoubler System extension to be installed o n
your Macintosh for the translator to work. This requirement defeats the
purpose of using Stuftlt Lite to translate the files because if you have
DiskDoubler, you can use DiskDoubler to expand files compressed by
the System e.xtension.
However, if you have DiskDoubler, you can use Stufflt l.ite to expand
files compressed by the DiskDoubler extension. Follow these steps:
1. From d1e Translate menu, choose DO Expand.

2. Click d1e name of d1e DiskDoubler compressed file.
3. Click d1e Save button or press Return.
The file is decompressed.

Working with BinHex4 Files
BinHex4 is a form of binary file. Binary files are files like application
programs, or files with associated data (such as preferences fi les). If you
share files wi th o ther Macintosh users o r use the larger on-line services
like CompuServe Information Service, you do nor need to worry about
the binary fLie options of Stufflt Lite. If, however, you send ftles over
such on-line syste ms as ARPAnet or Usc net, which cannot transmit binary
files, you need to convert these ftles before transmitting them. Conversely, if another Macintosh user sends you an application file over such
a network, you need to convert the file back into bimLry form.
To convert a binary ftle for transmission over a network that does not
permit transmission of binary files, follow these steps:
1. From the Translate menu, choose the Bini-Iex4 submenu.

2. Continue to hold down the mouse button, and choose Encode
(see fig. 21.41).
A dialog box appears, enabling you to choose the binary file to be
encoded.
3. Double-click d1e name of the fi le lObe e ncoded.
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Fig. 21.41
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A d ialog box appears, enabling you to name the file and choose
w here to locate it (see fig. 21.42).
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4. Optionally, type a name for the file (to accept the default name,
which is t"he applicatio n file's name with .hqx added to the end, go
to the next step).

5. Click the Save butto n.

n some on-line systems, encoded BinHex4 files (sometimes
called bqx files) are nor reliably transmitted witho ut adding
Line feeds in the encoding process. Stufflt Lite automatically adds
line feeds to the BinHex4 file. If you do not need line feeds added
to the file, you can do the following after step 2 in the preceding
procedure: Click the Include LFs option check box in the Open
dialog box to deactivate it.

0

If you receive an encoded binary file, you can decode it and prepare it
for use on your Macintosh with the Decode BinHex4 File command. Usc
these steps:

1. From the Translate menu, choose the BinHex4 submenu.
2. Continue to hold the mo use button down, and choose Decode.

3. Double-click the name of the encoded BinHex4 file.
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4 . Optionally, rype a name for the decoded file in the dialog box that
appears.
This step is no t normally necessary. Stufflt Lite obtains the original
name of the binary fi le (su ch as the name of the applicatio n
MacWrite II, for example) from within the e ncoded file, eve n if the
sende r has changed the e ncoded file's name. You see this name in
the dialog box.
5. Click the Save bu uon o r press Return to accept the name.
The file is decoded . \'\!hen the decoding is comple te, the file is ready fo r
use on your Macintosh .

Working with MacBinary Rles
If you are o n a network based o n MS-DOS machines, or if you need to
transfer a Macintosh file by way of an MS-DOS machine o r ne twork,
convert the file to MacBinary. This file fo rmat e nables other computers
to handle Macintosh files, something that normally canno t be done.
The process of e ncoding a file into Mac Binary and translating it back is
similar to working with BinHex4 files. Follow these steps to e ncode a
rue:

1. From the Translate me nu, choose the MacBinary subme nu.

2. Choose Encode.
An Open dialog box appears.
3. Do uble-click d1e name of the file to be e ncoded .
A Save dialog box appears.
4. Optionally, type a new name fo r the fi le.
Note that Stuftl t Lite adds the standard .bin exte nsion to the file
name. This extensio n ind icates that the file is in MacBinary format.
5. Click Save o r press Return.
To decode a MacBinary file you have received , follow iliese steps:
1. From the Translate menu, ch oose the Mac Binary submenu.

2. Choose Decode.
An Open dialog box appears.
3. Double-click the name of the fi le to be decoded.
A Save dialog box appea rs.
4. Optio nally, type a new name for the d ecoded file.
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5. Click the Save button.
The file is decoded.

Working with Applelink Packages
If you use the AppleLink communication system th at is set up and run by
Apple Computer (typically programmers and other technically inclined
individuals use this network) , you can encode files to use with this
network. Use these steps:
1. From the Translate menu, choose the AppJeLink Package
submenu.
2. Choose Compress (see fig. 21.43).

Fig. 21.43
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The Apple Link d ialog box appears.

3. Click the file you want to add to the package.

4. Click the Add button.
Alternatively, double-dick the file name. The files you add appear
in the List box on the right (see fig. 21.44).

Fig. 21.44
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5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each file you want to include in the
package.
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6. Click the Compress button .
A Save dialog box appears (see fig. 21.45).

Fig. 21.45
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7. Optionally rype a name for the package.
Nme that Stuffit Lite adds the standard .pkg extension to the file
name.
8. Click the Save button (or press Return).
The files are compressed, and the package is created.
To expand an Applelink package, follow these steps:
1. From the Translate menu, choose Applelink.

An Open dialog box appears.
2. Do uble-click the name of the AppleLink package.
A Save dialog box appears.
3. Click the Save button.
The files in the package are decompressed.

Summary
Stufflt Lite can he lp you with the information overload so common to
computers. Compressing files into archives for storage frees up hard disk
space and saves mo ney by using floppy disks more efficiently.
Additionally, Stuffit Lite can help if you transmit files over a modem
often. Reducing the size of the files reduces the amount of time needed
to transmit the files, which can save both time and money, esp ecially if
you need to transmit files over lo ng-distance phone lines.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

Using Bat Filer
he Bat Filer is a utility you
don't need every day, but
you cannot live without this
utility when you need it. The
Bat Filer utility addresses an
inevitable shortcoming of
the graphical user interface
and provides an excellent
solution.
In the Macintosh interface, you
click files to select them. A group of
ftles is selected by Shift-clicking or
by dragging. This approach is part
of the Macintosh's strength. Instead
of typing long, convoluted commands, you can point and click to
indicate the files with which you
want to work.

Unfortunately, the graphic interface of the Macintosh is not well-suited
to working with groups of 11les unless those files are close together
that is, located in the same folder or on the same disk. As an example.
consider a case in which 11les named in a particular way are scattered
between different folders. You decide you want to place all these files in
one folde r. Befo re System 7, you had to search for each file and move or
copy it to the new folder. With System 7 , you can search and select files
based on name and other criteria, but even these choices are limited.
Bat Filer offers the capability to do many types of searches, using even
more criteria than System 7 offers. Afte r files are found , moving, copying,
deleting, locking, and unl ocking the files, as well as other operations,
requires only the click o f a button o r the choosing of a menu command.
System 7 users might believe that the new Find command covers these
operations well , but those users should consider the two following
cases.
Recently, I noted that the installation program had placed over a dozen
locked fi les on my hard drive. I was running out of room on that drive
and wanted to delete those dozen files. In order to dele te locked files,
you must first unlock them . Eve n in System 7, you must open the Get
Info window for each fi le, click the Locked check box, and then close the
window-all time-consuming operations.
Another time, I transferred the ftles of a book, wid1 each chapter a
separate file, from an IBM to the Macintosh. l wanted to rename t11e files
more descriptively. But there were 43 files. Though those files were
named similarly, the Find command of System 7 could only find a nd
select those files. To rename the Hies, I needed a command similar to
the DOS RENAME command. (For a Mac user to admit that DOS does
sometl1ing better is rathe r horrifying.) In both cases, Bat Filer pe rformed
the operatio ns quickly and easily.
Bat Filer also offers some highly complex features tbat can be used to
great advanmge. You can search for files based on d1eir creator-d1at is,
the application that created those files. You can also use the fi le type as
your search crite ria. Bat filer e nables you to change the creator and file
type so that you can pass files to an application that can open or translate tl1ose files, eliminating the File not found error message that
appears whe n you double-click a file created by an application you do
not have.
This chapter covers these and other features.
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Getting Started
Bat Filer requires no special installatio n. Your MacSecre ts disks have
installed the Bat Filer folde r o n your hard drive already. You are free tO
place th is folder where you want o n your hard drive.

Installing Bat Filer
Installing Bat File r is simple . Copy the Bat filer fo lder tO your hard disk
o r a flo ppy disk on which you want d1e folder tO reside.

ystem 7 u sers might want tO make an alias of Bat File r and
place this alias in d1 c Apple Menu Ite ms folder to permit qu ick
access ro m e utili ty.

S

Starting Bat Filer and Setting Preferences
To starr Bar Filer, do uble-dick d1e Bat Filer icon (or choose Bat Filer
from the Apple me nu if you have added Bat f-iler to this menu in
System 7). The Bat File r wi ndow appears (see fig. 22.1).

Fig. 22.1
The 'nar Filer window.
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13at Filer has only a few prefe re nces to set. To set the prefere nces, fo llo w
these steps:
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1. From the Edit menu, choose Preferences. You see d1e Prefere nces
dialog box (see fig. 22.2).

Fig. 22.2
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The Preferences dialog
box.
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2. Choose me options you want to change:
Max. # Files. Type d1e numbe r of files mat you want to be able to
work with at any one time. The minimum is 2;0. The maximum is
8192. The default is 1000. A smalle r number will free up some
memory.
Ch eck Duplicates. When this option is checked, Bat Filer checks
each file as that file is added to the file list, and ignores duplicates.
If you deselect mis box, Bat Filer does not check for duplicates
before it adds a file. Although it can be faster to leave this o ption
unchecked , it is probably best to let Bat Filer check for duplicates.
Calcula te Folder Sizes. As in System 7, you can have the size of a
folder calculated and displayed, which may slow Bat Filer's
operatio n. Three options are available, and you choose d1e option
you want by clicking its button.
If you choose All Volumes, the sizes of the folders o n all volumes
are calculated, as you wiU notice the first time you attempt a n
operation that selects files. This option is the slowest, but provides
the most information.
If you choose Current Volume, o nly the sizes of me folders on me
curre nt volume are calculated. This option is in itially slightly faster
d1an me Al l Volumes option, but causes a delay when you switch
from d isk to disk.
lf you choose NO Volumes, folder sizes are not calculated. This
o ption is the default and is me fastest.
3. Wh en you finish choosing me prefere nces you want tO work with,
click OK. If you made changes, but decide you do not want mose
changes to apply, click Cancel.
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ou can choose the Preferences command and change to the
preference seuings at any time.

Understanding the Bat Filer Window
All Bat Filer operations take place in the Bat Filer window. The names of
the files on which you wa nt to operate are d isplayed in this window.
Also, several commands you might use appear as buttons in this window.

at Filer uses d1e term volume in reference to disks. This term
is nor technically correct because in d1e Mac world, volume is
used to refer to any storage media attached to me Mac. (A CDROM drive, for example, is a volu me.) In this chapter, the terms
volume and disk are synonymous because a hard or floppy disk is
a certain type of volume.

B

The window consists of eight buttons-five across the top and three at
me bottom-four information fields, and the fi le list. The following
describes mese buttons:
Lock. Locks me files shown in the file list. This actio n has the
same effect as selecting each of the files in the Finder, choosing the
Get Info command for each, and clicking me Locked button ro
lock each file. Locked ftles cannot be changed or deleted.
Unlock. Unlocks the files shown in d1e file list. This action has the
effect of deactivating me Locked option in me Info window. That
is, the Unlock button reverses me setting of the Locked option.
Unlocked files can be deleted and changed.
Rename. Opens a dialog box that enables you to rename the files
shown in the file list.
Delete. Deletes the files shown in the file list. Note that me files
are deleted- removed immediately from me d isk-not moved to
me Trash.
Launch. Enables you to start an application and, optionaUy, cause
that application to open the files shown in the file list.
Add Files. Enables you to add files ro the file List.
Clear All Files. Removes all files from the file list, but does not
alter or delete the files.
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Clear Selected Files. Removes from the file list files you selected
by clicking. Does not alter or delete the files.
The first five buttons represent some commands available to you in Bat
Filer. More commands are available fro m the menus. All the commands
are discussed later in this chapter.
The last three bu ttons affect the file list. Files must be added to this list
before any operation may be performed. The way you add files to this
list is discussed in the next section.
Finally, the four informatio n fields follow:
Number of files in lis t. Displays the number of files in the
current file list.
List sort. Displays the type of sort used to organize the files. You
may change th is sort.
Bytes on disk (K). Displays the amount of space remaining on the
selected volume (disk) in kilobytes (K).
Free Mem (K). Bat Filer is allocated a certain amount of memory
to operate in. This amount ca n be changed through the Finder's
Get Info command. This information field displays how much of
the allocated memory is free-not presendy used by Bat Filer but
ava ilable for use.
The file list provides a considerable amount of information about the
files you add to it. The following are the columns of information, from
left to right:
File Name. The name of the file.
on Vol. The volume on which the file resides.
Type. The f11e type.
Creator. The creator code of the program that created the file.
Data Len. The length of the data part of the file in bytes.
Rsrc Len. The length of the resource part of the file in bytes.

Understanding File Types
This section is intended to help you understand the elements you see
while you use Bat Filer. You do not have to know all the technical ins
and outs of the Macintosh.
The most general informatio n about a file is kept in the file's header, d1e
first parr of the file. The header contains the type of the ftle, the code of
the program that created d1e file, and other general information.
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The type and creator are fo ur character co des that identify a file . When
you double-click a n icon, the Macintosh reads these codes to understand
how to go about o pening the ftle.
Each applicatio n program has a creator signature, a fo ur-character code
that "signs" the files it creates. For example , Microsoft Wo rd has a creato r
signature of MS\X'D. Every file you create in Microsoft Word has MS\VD
as its creator code. The Macintosh uses this code to ide ntify a document
as a Microso ft Word document. This co de also tells the Macintosh which
icon to assign to the docume nt and to start Microsoft Wo rd when the
docume nr icon is do uble-clicked .
Creator signatures are uniq ue , and Apple has enable d programme rs to
register their sig natures so that no two programmers use the same code.
Otherwise, when you double-click a ftle , the Macintosh might not know
which program to start.
In Bat Filer, you can fi nd a program's creato r by following these steps:
1. In the Bat File r window, click the Add Files butto n.
2. From the pop-up Volume menu , choose the volume o n which the
program resides, o r click the Drive bu tto n until that disk is
selected.
3. Open any folder in which the program resides by do uble-clicking
the name of the folde r in the Add Files list box. You then see the
creator code of the program in the ite ms/type column of the file
List box (see fig. 22.3).

Fig. 22.3
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4. To add a program to the file list, do uble-click the p rogram name .

5. CUck the Exit button .
You d1e n see the program file listed in the ftle list box of the Bat Filer
window. You also see that the type of the file is APPL, which is d1e Apple
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standard type applied co aU application files. The creator code is listed in
the Creator column. In the case of the application, this refers co the fact
that d1is application "signs" each file it creates with d1is code. In the case
of documents and other files, me creator code refers to me program in
which the document or file was created.
Conside r figure 22.4. In this figu re, you see several Microsoft Word files.
As you can see in me figure, aU d1ese files have the creator code MS\VD,
identifying d1em as Microsoft Word files.

Fig. 22.4

Dol filer

Several Microsoft Word
files listed in the Bat Filer
window.
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Each ftle also has a typ e code, a four-character code that identifies the
type of Microsoft Word file the file is. The o nly code that wiU be consistent between different programs is the APPL code. This type code
identifies the application to the Macintosh. When you double-click a
document's icon, the Macintosh reads me document files' creator code,
and men looks for a file of me type APPL with that creator signature.
The type codes are defined by me programmer or company that created
the program. There are no rules for the type codes, as mere are for the
application's creator signature. Most type codes are abbreviations. DICT,
for example, is DICTionary. WSET is a Word SETtings t1le. GLOS is
GLOSsary file. Some type codes have less obvious meanings. WDBN is
me code for a Word Document, mough the BN part does not seem to
make sense. The same can be said of the Word Hyphe nation file, which
has a \X'PRD type code. It is not so important to understand me exact
meanings of me codes, but it is important d1at you know which type
code is used for what kind of file, because Bat Filer enables you to search
on, select by, sort by, and even ch;mge these codes.
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Finding and Selecting Files
Bat Filer's great strength lies in its ability to search for and select files
you may then operate on. You can search for and select files in many
ways. The methods Bat Filer uses to find and select fLies are covered in
this section.

Selecting Files
Bat Filer can perform operations on the entire file list. You also can
perform many of the operations on part of the file list. To do work on
part of the me list, you must select the ftles you want to perform the
operation on. Then you must use a variation of the commands that you
have seen.
The normal Macintosh selection commands work in Bat Filer:
•

To select a single file, click its name in the list.

•

To select a contiguous group of files, click one file , hold down the
Shift key, and then click the last file of the group you want to
select.

•

To select a group of files that are not contiguous, hold down the
Command key and click each file you want to select.

Note that selected files are indicated by a dark band across the name of
the file.
Several commands you encounter in this chapter are preceded by a
diamond shape. This diamond indicates that you can use these commands on selected files. Select the files as just described. Then hold
down the Option key and choose the command, either by clicking the
button or choosing the command from a menu. The command affects
only the selected files. The files that are not selected remain unaffected.

Adding Files
One way you can select files to work with is to use the Add Files button
(see fig. 22.5) .
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Fig. 22.5
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ou can press Command-A to select d1e Add Files button. Or
select Add Files from me List menu.

To add a fiJe, follow mese steps:
1. Click the Add Files button.
The Add Files dialog box appears (see fig. 22.6).

Fig. 22.6
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2. To select a file, click the name of the ftle you want to add.
3. Click the Add button.
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ou can combine ste ps 2 and 3 by double-clicking on a file
name.

4. When you finish adding files, click the Exit button.
You can add more files by the same procedure. You can also open a
folder by double-clicking it to view the tiles within it, or change d isk
drives by clicking the Drive button to see the files on anmher disk drive
(if you have more than two).

ype the lette r in parentheses in the button name instead of
clicking the burton. For example, switch drives by typing D
instead of clicking the Drive button. The shortcut for the Add
butto n is the Return key. Pressing this key adds the highlighted
(selected) file. There is no shortcut for the Add All button .

T

After you click the Exit button in the Add Files window, the list of files
you added is shown in the Bat File r window.

Understanding the Add Rles Dialog Box
The Add Files dialog box works similarly to the standard Open File
dialog box you are used to seeing o n the Macintosh. There are, however,
some differences. Most notably, d1e listing of files shows far more
information than the Open File dialog box. In the list box, you see the
following:
Filename. The name of the file or folder. Folde rs are indicated by
a fo lder icon, and files are represented by the document icon.
Note that ;Lliases, whether they represent files or folders, are
rep resented as files.
Items/type. The numbe r of ite ms in a folder is displayed o r the
type of the file is displayed. For example, the Apple Menu Items
fi.le (an alias of the Apple Menu Items folder in the System Folder)
h as a type ofjaam. At this point, you do no t need to u nderstand
file types; you need merely to see that the type is displayed here.
Size. The size of the f1Je in kilobytes (K).
The followi ng ele ments appear in the Add Files dialog box:
Macintosh HD (the current volume/folder menu). This pop-u p
me nu displays the name of the current disk or folder. Whe n you
open a folder, this menu e nables you to select any folde r containing the current folder or the volume o n which the folder resides
(as you may do in the standard Open File dialog box used by all
Macintosh programs).
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Volume m enu. This pop-up menu enables you to choose a
volume (disk) from all the o nes you have mounted- that is,
connected to your Macintosh by cable, by network, o r by inserting
a flo ppy disk.
Drive button. Click this bu tton to change the selected disk drive.
In contrast to choosing the disk from the Vo lume menu directly,
each click moves to another disk drive. You can also type the letter
D to switch disk drives, as indicated by tl1e parentheses aro und the
D in the word Drive.
Eject button. Ejects the cu rrent volume if that volume is
removable. If the current volume is a floppy disk, you can eject
the volume by clicking tl1e Eject button or by typing the letter E.

Adding All Files in a Disk or Folder
To add all files present o n a disk to the file list, follow these steps:
1. In the Add Files dialog box, click the Drive button until the name
of the desired disk appears in the current disk/folder menu. Or
choose the desired disk fro m the Vo lume menu.
2. Click the Add All bunon.

3. Click the Exit button.

f you want to add all the files in a folder rather than all the files
o n the disk, double-click the fo lder name before you perform
step 2.

I

Essentially, you can add as many files as you want, up to the maximum
number set in the Preferences dialog box.

Adding Descendant Files
In your use of the Maci ntosh, you have seen that disks can contain
folders, which can in turn contain other folders, which can tl1en contain
still more fo lders. Files can be subdivided into various categories.
Suppose that you have a folder that contains other folders that contain
files o r still more file-containing folders. You want to add all these files
in order to perfo rm one of Bat Filer's operatio ns on them all.
To add all the files in a folder (or disk), as well as all the files in any
fo lders stored withi n that folder (or disk), click the Descendant check
box before you click the Add All button. Consider figure 22.7.
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Fig. 22.7
Descendant files.
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To add all of the sLx document files in the figure, follow these steps:
L Open the topmost folder by double-clicking its name.

2. Select the Descendant check box. This option causes Bat Filer to
add the two files, the n open the fo lder next to those two files, and
the n open the folders contained within that folder. Then the fo ur
files at the bonom level (the "descendant" files) will be added.
This process of opening and adding files continues until all the
files within a folder, whether or not they are contained in descendant folders, are added .
You can use this option to add the e ntire conte nts of a volume (disk).
Instead of opening a folde r, choose the disk. Activate the Descendant
option by selecting the check box, and then click the Add All button .

Removing Files
If you add files that you do not want to include in the operation you
intend, you can remove those files. To remove one file, follow these
steps:
L Click the file·s name to select it.

2. Click the Clear Selected Files burton.
The ftle is removed from the list. To remove more than one file from the
List, use the Clear Selected Files button in connectio n with the selection
techniques described in the earlier section, "Selecting Files."

eep in mind that you are re moving files from the list of files
that wi ll be affected by furthe r Bat Filer commands. You are
not removing the files from your disk when you click the Clear
Selected Files (or the Clear All Files) button.

K
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You can clear the entire list of files in pre paration for creating a di ffe re nt
list Click the Clear All Files buuon. All files are removed from the list,
whethe r those files are selected or not

Finding Files
Although adding files as described so fa r is a powerful enough method
for most tasks, you have many mo re options available. The Find Files
command enables you to add files by searching for those files based on a
variety of criteria.
To access the file find feature, choose the Find Files command fro m the
List me nu. (You can also press Command-F.) The Find Files by window
appears (see fig. 22.8).

Fig. 22.8
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Understanding the Search Criteria Fields
The search criteria check boxes indicate the criteria you want to use in
your search fo r files. An X in the check box activates the criteria (a nd a ny
fie ld associated with it) and enables Bat Filer to use the criteria in the
search . Whe n no X is present, the criteria is not used. For example, if you
click the Type check box, which places an X in it, Bat File r includes the
informatio n in the Type field in the search . The same is true fo r the
following fields:
Type. Ente r the type code you want to search for (TEXT for text
docume nts, PICT for PICT graphics files, WDBN fo r Microsoft
Word documents, and so on).
Creator. Ente r the creator code you want to search on (MSWD fo r
docume nts created by Microsoft Word , fo r example).
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he Type and Creator fields have NOT operaror buttons that
are explained in the section "Understanding Operator
Buttons."

T

Name. Enter the name (or part of the name). Note that Bat Filer
matches the text you type even if that te),:t is embedded in a longer
string of text. For example, if you enter doc, Bat Filer matches
document , microdoc, atendocs, and so o n. Upper- and lowercase
make no d ifference. The string doc matches doc, Doc, and DOC.
Comment. En ter text to be matched to the comment string
entered in the Comments field, which you access using the
Finder's Get Info command. The same rules apply to text entered
in this field as to text entered in the Name field .
Created. Enter a date. Bat Filer will search for files created on,
before, or after that date (see the explanation of the Operator
buttons) .
Modified. Enter a date. Bat Filer will search for files changed on,
before, o r after that date (see the explanation of the Operator
buttons) .
Flags. Enter d1e Finder flags you want to match in the search.
Finder flags are a highly technical aspect of the Macintosh System;
if you do not know what d1ey are, you ar e probably better off not
experimenting with them.
The following three check boxes do not have accompanying fields:
Invisible. Check this box w search for invisible files. (The System
software uses many invisible files; you should not o perate on these
files unless you know exacdy what you are doing.)
System. Check this box to search fo r Syste m files. (As with Finder
flags , these files are best left alo ne unless you know exactly how
the files are used and how they work.)
Locked. Check this box to search for files that have been locked
through the Get Info command.

Understanding the Operator Buttons
There are four "operator'' buttons that alter the meaning of the fields
with which d1ey are associated. The Type field, the Creator field, the
Created field, and the Modified field each have one operator button.
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The operator buttons of the Type and Creator field have only one
operation : NOT. The NOT operation reverses (or inverts) d1e meaning of
the field. For example, if you click the Type check box indicating that
you want to use the Type cliteria in a search, and the n type a file type
(TEXT for example), you indicate iliat you want to find files of that type.
If, however, you click the NOT operator below the Type field, you
indicate iliat you want to find files of any type except the type indicated
by the field (all types except TEXT, for example).
The same principle is true of the Creator field NOT operator. Click d1e
NOT operator button to indicate mat you want to find all files that do
not have d1e creator code entered in the field.
The Created and Modified fields have operator buttons of a different
kind. These two operator buttons affect how Bat Filer uses the create
and modified dates. These buttons have more man one seuing you can
use.
Note that the buttons are initially set to less than or equal to (). This
means that files will be included that have a create or modified date less
d1an or equal to the one you enter in me field . You may change mis
setting by clicking the operator button.
Each click of me operator button changes d1e operator. The following
are the operators, in the order iliey appear as you click the operator
button, and their meaning:

Operator

Meaning
Less thnn (earlier than) or equal to. Files that have a
create or modified d ate less than or equal to the o ne in
the field will be found.
Equals. Files that have a create o r mo di11ed date equal to
the one in the field will be fo und.
Greater than or equal to. Files with a create or modified
date greater than (later than) or equal to the one in the
field will be found.
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Greater than. Files wit h a create o r modified date greate r
d1an (later than) d1e one in the field will be found.

<

Less than . Files with a create o r modified date less than
(earlier Ll1an) the one in the field will be fo und .

<>

Not equal. Files with a create or modified date other than
the o ne in the field will be found .
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Entering the Criteria
The number of possible combinations you search for with the Find Files
command are too great to cover, so some step-by-step examples with the
Find Files command will help you learn to use this powerful feature.
The criteria help narrow your search. You can inClude or exclude ite ms
based on the various search criteria, and crite ria can be combined.
Suppose that you want to locate Microsoft Word files that have DOC in
the ir names, and that were created on September 8 of 1993. Follow
these steps:
1. From the List menu, choose Find Files. (You also can press
Command- F.)

2. Click the check box to the left of the Creator option.

3. Double-click in the Creator field (highlighting the four question
marks in the field) and type MSWD (the creator code for Microsoft
Word).

4. Click the check box to the left of the Name option.
5. Press the Tab key (moving the highlighting to the Name field) and
type DOC.

6. Click the check box ro the left of the Created option.
7. Click the operator button once.
The operator changes to an equal sign.

8. Press the tab key twice and type 9/8/93.
The Find Files by dialog box appears (see fig. 22.9). The setting in
the figure will find the files that are of the type MSWD (M icrosoft
Word document) with the string DOC in the name, and that were
created on September 8, 1993.

Fig. 22.9
The Find Files by d ialog
box.
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9. Click the Search All button.
Bat Filer locates all Microsoft Word documenrs that were created on that
date containing DOC in their names.
You might want to find documents that you have changed since a certain
date. You would do this if you want to back up files that you have
changed since your last backup. The criteria in this example is even
easier to set than the previous example. Follow d1ese steps:
1. From the List menu, choose Find Files. (You also can press

Command-F.)
2. Click the check box to the left of the Modified option.

3. Click the operator button twice.
The operator displays the greater than or equal to symbol ( ).
4. Press Tab until the Modified field is highlighted, and type the date
of your last backup (8/1/93, for example).
The dialog box now resembles figure 22.10.

Fig. 22.10
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5. Click the Search All button.
Bat Filer locates and adds all files that have been changed on or after the
date you entered.
To fully appreciate the search options this dialog box offers, experiment.
Don't be afraid to play around ; you cannot hurt your data by adding it to
the Bat Filer file list. Be careful, however, not to accidentally click the
Delete button in d1e Bat Filer main window unless you are sure that you
want to delete me files.
When you deal with the criteria of the Find Files by dialog box, keep in
mind that an implied ·'and" is berween each of the criteria. For example,
in figure 22.9, you are searching for files that are of the type MSW'D and
that have a name containing the string DOC and that were created on
September 8, 1993.
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Another point to re member when you work with the search criteria is
that each o ption with an X in its check box is active and will affect the
search. Before you click Search All or Search Here, make sure that you
have the desired options active and the rest inactive.

Starting aSearch
After you set the criteria, you can initiate the search in one of two ways.
First, you can click the Search All button (or press the Return key) to
search all mounted volumes (all disks you have access to or that are in
your floppy disk drive). All matching files are added to the file list in the
Bat Filer window. Second , you can limit the area searched by clicking the
Search Here button. This second option opens a dialog box that e nables
you to select the volume (disk) or folder that you want to search (see
fig. 22.11).

Fig. 22.11
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To select a single volume (disk) in System 7, follow these steps:
1. Click the Desktop button.

2. Click the volume icon.

3. Click the Select button (or press Return).
If you are using System 6, follow these steps:
1. Click the Drive button until the desired disk appears.

2. Click the Select Vol. button.
To select a particular folder, regardless of whether you are using
System 6 or System 7, follow these steps:

1. Click the folder to select it.
2. Click the Select button (or press Return).
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If the folder you want to search is contained withi n another folder,
double-click the folder to open it, and the n select the desired folder as in
step 1.
After you have selected the location to be searched (disk or folder), you
see the Search Progress dialog box (see fig. 22. 12).

Fig. 22.12
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This dialog box tells you the location being searched and the number of
files fo und that match the criteria; it also lists the criteria being used.
You can cancel the search by pressing Command-. (period) , or you can
click the Search All button to skip to the next volume (disk) . Press
Command-N. (Using Command-N when you have used the Search Here
button is the same as pressing Command-period; the search terminates.)
When the search is completed, the located files appear in Bat Filer's file
list window; you may pe rform other operations such as Delete, Rename,
and Backup on those files.

Searching Files
You might also search within files to locate some item of text, and you
can add those files that contain the text to the file list. Follow these
steps:
1. From the List menu, choose Search Files.

The Search for File Content dialog box appears (see fig. 22. 13).
Re me mbe r that you are searching inside the files for items of text.
For example, if you want to find aU files in which you made
references to Bat Filer, type Bat Filer, and the search locates every
file in wh ich the sp ecified text appears.
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Fig. 22.13
The Search fo r File Content
dialog box.
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The Search for File Content dialog box is divided into two main
parts. On the left, the first part, is the Find files containing sectio n,
where you specify the text items you want to search for.
2. In the search text fields, ente r tex't that you want to search for. For
example, e ncer Bat Filer.
The top field is the primary field ; the bottom field is the secondary
field. The secondary field is used in conj unctio n with the o perator
buttons and the text proximity buttons.

3. Select an o perator butto n.
Click Only to specify that you want co search for only the text in
the primary fie ld. Files that contain the text you type in the
primary fie ld are located .
Click OR to search fo r the text in the p rimary field or the text in
the secondary fie ld . Files that contain eithe r text item are located.
Click AND to search for the text in the primary field and the text in
the secondary field . Files that contain the text in the primary field
and the text in d1e secondary field in the same file are located.

4. Select a text proxi mity butto n .
Whe n you use the AND operator and e nte r text in both the
primary and seco ndary field s, you can specify how close ly located
to o ne ano ther d1e two text ite ms are before the file is considered
fo r add itio n ro your file list.
Click Within File
the same file.

tO

specify th at the rwo text items must be within

Click Wid1in Paragraph to specify that the two text times must be
within the same paragrap h.
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t lick \'<'ithin Characters and type a number to specify that the two
text items must be withi n that number of characters of each other.
5. If you want Bat Filer to show you the located text before adding
the file to the file list, dick the Show Context check box.
When files are found , you see the located text and have the option
to add the file to the file list or skip it.
6. If you want Bat Filer to match upper- and lowercase letters, click
the Case Sensitive check box.
In the Search file types section of the dialog box to the right, you
see the options that permit you to Limit the search to specitk t)•pes
of files.
7. If you want to search all file types-regardless of type-click the
All burton.
To limit the search to some fLie types, click the Some button.
Clicking the Some button Limits the search to the file types listed
in the File type list.
To add file types to the list, type the four-letter file type you want
to add, and then click the Add button. You also can click the Select
button to open a window, which lists some more common
Macintosh file types and notes the meaning of the file type.
Choose a fil e type by double -clicking it. The file type chosen is
placed in the File type field. Click the Add button to add that type
to the File type list.
To remove a file t)•pe from the list, click the file type you want to
re move, and then click the Re move butto n.
8. To start the search, click Search All. Click this button or press
Return to begi n the search. Alternatively, if you want to specify a
volume to search, click Search He re. This button enables you to
specify a volume (disk) or folder to search.
After you click o ne of the two search buttons, you see d1e search
progress window (see fig. 22.14).

Fig. 22.14
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Press Command-N to move the search to the next volume (disk) , or
press Command-. (period) to cancel the search. After the search is
complete, the located files appear in the main Bat Filer window in the
file list.

Working with Files
After you create your file list, you are ready to perform operations on the
files. Bat Filer enables you to perform numerous operations with d1e
files in your list. These operations include locking and unlocking files,
deleting fi les, re naming files, and copying and moving files.

Locking and Unlocking Files
To lock the files in your file list, click the Lock button. Bat Filer then
locks each file in you r file list. You see a status window indicating the
progress.
You click the Unlock butto n to unlock the ftles in the file list. The
progress window appears as when the files are being locked.
Note that both the Lock and Unlock commands are in the Options me nu
and can be chosen from that menu instead of clicking the Lock or
Unlock buttons.
Remember d1at the Find Files command of the List me nu can locate files
based on d1eir locked status. If you regularly work with locked files, you
already know how difficult it is to lock and unlock groups of files: you
must select each file's icon, choose the Get Info command, click the
Locked option, and close the Get Info window. With the Find Files
command, you ca n quickly locate locked files on your disks, and then
change d1eir locked status by clicking a bunon or choosing from a me nu.

Deleting Files
You can delete the ftles in your file list from your hard drive (or other
disk) by clicking the Delete button or by choosing d1e Delete Barch
command from the Options me nu. Note that you can use Command-O
as a shortcut to invoke the Delete command.
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efore the operation is carried out, you have the chance to
cancel it. Note that this operation cannot be undone. The
Delete command bypasses the Trash. Deleted files are immediately
removed from th e disk rather than being placed in the Trash.

B

Renaming Files
To rename files, follow these steps:
1. CUck the Rename button, ch oose Search Rename from the Options

menu, o r press Command-H. The Rename by Search/Replace
dialog box appears (see fig. 22.15).

Fig. 22.15
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2. Type the text you want to replace. In this example, type Against.
3. Press Tab, and then type d1e re placement text. In d1is example,
typeATEN.
4. Click the Rename Files button (or press Return) to rename the
files. Click the Cancel button if you change your mind.
You also can use the Batch Rename command. f-ollow these steps:
1. From th e Options menu, choose Batch Re name. You also can

press Command-R.
The Barch Rename Files dialog box appea rs (see fig. 22.16) .

Fig. 22.16
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You ca n do four differe nt kinds of re naming with this dialog box.
All m·e for files that you want to number sequentially. You can
enter a root name, and then have it preceded or followed by one
of two numbering schemes.
2. Select a rename optio n:

Sufftx. Click this button to follow the text you type in the Root
name field with one o f the two numbering schemes.
Prefi;"· Click this butto n to precede the text you type in the Root
name field with one o f the two numbering schemes.
1..2 .. 3 ... Click this button to number the files seque ntially, starting
with o ne (1) and proceeding through the number of files in the
list.

al .. a2 .. bl..b2 ... Click this button to numbe r the files using al for
the first, a2 for the second, a3 for the third, and so o n, through a9.
Then the files are numbered b1 for the tenth, b2 for the eleventh,
and so on .
The root text and the number are separated by a p eriod (.).This results
in names like the followi ng:
Fig 22.1
2.Document
File.b3
al.Picture
Note that you can eliminate the pe riod by using the Rename button (or
the Search Re name command) to search for and re place the period with
any other character (such as a space o r das h).

Copying and Moving Files
Wh en you copy files, the files are copied to the disk or folder. Those files
also remain in their original location. When you move files, those files
are copied to the new location, and removed fro m the old one.
Without Bat Filer, moving fi les from one location to another requires
you to drag the files to the new location to copy them, and then delete
the originals. Bat Filer saves you a step.
To copy or mo ve flles in you r file list, fo llow these steps:
1. To copy files, choose Copy Files from the Options me nu. To move
files, choose Move Files (or press Command-M).
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A dialog box appears that enables you to select d1e volume or
folder to which you wanr to copy o r move me files.

2. Click the name of the d isk you wa nt to copy d1c files to, and then
click the Select Vol. button. Or click m e folde r you want w copy
the fi les to and click the Select button.

Using list Options
The List menu has several options that ca n give you mo re information or
present the files in the fi le Jist in various ways. These commands include
the ability to sort the flies in the list and to d isplay info rmatio n that is
d iffere nt from the defau lt display.

Sorting the File list
To cha nge the o rder of the fi les in the file list, choose a d iffe rent sort
orde r from the Sort submenu in me List menu (see fig. 22. 17).

Fig. 22.17
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You can sort by the following optio ns:
Nam e. The files are sorted alphabetically by the name of the file.
(Name is the default.)
Comme nt. The files are sorted alphabetically according to the
comme nt field of th e Get Info window.
Vol:Folder. The fil es are sorted first by d1e volume (d isk) d1at they
are located on, d1e n by the fo lde r d1at contains them, and then
alphabetically by name.
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Size. The files are sorted by their size.
Create Date. The files are sorted in order of the date they were
created-earliest w most recent.
Mod. Date. The files are sorted in order of the date they were last
modified-earliest to most recent.
Kind. The files are sorted by the file rype (the type code) in
alphabetical order.
Creator. The files are sorted by the creator code in alphabetical
order.

Displaying Certain Information in the File List
You can also alter the file list view to see d ifferent information about the
files. These options are chosen from the View submenu of th e List menu
(see fig. 22.18).

Fig. 22.18
The View submenu.
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All the view options include the file's name and the volume on which the
file resides. You can then display further informatio n using the following
options:
Type:Creator. The file rype, creator, data fork length, and
resource fork length are shown (the default).
Dates. The create date and modified date are shown.
Flags. The fo lder in which the file resides, the Finder flags, and file
size are shown.
Folder. The folder in which the file resides, the file type, and the
fi le size are shown.
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Using Other Options
There are other Bat Filer options that e nable you to do such things as
create a report about the files in your file list, start a program (and pass
the fLies in your list to the program), create a folder without switching to
the Finder, and other operations.

Creating aReport
To create a report about the files in the file list, choose the Report
command from the File me nu. You are asked to name the file in which
d1e report is to be stored o n disk. Type the name and press Return. The
Report Setup dialog box appears (see fig. 22.19).

Fig. 22.19
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You can sort the files in d1e following orders (producing the differe nt
report types):
List Order. Sorts in the order of the fLies in the ftle list.
By Name. Sorts in alphabetical o rder by the name of the files.
By Comment. Sorts in alphabetical order by the contents of the
comment field of me fLies.
By Vol: Folder. Sorts in alphabetical order within me volume and
the folder in which me files reside.
By Size. Sorts in order of d1e size of me files.
By Create Date. Sorts in order of the creation date of the files.
By Mod. Date. Sorts in order of the modification date of the files.

By Kind. Sorts in order of the type of file.
By Creator. Sorts in order of the file's creator code.
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You can also select the fo llowing check boxes:
Include Dates. Includes the creation and modification dares.
Include Pathnamc. Includes the name of the volume on wh ich
the file resides and all fo lders in which it is located (that is, the
folders that you must open in o rder to see the file).
Include Owner. Includes the name of the program that owns
(created) the file.
Include Comment. Includes the comment string you e ntered for
this file in the Info window.
Double-Space . Double-spaces between each file 's information,
adding to the readability of rhe report.
List Numbers. Numbers each ftle according to its position in the
file list.
Click the OK burton to create the report. Click Cancel to close the
Report Setup window without producing a report.
When you click the OK button, the report is created and saved to disk. It
will also appear in a window on-screen. Figure 22.20 shows a sample
report.

Fig. 22.20
A sample 13at Filer report.
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You can view the re po rt in the window, and then close it by clicki ng the
close box. Or you ca n choose the Print command from the File me nu ,
and the n click the OK (or Print) button in the Print dialog box to send
the re port to your printe r.
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Because the repo11 is stored on disk, you can open the report by using a
word processing program that can open text files. You can also open the
re port later in Bat Filer, using the Open Te"1 File command from the File
menu.

Working with Text Files
Closely related to the report option are the text options that you can use
to change the appearance of a repo rt or other text file. Note, however,
that Bat Filer is not intended to be a word processor and does not offer
editing cap abilities.
Bat Filer also offers two commands tha t affect files in the file list. One
e nables you to "strip" special control characters from the text file . This
command is particularly useful for files you have received from an online service or from a user of a non-Macintosh computer. The o ther
command e nables you to merge two or more text fi les in to one.

Using Basic Text Commands
You can open and print text files. You can change tab settings, the text
font, and font size, but you cannot edit a text flle.
The text fi le commands are listed in table 22. 1.

Table22.1
Bat Filer Text File
Commands
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Command

Menu

Meaning

Open Text File

File

Invokes the standard Macintosh
Open fil e d ialog box to enable you to
open a llle.

Close

File

Closes the file.

Page Serup

l' ile

Invokes the Page Setup dialog box
with the printer-specific page
o ptions.

Print

File

Prints the text file.

Font

Text *

Enables you to change dte font.

Size

Text•

Enables you to change the fo nt size.

Word Wrap

Text

Wraps text at the edge of the window
instead of at carriage returns.

Show lnvisibles

Text

Displays carriage returns and tabs in
the file a.~ symbo ls (paragraph marks
and triangles, respectively).

IV

Command

Menu

Meaning

Tabs

Text

Enables you to enter a number
specifying the number of spaces
between tabs.

*Opens a submenu from wblcb you can cboose f ont or font sizes.

Using Special Text File Commands
The two text file commands in the Special me nu affect files in your file
list. After you add a text file o r files, you choose one of these commands
to p erform the o peration on the files.
The Strip Contro l Chars command of the Special menu is useful if you
receive a file that is supposed to be text, a nd discover that the file
contains unprintable characters. This happe ns most often to users who
download files from BBSs or on-line services. The command can also be
useful when you receive a file created in a non-Macintosh word processor for which you have no translation program. In th is case, using the
command can strip the control characters from the file, leaving only the
text.
To strip codes, fo llow these steps:
1. Add the file (or files) to the file list.

2. From the Special menu, choose Strip Control Chars. The Strip
Control Characters dialog box appears (see fig. 22 .21).

Fig. 22.21
The Strip Control
Characters dialog box.

Strip Contro l Chorocters
Tills fun ction operates on TEIIT· typ e files only!

181 fie moue Nulls

!81 nemoue Low nsc tt
!81 nemoue DEL
® nemoue Lfs
0 Conuert Lr to en

® Remoue lllgh ASCI t
0 Conuert lllgh RSC tt

0

lobs to E!]spoces

0

0
0

Use Filter lite: Olenome: • •

E!Jspeces t o lob s

Stri p Copies

II

OK

;J

Cencet

3. Click the option that you want from the following choices:
Remove Low ASCII. Low ASCII con sists of various contro l codes
not normally used on the Macintosh. This optio n removes all the
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low ASCII codes, except the ones for tab, line feed, and carriage
return.
Remove DEL. The DEL code is used to delete characters. This
code is used mostly co transmit a dele te signal to a re mote
computer to which your computer is connected by modem. The
code means nothing to a word processor and should be removed.
Remove Nulls. The NUL code re presents nothing. NUL does not
re present even a space. Removing nothing from your document
cannot hurt and can de tlnitely help eliminate some of those little
boxes that the l\•lac displays for characters that it doesn 't recognize.
Note that ASCII stands for Ame rican Standard Code for Information Lnterch ange. Essentially, this code is a nu meric way of
representing data that all computers can share and understand.
Be hind all those letters, numbers, and characters you see on a
computer screen are code numbers, o ne for each letter, number,
and character. The idea behind ASCII was that one set code ·
number would stand fo r the letter "a." One would stand for tl1e
teete r "b," and so on.
Unfo rtunately, while ASCII is a true standard between computers,
it is a very simple code (covering only 128 possible characters
originally, though recently extended to 256). Essentially, this code
is only good for transmitting plain, unformatted text. At the same
time, some of the "control characters'' in ASCII are not interp reted
in a standard way. While a tab characte r is interpreted by aU
computers to mean a tab, others can be interpreted in a wide
variety of ways, depending on the word processor program you
attempt co open a document in .
This is why you sometimes open a document and see small, empty
boxes mixed in the with the usual le tters and numbers. These
boxes are the Macincosh's way of telling you that it h as no idea
what a certain code re prese nts.
Remove LFs. Removes the line feed code from the document.
Convert LF to CR. Co nverts the life feed code to the carriage
return code.
Macintosh word processors use tl1e CR code co mean CR and LF.
In other words, tl1e carriage re n.rn code acts more like a typewriter in that the code indicates going co tl1e beginning of the next
line. Some computers are rathe r obstinate, however, and use the
LF code to mean carriage re n1rn and line feed. Other computers
keep the two separate, putting both codes in a docu ment. It is
hard to say which of these two options will work best for a
particular document. The Macintosh expects lines co e nd in a CR
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code. Try the Convert LF to CR option first. lf you find that the
lines are spaced too far apart (as if triple-spaced or inappropriately
double-spaced), try the Remove LF command.
Remove High ASCH. Removes high ASCII codes (those above
127).
Convert High ASCII. Clears the high bit of high ASCII codes
(those above 127), thus turning those codes into lower ASCII
(from 0 to 127).
"Amazing" features, such as the ability to draw lines and boxes,
were added to ASCII, supposedly justifying the purchase of
multimillion-dollar computers. At the time, the graphic user
interface was regarded as a fad safely Limited to d1e people at
Xerox PARC. Hence, high ASCII doesn't mean a blasted thing to
the Macintosh, which draws everything using calls to a bit of magic
programming called QuickDraw.
High ASCII tends to show up as some peculiar characters, depending on the font you are using. Many fonts on the Macintosh use the
same codes as high ASCII for special characters (such as those you
access by holding down the Option key), resulting in some oddlooking documents.
It is probably best to use the Remove High ASCII option. You can
try the Convert High ASCII option, which turns the characters into
regular leners and numbers, but those letters and numbers will
no t necessarily mean what was intended by the creator of a
document.

ake su re that you work on a copy of the file in case you find
that the option you used resulted in a document that you
d o not like. There is no way to reverse either d1e Remove High
ASCII or the Convert High ASCII operations.

M

Tabs to Spaces. Converts the tab character to the number of
spaces you enter.
Spaces to Tabs. When a number of spaces (d etermined by the
number you enter) is encountered, these spaces are converted to a
tab character.
Different programs specify tabs in text d ocuments in different
ways. Some programs use the ASCII code for tabs. Other p rograms
insert a number of spaces in the text. Which of these two options
is best and the number of spaces you should enter will depend on
the document.
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Some word processors, such as Microsoft Word or MacWrite II, can
show you the invisible characters in a document. You can then see
whether the document uses d1e tab character or spaces. You can
also see the number of spaces used in place of the tab, if spaces
were used.
If you want to reformat a text docume nt in your word processor,
conve rting the spaces to a tab can help you. You can move tabs
only if the tab character is used to represent a tab. Conversely, if
you are going to send a text document to an on-line service, you
might want to avoid aU control characters (even tabs) so that the
docume nt can be read by people with different computers and
word processors. In d1is case, convert the tabs to spaces. This situation is, however, very rare. You will more likely need to convert
spaces to tabs.
Use Filter file. If you are technically oriented, you can specify d1e
characters you want substituted for each ASCII code. Select this
check box to open a dialog box that e nables you co select the filter
file to use. If this option is chosen, the o ptions above it are
ignored and the filter file is used.
Strip Copies. Select d1is o ption to work on a copy of the file
rather than the original. Using this option is highly recomme nded
unless you are certain you r settings will result in the fLie you need.

Starting aProgram
Bat Filer enables you to start a program and pass d1e files in the ftle list
to the program for opening or printing. This option can be useful when
you are translating files. For example, Microsoft Word and MacWrite II
can both open files created by other programs. However, you must open
the files one by one from within the program.
Bat Filer enables you to start a program and pass fLies d1at can be
opened in the program, but that you cannot omerwise double-click to
start d1e program. Follow these steps:
1. Click the Add Files button.

2. Add the fLies you want to open.
3. Click the Exit butto n.
4. Click the Launch bu tton. You also can choose Launch from the File
menu or press Command-L.
A dialog box appears that e nables you to select the application you
want to start.
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5. Double-click the application name.
The Launch Application dialog box appears (see fig. 22.22).

Fig. 22.22
Launching Microsoft Word.

Lnunch oppllcotlon: Microsoft IUord
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00 NO T poss Illes t o opplito lio n
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® Open fil es 0 l' rlnt fil es
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~
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U

lau nch

J

(

Concel

6. Click the Launch button to start the application and pass the files
to it for o pening.
Before you launch the a pplication, you choose the following options in
the dialog box:
DO NOT pass llies to application. Start the application without
passing the tiles of the file list to the application.
Open llies. Starts the applicatio n, and then opens the files of the
file List (or the selected files if you he ld the Option key clown when
you chose the La unch command).

Print llies. Causes the application to print the files of the file list
(or the selected files if you he ld the Option key clown when you
chose the Launch command) .
Other. Enables you to pass a message other d1an Open or Pri nt to
the applicatio n program. Whether or no t this optio n applies
depends on the application. Unless you unde rstand messages in
this context, do not experime nt with this option. If you do know
the message you \Vant passed , click this o ptio n and type the
message.
To cancel the launch command, click d1e Cancel button .

Creating aFolder
When you copy or move fLies, you might nee d to ad d a fo lder to receive
the files. Instead of exiting or switching fro m Bat Filer so d1at you can
perform this procedure in the Finde r, you can choose New Folder from
m e Optio ns menu (or press Command-N). The n you can type the name
of the new folder and click the Create button (or press the Return key) .
The folde r is created.
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Using Do Type-Creator
You can change the creator codes of all the files in the file list with the
Do Type-Creator command on the Options menu. This command can be
useful if you have a group of text files created by another program (such
as MacWrite II), and want to change those text files so that you can
double-dick the files to start another word processor (such as Microsoft
Word).
You might also want to change the creator codes if you intend to give a
group of text files you created to another Macintosh user who has a
d ifferent word processor from the word processor used to create the
files.
To change the creator and/or the type code of the files in the file list, do
the following:
1. From the Options menu, choose Do Type-Creator.

The Set Type/Creator dialog box appears (see fig. 22.23).

Fig. 22.23

Set Tt pe/ Cren tor
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The Set Type/Creator
dialog box.

~

• Do Type/ Crcotor
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2. Click the check box of the item(s) you want to change: Set Creator
to, Set Type to, or both.

3. Type the creator code, the type code, o r both.
4. Click the Do Type/Creator button. (To operate only on the
selected files in the file list, hold down the Option key while you
click the button.)
The type and/or creator of the fi les is changed.

lf you do not know the creator code of an application and you do
not own d1e application, you can use the Select Creator command
so that Bat Filer fills in the creator code for you. Choose the
command when the Set Type/Creator window is on-screen; in the
dialog box that appears, double-dick the application that has the
creator code you want to use. The creator code of the selected
application is placed in the Creator field of the Set Type/Creator
window.
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You can use the Select Type command from the Optio ns me nu to fill in
the Type field . Choose the Select Type command; you are presented
with a scrolli ng list of several common file types. Double-dick the file
type you want to use.

Summary
With Bat Filer, you can move, copy, re name, delete, and pe rform o ther
maintenance tasks on files in a "batch" mode, similar to the capabilities
available on the IBM PC. Bat Filer addresses some irritating sho rtcomings of graphic user interfaces, such as the one the Macintosh uses.
Bat Filer is well-su ited fo r times whe n you need to locate and operate on
groups o f files with similar names or other attributes. Though the Find
command of System 7 has helped , Bat Filer is still indispensable to those
who work with large numbe rs of files with similar na mes.
Bar Filer is a bit complex and might be intimidating initially. Try experimenting with no nessential files to ge t a feel for how the program works.
In a sho rt time, you will have a good idea of how useful Bat File r can be.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

Using Address Book
he Address Book application
stores your addresses and
phone numbers for easy
access. Address Book also
enables you to automatically
dial the phone numbers
(usually through a modem),
1 - - - - . - - - - - - - ' export your address list to a
database or word processor, and
perform other useful functions.

Installing Address Book
The Address Book folder installed by your
MacSecrets disks (see fig. 23.1) contains
the following items:
Address Book 3.3.4. The Address
Book application.

Address Book DA 3.3.4. The desk accessory versio n of Address
Book meant co be used by System 6 users only.
Read Me. A TeachText file that contains last-minute information
abo ut Address Book.
AdBK Help. The Address Book help file.

Sample AdBk list. A sample phone and address list you can use to
explore Add ress Boo k.
Conversions. Contains three small items that can help you
co nvert from a HyperCard , SideKick, or text address list to an
Address Book list.

Fig. 23.1
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ystem 7 users do not need the desk accessory version of
Address Book (and the desk accessory version of Address Book
is not guaranteed ro work with System 7). System 6 users who run
MultiFinder will also find litde use for the desk accessory unless
those users have limited memory in which to work.

S

The Address Book desk accessory uses the same files as the Address
Book application, so the accessory and application should not run
simultaneously. The desk accessory version has limited power and is
meant to read the files created by the application. You create and
maintain the address file wid1 the application exclusively, but you can
access the file with eithe r d1e application or the desk accessory.

Installing the Application
The MacSecrets disks have already copied the Address Book folder to
your disk. In System 7, you do not have to perform any more installa·
tion ; you are ready to use the program. As System 7 users cannot use the
desk accessory version of Address Book, you may want to drag that
version to the Trash.
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For easy access co the Address Book program, make an alias of the
program and then place the alias in the Apple Menu Items folder. You
can wait and make aliases of the address list files if you have more than
one. Storing aliases of the address list files in the Apple Menu Items
folde r e nables you to open the differem address lists from the Apple
menu rather than open the file fro m w ithin the Address Book program.

Installing the Desk Accessory
A desk accessory version of Address Book is provided for System 6 users.
The desk accessory versio n enables users to access their address lists and
to dial phone numbers without running the application. This capability
is helpful to System 6 users who are not yet using MultiFinder or those
who have limited memory. The desk accessory version is the same as the
full application versio n except that you cannot prim, export, or merge
List files, and you cannot set or change configurations such as color or
dialing setup. Also, all commands in the desk accessory version are
contained in a single menu (see fig. 23 .2).

ystem 6 users must use Font/DA Mover to instaU the desk
accessory versio n into their Syste m file. If you are unfamiliar
w ith the Apple-supplied Font/DA Move r program, check your
Macintosh manuals for more information.

S

Fig. 23.2
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The desk accessory version uses the same configuration file (AdBk Jlrefs)
as the application version. The color and other settings of the desk
accessory version are d1e same as the settings you have for the application version. These features are described later in this chapter.

Starting Address Book
To start Address Book, double-click the Address Book icon. You are first
presented wilh the Add ress Book Application window and a warning box
stating that the prefe rences file cannot be found (see fig. 23.3). This
warning box appears because this is the first time d1e applicatio n has
been run and you have not yet created any files for Address Book to use.

Fig. 23.3
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preferences file cannot be
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"No" will creo l e n new file ond u se the
defoull sa i lings.

Click the No button to create the preferences file. You are presented
with a standard Save dialog box that e nables you w place the prefere nces file where you want. Do not change the name of the flle.
You can p lace the preferences file in the System Folder, but you don' t
need to. You can instead store the preferences file in the Address Book
folder (the cletillllt). To change the folde r, use the standard Macintosh
commands to change the folder before you click me Save button.
A dialog box appears that warns you that the Address Book list file
cannot be fou nd (see fig. 23.4).

Fig. 23.4
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The search path comment at the wp of the dialog box means that the list
file, the ftle that contains the addresses and phone numbers, was not
found. Because you have not yet created a list file, this is to be expected.
At this po int, you can create a new list file, o r select the sample list file to
work with.

Creating aNew List File
To create a new list ftle, click the No button in the dialog box shown in
fig. 23.4. A dialog box that enables you to name and save d1e new list file
appears. The list file is initially named New list . To keep this name, click
the Save button. To give the file a different name (Business Contacts, for
example) , type the new name, and then click the Save burto n. The new
list ftle is created and opened. The Enter New Record dialog box appears
(see fig. 23.5) .

Fig. 23.5
T he Ente r New Record

dialog box.

~==========l { Ca t egory IMIK J
~==============~

{ Neut Ne w :MiN J

(Concel) ( Done ]

This win dow's use is covered in the sectio n "Adding Records." You need
to have at least o ne record in the address list before you proceed with
configuring or doing other work with the program.

Selecting the Sample List File
Instead of creating a new list file, you can open the sample list file
provided in the Address Book package. To open the sample list file, dick
the Yes buuon in the dialog box shown in figure 23.4 . You see a dialog
box mat enables you [0 choose a list file (see fig. 23.6).
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Fig. 23.6
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Double-click the Sample AdBk list file to open it. Address Book opens
the file, and you see the list of names in the Index window (see
fig. 23.7).

Fig. 23.7
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After you have created the Preferences file (as described in the previous
section) and selected an address list file (as you have just done), Address
Book always opens the Index window after starting.

Working with Address Records
Each name, address, and set of phone numbe rs is stored as a record.
Think of records as cards in a Rolodex flip file . In Address Book, you
work with records. You add them, delete them, edit them, view them,
print them, and so on.
After starting Address Book as described in the previous section, the
Index window appears. The Index window is your main window in
Address Book. The Index window displays, in alphabetical order, the
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records you have e mered in your address list me. You can choose the
record or records you want to work with in the Index window.
The following sectio ns assume th at you have the Index window displayed.

Adding Records
Adding a new record is simple in Address Book. To add a record , fo llow
these steps:
1. In the Index window, click the New button. Alternatively, choose
New Record from the Edit me nu or press Command-N.

The Enter New Record dialog box appears (see fig. 23.8).

Fig. 23.8
The Enter New necord

dialog box.
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2. Type the nam e of the person you are e ntering the record for-last
name first, as in the figure. To separate the last name from the first
name, follow the last name with a period instead of a com ma.
Emer no more than 43 characters. Press Tab to move to the next
field.

ddress Book uses a period (.) instead of a comma(,) to
separate last and first names (probably because the author of
the program is Canadian). You can use a comma, but Add ress
Book's ability ro reverse the name order when priming envelopes,
exporting ftles, and such does nor work unless you use a perio d . If
you find that you used rl1e comma out of habit, refer to the section
"Finding and Changing Records" later in this chapter for information o n how to change the commas to pe riods.

A
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3. Type the address (up to 151 characte rs to tal in the 5 lines permi tted ) and press Tab.
4. Type any notes you want to add. Yo u can e nter up to 251 characters total in up to 6 lines. Ah ernatively, skip this field by p ressing
Tab.
5. Type the pho ne numbe r. Press Tab.
You can e nter up to six phone numbers total, two in each field.
Separate the m with the bar character(!). If you do this, keep in
mind that the field is limited to a total of 35 characters. Unless you
have more than d1ree pho ne numbers for a particular record,
e nte r each phone number in a separate field.
6 . Click the Next New bunon to add anod1er new record.
Whe n you finish adding records, click the Done bunon instead of the
Next New button to save the new record and return to the Index
window. If you d ecide not to add the new record, you can cancel by
clicking Cancel. This action returns you to the Index window, but does
not save the new record.
The Category bunon is explained in the section "Working with Categories" later in this chapter.

Selecting aRecord
As you add records, your index list grows. Also, note that a pointer
appears in the list as a small triangle (see fig. 23.9). This pointer indicates the record that will be operated on by the next Edit command
chosen. lt also has a bearing o n vie wing records, as discussed in the next
sectio n.

Fig. 23.9
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To move this pointer, click o ne of the names in the list. Click only once;
double-clicking opens the record and displays the View window.

Viewing Records
NormaUy, you see the Address Book Index window. This window shows
you the names you have entered as you added records by the process
described in the previous section. You do not see the addresses and
phone numbers.
To view a fu ll address record, open the Viewing Record window by using
the foUowing steps:
1. Click the record to move the index pointer to the record.

2. Click the record again to open the Viewing Records window.

T

o open the Viewing Records window, you also can doubleclick the desired record.

The Viewing Records window enables you to see the add ress, telepho ne
number, and nares of the people you have entered in your address list
(see fig. 23. 10).

Fig. 23.10
Viewing a record.
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This window enables you to dial phone numbers (see the sectio n
"Dialing the Phone" later in this chapter) . You can also click the Prev
button to move to the view of the previous record or the Next bunon
to view the next record (in alphabetical order).
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Use the Find command to locate and view a record without returning to
the Index window (see the section "Finding and Changing Reco rds" later
in this chapter). To return to tl1e Index window, click the Index button.

Deleting Records
You can dele te a record from the Index window or from tl1e Viewing
Records window. To delete a record in the Index window, firs t select the
record by clicking it; then use the following steps. When viewing a record, you can delete it w ith the following steps:
1. From the Edit menu, choose Delete Record.

2. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box mat appears.
The record is deleted. Note tl1at the confmnation dialog box (see
fig. 23.11) displays me name and address in the record you are about
to d elete.

Fig. 23.11
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To cancel the deletion a nd keep the record in your list, click the No
bu tton, o r press Return. In either case, you are returned to the Index
window.

Copying and Pasting Records
You can copy me address record to me Macintosh Clipboard. This
feature can be useful for writing letters because you can copy the
address from Address Book instead of typing the address.
If you are in the Index window, select the record by clicking the record.
The remaining steps are the same whe me r you are in the Index window
o r the Viewing Records wi ndow. To copy a record to another program,
follow these steps:
1. From the Edit menu, choose Copy Record.

2. Switch to your word processing program (or other program).
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3. Click in d1e docume nt where you want the address to appear.

4. From the Edit menu, choose Paste. You also can press
Command-V.
The entire record is pasted into the document: notes, phone numbers,
and all. If you are in the Viewing Records window, you can copy only me
name and address. To copy me name and address, press A before ste p 2.
The Info section and me phone numbe rs dim and are not copied whe n
you choose Copy Record.

efore you copy the name, you can reverse it in the Name field
by pressing F. Note mat this action works only if you have
separated the last and first name by a period rather than a comma
(as in Bilbo. Mark rather than Bilbo, Mark).

B

Editing Records
Of course, from time to time you need to edit a record-change a phone
number or address, perhaps. To edit a record in Address Book, use m e
normal Macintosh ed iting procedures.
To open a record for editing, you can do one o f me following: In the
Index window, click me record to select it, and then click the Edit
butto n (or press Command-E). Or in the Viewing Records window,
choose Edit Record from me Edit menu (or press Command-E or
double·dick any field). The Edit Records dialog box appears (see
fig. 23.12) .

Fig. 23.12
The Edit Records
dialog box.
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This dialog box is similar to the New Records dialog box you saw in the
section "Adding Records." The buttons are slightly different and are as
follows:
Category. Enables you to add a category to the curre nt record (see
the section "Working with Categories").
Revert. Reverts tl1e record to the state it was in before you began
making changes. Nore that you must use the Revert button before
you click the Done, Next, o r Prev button. All mree of tllese buttons
save your changes and cancel the effectiveness of the Revert
bu rton.
Prev. Saves the changes to the current record and opens the
previous record for editing (moving up tllfough the list of address
records in alphabetical order).
Next. Saves the changes to the curre nt record and opens the nex't
record for editing (moving down tl1rough the list in alphabetical
order).
Done. Saves tl1e changes to me current record and returns you to
the Index window.
All the standard Macintosh editing commands work in this window. You
can double-click a word to select it, and then type a new word or press
Delete to delete it, for example.

Changing letter Case
One handy option of Address Book is its capability to change the case of
the le tters in a record quickly. You can change a record from aU capital
letters (as in DOE, JOHN) to the standard upper- and lowercase mix (as
in Doe, john) or vice versa.
Select the record, and then choose eithe r To Lower Case or To Upper
Case from the Edit menu.
After you choose either command, a dialog box asks for confirmation
of me command. You can click Yes to convert the selected record. You
can press and hold Option, and then click Yes to convert all records in
the address list. Or you can click No (or press Return) to cancel the
operation.

Finding and Changing Records
If your add ress list becomes long, you may discover mat the formerly
simple operation o f locating a record has become difficulL Or you may
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want ro make changes to a large number of records wid1out opening
each o ne for editing and making the change in each.
Address Book's Find and Heplace commands come in handy at mis
point. \Vim these features, you can quickly search out and, if necessary,
change records.

Finding Records
You can search for a record with the Find command. You can invoke the
command from either the Index window or the Viewing Records
window. Follow these steps:
L From the Edit menu, choose Find (or press Command-F). In the
Index window, you can also click me Find button. In any case, the
Find Records Containing dialog box appears (see fig. 23.13).

Fig. 23.13
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2. Type the string you wam to locate (a name or part of an address,
for example) .
3. Click the check boxes of the fields you want to search.

f you find yourself checki ng the same boxes over and over
when you use the Find command, consider using me Preferences command of the Prefs&Help menu to check these check
boxes automatically when the dialog box appears. See the section
"Setting Preferences" for more information.

I

4. Click the Go button (or press He turn).
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If a record containing the string you typed is found, it appears in the
Viewing Hecords window. Othetwise you hear a beep, indicating that no
match was found.
The Find command locates the first record that contains the string,
beginning at the top of your address list. You can then d ick Next or Prev
(or use the up- and down-arrow keys) to locate the next or previous
occurren ce of the string.
As you can see, the Find command alte rs the function of the Next and
Prev butto ns. Instead of moving you to the next or previous record in
alphabetical order, those commands move you to the next or previous
record that contains the string you typed into the Search string field of
the Find dialog box.

Replacing in Records
Sometimes you might need to replace a string of text or numbers within
several records. For example, you might need to replace strings of text if
you are affected by one of the area code changes that occur with
increasing regularity in metropolitan areas.
To replace a string of text or numbers within several records, follow
these steps:
1. From the Edit me nu, choose Replace; you also can press
Command-H. The Replace dialog box appears (see fig. 23.14).

Fig. 23.14
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2. Type in d1e Search string field the text you want to replace (for
example, 213) .
3. Press Tab, and then type in the Replacement string field the te:~:t
that you want to use to replace the search string (for example,
310).
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4. Click the search optio n co ind icate the location in wh ich the text is
found :
In Name. Searches the name fie ld for the text in the Search string
fie ld .

In Address. Searches the address fie ld for the text in the Search
string field.
In Info. Searches the Info fields of the records for the Search
string text.
In Phon e. Searches the Phone fields fo r the text in the Search
string field.
Match Words. Searches for marching records that contain the text
in the Search string fie ld su rro unded with spaces. That is, the
search text is treated as a whole word and matches o nly whole
words. Day, fo r example, marches o nly Day, not Day time.
Ignore Case. Ignores the capitalizatio n of the search string te.>..'t.
Day would match day , Day , or DAY. If this option is not checked,
the cap italizatio n is marched exactly. Day would match Day, but
not day or DAY.
In the exa mple of replacing an area code, you would click only the
fn Pho ne optio n. as the area code wou ld be found o nly in the
Phone fields.
5. Click the Veri!)' Each bu tto n.
The Ve rify Each butto n causes Address Book to prompt yo u \Vith a
dialog box that e nables you co confi rm or skip each replace me nt
before any changes are made. Each record affected by the Re place
command is d isplayed in the d ialog box (see fig. 23.15) . You can
see the effect of the change and cancel it if necessary.

Fig. 23.15
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In this dialog box, you see the record that wiU be affected. You can
do one of three things:
•

Click the Abort button (or press A) to stop the replacing of
text altogether (the cu rrent record is not affected and any
changes made to this point are stiU in effect).

•

Click the Skip buno n (or press S) to skip the displayed
record and move on to the next record that contains the
Search string text.

•

Click the Co nfirm (Do it) button (or press D) to confirm the
re place ment and move on to the next record that contains
the Search string text.

After you have made the re placeme nts, a dialog box appears,
telling you the numbe r of replacements made.
You can use the Replace All bunon to make the changes, but you
are not prompted. Address Book makes all the changes, replacing
any matchi ng te.x'T with the replace me nt text throughout the file.
Immediately after a Re place All, you can revert to the last saved
version of the file by choosing the Revert command. Wh en you use
the Revert com mand, however, you lose any changes you have
made since you last quit Address Book or saved the list fi le.

6. Click the Continue button.

Using Get Name
Address Book has a feature that enables you
typing part of the name. Follow these steps:

to

search fo r names by

1. Press Command-G. (You can also choose Get Name from the
Search menu, but that rather defeats the purpose of using the
keyboard.)

2. Type the first few letters o f the name.
Address Book opens the Viewing Records window with d1e record that
most closely matcl1es the lette rs you typed . If th e located record is not
the one you want, you can use the up- or down-arrow keys to move
alphabeticaiiy to d1e desired record.
Also, note that if you press Return in the Viewing Records window, you
return to the Index window.
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Selecting Records
To perform operations on groups of records, you need to select those
records. For example, when printing envelopes, you can select the
records that contain the addresses you want to use and print only those
addresses.
There are cwo ways to make selections in Address Book. You can mark
records that you want to have in your selection. Or you can categorize
records, and then select records based on the categories to which they
belong.

Marking Records
You can mark a record in one of two ways. You can manually mark each
record, or use a search process similar to that of the Find command.

Marking Records Manually
Mark the record pointed to by the pointer in the Index window by
pressing M. An asterisk appears to the left of the record 's entry in
the Index window to indicate that the record has been marked (see
fig. 23.16).

Fig. 23.16
Asterisks indicate marked
records.
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Unmark d1e record by pressing U. The asterisk is removed.
If you are viewing a record in the Viewing Records window, use M and U
to mark or unmark the record. However, you do not see any indicatio n
that the record is marked (or not) until you return to the Index window.
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Marking Records by Searching
You also can mark records by searching fo r strings of text or numbers.
Follow these steps:

1. From the Search menu, choose Mark. The Mark Records dialog
box appears (see fig. 23.17).

Fig. 23.17
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2. Click the record-marking option you want to u se (only one can be
used at a time):
Mark Only Records Containing. Searches for records containing
the Search string text and marks or~ly those records.
Also Mark Records Containing. Marks the recmds containing the
Search string text, but leaves the marked status o f other records
untouched. You can, for example, use the firs t option to mark
records containing Houston in the Address field, and the n use the
Also Mark option in a second invocation of the Mark Records
dialog box to also mark records containing Dallas in the Address
field.
Remove When Record Contains. Unmarks records that contain
the Search string text.
Leave Only if Record Contains. Causes records that do r10t
contain the Search string text to re main unmarked, leaving only
those that do contain the text marked.
3. Type the text string you want to search on in the Search string
field.
4 . Click the search options to indicate where to search for the text
(one to four search options may be used at a time).
5. Click the Go button (or press Return).
You can make more than one marking pass by choos ing the Mark
command again. For example, in the first pass, you may mark the
records that have a Texas address. In the second pass, you could use the
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Also Mark Records Containing option £O add the records with an
Oklahoma address to the set of marked records. In the third and final
pass, you could use the Leave Only if Record Contains option £O leave
only the records that are business related in the set of marked records.
These steps would o nly mark the records that contain your business
contacts in Texas and Oklahoma.

T

o unmark all records, choose Unmark All from the Search
menu or p ress Command-U.

Working with Categories
Address Book can assign membership £O a record in one or more of 32
categories. This feature enables you £O divide records into such groups
as personal, business, vendors, suppliers, and so on. Twelve of the
categories come pred efined as the months of the year, although you can
change these categories. Eleven of the categories are blank; you define
them as needed.
After you have defined the categories, you can assign a record to one or
more categories when you first enter the record o r when you edit it. You
can then use the categories to select records when printing or exporting.

Editing Category Names
To create your categories, follow these steps:
1. From the Ed it menu, choose Edit Category Names. The Edit
Category Names dialog box appears (see fig. 23. 18).

Fig. 23.1B
The Edit Category Names
dialog box.
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2. To change the name o f a category, click the check box to th e le ft of
the dashed lines (the lines indicate an unnamed category) or check
one of the named categories (January, February, and so on). Type
the categoil''S new name (the name appears in the field at the
bou om of the dialog box as weU as next to the check box).
3. Click the OK button (or p ress Return).

Setting aRecord'sCategories
You can assign a record to one or more categories when you first enter
it, or you can use the Set Categories command. In eithe r case, you
invoke the Set Category dialog box in which you assign a record's
categories.
You can invoke d1is dialog box whe n you create a new record. Click the
Category button in the New Record dialog box (or press Command-K).
Wh en you are in the Index window and want to assign to categories to
the record the pointer indicates, choose the Set Categories command
from the Edit menu (or press Com mand- K). The same applies when you
view a record in the Viewing Records window and want to assign that
record to categories. In either case, the Set Categories dialog box
appears (see fig. 23.19).

Fig. 23.19
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Click the category or categories you want to apply to the record . When
you finish assigning categories, click OK or press Return.

Selecting by Categories
You have seen d1at you can mark records e ither by hand o r through a
search. Marking records is one way you can select records to be exported
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to a file o r printed. Categories offer you another way to select records for
exporting or printing.

Pe rhaps you want to print a phone listing of your personal phone
numbers, but want that listing to exclude business phone numbers. If
you have assigned the records in your address list to Personal and
Business categories, you can easily pe rform this action with d1e Select
Categories command.
To select records by categories, follow these steps:
1. From the Search me nu, choose Select Categories (or press
Command·B).

The Select Categories dialog box appears (see fig. 23.20).

Fig. 23.20
Selecting records
by category.
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2. Click the check boxes of d1e categories you want to include in your
selectio n.
3. Click the OK burton.
You then see the Viewing Records wind ow. View the records that are
included in your category selection by ho lding down Shift and pressing
the up- or d own-arrow key. (You also can press Shift-Prev o r ShiJt-Next.)
To print or export the records selected , immediately choose o ne of the
Print commands or the Export command, and then use the Selected
Categories option available in these commands (see the section "Prin ting
Records" or "Exporting ro a File").

Including and Excluding Categories
If you need more complex selections based o n category, you can use the
Include/Exclude button in the Select Categories d ialog box.
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Note th<tt the dialog box in fig. 23.20 reads Select the categories
you wish to include. This phrase notes that you are choosing
categories that indicate which records will be included in the selection.
You have two more options available to you in this dialog box. You can
set a seco nd set of categories d1at act as an "and" conjunction to those
shown in the include dialog box. You can also set a d1ird set o f categories to exclude records.
To access d1ese alternate category sets, click the Incl./Excl. button. At the
top, the dialog box ch anges to read But i nclude only if also in
these categories. You can d1e n set a second set of category selections.
Note that when you use only d1e first category set (the include set), you
include records that are in any o ne of the categories you choose. In
othe r words, if you click the Business a nd Vendor categories, records in
the Business category, records in the Vendor category, and records in
both categories are included in the selection.
On the othe r hand, to select only records in the Business and the
Vendor category witbout including d1ose records that may o nly be in
Business or Vendor, you need to use both d1e include set and the
"include o nly if" set.
You can also exclude records from the selectio n o n the basis of category.
Before you click OK, click d1e Incl./Excl. button again to see the "omit"
category set. The dialog box now reads Omit all recor ds wit h these
categories set. Click those categories you want to exclude from your
selection, and then click OK.
If you have set several categories in any of the sets and want to clear or
deselect all the check boxes in the set, click the Clear All button.
Finally, you have seen how you can select records by marking d1e m.
Note that you can combine marking with selecting by category. You can
use o ne criteria to mark records, and then add records to me marked
selection based on category. Conversely, you can select records based on
category, mark d1em, and then alter the marked set using the marking
commands discussed earlie r in this sectio n.
In eidle r case, to mark records based on the category selections you have
made, click d1e Mark button instead of the OK button. The records that
fit the category criteria you have set are marked with an aste risk (*). Note
that you first have the option to view the marked records. After you click
the Mark button, you see the Viewing Records window. View the records
you have marked by holding down Shifr and pressing the up- or d ownarrow key. (You also can press Shift-Prev or Shift-Next.)
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Printing Records
You can print the records in the address list ftle in a variety of ways.
Address Book has five print commands that e nable you to print such
things as a phone book, e nvelopes, labels, and the like. Yo u can use the
marking and category selectio n features of Address Book to specify the
records ro use. Make your selectio n (by marking or by category) before
you choose one of the Print commands.

Printing Envelopes
One obvio us application of Address Book is ro print addresses on
e nvelopes. The program is weU-suited fo r this function. To p rint
e nvelopes, choose Print Envelopes from the File me nu. The Print
Envelopes dialog box appears (see fig. 23.21).

Fig. 23.21
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This dialog box has several functio ns, which are explained in d1e
fol lowing sections.

Adding aReturn Address and Logo
To have Address Book print a return address on your e nvelopes, you
must first enter the retu rn address. You can store four diffe rent ad·
dresses to use on your e nvelopes. To e nte r a return address, pe rform the
following steps:
1. Click the A, B. C. or 0 button to indicate which return add ress to

enter.

2. Click the Edit butto n.
The Hcturn Address d ialog box appears.
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3. Type your name (or company name) in the first field.
4. Press Tab and type up to five li nes fo r your ren1rn address.
5. Click the Done butto n.
You arc returned to the Print Envelopes d ialog box. Note that the return
address is displayed in the upper left corner of the dialog box. To use
(or to edit) the other return address, click one of d1e four return address
buttons (A,B,C, or D) . The selected add ress is displayed and may be
edited (see fig. 23.22) .

Fig. 23.22
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You can print a logo to the left of your return address. The default is the
map·Style compass points logo in figure 23.22. Click the Set Logo butto n
to change d1is logo. In the dialog box that appears (see figure 23.23) ,
choose any one of the 20 logos by clicking the small round button to the
right of the logo you want to use.

Fig. 23.23
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The butto ns along d1e bottOm of d1e dialog box enable you to alter the
logos (which are actually icons composed of clots). To edit d1e icon , click
Edit. This action opens a dialog box that e nables you ro click each of the
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icon's dots so that the dot will prin t or not print. Click the Done button
of this dialog box when you finish changi ng the icon.
You can perform the following actions:
• To copy the selected icon, click Duplicate. You can copy the
selected icon to any of the oth er 19 locations in the dialog box.
Click Duplicate, and the n click the icon position to which you
want to copy the icon.
• To restore the icon to its o riginal state, click Revert.
• To choose a colo r fo r the return address an d logo, click Color. A
dialog box appears (see fig. 23.24). Note that for th is selection to
be effective, you must have a printer that can print in color.

Fig. 23.24
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If you understand how to use Res Edit, you can use the program to copy
an ICON resource to the Clipboard. Then use the Paste an ICON from
Clipboard button to paste the icon into the Set Logo dialog box.

esEdit is a program that can be ve1y d angerous to use. It is
e.."\.'tremely easy to damage your System file or other files while
you use the program. ResEdit is intended to be a programmer's
tool, though some tech nically-oriented Macintosh users have used
the program to explore and ·'tinker" with the Macintosh System
software. lfyou're adventurous, ResEdit is an interesting program
to experiment with. But you always run the risk of damaging your
System or other program files. Always work on copies of files, not
the originals.

R

esEdit is widely available from user groups and o n-line
services. Apple distributes it free to assist developers of
Macintosh sofr.vare. You can obtain a copy rather easily.

R
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Click Done to save your changes and close d1e dialog box. The selected
icon appears ne.xt to me return address in the Print Envelopes dialog
box.

Setting Address Options
Three options are offered, which you can choose to include or exclude:
Logo. Check this box to pri nt the logo next to your return address.
Sender. Check this option 's box co print a re turn add ress. (If you
are using preprinted statio ne ry e nvelopes, make certain ilia t you
deselect this o ptio n.)
Bar Code. To print a postal bar code for the ZIP code of the
addressee, check this o ption. Using the Bar Code option requires
you to set the Larger Print o ption in the LaserWriter's Print
options, an d using the optio n can make aligning your envelo pes a
bit more di fficult.

Setting Envelope Orientation and Size
Address Book needs to know the exact size and orientation o f the
envelopes you are using. You have four orientation options from \vhich
to choose. Four leu er-size envelope options are represented by bu11ons
wim icons above the Set Sizes button. Anomer set of the same fo ur
orientatio ns fo r business-size envelopes is below the Set Sizes button.
From left to right, these o rientations are as follows:
•

An e nvelope feel "fla p" first inca the printer turned as shown by d1c
picture in the butto n

•

An e nvelope fed "edge" tlrst into th e printer against the left side of
the printer's manuaJ feed

•

An e nvelope fed "edge" first into the printer in the center of the
printer's manual feed

•

An envelope feel "edge•· first into the printer against the right side
o f the printer's manual feed

CHck the button that represents the size of e nvelope to use (Letter or
Business), and me orientation and position that ilie envelope is fed into
your p rinter. Then set me size of the e nvelopes used. To set the size of
the envelopes used, click rhe Set Sizes button. The Set Sizes dialog box
appears (see fig. 23.2;).
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Fig. 23.25
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Choose a letter envelope size and a business envelope size. If you are
using standard-size envelopes, choosing is simple. The standard lettersized envelope is a #8 envelope. Click the Letter size #8 button.
Business-size envelopes are normally #10. If you are using #9 or #11
business-size envelopes, click d1e #9 or #11 button to set the size. Click
the OK bunon to return to the Print Envelopes dialog box.
Note that if you do have unusually sized envelopes, you can set two
custom letter sizes and one custom business size. To do this, follow
these steps:
1. Click the User button you want to set (User 1, 2, or 3).

2. Type the height in inches or millimeters in the Lener height field
for User 1 or 2 or in the Business height field for User 3.

hen entering sizes in inches, try ro enter the sizes ro the
nearest eighth of an inch in order ro get the best results.
You can enter numbers as fractions (10 l/8) or in decimals
(10.125). Keep in mind that any entry over 15 is interpreted as
millimeters, not inches.

W

3. Type the width in inches or millimeters in the Letter width field for
User 1 or 2 or in the Business width field for User 3.
4. Click the OK button.

Setting Address Appearance
You can change the fo nt o f the address by clicking the Sender Font
butto n for the return address or the Address Font button for the font of
the addressee. You are presented with a dialog box that contains two
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pop-up mem1s, one me nu for choosing the font, the other menu fo r
choosing the font size. Choose the fo nt and size, and then click OK (see
fig. 23.26).

Fig. 23.26
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The Font Size pop-up me nu places a dot next to rl1e font sizes rl1at are
installed in your System llle. These sizes print best.

f you have Adobe Type Manager, the clots in the font size menu
can be deceiving. Normally, the font sizes without dots have to
be scaled by the Macintosh for printing, resulting in a jagged
appearance. [f you have ATM , the fo nts installed to work with ATM
do nor have rl1is problem, and you can ignore the dots of this
menu.

I

T

rueType fo ms have clots for all sizes, as the fonts are outlined
fonts and can be scaled to any size for printing.

To print the addresses in all capital letters, click rl1e ALL CAPS check box.
To remrn to standard capitalization, click the check box again.

Printing the Envelope
After you set all rl1e print o ptions, those options are remembe red; you
only need to set them if you need to change e nvelopes or use a differe nt
return address or such.
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You print envelo pes by choosing the Prine Envelopes command from the
File menu, and then clicking one of the six print buttons in the Print
Envelopes dialog box. Each of these buttons perfonns the print operation, but wid1 diffe re nt records. From top to bottom, the buttons appear
as follows:

• Print an envelope using tbe return address for tbe sender address.
• Print tbe selected record. The selected record is the record
indicated by the pointer in the Index window or me record
displayed in the Viewing Records window when you choose the
Print Envelopes c.:omm<md.
• Print the marked records. Prints envelopes using the record s that
have been marked.
• Print tbe records in tbe selected categories. After using d1e Select
Categories command in the Search menu, use mis print button to
print envelopes with the records in the selected categories.
• Priut all records. Prints envelopes using all me records in the
address list.
• Print new records. Prints using the records mat are new or have
been edited since the last printing. The date of the printing is
indicated to the right of d1e button.
After you click one of the print buttons, the Print Envelopes dialog box
closes. At the bottom of the Index or Viewing Records window, a
notation tracks the progress of the printing. Cancel printing by pressing
Command-(.) period.

Printing labels
L'lbels are pe rhaps most widely used by groups that have mailing lists
and send out flyers or newsle tters. The addresses are printed o n the
labels, wh ich can the n be placed on me mailing.
To print labels, choose the Print Labels command from the File menu.
The Print Labels dialog box appears (see fig. 23.27).
As with printing envelopes, you o nly need to set the options of this
dialog box once; the options are retained. You ca n simply click o ne of
the print buttons unless you need to change an option to fir a new se t of
labels, change me font, or make some similar change.
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Fig. 23.27
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Setting the Label Type
Address Book has six buttons that correspond w the most common label
types available. These are the Label type options buttons. The types are
grouped in three columns of two each:
Laser Labels. Label sheets meant for use with laser printers. You
have two options available, laser sheets with 30 or 10 labels. The
two sizes are standard, but you can use the Laser Label Sizes
butron for custom sizes if you need to (see later in this section).
Avery Labels. Widely avaHable labels made by Avety. You have the
optio n of 6 labels of 4 by 1 inches in size or 3 labe ls 4 by 2 inches
in size.
Continuous Labels. Tractor-fed labels used with dot-matrix
printers. You have the choice between 3 1/2 by 15/16 inches or
3 1/2 by 1 15/ 16 inches.
If you have a laser printer, customize the label size by clicking the Laser
Label button. The Laser Label Sizes dialog box appears (see fig. 23.28).

Fig. 23.28
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To set this dialog box properly, you may need to actually measure the
labels on your label sheets. Measure one of the labels, and fill in the
Horizontal and Vertical Spacing. Then fill in the Number of Labels per
Sheer and Number of Labels Across boxes.
A meas ureme nt entered in one of the two fields greater than 15 is
interpreted as millimeters. You can enter fractions (such as 2 3/4) or
decimals (such as 2.75).

If you are using Avery 5160 labels, click the CUck for Avery 5160 Labels
button, and then click OK. Note that this size is the default for the Laser
Labels 30 labels per sheet option in the Print Labels dialog box.

Setting Address Appearance
You can change the appearance of the addresses printed on the label
with the Set Font button and the ALL CAPS option. To change the font
the addresses print in, click the Set Font button to cause the Set Font
dialog box to appear. Then choose the font from the pop-up fonr menu.
Next, choose the font size from the pop-up size menu. Finally, click the
OK button (or press Return) .
Nore that the font size pop-up menu places a dot next to the font sizes
installed in your System 11le. These sizes print best. A sample address is
displayed in the dialog box to show you the results of your choices (see
tlg. 23.29).

Fig. 23.29
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lfyou prefer the addresses printed in all capital letters, click the ALL
CAPS check box. To return to normal printing, click the check box again.

Printing the Labels
You have six print buttons available. Each prints labels using a different
set of records. From top to bottom, these buttons are as follows:
Print the selected re cord. The selected record is the record
pointed ro by the pointer in the Index window o r displayed in the
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Viewing records window. To print this address more than one
time, type a number in the field to the right of the button.
Print the marked records. The labels are printed using the
records you have marked.
Print the selected categories. The labels are printed using the
records you selected with the Select Categories command of the
Search menu.
Pr int all records. Labels are printed using aU the addresses in d1e
address list (the number of records is indicated to the right of the
button).
Print the new or edited records. Only those records entered or
edited since the last printing (d1e date o f that printing is displayed)
are used.
Print return address labels. The return address entered in d1e
Print Envelopes window is used to print labels. To print more than
one return address label, type a number in the field to the right of
the button before you click the Print button.
The Print dialog box for your printer appears. Click the OK or Print
button to begin printing the labels. You then see d1e Index window or
the Viewing records window (whichever you were in before you chose
the Print command). The printing status appears at the bottom of the
window. Cancel printing by pressing Command-(.) period.

Printing alisting of Records
You may want to pri nt a listing of the records in the address list that
contains all the information stored in the list: phone numbers, categories, notes, and anything else. To do dlis, use the Print Records command. You see the Print Records dialog box shown in figure 23.30.

Fig. 23.30
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rint Records prints eight records on each page. You can use
the page as a paper address book by cutting the pages and
binding them.

P

Setting Print Options
Only a few options are available in this dialog box. These options are set
with three check boxes and o ne button:
Flip Name. Prints the names first name first rather than last name
first. The john Q Smith name shows you the order in which the
names are printed.
Print to Cut in 4. The records print in an arrangement in which
you can easily cut t11e pages into quarters and bind those pages.
The upper right corners of what will become the page carries a
page number and an index entry (if the next option is set).
Print Index. When the Print to Cut in 4 option is set, check this
option to have a three-letter index print at the upper right of the
quarter page. This index consists of the first three letters of the
first record on each of the quarter pages; it helps you locate names
quickly.
Font. Opens a dialog box that enables you to change the font and
font size in which the records are printed. The font and font sizes
are chosen through pop-up menus.

Printing the Records
Five print buttons are offered in the Print Records dialog box. Each
causes a separate set of records to print. Top to bottom, these buttons
are as follo ws:
Print the selected record. The record pointed to by the pointer
in the Index window or displayed in the Viewing Records window
is printed.
Print marked records. The records that you have marked are
printed.
Print selected categories. The records that you have selected by
category (by use of the Select Category command of the Search
menu) are printed.
Print all records. All the records in your address list are printed.
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Print new or edited records. Only those records you have
entered or edited since the last printing (the date of which is
displayed to the right of the button) are printed.

Printing Rolodex Cards
Despite the rise of the computer address books like the program
discussed in this chapter, the Ro lodex file remains popular. Acknowledging this popularity, Address Book enables you to print Rolodex cards.
The program is set to use the Avery #5385, Rolodex LCC24, or In House
Creations PS1612 cards.
To print Rolodex cards, choose the Print Rolodex Cards command
from the File menu. The Print Rolodex Cards dialog box appears (see
fig. 23.3 1).

Fig. 23.31
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Setting Card Sizes
Address Book can use three different size Rolodex cards. To set which
size you are using, click the Set Sizes button. The Set Sizes dialog box
opens.
You see the three card size options. To set the option you want to use,
click the button to the left of the size, and then click the OK button.

Setting Print Options
You can control the font the cards are printed in as well as the order the
name is printed in, trye printing of an index, and what information is
printed on the cards. Here are your options:
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Flip name. Reverses the order in which the name is printed.
The namejo/m Q Smith shows the o rder in which the names will
be p rin ted .
Print Index. Causes an index to be printed .

Incl. Info. Causes the info rmation in the Info field of each record
to p rint on the page.
Cat. Names. Prints the categories in which the record is included
on the page.
Scrunch Lines. Prints the lines closer together to permit more
information to fit o n th e page.
Font. Opens a dialog box with two pop-up menus that e nable you
to se t the font and font size o f the printing.

Printing the Cards
Five print bunons appear in the d ialog box, each with a differe nt set of
records to print d1e c;u·ds. These buttons, Top to bottom, are as fo llows:
Print the selected r ecord. The record pointed w by the pointer
in the Index window or displayed in d1e Viewing Hecords window
is printed.
Print marked records. The records that you have marked are
printed .
Print selected categories. The records that you have selected by
category (by use of the Select Category command of the Search
menu) are printed.
Print all records. All the records in your address list are printed.
Print new or edited records. Only those records you have
e ntered or edited since d1e last printing (the date of which is
displayed to the right of the butto n) are printed.

Printing aPhone Book
Altho ugh printing a phone book is similar to printing records, printing a
phone book offers greater control ove r d1e information printed as well
as the ability to print o n Day Timer pages. You can use d1is command to
create your own small phone book, or to update and maintain your Day
Timer.
To p rint a phone book, choose the Print Phone Book command from the
File me nu. The Print Phone Book dialog box appears (see fig. 23.32).
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Fig. 23.32
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Setting Page Sizes
As has been noted, Address Book can print to Day Timer pages. You can
also create a custom layout for the pho ne book pages. To set the size of
the printed pages, click the Set Sizes button. The Set Sizes dialog box
opens (see fig. 23.33).

Fig. 23.33
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If you are using Day Timer pages, set the size and layout of the pages by
clicking the optio n that corresponds to th e pages you are using. You
have the option of B, C, .J, or K Day Timer sizes. Click the button to the
left o f the size you want to use.
To set the program to print on lette r or legaJ size pages that you can cut
into quarters, click the button to the left of the On Letter or Legal Sheet
o ptio n. To determine whether the sheet is le tte r or legal size, click the
Page Setup butto n in the Print Phone Book dialog box and choose the
paper size.
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If you need a custom layout, choose the Above Sizes option and enter
the dimensions of the boxes in the Dime nsio n fields A through F. Next,
enter the number of boxes across the page in the Across field and enter
the numbe r of rows of boxes clown the page in the Rows field. Then
click the OK button.

Setting Print Options
Seven optio ns can be set to de termine the fields of the records that are
pri nted, the order of the name, and so on. These options a re
Flip name. Reverses the order in which the name is primed . The
namejo/m Q Smitb displays how the names will be printed.
Print lode.:...:. Causes an index to be printed o n the pages.
Incl. Address. Includes the contents of the address field. Uncheck
this option to create a phone book with only phone numbers.
Incl. Info. Causes the information in the Info field of each record
to prim on the page.

Cat. Names. Prints the categories in which the record is included
on the page.
Scrunch Lines. Prints the lines closer together to permit more
information to fir on the page.
Font. Opens a dialog box with two pop-up me nus that enable you
to se t the font and fo nt size of the printing.
Laser printer users who print Day Timer pages also need to use the Page
Sen1p button. Click this butto n to invoke the Page Setup dialog box.
(These options are specific to your printer; fo r more information, refer
to your printer's manual.)
Choose th e Larger Print Area option (or the option that correspo nds to
this o ption for your primer), and click the OK button.

Setting Page Breaks
You can change the default page breaks of the pho ne book by clicking
the Set Page Breaks burto n. 'f he Pho ne Book Page Breaks dialog box
appears (see fig. 23.34).
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Fig. 23.34
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This dialog box includes the following four options:
New Page on Letters Entered Above. Click this option, and then
emer the letters where you want the page breaks to occur. For
example, in figure 23.34, the letters as entered would cause a page
break on names that begin with an A, C, E, G, I, K, and so on.
New Page Each Letter. Causes each letter-A, 8, C, and so on-to
begin a new page.
Every 3rd Letter. Causes page breaks to occur on C, F, I, L, and
so on.
No Page Breaks. Causes page breaks to occur when the page is
full , witho ut regarding the first letter of the names.
When you have set the page breaks, click the OK butto n.

Printing a Cover Page
The cover page consists of a simple design that uses the title Phone Book
and that includes the date of printing. You can print a cover page to use
with your phone book by clicking the Print Cover button. The Print
dialog box of your printer then appears. Click the OK or Print button.

Printing the Phone Book
Four print buttons appear in this dialog box. Each button uses a different set of records ro print the phone book. From top to bottom, these
print buttons are as follows:
Print marked records. Prints the records that you have marked.
Print selected categories. Prints the records that you have
selected by category (by use of the Select Category command of
the Search menu) .
Print all records. Prints all the records in your address list.
Print new or edited records. Prints only those records you have
entered or edited since the last printing (the date of which is
displayed to the right of the button).
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Printing aTest Page
Before you actually attempt to print envelopes, labels, records, Rolodex
cards, or a phone book, print a rest page co check your printer alignment. To print a rest page, cUck the Print Test Page (or Print Test
Envelope) button in the Print dialog box of any of the five Print commands. You are presented with the Print dialog box appropriate to the
printer selected in the Chooser (see your printer manual and the
Macintosh manuals for more on the Print dialog box and the Chooser).

e sure to set the manual (or hand) feed optio n in the dialog
box according to the printer manual's instructions for feeding
e nvelopes, unless you are lucky enough to have an envelope bin
o n your printer, in which case you choose the appropriate bin.

B

Click the OK or Print button in the dialog box to initiate printing of the
rest. The test e nve lope or page prints with calibration Lines, which show
you where Address Book believes th e margins should be. Calibration
lines also bracket labels and Rolodex cards if you are test printing them.
If the calibration lines are no t in the correct locatio n, laser printer users
can use the four print placement buttons to nudge those lines in the
correct direction. Click a few times on the arrow that points in the
direction in which you want to move the p rinting, and then try the rest
print again. Dot-matrix printer use rs should adjust the tractor feed or
paper positioning of their printers to achieve the same results.

Exporting to aFile
The records of the Address Book can be exported to a disk file that can
be used by a word processor, spreadsheet, or other program that can
open or im port text fLies. It is also possible to export to a database
program, and include a header in the expon file to allow the database
program to prope rly import the information.
Note that all fil es exported by Address Book have the creator code t11at
you e nte r in the File Creamr dialog box (see "Configuring Address
Boo k").

Exporting to aText File
Address Book offers rwo options for exporting to a texr tile. Both options
are geared to be used by a word processor. The difference between the
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two text file export o ptions is in the formatting and flexibility of included
information. To export records to a ftle, follow these steps:
1. From the File menu, choose Export.

The Export d ialog box appears (see fig. 23.35).

Fig. 23.35
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2. Choose either the Word Proc. Text File option or the Phone List
Text file option.
3. Activate each Export option as needed.
4. Type the nu mber of blank lines to be placed between records.
5. Click the Export button.
6. Type the name of the file to be created and click Save.
Whe n you choose the Word Proc. Text File optio n, you have greater
flexib ility in choosing the information included in the export file. This
optio n displays a dialog box. Choosing the Phone List Text File or
Database Text File option changes the availability o f these options.
The Phone List Text File option is a preset export configuration. Th e
option can be duplicated using the Word Proc. Text File option. This
option is offered for convenie nce, as it is a quick way to obtain an export
of records that include o nly names and numbers.

Exporting to aDatabase File
To export to a file formatted for import by a database or spreadsheet
program, click the Data Base Text File optio n. The Export d ialog box
changes (see fig. 23.36).
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Fig. 23.36
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As you can see in the figure, the available options have changed a bit.
Show Empty Lines and Dashed Line Between Records are now unavailable , and Include Header has now become available. Also, in the upperright corner, the size of the information fields (name, pho ne numbers,
and the like) is indicated. Because many database programs expect o r
accept a header record to help format the imported d ata, Address Book
adds the Include Header option in this case. Click the check box to
activate it and the header is included.

Note that the Spacing Field indicates the number of extra fields attached
to each record. You can add from 0 to 99 extra fields to each record for
spacing purposes. The total number of fields for each record is indicated
to the right of the field. The number is the total of the information fields
you have included plus the number of extra fields (in the figure, 1 name
field, 5 add ress fields, 3 phone number fields, and 0 extra totals to 9).
You can edit the header by clicking the Edit Header button. The Export
Data Base file field names d ialog box appears (see fig. 23.37). The point
of these headers is to "head up" the column of fields to enable your
database program to identify the data in the export file. The headers
should match the field names in the database to which you want to
transfer the address list. To change a header, use the standard Macintosh
editing commands (see your Macintosh manual if these are unfamiliar to
you).
The headers shown in figu re 23.37 are d1e defaults. If you edit the
headers, and then want to use the d efault headers later, click the Set to
Defa ult button to restore these headers. Click d1e Done button to save
your headers and close the Edit Header dialog box.
Database and spreadsheet programs expect fields of data to be separated
by a delimiter, a character like the tab or carriage return that indicates
the end o f a field or record. Address Bo ok uses a tab to separate fields
and a carriage return to separate records by default. This configu ration is
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no rmally sufficient for most database and spreadsheet programs.
However, some programs need different characters to be used . Check
your database or spreadsheet program's manual to de term ine the
delimiters expected by the program.

Fig. 23.37
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Lf you need to alter the delimiters used by Address Book, click the Set
Delimiters button. This action o pens the Set Delimiters dialog box (see
fig. 23.38). The delimiters used are as follows:
Line Delimiter. Separates lines of data within a field. The Address
field , fo r example, contains up ro five lines of information. The
Line Delimiter separates each line of informatio n within the field.
Field Delimiter. Separates each field of d ata.
Record Delimiter. Separates each record.

Fig. 23.38
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Each of the three delimiters can be set to one of three th ings: Tab, CR
(carriage return) , o r a user-entered character. To set the character used,
click d1e button to the left of the character. To e nter your own character,
click d1e burton to the left of the field and type a t\vo-digir hexadecimal
numbe r preceded b}' a do llar sign ($) in the field.
Click OK whe n you have completed your changes.
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To export the file after the options have been set, click the Export
button. Then type the name of the export file in the Save d ialog box and
click Save.

Configuring Address Book
Address Book has several configurations you can change to suit your
needs. The four commands used to set the configuratio ns are located in
the Prefs&Help menu. Each command opens a separate d ialog box that
enables the user to set certain optio ns. The dialog boxes are as follows:
Preferences. Enables you to set the defaul t address list file, the
find options settings, the time and elate settings, the index font,
and the location of the backup tile. You also decide whether you
want your address list to be automatically backed up, and deter·
mine other general options.
Phone Numbers. Enables you to set o ptions that have to do with
the dialing of phone numbers. Such o ptions include adding a Call
Waiting cancel prefix, an outside line access prefLx, lo ng distance
prefiXes, phone credit card numbers, and the li ke.
Dialing Setup. Enables you to determine the speed of dialing.
You also determine whether phone numbers are dialed as tones or
as pulses, whether you want to dial through your mod em, and
such items.
File Creators. Enables you to set the creator code of the export
and log files that Address Book creates to the word processor or
other program of your choice. This process enables you to double·
click an export or log file and have the file open in the word
processor.
Each of these configurations are covered separately.

Setting Preferences
To set the general preferences of Address Book, choose the Preferences
command from the Prefs&Help menu. You see the Preferences dialog
box (see fig. 23.39).
The first part of the dialog box lists the paths. The check boxes in d1e
Preferences dialog box affect five different areas o f the p rogram's
operation: the configuration of the Find command, the addition of a
close box to the Address Book window, d1e sort order of the index, the
time and date, and the automatic save and backup features. These
options are discussed in the following sections.
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Fig. 23.39
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Changing the Default File
At top of the d ialog box, you see the path of d1e default Address Book
list. In d1e figure, the pam is the following:

Sys 6 Disk: Utils f or MUB:Pr oducti vi ty:Address Book:New l ist
The second path is that of the current list file, the file that is currently
ope n. The second path may differ from the default file, as you can open
another file after Address Book has been started .
The d efault file is the file that ope ns whe ne ve r you double-click (or
othe rwise Stat1) Address Book. You can make the current file the default
file by clicking the Change to Start up from Current List button.
You can ch ange the default file at a ny time. Follow these ste ps:
1. From the l;ile menu, choose Ope n.

2. Do uble-click the list file you want to be the defaul t file.
3. From me Prefs&Help menu, choose Preferences.
4. Click the Change to Start up from Curre nt List button.
5. Click the OK butto n (or press Re turn).

Setting Rnd Options
The first set of check boxes in me Prefere nces dialog box affect the
o ptions of the Find command:
Find at Startup. Check this box if you wan t the Find dialog box to
appear when d1e program is first started. Use d1is option if your
index is long, or you find you have to hunt for names and addresses frequently. Normally, you do no t need to use this option.
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Find in Name. If you frequently search on the basis of names
when you look fo r addresses, check this option, which causes the
Find command to de fault to searching the Name field .
Find in Address. If you frequently search on the basis of addresses whe n you look fo r addresses (such as looking fo r an
address by the name of the street), you want this option checked.
This option causes the Find command to default to searching the
Address field .
Find in lnfo. If you freque ntly search o n the basis of notes,
(perhaps you need the phone nu mbe r for MacWrite Tech Supp ort,
for example) whe n you look for addresses, check this o ptio n,
which causes the Find command to default to searching tl1e Info
field where your notes are entered.
Note that tl1e three Find in options are already checked. The Find
command is configured to default to searching in all three fields. You
may leave these unchanged , as you can both change these options late r
and can alter the search areas in the Find d ialog box after you choose t11 e
Find command. Later, you may need to alte r the defaults of the Find
dialog box if you regular!)' search fo r addresses and phone numbers
based on o ne or more of th ese fields.

Adding a Close Box to the Address Book Window
The Close/Quit Box option adds a close box to the Address Book
window. If you regularly use the Quit command in the File menu (or the
Commanci·Q shortcut), you do not need to set this optio n . lf, however,
you are u sed to closing windows by clicking the close box, click th is
o ption's check box.

Setting Sort Options
The single sort optio n affects whe re the accented e is placed in the index
lisr. Unless you regularly e nter names with an accented e, you do not
need this optio n at all. If you do e nter names with the acce nted e, click
this optio n to force Address Book to treat the accented e the same as a
regular e when sorting names.

Setting Date and lime Options
The time and date options determine whether to use 24-ho ur time and
which order the date is placed wi th respect to th e mon th. If you activate
24-hour time, the time displayed in the fo rmat is military time, with
mid night represented as 0:00, 1:00 p.m. as 13:00, and so on . If you leave
the option unchecked, you see the usual time display with a.m. and p.m.
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You can display the order of the date as Apr 22 o r 22 Apr. If the option is
checked, the mond1 is displayed, followed by the date. If you uncheck
d1e option, d1e day is displayed first, followed by the month .

Setting Auto Save and Backup Options
Address Book has autosave and backup features you may want to use.
The autosave option saves any cha nges you make to the file list as you
work. The auto backup option creates a backup of your list file when you
quit Address Book. An X in the Auto Save as You Work check box
indicates that the autosave option is active. The same is true for the Auto
Backl1p at Quit option, which controls the automatic backup feature.
Click the check box to activate or deactivate either option. Deactivate
these options only if you find that they make Address Book operate
slowly.
If you use the Auto Backup at Quit optio n, indicate to the program
where to place the backup file. Follow these steps:
1. Click the Set Backup Vol. button.

2. Type a name for d1e backup file in the d ialog box that appears
(a name is supplied but you can change this).
3. Choose the disk or folder in which you want the backup ftle to
be stored (the Address Book folder is a good choice) by doubleclicking it.
4. Click the Save button.

Changing the Index Font
You can change the fo nt in which the index of names is displayed. The
index is initially displayed in 10 point Geneva font, a good quality screen
font. To change the fo nt, click the Set Index Font button. In the Index
Window Fo nt dialog box, set the desired font and size.

Setting Phone Number Options
Address Book can dial the phone numbers you store in the list file. ln
order for the program to do this, you must set the dialing options.
Follow these steps:
1. From the Prefs&Help menu, choose Phone Number Options. The

Pho ne Number Options dialog box appears (see fig. 23.40).
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Fig. 23.40
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2. Select the dialing options you want

to

set:

Local digits fields. If local phone numbers are seven digits long
in you r area, do not change these field s. If you dial fewer o r more
than seven digits to reach local numbe rs, type the smallest number
of digits you use in the Min field and the largest number of digits
in the Ma.x field (more than li kely these numbers are the same) .
Local prefix field. If you dial a prefix before you dial all local
calls, such as a 9 to access an outside line, enter that prefiX in this
field .
Long distance prefix field. If you dial a prefiX before all long
distance calls, such as an 8 lO access a lo ng distance line, e nter this
prefiX here.
Optional access code field. The local and lo ng distance prefiXes
are always sent when a number is dialed . Sometimes a further
access code is needed. Pe rhaps you have Call Waiting and wa nt to
be able to cancel the service (you might cancel before a fax o r
modem transmissio n to preve nt inte rference with the transmission). Enter the cancel Call Waiting prefix (*70 and 70# are the
most common; d1eck with your pho ne company), or any othe r
prefiX you need to send pe riodically. This code is se nt whe n you
press down Control o r Caps Lock when dialing a phone number.
Access code option check box. If activated , causes the access
code of the Optio nal field to be sent before the local or long
distance prefiX. You do not normally need this optio n in North
America.
Local area code field. Prevents Address Book from sending your
local area code. In many of the larger area codes, long d istance
numbers within the area code are dialed with the 1 long distance
prefLx, but \Vithout the area code. If this situation applies ro you,
ente r your local area code in this field.
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Credit card number field. To dial your credit card or calling card
numbe r after dialing a long distance number, enter your card
number in this field. The card number is sent when you hold
down Shift while you dial a number with Address Book.
8 sec Pause Before. This credit card option causes Address Book
pause eight seconds between the phone number and the credit
card number.
10

Insert a 0 Prefix. Dialing a long distance call billed to a credit
card usually requires that you dial 0 rather than the usual I. When
you hold down the Shift key, this optio n automatically dials a 0
befo re the phone number instead of a 1. The 0 indicates that a
credit card call is being placed .
3. Click OK or press Retu rn to confirm your changes. Or continue
setting options.

Setting log Options
Address Book can keep a monthly log of your calls in a file named
AdBk log <montb> <year> (montb and year are the current
month and year) . Set the log o ptions in the Phone Nu mber
Options dialog box.
1. Select the log options:

Log Local Calls. The number, date, and time of all local calls
dialed by Address Book are stored in the log file.
Log Long Distance. The number, date, and time of all long
dista nce calls dialed by Address Book are stored in the log file.
Log in House Ext. The in-house extension is recorded in the log.
Auto Log. Turns d1e automatic logging feature on; the log is
automatically created and updated.
2. Click OK to confirm the changes made and close the dialog box.

Setting User ID
The User 10 is used by some pho ne systems to record telephone use. Lf
you must dial a number after you dial a long distance number, you can
e nte r this number in the User ID dialog box to have it automatically
append ed by Address Book. The User ID dialog box is invoked by
clicking the User ID butto n in d1e Phone Numbers dialog box (see
t1g. 23.41).
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Fig. 23.41
The User ID dialog box.
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The user ID number that you emer imo the User ID number field is sent
aft:er any long d ista nce number d ialed by Address Book. If you need a
pause befo re se nding the user ID numbe r, e nter commas (,) before the
number in this field. Each comma (,) re presents a two·second pause.
lf the re are long distance numbers that you do not have to follow with
the user 10 number, indicate this to Address Book. Choose a character
that you e nter in the phone number whe n you store it in Address Book.
This characte r will flag the number as o ne to which the user ID number
does not need to be appended .
Ente r the cha racter to use (the @ symbol is a good one) in the Characte r
to suppress user 10 field . When you e nter a pho ne number that does not
need the user ID appended to it, precede the number's area code with
the character, as shown in the example in the Use r ID dialog box.
Finally, when you finish enrering the user 10 and the user 10 suppress
characte r, click OK. You are returned w the Phone Numbe r dialog box.
To close the Phone Nu mber dialog box, click OK.

Setting Dialing Options
If you use the Address Book featu re of dialing phone numbers, set the
dialing options to indicate to Address Book how the numbers are to be
dialed. To do this, choose Dialing Setup fro m the Prefs&Help menu. The
Dialing Setup dialog box appears (see fig. 23.42).
You have two primary settings w use: The phone number can be dialed
through the ~acintosh speaker o r a modem, if you have one. The
mode m is the best option. Not only is the speaker less reliable, but your
speake r might not be located in a conven ient place. Choose bel:\veen
these two optio ns by clicking Dial Through Computer Speaker to use the
speaker, or Dial with Modem to use the modem. Note that you can use
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the speaker option only if you have a touch-tone phone line. The
mode m option works with either touch-tone or pulse lines. (If you are
unce rtain about which you h ave, check with your phone company.)

Fig. 2142
The Dialing Serup
dialog box.
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Configuring for Speaker Dialing
If you click the Dial Through Computer Speaker, the Macintosh 's
internal speaker generates the to nes needed to dial the phone number,
meaning that you need to hold the handset (the mouth piece) near the
speaker when you dial a phone number.
This method is less than reliable. Getting the phone company's equipment to recognize the tones can require some experimentation. Depending o n the quality of the phone company's equipment, yo u can easily get
wrong numbers. If you do not have a modem, however, d1is method is
the only one available to you.
Use the following steps to find the correct settings:
1. Click the Dial Through Computer Speaker button.
2. Click OK to close the Dialing Setup dialog box.
3. Click the New button in d1e Index wi ndow.
4. Typ e the name of a friend (one who won't mind being called
repeated ly as you experiment).
5. Press Tab d1ree times to reach the first phone number field.
6. Type the phone number you will use to test the dialing settings.
7. Click the Do ne button.
8. Double-click the name of the person whose phone number you
entered .
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The dial buttons appear next to the phone number in the window
that opens.

f you are uncenain about the locatio n of your Macintosh 's
speaker, click the Dial button to the left of the phone number
and you will hear the tones being dialed, which should help you
locate the speaker easily.

I

9. Hold the mouthpiece of your phone handset to the speaker and
click the dial button.
If the call goes through, you have the correct settings already. But try it a
few times to make sure that it goes through correctly more than once. If
you get a recording or a wrong number, adjust the tone spacing and
dialing speed . To adjust the tone spacing, follow these steps:

1. From the Prefs&I-Ielp menu, choose the Dialing Setup command.
2. Click one of the three dialing spacing options. (Try 1:1 first.)
3. Click the OK button .
4. Try d ialing the phone number again.
To adjust the dialing speed, do the following:
1. From the Prefs&Help me nu, choose Dialing Setup.

2. Double-click in the Dialing speed field .
3. Type a number betwee n 7 and 1.
The lower the speed, the slower the number is dialed. I found 6 to work
well. Unfortunately, experimentation is the only way to reveal the best
setting for your phone system.

T

ry to hold the handse t's mouthpiece flat against the speaker
when dialing.

Configuring for Modem Dialing
If you have a modem, the best way to take advantage of Address Book's
dialing capabil.ities is to use the modem to dial the phone. This dialing
method is easier than the speaker metl10d to use and to configure.
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To configure Address Book tO d ial th rough your mo dem, follow these
steps:
1. From the Prefs&Help me nu , choose Dialing Setup.
2. Click the Dial with Modem butto n.
3. Click th e button that corresponds tO your modem's baud rate
(1200, 2400, and so on).

4. Click the Mode m Port button or the Printer Port buttOn, depending o n the port your modem is physically connected to.
5. Click the Tone Dial or Pulse DiRI button, depe nding on which type
of phone line you have.

6. Double-click in the modem on line for (num ber o f) rings field and
type a number be nveen 0 and 9.
A numbe r between about 2 and 5 is probably best. 0 causes the
mode m to hang up immediately after d ialing. You would have to
pick up the handset rather qu ickly to keep from being disconnected, though if you pick up the handset first (tone dialing only),
a setting of 0 would work fine. For hands-free dialing, you want a
longer number. The n wait until the phone is answered befo re you
pick up the handset.

7. Click the modem speaker options as needed.
The Mode m Speake r Low o ption reduces the volume of the
modem speaker. The Modem Speake r Off option turns the modem
speaker off comple te ly. However, then you have to pick up the
handset before you know whethe r the line is busy or answered.
The Off When Dialing option keeps the speaker off whe n the
modem is dialing, bur then turns the speaker on whe n the number
has been dialed. This optio n is my favorite. You do n' t hear the
annoying tones (or clicks) whil e the number is being d ialed, bur
you can hea r through the modem's speaker whethe r or nor the
number is busy, or when the call is answered-before you have to
pick up the handset.

8. Click Fast Initializatio n if your mode m is 100-pe rcenr Hayescompatible.
This option can speed things, but modems have their idiosyncrasies even when they are billed as '' Hayes compatible." Try the Fast
Initialization optio n, bur if your modem does nor respond or you
find that it acts odd ly when next used (by your communications
program, fo r example), go back to the Compatible setting.
Unless your mode m is nor Hayes compatible, you are finished.

9. Click the OK button .
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Note that modems that are not Hayes compatible may require another
step or two for you to use them.
If your modem does nor respond to Address Book's attempts to dial,
check your mode m manual for irs initialization string. Then double-click
in the Modem initialization string field and type the string.
You may also need to double-click in the Tone dialing string field (if you
are using to ne dialing) or the Pulse dialing string field (if you are usi ng
pulse dialing), and type rhe correct string that causes your mode m ro
dial a number with tones or pulses. This string is in your modem
manual.
You can click He lp for a brief explanatio n of this dialog box and some
hints. Clicking rhe Normal Settings button reverts the dialog box to irs
original default settings (in case you find your settings do not work and
you want to restore the originals). When you finish, click OK to accept
your changes and close the dialog box.

Setting File Creator Types
The final configuration to set is the creator code of the file. Address
Book uses the creator code when it creates an export file or the log file.
This code enables you to open these files easily in your favorite word
processor.
To set the file creator codes, follow these steps:
1. From the Prefs&l-lelp menu. choose File Creators.

You see the File Creators dialog box (see fig. 23.43).

Fig. 23.43
The File Creato rs
dialog box.

Se tting th e Crea tor wilt moke th e Phone log and
[III>O>"l file s - oouble Cllckobl e' docume11ts to open

on opplico tl on program. Close, then open the
folder to see the new Phone Log Icon. On I~
subsequent e11ported flie s will reflect th e change.
E11porl rue Creator
Phone Log rue Crea t or

linn I I Scorch )
~

I Scorch I

2. Type the creator code of your word processor in both the fie lds in

d1e dialog box.
3. Click the OK button .
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If you do not know d1e creator code o f your word processor, follow
these step s instead of steps 2 and 3:

1. Click the Search burto n of dle Export file creator code field.
2. Locate you r word processor by using the standard Macintosh
commands for me Open dialog box mar appears.

3. Double-click your word processor.

4. Rep eat steps 2 through 4 fo r the Log file creator code field.
5. Click the OK burton.

Setting Colors
If you have a colo r Macintosh (LC, LC II, Ilsi, and so on) , you can change
the colors Address Book uses in its windows and buttons. To change dle
colors, first choose the item to change fro m the Color menu (see
fig. 23 .44).

Fig. 23.44
The Color menu.
l nd eH Background
l nd eH TeHI
Ulew Bock ground
Ulew Teut
NewRec Background
NewRec l cut
Edit Bockground
Edit Teut
llclp Background
llel Teut

If you choose any of the items from this menu, the standard Macintosh
color wheel appears (see fig. 23.45).

Fig. 23.45

Buttons Dnckground

The standard Macintosh
color wheel.

D
llue
Solurutlun
Brigh tn ess
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You can find more information abom the color wheel in your Macintosh
manuals. The easiest way to use the color \vheel is to click the color ro
use, and then click the OK button. You can adjust the brightness of the
color with the scroll bar to the right of the wheel before you click OK.
Choosing any of the twelve items from the Color menu invokes the same
color wheel, though you set each item's color separately.

Dialing the Phone
One nice feature of Address Book is the program's capability to dial the
phone. Address Boo k doesn't dial wrong numbers. The program has a
built-in call timer d1at tracks the length o f a call, and the program logs
your calls in a file for contact and tax purposes.
Before you can dial a number, you must set up the dialing preferences as
described earlier in the section "Setting Dialing Options."
To have Address Book dial a number, pe rform the following steps from
the Index window:
1. Double-click the name of the person whose phone number you
want to dial.
2. Click the Dial button to d1e left of the number you want to dial.

Yo u can also dial d1e phone number from d1e keyboard by pressing 1 for
the first phone number, 2 for the second, and 3 for the third. If you
e nter more than one phone number in each field-you can e nter up to
two, separated by a bar (\) as discussed in "Adding Records"-you must
use the keyboard to dial these other numbers. Press 4 to dial the second
number in d1e first field , 5 for d1e second number of d1e second field,
and 6 for the second number of the third field.
When a number is being dialed thro ugh the modem, a dialog box that
enables you tO cancel the dialing appears (see fig. 23.46).

fig. 23.46
Dialing a number.

lnlliolizing Modem ............ OK
Ololing 1 qoo 555 12 12
Modem replie s •..
ATOT

1 4 0~512 1 2

Sc i lo log ond hong up lhe modem oner 5 rings.

(start nmcr ll' log Coli

(spc bnrl)

~
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To cancel the dialing, click the Cancel burton.
This dialog box also has a Start Timer & Log Call bu tton. Click this
buuon to sta.rt the call timer and make an entry for the call in the log file.
Note that the modem is also hung up at this point; you should pick up
the handset of the pho ne before you click this button. Press the space
bar rad1er than clicking the Start button. Pressing Re turn is the same as
clicking Ca ncel.

If you use the speaker to dial the phone, you do not have the option to
cancel or start the timer. The timer is started automatically after the
phone number is d ialed.

Using the Call Timer
After a number has bee n dialed, the caJI timer is activated. You see the
timer at d1e bouom of the Viewing Records window (see fig. 23.47).

Fig. 23.47

ti iPUIInq New II\ t
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Dllbo, Mark K.

The call timer is activated.

Qu e Corporation
11 711 N. College Ru e.
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~
I ';:;;;:"t

18DI 33

c.n hn•r o-os

(P)wu

~
~
~

(S)top & LOQ (O)isr·•,wd

You can use d1ree commands with the call timer. Press P to pause the
time r. The Pause command then becomes the Resume command and
you can restart the timer by pressing R. Press S to stop the timer and log
the call. To stop the timer and not log the call, press D.

Using the log File
The log file helps yo u to keep track of your files. For each call that you
dial with Address Book, the log file logs the following information: the
date, time, number, name, and le ngth o f call. You can add notes to the
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log ftle yourself. While you can add notes to any record at any time, you
are more likely to make entries in the log during or immediately after a
call.
To add a note to the log file, press N. The Note dialog box appears (see
fig. 23.48). Type the note, and then click the OK button or press
Command-Return. If you change your mind about entering the note,
click Cancel or press Command·(.) period.

Fig. 23.48

CaUed to dJ•eu•• new project

Adding a note to
the log file.

Append this Note to the Phone Log Colt to :Bilbo, Mork K.
(cnncel !Mi.) ( Additlonol Not e !MIA

)

(OK :li:Return)

Click the Additional Note button (or press Command-A) to enter more
notes on a separate line with the date and time entry. You can also
make manual entries to the log for incoming calls. To make a log entry,
press L. The Manual Log dialog box appears (see fig. 23.49). Type the
first letters of the name of the individual or business you want to make a
log entry for. Address Book displays the name in your address list that is
closest to the letters you type. You can also click the scroll buttons (the
up- or down-arrow buttons to the right of the name field) or press the
up- or down-arrow keys to move through the list. If the person calling is
not in your address list, press Tab, and then type his name.

Fig. 23.49
The Manual Log
dialog box.

Monuol Log to Phone Log File.

IDilbo, Mork K.

1:

Type In the nome to locote o rec ord.
The seor ch will follow your typing.

- or Press the tob key then type In o nome
for the log ru e.
(PreH th e l eft orrow k ey to restor t seorch)

~

(concei !Mi.) (Add No te x n)

~

Click the Log it burton (or press Return) to log the call. To add a note to
the log entry, click the Add Note buuon (or press Command-A) before
you press the Log button, or press N afterwards.
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Using Quick Dial
Address Book e nables you to store up to ten numbers you want to dial
quickly. To use this feature, you add numbers to the Quick Dial dialog
box from the address List. To add a number, follow these steps:
1. In the Index window, click the name of the record that contains
the number you want to use. Alternatively, if you are in the
Viewing Records window, scroll until you reach the desired
record.

2. Press Q.
The Quick Dial dialog box appears (see fig. 23.50).

Fig. 23.50

@)

The Qu ick Dial dialog box.
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3. Click the Install Name button.
A dialog box that displays the phone numbers opens in the record
(see fig. 23.51).

Fig. 23.51

Select Number· to Dlnl.

CI;J 1-3 17- 573- 2500

Installing a pho ne number.

m

1-3 17- SH-250 3

0
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4. Click the button next to the phone number you want to use.
5. Click the phone number button (0 through 9) you want to install
d1e number to.
6. Click OK.
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To remove a phone number from the Quick Dial dialog box, follow these
steps:
1. Press Q.

2. Click the Clear Nam e button.
3. Click the Pho ne Number bunon (0 thro ugh 9) you want to clear.
4. Click the OK button.
To dial a number using Quick Dial, follow these steps:
1. Press Q.

2. Press the number (0 through 9) that corresponds to the number
you want to dial.
Alternatively, click the Phone Number button with the mouse to dial the
number.

Merging List Files
If you have more than one list file, you can merge the m into one at any
time. Create a new list file (using the New command in the File menu) to
beco me the merged file.
To merge two list files rogether, follow these steps:
1. Open the file you want the re cords to be merge d into .

Alternatively, use the New command to create a new file.
2. From the File menu, choose Merge List File.
A dialog box appears, warning you that if duplicate records are
found (id entical name entries in both files) , the most recently
changed record will be used .
3. Click the Yes button.
A standard Open dialog box appears.
4. Double-click the list file you want to merge into the currently open
one.
The files are merged together. You are returned to the Index window,
where the new records will be marked .
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Summary
Address Book is a powerful program with a great numbe r of features.
The program can help you organize you r address list and manage your
personal and business contacts. The dialing and timer features can help
you track the amount of time you spend on the phone with customers,
clients, or even your mom.
Address Book has so many features, the program may be confusing at
first. But start simply. Create your address list, and experiment to see
·whic h feamres will be most helpfu l to you.
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Occasions. A folder holding three calendar files called occasion
files in Remember? One file holds notable historical events, one
holds major holidays, and the third is empty. You use this empty
file to store your personal occasions. Using the first rwo files is
optional. You can change the third file and also have other
personal occasion files.
Remember? Manual Folder. A folder containing several manual
files that you can access by double-clicking them. This folder also
contains a resource template file that may be of interest to
advanced users.
The installation of Remember? is simple and is detailed in the following
sections.

Installing in System 7
System 7 users install the Remember? desk accessory in the Apple menu.
To install Remember?, follow these steps:
1. Drag the Remember? DA file onto the System Folder.
2. Wh en the System Folder darkens, release the mo use button.
An alert box appears informing you that desk accessories need to

be stored in the Apple Menu Items folder (see fig. 24.2).

Fig. 24.2
The System alert concerning desk accessories.

Desk occessorles need to be stored In th e
AilPi e M enu Items fold er In order to
oppeor In I he Apple m enu. Put
" Remember?" Into til e Apple Menu Items
fold or?

3. Click OK, or press Return.
A progress window appears infom1ing you that the desk accessory
is being moved .
During this process, the desk accessory is converted into a System 7
application. \'V'hen the conversion is complete, notice that the Remember? desk accessory suitcase file disappears from the hard disk. You can
open the Apple menu and verify that Remember? is present. Do not
ch oose the application yet, however, because the installation process is
not complete.
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U

sers who prefer to install Remember? with Master]uggler
should not use these installation steps. Instead, skip ahead to
the "Comple ting Installation" section, and then read Chapter 18,
" Using Masterjuggler," for instructions on installing desk accessories with Masterjuggler.

If you are an advanced user, you might know that you are not
restricted to placing desk accessories in the Apple me nu in
System 7. This is true of Remember? You may place this program
a nywhere you want after it has been converted to an application.
You also might know how tO arrange your Apple menu by using
sorting characters (such as blanks) before Apple menu item names.
The preceding paragraph is fine except for one point. If you use
the Remember? extension to notify you of events automatically, the
extension needs to be able to find Remember? in the Apple menu
for all the fu nctions to work. So if you move or rename Reme mber?, you should put an alias of the application in the Apple Menu
Items folder. Give the alias exactly the same name as the application (Remember?). Or you can do the reverse: make an alias of the
application to p lace elsewhere or to re name, leaving the o riginal
untouched so that the extensio n can locate it.

You ;u·e now ready to proceed to the "Comple ting Installation" section.

Installing in System 6
Syste m 6 users must install the Remember? desk accessory with the
Font/DA Mover unless they are using Master]uggler. If you wish to use
Master]uggler to instaJI Remember?, continue installation \vith the
"Completing Installation" section and then refe r to Chapter 18, "Using
Master]uggler."
To install Remembe r? in the System file (that is, not use Masterjuggler),
perfom1 the following steps:
1. Double-click the Remember? DA suitcase fiJe.

Font/DA Mover opens. You see Remember? in the left-hand list box
(see tlg. 24.3) .
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Fig. 24.3
Remember? appears in the
left list box of Font/DA
Mover.
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2. Click the right Open button.
A standard Macintosh Open dialog box appears.

3. Locate the System file and double-click its name.
The System file opens in the right-hand list box.

4. Click Remember? in the left-hand list box.
The Copy button becomes active (see fig. 24.4).

Fig. 24.4
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5. Click the Copy button.
Remember? copies to d1e System file.

6. Click Quit.
Remember? appears in the Apple menu . Do not choose the Remember?
yet, however, because you need to finish the installation before attempting to run the desk accessory.
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Completing Installation
Users of both Systems install the Remember? Extension with these steps:

1. Drag the Remember? Extension file to the System Folder.
2. When the Syste m Folder darkens, release the mouse button.
System 7 users only see an information message (see fig. 24.5) .

Fig. 24.5

En t en sions need to be s tored In tile
En t en sions f ol der In order to be ouolloble
to the Macin tosh. Put " nemember ?
Euten slon• Into til e EHtensions folder?

System 7 requires that
extensions be installed in
the Extensions folder.

If you are using System 6, skip the next step.

3. Click OK, or press Re turn.
The extension copies to the System Folder (the Extensions folder
within the System Folder in System 7) .
To finish the Remember? installation, drag the Occasions folder to the
System Folder. Then choose Restart from the Special menu. The
Macintosh restarts and Remember? loads.

f you are using a System extension manager such as Startup
Manager, INITPicker, or a similar product, you may need to
instruct the manager to load the Remember? extension at startup.

I
Starting Remember?

Start Remember? by choosing it from the Apple me nu. Because this is the
first time you have started Hemember?, an informational dialog box
appears (see fig. 24 .6) .
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Fig. 24.6

Wel come to "Remember? "
nil of th e Occosl on files In your System Fold er ore
now open. Use · occoslon Flies ... • (:jgO) t o odd ond
Soue ony oddltlonol fli es you w ish to use.

The Welcome to
Remember? dialog box.

Be sure to chonge " Pre feren ces ... • (:jgS) ond
· occoslon Typ e• ... • (:jgY) to suit your needs.
Set your " Wh ot'• lloppenlng · ond/ or · colendor"
windows os you woul d like to see them et stortup,
ond soue th em with "Soue Window• os > Oefoult"
Con tinu e ~

The information presented in this dialog box is discussed in this chapter,
so you can dismiss the dialog box by clicking the Continue bunon. The
Oflnterest window appears (see fig. 24.7).

Fig. 24.7
The What's Happe ning
window displays occasio ns
of interest.
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Because you haven't yet entered anything in the Events ftle, you may see
the notation (as in the figure) Nothing is happe.[ling . Or you might
see national holidays and historical events noted in the window. The
exact contents depend on the day you start Remember?
You also can see the Remember? menu in the menu bar. This menu
contains all of Remember?'s commands. The figure shows how the menu
bar appears in System 7; System 6 users may see Remember? in a
different menu bar with other menu selections. The exact form of the
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menu bar is unimportant. Regardless of the location of the Remember?
menu, it is the menu you use to choose commands when using
Remember?
The following section discusses the What's Happening window. This
section also discusses how you set the window to display occasions and
how to interpret the display. You should work through this section.
Setting the display mode for the occasions is a necessary configuration
step.

Working with the What's Happening Window
The window you saw in figure 24.7 is the main window of Remember?
The \'<'hat's Happening window displays the occasions you have stored
in your occasion files and can d isplay these occasions in different modes
(the Oflnterest mode in fig. 24.7 is an example) . The window merits a
closer look before you begin to add occasions.

Setting the Display Mode
Remember? can display occasio ns in six different modes. \X'hich mode
you use depends on the span of time over which you want to view
events. The window shown in figure 24.7 is how the What's Happening
window appears when the program is displaying occasions occurring
within seven days of the current date. The occasion display mode is
reflected in the title bar of tl1e Remember? window. The figure shows the
Of interest mode. You need to choose a display mode before going on to
work with occasions. Because you can change d1e mode at any time, this
choice is not a major decision . Choose the o ne that seems good to you
now and try it out.
The following six modes are available
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you:

M ode

Definition

Of Interest

Occasions in the ne:-..1 seven d ays (counting
today) are displayed (you can alter this
range; see "Setting Of Interest Notifications" ).

Today

Occasions on the curre nt date are
displayed.

To morrow

Occasions on the next day are displayed.

IV

Mode

Definil ion

This Week

Occasions in the current week are
displayed (starting from the preceding
Sunday and running to Saturday of the
current week).

This Month

Occasions in the current mo nth are
displayed.

Days fro m Today

Occasions in d1e next 1 to 31 days (you set
ilie number) arc displayed.

·ro change the mode, follow these steps:

1. Choose What's Happening from the Remember? menu.
The menu is hierarchical; choosing this command causes a second
menu to appear (see fig. 24.8).

Fig. 24.8
Accessing the What's
Happening menu.

Soue Windo1us os
neuerl In Soued
Occosion Flies...
Occosion Types ...

31! 0

!lilY
Preferences...
a!lS
Poge Selup ...
1
About ' Aemember?" ...
Qull

2. Choose any of the first five modes.

Choosing any of the first five modes causes the calendar to appear
over the What's Happening window (see fig. 24 .9).
This Month is a good mode to use. Remember? displays the events over
the e ntire month-the events that are approaching, as weU as those that
have passed. Try the orher mo des also to dete rmine which you prefer.
The examples in this chapter use the This Month mode, a nd the figures
reflect this mode. But the commands remain the same regardless of the
display mode you use. For now, you may want to choose the This Month
mode so that you can follow along with the examples.
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Fig. 24.9
Displaying occasions
during the current month.

Using Days from Today Mode
The Days from Today display mode takes some extra steps. When you
choose this mode from the What's Happening menu, a rather unusual
"menu" appears (see fig. 24.10). This menu is actually a control invoked
by a menu. \Vhen you move the mouse into the control (still holding
d own the mouse button), you see a box appear that looks much like the
scroll box you see in Macintosh windows' scroll bars.

Fig. 24.10
Of Inte re st
Today
Tomorrow
Thi s We ek

The Days fro m Today
mode control.

81 1
!liT

:loln

31lK

Thi s Month

Maximum number
of days

Soue Window s os

ne ue rt to Souod
Occasion Files...
Occ asion Types...

Prefere nces ...
Poge Setup ...

lCD
ICY
38S

Ab ou t 11 Rem ember?" ...

Current number of
days indicator
Minimum number
of days

The current number of days is the number of days, including the cur·
rent day (today), for which occasions are shown. One day fro m today
shows onJy the current day's occasio ns. Seven days shows seven days
starting from today (September 11 to September 17). Thirty-one days
shows a month's worth of days starting from today (September 11 to
October 11).
Move the mouse pointer up to increase the number of days displayed
or down to decrease the number of days displayed. When the current
number of days indicator shows the desired number, release the mouse
button.
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Changing Months
Regardless of the display mode you are in, you can change the month
displayed in the What's Happening window. This capability allows you to
look ahead or check occasions that have passed. Figure 24.11 shows the
controls that affect the month d isplayed.

Fig. 24.11
The month buttons
and menu.
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The rwo small triangles in the upper left corner of the calendar are
bu ttons that enable you to move by one month at a time. To advance
one month, click the Next month button. To display the previous month,
click the Previous mo nth button.
Notice the small rectangu lar pointer over the month name in the
calendar. When moved over the month name, the mouse pointer turns
into this pointer to indicate that a pop-up menu is available. The pop-up
menu that appears over the month name enables you to go directly to
one of the 12 months of the year. To display a month, place the mouse
pointer over the month name in the calendar and choose the month (see
flg. 24.12). The chosen month then displays.

Changing the Year
Changing the year displayed is similar to changing the month. The year
buno ns, however, are on the right-hand side of the calendar. And the
pop-up menu appears when you put the mouse pointer on the year and
press the mouse button (see fig. 24.13).
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Fig. 24.12
Choosing to display the
month ofjune.

Fig. 24.13
Choosing a year to display.
ll"il-- - P rev1ous year button

Next year button

Aeulse

Using the butto ns in the upper right corner of the calendar, change the
year. To display the same month of the next year, click the Next year
button. Click the Previous year button to display the same mo nth of the
previous year.
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To choose a year fro m 1956 to 2018, place the mouse pointer over
the year displayed in the calendar. The control appears as shown in
figure 24. 13. Move the mouse pointer up to display a future year or
down to display a year in the past. The Current year indicator displays
the year you select. The What's Happening window shows the same
month bur in the newly chosen year.

Understanding the What's Happening Window
Before adding your own occasions, take a moment to consider the
window, the controls and menus contained in it, and what the display
means. Figure 24 .14 shows the What's Happening window's parts.

Fig. 24.14
The pans of d1e What's
Happening window.

You can see that some of the days in the Calendar are in boldface type.
These days have events. Notice that the 1st of the month is boldfaced in
the Calendar. Below the Calendar, you see the occasion Seij i Ozawa
( 1935). This occasion is a birthday contained in one of the occasion files
you installed when you copied the Occasions folder to the System
Folder.
The current day (today) is in o utline type as the 11th is. Days with no
events are in plain text.
You see that the occasions are listed below the dates on which they
occur. And you can see that the scroll bar to the right of the occasions is
active, which means that more occasions exist than can be displayed.
You can scroll to see them.
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U a day is displayed in boldface type, you know it has one or mo re
occasions occurring on it. To quickly d isplay a day's occasions, click
that day o n the calendar . The highlighted occasions scroll into view
(see fig. 24.15).

Fig. 24.15
Displaying the occasions
for September 23.

You can print the What's Happening window and all of its displayed
occasions by choosing Print from the pop-up Command menu at the
bottom of the window (see fig. 24. 16). Alternatively, press Command-P.
The Print dialog box appears (see the printer manual for more informatio n). Click Print or OK, and the window and its occasions print.

Saving the Window Settings
You should set d1e display mode you prefer and then save it as d1e
default. Remember? the n knows how you want the \'\'hat's Happening
window to display your occasio ns.
Use the following steps to set and save a display mode:
1. Choose What's Happening from the Reme mber? menu.

2. Choose a display mode. (This Mond1 is the mode used in th is
chapter's examples.)
3. Choose Save Windows as from d1e Remember? menu, and then
choose Default (see fig. 24. 17).
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Restart your Macintosh.

Restarting the compurer is necessary because the ftrSt time Remember? is
run, it creates a preferences file in the System Folder. The Remember?
extension does not work until this file is present. Because you have run
Remember? once now, the preferences file has been created. Restarting
your Macintosh now will give you full access to Remember?'s features.

Working with Occasions
If all you could display were occasions already in the occasion files,
Remember? would not be of much use as a calendar program. But of
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cou rse, you can add occasio ns. You a lso can modify existing occasions
and set the Remember? ex'tensio n to alert you when important events
approach. This sectio n explains how you can rake advamage of such
features.

Adding Occasions
You add occasions through the Ed it Occasion window. In this window,
you also edit occasions, search for occasions, and perform o ther
operations. All your work with occasions occurs in the Edit Occasio n
window.
To add an occasio n, choose Add New Occasion(s) from the Remember
menu . Alternatively, you can press Command-A. The Ed it Occasion
window appe:u·s (see fig. 24.18).
[ dlt Occasion

Fig. 24.18
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The next ste p involves the occasio n files. These files are discussed fu lly
later in this chapter, but you probably are aware d1at you can have more
th:ll1 o ne occasio n file . Make certain d1at d1e pop-up File menu in the
Ed it Occasion window reads Events, as the menu does in figure 24.18.
You add your occasions to this file. If the pop-up File me nu does not
read Events, choose the Eve nts ftle from the menu (see fig. 24 .19) .

Fig. 24.19
Choosing the Events file.
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Entering the occasion type is an optional step but one that you probably
want to use. Remember? offers several diffe re nt categories of occasions.
Each category displays in a unique text style (and color on color
Macintoshes) in the What's Happening window. You can configu re the
color and the text style of the categories (see d1e "Configuring Remem·
ber?" sectio n). You choose the occasion type from the Type menu (see
fig. 24.20).

Fig. 24.20
Setting the Meeting
occasion type.
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Now you are ready to enter d1e date of me occasion. You can see me
check box next to the grayed pop-up menu displaying, in this case,
September. Clicki ng d1e Monm menu check box places an X in th e
check box and activates me Month menu. Choose the month in which
the occasion occurs. Note that the Month menu is set by defau lt to the
curre nt month . If the occasion occurs during the current mo nth, you
do no t have to change the menu's setting.
Click the check box to d1e left of the Date me nu. The Date menu
displays the current date. If the occasion occu rs to day, you leave current
date entered; otherwise, choose the date of the occasion from me popup Date menu (see fig. 24.21).

Fig. 24.21
Setting the Date tO
the 17th.
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Click the check box to the left of the Year menu. Again, the current year
is already present. If the occasion occurs in a different year, choose the
year from the Year pop-up menu.
Click the check box to the left of the Starts at clock control. Activating
the clock control enables you to enter a time for the event. Click the
clock hand and drag it around until the numbers below the clock read
10:00, for example (see fig. 24.22).

Fig. 24.22
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hen your Macintosh clock is set to the 12-hour option, you
see AM or PM below the clock. AM and PM do not appear in
the figure because the author's clock is set to the 24-hour mode.
(For information on setting the Macintosh clock, see your
Macintosh manual; check for information on the General or
General Controls control panel.)

W

\'<'hen you first set the Starts at clock, you drag the hour hand. The
minute hand remains at 12:00. After setting the hour, you can then set
the minutes by dragging the minute hand. Adjusting the minute hand
enables you to set times such as 10:30 or 9:12.
Now you can set the Remember? extension to alert you to the occasion's
approach. Click the Alert me at clock and drag the clock hands to the
time you want the Remember? extension to sound an alarm warning you
of the event. The Alert me at clock is set automatically to the same time
as the Starts at clock. So if you want to be alerted 15 minutes before an
event, drag the minute hand back 15 minutes. Drag the hour hand back
one hour to receive an alert an hour before the event.
Type a description of the event. Although you have quite a bit of room to
enter text in the text box, you should keep the description to a short,
one-line entry. Short entries make the What's Happening window easier
to read.
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Then choose New from the Command pop-up menu (see fig. 24.23).
Alternatively, press Command-N.

Fig. 24.23
Adding a new occasion.
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Close the Edit Occasion window by clicking its close box. The occasion
appears in the What's Happe ning window. You can see the occasion by
clicking the date in the Cale ndar, \vhich highlights the occasion.

Editing Occasions
In the example, you have a meeting e ntered o n September 17 for 10:00
in the mo rning. But you later get a message that the meeting has been
moved by one week to the 24th. You need to change the occasion.
To change the occasion, you again invoke the Edit Occasions window.
But you open the window with a different step, by using one of two
alternative methods. If the day has only one occasioh entered , doubleclick the date in the Cale ndar. \Vhen more than one occasion occurs on
the day, double-clicking the date may not open the correct occasion for
editing. In that case, double-dick the occasion in the lower part of the
What's Happening window. Double-clicking a date opens the first
occasion fo r that date. Double-clicking an occasion o pens that occasion.
The Edit Occasions window opens. You use essentially the same steps to
change an occasion as you do to e nter one. For the example, you need
to change the date. Choose the new date, the 24th, from the Date menu.
The date is the only change in this example. But you can change any
setting you want-the mo nth, the year, the Starts at time, or any other
setting in the window. When you have made the changes, choose
Replace from the Command menu. Alternatively, you can press
Command-E. Then close the Edit Occasions window.
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Note that if you make a mistake changing an occasion, you can restore it
to its original settings by choosing the Revert command. Use this command before choosing d1e New or Replace command. If you choose one
o f these commands, you have to edit the occasion rather d1an revert it.

Deleting Occasions
Late r you find out that the meeting has been canceled . You need to
remove the occasion rather d1an edit it. You invoke the Edit Occasions
window just as you do for editing occasio ns. To dele te d1e occasion,
choose Delete from the Command menu.
Note that you do not have an undo command or receive a prompt to
confim1 the delete. When you choose the command, you delete the
occasion. If you make a mistake, you have to reenter the occasion.

Finding Occasions
You may run into a case in which you know you ente red an occasio n but
you cannot reme mber the exact information, such as the date or month.
Widl the Find command, you can e nter what you do recaH and locate the
occasion. To find an occasion, choose Find an Occasion from the
Remembe r? menu. You also can press Command-F.
The Find Occasion window appears. This window is d1e same as dle Edit
Occasion wi ndow except that the File menu is blank. The program
searches aU occasion files whe n the File me nu is blank. If you want to
search o nly one tHe, choose an occasion file from d1e File menu.
Now you enter what you do recall about the event. If, for example, you
re member the event was o n a Monday, enter dlat day in dle Day menu.
Generally, however, entering part of the description is the easiest
me thod. Any part of the description will do. If the eve nt is "Meeting with
judy about CAST project," you can e mer CAST. If d1e event is "Mom's
birthday party,"·you can enter Mom. Enter something that is unique
about the event.
Type dle text to be searched for (such as CAST) and enter any o ther
parts of the occasio n you remember (such as setting the Day me nu to
Monday). Then choose Find from the Command menu (see fig. 24.24).
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Fig. 24.24
Locating an occasion with
CAST in the description.
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If the occasio n is found, the window becomes the Edit Occasions
window, and you see the occasion (see fig. 24.25). Lfthe occasio n cannot
be found, however, you hear a beep and the window re mains the Find
Occasio n wi ndow.

Fig. 24.25
The occasion is found and
ready to be edited.
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Note that you may have mo re than one match. Perhaps you have had
several meetings concerning the example CAST project. Remember?
locates the first matching occasio n. You the n can search for the next by
choosing Find Next o r p ressing Commanci-G until you locate the d esired
occasion . Whe n all matching occasions have been found, you hear a
beep.

Adding Recurring Occasions
Yo u can use Re me mbe r? tO warn you o f bills that occur on certain clays,
weekly and monthly meetings, and other occasions that recur periodic;tlly. To e nter a recurring occasion, you set a elate that is less specific
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than what you have seen so far. You also use the two menus in the Edit
Occasions window that are skipped in the "Adding Occasions" section.
For example, to enter an occasion that occurs every Monday, use these
steps in the Edit Occasions window:
1. Click the Day check box.
2. Choose Monday from the Day menu.
3. Type the occasion description.
4. Set d1e Starts at time and the Alert me at time (this is optional of
course).
Figure 24.26 shows how the occasion appears.

Fin. 24.26
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;. Choose New, or press Command-N .
Many occasions occur on a specific date within a month. Bills are usually
due on a particular date, such as the 15th of the mond1. To enter an
occasion such as this, you set only the date (see fig. 24.27). The occasion
then appears on d1e l;th o f each month .

Fig. 24.27
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Some monthly occasions occur on the second Monday, the third
Tuesday, or a similarly specified day. Figure 24.28 shows how you enter
an occasion that occurs on the second Monday of every month.

Fig. 24.28
A specific-day monthly
occasion.
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The Occurrence menu contains the options First, Second, Third, and
Fourth with which you probably are familiar. But the me nu also contains
the options Fifth , Last, and Alternate.
Fifth. For months in which a day occurs five times. You can set an
occasion for the fifth Monday, for example, which is a. rare case but
one for which Remember? is prepared.

Last. For end-of-the-month events, such as meetings. You can set a
reminder for the last Tuesday of the month, for instance.
Alternate. For biweekly events-those that occur every other
week. For example, use Alternate for a mee ting that occurs every
other Monday (see fig. 24.29).

Fig. 24.29
Add ing a biweekly
occasion.
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Entering Occasions with Text
Adva nced users may wa nt to skip the use o f the pop· up menus. You can
enter an occasion by typing the event in the Description box and then
conve rting it to an occasio n with a command.
To enter occasio ns with text, you use the followi ng ste ps:
1. Choose Add New Occasio n (s) from the Remember? me nu, or press
Command·A.
2. Type the occasion infonnation you n eed , separating each entry
with a single space. Type the information in the fo llowing order:
Month
Day o f week
Occurrence (First, Second, Third, Last, Alte rnate, and so forth)
Type (Birthday, Meeting, o r other enuy in th e Type me nu)
Day o f month
Year (the full year (1992) o r the last rwo digits (92))
Starting time
Alert time
Description in quotation marks
You do not have to e nte r all this info rmation, o nly the parts you
need . The important parts are to e nte r the information in this
orde r, to match the menu cho ices, and to e nter the occasion
descriptio n in quotatio n marks.
Figure 24.30 shows how you would enter a November 28, 1992,
birthday occasion for j oe.

Fig. 24.30
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3. Choose Text > > Occasion, o r press Command-= (equal sign).
The program converts the text to the occasion, and you see the
menus set appropriately (see fig. 24.31) .
Edit Occeslon

Fig. 24.31
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4. Choose New from the Command menu, or press Command-N.

Working with Occasion Files
As stated before, you can have more tha n one occasion file. Having
multiple occasion files e nables you to separate occasions or maintain
separate cale ndars (perhaps o ne for business and one for personal
occasions) .

You access the fi les by choosing Occasio n Files from the Remember?
menu, or pressing Command-O. The Occasion Files dialog box appears
(see fig. 24.32). The list box contains the open occasion files. The
buttons o n the right side enable you to work with the files. This section
covers the capabilities you have for working with Remember? occasion
files.

Fig. 24.32
The Occasion Files dialog
box shows o pen files.
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Creating New Occasion Files
To create a new file, perform the following steps in the Occasion Files
dialog box:
1. Click the New button.

You see a standard Save dialog box.
2. Type a name for the file, such as Personal Occasions (see
fig. 24.33).

Fig. 24.33
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3. Click Save, or press Return.
The program creates the new file and returns you to the Occasion Files
dialog box. The new file appears with the other open files.

Opening Occasion Files
You can open an existing occasion flle with the followi ng steps:
1. Click Open in the Occasion Files dialog box.

A standard Open dialog box appears (see fig. 24.34).

Fig. 24.34
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2. Double-click the name of the file you want to open.
The program return you to the Occasion Files dialog box, where the file
appears with the other open files.

Closing Occasion Files
If you do nor want the occasions in a file to display in the What's
Happening window, you need to close the file. Use the following steps
to close a fil e:
1. In the Occasion Files dialog box, click the file you want to close.

2. Click the Close burton.
The program closes the file and re moves its name from the open file list.

Saving the Open Files
When you have the set of occasion files you w~Lnt to use listed in the
open file dialog box. you ca n save that set by clicking the Save burton in
the Occasion Files dialog box. You can the n close the Occasion Files
dialog box by clicking the Done burton.

Browsing Occasion Files
You can look thro ugh and work with the events of a single file by usi ng
the Browse button. The Occasion Files dialog box must list the occasion
file as an open file. If the file is not listed, use the steps of the preceding
sectio n to open that file.
To see a listing of all of the occasions in a single occasion file, click the
name of the llle to be browsed. Then click the Browse button. You sec
the Browse window open (sec fig. 24.35).

Fig. 24.35
The 13rowse window for
the Events file.
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If the window is roo smaH for you to see all of the information for the
occasions, you can resize d1e window.

Deleting Occasions
If you need to dele te o ne or more occasio ns, you can do so while
browsing an occasion file. The only time you can dele te groups of
occasions is when you are working in the Browse window.
To delete a single occasio n from the Browse window, click the occasion.
Or to delete a group of occasions from the Browse window, drag to
select the gro up. Then choose Delete Occasions from the Browse
window Command menu (see fig. 24.36).

Fig. 24.36
Deleting a selectio n of
occasio ns.

A dialog box appears asking you to conftrm the deletion. Click the OK
button. Or click the No butto n if you change your mind about deleting
d1e occasions. Remember, the program does not have an undo command. You lose dele ted occasions.

Setting Auto-Delete
Remember? ca n delete occasio ns that have passed. This option is set
automatically. If you don 't wa nt it to do this, choose the Auto-delete
option, which is located on the pop-up me nu at the bottom of the
Events window (refer back to figure 34.36).
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here is a general auw -delete setting. Reier w the section
"Setting Preferences" for more information.

Printing Occasions
You can print all the occasio ns in an occasion file or a selection of
occasions. To print all the occasions, choose Print Occasions from the
Command menu, or press Command-P. If you want to print a selectio n
of occasions, drag w select the occasions you want to print, and then
choose Print Occasio ns.
The printer's Print dialog box appears (see your printer manual for more
information). CHck the Print or OK button, or press Return. The occasions print using the same format as the Browse window.

Changing Occasion Types
You can ch ange an occasion group's type from the Browse window.
Changing a who le group of occasions e nables you to set the type for
several occasions at once rather than edit each occasion. Use the
fo llowing steps w change a group of occasions:
1. Select the occasions you want to change.
2. Choose Set Type To from the Command menu, and the n choose
the type of occasion you want (see fig. 24.37).

The selected occasions' type changes.

Locking Occasion Files
To lock an occasion file so that changes canno t be made to it, choose
Lock File from the Browse window Command menu. When this option
is active, you cannot choose the file fro m the File menu of the Edit
Occasions window. To unlock the file, choose Lock File again.
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Fig. 24.37
Setting a group of
occasions to the .Urgent
type.

Adding and Editing Occasions
While you are in the Browse window, you still have access to the Edit
Occasions window. You can add a new occasion or edit an existing one.
To add a new occasion , choose New Occasio n from d1e Browse window
Comm and menu, or press Command-N. Then use th e same steps
o utlined in the "Adding Occasions" section.
To edit an occasion from the Browse window, perform the following
steps:
1. Click the occasion to be edited.

2. Choose Edit Occasion from me Browse w indow Command menu ,
or press Command-E.
The Edit Occasion \vindow o pe ns, enabling you to edit th e occasion. Use
the same ste ps described in the ''Editing Occasions" and "Adding
Occasions" sectio ns.

Configuring Remember?
Remember? has many configuration options that enable you to tailor the
program to your needs. You can, for exa mple, d etermine the different
types of occasio ns, how they are displayed , and how far in advance you
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are notified of their approach. You can set the form of the What's
Happening window and resize parts of it. Colo r-capable Macintoshes
provide you with control over the colors used in displaying occasion
text. This section discusses the program's various configuration options.

Setting Occasion Type Options
Preceding sectio ns show you how to assign each occasion a type, such as
Default, Urgent, or Meeting. You will now see how to tailor these types
to suit your needs. You can rename any of the types to fit the kinds of
occasions you want to enter, change the format o f occasion text, adjust
the number of days for advance notice of occasions, and set various
other options.
To make changes to an occasion type, you ftrSt choose Occasion Types
from the Remember? menu, or press Command-Y. The Occasion Types
dialog box opens (see fig. 24.38).

Fig. 24.38
The Occasion Types
dialog box.
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Choose the occasion type with which you want to work by choosing the
name of the occasion from the pop-up Type menu (see fig. 24.39). The
name of the chosen type appears in the Type field, and you are ready to
configure the type. Keep in mind as you set optio ns, however, that they
apply to the occasion type. When you choose a type for an occasion, you
apply the type's options to the occasion.

Setting Occasion Type Names
To change the name of an occasion type, you do the following:
1. Double-click the name of the type in the Type field.

2. Type the new name.
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Fig. 24.39
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One and two word names arc best, although you can enter a name as
wide as the Macintosh screen.

Setting Of Interest Notifications
With the occasion rype selected , you can set the number of days in
advance that Re me mber? notifies you o f an occasion. The Of Inte rest
window the n includes any occasion of this type.
Set the option by choosing it from the pop-up "Of Interest" Advance
Notificatio n me nu in the Occasion Types dialog box. You have the
following three notificatio n options:

Standard_ Occasions of this ty pe are included in the Of Inte rest
window for the numbe r of days set in the Standard Notification
option at the bottom of d1e dialog box (7 days in figures 24.38
and 24.39).
Days. This option brings up a contro l that e nables you to set a
numbe r of days fro m 0 to 31. A setting of 0 means that the
occasions are included o nly on the day they occur.
None. Occasions of this type never appear in d1e Of rme rest
window.

Setting Standard Notification
The Standard Notificatio n seuing is d1e default notification time for all
occasion types. \'Vhe n the Of Inte rest notificatio n is set to Standard, this
setting is the one that is used . To change the Standard Notification,
choose a number of days from the Standard Notification pop-up menu.
You can choose from 0 to 31 days in advance.
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Al l occasio n types in Remember? initially have the d efault Standard
Notification setting o f 7 days. By changing the Standard notificatio n
setting, you affecr all rhe occasion types except those for wh ich you have
changed the "Of Interest" Adva nce Notification optio n.

Setting Alert Options
The occasion rype settings d etermine what happens at an occasio n's
alert time, which you set in the Edit Occasions window. In the Occasion
Types dialog box, you see the At an Occasio n's "Ale rt Me At" Ti me
sectio n. This section has options that affect what occurs at the alert time
fo r all occasions o f the currently selected occasion type.
The Show a Pop-u p Alert Window optio n determines whether a windO\V
appears at the alert time. Activate this o ption to have a window pop up
fo r all occasions of this type. Deactivate the setting if you do not want a
window to pop up.
The Play This Sound option de termines whethe r a sound plays at the
ale rt time and what sou nd plays. Activate or deactivate the option based
on ·w hether you want a sound to be played at the alert time. If you want
a sound , choose it from the po p-up Beep Sound me nu.

Setting Text Style
The text style of an occasio n type can set off occasions from one anod1er.
Urgent type occasions, for example, can display in boldface type and be
preceded by an exclamatio n mark. On colo r Macintoshes, Urgent
occasions can display in bright reel.
Yo u can use the foUO\ving options to dete rmine how occasions o f a
specific type d isplay in the What's Happening window:
•

To have an occasio n show in the \\'lh at's Happening window,
activate the Show the Occasion in "What's Happening" windows
optio n .

• To precede the occasio n with a character or string of characters,
type the character or characters in the .Prefixed by the string field .
•

To set the occasion 's text style, click the Using Text Style bu tton.
This last step opens a dialog box that e nables you to choose text
optio ns (see fig. 24.40) .
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Fig. 24.40
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Use the following procedures to set an occasion type's text style:
•

To change the font, click the Font check box, and then choose the
font from the Font pop-up menu.

•

To change the font size, click the Size check box, and then choose
the font size from the pop-up Size menu.

•

To set the font style, click the Style options. You can set the scyle
for Bold, Outline, Und erline, Italic, Shadow, o r Condense. Click
each style option you want to use; you can combine the options
freely.

•

To set tl1e color, click the Color check box (you may need to click
it a second time). The Macintosh Color Wheel appears. You can
then choose the display color you want for the occasions of this
type (see your Macintosh manual for help with the Color Wheel).

When you finish setting text optio ns, click OK to close the dialog box.

Setting What's Happening Window Options
Some options affect the \XThat's Happening window. These options
include the size of tl1e calendar, whether a calendar displays, and the
capability to save different window configurations.

Setting Calendar Size
You can easily change the size of the calendar shown in the What's
Happening window by dragging the lower border. You may need to
experiment a bit with resizing. When you resize the calendar, the text
may not be clear because of Remember?'s automatic selectio n of the font
size. Try resizing the calendar again slightly. Sometimes a small nudge
can hit the right fo nt size and clear the text.
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Showing/Hiding the Calendar
You can choose to display or not display the calendar by using the
Calendar command from the What's Happening window Command
menu (see fig. 24.4 1). This command toggles. That is, choose the
command to show the calendar; choose it again to hide the calendar.

Fig. 24.41
Choosing the Calendar
command.
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Saving Window Configurations
You can have four different versions of the What's Happening window
that appear at diffe rent times. You do this by saving the windows'
configuratio ns with the Save Windows as command in the Remember?
menu.
You save a window configuration by choosing one of fou r sets from the
menu that appears when you choose the Save Windows as command
from the Remember? menu. The fo llowing list contains the four sets:
Default. This window set opens when you start Remember? from
the Apple menu (or double-click it in System 7). This set also is
used at all other times unless you define one of the following sets.
Startup. This set opens when the Remember? extension opens
Remember? at startup (see the "Setting Preferences" section for
mo re on the automatic startup of Remember?).
Alerts. This set o pens when you start Remember? from the Alert
pop-up window (see the "Responding to Alerts" section for more
information).
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User. This set opens when you smrt Remember? from the Apple
menu while hold ing down d1e Shift key.
Each of the four sets can be invoked in Re member? by choosing
the desired one from me Revert m Saved menu. Or you can press
Command- I for the Default set, Command-2 for the Starrup set,
Command-3 for me Alerts set, o r Command-4 for me User set.

Setting Preferences
Re member? has e no rmou s nexibility in its prefere nces. You can change
the location of d1e Ale rt window, determine when the extension checks
for occasions of in terest, set the style and color (if you have a colorcapable Macintosh) of most windows and text ite ms, and use many o ther
optio ns.
To set prefere nces, you choose Preferences from the Remember? menu ,
or press Command-S. You then see me Prefe re nces dialog box (see
fig. 24.42).

Fig. 24.42
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At d1e top of the dialog box a re three preference buttons: General,
AlertS, and Visuals. Each of me three buttons determines available
optio ns.

Setting General Preferences
The General optio n is already selected whe n me Preferences dialog box
appears. The prefere nces displayed in the box are of a ge neral narure
and concern the overall operatio n of me Re me mber? program.
To have Re member? check for occasions of inte rest at startup, you
activate the Check for Occasio ns Of Interest option. This option is
already set, so you need to change it only if you do not want Remember?
to check for occasio ns at smrrup time.
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You also can choose whether to have the program check for o ccasions of
interest at every startup or only once per day. To have Remember? check
for occasions of interest each time you startup the Macintosh, click the
Every Startup option. If you want Remember? to check for o ccasions of
interest only at the first startup of each day, click the First Startup of
Each Day option.
The next setting, When an Occasion of Interest is found, determines
what happens when an occasion of interest is found at startup. If the
Run the DA option is checked, Remember? starts and you see the Default
window set (vou can change this set using the next option). If the Play
the Associated Sound option is checked , you also hear the sound that
you set for the occasion type. This option gives you an audible clue of
the kind o f occasio n found. (See the "Setting Alert Options" section for
information about setting sounds for particular occasion types and the
"Adding Occasions" section for information on assigning an occasion
type to an occasion.)
You can choose which window displays at startup. If you want to have
the Default window set open when Remember? starts, you check Open
"Default" set of Windows at DA startup. To show only the Of Interest
window listing upcoming occasions, uncheck this option.
Remember? provides an option for automatic deletion of expired
occasions. If you want to have old occasions deleted automatically, check
the Allow auto-delete of expired occasions option. If you do not want
any occasions deleted from any occasion file automatically, uncheck this
option. For each specitk occasion file from which you want to delete o ld
occasions auto matically, you choose Auto-delete from the Browse
window Command menu (see the "Browsing Occasion Files" section).

Setting Alert Preferences
To set the alert-related preferences, you frrst click the Alerts button at
the top of the Preferences dialog box. You see the Alert preferences (see
fig. 24.43).

Fig. 24.43
The Alert Preferences.
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To have the Alert sounds played when the Alert window pops up, check
the Play Sound at Alert time o ptio n. Unchecking this option p revents any
alert sou nds from playing. The exact sound played depends on the
occasion type settings (see the "Setting Alert Options" section).
If you want the Alert window to appear at alert time, check the Show
Pop-up window at Alert time o ption. You then click in the screen to the
right of the option to indicate where you want the Alert window to
appear on-screen. Unchecking this option prevents the Alert window
fro m appearing at any time.
The pop-up "hot key" enables you to invoke the pop-up Alert window at
any time. Because this window enables you to perform certain fu nctions
(see the "Responding to Alerts" section), you may want to be able to
invoke it with the keyboard. Check the Pop-up Hot Key option to be able
to use the hot key.
You set the hot key by hold ing down Command and one or two other
keys. The keys you choose display to the right of the Pop-up Hot Key
optio n.

Setting Visual Preferences
You can contro l the text style and color of many parts of Remember?
To set these preferences, first click the Visuals option at the top of the
Preferences dialog box. You see the Visuals options (see fig. 24.44).

Fig. 24.44
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The dialog box is divided into two list boxes. The left list box con tains
text items fo r which you can set the text style. The right list box contains
objects for w hich you can set the color.
To set the text style for an item, use the following steps:
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1. Click the item to be changed (for example, the Printed page titles

item).
2. Click the Change Text Style button.
You see the Text Style dialog box.
3. Choose the font you wan£ to use from the Font menu.
4. Choose the font size you wan£ to use from the Size menu.
5. Click each of the Style options you want to use (Bold, Outline,
Italic, and so forth).
6. Click OK.

ou use the color option for text that is displayed on-screen. If
you are changing the text style for screen text, click the Color
option twice to bring up the Macintosh Color Wheel so that you
can choose a color for the text.

Y

If you have a color-capable Macintosh, you can change the color of many
of the parts of the Remember? windows. To change colors, use these
steps:
1. Click the item to be changed (for example, the frame item- the
Remember? window frame).

2. Click the Change Color button.
The Macintosh Color Wheel appears (see your Macintosh manual
for more on the Color Wheel).
3. Choose the desired color and click OK.
When you finish making changes to the Preferences dialog box, click the
Save button.

Responding to Alerts
By setting Remember? to alert you to an approaching occasion, you are
setting the extension to bring up an Alert window at the time you set
with the "Alert Me at" option. When the time that you set is reached, the
window appears (see fig. 25 .45) .
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Fig. 24.45
An occasion is
approaching.
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The upper part of the dialog box contains the pop-up Command me nu
hidden in the small Remember? icon in the upper left corner (see
fig. 24.46). To the riglu is the curre nt time and date. The lower portion
shows you the time and the occasion.

Fig. 24.46
The Alert Command menu.
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You can use the fo llowing procedures when the Alert window appears:
•

To dismiss the window, click its lower half. You also can choose
Go Away from the pop-up menu, or press Command -G.

•

To start the Remember? program, choose "Remember?" DA from
the pop-up menu, or press Command-D.

•

To ed it the occasion, choose Edit from the pop-up menu, or press
Command-E.

•

To add a new occasio n, choose New fro m the pop-up menu, or
press Command-N.

•

To check fo r occasions of interest, choose Anything o f Interes t?
from the pop-up menu, or p ress Command-!. The program
searches d1e occasio n Hies for occasions in the Of Interest range
(see the "Sening Of !merest Notifications" section). If any occasio ns are found, the Of Interest window o pens.

The Revise Alert command should not be necessary. Use this command
only if you receive an error message when the Alert window is o n-screen.
This command causes the program to check for the next alert, a process
that is no rmally automatic.

Using Other Commands
Four commands in the Remember? menu d o not fall into any particular
category. These commands are Calendar Only, Page Setup, About
Remember?, and Quit. The following list describes d1e commands:
Calendar Only. Use this command to invoke o nly a calendar (or
press Command-L). A calendar appe;u·s that is the same as the
calendar parr of the What's Happening window. This calendar is
for reference purposes. You can look ;thead while entering
occasions o r simply refer to d ates. The calendar has d1e same
bunons and menus as the calendar part o f the What's Happening
window (see the "Using the What's Happening Wi ndow" section) .
Page Setup. Use d1is command to configure p rinting fo r d1e
p rinter. The pri nter Page Setu p dialog box appears. This dialog
box is part of the pri nter driver software that comes with the
p rin ter. (Check your prin ter manual for mo re o n using the dialog
box.)
About Remember? Use th is command to display information
about d1e Remember? p rogram, including autho r contact informatio n.
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Quit. Use this command to quit Remember? You also can press
Command·Q, or click the close box in the What's Happening
window.

Troubleshooting and Other Considerations
A few final points about Remember? need to be mentioned.
The first point concerns the different startup icons that can appear when
Remember? loads. Figure 24.47 shows the different icons.

Fig. 24.47

[ E - steepy

Remember? startup icons.
I D - Grumpy
I I i J - Happy

[II

Lazy

[l!i

Dopey

g

Stilly

The icons are named, from top to bottom, Sleepy, Grumpy, Happy, Lazy,
Dopey, and Stiffy (programmers do have a sense of humor, honest). The
following list explains what each icon indicates:
Sleepy. Remember? is checking for occasions of interest.
Grumpy. No occasions of interest were found.
Happy. An occasion of interest was found. Remember? will run
automatically if set to do so (see the "Setting Preferences" section
for information on alert and general options).

Lazy. Remember? has run once today, and you have configured
the program to check for occasions of interest only at the first
startup of each day (see the "Setting Preferences" section).
Dopey. No occasion file is open (see the "Opening Occasion Files"
section). Or you have bypassed the extension startup by pressing
the mouse button. The extension will load but cannot run.
' Stiffy. The configuration file is corrupted or missing (you must
run Remember? at least once to create this file before the extension will load) . Or you have pressed Shift-Option-Command and
the mouse button to override the extension startup.
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Note that if you cannot get Remember? to work, you can check the
startup icon to see whether it can give you information o n a problem.
If you see numbers above the icon, write them down and contact the
author of the program. Numbers may indicate a problem with
Remember?
A couple of warnings are in order. Users of Multifinder under System 6
should always use the Quit command in the Remember? menu and nor
the one provided by DA Handler in the File menu. Using Quit from the
File menu can cause problems that might crash Remember?

lf you have more than one Remember? window open at a time in System 7 and choose Shut Down or Restart, the Finder only closes the
active window. The Macintosh does not shut dmvn or restart. Choosing
Quit from the Remember? menu will allow the shut-down process to
continue if thi&happens. Your Macintosh will shut down or restart as
expected. The program's author is currently unable to fix this problem
but is working on it.
In the Remember? Manual Fo lder is a ResEclit template file that enables
you to explore the resources of the Remember? program. Only users
familiar with the Apple-supplied ResEdit programmer's tool will need, be
interested in, or know how to use this template. More information (and
warnings about the powerful but very dangerous ResEdit program) is
available in the Remember? manual files.

Summary
Remember? is ideal for those of us with occasion-filled lives. The program can keep a calendar that appears each time the Macintosh starts
up and alerts us to approaching events.
You have seen how much is available in the program. If aU of
Remember?'s features and commands seem a bit overwhelming
right now, start out simple. But don't be afraid to experiment.
Remember? is certainly a program worth, well, remembering.
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Using lightningPaint
- - - . , ightningPaint is a small, fast
painting shareware program
written by Humayun S. Lari.
The author wrote the majority of the program when he
was 16 years old (he's 19
or 20 now) . In the Septem, ~~,.,....,.........-----' ber 1992 issue, MacUser
magazine made the program its
top pick in the Graphics Tools
category.
Although LightningPaint is not as
powerful as large, commercial
painting programs, it gives you a
variety of tools and special effects.
Even if you have little to no painting or drawing skills, you can enjoy
experimenting with the program.
Far from being simply entertaining,

the program can be quite useful. You can sto re paintings in the standard
PICT format that e nables you to import the m to other progra ms. You
could, fo r example, create a company logo, and the n import the logo
into your word processor to u se as a le tterhead .

Starting lightningPaint
To begin using LightningPaint, double·click the program's icon. The
introduction screen app ears; you can d ismiss it by clicking the mouse
bunon.
The Toolbox and a blank, untitled document appear (see fig. 25.1).

Fig. 25.1
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LightningPaint is ready
for use
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You are ready to begin p ainting.

Drawing Shapes
This section explores LightningPaint by explaining how to draw simple
shapes, su ch as squares, circles, and rectangles, using LightningPaint's
six shape tools. LightningPaint displays each tool with a shape that
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suggests its use. For example, the Rectangle tool displays a picture of a
rectangle (see fig. 25.2).

Fig. 25.2
The six shape tools.

Rectangle tool
Oval tool
Polygon tool

Rounded rectangle tool
Freehand tool
Multisided tool

In addition, you can determine the pattern, color, and paint type
LightningPaint uses to create the shape.

Drawing aRectangle
To draw a rectangle, follow these steps:
1. Click the Rectangle tool in the Toolbox.

2. Place the mouse pointer where you want the upper left corner of
the rectangle to appear.
3. Click and drag the mouse pointer. The rectangle appears as you
drag the mouse (see fig. 25.3) .
4. When the rectangle is the size you want, release the mouse button.

Drawing aSquare
Although you can use the Rectangle tool to draw a square, making
certain that the sides of the rectangle are equal may be difficult. Fortunately, LightningPaint enables you to constrain the Rectangle tool in
order to draw perfect squares.
To draw a square, follow the same instructions you used to draw a
rectangle, but hold down the Shift key before you press the mouse
butto n. When you are finished drawing, release the Shift key as well as
the mouse button.
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Fig. 25.3
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Drawing a rectangle.
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Drawing Other Basic Shapes
The Oval. and Rounded Rectangle tools operate in a similar manner as
the Rectangle tooL You use the same steps to draw these shapes. Click
the tool rhat represents d1e shape you want to draw. Place the mouse
pointer in rhe document, and then drag the pointer to draw the shape.
As long as you are pressing me mouse bunon, the shape follows the
mouse pointer. The point at which you start drawing does not move.
You can move me mouse pointer in an y direction you want until the
shape you desire is drawn. At d1;1t point, releasing the mouse pointer
paints the shape as if you had applied ink to a canvas. Of course, in this
case, the ink is on-screen dots.
As with the Rectangle tool, the Oval and Rounded Rectangle tools can be
constrained by holding down d1e Shift key before pressing d1e mouse
bunon. Hold ing down the Shift key causes the mouse pointer to draw
the shape with the widd1 and height remaining the same. Constrain the
Oval tool to draw circles. Constrain the Rounded Rectangle tool to draw
squares \'lith rounded corners.
Figure 25.4 shows the shapes that you can draw using the three shape
too ls covered so far. The top row was drawn without constraining the
too l. The bottom row was drawn wid1 the Shift key held down to
constrain the shape.
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Fig. 25.4
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You may already see some uses for even the basic shape drawing tools.
Figure 25.5 shows the beginning of a logo for a company dealing in
video products.

Fig. 25.5
A movie camera made wilh
simple shapes.
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The movie camera was made with three rectangles and two circles using
the Rectangle tool and the constrained Oval tool, respectively.

Drawing Polygons
Polygons are shapes with straight sides. Rectangles and squares are
actually polygons, but LightningPaint provides a separate tool for
rectangles and squares because they are so common. You use the
Polygon tool for other polygon shapes, such as the triangle and the
diamond. This tool requires the additional step of choosing the shape
you want to draw. To use the Polygon tool, follow these steps:

1. Double-click the Polygon tool.
The Polygon Sides dialog box appears (see fig. 25.6).

Fig. 25.6
The Polygon Sides
dialog box.
The dialog box offers you five choices: three-sided, four-sided,
five-sided, six-sided, and eight-sided.
2. Click the shape you want to draw.
You can then use the same steps as with the Rectangle and other tools to
draw the shape. If you want the sides of the polygon to be the same size,
hold down the Shift key before you press the mouse button.
Note that the Polygon tool anchors the shape differently than the other
tools. The tool anchors shapes to a point that permits you to rotate the
shape while you are pressing the mouse button (see fig. 25.7) .

Drawing Multisided Shapes
The Polygon tool limits you to shapes of no more than seven sides. To
draw shapes with many sides using straight lines, you use the Multisided
tool. This tool enables you to draw each line of the shape independently.
The shape in figure 25.8, for example, has several straight sides.
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Fig. 25.7
Rotating a triangle.
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Fig. 25.8
Stylized mountain shape.
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To draw such a shape, follow these steps:
1. Click the Multisided tool.

2. Place the mouse pointer, press the mouse button, and drag to
d raw the first line of the shape.
3. When you reach the end of the line (in the example, reaching the
end of the firs t line o f the first peak), release the mouse button.
4. Without pressing the mouse button, move the mouse pointer to
draw the next line. The line automatically starts where the last one
ended.
5. When you come to the end of the line, click the mouse button.
Repeat steps 4 and 5 to draw as many lines as needed. After the first line
is drawn, each click of the mouse indicates the end of a line. You do not
have to return to your starting point to close the object. \Vhen you have
finished drawing, double-dick the mouse to indicate to LightningPaint
that you have completed the shape.
Note that you can constrain the lines in the shape to 15-clegree angles
only by holding clown the Shift key before drawing the first line. You can
release the Shift key after you start drawing the line. Then you can draw
the lines only at 15-degree angles (0 degrees, 15 degrees, 30 degrees,
and so on) .

Drawing Irregular Shapes
The final shape tool permits you to draw irregular shapes . For example,
figure 25.9 shows the mountain shape with snow and clouds.
The snow and clouds are irregular shapes that you can draw with the
Freehand tool. Click the Freehand too l. Then position the mouse
pointer, and click and drag the mouse to draw the shape. Finally, release
the mouse button. The Freehand tool has no constraint options. You are
drawing completely freehand .

Working with Shapes
This sectio n explains how to manipulate shapes that you draw. This
section covers fi lling a shape with a pattern, selecting shapes, moving
shapes, deleting shapes, erasing shapes, and duplicating shapes.
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Fig. 25.9
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Filling Shapes
You can fil1 shapes with patterns and even colors (although LightningPaint's color capabilities are limited) . foirst, however, you must learn
more about the Toolbox and the Pattern pale tte.
To display rhe Pattern pale tte, click the Curre nt Paint;Fill Patte rn button.
The paleue appears in the location shown in figure 25. 10.
The Pattern palette displays a variety of patterns, but these 32 patterns
are only some of the many patte rns available. To display the other
patte rns, click the left or right Pattern Selector buttons. Each click
displays a gro up of 32 patterns. A total of J 28 patte rns are available.
To use a pattern to fill a shape, you must first make it the fil1 pattern.
Follow these ste ps:
1. Display the Pattern pale tte by clicking the Paint;Fill Pattern butro n
in the Toolbox.

2. Click the Fill pattern button in the Pattern pale tte.
3. Click the desi red pattern.
The Fill Pattern button changes to match the se lected pattern. The
Curre nt Paint;Fill Pattern butto n also re flects the new patte rn; the upper
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left square in the button displays the current fill pattern. The selected fill
pattern remains selected until you cha nge it.

Fig. 25.10
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To use the fill patte rn to fiJI a shape that you are about to draw, follow
these steps:
1. Click th e Draw Empty/Filled button.

2. Draw the shape.
Note that the Draw Empty/FiUed button retains its last setting until you
quit the program. When the program starts up, the burton is set to draw
shapes empty, resulting in d1e line drawings d1at you saw in the previous
section "Drawing Shapes."
You can see what the setting of the Draw Empty/Filled button is by
looking closely at the button. The small arrow points to the empty left
square when the setting is to draw empty and points to me filled right
square when the setting is to draw filled (see fig. 25.11).
To use the fill pattern to fill a shape mar you have already drawn, follow
these steps:
1. Click the Area Fill tool.

2. Click in the shape.
Figure 25.11 shows a rectangle being fi lled with me current fill pattern.
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You can change the fill pattern while the Area Fill tool is selected to fill
d iffe rent shapes with differe nt patterns as in figure 25. 12, which shows
the beginning of a drawing that includes a group of balloons.

Fig. 25.11
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patterns.
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You can undo the fill operation by choosing the Undo command from
the Edit me nu. Choose this command immediately after Oiling and
before pe rfo rming another command. Using the Undo command, you
can try our several different patte rns before settling on one.
Note tha t the border of a shape is d rawn in black. Yo u can change this to
su it e ve n as you can change the 1111 pattern. See the section on d rawing
li nes under "Setting the Pe n Patte rn."

Selecting and Moving Shapes
You move a shape by selecting it and the n d ragging it. Follow these steps
to select a shape:
l. Click the Selection to ol.
2. Position the mouse poin te r ar the uppe r left of the shape to be
moved .
3. Press and hold the mouse button.
4. Dmg d iagonally across the shape. A clashed box forms around the
shape, following the mouse.
5. Wh en the dashed box flli ly e ncompasses the shape, re lease the
mo use button.
The dashed box is still surround ing the shape, whic h means that the area
inside d1e box is selected. To move the shape, follow these ste ps:
1. Place the mouse pointer inside the selected area.

2. Press and hold the mouse button.
3. Drag me selection to its new locatio n and release the mouse
butto n.
To move a selection very precisely, you can use the arrow keys on yo ur
keyboa rd or the Nudge co mmand in d1e Good ies menu. After selecting
me shape using d1e steps outlined previously, choose the Nudge command fro m the Goodies menu. The Nu dge dialog box appears (see fig.
25. 13).

Fig. 25.13
The Nudge dialog box.

The Nudge d ialog box provides eight direction arrows: up, down , left,
right, and four d iagonal directio ns. Each click on one o f me directio n
arrows moves the selection in that directio n. When you are fin ished
moving the selection, click the Do ne button to d ismiss me dialog box.
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Whe n you use d1e Selection roo! to make a selection, you also select the
area around the shape, everything mat the selection rectangle e ncompasses. This white space can obscure o ther shapes as you move the
selected shape. To avoid mis problem, you can use m e L1SSO tool ro
select d1e shape instead of the Selection tool. The Lasso tool selects only
the shapes, not the white space arou nd the m. To select a shape with the
Lasso tool, follow these steps:
1. Click d1e Lasso tool.

2. Place the mouse pointe r o n any poi nt outside the shape to be
selected.
3. Press and hold the mouse burton.
4. Move around the shape, drawing a rough circle around it.
LightningPaint draws a line (see fig. 25. 14).

Fig. 25.14
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You use the Lasso tool freehand. You do not have to drag me tool
in any particular shape ro select a shape. A rough squ are, triangle,
or anything will do. The idea is to e ncompass the shape you want
to select.
5. Wh e n the circle comple tely e ncompasses the shape, release the
mouse button.
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The edges of the shape seem to bHnk. A dashed, moving line surrou nds
the shape. This Line indicates that o nly d1e shape, not the area around it,
is selected. You can d1en move the shape by dragging it or by using the
Nudge command as wid1 shapes selected with the Selection tool.
The Lasso tool excludes the unpainted white space around a shape.
The tool includes all painting that falls within the selection area. For
example, if you drew a rough circle with the Lasso tool around one of
the balloons in the figure, p:u·ts of nearby balloons would also be pa rt
o f you r selectio n . To select one o f the balloons from the drawing, you
would have to erase t.he ext.ra neous parr of the selection manually.

Erasing Shapes
After you select a shape, you can erase it by pressing the De lete key o n
the keyboard or choosing the Clear command from the Edit me nu.
You also can use the Eraser tool to erase a shape. The Eraser tool erases
whatever it passes over, like a real world eraser. It is not tied to shapes.
To use d1e eraser, click the Eraser tool. Then place the eraser over d1e
shape to be e rased. Next, press and hold the mouse butto n while you
move the mouse. When you are fi nished e rasing, release the mouse
button (see fig. 25.15).

Fig. 25.15
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You can e rase the entire window by double-clicking o n the Eraser roo!.
lf you make a mistake, immediately choose the Undo command from d1e
Edit menu to restore d1e last erasure. The Undo command can only
reverse d1e last executed command or action.

Duplicating Shapes
The balloons in the figure were created by drawing only one circle. That
circle was then duplicated several times and me circles were filled with
different patterns.
To duplicate a shape, follow these steps:
1. Select the shape to du plicate. Use eid1er me Selection tool or the
Lasso tool.

2. Press and hold down the Optio n key.
3. Drag the shape.
4. Release the mouse button and the Option key.
Dragging moves the shape, but the Option-drag duplicates the shape and
drags the duplicate. Eight Option-drags were required to create the eight
balloons su rro unding the original balloon in the figure.
You also ca n d up licate a shape wid1 d1ese steps:
1. Select the shape.

2. From the Edit menu, choose Copy.
3. From the Edit menu, ch oose Paste.
This method is more useful if you are working in two documents and
want to copy a shape from one document to d1e othe r. After step 2, you
can switch to the o ilier docume nt by clicking it or by choosing it from
the Window menu and the n proceeding with step 3 to place the shape
into the document.

Drawing Multiple Shapes
One interesting feature of LightningPaint is its capability to draw
multiple shapes. This capabili ty is a sort of automatic du plicating d1at
you can use to create some interesting effects.
To create me multiple shape effect, fo llow these steps:
1. Click the Draw Single/Multiple button.
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2. Click a shape tool, such as the Po lygon tool.
3. Draw the shape. LightningPaint draws multiples of the shape as
you move the mouse pointer (see fig. 25.16).

Fig. 25.16
Drawing multiple shapes.
Draw Single/Multiple button

You can change the spacing between the multiple shapes before drawing
by holding the Optio n key and typing a number from 1 to 0. The spacing
increases from left to right o n the keyboard. 2 is a greater spacing than
one, 3 is greater than 2, and 0 is t he greatest amount of space (think o f it
as 10 rathe r than 0). Set the spacing before you draw the shapes.
The Draw Single/Multiple button remains on the setting you last chose
until you click it again o r quit the program. You can check the setting by
no ting w hethe r the button is displaying a single square (Draw Single) o r
several squares (Dmw Multiple).

Drawing Shapes from aCenter
You can draw a shape from a cente r rather than the edge by clicking the
Draw from Edge/Center bunon (see fig. 25. 17).
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Fig. 25.17
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The shapes in the figure were drawn with the Draw from Edge/Center
button set o n Draw from Center. To dnrw from center, click the shape
tool you want to use. Place the mouse pointer where you want the
center of the shape to be. Press and hold the mouse button, drag the
mouse outward from the center, and release the mouse button.
LightningPaint draws the shape.
You can use the fill patterns, constraints, and other options with the
Draw fro m Center option. A5 with the o ther buttons, the button remains
on the last setting until you click it again or quit the p rogram.

Flipping and Rotating Shapes
After drawing a shape, you may need to rotate o r flip it. For example,
you may want to create some arrows that point in various directions.
Rather than drawing each arrow, you can draw one, duplicate it, and
then change the orientation of the duplicates.
The Goodies menu provides fo ur orientation commands:
Flip Horizontal. The shape is flipped fro m left to right as if picked
up, turned from left to right, and placed back on the page.
Flip Vertical. The shape is fli pped from top to bottom.
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Rotate Left. The shape is turned 90 degrees in a counterclockwise direction.
Rotate Right. The shape is turned 90 degrees in a clockwise
directio n.
Figure 25. 18 shows an arrow that has been flipped and rotated with
these commands.

Fig. 25.18
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A arrow flipped and
rotated .
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To fli p o r rotate a shape, first select the shape with the Selection tool.
Then choose the command you want from the Goodies menu. You can
use the two Flip commands on shapes selected with the Lasso tool, but
only shapes selected with the Selection tool can be rotated.

Shrinking and Enlarging Shapes
You can shrink or enlarge a shape after you draw it. Follow these steps:
1. Select the shape with the Lasso o r Selection tool.

2. From the Goodies menu, choose Stretch. The Stretch dialog box
appears (see fig. 25.19) .
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Fig. 25.19
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3. Type the size ro which you want to size the shape.
100% is the curre nt size. Use 50% to shrink the shape ro half size,
25% ro shrink to one q uarter of d1e size, and so on. Use larger
numbers to enlarge the shape. Use 150% to increase ro o ne and
one half the current size, for example .
4. Click the OK button or press Return.

Editing Shapes
Three of the shapes can be edited after being drawn: the rectangle, oval,
and rounded rectangle. You can only edit these shapes immediately after
they are drawn. If you perform another operatio n , you cannot use the
Edit Shapes tool (you can, however, still use other e dit methods on the
shapes).
To use the Edit Shapes tool to change an existing shape, follow these
steps:

1. Click the Edit Shapes tool. Handles (black squares) appear around
the shape (see fig. 25.20).

Fig. 25.20
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2. Click o ne of the handles and drag it until the shape reaches the
desired size.
3. Release the mouse button.
The handles remain until you choose another command or tool. You can
make as many adjustme nts as you want so lo ng as the handles remain.

Drawing Special Shapes
In addition to the shapes discussed previo usly, you can also draw an arc,
a srarburst, and a spiral. Each of these shapes operates in a unique way.

Drawing Arcs
Arcs are curved lines. Figure 25.21 shows rwo arcs; the left is drawn
e mpty, and the right is drawn filled with the curre nt fill pattern.

fig. 25.21
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Draw an arc using these ste ps:
1. Click the Arc tool.

2. If you want to draw the arc fi lled , choose the t111 pattern a nd click
the Draw Empty/Filled button.
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3. Position the mouse pointe r, and then press and hold the mouse
button .
4. Drag the mouse pointer to draw the arc.
5. Release the mouse button.
Note that if you want an arc to be filled, you must choose to d raw it
filled with d1e Draw Filled setting. The Area Fill tool (which resemb les a
paint bucket) requires an enclosed space for the fill operation (otherwise
the paint spills out into the rest of d1e docume nt) and does not work
properly with arcs.
You can constrain an arc to be part of a circle rather than an oval by
pressing and holding the Shifr key before you begin to draw it.
Drawing arcs with the Draw Multiple setting on can produce interesting
effects, such as the one shown in figure 25.22.

Fig. 25.22
A quiU pen.

This picture was drawn by drawing arcs (using d1e Draw Multiple
setting) up from the point of the quill then moving across to the right to
create the fanning effect.
The palm tree of figure 25.23 was created wid1 multiple-drawn arcs for
the leaves and two single-drawn arcs to make the trunk. The trunk was
filled with a pattern afrer bei ng sealed off with lines (lines are covered
later in this chapter).
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Fig. 25.23
A palm tree made

witl1 arcs.

Drawing Starbursts
Starbursts are an interesting shape, rather like spokes in a wheel. You
can draw them by using the Starburst tool. Click the tool, and the n drag
to draw the sta.rburst.
Figure 25.24 shows a wheel made up of two concentric circles with a
sta.rburst drawn in the middle tO be the spokes.
Pressing the Shift key before you begin to dra\v causes the starburst to be
d rawn in a circular shape.
You can use the Draw Multiple and Draw from Center options with the
Starburst tool for different effects (see fig. 25.25).

Drawing Spirals
To draw a spiral, click the Spiral tOol. Then place the mouse where you
want the center of the spiral ro be. Next, press and hold the mouse
button and move outward from the center in a straight line. A short line
creates a tight spiral. A longer line creates a wider spiral. Move the
mouse in a circular direction. LightningPaint draws the spiral (see
fig. 25.26).
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Fig. 25.24
A wheel with spokes drawn
by the Starburst tool.
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Fig. 25.25
A starburst drawn with
Draw Multiple and Draw
from Center on.

You lead the spiral with the mouse by moving d1e mouse pointer in a
circle. Whe n you are fmished drawing the spiral, release the mouse
button.
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Fig. 25.26
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Drawing Lines
Ligh tningPaint offers two tools that enable you to paint lines. The Pencil
tool e nables you to o perate at the pixel level, turning on or off the dots
that make up a picture. The Lines tool is best for drawing straight lines,
especially if you need to constrain them to certain angles.

Using the Pencil
The Pe ncil tool enables you to create irregular lines. To draw a line, click
the Pe ncil tool. Then place the mouse pointe r in the docume nt (the
pointe r becomes a pencil). Press and hold the mouse button and drag to
draw the li ne. The line appears as you move the pencil. When you finish
drawing the line, release the mouse button.
You can constrain the Pencil tool to draw straight lines by ho lding down
the Shift key before you press the mouse button. The Pencil is then
constrained in the horizontal o r vertical direction, depending on which
d irection you move first.
The Pe ncil tool acts as a real worl d pencil, no t as one of the shape tools.
If you reve rse directio n, the li ne does not shrink as a shape does while
being drawn. The line remains. After drawing the line, you can shrink it
by e rasing part of it with the Erase r tool.
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'l'he great strength of the Pencil tool is that it operates on single dots
(pixels) in your document. You can place o r erase single dots by clicking
them with the Pencil tool. The Pencil tool can act as an e raser. A late r
section of this chapter, "Drawing with Precisio n," describes how this
feature operates.

Using the Line Tool
The Line tool is by far the more useful choice if you want to draw
straight lines. To draw a straight line, click the Line tool, place the
mouse pointer, press and hold the mouse button, drag to draw the line,
and the n release the mouse button. LightningPaint draws a straight line,
following the mouse pointer.
You can constrain the Line tool to draw lines only at 15 degree intervals
by holding down the Shift key before you begin drawing the line.
Constraining the Line tool e nables you to place lines more precisely.
Unlike the Pencil tool, the Line tool is affected by the Draw Single/
Multiple a nd Draw from Edge/Center buttons. Using the Draw Multiple
sening can produce some inte resting effects. The Line tool also can draw
with different widths a nd patterns.

Setting the line Size
The pe n settings control the width of the line dr.twn with the Line tool.
LightningPaint uses the pen to draw lines created with the Line tool and
to draw the lines that make up the edges of the shapes drawn by the six
main shape tools as well as the lines of the Arc, Sunburst, and Spiral
tools.
The bottom tool of the Toolbox contro ls the line width. You use the
eight d iJ·ection a rrows to increase or d ecrease the size of the pe n's point
(see fig. 25.27) .
The Current Line Size indicator shows you the pen's size and shape in
graphic form . Normally, the indicator shows a small square. Click the
direction arrows to change the size and shape of the pen's point.
For example, clicking the up arrow in the Line Size control causes the
pen point to stretch upward, becoming a line (see fig. 25.28). The figure
also shows the line that you can draw with the Line tool and this pen
shape.
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Fig. 25.27
The Line Size control.

Line S1ze control

Current Lme S1ze Indica tor

Fig. 25.28
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The pen setting also affects the borders of shapes drawn with the shape
tools. Figure 25.29 shows shapes drawn with the Starbu rst, Spiral,
Po lygon, Oval, and Line tools.
The eight directional arrows of the Line Size Control o nly refer to the
uppe r right corne r of the square of the Curre nt Line Size indicator.
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When you click the up arrow, the pen stretches upward, becoming
taller. When you click the down arrow, the pen becomes shorter. The
right arrows make d1e pen wider, and the left arrows make the pen
narrower.

Fig. 25.29
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Setting the Pen Pattern
Normally, the pen is set to use a solid black pattern when drawing so
that the borders of shapes and lines you draw using the Line tool are
solid black lines. You can change the pattern that the pen uses by
clicking d1e Current Paint/Fill Pattern button on the Pattern palette (see
fig. 25.30).
To choose a pen partern, follow these steps:
1. In the Pattern Palette, click the Pen Pattern. A small triangular
indicato r appears to the left of the Pen Pattern indicator. The
triangular indicator indicates that any pattern you choose applies
to the pen partern rather than the fill pattern.

2. Click the pattern you want to use.
In figure 25.30, the pen pattern is a pattern made of vertical lines. This
pen pattern enables you to draw dotted lines with the Line tool. This
effect occurs because the pen uses the vertical pattern to draw horizontal
lines.
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Fig. 25.30
Choosing a pen pattern.
Current Paint/Fill ~~~15;1!
Pat1ern button

Shape tools also use the pen panern to draw the lines that mark the
borders of the shapes. Figure 25.31 shows a rectangle drawn with a wide
border (see the previous section "Setting the tine Size") and with the
pen pattern set to the same pattern as in figure 25.30.
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Fig. 25.31
Drawing a rectangle with a
differe nt pen panern
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Note that the pen pattern does not affect the Pencil tool. At aU times, the
Pencil tool uses black to draw lines. The Line tool and the nine shape
tools use the pen to draw.

Drawing with Precision
LightningPaint's Zoom controls and MouseLoc feature can help you
draw precisely. You can magnify the drawing with the Zoom controls in
order to see small items mo re clearly. The MouseLoc feature displays the
locatio n of the mouse pointer.

Using Zoom Controls
If, for example, you are d rawing lines or shapes close to each o ther and
wa nt to place them precisely, you may want to see small areas more
clearly. You can use the Zoom contmls in the Toolbox to magn ify the
drawing (see fig. 25.32) . When you magnify or reduce a drawing, you
can draw lines and shapes, fill them, edit them, and perform o ther
drawing operations as you would if the drawing were normal size.

Fig. 25.32
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The notation 8 : 1 on the Magnification indicator in the figure indicates a
ratio of eigh t to one. This ratio means that the drawing shown in the
figure is magnified to eight times the normal size. The Magnification
indicator also serves as a control. You can switch between normal size
and the last magnification used by clicking the indicator.
When the drawing is magnified to four times normal size or more,
LightningPaint displays the 1 : 1 Size window, shown in figure 25.32.
This window enables you to see the effects of your editing or drawing at
normal size. You can see how minute changes make the drawing appem·.
FinaUy, you can quickly return the drawing to normal size by clicking the
1:1 Size ·window.
To control magnification, use the mouse to adjust the Zoom control
slide r. Dragging the slide r up increases the magnification, and dragging
the slider down decreases the magnification. You can magnify the
drawing to as much as 16 times its normal size. Moving the slider
downward reduces the drawing to as little as 1/16 of its normal size
(indicated as 1 : 1 6).
You also can control magnification by using the zoom controls. Clicking
the Zoom In button doubles the magnitlcation. Clicking the Zoom Out
bunon reduces the magnification to half. To magnify the drawing to four
times its normal size, for example, you would double-click the Zoom In
button.
You can switch immediately to the last magnification amo unt (or the
maximum if you have not magnified this drawing previously) by doubleclicking the Pencil tool. Double-clicking the Pencil tool also selects the
Pencil tool, enabling you to work with individual on-screen dots. At the
maximum magnification of 16:1, the dots that make up your drawing are
large e nough that you can see them easily.

Using Mouseloc
Another option that enables you to draw with greater precision is the
Mouseloc feature. This feature displays the position of t11e mouse
pointer in inches or p ixels (screen dots) . You also see the width and
height of the shape or line you are drawing.
To enable the Mousel oc window, choose MouseLoc from the Window
menu. The Mo useloc window appears (see t1g. 25.33) .

Fig. 25.33
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The Mouseloc window
displaying in inches.
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The first two numbers display the position of the mouse pointer in
inches relative to the upper left corner of the drawing window. The
second two numbers display the width and height of the shape o r line
being drawn. According to the MouseLoc window in this figure, the
shape being drawn starts one inch from the window 's left edge and one
inch below the top edge. The shape is o ne inch in width and zero inches
in height.
If you click the MouseLoc window, the MouseLoc display changes to
show the measurements in pixels. In LightnlngPaint, each pixel represents 1/72 of an inch; the 72 d pi resolution is the standard used by the
built-in drawif1g routines of the Macintosh that LightningPaint uses.
If you have a modular Macintosh (such as the IIsi), a line 72 pixels in
width may not be exactly one inch in width on-screen because the
display resolution depends on the kind o f monitor you own. When you
p rint the drawing, however, you will see that the measurement is
correct.
To close the MouseLoc window, click its clo se box, located at the far left
in the window.

Adding Text
LightningPaint enables you to add text to your drawings and offers
several text o ptions. You are able to choose the fo nt you want to use, the
size of the fo nt, and the style. After you add text to a drawing, you can
work with it as you have done with shapes. You can rotate text, for
example.

Typing Text
To add text to a drawing, click the Text tool (see tlg. 25.34). Then click
the mouse pointer in the d rawing where you want the text to appear,
and type the text.
After you type the text, you can select it with the Selection tool and
perform many of the same kinds of operations that you can perfom1 with
shapes, such as moving, erasing, duplicating, fli pping, rotating, shrinking, and enlarging. See the section "Working with Shapes" for more o n
these o peratio ns.
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Fig. 25.34
Adding text to a drawing.
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Choosing aFont
LightningPaint displays the text in the default font Geneva unless you
change the font. You can use any font installed in your System file. To
change the font, follow these steps:
1. Click the Text tool.
2. Click in the drawing where you want the text to appear.
3. Choose the font from the Font menu (see fig. 25.35).
4. Type the text.

Fig. 25.35
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Choosing a font.
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If you begin typing and discover that you want to use another font,
choose it immediately. If you have already clicked elsewhere in the
drawing (for example, drawn a circle), the text's font cannot be changed.
You must erase the text and start over.
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Choosing aFont Size
Use the Size menu to change the size of the text's font. You can choose
the fo nt size before you type the text or after, but, as with the Font
menu, you cannot change the text's font size after you have clicked
elsewhere in the drawing. The Size menu offers nine standard font sizes
and an Other command (see fig. 25.36).

Fig. 25.36
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Font sizes that are displayed as outlined numbers are installed in your
System file. Font sizes that are not installed are displayed as black
numbers. In the figure, all nine sizes are installed. (The current font is
New York, wh ich is a TrueType fo nt in System 7, so aU font sizes are
available for this font.)
To use a font size that is not displayed, choose the Other command. The
Otl1er Size dialog box appears (see fig. 25.37).

Fig. 25.37
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The Other Size dialog box.
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You can enter a font size from 4 points to as much as 127 points. Type a
size and d ick the OK button.

Choosing aText Style
As with font and font size, you must chose a text style either before you

type the text o r immediately after you type the text, before you click
elsewhere in the drawing or perform another operation. The Style menu
shows the available text styles (see fig. 25.38).
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Fig. 25.38
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You have eight text style options available, some of which can be
combined: Plain Text, Bold, Italic, Underline, Outline, Shadow, Condensed, and Extended.
Because the Plain Text option cancels the other seven options, resulting
in the regular font appearance, you cannot combine it with the other
styles. You can combine the Bold, Italic, Underline, Shadow, and Outline
options, however. A check mark is placed next to each style that is
currently on. To tum off an option, choose it again.
You can combine either the Condensed or Extended option with the
others, but you cannot combine both. These options are opposites
and only one can apply at a time. When you choose one, the other is
deactivated. The Condensed option compresses text, reducing the space
between each letter. The Extended option expands text, increasing t11e
space between each letter.
You also can choose text alignment from the Style menu. Three options
exist: Align Left, Align Middle (which is align center in most other
programs) , and Align Right. Figure 25.39 shows examples of these
alignments.
The top drawing shows left-aligned text. The text inside the diamond
shape is middle-aligned. The italicized text w the left of the stop sign
shape is right-aligned.
Finally, you can choose one of the three spacing options from the Style
menu: Single Space, 1-l/2 Space, or Double Space. Single Space leaves
no space between lines of text; 1-1!2 Space places a blank half line
between lines of text; and Double Space places a blank line between
lines of text.
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Fig. 25.39
The three te.xt alignment
options.
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Painting
This chapter explains how you can draw shapes using the tools in
LightningPaint. However, remember that LightnjngPaim is a painting
program, not a drawing program. Painting programs work with the
individual pixels or dots on the Macintosh screen, and drawing programs
deal primarily with objects, usually in the form of shapes.
In addition to enabling you to draw shapes, LightningPaint offers a host
of painting features that parallel the real world act of painting. These
fearures include the Brush, the Marker, and the Spray Paint, which are
various kinds of ink that you can use to achieve different effects. This
part of the chapter explores using d1ese and other features to enhance
basic shapes.

Using the Brush Tool
The basic painting tool is the Brush. The Brush tool is freehand, mean·
ing that you can move it without restriction. It uses the fill pattern as its
paint. You choose the fill pattern you want to use with the Brush the way
you did in the section "Filling Shapes." You also can change the shape of
the tool, affecting the way the pattern is placed in the drawing.
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Painting with the Brush Tool
To paint with the Brush tool, follow these steps:
1. Click the Brush tool in the Toolbox.

2. Place the mouse pointe r in d1e drawing.

3. Press and hold the mouse button.

4. Move the mouse. Wh erever you move th e Brush pointer while the
mouse button is pressed , the current fill pattern appears.

5. Release the mouse button when you are finished.

Changing the Brush Shape
You have e ight basic shapes and four sizes of each shape available to
you for u se as the Brush. To change the brush sh ape, double-click the
Brush tool in the Toolbox. The Brush Shapes dialog box a ppears (see
fig. 25.40).

Fig. 25.40
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A box oudines the curre nt shape. In the figure, this shape is the smallest

of the four circle shapes. Choose ano ther shape by clicking it. The dialog
box closes, and d1e Brush poi nter changes to the newly ch osen shape.
You can edit Brush shapes if you want to create your own. Follow these
steps:
1. Double-click the Brush tool to open the Brush Shapes dialog box.
2. Press and hold the Command key.

3. Click the Brush shape to be edi ted. The Edit Brush d ialog box
appears (see fig. 25.41).
The mouse pointer becomes a pencil to indicate that you are ready
to draw the new brush shape.
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Fig. 25.41
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4. Click in the Edit box to add to o r subtract dots from the brush
shape. The upper right of the dialog box displays the new shape at
normal size.
5. Click the OK button.
You can turn the shape to its original form by clicking the Original
button, and then clicking the OK button.

Using Brush Options
LightningPaint provides two options to use with the Brush tool. One
option turns the tool into an e raser, and the other option enables a
charcoal effect.
To turn the Brush tool into an eraser, press and hold the Command key
when the Brush tool is selected. Using the Brush tool in this way is the
same as using d1e Eraser tool. This feature is useful because you can
e rase mistakes while painting without switching tools.
To use the charcoal effect, press and hold the Optio n key, and me n use
the Brush. This feature creates a smudged appeara nce rather like using
real world charcoal.
Figure 25.42 illustrates both options. The erase option was used to erase
parts of a fiUed rectangle.

Using the Marker Tool
The Marker tool is similar to the Brush tool in that the Marker tool
places patterns on the drawing as if dley were ink. The major differences
are that the Marker's shape is always rectangular, although you can
adjust the size, and that the Marker offers the mirror and blend o ptions
that the Brush does not have.
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Fig. 25.42
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Drawing with the Marker Tool
To use the Marker tool, follow these steps:
1. Click the Marker tool in the Toolbox.

2. Place the mouse poi nter in the drawing area. The Marker pointer
appe;u·s.
3. Press and hold the mouse button, and then drag the pointer where
you want the pattern to appear.
4. Release the mouse button.

Setting Marker Size
To change the Marker's size, follow these steps:
1. Double-click the Marker tool. The Marker Size dialog box appears
(see fig. 25.43).

2. Click one of the eight sizing arrows to change the Marker's size.
These arrows are the same as the ones for changing the Pen's size.
Clicking the right arrow increases the Marker's width, fo r example.
Clicking the left arrow reduces the Marker's width.
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Fig. 25.43
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3. Click the OK bunon.
The Marker pointer does not change in appearance, but when you draw
with the Marker, you see that the new size is being used.

Using Marker Options
The Marker has two options you can use to change the way the Marker
paints. The mirror option enables you to create mirrored effects, and the
blend option creates a blended paint.
To use the mirror option, follow these steps:
1. From the Options menu, choose Marker Mirrors. The Marker

Mirrors dialog box appears (see fig. 25.44).

Fig. 25.44
The Marker Mi.rrors

dialog box.

Active m1rror

Inactive m1rror

Eight mirrors are available. The inactive mirrors appear as thin
lines, and the active ones appear as dark lines.
2. Click the mirror you want to activate. You can deactivate a mirror
with the same step.
3. Click the OK button to confirm your settings.
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The chosen mirrors now reflect any drawing you do with the Marker.
Figure 25.45 shows how the mirror settings of figure 25.44 affect the
Marker's operation.

Fig. 25.45
The mirrors reflect the
Marker's drawing.

The Marker actually drew o nly the upper left quarter of the d rawing. The
mirror option drew the other three quaners as the Marker moved.
The blend option of d1e Marker can produce some interesting effects.
The blend option uses a special kind of paint in place of the fiJ I pattern.
This paint starts out Ught, and then grows progressively darker. Figu re
25.46 shows some examples of the blend option.
The bottom drawing shows how the blended ink goes from light to dark
and back as you move the marker. The top of the drawing shows how
using d1e reverse ink setting wid1 the blend option of d1e Marker can
create an interesting effect when the Marker is passed over text or other
objects (ink settings are discussed in the section "Using Patterns and
Inks").
To use the blend option, hold down the Option key while drawing with
the Marker. Regardless of t he current fill pattern, the Marker uses the
blend pattern.
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Fig. 25.46
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Using the Spray Paint Tool
The Spray Paint tool isvery useful in creating g raffiti-types of effects. This
tool sprays the current fill panern o nto the drawing. To use the Spray
Paint, fo llow these steps:
1. Click the Spray Paint too l.
2. Move th e mouse pointer into the drawing area. The Spray Paint
pointer appears.
3. Press and ho ld the mouse button, and then drag the Spray Paint
over the area you wa nt to paint.
Drag slowly to place mo re o f the pattern o n the drawing and
quickly to place less (see 11g. 25.47).
4. When you are 11nished spraying, release the mouse button .

Setting the Spray Pattern
The Spray Paint tool uses a pattern that controls how the fill pattern is
sprayed o m o the drawing. You ca n change this pattern with the following steps:
l. Double-click the Spray Paim tool. The Edit Spray dialog box

appears (see fig. 25...18).
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Fig. 25.47
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2. Use the Pencil ro add or re move dots by clicking in the Edit box.
Clicking on an existing dot re moves it. Clicking on a white space
adds a dot. The upper right corne r of the dialog box displays the
new pattern.
3. Click th e OK button ro confirm your changes.
You can restore the original pattern by clicking the Original butto n, and
the n the OK butron.
You also can p ick up anothe r patte rn with the Spray Paint root's spray
pattern. Double-click the Spray Paint rool and click anywhere o n the
Macintosh's screen. Click the Balloon Help menu icon, for example. The
graphic you click (if any) appears in the edit box. Note that you can clear
the edit box (so that you can start fres h and create your own spray
pattern with the Pencil) by clicking on b lank white space.
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Figure 25.49 shows a question mark made by picking up the Macintosh's
Balloon Help me nu icon and a letter "A" made by picking up the Apple
symbol o f the Apple me nu. The bottom small fo rest of trees was created
by clearing the edi t box, drawing a single tree, and d1en spraying the
pattern where desired.

Fig. 25.49
Using icons as spray
patterns.
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Using Spray Paint Options
Three options are available for me Spray Paint tool: the Air Brush, the
Mixing Spray, and the Smooth Spray.
The Air Brush is like the Spray Paint except d1at the patte rn is added to
the drawing continuously even if you do not move the mouse. More
paint is added me lo nger you spray. To use the Air Brush, click the Spray
llaint tool, and then hold down the Option key while sprayi ng.
Wid1 m e Mixi ng Spray option, the spray from the Spray Paint is mixed as
if the spray can had a rotating nozzle. To use d1e Mixing Spray, hold
down the Command and Option keys while spraying with the Spray
Paint.
You ca n use the Smood1 Spray option to smood1 out sprayed areas. This
option darkens areas whe re the spray is heavy and erases the areas
where d1e spray is light. To use d1e Smooth Spray option, you first use
one of the oilier spray o ptions to spray paint an area. The n hold down
the Command key while spr.tying the area again.
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Using Patterns and Inks
LighrningPainr treats patterns as inks, and you have several options
available to you that affect the way the in ks are placed on each o ther.
Normally, you use Opaque ink. When you painr, mark, or spray with
Opaque ink, the ink covers whatever you place it on. LightningPainr
offe rs three other kinds of ink: Transparent, Heverse, and Erase. You can
access these inks by clicking the Current Ink button (see fig. 25.50).

Fig. 25.50
The four kinds of ink.
Current Ink button

Reverse ink

Erase ink

You can use d1e Reverse original first option to invert the current flU
pattern before painting (turn white to black and black to white). To
activate this option, dick the Reverse original first check box. To
deactivate it, click the check box again .
Erase e rases the pattern being painted over wherever the new pattern is
black (the white parts of the new pattern are transparent). Transparent
ink paints a pattern over ano ther, but the bo ttom pattern shows
thro ugh.
Reverse ink reverses the pattern being painted over (black to white,
white to black) wherever the new pattern is black (the white parts of the
new patte rn :ue transparent). Figure 25.46 in the section "Using Marker
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Options" used the ble nd option of the Marke r tool to paint over the
word Blending. 'I'he Reverse ink option caused the letters to turn from
black to white where the blended ink grew dark. Try using the ble nd
option of the Marker with Reverse or Transpare nt ink. To fully understand the ink settings, you must experime nt with them.

Using Special Effects
LightningPaint has several special effects that you can use to enhance
your drawings. These effects include such things as lightening, darkening, reversing, fra ming, blending, shadowing, masks, and a unique
feature called fisheye. All of these effects reside in the Goodies menu.
Each effect requires that you make a selection using the Selection root
o r the Lasso root, and then choose o ne of the commands. This sectio n
first d iscusses a few special selection o ptions that may be useful to you
whe n you are working with the special effects.

Using Selection Options
Special effects operate on selections. You have seen how to make
selections with the Selection tool and the Lasso tool (see "Selecting and
Moving Shapes"). Out these basic selection techniques are not the only
selection techniques.
The Selection tool offers three selectio n optio ns in addition to the o ne
discussed in d1e section "Selecting and Moving Sh apes." First, you can
select an entire window (but not parts of the drawing outside the
window) by double-clicking the Selection rool. The selectio n rectangle
surrounds the entire drawing.
You may need to select the whole drawing to copy the drawing to the
Clipboard to be transferred to a word processing docume nt or other
program. In addition to the method described previously, you can select
an entire drawing by choosing the Select All command from the Edit
me nu .
Second, you can make a selection that is precisely the size of the drawn
objects. Follow these steps:
1. Click the Selection tool.

2. Press and hold the Command key.
3. Place the mouse pointer to the upper left of the group of items to
be selected.
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4. Press and hold the mouse bunon, and then drag to the lower right
of the items.
5. Release the mouse button and the Command key.
The selection is only as large as is necessary to contain the objects. This
method reduces the amount of white space that is selected with the
shapes.
Figure 25.51 shows a selection made in this manner.

•

Fig. 25.51
The selection is only as
large as needed.
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Third, you can select items with the Selection tool but have the indi·
vidual shapes selected as if you had used the Lasso tool. Hold down the
Optio n key when you draw the selectio n box around the shapes. Only
the shapes are selected- no ne of the white space.
You can quickly make selections of aU the shapes in the drawing window
at one time by double-clicking the Lasso tool in the Toolbox. All o f the
shapes visible in the window are selected as if you had used the Lasso
tool to surround them.

Lightening or Darkening aSelection
The Lighten and Darken commands subtract or add black dots to the
selectio n. The effects are of limited use but can produce some imerest·
ing effects (see fig. 25.52).
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Fig. 25.52
Examples of Lighten and
Darken.

At the rop of d1e figure is a black-filled rectangle that has had the Lighten
command used o n it about three times in succession. The bottom
rectangle is a wh ite-filled rectangle that has had ilie Darken command
used o n it abou t four times. The effect is like marble. To lighten o r
darken a shape, fo llow iliese ste ps:
1. Select the shape (or part of drawing) using the Selection o r L1sso
tool.

2. From the Goodies menu, choose Lighten (or Darke n).
Repeat ste p 2 immediately as many times as desired if you want to
lighten or darke n the selectio n more.

Reversing aSelection
Reversing a selection turns its white areas in to black and black areas into
white. To reverse a selectio n, fo llow iliesc ste ps:
I. Select the shapes o r pan of the drawing to be reve rsed .

2. Fro m the Goodies menu, choose Re verse.
Figure 25.53 shows t\vo rectangles. The botto m rectangle was created by
duplicating the rop rectangle the n using the Reverse command.
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Fig. 25.53
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Filling aSelection
Afte r making a selection, you can fill the selection with the current fill
pattern by choosing the rill command from the Goodies menu. Using
this command is similar to using Area Fill to fill a shape. The difference is
that the selected area rather than a selected shape is filled .

Framing aSelection
After making a selection, you can change the selectio n o utHne (the
dashed li ne that shows the selected area) into a frame. Choose the
Frame command from the Goodies menu after making d1e selection .
This command can be useful if you want to draw a borde r around
irregularly shaped objects. The Frame command uses the curre nt pen
pattern set in d1e Pattern palette to draw the frame.

Picking Up aSelection
You can remove a piece of an object by making a selectio n with the
Lasso o r Selection tool, and the n choosing the Pickup command from
the Goodies me nu. This is the same as using the Eraser tool excep t thal
you choose d1e area to be e rased with one of the selection tools.
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Blending aSelection
Blending produces a gradient effect (a shading from light to clark). To
use blending, fo llow these steps:
1. Select the area or shape ro be blended.

2. From the Good ies men u, choose Blend. The Blend dialog box
appears (see fig. 25.54).

Fig. 25.54
The Blend dialog box.
Blend amount l1elds
Blend options

0

Sunburst
Shopeburst

OQ
~

3. Click one of the six blend optio n butto ns.
4. Type the number of the lightest shade you want to use (0 being
white and 100 bei ng black). Press Tab.
5. Type the number of the darkest shade you want ro use.
6. Click the OK butto n.
LightningPaint performs the blend. Figure 25.55 shows the six different
blends from left to right, rop to bottom (the upper left diamo nd was
blended Top to Bottom, the lower right diamond was blended with the
Shapeburst optio n).
Note that aUsix example blends were clone with the shading running
from 0 (white) to 100 (black).
Selecting the shapes you want to blend with the L1Sso tool (or the
Option-Selection tool) is the best method because the entire area that
is selected is fi lled with the blend. Using the L.:1Sso rool permits you to
restrict the blend to the confi nes of the selected shape as was d9ne with
the diamonds in the figure.
One interesting feature of the Blend command is that you can use the
Lasso tool to select more than one shape and have the blend created
across them as if they were one shape (see fig. 25.56).
The blend is done as if the three selected shapes were connected. The
Sunburst blend picks a center in the middle o f the shapes and blends
towards it. The effect is as if a light source is in the middle of the shapes,
illuminating them.
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Fig. 25.55
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Blending three diamonds.
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Shadowing aSelection
The Shadow command operates much like the Blend command. The
main difference is that the shadow creates trails after the object.
To use the Shadow command, follow these steps:
1. Select the area or shape to be shadowed.

2. From the Goodies menu, choose Shadow. The Shadow dialog box
appears (see fig. 25.57).

Fig. 25.57
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3. Type the number of the lightest shade you w:jnt to use. Enter a
number between 0 and 100, 0 being white and 100 being black
4. Press Tab and enter the number of the darkest shade you want £O
use.
5. Click the OK button. The dialog box closes and a crosshair kind of
pointer appears (see fig. 25.58).

Fig. 25.58
Ready to draw the shadow.
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Lightning Paint draws the shadow fro m wherever you click this
pointer to the selected shape-lightest shade to darkest.
6. Move the mouse pointer to where you want the shadow to begin.
7. Click the mouse button.
Figure 25.59 shows the shadow drawn if you click the mouse button
when the pointer is in the position shown in figure 25.58.

Fig. 25.59
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You can use the Shadow effect to suggest motion. The circle in figure
25.59, for example, appears to be moving through space. The Shadow
effect can also suggest depth . Figure 25.60 shows the Shadow command
combined with the Blend command.
This logo was created by using the Sunburst blend effect on the three
diamonds (as shown in figure 25.56). The diamonds were then selected
again (by double·clicking the Lasso tool) and the Shadow command was
applied to them.

Using the Fisheye It! Command
The Fisheye It! command on the Goodies menu enables you to bend
shapes into a more circular fo rm . It works well with text. The splash
screen that appears at the LightningPaint's startup was done using the
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Fisheye Ir! command ro bend the text around rhe starburst, for example.
f igure 25.61 is another example of the f isheye It! command.

Fig. 25.60
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To use the Fisheye It! command , follow these steps:
1. Type the text.

For example, the line CDs • Tapes • Records was typed first at
the top of the drawing. Then the line New • Used was typed at the
bottom. You can type a line of text at the top or bottom or you can
place text at the sides (use the Rotate Left and Rotate Right
commands to turn the text sideways).
2. Use the Selection tool to make a selection that encompasses the
text. The text should be at d1e outer edges of the selection as in
figure 2;.62.

Fig. 25.62
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3. From the Goodies menu, choose Fisheye It!
The Fisheye It! command bends the text. The example drawing was then
completed by drawing a circle with the Multiple option on, resulting in
concentric circles d1at suggest a record 's groves. Experiment with The
Fisheye It! command to determine its usefulness and potential.

Using Masks
The Mask feature enables you to crop images. You can define a mask of
any shape. Then whatever you draw only appears when it is within the
mask. As an example, consider the letterhead of figu re 2;.63.
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Fig. 25.63
A wmp;my lerterhead.
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The logo on the left was created by using a mask. The mask is an oval
that was used to mask part of a starburst. To create such a logo, follow
these steps:
1. Draw a shape (an oval in this example) . You probably need
a thick pen size for the mask shape.

to

use

2. Select the shape with the Lasso tool.
3. From the Options menu, choose Mask To Selection.
4. Press lhe Delete key to erase the shape (the mask remains even
when the shape is deleted).
5. Draw the second shape (a starburst in this example).
The second shape only appears where the mask was drawn. Anything
drawn outside the mask does not appear in the drawing. The example
figure was created by drawing a starburst with th e Dntw Multiple option
on. The starbu rst was then drawn by dragging diagonally across the
mask.
Because you ca nnot see the mask, you have a command in the menu
to help you locate it. The Select Mask command in the Options menu
selects the mask and indicates its location to you. While the mask is
selected, you can move il by dragging. Note that when you move the
mask, you must choose the Mask To Selection command again to
activate the mask.
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The top rectangle was blended using the Standard setting (the default).
The second rectangle was blended with the 4x4 Halftones. The third
rectangle was blended with the 8x8 Halftones. These examples also
show how the shadowing appears \Vith these diffe rent options.
The Spray options control the Spray Paint (and the airbrush invoked by
holding down the Option key). The Flow Interval determines how
quickly the can sprays the pauern. You can enter a number between 0
and 16. Because th is setting is sprays per 60 seconds. a higher number
means a slower spray.
l'he Flow Rate setting concerns how much of the pattern is placed on
the drawing with each spray. You can e nter a number between 1 and 60.
A higher number means more pattern is sprayed at one time.
The l'vlultiple Copy Spacing concerns the Draw Multiple option. You can
enter a number between 1 and 10. This setting is the number of dots on
the screen that separates the multiple shapes. A higher number means
the shapes are fwther apart. LightningPaint uses the number of pixels
you set here to separate the mu ltiple shapes unless you change the
number by using d1e Option-number command (see "Drawing Multiple
Shapes").
The Paste pictures option affects drawings from od1er programs that you
paste into LightningPaint drawings. This setting is probably best lefr as js
because it causes LightningPaint to adjust the pasted drawing to fit the
resolution sening you choose for the docume nt (see the previous
section). If, however, you notice that the images you paste into your
drawing are not printing as well as they should be, you might try turning
off this optio n and repasting the m.
LightningPaint has floating p ale ttes that can appear over your drawing.
Fortunately, Lightning Paint pale n es are polite. Whenever a drawing roof
approaches, they disappear and let you see the drawing. Wh en the tool
passes d1e m, they reappear. The Po lite Palette sening is best left on. If
you deactivate this o ption, the pale ttes do not move out of your way and
may block you as you draw.
Whe n you finish making your cho ices, click the OK button.

Setting the Grid
The grid is an invisible guide that aids you in placing shapes in your
drawing with mo re precision . You can set the grid to cause shapes to
only draw or move in quarter-inch steps, for example. Setting the grid
this way means you can draw a shape that is l/4 inch, 112 inc h, 3/4 inch,
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or one inch in width (or height) , but you cannot dr-aw a shape that is
1/8 inch o r 1 3/ 17 inches in height o r width. You also can move sha pes
o nly in quarter-inch steps, which enables you to place the shapes more
precisely.
To set the grid, choose the Grid Spacing co mmand from the Optio ns
me nu. The Grid dialog box appears (see fig. 25.67).

Fig. 25.67
The Grid
dialog box.
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You can enter a num ber berween 1 and 255 for the grid spacing. Keep in
mind that the resolution of the drawing on-screen is 72 pixels per inch.
A quarter-inch spacing is o ne quarter of 72 o r 18 pixels.

Setting Window Options
Every window o pe ned by LightningPaint normally displays scroll bars.
You can re move them by choosing the Show Scroll Bars command from
the Options menu to deactivate the command. Re moving the scro ll bars
can be helpful if you are working o n a compact Macintosh such as the
Mac Classic because you gain some e~'tra room fo r drawi ng.
To scroll wid10ut the scroll bars, click the Scroll tool (which looks Like a
hand) in the Toolbox. Place the mo use poin ter in the drawing, press and
hold the mouse button, and drag the drawing. You can restore the scroll
bars by choosing the Show Scro ll Bars command again.
The Automatic Scrolling optio n, which is on by d efault, causes the
window to scroll when you move past the edge of it, regardless of
whe the r the window has scroll bars. On rare occasio ns, this feature may
be a problem. For example, if you want your drawing to fit within
specific boundaries, you may not want the window to scroll automatie<llly. You may want the boundary of the window's edge to stop you. To
stop at the window's edge, you must choose d1e Auto matic Scrolling
command from the Optio ns menu to turn off the op tio n. Restore the
o ptio n by choosing d1e command again.
A check mark appears to the left of the Show Scroll Bars command and
the Automatic Scrolli ng command in the Optio ns menu whe n they are
active. The check mark is not present when d1e options are inactive.
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Setting Painting Color
LightningPaint is rather limited in color capabilities but you do have a
few choices. You can set the fo reground a nd background colors. The
foreground color is the color used to draw shapes, lines, and other
objects. The background color is the color of the background of the
drawing (normally the white space).
To set the foreground and background colors, choose the Painting Color
command from the Options menu. The Painting Color dialog box
appears (see fig. 25.68).

Fig. 25.68
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You have eight color ch oices for both the fo reground and background.
Click the button to the left of the one you want to use. Of course, you
must use differe nt colors for the fo reground and background, or you
will not be able to see your drawing.

Using Commands
LightningPaint offe rs a snapshot optio n that stores an image of your
drawing in case you make a mistake and want to restore the drawing.
The progra m enables you to store drawings in four diffe re nt formats that
can help you in sharing your drawing with othe r programs.

Protecting Your Work
When you are creating a drawing, protect it against the accidental
e rasure or othe r mistake by keeping a backup of the drawing. You may
also want to have a backup th at you can restore after you experiment a
bi t with your d rawing.
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You can keep a backup of your drawing in LightningPaint in lWO
different ways. You can save it to disk. To restore the drawing to the
state it was in the last time you saved it to disk, choose the Revert to
Saved command from the File menu.
You also can take a snapshot, which is a copy of th e drawing that can be
restored at any time. To use the snapshot feature, choose the Take Snap·
shot command from the Edit me nu (you also can press Command-T).
Use the Take Snapshot command right before attempting a delicate
o pe ration (such as a series of erasures) so that you can restore the
drawing if you make a mistake. Lf you want to change the drawing back
to the state it existed in whe n you took the snapshot, choose the Revert
to Snapshot command from the Edit menu.
LightningPaint provides the Close Snapshot command in case your
computer is running o ut of memory (the program may inform you not
e nough memory is available when you attempt to open anOther drawing o r create a new one). The Close Snapshot command releases the
memory held by the snapshot (which is the same amount of memory as
the d rawing itself).

Saving in Different Formats
You can save your d rawing in more than one format. You can save it as a
StarrupScreen, a MacPaint file, or in the standard PICT fo rmat used by
programs such as MacDraw II (and Pro), SuperPaint. To save a drawing
in a different format, follow these steps:
1. From the File menu, choose Save a Copy As. The Save dialog box
appears (see fig. 25.69) .

Fig. 25.69
The Save dialog box.
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2. Click the burton to the left of the fonnat you want to use.
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Normal is the standard LightningPaint format. SrartupScreen is
used for the screens that replace the Welcome to Macintosh
message when your Macintosh starts up . MacPaint is the format of
the MacPainr program owned by Claris Corporation, but many
other programs can read this format. The MacDraw (PIC1) format
is the wid ely used standard Macintosh graphics file format (although the option is labeled MacDraw, this format is more general
than just the MacDraw program).
3. Type a name for the file.
4. Click the OK button or press Rerum .

Note that if you are creating a startup screen, you must name it exactly
as shown in the figure (startup screen). You must also store the file in
the System Folder for it to appear on your screen at startup time.

Summary
LightningPaint is a fun shareware program that contains many features
usually found in commercial painting packages. You may already see
some uses for the program, such as creating letterheads and logos,
designing business cards, and creating greeting cards fo r the holidays.
The future may bring bette r and even more amazing versions of the
program. If you think this version is fun and useful, you should supporr
future releases.
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Odds and Ends
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his chapter concerns some
additional software included
in the Odds & Ends folder
installed by your MacSecrets
disk. Included are such
things as a program that sets
your Macintosh's clock
according to an atomic clock

standard, a small calendar program, a control panel that enables
you to locate characters in a font
quickly and easily, and a control
panel that allows you to zoom
windows to small bars and back to
help control screen clutter. The
folder also includes a few games
and a control panel that enables
you to shoot your Macintosh.

The software in the Odds & Ends folder is not registered. If you want to
keep d1e software, you must send in your registration fee. You can
usually find information on registering dle software by choosing the
About command from the Apple menu after statting me program. Other
software may display registration information in a screen at startup time
or in dle window at dle control panel (as in dle case of Madness). The
programs are not expensive, most costing less d1an 10 do llars. Das
Calendar, Set Clock, and PopChar are freeware; you do not have to
register them.
This chapter shows you how to install the software and start d1e programs. The instructions are basic and do not go into detail, but the
software is easy to use.

Das Calendar
Das Calendar is a small calendar program that uses very little memory.
You can display any month o f the years 1982 to 2002.
Start Das Calendar by double-clicking its icon. The calendar, set to dle
current mo nth and year, opens (see fig. 26.1).

Fig. 26.1
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The displayed month and year are pop-up menus. Set the desired month
or year by choosing it from dle menu (see fig. 26.2).

Fig. 26.2
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Quit Das Calendar by choosing Quit from the File menu, pressing
Command-Q, or clicking the close box in the Das Calendar window.

Set Clock
Set Clock is a small program that enables you to set your Macintosh's
clock by one of the atomic clocks that are used as standards for time.
You can set your Macintosh's internal clock to be within one second of
the atomic clock. You must have a modem to use Set Clock because the
program makes an approximately 10-second call to set the time.
Start Set Clock by double-clicking its icon. The program's window
appears (see fig. 26.3).

Fig. 26.3
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Set your Macintosh clock with these steps:
1. From the Fiie menu, choose Phone Numbers. The Phone Numbers
dialog box appears (see fig. 26.4) .

Fig. 26.4
Setting the phone number
to call.
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2. Type one of tl1 e three numbers listed in tl1e dialog box. Choose
the o ne closest to you. Remember to enter a 1 and the area code if
you are calling long distance.

3. Click Enter or press Return.
4. From tl1e File me nu, choose Zone Time Diff. The Zone Time Diff.
dialog box appears (see fig. 26.5).

fig. 26.5
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The acomic clocks used maintain Universal Coordinated Time
(UTC), also known as Greenwich Mean Time. You must enter a
number co adjust the time for your time zone. Use the following
table ro find the correct difference. If you u se the Washington or
Boulder phone number, enter the first number in the Difference
column. If you are in Daylight Savings Time, use tl1e numbe r in
parentheses. Enter tl1e third number if you use the Toronto phone
numbe r.
Time Zone

Difference

Eastern

-5 (-4), 0

Central

-6 (-5), -1

Mountain

-7 (-6), -2

Pacific

-8 (-7), -3

If you are nor in one of these time zones, rake rhe number of
hours you are behind Eastern time and subtract it from the
differe nce number. For example, Honolulu is 5 hours behind
Eastern time. Subtracting 5 from -5 yields -10, the offset co use if
you caB Washington or Boulder from Ho nolulu during Sta ndard
Time. You use -9 during Dayligh t Savings Time.
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You also can use the Map control panel provided by Apple. Locate
a city in your time zone. The control panel provides the difference
between your local time and UTC. Enter this number with a
negative sign if you are west of London but east of the Interna·
tiona! Date Line.
5. Click Enter.

6. Click the Dial button.
Set Clock calls the number you entered. Various info rmation crosses the
Set Clock window. The modem hangs up and your dock is set. The
window displays the time and date received and a notation aboU£ how
much your Macintosh clock had to be adjusted (see fig. 26.6).

Rg. 26.6
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Quit Set Clock by clicking the Quit button, pressing Command·Q, or
choosing Quit from the File menu.

If Set Clock does not work with your modem, choose Modem Setup to
make the needed adjustments according to your modem type. Set Clock
is configured to work with Hayes standard modems attached to the
modem port of the Macintosh. For more information on configuring Set
Clock to work with your modem, check your modem manual and choose
Modem Help from the File menu.

PopChar
PopChar is a control panel that enables you to access special characters
in the font you are currently using. This program is helpful to people
who use special characters but have trouble remembering the exact key
combination to invoke the character. With PopChar, you choose the
character from a palette of characters by using the mouse.
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Install PopChar by dragging its icon to the Syste m Folder. Then restart
your Macintosh. To use PopCha.r, follow these steps:

1. Place the mouse pointer in the extreme upper left corner of your
screen.
2. Press and hold the mouse button. The PopChar palette appears.
3. Move the mouse pointer to the desire d character (see fig. 26.7).

Fig. 26.7
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The PopChar palette te lls you several things: the name of the
current font, the size of the font, the hexadecimal and decimal
o rdinal number of the selected character, and (in the far right of
the palette) the key combination for the character.
4. Release the mouse burton.
Po pChar inserts the characte r into the current document at the current
insertion point.
You can configure PopChar to suit certain situations. Access the control
panel by double-clicking its icon (in System 7) or choosing the Control
Panel desk accessory, and then clicking the PopChar icon (in System 6).
You can choose the "hot corner" by clicking the button that indicates the
corner you want to use to invoke d1e character palette. The option check
boxes perform the following functions:
Show onlinal number. Displays the ordinal number (the
hexadecimal and decimal numbers that appear to the right of the
fo nt name and size, which are of inte rest mainly to technical
people) of d1e selected character.
Always use available font size. Affects the way PopChar displays
the characters in the pale tte. Check d1is box to have PopChar
search for the best-looking font size in d1e range of 8 to 48 points
for displaying d1e characters. Uncheck it to restrict the search to
10, 12, and 14 point sizes for d1e screen display.
Leave menu bar alone. Displays d1e PopChar palette below the
me nu bar rad1er than on top of the menu bar. Activate this option
if you notice a contlict be tween PopCha.r and anod1er System
CJo.'lension that draws in the me nu bar. (Some menu bar clocks,
lo r example, can overwrite d1e character palette.)
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Apply patch for Adobe Type Reunion. Check this box and
restart your Macintosh if you are using ATR to avoid conflict.

R

ead PopChar.doc for information on compatibility issues,
especially if you use Adobe Type Re union.

Show icon at startup. Displays the PopChar icon whe n you starr
your Maci ntosh.

Zoom Bar
Zoom Bar is a control panel that aids you in controlling screen clutter. It
enables you to reduce wi ndows to small bars (called zoombars), and
then restore them to their regular size. Wid1 ZoomB;u·, you can have
many windows open at one time a nd switch quickly between them.
Install Zoom Bar by dragging its icon to the System Folder. Then restart
your Macintosh.
Shrink a window by holding down the Shift key as you click in the Zoom
box of the window. The windO\v is reduced to a small bar (see fig. 26.8).

Fig. 26.B
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Resrore the windows to regular size by clicking the zoombar.
You can shrink or expand all of the windows open in any one application at the same time by holding down the Option key while clicking in
d1e zoom box of any window open in th e application.
To move a zoombar when the AutoZoom option is active, hold down the
Shift or Command key while dragging the zoombar. If you deactivate
AutoZoom, you can click and drag the zoombar to move it as a regu lar
window.
You can configure ZoomBar. Open the control panel by double-clicki ng
its icon in System 7 or by choosing the Control Panel desk accessory in
System 6, and then clicking the icon. The d ialog box in figure 26.9
appears.

Fig 26.9
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The optio ns are as follows:
Top Left, Top Right, Bottom Left, Bottom Right. Click one of
these fo ur optio ns tO de term ine the corner in which ZoomBar
starts stacking your shrunk windows.
AutoZoom. When this o ption is active, clicking on any zoom bar
expands the window. When not active, you must d ick in the zoom
box of the zoom bar to expand the window; you may drag it by
dragging the ti tle bar.
Group. This optio n, when active, causes the zoombars belonging
to an application to stay grouped together on-screen.
Gap count. Enter the amount of space by which you want to
separate the zoombars of different applications (1 equals the size
of one zoombar).
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Max number of zoom bars. Enter the mmdmurn number of
zoom bars you expect to have at any o ne time.
Spacing. Enter the number of pixels (screen dots) by which you
wa nt ro separate each zoombar.
Horz. indent. The number of pixels that the zoombars appear
from the left (or right) of the screen .
Vert. indent. The number o f pixels the zoombars appear from d1e
top (or bottom) of the screen (excluding the menu bar).
ZoomBar width. The width of the zoom bru·s in pixels.
Wider if needed. Click mis ch eck box if you want the zoombars to
expand to accommodate the entire title of the window.
Cu stomize. This pop-up menu e nables you to change the font,
font size, a nd colo r the zoombars use, as well as the key you must
press to shrin k one window or all windows.
Highlight the item you want to customize (Font, Size, Keys to shrink
one, Keys to shrink all, or Color). The me nu for that ite m appears (see
figure 26. 10).

Fig. 26.10
Choosing to customize the
color of the title text used
in the zoombars.
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The Font and Size items both present a menu from which you may
choose d1e desired font or size. Both Keys options present a me nu d1ar
enables you to choose one or mo re keys that must be pressed to zoom
d1e window. A check mark indicates the keys that are cu rrently needed.
Choose a key again if you do not wa nt to use it; the check mark
disappears.
The Colo r option invokes the Macintosh Color wheel when you choose
one of the subme nu options (of Border, of Title Text, of Lines & Boxes,
and of Title Bar).
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The sample zoombar in the Zoom Bar control panel window reflects the
changes so that you can preview them. However, you must restart your
Macintosh fo r the changes to take effect.
The four items at the bottom of the control panel (How to use, Bugs,
AutoZoom, and About), invoke small help screens in the lower part of
the Zoom Bar control panel wi ndow. Click the o ne you want to view.

Madness
The Madness control panel enables you to shoot your Macintosh ,
blowing ho les in the screen. This program is p erfect for those days when
you cannot track down an annoying System extension conflict.
Install Madness by dragging its icon and the Methods to your Madness
icon to your System Folder. Then reboot your Macintosh.
When you get to tally frustrated with your Mac, press and hold the
Command and Shift keys, and the n press the space bar. Then move your
mouse pointer to d1e most frustrating item on-screen and press d1e
mouse button. The control panel allows you sLx shots. As you fire, d1e
Macintosh suffers (see fig. 26.11) .

Fig. 26.11
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After your Macintosh is bleeding sufficiently, press any key (except the
space bar) to restore normal operation to the mouse and screen .
Yo u can configure Madness to d1ange the trigger keys and adjust d1e
sound of the gunfire. Open the Madness control panel by doubleclicking the icon (in System 7) or choosing the Control Panel desk
accessory and clicking the icon (System 6). Figu re 26.12 shows the
Madness controls.

Fig. 26.12
The Madness controls.

To change the trigger keys, press and hold the Command and Shift keys,
<tnd men press the key you want to use.
To change the volume of the gun, click the small speaker icon in me
lower right corner of me contro l panel. You have four settings from
which you can choose; each click moves to the next setting. Lines above
the speaker indicate the loudness of t11e fire sound effect. Several lines
indicate a loud sound.
The Jjst box has only one gun. d1e 44 Magnum. You receive five od1er
gun sounds when you register Madness. When you place the sounds in
your System Folder, mis list box displays them. Choose tl1e desired gun
sound by clicking its name.
You may prim a registration form by clicking the Print Registration
button. Your printer's Page Setup dialog box appe<trs. Click OK or press
Return. You then see your printer's Print dialog box. Click Print or OK.
The form is printed.

Columns II
Columns ll is a g<tme program similar in some ways to the popular
Te rris. You gain points by stacki ng pieces made of mree squares with
different patterns (and colors on color-capable Macintoshes). The idea is
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to group the same pattern into rows of three: vertically, horizontally, or
diagonally. When you make a row of three, the three squares disappear,
and you gain a point.
You score additional points if you make rows o f four, five, or more
pieces disappear at one time. As you make pieces disappear, the remaining pieces fail and settle into the empty space. You can use this characteristic to cause chain reactions where faUing pieces line up into rows
and disappear. The game proceeds unt.il the play area fills with squares.
As a game continues, you gain more points. The squares dro p faster as
you gain points, making play more challenging.
To start Columns ll, double·click its icon. The play area appears (see
fig. 26.13).

Fig. 26.13
The Columns II game.

The game starts (you can see the tlrst piece at the top of the play area in
the figure), but you need to set the keys you use for play before proceeding. Follow these steps:
1. Choose Set Keyboard Controls from the Optio ns menu. The

Keyboard Controls dialog box appears (see fig. 26. 14).
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Fig. 26.14
Setting the keyboard
controls for the game.
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2. Click the desired setting button.
If you are left-handed, click the Left button (the hand is the
button) . If you are right-handed , click the Right bu tton. rfyou
want to use the numeric keypad, click the Keypad button.
3. Click the window's close box.
The keys are set according to the following table.

Left

Move piece left

Move piece rigbl

Rotate patterns/colors

Drop piece

a

d

s

space bar

I

k

space bar

6

;

2

Right

Keypad

4

If you want to set the keys yourself, use the following ste ps in place o f
ste p 2 in the preceding list:
1. Press Tab to highlight the Left key field .

2. Type the key you want to use to move the p iece to the left.
3. Repeat for each key field.
For example, you may want to use the numeric keypad but have the 0
key drop the piece. (The 0 key is easie r than the 2 key because you can
press the 0 key with your thumb while your other fi ngers remain o n the
4, 5, and 6 keys.) Press Tab until the highlighting is in the Drop field,
and then p ress the 0 key on the keypad.
After you set the keys, you are ready to p lay. Start the game by choosing
New Game from the File menu. Move the falling p iece to the left or right
wid1 the keys. You may rotate the patterns in the piece with the rotate
key but you cannot change the o rie ntation of the piece itself. The d rop
key causes the piece to fall immediately so that you do not have to wait
fo r it to settle.
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Columns II d efaults ro using 6 panerns. You can change this amount to
any number between 4 and 12 by choosing a number fro m the Patterns
me nu. The game is easier with fewer pau erns. Conversely, the game is
more challenging wi.th more paue rns. Columns ll multiplies the total
nu mber o f points at the end o f the game by the number of patte rns you
use, yielding highe r scores for the mo re difficult games.
You can save a game to continue it later. Choose Save Game from the
File me nu, type a name for the game, and press Return . Later, you can
load the saved game by choosing Old Game and double-clicking the
name of the game.
One interesting feature of the game is you can play tournaments eve n if
the other p layers are not in the same locatio n o r playing at the same
time. Choose Tournament from the File menu . Type a number, and
then click OK. Othe r p layers in the tournament use the same number.
Columns II d ro ps exactly the same pieces in the same o rder as long
as the same tournament numbe r is e ntered.
You can pause the game by clicking the hourglass in the game window
or by choosing Pause fro m the File me nu. Continue the game by clicking
the ho urglass or choosing Pause again.
Columns ll records the rop 10 scores and enables the player to enter his
name. You can view the top scores by choosing Show High Scores from
the Options menu. Clear the high scores b}' choosi ng Clear High Scores.

Dropper
Dropper is a game simil:u· to Columns II in that pieces drop into a play
area and disappear whe n the same patterns (or colors) are in horizon tal,
vertical, or diagonal rows. The game is very challenging.
To start Dropper, double-click irs icon. The game's introduction screen
appears. As with Columns II, you first must set the keys to be used in the
game. Follow these steps:
1. Choose Preferences fro m the File me nu. The Set Keys dialog box
appears.

2. Press the key you want to use to move the piece to the left; then
press Tab.
3. Press the key you want to use to move the piece to the right; then
p ress Tab.
4. Press the key you want to use to cause the piece to drop; then
press Tab.
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5. Click OK.
Yo u can click the Standard butto n to set the keys. This key se tting is the
defaulr sett ing.
Start the game by choosing Start Game fro m the Game me nu. The game
window appears (see fig. 26. 15).

Fig. 26.15
The Dropper window.
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Initially, you must arrange pieces in rows or columns (or diagonally) of
four. This amounr increases to five, and then sLx as you continue to play
successfully. One inre resting fea ture of Drop per is the voice of Lora who
e ncourages you as you successfully make pieces disappear. Lora has
qui te a voice.
You can pause the game tempo rarily by placing the mo use po inter on
the Pause button, and then pressing and holding the mouse button .
While the game is paused. you can move the current piece, but you have
a limited amount of pause ti me. A counter counts down whi le you arc
paused .
Use this pause while you are learning the game a nd need a mo ment o f
thinking time to positio n a piece. Lf you need to ste p away from d1e
game, choose Pause Game fro m the Ga me menu to suspend the gam e.
Choose the command again to co ntinue th e game. Also , the game does
not auromatic:tlly pause whe n you switch to another program under
Multi Finder o r Syste m 7. Use the Pause: Game: command if you need to
switch to another program temporarily.
While learning the game, you may want to use the Preview next cube
command to see the next pattern (or colo r) that will be dropped .
However, yo ur score is halved as a pe nalty for using this feature.
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Dropper maintains a hall o f fame with the top scores. Dropper asks you
ro emer your name when you score enough points ro be in the hall of
fame. View the top scores by choosing Hall of Fame from the Game
menu. Reset the scores by choosing Clear Hall of Fame.

Canfield and Klondike
Canfield and Klondike are based on the real world Solitaire card games
by the same names. Both games operate in the same manner though the
card arrangements and ru les are differe nt.
Start the game by double-clicking its icon. The introductio n screen
appears. Click OK. The Scores window appears (see fig. 26.16).

Fig. 26.16
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The Klondike Scores
window.
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pi eyer s' nemes 1n l ex\ boxes.
Choose next p l ~yer w llh r ed1o
but t on

Both programs have the same Scores window, and you o perate the
windows in the same manner. To begin play, you first must enter your
name and the names of any other players (up to four can play). Follow
these steps:
1. Type the name of the first player.

2. Click the check box to the left of th e next player name field.
3. Type the name o f the second player.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 if you have a third and fourth player.
5. Click the radio buuon to the right of the field of the player who is
to play first.
6. Click the Play buuo n.
The play window appears (see figs. 26.17 and 26.18) .
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Fig. 26.17

Klon~lke

The Klondike play window.
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Fig. 26.18
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The Canfield play window .

You play both games in a similar way. Follow these basic guidelines:
•

To turn over a card that is face down, click the card . Use this
me thod to turn over the cards in the deck of cards in the uppe r
left corne r.

•

To move a card, drag it with the mouse. You can o nly place cards
in ce rtain locations according to the game rules (covered later in
this section) . If you can place a card on another card or location,
that location or card darkens as you drag the card you are placing
(see fig. 26. 19).
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f you attempt to drag a card to an incorrect location, the card
returns to its previous locatio n whe n yo u release the mouse
buno n.

I
Fig. 26.19

Kl ondike 5. 1 - Groucllo

01

You can play the two of
spades on the three of
diamonds.

•

You can d rag a group of cards at o nce by dragging the highest
card.

•

You can play a card to the fo undation (the four card spaces at the
top) by double·clicking the card.

Klondike is a basic Solitaire game. The object is to play until all cards are
played to the foundation. You build down on the seven tableau stacks,
playing red suit cards (shown in gray on black·and-wh ite mo nitors) on
black suit cards and vice versa. You can play o nly aces to start the four
stacks in the fou ndatio n. If you empty a column in the tableau, you can
play only a King to the empty column.
Canfield is a var iation that has o nly fo ur card stacks in the foundation
rather than seven as in Klondike. The object of the game is the same as
in Klo ndike. You also have 13 cards in the stock (the face up stack below
the deck). The program plays a single card to the foundation to dete rmine which cards you can initially play to the found ation.
You build down in the tableau and u p in the foundation. You may play
cards from the deck or the stock. You can play only cards from the stock
to an e mpty space in the tableau.
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Both programs offer help. System 6 has a Help menu from which you
can choose help. In System 7. choose the Help commands from the
Balloon Help menu.
Both programs also have o ptio ns that enhance or alter play. These
optio ns are o n the Options menu :
Show Score. Enables or disables the Scores window.
Sound On. Activates o r silences sound.
Fast Deal. Deals cards as quickly as the Macintosh can draw them.
Casino Game. Switches ro casino scoring rather than video game
scoring.
Play Out. Keeps the scoring timer running until you play the last
card or quit the game. The games normally tot.1.1 up your score as
soon as you turn up the last card.
Penalty Warn. Announces by a chime that you will be penalized in
your score the next time you turn over the deck.
Turn TI1ree. Turns three cards at a time when you click the deck.
Turn One . Turns one card at a time when you click the deck.
Red Suits, Card Backs, and Background. Enables you to choose
the color for these items. A submenu appears with the color
choices.
Animation. Enables you to determine how cards appear w hen you
drag them: as full cards, as ghost outlines, or as simple outlines.
Return. Enables you to set the speed at which a card (perhaps
played incorrectly) floats back to its original location.
Both games have the capability to save a deck of cards, including the
player names and high scores. To save a deck, choose New fro m the File
menu. Type a name for the deck and press Return. To open a previously
saved deck, choose Open and double-click tl1e name of the deck. To
revert the games to t11e sta ndard deck, choose Close.
You may want to try the Pretty Cards deck supplied with the games if
you have a color-capable Macintosh. The cards are much more detailed.

Dog Age Calculator
To compute your dog's age in people years, open me Dog Age Calculator spreadsheet template using Microsoft Excel (2.2 o r later) . Enter the
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dog's age in years in the highlighted field (see fig. 26.20), and then press
Remrn. Dog Age Calculator computes your clog's age and displays it in
the second field.

Fig. 26.20
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Golf Analyst
Golf Analyst is a HyperCard stack (2.0 or late r) that helps you keep track
of how well, or not so well, you are playing on individual courses and
overall. It also esti mates your handicap in case you want to e nter a
tournament.
To start keepi ng track of your golf game, o pe n the Hype rCard stack Golf
Analyst. The main screen appe ars (see fig. 26.21).

Fig. 26.21
The Golf Analyst
main screen.
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Click the New Course burton to start entering info rmation o n the golf
course(s) you play. Golf Analyst asks you to enter the course name
(see fig. 26.22). Enter the course rating, and then enter the name of the
golfer.

Fig. 26.22
Entering the golf
course name.

En t er th e nome of th e course.

IGreen Hill's Public Course

Golf Analyst displays the golf course's main screen (score card). Enter
the par values for each hole.
After you enter the basic course information, enter your scores. Check
the Fwy box if you landed in the fairway and check the Sand box if you
landed in the sand trap. To create a score card for a new course, click
the Main Menu button (it looks like a left-pointing arrow with a preceding bar) to retu rn to the main menu. Then click the New Course burton.
lf you have another round's information to enter on the same course,
click the New Round butto n. Golf Analyst saves your last score and starts
you with a clean score card while retaining the o riginal par values. If you
want to analyze how weU(eagles, birdies, pars, bogies, double bogies,
percent fairways hit, sand saves, greens in regulation, two-putts) you did
on the round you just entered, click Calc Total button.
To review how you are doing overall (handicap, handicap last 5 rounds,
overall average, personal best, percentage d riven fairways, percentage
sand saves, percentage greens in regulation, percentage two-putts), click
the main menu button. To ensure that your information is updated
with any new course info rmatio n, click the Update Board burton (see
fig. 26.23) before viewing your totals.
To modify the number of games you use to compute your handicap,
click the Keep 20 bu tton. To review how you are doing on al l the
courses you play, click the Stats Board button.

MacAmortize
MacAmortize produces complete amortization tables based on the
informatio n you enter. lt breaks clo wn each payment period's interest
po rtio n, principle portion and remaining loan balance. Additionally, you
can figure your total payment in real dollars by telling MacAmortize to
adjust your payments for inflation and/o r tax-deductible interest.
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Fig. 26.23
Analyzing your game.

To compute your loan amortization schedule, open the application
MacAmortize. After the main screen appears, use the radio buttons along
the left side co select how you wane MacAmortize co calculate your
amortization schedule. Clicking the Each Payment button figures a
monthly payment for a specified dollar amount, interest rate, and
duration. J'vlacAmortize also allows you co solve for the numbers of
payments, amount of loan and yearly interest rate. Use the radio butcons
along the bottom of the screen to select the frequenc:y of your payments
and enter the number of payments, the coral amoum of loan, and the
yearly interest rate in the fields provided.
For example, create a loan schedule for a new house you are buying for
$100,000, financed for 30 years at 8 percent interest (see fig. 26.24).
After you enter all the required information, click the OK button.

Fig. 26.24
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MacAmortizc creates your amortization chart and displays it in a window
called Schedule (see fig. 26.25). Use the scroll bars to scan through your
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loan information. You can print this schedule by choosing Print from the
File me nu.

Fig. 26.25
The amortization chart.
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To adjust your loan payment for inflatio n or interest-based tax deductio ns, choose the appro priate optio n (s) from the Options menu. For an
example, figure our what effect being in the 31 percent tax bracket has
on the mo nth ly payments of $714.40. After you e nter loan information,
choose Tax Credits from under the Options me nu. Enter your tax
information and click the OK bu tton (see fig. 26.26) .

Fig. 26.26
Ente ring a new t:L'< rate .

Income Ton Aol e

~'1.

(Enl cr ze ro for no
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o ~j u stmc nll

Co ncel

Click the OK button again in the Parameters window to produce a new
schedule (see fig. 26.27).
lf you read the last line o f text above the schedule or add the principal
and interest columns, you see that your actual payment doesn't change.
It's stiU $714.40. However, your first payment seems like S514.91 because of the money you save due to interest deductions on you r taxes,
p rovid ed the amount you pay in inte rest each year is fully tax-deductible.
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Fig. 26.27
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Menu Planner II
Menu Planne r II is a HyperCard stack (2.0 o r later) and a complete
me nu-planning system. It is an excelle nt recipe database and is extre mely he lpfu l in p lanning a weekly me nu. The program even creates
a shopping list based o n your meal selectio ns.
To start pla nning your weekly mea ls, o pe n the HyperCard stack Men u
Planner II. After the main screen appears (see Hg. 26.28), click the
Planner button to bring u p the menu planner. You use the weekly me nu
planner to select your meals, view your recipes, and create your grocery
list.

Fig. 26.28
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Holp butlon

his stack is very easy to use, but you should read the help
sheet before starring. To view the help sheet, click the Help
button {it looks like a question mark). To print the help sheet for
future reference, click the help screen while holding down the
Option key.

T

Add meal selections to you r weeldy planner by first clicking in front of
the recipe. Then click the day you want to serve it. The lower right
corner of the screen lists the recipes (see fig. 26.29) .

Fig. 26.29
Adding a meal ro the
weekly planner.
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When you are satisfied with your menu, click the Get Recipes button to
view or print your chosen recipes. A dialog box ftrst asks whether you
want to include recipe notes. Choose notes o nly to see notes about the
recipes. Choose yes to see recipes and notes. Choose No to see recipes
only. Menu Planner displays a complete listing of the recipes for all your
chosen meals (see fig. 26.30)
To create a grocery list of the meals in your planner, click the Planner
button to retu rn to the Planner screen. Click the Get Grocery List button
to display the report shown in fig. 26.31.
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Fig. 26.30
Viewing recipes.

Ser ve::
1 lb a:r ound beef
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I Tbl J) 's :ftet spice
112 u p . ba:~il
1 up celery :e-ed
Mix ftrsl three lna:redte.nu: veiL f ot·m Into smell ball s r ty ln tryina: pan.. turnlna:

often until even tv brovne<l

Fig. 26.31
Creating a grocery list.
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0 1 fbi JQ': =veet sptce
0 112 tsp. b o..•tl
0 1 up celery :eed

0 a:reen bea..·u
0 1 cup corn mm
0 I cupnour
0 1/1 cup :uaer

To view the various recipes, click the Recipes button o n the main me nu.
The n select a category by clicking its buu o n at the botto m of the screen.
For example, click the Meats category button (see fig. 26.32) .
Use th e arrow buuons to browse th rough each recipe individuaUy (see
fig. 26.33).
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Fig. 26.32
Selecting a recipe category.
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Fig. 26.33
Browsing a recipe.

Catogory: Meats

Sorves:

Coo~

rlee as usual. Beat CiiS. add mslk an-d
hot rice. Remove skin and bones from

salmon. Su r nated salmon into the n ee
Md add parsle y, salt and lemon Juice
t urn into 6-eup a:r~ed bekina: di:h. Toss
melted butter and crumbs tea ether and

sprinkle over top. Bate )2:; 0 for ) 0-1:0
mlnules or Wltil top 1: brovned

Ing r edlonts:

t ncuprice
2 eiiiS
1 cup milk
1 lb . can sal mon
2 Tbl. c hopped par<loy
J tsp . salt
2 Tbl. lemon juice
1/<t -cup butler

112 cup crumbs

Arrow buttons

To add your own recipes, follow these steps:
1. Click the category tab you want to file the recipe under.

2. Use the arrow buttons or arrow keys to find the recipe card that
you want ro precede your new recipe.
3. CLick the small picture of the Rolodex card at the left of the recipe
name to make a new card. The cursor appears in the blank area
over the category listing (see fig. 26.34).
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4. Type the name of the recipe. Every recipe must have a unique
name.

5. Enter the number of servings, ingredients, and instructions. Use
the Tab key to move from one text enuy area to another.

Fig. 26.34
Adding a recipe.
c;;;]

New Entr

Catocory: Meats

Sorven:

lneredienu:

To mark a single recipe for the purposes of creating a grocery list, click
the Mark button when you find the desired recipe. Clicking this hu tton
creates a new grocery list or adds to an existing list of previously marked
recipes. To view the new grocery list, click the Get Grocery List bunon
along the top of the card.

Sky Travel
Sky Travel turns your Macin tosh into a planetarium. This program charts
an d tracks the major constellations, stars, and planets from any location
in th e world. You also can have the program show you what the sky
looked like a week ago, will look a week or momh from now, or looks
from from Siberia.
To chart the night sky, double-click the Sky Travel application. Choose
yo ur viewing position from the World Map command on the Options
menu. Use the cross-hairs to select your approximate position. For
examp le, choose Dallas, Texas (see fig. 26.35).
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Fig. 26.35
The world map.

Click the Save Home butto n to make this location your default viewing
location, or click the OK button to make your changes temporary. Your
screen now shows the current view of the sky, looking north, based on
the information stored in your internal Macintosh clock (see fig. 26.36).

Fig. 26.36
Viewing the sky.
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Viewing angle
and informalion
window

To change the direction or angle of your view ofthe sky, select an
orientation from the View menu (see fig. 26.37) . The Options menu
enables you to choose how and which objects are visible in your
window.
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Fig. 26.37
Selecting an orientation.
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To locate certain objects in the sky, choose them from a list (planets,
sun, moon and constellations) in the Find menu. For example, to find
the current position of a constellatio n, first choose Constellations from
the Find menu. The n scan through the list of constellations until you
find the constellation; the n click Find. You also can type the first letter of
the constellation name to jump to the correct alphabet location. The
cross-hairs point to the constellation (see fig. 26.38). The shaded area
represents the horizon; anything displayed in this area is nor visible fro m
your location and time.

Fig. 26.38
Finding an object.

Horizon

To display additional informatio n on a particular object, click it and
choose Information from the Options menu.
Sky Travel constantly repositions its sky to reflect changes in the
real world sky due to the earth's rotation over time by using your
Macintosh's intern al clock. You can watch the effect oftime on the
moveme nt of the sJ,.")' by choosing from a range of speed options in
the Clock menu.
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WindowShade
indowShade is incompatible with Zoom Bar because both
programs perform similar functions. Install only one
program at a time in your System Folder. Attempting to run both
at the same time may cause System problems.

W

WindowShade enables you to roll up your open windows as needed.
This utility is especially helpful in managing those times whe n you have
many windows open at once.
To install WindowShade, copy the WindowShade file to your Contro l
P<tnel Folder located in your System Folder and restart your Macintosh.
To use WindowShade, double-dick any title bar to cause the lower
portion of the window to roll up, just as the window blind (see
fig. 26.39). Double-clicking tl1e tide bar again will return the window
to its original size.

Fig. 26.39
Rolling up your windows.

To change d1e way that you show and hide windows, open the
Win dowS hade control panel. Choose either a number of clicks (1, 2
or 3) needed to hide or show a window, or choose a modifier key
(Command, Option, or Control) to be held down in conjunction wiili a
single mouse click (see fig. 26.40). Your changes take effect afte r you
resta rt your Machine.
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Fig. 26.40
Controlling the way you
hide and show windows.
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0
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I

0
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Summary
This chapter covers some odds and ends of software included on the
MacSecrets disk. Some are small, useful utilities such as Set Clock and
PopChar, and others are just for fun, such as d1e games Columns II and
Klondike.
Try them to see whether you find them useful or entertaining. Experiment for a while, and then decide whether you want to keep them. With
the exception of the items noted as being freeware, you must send a
registration fee for the items you want to keep. The fees are small and
help support authors of shareware software, encouraging more software
authors to risk supplying inexpensive but valuable software.
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IV

Keyboard Shortcuts and
the Macintosh Interface
Guidelines

:' <"":..,.---.------'

his appendix contains
essential reference information that enables you to
better use your Macintosh.
In this appendix, you find
invaluable keyboard shortcuts, as well as the
Macintosh Interface Guide-

lines that make Macintosh applications consistent in look and feel.

Finder Shortcuts
The following table Lists all of the
keyboard shortcuts for performing
Finder actions and special startup
procedures.

Actions

Shortcut

Avoid seeing a warning message

Press Option while selecting Empty
Trash from the Special menu

Batch print selected documents

~- P

Change the view

Click a view title in the window header,
such as Size or Date

Clean up and sort icons

Press the Option key and select Clean
Up from the Special menu

Clean up selected icons

Press the Shift key and select Clean Up
from the Special menu

Close a window after opening
one of its icons menus, doubleclick the icon, or press ~W

Press the Option key while selecting
Open from the File

Close all windows

~- W

Close an open windows

~- W

Collapse the entire outline of
the selected folder

~ Option+·

Collapse the outline of the
selected folder

~+-

Copy an icon into another folder

Press the Option key and drag the icon

Create a new folde r

):(- N

Delete locked files

Press Option while selecting Empty
Trash from the Special me nu

Dismount (remove from Desktop
and, if applicable, eject) any disk

Select the disk icon and press

Display a pop-up menu of the
enclosing folders and disk

Press
title

Eject a floppy disk from drive 1

):t-Shift-1

Eject a floppy disk from drive 2

~S hift-2

Eject a floppy disk

~-E

Erase dte PRAM (parameter RAM)

At startup, before you see the smiling
Mac, press ~Option-P-R. Whe n your
Mac restarts, release the keys.

Expand the entire oudine of dte
selected folder

):t- Option-?

Expand the outline of the
selected folder
find a file or folder by name
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~-F

~ and

~Y

click the window

Actions

Shortcut

Get Info on a selected item

~ I

Make a copy of a file or folder

~-D

Make the Desktop active

l=(-Shi ft -i

Move a window without
making it active

Press ~ and drag the window by the
tille bar

Open an icon

Double-click the icon and press ~.L.
or highlight the icon and press ~0

Open the window that encloses
the active window

~- i

Put away a file or folder that is
o n the Desktop

~-Y

Rebuild the Desktop file

Press

~Opt i o n

Reverse the current setting of
"Always snap to grid" while
moving an icon

Press

~ and

during startup

drag the icon

Seard1 again with the same
criteria used with the last find
Select an icon above in
icon views

i

Select an icon below in
icon views
Select an icon by name

Start typing the name

Select an icon to the left in
icon views
Select an icon to the right in
icon views
Select more than o ne icon

Press the Shift key and click the icons, or
drag to enclose them with the marquee

Select the next icon in
alphabetical order

Press Tab key

Select the previous icon in
alphabetical order

Shift-Tab

Take a snapshot of the screen

l::(.Shift-3

Turn off all System extensions
when starting up

Press Shift during startup

Zoom a window to the full size
of its screen

Press the Optio n key and click the
zoom box
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Interface Guidelines
When Apple first designed the Macintosh, the company required its
programmers to conform to a specific set of guidelines that governed the
interface for any program d1ey created. The Addison-Wesley book, The
Human Interface Guideline: Tbe Apple Desktop Intetface, presentS
these guidelines.
Because of d1ese guidelines, all Macintosh programs have the same basic
appearance and the same basic commands. To help you get a handle on
how all Macintosh programs operate, the following sections describe
some of the items covered by the guidelines.

Windows
Figure A. l shows each of the window elements. All windows are supposed to have a title bar that has lines ilirough it when it is active.
Windows should also have a close box, as well as vertical and horizontal
scroll bars, scroll arrows, and scroll boxes. This fo rmat is the same fo r
every document window. Some work windows don't have scroll bars
because these bars have no fu nction in these windows. Any window that
can be resized is supposed to have a zoom box and grow box. All of the
commands listed in the Fi nder sho rtcuts should work on all windows.

Fig. A.1
A generic window with the
described elements.

Window Tille

Close box

342 4 MBY~chsk

0 tttnu

'

Zoom box

60 9 t1J • valla':ll•

IQ

Title b ar (active)

·I - Vert1cal scroll b ar

lo

I~ ~ ~- Grow

:>I

box

I

Honzontal scroll bar

Dialog Boxes and Alert Boxes
A dialog box enables you w provide additio nal inf01mation before the
Mac executes a command. A dialog box has controls, such as butwns,
check boxes, or pop-up menus (see fig. A.2).
The default bu tton is always outlined with an extra dark circle. You can
select the default button by pressi ng Return. Every dialog box should
also have a Cancel button that you can select by pressing the Escape key
o r Comma nd-. (period).
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Fig. A. 2

find

A dialog box.

Find and select Items whose

Pop-up menu- 1-+'-"n=•mc::;e::....__ _...._,l l con toln s
Scorch

I

... , 1.___ _ _ ____,1

ltJ 1111 nt once

on all disks

' - - - - - --tt- Check box

~ I[

Regular button - I-I-Fewer Choices I

Fi nd

-t-

Default butlon

The Macintosh uses an alert box to notify you of any unusual situation
that may occur. Alert boxes usually have just a single OK button so that
you can acknowledge receiving the information. Alert boxes usually
don't have text fields, check boxes, or radio buttons. An alert box often
has a special icon (an exclamation point, for example) to get your
attention.
Figure A.3 is an example of an alert box that gives you the option to
cancel an occurring process (printing, in this case). Pressing ~.(period)
or the Escape key should cancel the process. If you are setting parameters and cancel, the program should revert to the parameters that were
in effect prior to your selection of the command that invoked the alert
box.
To concel printing, hold down
the ae key and type • period (.1.

Fig. A.3
An alert box.

Dialog boxes and alert boxes can also have indicators that show the
progress of some procedure. You can see an example of an alert box
with an indicator when you make a copy of a file.

Menus
Almost every Macintosh has menus. Some menus contain icons that
indicate the functions of menu selections. A hierarchical menu contains
pop-up me nus with additional choices. Some Macs only have a File
menu and an Edit menu. The following table lists the commands you
will usually find in the File and Edit menus and their keyboard shortcurs.
File Menu

Keyboard Shortcut

Edit Menu

Keyboard Sbortcut

Open

:J::t- 0

Undo

:l:t-Z

Close

):t-W

Cut

:l:t-X
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File Menu

Keyboard Shortcut

Edit Menu

Keyboard Shortcut

Save

~-S

Copy

j:(-C

Save As...

Paste

~-P

t>age Sewp ...

Clear

~- B

Select All

~-A

Print

~-P

Quit

~-Q

Three periods (... ) following a command means that the command
requires additional information before the command can be comple ted.
Figure A.4 shows the File menu from the Finder, and figure A.5 shows
the Finder's Edit me nu.

Fig. A.4
The Finder's File menu.

IJill'll

:JeN
')II

l'rint

l)f'

Ne w Folder

Close IIJindow :JellJ
Gel Info
Shoring ...

3€ 1

U upflc~t 1 o

:)II

Moke Olios
Pul nwa~

:Je Y

rind . ..
rind Anoin

811 F
ii!I G

Poge Se tup ...
Print IIJindow ••.

Fig. A.5
The Finder's Edit menu .
Cul
COllY
Pe st e
Cleor
Sel ect All

il!l ll
ii&C
:JeU
ii!I O

Show Clipboard

Menus on the Macintosh have two methods of showing you which
options are selected . One method is to place check marks next to
activated me nu ite ms. The other method is to toggle an option between
choices, displaying the inactive option. Figure A.6 shows the View menu
from Microsoft Word wi tl1 check marks and the Show command; figure
A.7 shows the same menu witl1 the Show command toggled to Hide.
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....

Fig. A.6

.,I'Norm ol

Word's View menu with
the Show selectio n toggled.

Ou tline
l'nge l oyout

:!&~N
~0
~p

:!&~II
..l lllhhon
~~en
..111u1er
Print Merge llelper...

Show 'f

XJ
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r ooter
Footnote•
lle O~ S
Uoice Annotollon •

lllmi!!B

Fig. A.7
Word's View menu with
the Hide selection toggled.

..INormo l
Oulllno
Poge l oyout

:lii~N

..l lllbbon

118...:11

~0
~p

X II
Print Merge llelpor ...

./ Ruler

llide 'I

:liiJ

lleader
Footer

rootnotes

allO"~:S

Uolce Annotollon•

Sound
Usually when your Mac displays an alert box, the Mac also makes
whatever sound you have selected in the Sound control panel. If you
have nor selected or created an alternative sound, your Mac beeps. If you
have set the volume ro zero, rhe menu bar blinks.
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Resource Guide
his resource guide lists
magazines, books, other
resources, and BBSs that
pertain to the Macintosh
computer. Because such a
wealth of information is
available, this list is, by
necessity, incomplete.

Magazines
You can subscribe to a number of magazines for the Macintosh user. AlJ are good;
if you really want to learn about your Mac,
you should read at least Mac\Vorld and
M acUser monthly. After you have read
these magazines for about a year-that is,
all the articles and ads-you will have
absorbed more than you might realize.
This type of study gives you a basic
understanding and famiJiarity with the
language associated with Mac. You need

this knowledge to become an expert for the Macintosh. Don't worry if
you do not unde rstand everything you read ; real understanding comes
with continued readi ng and experimenting.
The other magazines listed here are good magazines. Some of these
magazines cover computers other d1an the Macintosh but always have
sections devoted to the Mac. The magazines are valuable because they
present a different perspective on the Mac. As much as Mac users want to
think that the Mac is the only computer in the universe, it is not. And
other users think the same thing about the computers they use. If
nod1ing else, you can obtain a glimpse into a foreign world by reading
these magazines.

Mac World
All-Macintosh magazine
Mac\Vorld Communications

501 Second St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 243-0505
(800) 288-6848

Editorial Department
Subscriptions

MacUser
All-Macintosh magazine
MacUser

950 Tower L1ne
18th Floor
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 378-5600
(800) 627-2247

Editorial Department
Subscriptions

Byte
General microcomputer magazine, covers Macintosh

Byte
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
(603) 924-9281 Editorial Department
(800) 232-BYfE Subscriptions
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Mac Week
Weekly Macintosh newspaper covering the whole industry, affectionately
called "MacLeak," due to its propensity for p ublishing upcoming secre t
Apple information.
Coastal Associates Publishing, L.P.
1 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(609) 461-2100

Subscriptions

Portable Computing
Covers aJI kinds of portable computing
CurtCo Publishing
West Coast Office
Warner Plaza V
21800 Oxnard St.
Suite 250
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(818) 593-6100

General

Publish
Specializes in desktop publishing
Integrated Media, Inc.
501 Seco nd St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 243-0600
(800) 274-5116

Editorial Departme nt
Subscriptions

PC Magazine
General microcomputer magazine, covers Macintosh
PC Magazine

One Park Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 503-5255
(800) 289-0429

General
Subscriptions
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Macintosh Product Registry
The Macintosh Product Registry is a quarterly publication that Hsts
almost every product availa ble for the Macintosh. Each e nrry is a short
advertisement for that product, so the publication's primary use is as a
guide for most of the available products.
Macintosh Pro duct Registry
Redgate Communicatio ns Corporation
660 Beachland Blvd.
Vero Beach, FL 32963
(407) 231-6904

Software Publisher's Newsletters
Almost every software publisher has a newsletter of some type. Usually,
you are put o n the company's mailing list when you register your
software. You should check with each software publisher to find out
whether the company has a newsletter.

APDA
APDA started out as the Apple Progrc1mmers and Developers Association.
Its primary purpose was to supply amateur programmers, those who did
no t become Apple Developers, with programming resources. Thus,
APDA was established to serve anyone who wanted to learn more and
have access to Apple products that were not otherwise available.
Now APDA is a part of Apple's Developers Group, and membership is no
longer necessary. Instead , APDA acts as a reseller for Apple's programming tools. To reach APDA, call (800) 282-2732. APDA publishes a
catalog of products once a quarter; by purchasing from APDA, you
automatically receive the catalog.

Addison Wesley Books
The following books, published by Addison Wesley, can help you delve
more deeply into advanced Macintosh techniques and procedures.
Addison Wesley publishes the following Macintosh titles:
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•

The Inside Macintosh series, which includes these volumes:
Inside Macintosh, Volume I
Inside Macintosh, Volume II
Inside Macintosh, Volume III
Inside Macintosh, Volume IV
Inside Macintosh, Volume V
Inside Macintosh, Volume VI
Inside Macintosh X-Ref
Inside Macintosh: Files
Inside Macintosh: Memory
Inside Macintosh: Processes

•

Technical Introduction to the Macintosh Family

• Programmer's Introduction to the Macintosh Family
•

Guide to the Macintosh Family Hardware, Second Edition

•

Human Interface Guidelines

• HyperCard Script Language Guide
•

HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines

• Programming with MacApp
•

Dr. Macintosh

• Macintosh Programming Primer
•

On Macintosh Programming

• Macintosh Programming Secrets
• ResEdit Reference for ResEdit Version 2.1
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Ouick Reference Guide
his appendix provides
a quick reference to
important-and often
hard-to-find- Macintosh information, including System
error codes, Sad Mac codes,
type and creator codes,
manufacturer listings, and
technical support phone numbers.

Apple System Error Codes
The foUowing Error Codes are generated
by System 7.0.1. If you have a System
error, the number you get may give you
some insight into the p roblem. However,
remember that the error code generated
by your Mac may not be the real cause
of the problem. Refer to Chapters 11 and
12 for mo re info rmation about tro ubleshooting.

General System
Code

Meaning

-1

Queue element not found during deletion

-2

Invalid queue element

-3

Core routine number out of range

-4

Unimpleme med core routine

-5

Invalid queue elemem

-8

No debugger installed to handle debugger command

1/0 System
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Code

Meaning

-17

Driver cannot respond to Contro l call

-18

Driver canno t respond to Status call

-19

Driver cannot respond to Read call

-20

Driver cannot respond to Write call

-21

Driver reference number doesn't match unit table

-22

Driver reference nu mber specifies NIL handle in unit
table

-23

Requested read/write permission doesn 't match driver's
open p ermission, or attempt to o pen RAM SerD failed

-24

Close failed

-25

Tried to remove an open driver

-26

DrvrlnstaU couldn't find driver in resources

-27

1/0 call aborted by KiLIIO

-27

VO abort error (Printing Manager)

-28

Couldn't read/write/controVstatus because driver wasn't
open

-29

Unit table has no more entries

-30

Dee extension error

File System
Code

Meaning

·33

Directory full

-34

Disk full

·35

No such volume

-36

1/0 error

-37

There may be no bad names in the final System

-38

File not open

-39

End of file

-40

Tried to position

-41

Memory full (open) , or ftle won't fit Qoad)

-42

Too many files open

to

before start of file (read/write)

-43

File not found

-44

Disk is write-protected

-45

File is locked

-46

Volume is locked

-47

File is busy (delete)

-48

Duplicate file name (rename)

-49

File already open with write permission

-50

Error in user parameter list

-51

Refnum error

-52

Get file position error

-53

Volume not on-line e rror (was ejected)

-54

Permissions error on open file

-55

Drive volume already on-line at MountVol

-56

No such drive (tried to mount an incorrect drive number)

·57

Not a Mac disk (sig bytes are wrong)

-58

Volume in question belongs to an external fs

-59

Internal file system error: during rename the old entry
was deleted but could not be restored

-60

Bad master directory block

-61

Write permissions error
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Disk
Code

Meaning

-64

Drive not installed

-65

Read/write requested for an off-line drive

-66

Couldn't find 5 nibbles in 200 tries

-67

Couldn't find valid address mark

-68

Read verify compare failed

-69

Address mark checksum didn't check

-70

Bad address mark bit slip nibbles

-71

Couldn't find a data mark header

-72

Bad data mark checksum

-73

Bad data mark bit slip nibbles

-74

Write underrun occurred

-75

Step handshake failed

-76

Track 0 detect doesn't change

-77

Unable to initialize IWM

-78

Tried to read second side on a one-sided drive

-79

Unable to correctly adjust disk speed

-80

Track number wrong on address mark

-81

Sector number never found on a track

-82

Cannot find sector 0 after track format

-83

Cannot get enough sync

-84

Track failed to verify

Memory Manager
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Code

Meaning

-108

Not enough room in heap zone

-109

Handle was NI L in HandleZone or od1er

-110

Address was odd or out of range

Code

Meaning

-111

WhichZone failed (applied ro free block)

-1 12

T!Ying tO purge a locked or unpurgeable block

-11 3

Address in zone check failed

-1 14

Pointer Check failed

-11 5

Block Check fai led

-116

Size Check failed

-117

T'1'ing to move a locked block (Move HHi)

Resource Manager
Code

Meaning

-185

E.xtended resource has a bad format

-186

Cannot decompress a compressed resource because the
resource is bent

-192

Resource not found

-193

Resource file not found

-194

AddResource failed

-195

AddReference fai led

-196

RmveResource failed

-197

RrnveReference failed

-198

Attribute inconsistent with operation

-199

Map inconsistent with operation

Sad Mac Codes
The Sad Mac Code is generated by the Mac during the startup process. It
usually indicates a hardware or software problem that prevents the Mac
from comple ting startup. More information on the causes of a Sad Mac
code can be found in Chapte rs 1 and 2. Ch apters 11 and 12 walk you
through the process of troubleshooting your Macintosh.
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128K ROMs
Chapter 11 contains the format for the Sad Mac code as it appears onscreen. The fo llowing codes are the differe nt error codes that you can
receive with the sad Mac if you are using a Macintosh Plus or earlier
model of Mac.

Reference

Class Code
Meaning

01

ROM

ROM test failed

varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the
ROM chip that
failed, usually
meaningless

02

RAM

bus test failed

varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the
RAM chip that
failed

03

RAM

write test failed

varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the
RAM chip that
failed

04

RAM

pattern test
failed

varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the
RAM chip that
failed

05

RAM

address
uniqueness
test failed

varying
hexadecimal
number

Identifies the
RAM chip that
failed

System Error
Number

Sub Code

Error Meaning

Ol

000 1

bus error

02

0002

address error

03

0003

illegal instruction

04

0004

zero divide

05

0005

check trap

06

0006

overnow trap

07

0007

privilege violation

08

0008

trace trap

09

0009

trap dispatcher error

10

OOOA
OOQB

line 1111 trap

11
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Sub Code
Meaning

Class Code

Sub Code

miscellaneous hardware trap

System Error
Number

Sub Code

12

oooc

unimplemented trap executed

13

0000

interrupt buno n pressed

Error Meaning

256K and larger ROMs
The Sad Mac code in a Macintosh SE or a Macintosh that was manufactured after the SE is two lines of eight characters. The characters in the
first row are hexadecimal numbers that you need to decode to determine the proble m. These numbers indicate the class code for the error.
The following table lists the possible Sad Mac class codes you can
receive. The numbers in the second row are decimal numbers that
correspond to the System error codes from the System e rror table in the
previous section.
Error Code

Description

0001

ROM checksum test fa iled. The ROMs are not responding
correctly. Ignore the second line.

0002

The RAM in Bank B fail ed its first test. The second line
indicates the address of the RAM bit that failed.

0003

The RAM in Bank B failed its second test. The second line
indicates t11e address of the RAM bit that failed.

0004

The RAM in Bank A failed its test. The second line
indicates the address of the RAM bit that failed.

0005

The RAM fail ed its external addressing test. The second
line is the address that failed.

0006

Problem with the Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) chip
number 1. This chip controls the Mac's floppy disk
drives, serial interface, and o ther VO devices. Ignore the
second code.

0007

Problem with the Versatile Inte rface Adapter chip number
2. This chip controls the Mac's expansio n slots and 1/0
devices not controlled by the VIAl. Ignore the second
code.

0008

The Apple Desktop Bus fai led its test. Keyboards, mice,
and other input devices use the ADB. Igno re the second
code.
cominues
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Error Code

Description

0009

Problem with PMMU or the MMU chip. Ignore the second
code.

OOOA

Problem with the NuBus controller or slots.

0008

Problem with the SCSI controller chip or bus. Ignore the
second code.

oooc

Problem with the chip that controls the noppy disk drives
(SWIM or IWM chip). Ignore the second code.

0000

Problem witJ1 the chip that controls the serial ports (SCC
chip) . Ignore the second code.

OOOE

Problem with the data bus. The second code indicates che
bad address.

ooor

A software-related failure, such as a SCSI drive driver. The
second line indicates rhe error code associated with the
software failure (see the table in the System error code
section).

FFXX

The CPU failed its power on rest. XX indicates the
number of a CPU exception. The number of the specific
failure isn't very helpfi.tl. 33 possible numbers ex.ist,
ranging from a bus error ro a PMMU Access Violation.
Because these errors are directly related to the CPU, they
indicate a CPU hardware litilure.

File Creator and Type Codes
The following creator and type codes table is incomple te, yet it provides
a good base from which to work. A complete list may not exist. For the
file types that do not have crearors, the table lists the generic type code,
which Apple assigns. The System uses this type code to determine where
tO place these gene ric type files. This code is also used to standardize
certain file formats.
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Application

Creator

Type

30 Animator

I-IS3D

APPL

3D Animator

HS30

XYZT

30 Edit

TOED

APPL

30 Moles

MOLA

API'L

Applfcation

Creator

Type

3D Planer

EFYl

APPL

4th Dimension

4D02

RECH

4th Dimension data

4D02

BAS2

4th Dimension data

4D02

data

4tll Dimension data·

4D02

EFRM

4th Dimension data

4D02

FlLT

4th Dimension data

4D02

FLAG

4tll Dimension data

4D02

INDX

4th Dimension data

4D02

REPT

4th Dimension data

4D02

SE'IT

4th Dimension data

4D02

TEXT

4th Dimension data

4D02

TFRM

4tJl Dimension data

4D02

VARl

4th Dimension 2.1.1

4D03

APPL

12C Financial Calculator

12c

APPL

Acta Reader

ACTA

APPL

Adobe DrawOver 3.0

DROV

APPL

Adobe Illustrator 3.0.1

ART3

APPL

Adobe Photoshop 2.0

SBIM

APPL

Adobe Photoshop files

8BLT

8BIM

Adobe Premiere

PrMr

APPL

Adobe Separator 3.0.2

ASEP

APPL

Adobe Streamline 1.0

R2V2

APPL

AdvCom/Advent

MMCC

APPL

Adventure Writer System

ADVI

APPL

AffiniFile data

CRiB

CRiB

AfflniFile Customs

CRiB

APPL

Alarm Clock DA

aelk

afil

Aldus Freehand 3.0

FHA3

APPL

Aldus PageMaker 4.01

ALD4

APPL

Aldus Persuasion 2.0 Demo

PLP2

APPL

Aldus Persuasion Dictionaries

PLPl

PRDl
cotrtinues
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AppllcatloTJ

Creator

Type

Amazing

MAZE

APPL

America Online 2.0

AOqc

APPL

America Online CCL

AOqc

AOcl

America Online files

AOqc

AOdb

America Online Help

AOqc

AOhp

America Online Tools

AOqc

AOtk

Anatomiser

KNEE

APPL

Apple File Exchange

PSPT

APPL

Apple File Exchange
DCA-RFT/MacWrite

PSPT

visa

MacLinkPlus!franslators2

DVtr

VISA

AppleLink 6.1

GEOL

APPL

Applelink 6.1 Help

GEOL

HLPF

AppleLink Preferences

GEOL

rsrc

Apple Link Addresses

GEOL

ADRS

AppleLink Modem

GEOL

PETE

Apple Talk Image Writer

IWRX

PRER

Application (launchable)

APPL

Arrow Cursor

MKSC

CURD

Art Grabber, Install

MMAG

APPL
TEXT

ASCII Data File
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Ashes to Ashes

DASH

APPL

Asteroids

ASTR

APPL

ATC (air traffic control)

Watc

APPL

Auto Cursor

SES3

APPL

Backgammon

MPRK

APPL

Backgammon data

MPRK

MPRL

Background Only Application

appe

Backgrounder

MACS

ZSYS

Banner

BANR

APPL

Banzai!

BAZI

APPL

Beep lnit

BeP3

APPL

BinHex

BNHQ

APPL

Application

Creator

Type

BinHex data

BnHq

TEXT

Biorhythms

BIOS

APPL

Black Box

BBox

APPL

Boot Paths

BPTH

!NIT

Breakout

BKGM

APPL

Brickles

BRKL

APPL

Calendar File

MACS

ZSYS

Calculator

calc

dfil

Calculator Const. Set

DCLK

APPL

Calendar Maker

CECL

APPL

Canfield

mike

APPL

Cap'n Magneto

GWCM

APPL

Canvas 3.0.4

DAD2

Al'PL

Canvas 3.0.4 Tools

DAD2

TOL2

Cat Mac

WOBA

APPL

Catalog Keeper

Qb05

DCAT

CauzComm

CZRD

APPL

CauzinStripper

CZST

APP.L

Checkminder

RONG

APL

Checkminder data

RONG

DATA

Checkminder data

RONG

TREE

Cheep Beep

Cpbp

Cdev
RDEV

Chooser Extension
Clickon Worksheet

CLWl

Al'PL

Clickon Worksheet data

CLWl

CL\X'D

Clipboard File

MACS

CLIP

Clock

DALI

APPL

Clock

MSWL

APPL

Complete Delete

RZAP

APPL

Concert Ware lnst. Maker data

CWIM

CWIF

Concert Ware lnst. Maker

CWTM

APPL

Concert Ware Player

CWM P

APPL

Concert Ware Player song

CWMP

CWMF
continrtes
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Application

Cl·eator

Type

Concert Ware Writer

CWMW

APPL

Concert Ware Writer data

CWMW

CWMF

Control Panel
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cdev

Copy II Hard Disk

CPHD

AI'Pl

Copy II Mac

BCPY

APPL

Crash Guard

lUau

INIT

Cricket Draw

CROW

APPL

Cricket Graph

CGRF

APPL

DA Mover

DAMV

APPL

DDEBUG

DDBG

APPL

DES

DES

APPL

Desk Scene

DSin

Al'Pl

Desktop File

ERIK

FNDR

Dialog Creator

CDDC

AI'Pl

Dir·ACL'l·ry

ACTO

APPL

Disk Fit Help

DZT4

HEl.4

Disk Cat

MEOW

API'l

Disk Copy

QD15

APPL

Disk Dup+

DskD

API'l

Disk Express

DEXP

APPL

Disk First Aid

Scav

APPL

Disk Fit

DZT4

APPL

Disk Fit Info

DZT4

STA4

Disk librarian

LIBR

AJ'PL

Disk Ranger

BLG/

API'L

Disk Test

DSKT

APPL

DiskTop

DMOV

DFIL

DiskTop Extras

DkTP

INIT

DiskTop Extras InsmU

DTLi

APPL

Dollars & Sense

DAS

Al'Pl

Dollars & Sense data

DAS

DASD

Dow j ones log on file

SOLT

HDIN

Dow j ones Spreadsheet Link

SOLT

HOLT

Application

Creator

Type

Down loader

AFSD

APPL

Draw Paim

DWIYf

Al'PL

Dungeon of Doom

DOOM

APPL

Earth Plot

B9ZZ

APPL

Eas}' 3D

EZ3C

APPL

Driver

DRVR

Easy 3D data

EZ3C

EZ3D

Easy Access

acss

INIT

Ecology

E&DB

APPL

Edit

EDIT

APPL

Edit data

EDIT

TEXT

Electric Checkbook

FSYS

SKPG

Electric Checkbook data

FSYS

TEXT

Electric Chequebook

\XIMSC

APPL

Electric Chequebook
check register

WMSC

WMSc

Electric Chequebook
personal info

WMSC

WPRS

Eliza

ELIZ

APPL

Enigma

ENGL

APPL

Eraser

Ersr

APPL

Eraser Cursor

MKSC

APPL

Evolutions

EVOL

APPL

Excel

XCEL

APPL

Excel Resume Excel

XCEL

XUN

Excel text-only data

XCEL

TEXT

Excel Chart

XCEL

MCBN

Excel Hard Disk Install

XHDI

APPL

Excel Help

XCEL

XHLI'

Excel Macro

XCEL

XI.PG

Excel Plot

XCEL

XLPG

Excel Worksheet

XCEL

XLBN

Exec

MMAK

APPL
COlli in lie S
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Application

Creator

Type

Exper Logo

LOGO

Al'PL

Exper Logo data

LOGO

TEXT

Factfinder

NARU

APPL

Factfinder data

NARU

FACT

Factfinder Help

FHLP

Flill

Fast Formatter

FAFO

APPL

Fast Term

ftrm

APPL

FEd it (public shareware)

FED2

AI'I'L

FEdit (registered owners)

FEDT

APPL

FEclit Plus

FED+

APPL

File Converter

WHAR

APPL

File Fixer

FFLX

APPL

File Maker Plus

FMKR

APPL

File Maker Plus clara

FMKR

FMKD

FileMaker Pro

FMPR

APPL

FileMaker Pro Help

FMPH

STAK

FileMaker Pro data

FMPH

FMPR

FileMaker Pro Main Dictionary

CSpf

CMdt

FileMaker Pro User Dictionary

CSpf

CUdt

File Stripper

I~STl'

Al'PL

File Tricks

FTRX

APPL

Filevision

TELO

APPL

Filevision data

TELO

PICB

Filcvision Help

TELO

Help

Finder

MACS

FNDR

Finder Startup

MACS

rooc

Findswell, Insta ll

FIWS

APPL

First Aid HFS extracted text

lAJD

TEXT

First Aid HFS fake file

WD

FAKE

f irst Aid HFS fragmen t

lAlD

FRAG

First Aid HFS split directory

lAlD

SPTi

First Aid HFS unidentified

lAID

UNDL

First Aid HFS vol info

lAlD

YOU

Application

Creator

T)pe

FKey/DA Sampler

QD15

FKEY

FKey Installer

QD15

FKEY

FKeyboard

REFj

RDEV

Flash Card

FCRD

APPL

Font

ffil

Font Files

FFIL

Font Librarian

FNTL

APPL

Font Manager

QD03

APPL

Font Sampler

TDNl

APPL

Font Tester

fist

APPL

Font!DA Mover

DMOV

APPL

FONTastic

FMOV

APPL

FONTastic +

DMOV

FFJL

Fontsie, Install

LEBJ

APPL

Fortune

rPMQ

APPL

FoxBase

FOX+

Al'PL

Foxlnstall

F+IN

Al'PL

Fractal 2

FRAC

APPL

Fractal Contours

frak

APPL

Fractal Samples

FRAC

FRAF

FreeTerm

QD99

APPL

Front Desk

lAY2

APPL

Full Paint

PANT

APPL

Full Write

FWRT

APPL

Full Write

FWRT

FW??

FuUPaint data

PANT

PNTG

General

sys

cdev

Glue lmagesaver

SWRT

PRES

Glue print file

SOLG

SIMA

Glue Viewer

SOLG

APPL

Go

GOGO

APPL

Golf

MIKE

APPL

Graphics Edition

edtp
cominues
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Application

Creator

Type

Graphics Magician
Choreographer

CMC H

AJ>PL

Graphics Magician
Pad1 Editor

CM PA

APPI.

Graphics Magician
Picture Editor

GMPI

APPL

Graphics Magician
Shape Editor

GMSH

APPL

Gray Patterns

ibob

AJ>PL

Gunshy

GunS

APPL

Hand Cursor

MKSC

CURD

Hangman

KWIN

APPL

Hearts

HRTS

APPL

Helix, Double II

HELX

APPL

Helix, Double II

HELX

HEAT

Helix, Double II

HELX

HEAV

Helix, Double II

HELX

HLOG

Helix, Double II data

HEI.X

HEAP

HelLx, Double II help

HELX

HEXr

Helix, Double II rexT

HELX

TEX!T

Hitchhiker's Guide

INFO

APPL

Home Accountant

HAMC

APPL

Home Accountant

HAl'viC

CATG

HyperCard

WILD

APPL

HyperCard Stacks

WILD

STAK

Icon Collector

!COL

APPL

Icon Collecror clara

ICOL

ALBM

ICON Structor

LICN

APPL

Icon Switcher

ICAJ~

APPL

Icon Switcher clara

!CAR

ICRF

!constructor

UCN

APPL

lconer

ICNR

APPL

Icosahedron

UoUb

APPI.

ldealiner

IDLN

APPL

Applica/.ion

Crecttm·

Type

Image Wr iter

IW RT

PRES

In Touch

PAR@

APPL

In To uch data

PARl

I'ARM

I nsertion Curso r

MKSC

APPL

Insight General Ledger

LSG L

APPL

Installer

u i ns

Al' PL

Kermit

CCOM

APPL

Kermit

KERM

APPL

Kermit data

KERM

T EXT

Key Layout

KEYC

KCAP

Key Pad

CWFK

HDEV

Keyboar d

keyb

cdev
k fil

Keyboard Layout
mike

API'L

Kolo r

SSSc

cd ev

Kw ik Lab els

KWKl

API'L

LaserWriter (System 7)

LWRW

PRER

LaserWriter Namer

NAMH

APPL

Kl o ndi ke

LaserWriter 5.2- 6 .0 .2

LWRR

PRER

L1serWriter Syst em 6 .0 .8

LWRT

PRER

Li fe

KAH L

Al'I'L

Lightspeed C

KAH L

APPL

Lightspeed C librar ies

KAHL

LI B

Lightspeed C p roject

KAH L

PHOJ

Lightspeed C sou rce

KAHL

TEXT

Line Feed Strip

MMCC

APPL

Lo calizer

LCZR

APPL

Lo ck Find er

LFDH

APPL

Logo

LCSI

APPL

Logo d ata

LCSI

PNGT

Logo Pr eferences

LCSJ

APPL

Logo Primitive set

LCSI

PRST

cominues
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Application

Creator

Type

Logo text-only data

LCSI

TEXT

Mac 30

MC3D

APPL

Mac 3D Tool Palette

MC3D

TOOL

MacCommand

MMSL

APPL

MacConcentration

CONC

APPL

MacDialer

WSFT

APPL

MacDialer data

WSIT

TEXT

MacDraft

MACD

APPL

MacDraft data

MACD

DRWG
APPL

MacDraw

MDRW

MacDraw data

MDRW

DRWG

MacDraw PICT data

MDRW

PICT

Macforth

M4TH

APPL

MacForth Blocks

M4TH

BLKS

MaclnTalk

MACS

ZSYS

MaclnTax

\WTX

APPL

MaclnTax forms

\WJX

WVfF

MaclnTax instructions

\'<'VTX

wvn

MaclnUse

MUSE

APPL

Macianding

MLND

APPL

Maclightning Dictionary

LMKR

TSPL

Maclightning Dictmaker

LMKR

APPL

Maclink

LINK

APPL

Maclink Plus

LINK

APPL

MaclinkPlus{franslators

DVtr

VISA

MacMoney

SSLA

APPL

MacMoney

SSLA

CATG

MacMoney

SSLA

MFIN

MacMoney

SSLA

MGR1

MacMo ney

SSLA

MGR3

MacMoney

SSLA

MMDM

MacMoney

SSLA

MMHP

Application

Creator

Type

MacMoney

SSLA

MSYS

MacMoney

SSLA

MTR2

MacNosy

NOSY

AI'PL

MacNosy ROM file

NOSY

ROM

MacNosy Symbol Tables

Sl]

appl

MacNosy V2

NOSY

APPL

MacPaim

MI'NT

AI'PL

MacPaim data

MPNT

PNTG

Mac Palette

u*Ol

APPL

.\1acProject

MPRJ

APPL

MacProject data

MPRJ

MRPD

MacProtect

JKJL

APPL

MacSnoop

ARTS

APPL

MacTerminal

TERM

APPL

MacTerminal data

TERM

TEXT

MacTools

MARK

APPL

MacTrek

MTRK

APPL

MacTrivia

KKA9

APPL

MacWrite

MACA

APPL

MacWrite data

MACA

WORD

MacWrite Rescue

CABO

AI'PL

MacWrite text

MACA

TEXT

MacWrite II

MWll

APPL

MacroM ind Director 3.0.8

MMOR

AJ'PL

MacsBug

maxb

APPL

Magnify

C86M

APPL

Math Master

MMYJ

APPL

MediaTracks Player 1.0

SRPL

APPL

MEdit

MEOT

APPL

Menu Clock

MCLK

APPL

MicroPhone

OFBO

APPL

MicroPhone II

OFBO

APPL
COIIIi 1111es
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Application

Creator

Type

MicroPhone data

DFBO

DFBA

MicroPhone Settings

DFBO

DFBC

Microsoft Basic

MSBB

APPL

Microsoft Basic data

MSBB

MSBA

Microsoft Basic dala

MSBB

MSBB

Microsoft Basic d ata

MSBB

MSBC

Microsoft Basic data

MSBB

MSBD

Microsoft Basic Runtime

MSBA

APPL

Microsoft File

FILE

APPL

Microsoft File data

FILE

ISAM

Microsoft File forms

FILE

FORM

Microsoft File help

FILE

FHLP

Microsoft File keys

FI LE

KJ::l'S

M icrosoft File report

FILE

REPT

Microsoft Fortran

An7

APPL

Microsoft Word

WORD

APPL

Microsoft Word data

WORD

WDBN

M icrosoft Word file

WORD

PCOD

Microsoft Word Glossary

WORD

GLOS

Microsoft Word Help MS

WORD

WHLP

Microsoft Word 4. 0

MSWS

AJ'I'L

Microsoft Words 2.00e

PSI2

APPL

M ind Prober

MI ND

APPL

M ind Prober data

MI ND

SUB)

Mini Ada

MADA

Al'PL

M ini Edit

M I NE

APPL

Mock Package Utilities

CEMU

Al'l'L

M oire

MOIR

APPL

Monitors

cdsc

cdev

Monopoly
M onster Chase Math
More
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+

MPLY

APPL

MONS

Al'PL

MORE

AJ'l'L

Application

C,.eato,.

7),pe

More Charts

MORE

MORE

More II

MOR2

APPL

More II Library

Movr

MDOC

More II data

MOH2

MOH2

Mouse

mous

cdev

MPW

MPS

APPL

MPWobject

MPS

OBJ

MPWsourcc

MPS

TEXT

Mu ltiFinder

MACS

ZSYS

NetCheck

. CHK

APPL

Nerwork Extension

adev

New Dalaks

BOB3

APPL

Nore Pad File

MACS

ZSYS

Oasis

oaSS

APPL

Oasis Launch

oaSS

TEXT

Omnis 3

OMSS

APPL

Omnis 3 data

OMSS

OMSD

Omnis 3 library

OMSS

OMSL

Omnis 3 Plus

OMSS

APPL

Omn is 3 Utilities

OMSU

APPL

P.O.S. Mac

PIT

APPL

Pack It data

PIT

PIT

Pack It Ill

PIT

APPL

PageMaker v 4.2

ALD4

APPL

PageMaker files

Al.D4

Al.B4

Palantir in Touch

Par2

APPL

Palantir in Touch data

PAIU

CCL

Palanrir in Touch files

PAH2

PARM

Peachtree

M4TI-I

BLKS

Peachtree Accounts Ledger

BTBG

PPL

Peachtree General Ledger

BTBG

BLKG

Peek

SAMP

AI'PL
cominues
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Application

Creator

Type

Pencil Cursor

MKSC

CURD

Phrase Craze Plus

Ph rl

APPL

Pick Proof

DBCM

APPL

Picru re Base

PBAP

APPL

PixeiPaint Professional

PIXZ

APPL

PixeiScan 2.0

PIXS

AJ'PL

Plot-It

PLOT

APPL

Plot-It data

PLOT

PLOT

PopKC)'S

CWT'K

!NIT

Poster Maker

PM KS

APPL

Poster Maker data

PMKS

PHLP

Pram

PRAM

APPL

Printer

PSYS

APPt

Printer data

PSYS

PFIL

Preferences file

pref

Printer Driver
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PRER

Printer Installer

PINS

APPL

Printer Wheel

CAt C

APPL

PrintMo nitor

prmt

AI'PL

Prof Bibliographic

PBS2

.OAT

Prof Bibliographic

PBS2

.REC

Prof Bibliographic

PBS2

.SRT

Prof Bibliographic Sys

PBS2

APPL

Prof Bibliographic Sys text

PBS2

TEXT

Professional Composer

MOTU

AJ' PL

Professional Composer data

MOTU

MUSI

PS Dump

POST

APPL

Puppy Love

PLOY

API' L

Puppy Love data

PLOV

PLPR

Purge Icons

PURG

APPL

Pyro Edit

PYRO

APPL

Pyro!

Pyro

cdev

Application

Creator

Type

QuarkXPress

XFRM

APPL

QuarkXPress data

XPRS

XDTA

QUED

QEDl

APPL

QUED data

QEDl

TEXT

Query Document
(database access)

qery

Quick.Draw Pictures

PICT

Rags to Riches Ledger

RTRL

RRLD

Ram Disk+

RMDR

APPL

Ram Start

GANr

APPL

Record Holder

FLEX

APPL

Record Holder data

FLEX

DBFF

Record Holder help

FLEX

HlFF

Record Holder Plus

FLEX

APPL

REd it

RDTX

APPL

Remove *)Clock

XJXX

AI'Pl

Rescue

Manx

APPL

ResEdit

RSED

APPI.

RMaker

RMKR

APPl

Road Atlas

TRIP

APPl

Roures (Road Atlas)

NONE

TEXT

Sargon Ill

Chss

APPL

Scarab ofRA

SSRA

Al'Pl

Scavenger Mac

SCAY

APPL

Scrapbook File

MACS

ZSYS

Screen Editor

MKSC

APPL

Screen Maker

RMKR

APPL

Screen Maker data

NONE

SCRN

Script Systems Extension

scri

Scrip tor

Xtor

APPL

SCSI Probe

SCS!

cdev

SCSI Tools

SToo

cdev
continues
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Creator

Type

Senrant

SERV

APJ>L

Set Clock

sere

Al'PL

Set File Info

LSOl

APPL

Set SnLrtup

TMPO

APPL

Shrink to Fit

STF

Af>PL

Smart Alarms Install

john

APPL

Smart Alam1s Reminders

JOHN

RMDR

Smartcom data

SCOM

SC01

Smartcom Help

SCOM

scoo

Smartcom II

SCOM

APPL

snd Converter

>snd

APPL

SoftAT

PCXT

APPL

SoftPC Hard Disk File

PCXT

PCI-ID

SoftJ'C data

PCXT

!'COT

sfil

Sound
Sound

soun

edrs

Sound Edition
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cdcv

Sound Play

FSSC

API'L

Sound Play clara

FSSC

FSSD

Sound > Beep

MMCC

APPL

Space Bubbles

I'AAt\

APPL

Space War!

RMKR

AI'PL

Spell swell

SPWE

APPL

Spcllswell Dictio nary

SPWE

Diet

Star Trek

TERM

AI'PL

Star Trek Prog.

HDSK

APPL

Star Trek Trivia

TreK

APPL

Startup Device

boor

cdev

SranUpScreens

NONE

SCRN

Stat View clara

STAL

FSTA

Stat Works

DMST

API'L

Star Works data

DMST

STWK

Application

Creator

Type

Stepping Out

BSDs

AI'PL

Strategic Conquest

CZAR

AI'I'L

Stuffit

SIT!

AI'I'L

StuiTit data

SIT!

SIT!

Srum Copter

COPT

APPL

Suitcase

dMob

INIT

Super Paint

SPNT

APPL

Super Paim data

SPNT

PNTG

Swivel 3D

SWVL

APPL

Swivel 3D data

S\W L

SMDL

System

l'viACS

ZSYS

System Extensions

INIT

System File (like the System)

zsys

System Resource

ifil

SysVcrs

SVRE

APPL

TAO

CAJN

APPL

TeachText

!txt

APPL

TeachText (Read Only)

ttro

Tesseract

MMCC

APPL

Text Diff

sVfd

APPL

Text Edition

edtt

Think Ahead +

TI·INK

APPL

Thunderscan

Scan

Scan

Thunderscan data

SCAN

SCAN

TK! Solver

TKSR

AJ'PL

TK! Solver data

TKSR

TKSM

Trek

TREK

APPI.

TrueTypc Font

tfi l

Twelve C

12c

API'L

Typing Tutor IV

FORT

1\PI'L

Uninvited

MCV2

AI'PL

Uninvited data

MCV2

MCV2
continues
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Application

Creator

Type

Vanlandingham

VANL

APPL

VERS Info

JOHN

APPL

Versa Term

VATM

APPL

Video Works

MMVW

APPL

Video Works data

MMV\V

DATA

Video Works data

MMVW

VWSC

Video Works Player

MMPB

APPL

Watch Cursor

MKSC

CURD

Widgets

\"<TDGT

APPL

Will Writer (Basic)

MSBA

MSBB

Wingz

WNGZ

APPL

Wingz data

WNGZ

wzsc

WordPerfect 2.0

WPC2

APPL

WordPerfect 2.0 data

WPC2

WPDl

WordPerfect 2.0 dictionary

WPCU

DICT

WordPerfect 2.0 thesaurus

WPCU

THES

WriteNow 3.0

nX "' n

APPL

Write Now data

nX "' n

nX"'2

WriteNow Help

nX "' n

nX "' h

Write Now Dictionary

nX " n

nX "' w

Write Now filters

nX "' n

nX"'f

Xl.isp

MMCC

APPL

XRef

XREF

APPL

Hardware Manufacturers and Software Publishers
1stDesk Systems, Inc.
7 Industrial Park Rd.
Medway, MA 02053
(800) 522-2286/(508) 533-2203/
(508) 533-5691 Fax

Advent Computer Products, Inc.
449 Santa Fe Dr.
Suite 213
Encinitas, CA 92024
(619) 942-8456/ (619) 942-0648 Fa.x

3Com Corp.
5400 Bayfront Plaza
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(800) 638-3266/(408) 764-5000

AESP, Inc.
1810 NE ! 44th Street
N. Miami Beach, FL 33181
(800) 446-2377/(305) 944-7710/
(305) 652-8489 Fax

3M Company
225-3S-05
3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55144
(800) 328-9438
Abacus Concepts, Inc.
L984 Bonita Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94704
(510) 540-1949/
(5 J 0) 540-0260 Fa.x
Acius, Inc.
10351 Bubb Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 252-4444/
(408) 252-0831 Fax
Adobe Systems, Inc.
1585 Charleston Rd.
Mountai n View, CA 94039
(4 15) 961-4400
Advanced Gravis Compu ter
Technology, Ltd.
7400 MacPherson Ave.
Suite 111
Burnaby, BC, Canada V5J5B6
(604) 431-5020/(604) 431-515 5 Fa.x
Advanced Software, Inc.
1095 E. Duane Ave.
Suite 103
Sunnyvale , CA 94086
(800) 346-5392/(408) 733-0745/
(408) 733-2335 Fax

The AG Group
2540 Camino Diablo
Suite 202
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(510) 937-7900/ (510) 937-2479 Fax
AGFA Corp.
200 Ballardvale St.
Wilmington, MA 01887
(508) 658-5600
AirMouse Remote Controls
30 Mounrain View Drive
Chochester, vr 05446
(802) 655-9600/ (502) 655-5149 Fax
Aladdin Systems, Inc.
165 Westridge Dr.
Watsonville, CA 95076
(408) 761-6200
Aldus Corp.
4 11 First Ave. Sou th
Suite 200
Seanle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500
Alliance Peripheral Systems
2900 S. 29 1 Hwy.
Independence, MO 64057
(816) 478-4596/ (816) 478-8300 Fax
Altra
520 W. Cedar
Rawli ngs, \'<'Y 82301
(307) 328-1342
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America Online, Inc.
8619 Westwood Center Dr.
Vien na, VA 22182
(800) 827-6364
Anco Electronics, Inc.
9477 Arch ibald Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(714) 945-1365
Animas Technologies, Inc.
27505 Seabridge Or.
Fremont, CA 94538
(510) 656-4479/(510) 770-1924 Fax
APG, Inc.
1601 67th Ave. North
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430
(612) 560-1440/(612) 560-5209 Fax
Apple Computer (APDA)
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 282-2732/(408) 526-3910/
(408) 974-9456 Fax
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Applied Conce pts, Inc.
5350 Eastgate Mall
San Diego, CA 92121
(800) 624-6808/(619) 453-6715 Fax
Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 5100
CarroUton, TX 75011
(800) 554-6227/(214) 484-1365
Applied Statistics, Inc.
3080 Ce nterville Rd.
St. Paul, MN 55 117
(612) 481-0202
Archtek America Corp.
18549 E. Gale Ave.
City of Industry, CA 91748
(818) 912-9800
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Articulate Systems, Inc.
600 W. Cummings Park
Suite 4500
Woburn, MA 01801
(800) 443-7077/(617) 935-5656/
(617) 935-0490 Fax
Asante Technologies, Inc.
404 Tasman Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 435-8388
Asher Engineering
15115 Ramona Blvd.
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
(818) 960-4839
A'n'O Technology, Inc.
Baird Research Park
1576 Sweet Home Rd.
Amherst, NY 14228
(716) 688-4259/(716) 636-3630 Fax
Aud ioSource, Inc.
1327 N. Carolan Ave.
Burlingame, CA 94010
(415) 348-8114/(415) 348-8083 Fax
BaseLine Publishing
1770 Moriah Woods Blvd.
Suite 14
Memphis, TN 38117
(901) 682-9676/ (901) 682-9691 Fax
BlackHawk Technology
P.O. Box 2013
Morgan Hill, CA 95038
(408) 776-1 106/(408) 776-1107 Fax
Blyth Software, Inc.
1065 E. Hillsdale Blvd.
Suite 300
Foste r City, CA 94404
(415) 571-0222/(415) 571-1132 Fax
Caere Corp.
100 Cooper Ct.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(800) 535-7226/(408) 395-7000/
(408) 354-2743 fax

CalComp
2411 W. LaPalma Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92801
(800) 932-1212/(714) 821-2000/
(714) 8212714 Fax

Clear Lake Research
2476 Bolsover
Suite 343
Houston, 'IX 77005
(713) 242-3494

Cayman Systems, Inc.
26 L1ndsdowne Sr.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-1999/(617) 349-3811 Fax

CMS Enhancements
2722 Michelson Dr.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 888-6000/(714) 549-4004 Fa.x

cc:Mail, Inc.
A division of Lotus
2141 L1ndings Dr.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 961-8800/(415) 961-8400 Fax

Compacible Systems Corp.
P. 0. Drawer 17220
Boulder, CO 80308
(800) 356-0283/(303) 444-9532

CD Technology, Inc.
766 San Aleso Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 752-8500/(408) 752-8501 F:Lx
CE Software
P.O. Box 65580
1854 Fuller Rd.
West Des J\<1oines, lA 50265
(515) 224-1995/(515) 224-4543 Fa.x
Central Point Sofuvare
15220 NW Greenbrier Parkway
Suite 200
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 629-9440/(503) 690-7133 Fax
CH ProduclS
970 Park Center Dr.
Vista, CA 92083
(619) 598-2518/(619) 598-2524 r:ax
CheckMark Sofrware
1520 E. Mulberry
Suite 200
Fort Collins, CO 80524
(303) 484-354 1
Claris Corp.
5201 Patrick Henry Dr.
Sant.1 Clara, CA 95052
(800) 334-3535/{408) 727-8227/
(408) 987-7440 Fax

The Complete PC
1983 Concourse Dr.
San j ose, CA 95131
(800) 229-1753/(408) 434-0145/
(408) 434-1048 F:LX
CompuServe Information Service
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, 01-1 4320
(800) 848-8199/(614) 457-8600
Computer Associates International, Inc.
711 Stewart Ave.
Garden City, NY 11530
(5 16) 227-3300/(5 16) 645-3003 Fa.x
Computer Expressions
4200 Mitchell
Philadelphia, J>A 19128-3593
(800) 443-8278/(2 15) 487-7700/
(2 15) 487-7728 fax
Compu ter Friends, Inc.
14250 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland, OR 97229
(503) 626-2291
(503) 643-5397 Fax
Computer Peripherals, Inc.
667 Rancho Conejo Blvd.
Newbury Park, CA 91320
(800) 854-7600/(805) 499-5751
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Concentrix Technology, Inc.
1875 S. Grant St.
Suite 760
San Mateo, CA 94402
(415) 358-8600/(415) 358-9742 Fax
Connectix
2655 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(800) 950-5880/(415) 571-5100/
(415) 571-5195 Fax
Core International, Inc.
7171 N. Federal Hwy.
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(800) 688-9910/(407) 997-6055/
(407) 997-6009 Fax
Creative Solutions Inc.
4701 Randolph Rd.
Suite 12
Rockville, MD 20852
(800) 367-8465 Orders only/
(301) 984-0262
Crosby Creations
East 124 Sin to Ave.
Spokane, WA 99202
(800) 842-8445/(509) 326-5712
Curtis Manufacturing Co., Inc.
30 Fitzgerald Dr.
Jaffery, NH 03452
(603) 532-4123/(603) 532-4 116 Fax
Custom Applications, Inc.
900 Technology Park Or.
Building 8
Billerica, MA 01821
(800) 873-4367/(508) 667-8585 Fa:<
Cutting Edge
97 S. Red Willow Rd.
P.O. Box 1259
Evanston, WY 82931
Dantz Development Corp.
1400 Shattuck Avenue
Suite 1
Berkeley, CA 94709
(5 J 0) 849-0293/(510) 849-2708 Fax
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Data Spec
9410 Owensmourh Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 772-9977
Datadesk International
9524 SW Sherwood Rd.
Tualatin, OR 91311
(800) 477-3473/(503) 692-9600
DataViz, Inc.
35 Corporate Dr.
Trumbull, CT 06611
(203) 268-0030/(203) 268-4345 Fax
Dayna Communications, Inc.
50 South Main St.
Fifth Floor
Suite 530
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
(801) 531-0600/(801) 359-9135 Fax
DayStar Digital Inc.
5556 Atlanta Highway
Flowery Branch, GA 30542
(800) 962-2077/(404) 967-2077/
(404) 967-3018 Fax
Deltaic Systems
1701 Junction Ct.
Suite 302
San Jose, CA 951 12
(800) 745-1240/(408) 441-1240
Deneba Software
3305 NW 74 dl Ave.
Miami, FL 33122
(800) 622-6827/(305) 594-6965/
(305) 477-5784 Fax
Oiaquest, Inc.
1440 San Pablo Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94702
(5 10) 526-7167/(510) 526-7073 Fax
Digital Vision, Inc.
270 Bridge St.
Dedham, MA 02026
(617) 329-5400/(617) 329-6286 Fax

Digitalk, Inc.
9841 Airport Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(800) 922-8255/(213) 645-1082/
(213) 645-1306 Fax
Discwasher, Jnc.
2950 Lake Emma
Lake Mary, FL 32746
(800) 325-0573
DiVA Corp.
222 3rd St.
Suire 3332
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 491-4147/(617) 491-2208 Fax
Dove Computer Corp.
1200 N. 23rd St.
Wilmington, NC 28405
(800) 778-3683/(919) 763-7918/
(919) 25 1-9441 Fax
Dynamac Computer Produ cts, Inc.
1198 Boston Ave.
Lo ngmont, CO 80501
(303) 772-5933
Eastgate Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 1307
Cambridge, MA 02238
(800) 562-1638/(617) 924-9044
Electronic Arts
1450 Fashion Island Blvd.
San Mateo, CA 94404
(800) 245-4525/(415) 571-7171
EMAC (Division of Everex Systems)
48431 Milmont Dr.
f remont, CA 94538
(800) 821-0806 ext. 2155 or 2290
Eme rson & Stern Associates, Inc.
10150 Sorre nto Valley Rd.
Suite 210
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 457-2526/(619) 457-1876 Fax

Erase-a-Label
4378 Spring Valley Rd.
Dallas, TX 75244
(214) 404-8580
Ergotron, Inc.
3450 Yankee Dr.
Suite 100
Eagan, MN 55122
(800) 888-8458/(612) 452-8135/
(612) 452-8346 Fax
Everex Systems, Inc.
48431 Milmont Dr.
Fremont, CA 94 538
(800) 821-0806
(415) 683-2355
Farallon Computing, Inc.
2000 Powell St.
Suite 600
Emeryville, CA 94608
(5 10) 596-9000/(510) 596-9020 Fax
Fifth Generation Systems
10049 N. Reiger Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(800) 873-4384 Sales/(800) 766-7283
Tech Support/(504) 291-7221
FleX\..,are
P.O. Box 68
2255 W Lake Blvd.
Tahoe City, CA 96145
(800) 527-6587
Frame Technology
1010 Rincon Circle
San j ose, CA 95131
(408) 433-3311/(408) 433-1298 Fax
The Freesoft Co.
105 McKinley Rd.
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
(4 12) 846-2700/(4 12) 847-4436 Fax

FrG Data Systems
8381 Karella Ave.
Stanron, CA 90680
(714) 995-3900/(714) 995-3989 Fax
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Fusion Data Systems
8920 Business Park Dr.
Suite 350
Austin, TX 78759
(51 2) 338-5326/(5 12) 794-9997 Fax

Hydra Systems lnc.
1340 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.
Suite 106
San jose, CA 95129
(408) 253-5800/(408) 253-1113 Fax

F\Xi13 Inc.
2040 Polk St.
Suire 215
San Francisco, CA 94109
(4 15) 474-8055/(415) 775-2125 Fax

In-House Sofuvare
1070 Fox Canyon
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
(805) 481-7822

GOT Softworks, Inc.
P.O. Box 1865
Point Roberts, \VA 98281
(800) 663-6222/(604) 291-9121/
(604) 291-9689 Fax
General Electric Information Service
401 N. Washington St.
Rockville, MD 20850
(800) 638-9636/(301) 340-4000
Great Plains Software
1701 38th St. SW
Fargo, NO 58103
(800) 456-0025/(701) 281-0550/
(701) 281-33282 Fax
Gro up Technologies
1408 N. Fillmore St.
Suite 10
Arlington, VA 22201
(800) 476-8781/(703) 528-1555/
(703) 528-3296 Fax
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 105203
Atlanta, GA 30348
(404) 441-1617/(404) 441-1238 Fax
Hewlett-Packard Co.
19210 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 752-0900
Howtek, Inc.
21 Park Ave.
Hudson, NH 03051
(603) 882-5200
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Indiana Cash Drawer Co.
P.O. Box 236
Shelbyville, lN 46176
(317) 398-6643/(317) 392-0958 Fax
Information Security Corp.
1141 Lake Cook Rd.
SuiteD
Deerfield, IL 60015
(708) 405-0500/(708) 405-0506 Fax
Informix Software
4100 Bohannon Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(800) 331-1763/(415) 926-6300
lnfoTek, lnc.
56 Camelle
E. Patchogue, NY 11772
(516) 289-9682
Insignia Solutio ns, Inc.
526 Clyde Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 848-7677/(4 15) 694-7600/
(415) 964-5434 Fa..x
lnterleaf, Inc.
Prospect Place
9 Hillside Ave.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 290-0710
Io mega Corp.
1821 W. 4000 South
Roy, UT 84067
(800) 456-5522/(801) 778-3000/
(801) 778-3450 fax

Kensingron Microware, Ltd.
2855 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(800)-535-4242/ (415) 572-2700/
(4 15) 572-9675 Fax
Kent Marsh Ltd.
One Kent Marsh Circle
3260 Sull Ross
HoustOn, TX 77098
(800) 325-3587/ (713) 522-5625/
(713) 522-8965 Fax
Key Tronic Corp.
P.O. Box 14687
N. 44 24 Sullivan Rd.
Spokane, WA 99214
(800) 262-6006/ (509) 928-8000/
(509) 927-5224 Fa..x
Koala Acquisitions, Inc.
16055 Caputo Dr. Unit H
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
(408) 776-8181/ (408) 776-8187 Fax
Kraft Systems, Inc.
4SO W. California Ave.
Vista, CA 92083
(619) 724-7146/ (619) 941-1770 Fax
Kurta Corp.
3007 E. Chambers St.
Phoenix, AZ 85040
(602) 276-5533/ (602) 276-7823 Fax
La Cie, Ltd.
19552 SW 90th Ct.
Tualatin, OR 97062
(503) 691-0771/(800) 999-0143
Letraset

40 Eisenhower Dr.

Lightwave Technologies, Inc.
16595 W. Easton Ave.
Prairie View, lL 60069
(708) 643-1700
Lionheart Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 379
Alburg, Vf 05440
(514) 933-4918/ (514) 939-3087 Fax
Logicode Technology, Inc.
18 17 DeHaviUand Dr.
Newbury Park, CA 91320
(805) 499-4443
Logirech, Inc.
6505 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(510) 759-8500/ (510) 792-8901 Fa..x
Lon1s Developme nt Corp.
55 Cambridge Parlnvay
Cambridge, MA 021 42
(800) 343-541 4/(617) 577-8500/
(617) 693-1407 Fax
MacroMedia/Paracomp
600 Townsend
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 442-0200/ (415) 442-0 190 Fa..x
MacronLx, Inc.
1348 Ridder Park Dr.
San jose, CA 95131
(408) 453-8088
MacSema
29383 L'lmb Dr.
Albany, O R 97321
(800) 344-7228/(503) 757-1520/
(503) 754-7189 Fax

Paramus, NJ 07653
(800) 343-8973/ (201) 845-6 100/
(2 01) 845-4708 Fax

MacTel Technology
3007 N. Lamar
Austin, 'IX 78705
(800) 950-8411

Liberty Systems, Inc.
160 Saratoga Ave.
Suite 38
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 983-1127

MacYonkoUSA
3 13 lona Ave.
Narberth, PA 19072
(215) 660-0606/ (215) 668-4360 Fax
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1'vtainstay
5311-B Derry Ave.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 991-6540

Micron TechnoiO!,')', Inc.
2805 E. Columbia Rd.
Boise, ID 83706
(800) 642-7661/(208) 383-4000

Mass Microsystems
810 W. Maude Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 522-7979/(408) 522-1200/
(408) 733-5499 Fax

Micro Net Technology, Inc.
20 Mason
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 837-6033/(714) 1164 Fax

MECC
6160 Summit Dr. N.
Minneapolis, MN 55430
(800) 685 6322/(612) 569-1500/
{612) 569-1551 Fax
Mega Drive Systems
489 S. RobertSo n Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 9021 l
(3 10) 556-1663
Micro Electron ic Technologies
35 South St.
Hopkinton MA 01748
(508) 435-9057/(508) 435-6481 Fax
Micro Planning International
655 Redwood Hwy.
Suite 311
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(800) 852-7526/(415) 389-1420
Micro-Voice Communication
1245 Boot Hill Lane
New Castle, CA 95658
(800) 487-4420/(916) 885-5586
Microcom, Inc.
P.O. Box 51489
Durham, NC 27717
(919} 490-1277
MicroMac Technology, Inc.
271 11 Aliso Creek Rd.
Suite 145
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
(714) 362-1000/(714) 362-5428 Fax
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Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 882-8080
MicroSpeed, Inc.
44000 Old Warm Springs Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94538
(510) 490-1403/(510) 490-1665 Fax
Microtech International, Inc.
158 Commerce St.
East Haven, CT 06512
(800) 626-4276/(203) 468-6223/
(203) 467-1856 Fax
Microtek Lab, Inc.
680 Knox St.
Torrance, CA 90502
(213) 32 1-2121/(213) 538-1193 Fa.x
MicroTouch Systems, Inc.
55 jonspin Rd.
Wilmington, MA 01887
(508) 694-9900/(508) 694-9980 Fax
Mirror Technologies, Inc.
2644 Patton Rd.
Roseville, MN 55113
(800) 654-5294/(612) 633-4450/
(612) 633-3236 Fax
Mobius Technologies, Inc.
5835 Doyle St.
Suite 111
EmeryviUe, CA 94608
(800) 669-0556/(510) 654-0556/
(510) 654-2834 Fax

Mouse Systems Corp.
47505 Seabridge Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
(510) 656-1117
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.
2205 Wooldale Dr.
Mounds View, MN 55 112
(800) 328-9717/ (612) 785-3500/
(612) 785-9874 Fax

Now Software
319 SW Washington St.
Portland, OR 97204
(800) 237-3611/(503) 274-2800/
(503) 274-0670 Fax
Numonics Corp.
101 Commerce Dr.
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
(2 15) 362-2766/(2 15) 361-0167 Fax

Neon Software, Inc.
1009 Oak Hill Rd.
Suite 203
Lafayette, CA 94549
(510) 283-9771/(510) 283-6507 Fax

Nuvotech
2015 Bridgeway
Sausalito, CA 94965
(800) 468-8683/(415) 331-7815/
(415) 331-6445 Fax

Network Resources Corp.
736 S. Hillview Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
{408) 263-8100

Oce Graphics
385 Ravendale Dr.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 545-5445/(415) 961-6152

NewLife Computer Corp.
603 March Rd.
Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2K 2M5
(613) 592-5080

Ocean Microsystems
246 E. Hacienda Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) 262-3261/(408) 374-8300/
(408) 374-8309

Ne,vTek, Inc.
215 SE 8th St.
Topeka, KS 66603
(913) 354-1146
Nisus Software, Inc. (Paragon Concepts)
P.O. Box 1300
107 S. Cedros Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(800) 922-2993/(619) 481-1477/
(619) 481-6154 Fax
NoRad Corp.
1549 11th St.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(800) 262-3260/(213) 395-0800/
(2 13) 458-6397 Fax
Novy Systems, Inc.
1862 Fern Palm Dr.
Edgewater, FL 321 41
(800) 553-2038/(904) 427-23 58/
(904) 428-0765 Fax

Olduvai Crop.
7520 Red Rd
Suite A
South Miami, FL 33143
(305) 665-4665/(305) 665-0671 Fax
Optimize Informatio n Control, Inc.
(shareware)
59 Applewood Way S.E.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2A-7N1
Pacer Software, Inc.
7911 Herschel Ave.
La jolla, CA 92037
(6 19) 454-0565
Pacific Micro
201 San Antonio Circle
Sui te C250
Mountain View, CA 94040
(415) 948-6200/(4 15) 948-6296 Fax
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Pacific Parallel Research, Inc.
158875 Highland Ct.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(619) 481-8427/(619) 481-3192 rax
Peachtree Software, Inc.
1505 Pavilion Pl.
Norcross, GA 30093
(800) 247-3224/(404) 564-5800/
(404) 564-5888 r;Lx

Power Up Software Corp.
2929 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(408) 252-0420

Perceptics Corp.
725 Pellissippi Parkway
Knoxville, TN 37922
(615) 966-9200/(615) 966-9330 rax

Practical Peripherals, Inc.
31245 La Baya Dr.
Westlake Vil lage, CA 91362
(800) 442-4774/(818) 706-0333 Fax

Peripheral Land, Inc.,
47421 Bayside Parkway
Fremont, CA 94538
(800) 288-8754/(510) 657-2211/
(510) 683-9713 Fax

Praxitel, Inc.
P.O. Box 452
Pleasanton, CA 94566
(510) 846-9380/(510) 846-2681 Fax

Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.
4710 Eisenhower Blvd.
Building A4
Tampa, FL 33634
(800) 622-2888/(81 3) 884-3092/
(813) 886 0520 Fax
Pharos Technologies, Inc.
4243 Hunt Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
(800) 548-8871/(513) 984-9273
Photonics Corp.
200 E. Hacienda Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) 628-3033/(408) 370-3033/
(408) 370-3172 Fax
Pinnacle Micro, Inc.
15265 Alton Parkway
Irvine CA 92718
(800) 553-7070/(714) 727-3300/
(714) 727-1913 Fax
Pointer Systems
1 Mill St.
Burlington, VT 05401
(800) 537-1562/(802) 658-3714 Fax
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Precision Line, Inc.
14505 21st Ave. N
Suite 206
Plymouth, MN 55447
(800) 328 0077/(612) 475-3550/
(612) 475-3577 Fax
Pre ntke Romich Co.
1022 Heyl Rd.
Wooster, OH 44691
(800) 262- 1984/(216) 263-4829 F;Lx
Procom Technology, Inc.
200 McCormic Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 549-9449
Prodigy Services Co.
445 Hamilcon Ave.
White Plains, NY 10601
(800) 776-3449/(914) 993-8000
Prometheus Products, Inc.
7225 S.W. Bonita Rd.
Tigard, OR 97223
(503) 624-0571
PSI Integration, Inc.
851 E. Ham ilton Ave. #200
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) 622-1 722/(408)559-8544

Quark Inc.
300 S. jackson Sr.
Denver, CO 80209
(800) 356-9363/(303) 934-22 11/
(303) 377-6327 Fax
Rae! Data Communications, Inc.
151 W. Passaic St.
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
(201) 587-8822
Radius Inc.
1710 Fo rnme Dr.
San j ose, CA 95 131
(800) 227-2795/(408) 434-1010/
(408) 434-6437 Fax
RasterOps Corp.
2500 Walsh Ave.
San ta Clara, CA 95051
(408) 562-4200/(408) 562-4066 Fax
Relax Technologies
3101 Whipple Rd.
Union City, CA 94587
(5 10) 471-6112/(510) 471-6267
Re liable Commun ications, Inc.
20111 Stevens Creek Blvd .
Suite 100
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-0230/(408) 996-3367 Fax
Sassafras Software
P.O. Box 150
Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 643-3351
Satori Software
2815 2nd Ave.
Suite 295
Seattle, \'i/A 98 121-1261
(206) 443-0765/(206) 728-7068 Fax
SBT Corp.
O ne Harbor Dr.
Sausali to, CA 94965
(4 15) 331-9900/(415) 331-195 1 f<Lx

Second Wave, Inc.
9430 Research Blvd.
Building II
Suite 260
Austin, 1X 78759-6541
(512) 343-9661/(512) 343-9662 Fax
Serius Corp.
488 E. 6400 S
Suite 100
Salt Lake CiLy, UT 84107
(801) 261-7900/(801) 261-7910 Fax
Shana Corp.
9650 20th Ave.
Su ite 105
Edmonton , Albe rta, Canada T6N1G 1
(403) 463-3330/(403) 428-5376 Fax
Sharp Electro nics Corp.
Sharp Plaza
Box F
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(201) 529-9600
Shiva Corp.
1 Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02141
(800) 458-3350/(617) 252-6300/
(617) 252-6852 Fax
Sigma Designs
47900 Bayside Pkwy
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 770-0100
Silicon Beach Software
9770 Carroll Center Rd .
Suite .)
San Diego, CA 92126
(619) 695-6956/(619) 695-7902 Fax
Smith Micro Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 7137
Huntington Beach, CA 92615
(714) 964-0412
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Softsync/Bioc
800 W. 37th St.
800 Douglas Entrance
Suite 765
Coral Gables, FL 33134
(800) 933-2537/(305) 445-0903/
(305) 443-3255 Fax
Software Venn1res Corp.
2907 Claremont Ave.
Be rkeley, CA 94705
(800) 336-6477/(415) 644-3232/
(5 10) 848-0885 Fax
Solana Electronic
4907 Mo rena Blvd .
Suite 1404
San Diego, CA 92l17
(619) 490·5050/(619) 490-5055
Solutions Inc.
30 Commerce Sr.
P.O. Box 783
Willistons, VT 05495
(802) 865-9220/(802) 865-9224 Fax
Sony Corp.
655 Rive r Oaks Parkway
San j ose, CA 95134
(800) 222-0878/(408) 944-4136
Sophisticated Circuits, Inc.
19017 120rh Ave. NE
Suire 106
Bothe ll, WA 98011
(800) 827-4669/(206) 485-7979/
(206) 485-7172 Fax
Specialized Computer Systems
4016 Quartz Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
(707) 539-9003
Springboard Software
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
(800) 826-0706/(617) 494-1200
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Storage Dimensions
1656 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 954-0710/(408) 954-0517 Fax
Summagraphics Corp.
60 Silvermine Rd.
Seymour, CT 06483
(203) 881-5400/(203) 881-5367 Fa.x
SuperMac Technologies
485 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245-2202/(408) 735-7250 Fax
Supra Corp.
7101 Supra Dr. S.\'<'.
Albany, OR 97321
(800) 727-8772/(503) 967-9075/
(503)967-2401 Fax
Survivor Software Ltd.
11222 La Cienega Blvd.
Su ite 450
Inglewood, CA 90304
(3 10) 410-9527/(310) 338-1406 Fax
Symantec, Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 441-7234/(800) 626-8847 in CN
(408) 253-9600
Synergy Software
2457 Perkiome n Ave.
Reading, PA 19606
(215) 779-0522/(215) 370-0548 Fax
SynOptics Communications, Inc.
4401 Great America Parkway
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 988-2400/(408) 988-5525 Fax
Systat, Inc.
1800 Sherman Ave .
Eva ns10n, IL 60201
(708) 864-5670

System Connection
1123 S. Orem Blvd.
Orem, UT 84058
(800) 877-1985/(801) 224-3330/
(801) 224-3334 Fax
System Technology Corp.
1860 Fern Palm Dr.
Edgewater, FL 32141
(904) 428-0411/(904) 428-0765 Fax
Systematic Computer Services
3206 Harvard Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45406
(5 13) 275-2937
Technology Works
4030 Braker Ln. West
Suite 350
Austin , TX 78759
(800) 688-7466/(512) 794-8533/
(512) 794-8520 Fax
Telebit Corp.
1315 Chesapeake Terrace
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(800) 835-3248/(408) 734-4333
Teleware, Inc.
300 Roundhi ll Dr.
Rockaway, NJ 07866
(800) 322-6962/(201) 586-2200/
(201) 586-8885 Fax
Thor Manufac turing
P.O. Box 10108
Re no, NV 89510
(800) 346-4694/(702) 324-6600
Thu nclerware, Inc.
21 Orinda Way
Orinda, CA 94563
(510) 254-6581/(510) 254-3047 Fax
Time Arts, Inc.
1425 Corporate Center Parkway
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
(707) 576-7722/(707) 576-7731 Fax

Time\vorks, Inc.
625 Academy Dr.
Northbroo k, LL 60062
(708) 559-1300
Tri-Data Systems, Inc.
3270 Scon Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 94054
(408) 727-3270/(408) 980-6565 Fax
Trik, Inc.
400 W. Cummings Parks
Suite 2350
Woburn, MA 01801
(800) 766-0356/(617) 933-8648
'f rimar USA, Inc.
300 Patte rson Plank Rd. East
East Rutherford, NJ 07073
(800) 872-4454/(201) 933-0199
True Basic, Inc.
12 Commerce Ave.
West Lebanon, NH 03784
(800) 872-2742, ask for Norm Chapman
Truevision, Inc.
7340 Shadeland Statio n
Indianapolis, lN 46256
(800) 858-8783/(317) 84 1-0332/
(317) 576-7700 Fax
Tulin Corp.
2 I 56H O'Toole Ave.
San j ose, CA 95131
(408) 432-9025
U.S. Robotics, Inc.
8100 N. McCormick Blvd.
Skokie, IL 60076
(800) 342-5877/(708) 982-5001/
(708) 982-5235 Fax
Userl..and, Inc.
400 Seapo rt Ct.
Redwood City, CA 94063
(4 15) 325-5700
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Wacom Technology, Inc.
501 SE Columbia Shores Blvd.
Suite 300
Vancouver, WA 98661
(800) 922-6613/(206)750-8882/
(206) 750-8924 Fax

Xerox Imaging Systems
9 Centennial Dr.
Peabody, MA 01960
(508) 977-2000/(508) 977-5307
Zedcor, Inc.
4500 E. Speedway
Suite 22
Tucson, AZ 85712
(800) 482-4567/ (602) 881-8101!
(602) 881-1841 Fax

Wardco Holdings
P.O. Box 391656
Mountain View, CA 94039
(408) 366-6903/(408) 366-6905 Fax
Workstation Technologies, Inc.
18004 Sky Park Circle
Suite 240
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 250-8983/(714) 250-8969 Fa.-..;:

Zoom Telephonics, Inc.
207 South St.
Boston, MA 02111
(617) 423-1076

Wyoming Software Corp.
6360 Moki Circle
West jordan, UT 84084
(801) 963-1385/(801) 963-1183 Fa.-..;:

Technical Support
The following table is a list of phone numbers of companies that have
Macintosh products. This list is nor comprehensive. This table also
includes bulletin board service numbers where applicable. lf a company
provides technical support via an on-line service, the table lists that
information as well.
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Company

Pbone

Toll Free

Tecb Support

BBS

3COM

408-452-2900

800-638-3266

800-876-3266

408-492-1790

ABACUS CONCEIYJ"S

510-540-1949

800-666-7828

NONE

NONE

ABACUS SOFlWARE

616·698·0330

800-451-43 19

NONE

616-698-8106

ABATON/EVEREX

510-683-2226

800-444-5321

510-683-2336

510-438-4650

ADOBE SYSTEMS (Mac)

415-96 1-4400

800-344-8335

415-961-0911

NONE

ADVANCED GR.Wl S

604-434-7274

800-663-8558

604-434-1807

NO E

ALDUS

206-622-5500

NONE

206-628-2320

NONE

ALSOFT

713-353-4090

800-257-6381

713-353-1510

NONE

ALTSYS

214-680-2060

NONE

214-680-2093

NONE

APPLIED ENGI NEERI NG

214-241-6060

NONE

214-241-6084

21 4-241-6677
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Company

Pbone

Toll Free

Tecb Support

BBS

ARTISOFT

602-293-6363

NONE

NONE

602-293-0065

BARNEYSCAi''l
CO RPORATION

510-521-3388

800-933-0330

510-521-9522

NONE

BEAGLE BROS.

619-452-5500

800-34 5-1750

619-452-5502

619-558-6151

BERKELEY SYSTEMS
DESIGN

510-540-5535

800-877-5535

NONE

CompuServe

BITSTREAM

617-497-6222

800-522-3668

617-497-7514

NONE

BLYTH SOFTWARE

4 15-571-0222

800-346-6647

415-572-4722

NONE

BRODERBUND

4 15-382-4400

800-521-6263

415-382-4700

NONE

CAERE

408-395-7000

800-535-7226

800-462-2373

NONE

CALCOMP (\VIZ)

714-821-2000

800-225-2667

800-4 58-5888

714-821-2359

CALERA RECOGNITIO.
SYSTEMS

408-986-8746

800-422-53 72

800-544-7051

NONE

CANON (PRINTERS)

516-488-6700

800-848-4123

800-423-2366

NONE

CANON (STILL YlDEO)

714-432-6800

NONE

714-432-6920

NONE

CASADY & GREENE

408-484-9228

800-359-4920

NONE

NONE

CC:MAIL

4] 5-961-8800

800-448-2500

800-562-4772

NONE

C:E SOVIWARE

515-224-1995

800-523-7638

515-224-1953

NONE

CENTRAL POINT

503-690-8090

800-445-2110

503-690-8080

503-690-6650

CLAR!S

408-987-7000

800-544-8554

408-727-9054

NONE

CO-STAR

203-66 L-9700

800-426-7827

800-426-7827

NONE

COMPUSERVE

6 14-457-0802

800-848-8199

800-848-8199

CompuServe

COMPUTER ASSOCiATES 408-432-1 727

800-531-5236

408-432- J764

NONE

CONNECTIX

415-324-0727

800-9 50-5880

800-950-5880

Applelink

CORNERS'I'ONE

408-435-8900

800-562-2552

NONE

408-435-8943

CURTI S
MA.i'IUFACTUHING

603-532-4123

800-548-4900

NON E

NONE

DANTZ SOFTWARE

510-849-0293

NONE

4] 5-849-0372

NONE

DATADESK

818-998-4200

800-826-5398

818-998-4282

NON E

DATASHI ELD/SCJ

408-439-6600

800-877.7844

NONE

NONE

DATAVIZ

203-268-0030

NONE

NONE

AppleLink

DAYNA
COMMUNICATI ONS

801-53 1-0600

800-5 31-0600

801-972-2000

NONE

DCMCROSSTALK.

404-442-4000

800-24 1-6393

404-442-32 10

404-740-8428
continues
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Company

Pbone

Toll Free

Tecb Support

BBS

DCMIIUvlA

404-442-4000

800·631-4171

800·63 1-4171

404-740-8428

OENEBA SOFTWARE

305·594-6965

800-622-6827

800-622-6827

AppleLink

EASTMAN
KODAK/OICONIX

NONE

800-255·3434

800-344-0006

NONE

ELECfRONIC ARTS

415-571·7171

800-245-4525

415·572-2787

NONE

EMAC/EVEREX

510-498-11 11

800-821-0806

510498-1115

510-683· 2984

FAHALLON

510·596-9100

800-344-7489

510·596·9000

Applclink

FIFTH GENERATION
SYSTEMS

504-291·7221

800·873·4384

800·766·7283

504-295-3344

FRAME TECHNOLOGY

408-433·33 11

NONE

408-922-2744

NONE

GLOBAL VI LLAGE
COMMUNICATION

415-329·0700

800-7364821

415-329·0755

415-329-9286

HAYES

404-449-8791

NONE

404-441-1617

800-874-2937

1:--IFORMI.X/WINGZ

913·599·7100

800-438-7657

913-492-9922

91 3·492-2089

INTUIT

415·322-0573

800-624-8742

415-322-2800

NONE

IOMEGA

801·778·3000

800-777-3049

800456-5522

801-778-4400

KENSINGTON
MICROWARE

415·572-2700

800-5354242

800-535·4242

NONE

KENT MARSH

713-623-8618

800-325-3587

713-6234950

NONE

KEYrHONIC

509·928-8000

800-262-6006

800-262-6006

NONE

KUHTA

602-276-5533

800-4 45·8782

800-445-8782

NONE

LETRASET USA

201-845-6100

800-343-8973

800-634-3463

NONE

LOGITECH (inside CA)

510·795·8500

800-231·7717

5 L0-795·0427

510·795·0408

LOGITECH (outside CA)

510·795·8500

800-552-8885

510·795-8100

510-795-0408

LOTUS

617-577-8500

800-343-5414

800-223-0303

NONE

MAC VONK USA-EAST

215-660-0606

NONE

403·232-6546

Apple Link

~lAINSTAY

818·991-6540

NONE

818·991-6540

NONE

MASS MICRO SYSTEMS

408-522·1200

800-522-7979

800-442-7979

NONE

MICRO PLANNING INT'L 415-389-1414

800-852-7526

4 L5·389-0604

NONE

MICilOCOM

617-551·1966

NONE

617-55 1-1313

NONE

MJCHOLYTICS

716-248-9150

800-828-6293

716-248-9150

NONE

MICRONET
TECHNOLOGIES

714-837-6033

NONE

714-837-6033

CompuServe

MICilONICS

510-651-2300

NONE

510-651·9901

510-651-6837

MICROSOFT

206-882-8080

800-426-9400

206454-2030

NONE
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Company

Pbone

Toll Free

Tecb Support

BBS

MICllOTECI-l INT'L

203-468-6223

800-325-1895

NONE

203-469-6430

NANTUCKET

213-390-7923

NONE

213·390·7923

CompuServe

NEC TECHNOLOGIES

708-860-9500

800-388-8888

708-860-0335

NONE

NOLO PRESS

510-549-1976

800-992-6656

800-992-6656

NONE

NOVELL

801-429-7000

800-4 53-1267

800-221-6402

801-429-3030

NUVOTECI-l

415-331-78 15

800-232-9922

800-232-9922

America OL

OPCODE SYSTEMS

415-369-8131

NONE

415-369-1676

NONE

ORANGE MICRO

714-779-2772

800-223-8029

7 14-779-2772

NONE

ORCl·llD TECHNOLOGY 510-683-0300

800-767-2443

510-683-0323

51 0-683-0327

PANAMAX

415-499-3900

800-472-5555

800-472-5555

NONE

PINNACLE MICRO

714-727-3300

800-5 53·7070

714-727-3300

NONE

PI.XJ\R

510-236-4000

800-888-9856

NONE

NONE

I'Ll

510-657-22 11

800-288-8754

800-288-8754

510-651-5948

PRACTICAL
PEIUPHERAl.S

818-706-0333

800-442-4774

8 18-99 1-8200

818-706-2467

PRm 1ETHEUS
PRODUCTS

503-624-057 1

800-477-3473

503-624-0953

503-624-0743

PSI INTEGRATION

408-559-8544

800-622-1722

800-622-1722

NONE

QMS

205-633-4300

800-523-2696

205-633-4500

205-633-3632

QUANTL'M

408-434-6900

800-624-5545

900-740-4433

408-434-1664

QUARK

303-934-2211

NONE

303·934-0784

CompuServe

QUE SOFIWAllE

813-923-0233

800-992-0244

800-992-0244

NONE

QUME

408-942-4000

800-223-2479

800-4 58-454 9

NONE

RADIUS

408-434-1010

NONE

408-434-1012

NO E

RAY DREAM

415-960-0765

NONE

415-960-0767

AppleLink

RODIME SYSTEMS

407-994-5585

800-688-9390

407-997-0774

NONE

SEAGATE

408-438-6550

800-468-3472

800-468-3472

408-438-877 1

SEIKO INSTRUMENTS

408-922-5900

800-888-08 17

408-922-1917

NONE

SI·L\J'IA COilPORATION

403-463-3330

NONE

NONE

AppleLink

SHIVA

617-864-8500

800-864-9022

617-864-8100

NONE

SIERllA ON-LINE

209-683-4468

800-326-6654

209-683-8989

209-683-4463

SIGfvlA DESIGNS

5 I 0-770-0 LOO

800-933·9945

NONE

5 10-770-01 11

SITKA

510-769-9669

800-445-8677

510-769-8711

510-769-8774

SOFrWARE VENTURES

510-6-f4-3232

800-336-6477

510-644-1325

5 10-84 9-1912
colllinues
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Company

Pbone

Toll Free

Tecb Support

BBS

SONY

408-432-0190

NONE

408-944-4323

NONE

SPECTRUM HOLOBYI'E

5 L0-522-3584

NONE

5 J0-522-11 64

NONE

STORAGE DIMENSIONS 408-879-0300

NONE

408-879-3325

NONE

SUMMAGRAI'HICS

203-88 1-5400

800-243-9388

203-881-5472

NONE

Sl!PERMAC HARDWARE

-108-245-2202

NONE

408-245-0646

408-773-4500

SUPER1\iAC SOFTWARE

408-245-2202

NONE

408-245-0646

408-773-4500

SYMANTEC

408-253-9600

800-44 1-7234

408-252-5700

408-973-9598

SYMMETRY

602-998-9210

800-624-2485

800-624-2485

NONE

TECHNOLOGY WORKS

512-794-8533

800-688-7466

800-688-7466

America Online

TEKTRONIX

503-682-7377

800-835-6 LOO

800-835-6100

NONE

TIMESLIPS

508-768-6100

800-338-53 14

508-768-7490

508-768-7581

TIUPI' LITE

708-329-1 777

NONE

3 J 2-329- L60 l

NONE

TRUE VlSION

317-841-0332

NONE

NONE

317-577-8783

U.S. ROOOTICS

708-982-500 J

800-342-5877

800-982-5151

708-982-5274

WACOM

201-265-4226

800-922-66L3

800-922-6635

201-265-4758

WORDPERFECT

801-225-5000

800-321-4566

800-541-5096

80 1-225-44 14

The fo llowing is a list o f electronic bulletin board sen•ices (BBSs) from
all over the country. All these BBSs are Macintosh-oriented and were
confirmed as being active within the last year, which is another way of
saying that there are no guarantees. More than likely some of these BBSs
wiLl be gone whe n you try to call. Most o f the BBSs are services run by
the SYSOP (system o perator at private expense and for the fun of it, or
out of love). Running a BBS a great deal of work. If you fmd one you
like, try to support it with some of you r time and maybe some money.
The people who are willing to run a BBS and spend their time and
money for equipment and phone li nes d eserve to be commended. Of
these BBSs, 20 belong to Macintosh User Groups and 142 are privately
run BBSs.
The first e ntry in the commems column is usually the speed for the BBS
listed. In some cases, this entry is the type of BBS software used for the
particular board. The types of BBS software used varies. Some BBSs run
on Macs; other BBSs run from MS-DOS mach ines. The following is a list
of the diffe re nt software packages used by the va rious BBSs:
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•

RRJi Red Ryder Host and SS Second Sight

•

WWIV

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Hermes
MacMansion
MacCitadel
Novalink
MEBBS
Mac BBS
TBBS (MS-DOS-based)

Some BBSs, such as the following, are also access nodes for larger
nationwide o r worldwide networks.
•

FidoNet is a worldwide messaging network. The number after
FidoNet is the node number. FidoNet nodes may not have a lot of
Mac files, but they do provide access to a very large community of
Mac users.

•

EchoNet is a messaging network. The number after EchoNet is the
node number.

The connect speeds are primarily 2400 bps; however, if the entry is
marked as HS, the BBS has a high-speed connection. When the entry
contains v.32bis, the BBS has high-speed capabilities. If the entry is
marked with an HST, the BBS uses Courier HST modems.
For your first connection, try using 2400 bps, 8 data bits, no parity, and 0
or 1 stop bit. If this method does not work, use 7 data bits, even parity,
and 1 stop bit.

Name

Phone
Number

4th Dimension BBS

617-494-0565

Alliance Computers BBS

708-831-1142

Apple Grove

Apple Power BBS

Speed, other
networks, and
comments

Sysop's Name
Zeff Wheelock
175776,211)

2400 bd; Mansion
BBS; Mac/IBM/Apple/
Tandy; FidoNet 1:101/
450

808-595-3228

Ivan Gum
(73527,3652]

2400 bd; Hermes;
Hawaii; Mac, GIFs,
Music SIGs

603-424-0371

Kevin Mclaughlin /} HS (v.32/v.42);
KcvinMciJ {Norsk
Nova Link; second
line 603-4 29-1309
(2400 bd); fo rmerly
MacSNAC
COiltillues
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Speed, otber
networks, and
comments

Name

Pbone
Number

Apple Techlink

416-513-5544

Apple Canada tech
support

Argentic

416-593-4025

2400 bd; SS; formerly
Real Mac, Eh?

Arizona Macintosh User's
Group BBS

602-495-1713

Michael S. Bean

2400 bel; RRH; FidoNet
1:114/56; HS (DS);
AMUG members only;
S30 annual fee

Arizona Macintosh User's
Group Preferred BBS

602-926-4026

Michael S. Bean

2400 bel; RRH; FidoNet
1:114/121; HS (DS);
AMUG members only;
$30 annual fee

Arkon InfoSystem

416-593-7460

Michael Alexander,
Ernie Reimer,
Jeff Avery

2400 bel; RRI-1; Mac &
Apple //

ASTEC Support BBS

703-338-6025

Rod Paine
[72017,117)

Telefinder; 2400 bel; HS
(v.32/v.42+V); BMUG
volll PD CD-ROM
online; download Mac
user interface application on first call; some
free areas, annual fee for
full access

Bab-0-Manie

418-663-4312

Baudville

413-562-1870

George Brooks

2400 bd; HS (HST) ;
FidoNet 1:321/304; RRH

Berkeley Mac Users Group

510-849-2684

Raines Cohen
<BMUG>

2400 bel; TBBS; limited
access for non-B.MUG;
voice line 415-849-4357;
Fidonet 1:161/444; HS

Bit Bucket

203-569-8739

Boulder Mac Maniacs

303-530-9544

Brain in a Pan

713-480-7422

Appendixes

Sysop's Name

2400 bel; HS (DS);
FidoNet 1:240/99

Hartford Mac Users
Group (H.U.G.E.)
Ed Fenner

Fido 1: l04!49; 2400 bd;
S25/yr local users,
S15/yr LD users
OPUS 1:106!260

Nam e

Pbone
Number

Sysop's Nam e

Speed, otber
networks, and
comments

Buckman's Tavern ll

617-863-850 2

L1rry Wolf

2400 bd; Mac & IBM

Byte out of the Apple

707-747-0306

Gregg Phillips

2400 bd; Fido net 1:161/
508

Castle Anthrax

202-298-8151

Greg Humphreys

He rmes; Mac & IBM
areas

Castle Tabby

908-988-0706

Michael Connick

2400 bd; HS (HSl);
formerly Mouse's
Cottage; Mansio n;
Fidonet 1:107/412; area
code changed fro m 20"1

CFI BBS

804-422-1109

Rusty Werntz;
Ray Kallman
(Mac CoSysop)

FidoNet 1:2751328;
new number

Cleveland FreeNet

2 16-368-3888

multi-SIG

2400 bd; multiline;
message boards &
info rmation; CWRU
spo nsored; link to
InterNet; Usenet
co nfe rences; part o f
NPTN

Club Mac

416-462-2922

2400 bd; SS; Club Mac
members o nly

CMS BBS

714-222-6601

Support bo ard for Mac/
Apple products

Conus BBS

612-642-4629

Scott Christensen

2400 bd; HS; Validatio n
Required; FidoNet
1:282/24; 6pm-8am CST
M-F, 24 hrs SS; RRH

Craig 's Place

703-24 1-5492

Craig Vaughan

2400 bd; Fido Net
1:1091342; RBBS; Mac
programmers

Creative Solutio ns

612-546-1624

Ira Wald

2400 bd; Hermes; S25
annual fee

Crumal's Dimensio n

408-246-7854

Great Crumal

2400 bd; HS (HST) ;
FidoNet 1:204/557; SS

Currents!

513-253-2476

Randall Brown

2400 bd; HST v.42;
CO II IilllleS
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Name

11 7 4

Pbone
Number

Sy sop 's Name

Speed, other
net works, and
comments

/RandyBrown/

FidoNet 1:110/430;
MacList 6:6026/1;
Hem1es; member
Kl2Net lnt'l Education
Network

Cygnus Interstellar Info

512-641-2063

Bruce Tomlin

2400 bd; Fidonet 1:387I
555

dBBS

206-624-8783

Dave Schnuckel

Seattle Digital Down·
town Business User
Group; Novalink; S35
first year, $25/yr
sustaining

Digital Bimmers

414-264-6789

j enni Morgan

WWN

Discordia

609-497-0883

Greg Oberfleld

2400 bd; FidoNet
1:266/45

Dorsai Diplomatic Mission

212-431-1944

Drawing Board

818-965-624 1

Dream Machine

415-581-3019

Earth Network

203-763-3485

Dale Ulrich

2400 bel; HS (HST);
RRH; FidoNet 1:1421500

Electronic Pen BBS

201-767-6337

Maria Langer
[70461,1663]
/MariaLl/

2400 bel; SS; FidoNet
1:269/3 16; EchoNet
50:52011316; Maclist
6:6001/9; validation
required; writers and
freelancers SIG; DL file
access for regular users

Elm Shore MUG BBS

203-458-2071

Karl Etter
[76517,2772]

Hermes

Emergency Ward

416-499-7475

Far jewel BBS

416-690-2464

Usenet link
Char Rice

2400 bel; RRH; Fidonet
1:102i885; DTP; fee for
PS Art DLs; Laserprint
svcs
2400 bd

2400 bel; Hermes; V
Robert Radford
(76354,5351

2400 bel; HS (HST);
RRH ; V

Forest Hills BBS

718-268-1240

Tommy Brown

2400 bel; HS (OS); RRH

Fort Mill BBS

803-548-0900

Bill Taylor

2400 bel; HS (OS);

AppendLxes

Speed, otber
networks, and
comments

Pbone
Number

Sysop's Name

Galapagos

713-799-9016

< FMBBS>
173057, 1207 ]
Sal Berenstain

Gala.xia!

315-695-4436

Chris Zazzara

TSAUG MUG; Mac
section; 2400 bd;
FidoNet 1:2601328

Golddust Plantation

318-424-0375

Ralph Wade
Phillips

2400 bd; Fidonet
1:380!20

Graphics Factory

617-849-0347

Noel Gouveia

2400 bd; RRH;
12am-6pm

Great MacHouse (Australia)

011-61-3561-6942

Matthew Simpson

2400 bd; HS (v.32);
Fidonet 3:633/204

Green Mo untain Mac

802-388-9899

jim Wrig ht,
David Herren

2400 bd; HS (OS) ;
FidoNet 1:325!201

Greyland BBS

503· 74 7-6098

Steve Ebener

2400 bd; HS (v.42bis);
Fidonet1:152/42

HAAUG Heaven BBS

713-664-9873

Clark johnson
176077,2673]

2400 bd; 2 lines; 9600
v.32bis; Houston Area
Apple Users Group
members only,
membership S35/yr

Hangar 18

708-655-4952

Mike [72230,3604]

Hermes

hd industries BBS

916-446-0926

Bill Davies
/BOavies/

2400 bd; HS v.32/v.42;
Telefinder; Fidonet
link; 6pm-8am PST

Homework Hotline

206-859-7271

Bob Horlick,
Derry Lyons

RRH ; education
orien tatio n

L1 Habra Connection

714-992-0716

Tom Galland

2400 bd; HS (OS) ;
FidoNet 1:1031345

lAMG BBS

213-559-6227

Reed Hutchinson
/MacReed/

2400 bd; HS (HST/
v.32); TBBS multiline;
Validation Required;
Los Angeles Mac Group
membership required
S2 5!yr

L1nd ofOz

4 16-767-9385

Na me

Fidonet 376!24; RRH
2400 bd; HS ; Hermes

2400 bd; Hermes; V
COlli ill li eS
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Speed, other
networks, and
comme111s

Name

Phone
Number

Logic Now

416-487-9771

receives feed from
Argentic

Lyceum

205-826-9205

2400 bel; Fielonet
1:3613/13

Mac BBS

617-625-6747

FieloNet 101!485

Mac BBS

718-997-1189

2400 bd; Fidonet 1:278/
606

Mac Happy

408-257-8727

Mark Cookson

2400 bel; ss

Mac Exchange

512-658-3212

Greg Lewis
/Greg93/

2400 bd; TeleFinder;
validation required;
2 phone lines

Mac Line BBS

608-233-9487

john Allen
f.Jo hnA79/

2400 bd; ss

Mac Mania BBS

313-278-8578

W. Marchuck

2400 bd; ss

Mac's Delight

516-499-8471

BobTaub
[71641 ,1303 )

2400 bd; HS (v.32);
Hermes

Mac Valhalla

818-95 1-4445

Macademe/Emma

415-681-9594

William Sommers

2400 bd; Opus 1:125/
222

MacCiiquc BBS

615-691-7094

Phil Butler

Telefinder

MacEast

617-868-7987

Holden Smith

2400 bd; HS (l-IST);
RRI-1; S25/yr for DL
access; EE

MacEneleavour

713-640-2533

Brian Hall
<BOS JA:: HALL>

2400 bd; TBBS; FidoNet
1:106;6268

MacExchange

2] 4-394-9324

MacHaven BBS

601-992-9459

Ray Leningcr

2400 bd; !-IS (OS); RJU-1;
FidoNet 1:361/106;
S10iyr

MACINFO BBS

415-795-8862

Norm Goodger
[70167,2316]

2400 bel; HS (l-IST);
validation required;
RRH; FidoNet 1:2041555

Appendixes

Sysop 's Name

2400 bd; FidoNet
1:102/942; HS (OS)

2400 bd; HS (HST OS) ;
Fidonct 1:124/1009

Speed, otber
networks, and
comments

Name

Pbone
Number

Sysop's Name

Macintosh Only BBS!

4 13-746-3202

Matthew jongh

2400 bd; TBBS
(running on Mac II
under SoftPC); FidoNet
1:3211307

Macl.eisurc

303-444-5175

Paul Ecluernacht

2400 bd; SS; V

MacNet Omaha

402-289-2899

Jim Redelfs

2400 bd; Hermes;
FidoNet 1:285/14; BBS
for Omaha MUG
(OMUG)

MacNexus

916-448-;348

Ken Matley

2400 bd; RRH ; FidoNet
link

MACropcdia (tm)

708-295-6926

Dave Alpert
KB9CNU

2400 bd; liS (OS); RRH;
$30/yr for full access;
FidoNer 1:115/295

MacVille USA

714-859-5857

MAGIC

formerly Ancient Rome

303-791-8732

Sreve Sande

2400 bd; liS v.32;
Hermes; Mac & GS Info
center

Main Street U.S.A.

508-832-7725

Chris Silverberg

2400 bd; FidoNer
1:322/575; RRH ; 3pm7:30am M-F,24 hrs SS

Medina County FrecNet

216-723-6732

mu lti-SIG

2400 bd; multiline;
message boards and
info; community
sponsored; air ph. 2256732, 335-6732; link to
Cleveland FreeNet after
1/1/9 1; part of NPTN

Metro Area MUG

212-;97-9083

Frank M. Ventura

2400 bd; L-IS (liST);
RRH; FidoNer 1:278!705

Micro Line

912-764-7701

Mel Etheridge
[760;6,706]

2400 bd; L-IS line
912-764-9430
v.32/v.42/bis; Hem1es

Mile High .Mac Meet BBS

303-758-9159

jon Taylor

2400 bd; HS v.32; SlS/
yr fee; Hermes

Monstrous Mac

216-752-4921

Carlin Wiegner

Rllli; 2400 bd ; L-IS; fee
required after trial; alt

ph. 216-752-4925
cominues
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Name
M.O.U.S.E. BBS

403-436-4566

Mouse College

3] 9-365-4775

Bob Cramer

2400 bd; Hermes;
Fido net 1:283/ 119

THE MouseHole

408-738-5791

Larry Nedry
[71566,650)

2400 bd; Galacticomrn
BBS; p rogrammi ng/tech
info; J\1acTutor
magazine code disk
d ownloads available for
fee; see also -5793
(19200 PEP) , -6699
(9600 v.32 only)

THE MouseHo le

408-738-5793

Larry Nedry
(71566,650]

19200 bd PEP;
Galacticomm BBS;
programming/tech info;
MacTutor magazine
cod e disk downloads
available for fee; see
also -5791 (2400 bd),
-6699 (9600 v.32 only)

THE MouseHole

408-738-6699

Larry Nedry
[71566,650 )

9600 bd v.32 only, MN P
1-5; Galacticomm BBS;
programming/tech info;
MacTutor magazine
code disk downloads
available for fee; see
also -5791 (2400 bd),
-5793 (19200 PEP)

New Orleans MUG BBS

504-837-8188

Bob Nordling
[70521,1327 )

2400 bd; HS (PEP/v.32) ;
Fidonet 1:396/13;
membership reqd for
downloads

New York On-Line

718-852-2662

William Bowles

2400 bd; RRH; FidoNet
1:268/607; $10/yr for
full access

Newton's Corner

617-964-6088

Curt Morrison

2400 bd; RRH

408-432-3424

Derek

2400 bd; Fidonet 1:143/
270; Hermes; programming, Scifi SIG

The Next Generatio n
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Speed, otber
networks, and
comments

Pbone
Number

Appendixes

Sysop's Name

2400 bd; Telefinder

Name

Pbone
Number

Speed, otber
net works, and
comments

Sysop's Nam e
Kazuhiko Nakano

2400 bd; ·relefind er;
Nagoya Ciry, Japan

Nezumii L1nd 3BS

01 L-81-52-776
-4922

NiteMare BBS

90 1-754 -9823

Northwestern U BBS

708-4 9 1· 3892

Now and Zen Op us

916-962-1 952

Jo hn L1mb

2400 b el; HS (HS'I);
Opus I :203134.0

NY Noval.ink

718-·193-4430

.I Edmu nd

2400 bd; Fidonct 1:278/
635

Od yssey

314-82 1-4957

OnRecord 13 BS

6 17-324-73 10

Pac;Mac

206-6-1 1-6767

HS (DS) node; Hermes:
Fidon et 1:343/91

l'ac/Mac

206-643-4826

2400 bd; Hermes;
Fidonet 1:343/91

Pioneer Valley PCUG 1

-11 3-256- 103 7

Plunc n & Car's BBS

46-480-14302

2400 bd; Fido net 2:200/
301

Prism

6 17-965-78 16

RRH ; one-time fee fo r
access

Refl ectio ns

6 17-593-7228

Bill Reed
173757,3 2431

2400 bd; Fidonet 1:101/
270 ; new number

nest of Us (THoU) BBS

708-29 1-6660

)emiah Du ff

HS (OS); 24 00 bd; new
number: OPUS 1 15/400;
TROUMUG user group
members o nly; $40!
annual fee for MUG

Rhein-Main Macintosh BBS

06-101-41471

Duncan J\'lcNutt

2400 bd ; FidoNet
2:243/ 100; Germany

2400 bd; I-IS (HS'I);
Fido ne t 1:123/ 13

2400 bd; Fido net I: 100/
415
Ogie Tudo r

2400 bd ; MIDI/Music;
professio nal and
amate ur musicians;
multiline; music SW
sales; S30/annual fee ;
FAX service free to
mem bers; NovaLink

Mo rt Sternhe im

2400 bd; Fido ne t 1:321/
109

continues
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Speed, otber
networks, a11d
comments

Name

Pbone
Number

Sysop's Nam e

Right Choice

201-228-4589

Ralph Merritt

2400 bd; Fidonet 1:269/
111

Rogue Valley Electro Mail

503-535-4692

Chuck Flickinger

2400 bd; RRH

Sappho's E.xchange

212-697-37 13

Sea/Mac

206-72 5-6629

Shadow Keep BBS

615-435-0446

Shangri-La

2400 bd; RRH; women
only; voice validation req.
Jim Creighton

2400 bd; HS (HSl);
Fidonet 343/31;
Mansion BBS

708-596-3648

Chuck Ross

Hermes; 2400 bd; HS
(HST) ; fee for full time/
access; verified quality
Sysop-ping!

Silver Island

703-759-7038

Miller

2400 bel; Hermes;
FidoNet 1:109/330,
6:9001/ l; aka Mac Den,
Tower of Illusion

Slumbcrland

206-283-677 1

Weneli
aka Little Nemo
[76702,1251]

MacCitadel; multicomputer areas

Soft World BBS

512-383-9898

Michael Skurka

2400 bd; HS (liST
v.32); Fidonet 1:397/2. J

Sonoma Online

707-545-0746

Sounding Board

508-474-8950

j onathan Gou rd
/Sound ManS/
U.GO URD}
[72627,370]

2400 bel; HS V. 32/
V.42bis/MNP1-5; Mac
files and GI Fs

The Spectrum

817-428-0578

2400 bd; HS (HS'I)

Spectrum Maclnfo

708-657-1113

james Mike
Myers II
Steve Levinthal
<FAILSAFE>

Speed of Light

205-262-3735

Daniel Brown

2400 bd; FidoNet
1:375/15

Stacks R Us/WCTV

602-252-7928

Mike Atanasio

2400 bd; HyperCard
stacks; $30 annual fee

Appendixes

2400 bel; HS (HST
v.32); FidoNet 1:125n

2400 bd; HS (OS);
validation required;
Opus 115n29;
membership fee; aka
Spectrum MacNet

Speed, orber
networks, and
comments

Name

Pbone
Number

Sysop's Name

Stanford MUG BBS

4 J 5-723-7685

Greg Whitten

2400 bel; IUtH ; FidoNet
1:204/445; EE; music.
DTP, Mac II groups ;
Delphi, Usenet & Info Mac digests

StarLine

215-635-234 1

J Eh rlich
,JEh rlich!

2400 bd; HS (v.32.
MNP-5) ; Fido 1et 1:273/
922; N01•aLink Pro

St udem Exchange

403-228-9525

Su nnyvale Fido Connection

408-738-111 9

Mike Steiner

2400 bd; messages only,
no files; FidoNet 1:143/
207.2

Sunshine O nline Service

305-378-6828

Lou is Oaken

2400 bd; Fidonet 1:1 35/
92; Maclist 6:6032/1

Tclemac BBS

619-576- 1820

Richard Parcel

2400 bd; HS (OS) ; RRH ;
EE; S18/yr DL access;
San Diego MUG

·ro m's BBS

617-471-0542

Tom McGee

2400 bd; RRH

Trading Pos t

4 12-696-5500

L1rry Lauffer
171611,25501

HyperBBS ; 2400 bel;
free classified ads

TrendTec

708-759-9214

Visions

3 15-492-8765

Tom Loomis

2400 bel

Wh ite House/NJ MUG BBS

201-388-1676

Mike Bielen

RRH: 2400 bd; HS
(l-IST) ; Opus 1:107/947

Wizard BBS

517-783- 1059

jeff Kirkpatrick
!76630,2126 1

Mac section; Sharp
Wizard users

ZenWedgie

5 12-332-0265

Zoo BBS

6 15-426-22 14

Zoo System

515-279-3073

2400 bd; HS (HS'l) ;
Fidonet 1: L34/49;
Calgary

DTP & Graphics; 2400
bd ; HS; Hermes

2400 bd ; Hermes

Mark Toland

W\VIV; PLEASE; 2400
bd; FicloNet 1:290/2.1;
l-IS (v.32)
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System 7.1
Enhancements
y the time this book is
published, System 7.1 will
be released. Because System
7.1 is basically the same as
7.0, you will not see any
major changes in appearance or function . The basic
....__--...--- --' differences and enhancements in System 7.1 include better
support for international scripts
and fonts and the incorporation of
the improvements provided by the
System 7 Tune-Up.
In addition to correcting the
problems that the System 7 TuneUp fixes, System 7.1 is written to
provide better support for future
Macs. Apple wants to be capable of
supporting ne\v machines without

redoing the System for each new release; therefore, the developers have
built a type of modular support into 7 .1. The other purpose for 7. 1 is to
use one System fo r aU countries by using scripts with 7. 1. This means
that App le will be able to develop a module for each new machine,
which whe n used will let System 7.1 su pport future models of the
Macintosh. This capability is an example of the modularity that Apple is
trying to achieve.
The operation of System 7.1 is the same as the operation of System 7.0
o r 7.0.1. System 7.1 includes two new control panels inside the Control
Panels folder and an additionaJ Fonts fo lder inside the System Folder.

The Fonts Folder
The Fonts fo lder works just like the Extensions or Control Panels folder.
If you drag a font suitcase onto your System Folder icon, the System
pu ts the contents of e mire suitcase into the Fonts folder, as shown in
figure D.l.

Fig. 0.1
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The Fonts folder works with aJl types of fo nts: bit-mapped, TrueType,
and PostScript. If you install a screen fo nt with a PostScript printer font,
both the screen font and the printer fo nt go into the Fonts folder, not
into the System Folder. The System opens the fo nt for display and sends
the printer font to the printer.
The System itself still contains fonts, as you can see from figure 0 .2.
These fon ts are the basic fonts required by the System. However, no
od1er fo nts can be put into the System. Any additional fonts you want
to use must reside in the Fonts Folder.
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Fig. 0.2
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Fonts inside the System.
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Foreign System Enhancements
Another of the changes with System 7.1 that resulted from the new font
technology is the capability to change instantly to a foreign system by
instaUing a foreign language font, script, a nd keyboard. Your menus still
look normal, but you can type using a keyboard layout and font for
whatever language you have selected. Because this feature is new in
System 7.1, at the time this book is writte n, not aU applications work
with it. Figure 0 .3 shows the Cyrillic fonts in the Fonts me nu and their
characters in the Key Caps box.
Although the System still has to be localized to display the System fonrs
and menus in languages o ther than English, System 7 .1lets you switch
easily from one language to another. Figure 0.4 shows the Keyboards
menu where you can switch from o ne to another; in this figure, the
selected keyboard is one of the Arabic selectio ns.
To complement the capability to change languages, System 7. 1 also
includes two control panels that are used to change the Mac's System
Time, Date, and Number fom1ats. Figure D.S shows the Date & Time
control panel.
Using this control panel, you can choose the way your Mac displays
the date. The date format is controlled by the System script, which
also d etermines the default keyboard layout. For example, if you have
a Russia n script running, you r System defaults to the Russian date
format. Figure 0.6 shows the date fo rmat defaults for the U.S. System,
and figure 0 .7 shows the Russian date format.
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Fig. 0.3
Russian characters and
keyboard.
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Fig. 0.4
Switching keyboard
layouts.
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Fig. 0.5

Dot e & Time
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You can also change the display of the time format.
The Numbers co ntrol panel, like the Time & Date control panel, is used
to change your System's default number format. Figure D.8 shows the
standard Numbers control panel.
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Fig. 0.8
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System 7.1 Summary
Everything in this book regarding your Maci ntosh Syste m is current and
up-to-date with the exception of the items listed in this appe ndix. This
System wi ll probably make the need for utilities like SuitCase and
Mastet:J uggler a li ttle outdated ; however, they will still have theiJ uses
because you might not want ro p ut all your fo nts in the Fonts fo lder.
Othe r than this exception, you can use System 7. 1 just like you use
System 7, except that you no longer need the System 7 Tune-Up. AJso,
for people who use a Mac Plus or SE with only 4M of memo ty, Syste m
7 .1 will be easier to ru n because it uses less memmy than 7.0.
System 7.1 ships with QuickTime. This means that you will n ot have ro
purchase Apple 's QuickTime Starter Kit unless you want the tools that
come w ith it for producing QuickTime movies. If you only w;mt to view
QuickTime movies, System 7.1 will provide you with what you need .
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APPENDIX E

Contacting Shareware
Authors
-----.., ou may need to contact the
authors of the software
included in this book to
register so that you are
notified of new versions,
to comment on the product,
to suggest enhancements, or
~~:!7'!lr_ _
to obtain technical support.
_J

This appendix gives you the contact
information for the software covered in this book.

Font/DA Mover is an Apple Corporation product. You must contact
your dealer or Apple for information and technical support for this
product.

Address Book
Jim Leitch
61 Shaughnessy Blvd.
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada, M2J 1H9
Voice: (416) 496-0828
Fax: (416) 496-0802
CIS: 70416,1532

BatFiler
Fernando Salazar
7101 Kurth Ln.
Seabrook, MD 20706
CIS: 71550,676
GEnie: F.SAJ.AZAR

DiskFiash

A.LSoft
PO Box 927
Spring, 'IX 77383-0927
Sales: (713) 353-4090
Technical Support: (713) 353-1510

Dog Age Calculator
jeffery McKibbin
266 Courtyard Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28303

Golf Analyst
Angelo Mileto
658 Cypresscliff
San Antonio, 'IX 78245-1066
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LightningPaint
Humayun S. Lari
c/o Adeel L1ri
14117 Frontie r Ln.
Burnsville, MN 55337

MacAmortize
Charlie Moylan
Box 1910
Departme nt of Computer Science
Brown University
Providence, 1U 02912

Master.Juggler

ALSoft
PO Box 927
Spring, TX 77383-0927
Sales: (713) 353-4090
Technical Support: (713) 353-1510

Menu Planner II
Hype rActive Software
3712 20th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Remember?
David Warker
1330 W. North Stree t
Egg Harbor, NJ 08215-1763
AOL: DAVEWARKER
CIS: 70406,626
GEnie: D.WARKER

Sky Travel
Robe rt McNally
BBS: 313-695-6744

E
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Stuff"tt Lite
Aladdin Systems Inc.
165 Westridge Drive

Watsonville, CA 95076
(408) 761-6200/ FAX (408) 761-6206
WindowShade

Rob Johnston
1720 N.W. River Trail
Stuart, FL 34994-9449
(402) 691-6922
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APPENDIX F

New Products from
Apple Corporation
n October 19, 1992, Apple
announced a number of
new members to the
Macintosh family. At the
same time, Apple declared
the demise of other members of its product family.
' - - - -.--------' This appendix outlines the
new products, providing you with
a brief description of each product
and its technical specifications.
The discontinued products are the
PowerBook 160, the PowerBook
170, and the AppleColor HighResolution 13-inch RGB monitor.
The Apple CD 150 is being replaced with a new and improved
model. Some minor changes in
Apple's product line are not

included here; the intent of this appendix is to make the book as up co
date as possible by covering the major models and accessories that have
been added to the Macintosh line.
The new Apple Performa line is not included in this appendLx because
the Perfo rma 200 is basically a Macintosh Classic II; the Performa 400 a
Macintosh LCII; and the Performa 600 a Macintosh Ilvx, which is a new
model that is discussed here. The specifications in Chapter 1 and this
append ix should provide you with the information you need if you are
looking at the Performa line.
This appendix covers the fo llowing new Macintosh models and
accessories:
• Macintosh Ilvx
•

Macintosh System Products

• PowerBook 160
•

PowerBook 180

•

PowerBook Duo 210

•

PowerBook Duo 230

• Macintosh Duo Dock and Duo MiniDock
• Macintosh Duo System Accessories
One major change for all new Macintoshes is the unbundling of
HyperCard. All new Macintoshes will ship with a HyperCard runtime that
enables you to create a stack and make minor changes to stacks, but
does not give you access to the Authoring and Scripting user levels of a
full running versio n of HyperCard. lf you want a full running version,
you now have to purchase it.

New Apple and Macintosh Equipment
This section discusses the major new products, excluding the
PowerBook line, recently announced by Apple. Specifically, the section
covers the Macintosh llvx, System 7.1 software, Apple Font Pack fo r the
Mac, AppleCD 300, and Macintosh Colo r Display.

Macintosh llvx
The Macintosh I lvx is the newest member of the Macintosh II family.
This computer is Apple's most powerful 68030 Macintosh currently in
production. The following list contains the technical specifications of the
Ilvx, including all ports and expansion slots:
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•

CPU. 32-Mhz 68083, 32-Mhz 68882 math coprocessor, and a 32K
cache.

• RAM. 4M on motherboard; four SIMMs slots, expandable to 68M
total.

• Drives. One 1.44M floppy disk drive; room for a 3 1/2-inch hard
disk drive-80M or 230M drive; and internal space for an AppleCD
300i CD-ROM drive.
• Video. Built-in video-srandard 512K RAM and expandable to 1M;
suppons Apple's 12-inch RGB and monochrome, ApplcColor
High-Resolution 13-inch RGB, and Macintosh 14-inch Color
Display monitors; supports a standard 256 colors (8 bit) and
32,000 colors (16 bit) with expansion.
• Slots. Three NuBus and one accelerator.
• Ports. One SCSI bus, two ADB, two serial (RS-422), one stereo
sound output, and one sound input.

Software Releases
Apple released System 7. 1 on October 19, 1992. This System software
version is described in Appendix D. System 7.1 is available as a System 7
Personal Upgrade Kit, System 7 MultiPack (up to 10 users), or System 7. 1
Upgrade Kit. All upgrade kits include the new System 7.1 software,
QuickTime Compatibility Checker 2.0, d ocumentation, and one year of
toU-free upgrade technical support.
Apple also released the Apple Font Pack for the Macintosh. This package
includes 43 TrueType fo nts in varying typefaces.

Macintosh Color Display
This monitor replaces the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB monitor,
Apple's standard 13-inch RGB monitor. The new Color Display is a 14inch monitor with a 13-inch viewing area and a 640-by-480 resolution of
70 dpi. The new monitor has a horizontal scanning rate of 35 Hz and a
vertical scanning rate (refresh) of 66.7 Hz. The Macintosh Color Display
is 50 percent brighter than the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB, comes
with a tilt swivel stand, uses 32 percent less power, and meets all
Swedish standards for ELF magnetic and electric emissions.
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AppleCD 300
The AppleCD 300 is Apple's new CD-ROM drive , which replaces the
AppleCD 150. This drive is designed to work with d1e new multisession
Kodak Photo CD disks-Kodak's new service of putting your pictures
o nto a CD-ROM disk. The AppleCD 300 operates at 300 kbps and has
an average access time of 295 ms, which is about twi ce as fast as the
AppleCD 150. The drive comes in an exte rnal model and an internal
model. The inte rnal model works in the Macintosh Quadra 900, Quadra
950, and llvx. The Performa 600 with the CD-ROM optio n comes with
this same drive.

The New PowerBook Family
Apple completely revamped its PowerBook fan'lily and retained only the
PowerBook 145 as its e ntry-level PowerBook. The new family includes
two new standard PowerBooks and rwo new 4-pound , dockable
Powe rBooks. Al l the new Powe rBooks suppo rt 4-bit video (16 shades of
gray).
The Macintosh PowerBook Duo is a system that incorporates a
Power Book Duo and a Duo Docking system for external connectivity.

PowerBook 160
•

CPU. 33-Mhz 68083.

•

RAJ\1. 4M built in and expa ndable to 14M using PSRAM cards.

• Drives. One 1.44M floppy d isk drive; inte rnal hard disk drive
available in 40M, 80M, and 120M sizes.
• Display. A built-in, 10-inch, 640-by-400, backlit Supertwist LCD .
•

Video. Built-in video capable of 16 shades of gray (4 bit); includes
external video support for Apple's 12-inch RGB and mo nochro me,
AppleColor High-Resolution 13-inch RGB, Macintosh 14-inch
Color Display, Macintosh 16-inch Color Display, and Macintosh
Portrait Display monitors; supports standard 256 colors (8 bit) for
all external mo nitors .

• Slots. lnte rn:tl modem and memory e-xpansio n.
• Ports. One SCSI bus, o ne ADB, two serial (RS422), one sound
output, one sound input, one powe r adapte r, one video output,
and o ne security slot.
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II PowerBooks require a special HDI-30 SCSI cable system to
use an external hard drive. This includes all Duo Docking
stations.

A

• Power. NiCad battery or AC adapter.
•

Input devices. One built-in keyboard and a built-in, dual-button
trackball.

•

Size. 6 .8 pounds; 2.25 inches high, 11.25 inches wide, and 9.3
inches deep.

PowerBook 180
•

CPU. 33-Mhz 68083 with a 33-Mhz 68882 math coprocessor.

•

RAM. 4M built-in and expandable to 14M using PSRAM cards.

•

Drives. One 1.44M floppy disk drive; internal hard disk drive
available in 80M and 120M sizes.

•

Display. A built-in, 10-inch, 640-by-400, backlit Active-matrix LCD.

• Video. Built-in video capable of 16 shades of gray (4 bit); includes
external video support for Apple's 12-inch RGB and monochrome,
AppleColor High-Resolution 13-inch RGB, Macintosh 14-inch
Color Display, Macintosh 16-inch Color Display, and the Macintosh
Portrait Display monitors; supports standard 256 colors (8 bit) for
all external monitors.

•

Slots. Internal modem a nd memory expansion.

• Ports. One SCSI bus, one ADB, two serial (RS422), one sound
output, one sound input, one power adapter, one video out, and
one security slot.

• Power. NiCad battery or AC adapter.
•

Input devices. One built-in keyboard and a built-in, dual-butto n
trackball.

•

Size. 6.8 pounds; 2.25 inches high, 11.25 inches wide, and
9.3 inches deep.
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PowerBook 21 0
•

CPU. 25-Mhz 68083.

• RAM. 4M built in and expandable to 24M using PSRAM cards.

• Drives. Internal hard drive available in 80M and 120M.
• Display . A built-in, 9-inch, 640-by-400, backlit Supertwist LCD.
•

Video. Bu ilt-in video capable of 16 shades of gray (4 bit).

• Slots. Internal modem and memory expansion.
• Ports. One serial (mini Din 8) and one 152-p in PDS connecwr for
connecting to an external dock.

• Power. Nickel hydride banery or AC adapter.
• Input devices. One buiJt-in keyboard with a keycaps light, and a
built-in, dual-button trackball.

•

Size. 4.2 pounds; 1.4 inches high, 11.25 inches wide, and
8.5 inches deep.

PowerBook 230
•

CPU. 33-Mhz 68083.

•

RAM. 4M built in and expandable to 24M using PSRAM cards.

• Drives. internal hard drive available in 80M and 120M.
• Display. A built-in, 9-inch, 640-by-400, backlit Supertwist LCD.
•

Video. Built-in video capable of 16 shades of gray (4 bit).

•

Slots. Internal modem and memory expansion.

• Ports. One serial (mini Din 8) and one 152-pin J>DS connector for
connecting to an external dock.

• Power. Nickel hydride batte ry or AC adapter.
•

Input devices. One built-in keyboard with a keycaps light, and a
built-in, dual-button trackball.

•

Size. 4.2 pounds; 1.4 inches high, 11.25 inches wide, and
8.5 inches deep.
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The Macintosh Duo Dock
his product is unavai lable as of 10/ 19/92 due to the lack of
FCC certificatio n. It is expected to be available around the first
of the year in 1993.

T

The Macintosh Duo Dock is a system that enables you to use a Macintosh
PowerBook (210 or 230) Duo as both a portable and a desk-bound
computer. The Duo Dock has a slot into which you slide your Macintosh
Duo. The slot combines the mechanical process with System software so
that the entire system is aware of the status of the Duo. Consequently,
you cannot accidentally remove the Duo from the docking station while
the computer is turned on. The Duo Dock also includes security features
that lock the Duo into the dock so that no one can remove the Duo
without the key.
•

CPU. Optional 33-Mhz 68882 math coprocessor.

•

Drives. One 1.44M flopp y disk drive; room for a 3 1/2-inch hard
disk drive.

•

Video. Built-in video-standard 512K RAM and expandable to 1M;
supports Apple's 12-inch RGB and monochrome, AppleColor
High-Resolution 13-inch RGB, Macintosh 14-inch Color Display,
Macintosh 16-inch Color Display, and Macintosh Portrait Display
monitors; supports standard 256 colors (8 bit) and 32 ,000 colors
(16 bit) with expansion.

•

Slots. Two NuBus.

•

Ports. One SCSI bus, one ADB, two serial (RS-422), one sound
output, and one sound input.

The Macintosh Duo MiniDock

T

his product is unavailable as of 10/19/92 due to the lack of
FCC certification. It is expected to be available around the first
of the year in 1993.
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The Duo MiniDock is a small portable docking station fo r a Macintosh
PowerBook (210 or 230) Duo that you can take with you so that you can
have access w aJJ the standard Macintosh ports.
•

Drives. One 1.44M flo ppy disk drive; room for a 3 1/2-inch hard
disk drive-80M or 230M; and inte rnal space for an AppleCD 300i
CD-ROM drive.

•

Video. Built-in video connector supports Apple's 12-inch RGB
and monochrome, AppleColor High-Hesolurion 13-inch RGB,
Macintosh 14-inch Color Display, Macintosh 16-inch Color Display,
and the Macintosh Portrait Display mo nitors; supports 256 colors
(8-bit).

•

Ports. One SCSI bus, one ADB, two serial (RS422), one HDI-20 for
an external floppy disk drive, one sound outpu t, o ne sou nd input,
and one security slot.

Macintosh PowerBook and PowerBook Duo Accessories
The fo llowing list includes accessories that are available for the
PowerBook or the PowerBook Duo compute rs:
•

App le HDI-30 System Cable. Required for connecting PowerBooks
to an external hard drive; a special adapter required fo r
flowe rBook Duos.

•

Ma cintosh PowerBook E:!.p ress Modem. Special low-power internal
9600-bps mo dem with V.32bis and V.42bis capabilities and a 9600bps send and receive fax.

•

External p ower adapters. Extra power adapters, available for both
systems so that you can keep o ne at home and one at work.

•

Ba ttery rechargers. Batte ry rechargers available fo r the batteries of
either type of PowerBook syste m; can charge two batte ries at the
same time.

The following accessories are for PowerBook Duos:
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•

4M a nd BM m emory-expansion kits.

•

Floppy adap ter. Connects to the 152-pin PDS connecror for use
with the HDI-20 external 1.44M floppy d isk drive.

T

he floppy adapter is unavailable as of 10/19/92 due to the lack
of fCC certification. It is expecte d to be available around the
first of the year in 1993.

•

HDI-20 external 1.44M floppy disk drive. Special low-power
ext ernal flo ppy disk drive, which has all the features of a standard
Macimosh SuperDrive.

F
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Index

Symbols
... (ellipsis) , 1118
l (bar) character, 922
i (select icon above) keyboard shortcut, 1115
~ (select icon below) keyboard shortcut, 111 5
~ (select icon to right)
keybo ard shortcut, 111 5
1-1/2 Space (Style menu)
command, 1052
1-2-3 (lotus), cross-platform
compatibility, 702
1.44M disks, 65-67
10Base T cable, 609-610
1stDesk Systems, Inc., 1153
212 standard, 563
224 standard, 564
256K!Iarger ROMs, e rror
codes, Sad Mac, 1133-11 34
3Com Corp. , 1153, 1166
3M Company, 1153
400K floppy d isk drive, 65-67
4M/8M memory-expansion
kits, 1200
4th Dime nsion (Acius, Inc.)
BBS, 399-400, 1171
50-pin connector, 87
8 sec Pause Befo re (I1 hone
Number Options) option,
962
BOOK floppy disk drive, 64-67
8th bit, 573
950 Color Additio n, 329

A
Abacus Concepts, Inc., 1153 ,
1166
Abato n Scan 300 series
(Everex) scanners, 212,
1166
About Remember? (Re member? me nu) command, 1015
About the fi nde r, Apple
me nu, 25-26
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About This Macintosh, Apple
menu, 25-26
absolute mode, graphics
table ts, 229
accelerators, upgrading, 43-49
Access code optio n check box
(Pho ne Nu mber Options)
o ptio n, 961
Access PC (I nsignia Solutio ns)
utility, 70
access time, hard disk drives,
76-79
accessing
Disk.Flash
in System 6, 825
in System 7, 825
hard disks, flashing icon ,
824-828
networks, privi leges,
630-632
special characters,
1085-1087
accessories, 204-205, 246-248
display cards (list),
147-150
evaluating, 733-734
hard disk drives, 75-80
hardware, 1153-1166
modems, 569-573
mo nitors, 144-147
AccessPC (lnsignia Solutions)
control panel, 690-69 1
accou nting software, 722-724
Acius, Inc., 1153
Acknowledge (Prometheus
Products, Inc.), 577
activating Desktop, 1115
active
matrix LCD (liquid crystal
display) mon itor, 129
sta r topo logy, 604-607
window, 413-4 14
adapters, nu ll-mode m,
661-662
ADB (Apple Deskto p Bus)
devices, graphics tablets,
229
po rts, 204

Add New Occasion(s)
(Remember? menu)
command, 990
acid-o n d isplay cards, 138
add ing
me m01y , 29-3 1
no tes to log file, 971
Address Book application,
743
call time r, 970
categories, 933-936
CloseiQuit Box, 959
color, 968-969
configuring, 957-969
d ialing options, 963
dialing speed, 965
e nvelopes, 937-943
index fo nts, 960
installing, 915-918
labels, 943-946
letter case, 926
log file, 970-971
log op tions, 962
modem d ialing, 965-967
options
Auto Backup, 960
Auto Save, 960
Phone Book, 949-952
phones, dialing, 969-973
preferences, 957
Quick Dial, 972-973
records
adding, 921-922
de le ting, 924
editing, 925-930
exporting, 953-957
lette r case, 926
locating, 927-928
replacing, 928-930
selecti ng, 922-923,
93 1-936
viewing, 923-924
Ro lodex cards, 948-949
sort options, 959
speaker d iaHng, 964-965
starting, 918-920
user 10, 963

address managemen t unit
(AMU) , 23
addressable memory, total, 33
addresses, logical, 23
addressing
network devices, 614-615
32-bit, 32-34
24-bit, 32-34
modes
24-bit, 21-23
32-bit, 20-23
adjusting dialing sp eed, 965
Adobe Systems, Inc., 1153,
1166
JUustrator, 166-167
PhotoShop, 208-212,
217-218
PostScript, 165
Type Manage r (ATM) , 180,
187, 332
Type Reunio n, 188
Advanced Gravis Computer,
1153, 1166
Advanced Software, Inc., 1153
advantages of upgrading to
Syste m 7, 285-287
Advent Computer Products,
Inc., 1153
AESP, Inc., 1153
AfE (Apple File Exchange)
utility, 685-687
After Dark (Berkeley Systems)
screen saver, 142
AG Group, The, 1153
AGFA Corp., 1153
AirMouse Remote Controls,
1153
Aladdin Systems, Inc., 1153
Alarm Clock, 294, 350, 384
ALDUS, 1166
Alert (Remember? cale ndar
software) window,
1013·1015
alert boxes, 1117
Alert Command me nu, 1014
Alert
options, setting in Remember? cale ndar softwa re,
1007

preference, setting,
1011-1012
aliases, 369-370, 439-442
creating, 439
paths, 440
stuffing originals of, 862
AliasZoo utility (shareware),
447
Align commands (Style menu)
Left, 1052
Middle, 1052
Right, 1052
align ing, 152
heads, floppy disk drives,
71-72
text, 1052
Alliance Computers BBS,
1171
Alliance Peripheral Syste ms,
1153
Alpha channels, 132
ALSOFT, 1166
Alternate (Occurence me nu)
command, 997
Altra, 1153
ALTSYS, 1166
Ame rica Online, Inc. (AOL) ,
592, 1154
screen savers, 142
amortization tables, creating,
1101
AMU (address management
unit) , 23
Anco Electronics, Inc. , 1154
ANDOR ONE (Hydra Sys·
te ms), 698
An imas Technologies, Inc.
sca nners, 1154
AS-B105G, 212
AS-Cl05 , 212
AOL {America Online), 142,
592, 1154
APDA (Apple Programmers
and Developers Association) , 1124
aperture grilles, 125
APG, Inc., 1154
Apple Computer, Inc., 1154

Consultant Relatio ns, 279
d ealers, purchasing
Macintoshes, 278
Desktop Bus {ADB) ports,
15
Events virus protection,
367-369, 863-864
File Exchange (AfE) utility,
69-70, 360, 428-429,
685-687
Grove BBS, 1171
HDI-30 System Cable, 1200
Logic Board upgrades,
41-42
me nus
About the Finder, 25-26
About This Macintosh,
25-26
me nu commands, Contro l
Panels, 106
Menu Items folder,
349-354
Modem tool, 560
OneScanner (Apple), 212
Power BBS, 1171
Programmers and Develop·
ers Association (APOA),
1124
Script, 369
system error codes
Disk, 1130
File, 1129
general, 1128
1/0, 1128
Memory Manager,
1130·1131
Resource Manager,
1131
Techlink BBS, 1172
AppleCD 300 CO-ROM drive,
1196
AppleColo r High-Resolution
RGB monitor, 1195
Applelink
communication system,
875·876
on-line service, 591
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AppleShare, 638-639
AppleTalk, 152
ADSP Connection tool,
560-561
lmageWriter, 300
lmageWriter LQ, 300
networks, 168-1 69,
598-599
installing, 607-608
LocalTalk cabling, 600
MS-DOS machines on,
618-620
PhoneNET cabling,
600-601
terminating, 606-607
topologies, 601-605
zones, 605-606
Application menu, 321
applications, 780
adding to, 781-783
Address Book, 915-918
deleting, 784
desk accessories, 777-779
files
corrupted, 478-479
icons, 406
Fonr/DA Mover, 295-296
keychains, 773-777
listing, 780-781
memory, 33
missing, 429-430
ResEdit, 316, 322-323
starting, 782
stopping suddenly, 466
switching, 781
Trash Chute, 319
troubleshooting, 530·531
see also programs;
software; utilities
Applied Concepts, Inc., 1154
Applied Engineering, 1154,
1166
Applied Statistics, Inc., 1154
archive files, 458-459, 834837, 862-865
Archive menu, 861
closing, 855-856
comments, 860-861
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converting from earlier
Srufflt versions, 860, 863
deleting, 850-851
files, 837-847, 851-853
folders, 853-855
labe ling, 853
opening, 855-856
renaming, 851
reports, 857-858
saving copies, 856-857
segmenti ng/joining,
868-871
self-extracting, 866-868
sorting, 859
Sruffit Lire, 832-837,
847-855
transferring files between,
859
unsruffing, 848-850, 856
verifying, 857
windows, 835-836
Archive
menu, 861
palette, 833-847, 861, 864
Archrek America Corp., 1154
arcs, drawing, 1038-1040
Area Fill wol, 1028
Argentic BBS, 1172
Arizona Macintosh User's
Group BBS, 1172
Arkon InfoSystem BBS, 1172
ARPAnet, 872
Articulate Systems, Inc., 1154
ARTISOFT, 1167
Asante Technologies, Inc.,
1154
ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information
Interchange) characters,
573
carriage return, 574
control, 574
Asher Engineeri ng, 1154
ASTEC Support BBS, 1172
asynchronous transmission,
557
AT command set, 566-;67
At Ease (Apple), 377-378

ATM (Adobe Type Manager),
180, 187, 332
ATTO Technology, Inc., 1154
attributes, files, 423-426
audio digitizers, 204, 226-229
AudioSource, Inc., 1154
authors, software, 1190-1192
Auto options
Backup (Address Book),
960
Log (Phone Number
Options), 962
Save (Address Book), 960
auto wrap, 574
amomatic archive conversion,
enabling,863
Auto Save (Address Book)
option, 960

B
B&C cabling, 609
B-Trees, 63
Bab-0-Manie BBS, 1172
backbone topology, 602-603
terminating, 606-607
backups
archives, 458-459
data
compression, 456
e ncryption, 456
differential, 455
disk mirroring, 458
files, 452-455
server, 458
software, 455-457
tape drives, 453
utilities
Oisk.Fit Pro, 457
FastBack 11, 457
MacTools Deluxe, 457
Norton Utilities, 457
Retrospect, 457
Retrospect Remote, 457
backward compatibility, 65
TrueType fonts, 180
bad sectors, hard disks,
491-492, 547

Balloon Help me nu, 1099
bar ch;u·acrer (I) , 922
Barneyscan Corporation,
1167
BaseLine Publishing, 1154
Bar Filer urility, 447, 744 ,
877-878
Hies
add ing, 885-889
copying, 901-902
deleting, 889-890,
899-900
elements, 882-884
finding, 890-896
lists, 902-903
locking, 899
moving, 901-902
renaming, 900-901
searching within,
896-899
selecti ng, 885
text, 906-910
unlocking, 899
folders, 911
insralling, 879
preferences, 879-881
programs, 910-911
reporrs, 904-906
window elemenrs, 88 1-882
barch processing, 447
batches, 673
batteries, 517
Battery, 294, 350-351, 1200
baud,557
Baudville BBS, 11 72
BBSs (bulletin board sysrems), 181, 562, 1170-1181
configuring
modems, 581-584
terminals, 584-585
dialing in, 585-588
hanging up, 588-590
logging off, 588-590
shareware sources,
739-740

signing on, 585-588

see also on-line services
Beagle Bros., 1167
beeps, 770-771
Beep Sound menu, 1007
Bell 103 standard, 563
Bell 212a standard, 563
BenchTesr, 77
Be rkeley Mac Users Group
BBS, 1172
Berkeley Systems Design,
1167
Bernoulli media drives,
113-114
binary fLies, 574
BinHex4 , 872-874
BinHex4 binary files, 872-874
Bit Bucker BBS, 1172
bit-mapped fonrs, 152,
177-184
bits
8th, 573
packets, 575
parity, 558
per second (bps) , 557
srop, 558-559
Bitstream, 1167
black-and-white display
monitors, 128
BlackHawk Technology, 1154
Ble nd dialog box, 1067
ble nding objects, 1067-1068
blocks
bom, 62
volume information, 63
Blue Parrm, The (Casa Blanca
Works, Inc.) , 189
Blyth Software, Inc., 1154,
1167
boards
logic
troubleshooting, 516
upgrading, 41-43
video display, 13
Bold rext style, 1052
boot blocks, 62

boot-strapping, 16
Boulder Mac Maniacs BBS,
1172
boxes
alert, 1117
dialog, 1117
expansion, 242-243
bps (bits per second), 557
Brain in a Pan BBS, 1172
bridges, 596
Brightness, System 7 comrol
panels, 334
Broderbund, 1167
browsing occasion files,
1001-1002
Brush Shapes dialog box,
1054
Brush tool, 1053-1055
options, 1055-1056
reshaping, 1054-1055
Buckman's Tavern II BBS,
1173
buffers, display, 575
bugs, 290, 328
buiJetin board systems
(BBSs), 181, 1170
shareware sources,
739-740
buses
address, 20
data, 18-19
SCSI, troubleshooting,
507-513
business computers
goal statements, 258-261
guides for purchasing, 254
shopping list for purchasing, 260-261
buttons, operator, 891-892
buying, see purchasing
buzzing, 518
Byte, 1122
Byte out of the Apple BBS,
1173
bytes, packe ts, 575
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c
C++ programming language,
400
cables
10Base T (unshielded
t\visted pair), 609-610
CheaperNet (B&C or
ThinNer), 609
connections, troubleshooting, 498
LocalTalk, 600
null-mode m, 658-659
printers, 169
SCSI, 87-89, 510
serial, 155
shielded, 87
twisted-pair, 600-601
cabling monitors, 143
cache cards, 44
Cache Switch control panel,
359
Caere Corp., 1154, 1167
CalComp (WlZ), 1155, 1167
Calculator, 294, 351
Calendar (Command menu)
command, 1009
Calendar Only (Remember?
menu) command, 1015
calendars
hiding, 1009
showing, 1009
sizing, 1008
software, Remember?,
976-1017
Calera Recognition Systems,
1167
call timer, 970
call waiting, disabling,
586-587
canceling installatio ns,
308-309
Canfield software, 1096-1099
Canon
Printers, 1167
Still Video, 1167
capacity of laser of printers,
160-161
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Caps Lock, 329
capturing
data, 574
video, 215-226
Carbon Copy/Mac
(Microcom), 655-656
carriage returns, 574
deleting, 676-678
carrier rods, dot-matrix
printers, 156
cartridges, toner, 159-160
Casady & Greene, 1167
Cash Drawer (APG, Inc.), 246
Castle Anthrax BBS, 1173
Castle Tabby BBS, 1173
Catalog Tree, 63
catego ries
Address Book, 933-936
records
editing, 933-934
selecting by, 934-935
setting, 934
Category (Edit Records dialog
box) option, 926
cathode ray tubes, see CRTs
Cayman Syste ms, Inc., 1155
cc:Mail, inc., 641 , 644, 1155,
1167
CCI1T (Comite Consulatif
1nternational Telegraphique
et Tele phonique) , 564
V.21 standard, 563
V.22 bis standard , 564
V.32 bis standard, 564
V.32 standard, 564
V.42 bis standard, 565
V.42 standard, 565
CD Technology, Inc., 1155
CD-ROM
disks
AppleCD, 1196
Installer, 302
drives, 115-116
CE Soft\..,are, 1155, 1167
centering text, 1052
Central Point Software, 1155,
1167

central p rocessing units, see
CPUs
CFI BBS, 1173
CH Products, 1155
changing
icons, 415
records in Address Book
application, 926-930
Character (Computer Friends)
scanner, 212
characters
carriage return, 574
control, 152, 574
stripping, 907-910
pitch, 152
setting width, 681
sets, 152
special, accessing,
1085-1087
CheaperNet networks, 609
Check.Mark Software, 1155
checksums, 62
chips, SCSI, 512-513
Choose Save Game (File
menu) command, 1094
Chooser, 170-172, 294, 327,
330, 351-352
Claris Corp., 1155, 1167
Claris XTND System, 427-428
clean install, System, 173
cleaning
floppy disk drives, 74
MS-DOS text files, 674-680
ROMs, 38
wands or pads, laser
printers, 159
Clear (Edit menu) command,
1032, 1118
Clear Lake Research, 1155
Cleveland FreeNet BBS, 1173
clock
setting, 1083
speed, 18-19
clones, PostScript, 165
Close (Command-\'\') keyboard shortcut, 856
Close (File menu) command,
1117

Close Snapshot (Edit me nu)
command, 1079
Close View co ntrol pa nel,
359-360
Close/Quit Box, adding to
Address Book application,
959
closing
files
archive, 855-856
occasio n, 1001
suitcase, 802-803,
807-808
resource files, 760
windows, 111 4
Club Mac BBS, 1 173
CMS BBS, 1173
CMS Enhancements, 1155
CO-STAR, 1167
codes
Apple system errors
Disk, 1130
File, 1129
general, 1128
1/0 , 1128
Memo ry Manager, 1130
Resource !\'t anager.
1131
command, 152
creator, 11 34-1152
resource, 389-390
Sad Mac, 1131-1 L34
Sad Mac codes, 256
type, 11 34-11 52
collapsing outl ines, 1114
colo r
display monitors, J 28
in LightningPaint setting,
1078
laser pri nters, 164
LCD monitors, 130
printing. 158
scanners, 209-210
separation. 152
setting, 968-969
Color control panel, 334-335
Co lo r menu , 968

Colo r QuickDraw, 131
ColorScri pt LOO (QMS) , 164
Colo r Splitte r (NTSC)
(M icroSearch), 217
ColorStudi o, 217
columns, 574
Columns II software,
1091-1094
combining
fonts, 810-811
text srvlcs, 1052
Comite Consulatif Inte rnational Te legraphique e t
Te le phonique, see CCITI'
Command me nu commands
Calendar, 1009
Set Type To, 1003
Command- L (Default set)
keyboard shortcut, 1010
Comm and-2 (Startup set)
keyboard shortcut, 1010
Command-3 (Alerts set)
keyboard sho rtcut, 1010
Command-4 (User set)
keyboard shortcut, 1010
Command-A (Add New
Occasions) keyboard
shortcut, 998
Command- E keyboard
short cuts
Edit menu, 1015
Edit Occasions, 993
Edit Window, 1004
Comma nd-F (Find an
Occasion) keyboard
shortcut, 994
Command-G (fi nd Next)
keyboard sho rtcut, 995
Command-L (Calendar Only)
keyboard shortcut, 101 5
Command-N (New) keyboard
shortcut, 999, 1015
Command-O (Occasio n Files)
keyboard shortcut. 999
Command-P (Prim Occasio ns)
keyboard shortcut, 1003

Co mmand-S (Prefere nces)
keyboard shon cut. 10 LO
Com.m and-V (Paste) keyboard
shortcut, 925
Command-Y (Occassion
Types) keyboard sho rtcut.
1005
comma nds
App le me nu
Control Panels, 106
AT set fo r modems,
566-567
Balloo n He lp me nu
Help, 1099
codes, 152
Command menu
Ca.le nd;u·, I009
Set Type To, 1003
Edit menu
Clear, 1032 , 11 L8
Close Snapshot, I079
Copy, 1118
Copy Record. 924
Create Publishe r, 365
Cut, 1117
Edit Category Names,
933
Find, 927
New necord, 92 l
Paste, 1118
neplace, 928
Revert w Snapshot,
1079
Select All, 1063, J 118
Take Snap-shot. 1079
Undo . 1030, 11 17
file menu
Choose Save Game,
1094
Close, 111 7
Export, 954
Find . 436
Get Info, 61. 82.
320-324
Make Alias, -i39
Merge List ri le, 973
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Modem Help, 1085
New, 391
New Folder, 432
Open, 1117
Page Setup ... , 1118
Pause, 1094
Phone Numbers, 1083
Preferences, 1094
Print, 1118
Print Envelopes, 93 7
Print Labels, 943
Print Phone Book, 949
Quit, 1118
Revert to Saved, 1079
Save, 1118
Save A Copy As, 1079
Save As ... , 443, 1118
Zo ne Time Diff., 1084
Font menu
Other, 1051
Game menu
Pause Game, 1095
Goodies menu
Fill, 1066
Fisheye It!, 1070-1072
Flip Horizontal, 1035
Flip Vertical, 1035
Frame, 1066
Nudge, 1030
Rotate Left , 1036
Rotate Right, 1036
Shadow, 1069
keyboard, assigning to
macros using QuicKeys,
371-375
LightningPaim, 1078-1080
macros
QuicKey, 372-373
Occurrence
Alternate, 997
Fifth, 997-998
Last, 997
Occurrence menu
Alternate, 997
Fifth, 997-998
Last, 997
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Options menu
Grid Spacing, 1077
Painting Size, 1074
Preferences, 1075
Select Mask, 1073
Set Keyboard Controls,
1092
Show ScroU Bars, 1077
Turn Mask Off, 1074
Turn Mask On, 1074
Prefs&Help menu
Dialing Location, 966
Dialing Setup, 965
File Creators, 967
Preferences, 957
Remember? menu
About Remember?, 1015
Add New Occasion(s) ,
990
Calendar Only, 1015
Find an Occasio n, 994
Occasion Types, 1005
Page Setup, 1015
Quit, 1016
Save Windows As, 1009
Resource menu
Create New Resource,
391
Get Resource Info, 392
Revise Alert, 1015
Search menu
Get Name, 930
Mark, 932
Select Categories, 935
Special menu
Erase Disk, 59, 105
structure, 119
Style menu
1-1!2 Space, 1052
Align Left, 1052
Align Middle, 1052
Align Right, 1052
Double Space, 1052
Single Space, 1052
commands (Prefs&Help
menu) command, 966
comments, add ing to archive
files, 860-861

Comments criteria, 842
commercial software, 727
communication systems
Applelink, 875-876
communications, 556
data speed, 557
dialing in, 585-588
flow control, 559
full duplex versus half
duplex, 558
handshaking, 559
hanging up from BBSs,
588-590
Hayes-compatible
modems, 559-560
logging off, 588-590
modems, 561-562
configu ring, 581-584
fax, 567-568
manufactu rers (table),
569-573
protocols, 563-567
purchasing, 568-569
o n-Line services, 590-592
pacing, 559
parity, 558
signing onto BBSs,
585-588
software
evaluating need fo r,
717-718
packages (table),
577-578
terms, 573-576
utilities, 578-581
stop bits, 558-559
synchronous versus
asynchro nous transmission, 557
terminals, configuring,
584-585
Communications ToolBox,
331, 560-561
Compact Disk-Read-Only
Media, see CD-ROM
compact Macintoshes
Apple Logic Board
upgrades, 42

CPU configurations, 13
memory specifications, 28
ROM sizes, 37-38
compact model Macintoshes,
display capabilities, 134
Compactor, 580
Compactor Pro file compression fo rmat, 871
compatibility, drive rs for hard
disk drives, 94-95
Compatibility Checker
Version 1.1 , 292-293
Compatible Syste ms Corp.,
1155
Complete Half-page Scanner/
GS, (I'he Complete PC),
215
Complete PC, The, 1155
compressing
data, 830-831
modem protocols,
564-565
utilities, 578-580
files, 847-855, 862-864
resource files, 759-760
CompuServe Information
Service, 591, 872, 1155,
1167
Computer Associates International, Inc., 1155, 1167
Computer Expressio ns, 1155
Computer Friends, Inc., 1155
Computer Peripherals, Inc.,
1155
computers
cost analysis of uses,
275-276
history, 52-54
host, 575
maintenance schedules,
274-275
purchasing
dealers, 277-281
guidelines, 254-256,
270-272
hardware, 256-277
used, 280-281

remote, 576
setups, 272
training users, 272-274
see also business compute rs; ho me computers
Concentrix Technology, Inc.,
1156
Condensed text style, 1052
configuring
Address Book, 957-969
Disk.Fiash, 824-827
Macintosh CPUs (table) ,
13-14
Masterjuggler Application
List, 784
memory, 31-32
modems, 581-584
Re member? calendar
software, 1004-1013
softwa re for Mac-to·
MS-DOS conversions via
serial ports, 664-668
terminals, 584-585
windows, 1009-1010
confirming record replacement, 930
connecting Macimoshes
to MS-DOS-based compute rs, 657
hardware, 693-694
software, 685-693
turning Macimoshes
into MS-DOS comput·
ers, 694-698
turning MS-DOS
computers into
Macintoshes, 698
via serial ports, 657-685
to remote Macintoshes,
652-653
Carbon Copy/Mac,
655-656
Timbuktu Remote,
653-655
connection troubleshooting
cables, 498
hardware, 473-474

connectivity, 651-652
Connectix, 1156, 1167
Mode, 32
ROM cleaning, 38
connectors
50-pin, 87
DB-25, 87
Connor, 75
Consultant Relations, Apple,
279
contacting software authors,
1190-1192
continuous-tone copy, 152
control characters, 152, 574
stripping, 907-910
Control Manager, 35
Control Panel
folder, 333·334, 824-825
reinstalling, 312-313
troubleshooting, 475-478,
520-524, 529-530
control panels, 333-334
AccessPC (Insignia
Solutions), 690-691
Cache Switch, 359
Close View, 359-360
DiskFiash, 825
DOS Mounter (Dayna
Communications) ,
691-692
PC Exchange (Apple),
687-690
System 7, 334
Brightness, 334
Color, 334-335
Easy Access, 335·337
File Sharing Monitor,
337
General Controls,
337-338
Keyboard, 339
Labels, 339-340
Map, 340
Memory, 340-342
Monitors, 342-343
Mouse, 343
Nern•ork, 343-344
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Portable, 344-345
Sharing Setup, 345
Sound, 345-346
Startup Disk, 347
Users & Groups, 347
Views, 347-350
Control Pane ls (Apple menu)
command, 106
controllers, laser printers, 159
Conus BBS, 1173
Convert dialog box, 8 10, 8 16
conve11ing
archive files from earlie r
Stufflt versions, 860
fon ts, 809-810
coprocessors
FP U (noating point unit),
15-20
Macintosh models, 18-19
PMM U (paged me mory
manageme nt unit),
15-23, 285
upgrading crite ria, 39-41
copy, conti nuous-tone, 152
Copy (Ed it menu) command ,
1118
Copy Record (Edit menu)
command, 924
copying
desk accessories (DAs) ,
796
files, 434-436, 901-902,
1115
Fkcys, 803-804
fo lde rs, 1115
fo nts, 796
records, 924-925
Re me mbe r? calendar
software, 979
sou nds, 803-804
core Apple Events, 368
Core Inte rnational, Inc., 11 56
Corne rstone, 1167
CorrectPrint 300 (Raste rOPs),
L63
co rrupted files, 478-479
corntption o f drivers, 93-94
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cost analysis of computer
uses, 275-276
.cpt extensio n, 578
CPUs (central processing
units). 13-20
data buses, 18-19
Macintoshes
e ntry level models,
264-265
II famil y models, 265
PowerBooks, 266-267
Quadras, 266
Motoro la MC680XO
attributes, L6-l7
purchasing, 264-268
upgrading criteria, 39-41
Craig's Place BBS, 11 73
crashes
disks, 96, 53 1-545
hard disk drives
software/hardware,
109-110
CRC (Cycle Redundancy
Check), 62, 574
Create New Resource
(Resource me nu) command, 391
Create Publisher (Edit menu)
command, 365
creating
aliases, 439
amo rtization tables, 1 L01
files
archive, 834-837
list, 919
occasion. 1000
suitcase, 795-796, 803
fold ers, 432, 446
Creative Solutions BBS, 1173
Creative Solu tions Inc., 1156
creator
codes, 419-4 23, l 13-1-1152
signature codes, files,
883-884, 912-913
type fi les, 967-968
Credit card number field
(Phone Numbe r Optio ns)
optio n, 962

criteria
Comme nts, 842
Date Created , 844-845
Dare Mo dified , 844-845
for searching
add ing files and folders
to Items ro Stuff list
box, 839-853
setting, 839-840
Kind, 842-843
Label, 843-844
Name, 842
Size, 844
cropping images, 1072
Crosby Creations, 1156
cross-platform compatible
programs, 698-702
CRTs (cathode ra y tubes),
124-125
Crumal 's Dimension BBs,
1173
Ctrl-(- (collapse selected
fo lder outline) keyboard
shortcut, 1114
Ctrl-i (ope n window enclosing active window) keyboard shortcut, 1115
Ctrl--t (expand folder
outline) keyboard sho rtcut,
1114
Ctri-A (select all) keyboard
sho rtcu t, 1118
Ctri-B (clear) keyboard
shortcu t, 1118
Ctri-C (copy) keyboard
shortcut, 111 8
Ctrl-0 (copy file/folde r)
keyboard shortcut, 111 5
Ctrl-clrag icon (reverse
current grid settings)
keyboard shortcut, 1115
Ctrl-drag window (move
deactjvate window)
keyboard shortcut, 1115
Ctri-E (eject floppy disk)
keyboard shortcut, J 114
Ctri-F (find file/fo lde r)
keyboard shortcut, 1114

Ctri-G (search) keyboard
shortcut, 1115
Ctrl-I (get info) keyboard
shortcut, 1115
Ctrl-N (new folde r) keyboard
shortcut, 1114
Ctrl-0 (open) keyboard
shortcut, 1117
Ctri-Option (rebuild Desktop
file) keyboard shortcu t,
1115
Ctri-Option+- (collapse
e ntire folder o utline)
keyboard shortcut, 1114
Ctri-Option--) (expand
selected folder ou tline)
keyboard shortcut, 1114
Ctri-Option-P-R (erase PRAM)
keyboard shortcut, 1114
Ctri-P (batch print selected
documents) keyboard
shortcut, 1114
Ctri-P keyboard shortcuts
paste, 1118
print, 1118
Ctri-Q (quit) keyboard
shortcut, 1118
Ctrl-S (save) keyboard
shortcut, 1118
Crri-Shift- i (activate Desktop)
keyboard sho rtcut, 1115
Ctri-Shift-1 (eject floppy disk
from drive 1) keyboard
shortcut, 1114
Ctri-Shift-2 (eject floppy disk
from drive 2) keyboard
shortcut, 1114
Ctrl-Shift-3 (screen snapshot)
keyboard shortcut, 1115
Ctri-W (close w indows)
keyboard shortcut, 1114 ,
1117
Ctrl-X (cut) keyboard shortcut, 1117
Ctri-Y keyboard shorcuts
dismount any disk, 1114
put away file/folder, 1115

Ctri-Z (undo) keyboard
shortcut, 1117
Curre nts! BBS, 1173
Cu rsor Fixer, 382
Curtis Manufacturing, 1167
Curtis Manufacturing Co.,
Inc., 1156, 1167
Custom Applications, Inc.,
11;6
customizing LightningPaint,
1074-1078
Cut (Edit menu) command,
1117
Cutting Edge, 1156
Cycle Redundancy Check, see
CRC
cycles, monitors, 127
Cygnus Interstellar Info BBS,
1174
Cyrillic fonts, 1185

D
D2T2 (Dye diffusion tl1ermal
transfer) printers, 163-164
daisy-chain topology, 602
DAL (Data Access Language),
332
Damaged Disk dialog box, 70
damaged disks, inserting, 70
Dantz Development Corp. ,
1156, 1167
darkening objects, 1064
DAs, see desk accessories
Das Calendar software,
1082-1083
OAT (Digital Audio Tape)
drive, 117-118
data
bus, 18-19
capturing, 574
communications,
see communications
compression, 456, 830-831
protocols, 564-565
utilities, 578-580
encryption, 456, 462
forks, 387-388, 417-4 18
recovery, 531-545

easy, 538-540
hard, 540-544
sharing on networks,
628-632
speed , 557
storage area sectors, 60-62
transfer rates, hard disk
drives, 76
translating be£\.veen
Macintoshes and MSDOS-based computers
via serial ports, 674-684
transmitting be tween
net\vork devices,
613-616
Data Access Language (DAL),
332
Data Spec, 1156
databases, 715-716
files, exporting to, 954-957
programmable, 399-400
Datacopy GS Plus (Xerox
Imaging Systems) scanner,
213
Datadesk International, 1156,
1167
DataShield surge protectors,
111, 1167
DATASI-IIELD/SCI, 11 67
DataViz, Inc., 1156, 1167
date, setting, 959
Date criteria
Created, 844-845
Modified, 844-845
dates, formats, 1187
daughter boards, mini,
see accelerators
Dayna Communications, Inc.
DaynafLie disk drive, 693,
1156, 1167
days, setting, 984
Days from Today (Remember?
menu) mode, 983
DayStar Digital Inc., 1156
DB-25 connector, 87
dBBS, 1174
DCNCrosstalk, 1167
DCNJ rma, 1168
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DCS, see Desktop Color
Separation
dealers
Apple, 278
Apple-authorized VAR
(Value Added Reseller),
278
gray-market, 279
mail-order, 279-280
purchasing Macintoshes,
278-280
superstores, 278
decompressing files
Compactor Pro, 871
DiskDoubler, 872
Packit, 871
resource, 759-760
dedicated file servers, 638-639
default
files , 958
fonts, 294-297, 766
startup drive, 106-107
defining masks, 1072-1074
deleting
applications, 784
carriage returns, 676-678
documents, 784
files, 899-900
from lists, 889-890
locked, 324, 1114
occasion, 1002
original after compressing, 846
recovering, 532-535
retrieving, 461-462
System, 297-298
unstuffed, 850-851
keychains, 777
line feeds, 676
occasions, 994
records, 924
delimiters
field , 956
line, 956
record, 956
Deltaic Systems, 1156
Deneba Software, 1156, 1168
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density, 55-57
descendant files, adding,
888-889
desk accessories (DAs),
349-350, 751, 777-779
Address Book, 917-918
Alarm Clock, 350
Battery, 350-351
Chooser, 351-352
copying, 796
groups, 797-798
Key Caps, 352-353
Note Pad, 353
Puzzle, 353
removing, 797
renaming, 808
renumbering, 808-809
reinstalling
Scrapbook, 353·354
System 7, 294-297
Vantage (Baseline
Publishers) , 580
DeskPicture, 384
Desktop, 408-409
activating, 1115
Color Separation (DCS)
files, 196
enhanced, 362
files, 63-64, 92
opening, 409
rebuilding, 1115
hard disk drives, 92
icons, 408
Manager, 92
rebuilding, 480, 528
troubleshooting, 479-481
Visual Communications
(DVC), 556
desktop publishing, 719-720
scanners, 206-207
DeskWrirer (Hewlett Packard)
networks, 168
development p latforms,
730-731
devices
enhancements to
Macintoshes, 245-246
input, 204-205

scanners, 206-215
SCSI (Small Computer
System Interface) , 82
unterminated, 90
diagnostics, 468
dialing
modems, 585-588
options, 963
phones in Address Book,
969-973
speed, adjusting, 965
Dialing Setup
dialog box, 957, 963-964
Prefs&He lp menu command, 965-966
dialog boxes, 1117
Blend, 1067
Brush Shapes, 1054
Convert, 810, 816
Damaged Disk, 70
Dialing Setup, 957,
963-964
Disk Initialization, 58-59
Easy Install, 299
Edit Brush, 1054
Edit Category Names, 933
Edit Records, 925
Edit Spray, 1060
Enter New Record,
919-921
Erase Disk, 59
Export, 954
File Creators, 957, 967
Find, 436-437
Find Records Containing,
927
FKey/Sou nd Mover, 801
Font/DA Mover, 295, 792
Font!DA Utility, 807
Grid, 1077
HandOff, 383
Index Window font, 960
Info, 393
Keyboard Controls, 1092
Manual Log, 971
Mark Records, 932
Marker Mirrors, 1057

Marker Size, 1056
Masterj uggler, 754-755
Note, 971
Nudge, 1030
Occasion Files, 999
Occasion Types, 1005
Open, 973
Other Size, 1051
Painting Color, 1078
Painting Size, 1074
Pho ne Number Optio ns,
961
Pho ne Numbers, 957, 1083
Polygon Sides, 1.024
Preferences, 861., 957-958,
1010, 1075
Print Envelopes, 93 7
Print Phone Book, 950
Quick Dial, 972
Rename, 808
Replace, 928
Resource Resolver, 813
Save, 1079
Save As, 444
Set Delimiters, 956
Set File Count, 812
Set Keys, 1094
Shadow, 1069
Sound Converter, 815
Stretch, 1036
Stu ff, 837
Stuffl t Lite InstaU, 832
Text Style, 1013
User ro, 962-963
Welcome, 298
Zone Time Diff. , 1084
Dialog Manager, 35
Diaquest, Inc., 1156
differe ntial backup, 455
Digital Aud io Tape, see OAT
Digital Bimmers BBS, 1174
Digital Vision, Inc., 1156
Digitalk, Inc., 1157
digitizers
audio, 204, 226-229
video, 215-216
kludges, 21.7-219

digitizing images, 206-215
directories
corrupted, 492-493, 499
fixing, 311
repairing, 535-536
disadvantages of upgrading to
System 7, 285-287
Discordia BBS, 1174
Discwasher, Inc., 1157
Disinfectant freeware virus
protection program, 742
Disk Apple System error code,
1130
troubleshooting, 491-495
virtual, 384
Disk First Aid program, 98-99,
291, 311
Disk Initialization dialog box,
58-59
disk mirro ring, 458
Disk Tools uti li ties, 96-99, 448
DiskDoubler (Salient Software) fi le compression
format, 872
DiskFit Pro backup utility, 457
DiskFlash, 744
accessing, 825
configuring, 824-827
detecting hard drive
activity, 827-828
installing, 824
Read and Write Corners,
826-827
turning off, 825-826
disks
1.44M, 65-67
400K, 65-67
BOOK, 65-67
boxes, 247
CD-ROM Installer, 302
crashed, 96
crashes, 531-545
damaged, 70
Desktop file, 63-64
do uble-density, 55-57
double-sided, 55-57

drives, 53-54
FATs (File Allocations
Tables), 63
floppy, 1114
Fonts, 358
formatting, 60-67
high-density, 55-57
icon types, 409
insufficient space, 494
MacSecrets, 812
moving be tween keyboard
shortcuts, 413-414
MS-DOS-formatted, 69-70
optimizi ng, 533
RAM, 384
startup, 62, 471-473
System, 106-109, 293
Tidbits, 359
Cache Switch control
panel, 359
Close View control
p anel, 359-360
Tools, 293
tracks, 60-62
Tune-Up, 293
utilities, 544-546
MacTools Deluxe, 545
Microcom, 545
Norton Utilities, 544
viruses, 471-472
volume
bit maps, 63
information blocks, 63
see also floppy disks; hard
disks
DiskTools (Fifth Generation
Software), 379-380
DiskTop (CE Software) utility,
378-379,447
display
adapters, SCSI, 137-138
buffers, 575
cards, 13, 130
Color QuickDraw,
131-132
manufactu rers (list),
147-150
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purchasing recommendations, 143-150
QuickDraw, 130-132
32-bit QuickDraw,
131-132
types, 133-139
modes, 132-133
monitors
black and white, 128
color, 128
LCD (liquid crystal
display), 129-130
size,865
displays, troubleshooting, 518
distributed processing, 636
distribution houses,
shareware sources, 740
DiVA Corp. , 1157
documents
adding to Application List,
782-783
deleting, 784
labels, 411
opening, 783-784
size in LightningPaint,
1074-1075
Dog Age Calculator (Microsoft
Excel) spreadsheet software, 1099
Done (Edit Records dialog
box) option, 926
Dopey (Remember? calendar
software) icon, 1016
Dorsai Diplomatic Mission
BBS, 1174
DOS Mounter (Dayna
Communications)
control panel, 691-692
utility, 70
DOSDiai-In (Shiva), 620
dot-matrix printers, 156
ImageWriter I (Apple),
156, 189-190
ImageWrite r ll (Apple) ,
189-190
ImageWriter LQ (Apple),
189-190
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purchase considerations,
156-157
resolution, 156
speed, 156
clots per inch (dpi), 126-127,
153
Double Space (Style menu)
command , 1052
double-density disks, 55-57
double-sided disks, 55-57
Doubletalk (Baseli ne
Publishing, Inc.), 577
Dove Computer Co rp., 1157
downloading fo nts, 153,
181-184
dpi, see dots per inch
Dr. Macintosh, 1125
drag and drop, 318-319, 430
see also mouse
Drawing Board BBS, 1174
drawings
arcs, 1038-1040
lines, 1042-1047
magnifying, 1048
objects, 1020-1026
ovals, 1022
po lygons, 1024
protecting, 1078-1079
rectangles, 1021
rou nded rectangles, 1022
saving in different fo rmats,
1079-1080
shapes
from center, 1034-1035
irregular, 1026
multiple, 1033-1034
spirals, 1040-1042
squares, 1.021-1022
starbursts, 1040
text, 1049-1050
Dream Machine BBS, 1174
drive vendors (list), 119-121
drivers
corrupted, 493-494
hard disks
corrupt, 515-516
drives, 93-99

installing, reinstalling, 530
LaserWriter, 166
printer, 154, 167-168, 180
drives, 1200
AppleCD 300 CD-ROM,
1196
CD-ROM, 115-116
OAT (Digital Audio Tape),
117-118
e rasable optical, 116-117
floppy d isks, troubleshooting, 516
guidelines for purchasing,
268
hard, see hard drives
logical, 103
media
Bernoulli, 113-114
SyQuest, 114-115
mou nting, 532
optical media, 115-117
SCSI RAM, 118
startup, 106-1.07
tape, 117-118
backup files, 453
Wi nchester, 113
WOHM,117
see also floppy d rives; hard
drives
Dropper software, 1094-1096
drums, laser prime rs, 159
DSDD floppy disks, 66-67
duplex modems, 558
duplicating
problem (troubleshooting), 467
shapes, 1033
DVC (Desktop Visual Communications), 556
Dvorak keyboards, 240
Dye diffusion thermal
transfer, see D2T2
dye sublimation printing,
163-164
Dynamac Computer Prod ucts,
Inc., 1157

E
E-mail (Electronic mail)
sofrware, 640-644
Earth Network BBS, 1174
Eastgate Systems, Inc., 1157
Eastman Kodak/Diconi..x, 1168
Easy Access control panel,
335-337
Easy Install dialog box, 299
easy recovery, 538-540
echo, printer, 575
Edit Bmsh dialog box, 1054
Edit Category Names
dialog box, 933
Edit me nu command, 933
Ed it menu commands
Clear, 1032, 1118
Close Snapshot, 1079
Copy, 1118
Copy Record, 924
Create Publishe r, 365
Cut, 1117
Edit Category Names, 933
Find, 927
Finder, 1118
New Record, 92 1
Paste, 1118
Re place, 928
Reve rt to Snapshot, 1079
Select, 1118
Select All, 1063
Take Snap-shot, 1079
Undo, 1030, 1117
Edit Records dialog box
options, 925
Category, 926
Done, 926
Next, 926
Prev., 926
Revert, 926
Edit Shapes tool, 1037
Edit Spray dialog box, 1060
editing
Address Book application
le tter case, 926

category records, 933-934
files
default, 9;8
occasio n, 1004
fonts, 960, 1008
icons, 322-323
months, 985
occasion rype names, 1005
Publish and Subscribe
information, 443
records, 925-926
resources in files or
programs, 316
shapes, 1037-1038
software, 208-212
year, 985-987
Edition
fi le, 364-367
icon, 408
Editions, 442
editors, resource, 386-395
ejecting floppy disks, 68-69,
1114
EIA SST! (Indiana Cash
Drawer Company) cash
drawer, 246
electrical interferem:es, 140
Electronic Arts, 1157, 1168
Electronic Pen BBS, 1174
ELF, see Extremely Low
Frequency
ellipsis( ...) , 1118
Elm Shore MUG BBS, 1174
EMAC (Divisio n of Eve rex
Systems) , 1157
EMAC/Everex, 1168
Emergency W;ud BBS, 1174
Emerson & Stern Associates,
Inc., 1157
e nabling
automatic archive conversion, 863
e ncryptio n. 865
file compression, 864
pop-up menu folder, 866
Encapsulated Postscript (EPS)
fi les, 153, 196

e ncryption
e nabling, 865
files, 847
engines
laser printers, 160
printers, 153
enhanced Desktop, 362
enlarging shapes, 1036-1037
Enter New Record dialog box,
919-921
entering occasions w it h text,
998-999
e ntry-level Macintoshes
Apple Logic Board
upgrades, 42
CPUs, 14, 264-265
me mory specifications, 28
ROM sizes, 37-38
display capabilities, 134
envelopes
addresses
appearance, 94 1-943
options, 940
logo, 937
orie n tation, 940-941
priming, 937-943
reLurn address, 937
size, 940-941
EPS, see Encapsulated
Postscript
e rasable optical d rives,
116-117
Erase Disk
dialog box, 59
Special me nu command,
59
Erase-a-Label, 11 57
erasing shapes, 1032-1033
ergonomics, 140-14 1
Ergotron, Inc., 1157
error codes, 483-490
Apple system
Disk, 1130
File, 1129
gene ral, 1128
I/0, 1128
Memory Man ager, 11 30
Resource Manager,
1131
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hardware, 488-490
manufacturer, 490
SadMa~ 1132-1 134
256K!Iarger ROMs,
1133-1134
system errors, 484-488
e rrors
correction protocols,
564-565
detecting, 558
memory, 466
system, 466-467
escape sequence, Hayescompatible mode ms,
559-560
EtherNet ne two rks, 608-609
IOBase T cable, 609-610
CheaperNet cabli ng, 609
connecting ro othe r ty pes
of compu ters, 611-612
hubs as route rs, 616
installing, 610-61 1
EtherTalk, 300
EtherTalk Phase 2 exte nsio n.
330
Eve rex Syste ms, Inc., 1157
Excel, see Microsoft Excel
expansion
boxes, 242-243
slots, 13
Exporr
dialog box, 954
File me nu command, 954
exporti ng records
to database fi les, 954-957
to text files, 953-954
E>.'te nded text sryle, 1052
ex'tensions, 297, 327
Apple Script, 369
Chooser, 327-330
Finde r, 325-326
Q uicKey, 373-375
reinstalling, 312-313
Sound Fix, 8 19
Syste m, 327-328
950 Color Add itio n, 329
Caps Lock, 329
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ne twork, 329-330
Tune-Up, 328
troubleshooting, 475-478,
520-524 , 529-530
utilities (managers), 478
Exte nsio ns folder, 327-332
Extents Tree, 63
external floppy d isk d rives,
64-65
External power adapters,
1200
Extremely Low Freque ncy
(EL f-) magne tic field ,
139-140

F
fa ilure of hard d isk drives,
111-11 3
families
fo nts, 810-811
rypes, 155
r:a r Jewel BBS, 1174
Fara llo n Computing, fnc.,
1157, 1168
FastBack II (Fifth Gene ration
Software) bad.· up utility,
457, 699
FATs (File Allocations Tables),
63
fa.x modems, 567-568
features, Macintosh
System 7 .1, 1183-1188
fields
delimiters, 956
search crite ria, 890-891
Fifth (Occurence menu)
command, 997-998
Fifth Ge neration Systems,
1157, 1L68
File Allocations Tables (FATs),
63
File Apple Syste m error code,
11 29
File Creators
dialog box, 957, 967
Prefs& Help me nu command, 967

File Director (Fifth Gene ration Software) utilities,
379-380, 447
File Fanatic utility
(share ware) , 448
File Information window, 851
File menu commands
Choose Save Game, 1094
Close, 1117
Export, 954
Find, 436
Finde r, 11 18
Get Info, 61, 82, 320-324
Make Alias, 439
Merge List File, 973
!'vlode m Help, 1085
New, 391
New Folde r, 432
Open, 1117
Page Setup ... , 1118
Pause, 1094
Phone Numbers, 1083
Preferences, 1094
Print, 1118
Print Envelo pes, 937
Print Lab els, 943
Print Pho ne Book, 949
Qu it, 1118
Revert to Saved, 1079
Save, 1118
Save A Copy As, 1079
Save As ..., 443, 1118
Zone Time Oiff. , 1084
File Sharing, 300, 623
extensio n , 330
installi ng, 624-625
linki ng programs, 635-636
Monitor control panel, 337
mo unting shared volumes,
632-634
owner-access from o rher
computers, 635
performa nce, 63 7
security, 636-637
setti ng up users and
groups, 625-628
sharing data, 628-632

File Tools utility (shareware),
449
files, 434-442
adding, 885-889
to archive files, 837-847
to Items to Scuff list
box, 838-839
aliases, 439-442
applications
corrupted , 478-479
ico ns, 406
archiving, 834-837,
847-866
adding comme nts,
860-861
Archive menu, 861
closing, 855-856
converting from earlier
Sruffit versions, 860
files, 837-847, 851-853
folders, 853-855
labeling, 853
o pening, 855-856
re ports, 857-858
saving copies, 856-857
segmenting and joining,
868-871
self-extracting, 866-868
sorting, 859
transfe rring files
betwee n, 859
unsruffing, 856
verifying, 857
attributes, 423-426
backups, 452-455
Bat Filer, elements,
882-884
batch processing, 447
batches, 673
binary, BinHex4, 872-874
compression, 847-855
Compactor Pro, 871
DiskDoubler, 872
enabling, 864
Packit, 871
skipping, 862

copying, 434-436, 901-902,
1115
creator
code, 419-423
signature codes,
912-913
types, 967-968
data
forks, 417-418
icons, 406
databases, expo rting,
954-957
decompressing
Compactor Pro, 871
DiskDoubler, 872
Packit, 871
default, 958
deleting, 899-900
from lists, 889-890
locked, 324
o riginal after compression, 846
unsruffed, 850-851
descendant, 888-889
Desktop, 63-64, 92
hard disk drives, 92
rebuilding, 11 15
Desktop Color Separation
(DCS), 196
editing resources, 316
Edition, 364-367
Encapsulated PostScript
(EPS) , 196
e ncrypting, 847
exporting to, 953-957
extensions
.cpt, 578
.sea, 578
.sit, 578
Finder Help, 332
finding, 819-820, 890-896,
1114
formats, 417, 426-430
Apple File Exchange,
428-429
Encapsulated PostScript
(EPS) , 153

PICT, 154
translating, 427-428
hierarchical ftle system
(HFS), 432
icons, 404
invisible, 425-426
labels, 411
lists
displaying information,
903
sorting, 902-903
merging, 973
locating, 436-438
locked, 424-425, 460, 899,
1114
log, 970-971
MacBinary, 874-875
Macintosh text, converting
for MS-DOS-based
computers, 681-684
moving, 434-436, 901-902
MS-DOS text, cleaning to
send to Macintoshes,
674-680
occasion, 999-1004
adding, 1004
browsing, 1001-1002
closing, 1001
deleting, 1002
editing, 1004
opening, 1000-1001
printing, 1003
saving, 1001
opening
Desktop, 409
increasing number
open, 811-813
passing to programs,
910-911
paths, 440
PICT, 196
recove ring, 532-535
re moving from Items to
Stuff list box, 845
renaming, 900-901
resou rce fo rks, 417-418
retrieving, 461-462
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saving, 443-446
searching within, 896-899
security, 460
selecting, 885
servers, dedicated, 613,
638-639
stationery pad, 320-321
sruffing, 845-846
suitcase, 756
closing, 802-803,
807-808
creating, 795-796, 803
opening, 793-794 ,
802-803, 807-808
sound, 817-818
System, 316-318
corrupted, 478-479
deleting, 297-298
modifying with Res Edit,
388-390
replacing, 524-525
resources, 387-388
text, 561
exporting to, 953·954
formatting, 906-907
stripping control
characters, 907-910
TIFF (Tagged Image File
Format), 196
type codes, changing,
419-423, 912-913
unlocking, 899
unsruffing, 848-850
viewing, 409-413
transferring, between
Macintoshes and PCs,
668-672
types, printing, 195-197
writes, verifying, 862-863
Fill (Goodies menu) command, 1066
filling
objects, 1066
shapes, 1027-1030
Find commands
Edit menu, 927
File menu, 436
Occasion (Remember?
menu), 994
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Find dialog box, 436-437
Find in (Preferences dialog
box) options
Address, 958
Info, 958
Name, 958
Startup, 958
Find Records Containing
dialog box, 927
Find window, 438
Finder, 63-64, 318, 405 ,
414-415
Application menu, 321
Drag and Drop, 318-319
extensions, 325-326
menus
Edit, 1118
File, 1118
ResEdit, 322-323
Size resource, 323
stationery pad files,
320-321
System 7 Pack 3.0, 385-386
Finder Help file, 332
Finder Shortcuts, 413
Finde r-enhancement utilities,
377
At Ease, 377-378
OiskTools, 379-380
Disk:Top, 378-379
File Director, 379-380
Tiles, 380-381
finding files, 436-438,
819-820, 890, 1114
e nte ring search criteria,
893-895
folders, L1 14
occasions, 994-995
operator buttons, 89 J -892
records, Address Book,
927-928
search criteria fields,
890-891
searching, 895-896
fire , 518
Fisheye It! (Good ies menu)
command, 1070-1072
FKey/Sound Mover dialog
box, 80 J

FKey/Souncl Mover utility,
751, 779-780, 790, 801-806
copying, 803-804
groups, 805-806
removing, 804
renaming, 804-805
renumbering, 805
sounds, playing, 806
starting, 801-802
suitcase files
creating, 803
opening/closing,
802-803
flat-file databases, 715-716
flatbed scanners, 211
Flexware, 1157
Flip (Goodies menu) commands
Horizontal, 1035
Vertical, 1035
llipping shapes, 1035-1036
floating point unit, see FPU
Floppy adapters, 1200
floppy disks, 53
drives, 13, 54-57, 118
400K, 65-67
800 K, 64-67
cleaning, 74
external, 64-65
internal, 64-65
head alignment, 71-72
replacing, 72
SuperDrive, 64-67, 685
transporting, 67
troubleshooting, 516
DSDD, 66-67
ejecting, 68-69
fo nnatting, 58-60
heat dangers, 73
inse rting, 68
magnetic fields, 72-73
reading, wet, 70-71
X-rays, 68
see also disks
fluorescent light interference,
140
flow control, 559
Flow Interval settings in
LightningPaint, 1076

Interval, 1076
Rate, 1076
Focus Color Scanner (Agfra
Corporation) , 213
folders , 431-432
adding to Items to Stuff list
box, 838-839
Apple Menu Items, 349354
archive files, 853-855
Control Panel, 333-334,
824-825
copying, 1115
creating, 432, 446, 911
Extensions, 327-332
finding, 1114
hierarchical ftle system
(HFS), 432
icons, 407
juggler Utilities, 812, 819
labels, 411
Move&Rename, 357
naming, 432
nested, 444
outlines, collapsing, 1114
paths, 324
Preferences, 354-355
System settings, 528529
PrintMonitor Documents,
356
Rescued Items, 356-357
setting new suffixes, 864
Startup Items, 355-356
structure, 433-434
System 7, 357-358
Temporary Items, 357
viewing contents, 432
Font Downloader (Adobe) ,
181-184
Font menu commands, 1050
Other, 1051
Font Monger (Ares Software
Corporation), 189
Fon£/DA Mover application,
295-296

desk accessories (DAs)
copying, 796
removing, 797
renaming, 808
renumbering, 808-809
dialog box, 295 , 792, 807
fonts
combining, 810-815
converting, 809-810
copying, 796
removing, 797
renaming, 808
renumbering, 808-809
groups, 797-798
starting, 792-793
suitcase files, 793-796,
807-808
System 7, 798-801
Utility, 790-800, 807
Fon£/DA Utility (Alsoft),
806-811
Fantastic Plus (Altsys Corporation) , 189
Fontographer (Altsys Corporation) , 189
fonts, 153, 177, 751
applying styles to, 764-768
bit-mapped, 152, 177-179,
181-184
combining, 810-811
converting, 809-810
copying, 796
Cyrillic, 1185
default, changing, 766
defaults System 7, 294-297
downloading, 181-184
editing, 960, 1008
foreign language,
Macintosh 7.1 ,
1185-1188
groups, 797-798
10 number conflicts,
184-189
installing, 184
outline, 154
PostScript, 180-184

printer, 181-184
printing List of, 769
removing, 797
renaming, 808
renumbering, 808-809,
813-815
screen, see b it-mapped
fonts
selecting, 1050
sizing, 1051
TrueType, 179-180
types, 177-181
viewing, 764
views, 414
Fonts
disk, 358-360
folder, System 7.1 features,
1184-1185
foreign language fonts, 7.1
features, 1185-1188
Forest Hills BBS, 117 4
forks
data, 387-388
resource, 387-388
form factors, 79
formats
date, 1187
Encapsulated PostScript
(EPS) , 153
file compression
Compactor Pro, 871
DiskDoubler, 872
Packit, 871
files, see ftle formats
indicators
HFS, 66-67
MFS, 66-67
Packit, 871
PICT, 154
TIFF (Tagged Image File
Format) graphics format,
155
formatters, Hard Drive
ToolKit (FWB), 105
formatting
disks, 60-67
floppy, 58-60
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hard disk drives, 99-105
high-level, 104
low-level, 104-105
marks, 61
text files, 906-907
forms management software,
725-726
Fort Mill BBS, 1174
four-color printing, 210
FoxBase+ /Mac (Microsoft
Corporation), 399-400, 701
FPU (floating point unit), 15,
23-24
fragmentation, 547-548
Frame (Goodies menu)
command, 1066
Frame Technology, 1157,
1168
framing objects, 1066
Freehand tool, 1026
Freesoft Co., The, 1157
free ware, 729, 741
protecting against viruses,
742-743
Frontier (Use rland), 369, 376
FTG Data Syste ms, 1157
Fujitsu, 76
full-duplex modems, 558
functions
assigning sounds, 770-773
keys, 240
macro graphics tablets,
230-231
fusers, laser prime rs, 159
Fusion Data Systems, 1158
FWB Inc., 1158

G
Galapagos BBS, 1175
Galaxia! BBS, 1175
Game menu commands
Pause Game, 1095
gateways, 596-597, 617-618
GOT Softworks, Inc., 1158
gender conve rters, 661
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general Apple Syste m error
code, 1128
Ge neral Controls control
panel, 337-338
General Electric Informatio n
Service, 1158
GEnie (Gene ral Electric
Information Service), 592
Get Info
Command-1 keyboard
shortcut, 320
File me nu command, 61,
82, 320-324
Get Name (Search menu)
command, 930
Get Resource Info (Resource
menu) command, 392
ghosts (LCD monitors) , 129
gigabytes, 20
GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage
Out), 16
Global Village
Communcation , 1168
goal stateme nts, guides for
purchasing compute rs,
258-259
GOfe r utility, 447
Gold Card (Pinnacle Micro,
Inc.) hard drive compressio n, 246
Golddust Plantatio n BBS,
1175
Golf Analyst (HyperCard)
software, 1100-1101
Goodies me nu commands,
1063
Fill, 1066
Fisheye lt!, 1070-1072
Flip Ho rizontal, 1035
Flip Ve rtical, 1035
Frame, 1066
Nudge, 1030
Rotate Left, 1036
Rotate Right, 1036
Shadow, 1069

Graphics Factory BBS, 1175
graphics
formats
PICT, 154
TIFF (Tagged Image File
Format) , 155
software, 720-721
tablets, 204, 229-233
accuracy, 230-23 1
relative and absolute
mo des, 229
gray-market dealers, 279
grayscale LCD monitors, 130,
209-210
Great Macl-Iouse (Australia)
BBS, 1175
Great Plains Software, 1158
Gree n Mountain Mac BBS,
1175
Greenwich 1VIean Time, 1084
Greyland BBS, 1175
Grid dialog box, 1077
Grid Spacing (Options menu)
command, 1077
grid setting, 1076-1 077
Group Technologies, 1158
groups
desk accessories (DAs),
797-798
Fkeys, 805-806
fonts, 797-798
setting up in File Sharing
software, 625-628
sounds, 805-806
groupware, 724-725
Grumpy (Re me mber? cale ndar softw are) icon, 1016
guard time, 559
Gu ide to the Macintosh
Family Hardware, 1125
gu idelines
inte rface, 1116
purchasing computers,
270-272

H
l-IAAUG Heaven BBS, 1175
half duplex modems, 558
halftones, 207-208
hand-held scanners, 211
HandOff (Connectix),
382-383, 449
HandOff dialog box, 383
l-landOff II (Connectix),
142-143 , 322
handshaking, 559
Hangar 18 BBS, 1175
hanging up modems, 588-590
Happy (Remember? calendar
software) icon, 1016
hard disk drives, 13, 53-54,
74-75, 90-91, 291-292,
430-432
accessing, flashing icon,
824-828
crashes, software or
hardware, 109-110
dead, 111-113
Desktop files, 92
detecting activity w ith
Diskflash, 827-828
drivers, 93-99
corrupt, 515-516
folders, 431
formatting, 99-105
hierarchical file svstem
(HFS), 432
.
in-use sectors, 491
initializing, 104-105
Installer, 302
interleave settings, 99-101
manufacturers, 75-80
partitioning, 103-106
security, 460-461
reformatting, 530
SCSI (Small Computer
System Interface), 80-89
sectors, 91, 101, 491-492
speed, 76-79
stiction, 110-111, 513
System 7, 90-92

troubleshooting problems,
109-113, 513-516
warranties, 80
Winchester, 113
Hard Disk TooLKit (FWB) , 97,
101, 105
hard recovery, 540-544
hardware
connecting to PCs, 693-694
conversion requirements,
658-664
crashes, 109-110
e rror codes, 488-490
flow control, 559
Mac286!386 MS-DOS
computers (Orange
Micro), 695
manufacturers, 1153-1166
modems, 561-562
fax, 567-568
manufacturers (table) ,
569-573
protocols, 563-567
purchasing, 568-569
networking, 621-622
printers, 170-172
purchase guidelines,
256-257
routers, 616
troubleshooting, 470-471,
502-519
connections, 473-474
flow chart, 503-505
hardware independence, 130
Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc., 1158, 1168
Hayes-compatible modems,
559-560
HD Industries BBS, 1175
l-ID SC Setup icon, 96
l-ID SC Setup software, 95-96
1-IDFD (high-density floppy
drive) , 56
HDI-20 external 1.44M floppy
disk drive, 1201
head alignment, floppy disk
drives, 71-72

headers, files, 882
heat dangers, floppy disks, 73
Help, 549-551
Help (Bailon Help menu)
command, 1099
Hewlett-Packard Co., 76, 1158
HFS (hierarchical file system) ,
63, 66-67, 432
hiding calendars, 1009
high-density disks, 55-57
high-density floppy drive
(HDFD), 56
high-level formatting, 104
Homework Hotline BBS, 1175
horizontal blanking intervals,
125
host computers, 575
logging on/off, 587-588
"hot corner", PopChar, 1086
Hot Keys, setting, 761-762
Howtek, Inc., 1158
HP Scan]et lie (Hewlett·
Packard Company) , 213
HP Scan]et Plus (HewlettPackard Company), 213
hubs, 610, 616
Human Interface Guidelines,
405-406, 1125
Hydra Systems Inc., 1158
HyperCard, 396-397, 817
HyperCard 2.1, 293
HyperCard Script Language
Guide, 1125
HyperCard Stack Design
Guidelines, 1125
HyperTalk programming
language, 396-397

I
1/0 Apple System error code,
1128
lAC (Imerapplication Communications), 367-369
IBM, 76
IBM PC/ANSI, 575
icons, 406-408
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changing, 415
data files, 406
Desktop, 408
disks, disk types, 409
editing, 322-323
Edition, 408
files, 404, 406
folders, 407
HD SC Setup, 96
opening, IllS
Read Activity, 826
Reme mber? calendar
software, 1016
Sad Mac, 93
selecting, 1115
Smiling Mac, 93
Startup Disk, 106-107
stationery, 407
Trash Can, 324
views, 415
ID numbers
fonts, 185-189
conflicts, 184-185
SCSI (Small Computer
System Interface), 82-85
images
cropping, 1072
digitizing, 206-215
monitor, placing on VCR
or TV, 219-220
programming languages,
165
scaling, 155
ImageWriter, 300
ImageWriter I (Apple), 156,
189-190
ImageWriter 11 (Apple), 156
ne tworks, 168
troubleshooting, 174-175
ImageWriter LQ (Apple), 168,
189,300
In-House Software, 1158
in-use sectors, 491
index fonts, editing, 960
Index Window Font dialog
box,960
Indiana Cash Drawer Co.,
1158
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Info dialog box, 393
Information Security Corp.,
ll58
Informix Software, 1158
Informix/\Vingz, 1168
InfoTek, Inc., 1158
initialization
hard disk drives, 104-105
procedures, 107-108
see also formatting
!NITs, see extensions
inkjet printers
colo r printing, 158
purchase considerations,
158
resolution, 157-158
solid , 163
speed, 157-158
StyleWriter (Apple), 190
input devices, 204-215
inserting disks, 68-70
Inside Macintosh, Volume
I-VI, 1125
Inside Macintosh X-Ref, 1125
Inside Macintosh: Files, 1125

Inside Macintosh: Memory,
ll25

Inside Macintosh: Processes,
1125
Insignia Solutions, Inc., 1158
Installer, 289-290, 298-304,
309-310
installing
Address Book application,
9 15-918
AppleTalk networks,
607-608
Bat File r, 879
canceling, 308-309
DiskFlash, 824
driver, reinstalling, 530
EtherNet networks,
610-611
File Sharing, 624-625
fonts, 184-185
Master]uggler, 752-753
shareware, 744-746

Stufflt Lite, 831-832
System, 289-313
System file re placement,
524-526
System 7.0 .1, 290-298
see also reinstalling
integrated software p ackages,
716-717
Interapplication Communicatio ns (lAC), 367-369
interface, 727
interface guidelines, 1116
interfe rence, monitors,
139-140
lnterleaf, Inc., 1158
interleave settings, 99
internal floppy disk drive,
64-65
Internet network, 611-612
internets, 595-596
Intuit, 1168
invisible files, 425-426, 460
Iomega Corp., ll58, 1168
ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network), 612
italic text style, 1052
Items to Stuff list box, files,
removing, 845

...
joining archive files, 868-871
joysticks, 237
Juggler Reducer utility, 790,
818-819
Juggler Utilities folder, 744,
812, 819
]X-100 Personal Color
Scanner (Sharp Electronics
Corporation), 213

K
Kennect Technology disk
drives, 693
Kensington Microware, Ltd. ,
1159, 1168
Kent Marsh Ltd. , 1159, 1168
Kermit protoco l, 575

kerning, 153
Key Caps, 294, 326, 352-353
Key Tronic Corp., 1159
keyboard commands,
QuicKeys, 371-375
Keyboard control panel, 339
Keyboard Controls dialog
box, 1092
keyboard shortcuts
i (select icon above), 1115
-7 (select icon to right),
1115
Close (Command-\'<'), 856
Command-1 (Default set),
1010
Command-2 (Startup set),
1010
Command-3 (Alerts set),
1010
Command-4 (User set),
1010
Command-A (Add New
Occasions), 998
Command-E (Edit menu),
1015
Command-E (Edit Occasions), 993
Command-E (Edit Window) , 1004
Command-F (Find an
Occasion), 994
Command-G (Find Next) ,
995
Command-L (Calendar
Only), 1015
Command-N (New) , 999,
1015
Command-O (Occasion
Files), 999
Com mand-P (Print
Occasions), 1003
Command-S (Preferences) ,
1010
Command-V (Paste), 925
Command-Y (Occassion
Types), 1005

Ctrl-·· (coUapse selected
folderoutline), 1114
Ctrl-i (open window
enclosing active window), 1115
Ctri-A (select all), 1118
Ctrl--7 (expand folder
oudine), 1114
Ctri-B (clear), 1118
Ctrl-C (copy), 1118
Ctrl-D (copy file/folder) ,
1115
Ctrl-drag icon (reverse
current grid settings) ,
1115
Ctrl-drag window (move
deactivate window),
1115
Ctrl-E (eject floppy disk) ,
1114
Ctri-F (find file/folder) ,
1114
Ctrl-G (search), 1115
Ctrl-1 (get info), 1115
Ctrl-N (new folder) , 1114
Ctrl-0 (open), 1117
Ctrl-Option (rebuild
Desktop file) , 1115
Ctri-Option+- (collapse
entire folder outline),
1114
Ctrl-Option--7, 1114
Ctrl-Option-P-R (erase
PRAM), 1114
Ctrl-P (batch print selected
documents), 1114
Ctrl-P (paste), 1118
Ctrl-P (print) , 1118
Ctrl-Q (quit), 1118
Ctrl-S (save), 1118
Ctri-Shift-i (activate
Desktop) , 1115
Ctrl-Shift-1 (eject floppy
cjisk from drive 1), 1114
Ctrl-Shift-2 (eject floppy
disk from drive 2), 1114

Ctrl-Shift-3 (screen
snapshot), 1115
Ctrl-W (close windows),
1114,11 17
Ctrl-X (cut), 1117
Ctrl-Y (dismount any disk),
1114
Ctrl-Y (put away file/
folder) , 1115
Ctrl-Z (undo) , 1117
DA List, 779
Fkeys, 779-780
Get lnfo (Command-!),
320
Masterjuggler, 755-756
Masterjuggler Font List
dialog box (table),
765-766
moving between disks,
413-414
Open (Command-O), 855
Option-zoom box (zoom
window), 1115
Print (Command-P), 857
Shift-click icons (multiple
icons), 1115
Shift-Tab (previous icon),
1115
Tab key (next icon), 1115
Verify (Command-Y ), 857
keyboards, 204, 239-242
comparison (Q\VERTY and
Dvorak) , 240
layouts, switching, 1186
keychains, 773-777
keys
function, 240
Hot, setting, 761-762
Keytronic, 1168
Kind criteria, 842-843
Klondike software, 1096-1099
kludges, video-capture
solution, 217
Koala Acquisitions, Inc., 1159
Kraft Systems, Inc., 1159
Kurta Corp., 1159, 1168
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L
La Cie, Ltd., 1159
La Habra Connection BBS,
1175
Label criteria, 843-844
Label menu, 411
labels
addresses, 945
documents, 411
files, stuffed, 853
folders, 411
printing, 943-946
types, 944-945
Labe ls Control Panel,
339-340, 411
IAMG BBS, 1175
Land of Oz BBS, 1175
languages
page-description,
PostScript, 165
programming
C++, 400
HyperCard, 396
HyperTatk, 396-397
Serius Programmer,
397-399
scripting, Frontier, 376
LANs (local area networks) ,
595
laser printers
capacity, 160-161
cleaning wands or pads,
159
color, 164
controllers, 159
drums, 159
engines, 160
LaserWriter (Apple) ,
190-191
LaserWriter l1f (Apple) , 192
LaserWriter Ilg (Apple),
192
LaserWriter liNT (Apple),
191
LaserWriter IINTX (Apple),
191
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LaserWriter IISC (Apple),
191
L1serWriter Plus (Apple) ,
190-191
Linotronics, 162-163
networks, 168
paper paths, 160
Personal LaserWriter LS
(Apple), 193
Personal LaserWriter NT
(Apple), 193
Personal LaserWriter NTR
(Apple), 193
Personal LaserWriter SC
(Apple), 192
PostScript, 159, 181
purchase considerations,
161
resolution, 161
speed, 160-161
troubleshooting, 175-176
upgrades available, 193
LaserWriter, 300
LaserWriter (Apple), 159,
190-191
LaserWriter drivers, 166
LaserWriter Font Utility
(Apple), 183-184
LaserWriter llf (Apple) , 192
LaserWriter Ilg (Apple) , 192
l.aserWriter IlNT (Apple) , 191
LaserWriter liNTX (Apple),
191
LaserWriter fiSC (Apple), 191
LaserWriter Plus (Apple),
190-191
L1SerWriters, networks, 168
Lasso tool, 1031
Last (Occure nce menu)
command, 997
Lau, Ray, 578
lau nching, switch launching
(startup disk) , 473
layering programs, 325-326
layo uts, keyboards, switching,
1186
Lazy (Remember? calendar
software) icon, 1016

LCD (liquid crystal display)
monitors, 129-130
leading, 153
Letraset, 1159, 1168
letter quality (LQ), 153
Liaison (Farallon) software
router, 615-616, 640
Liberty Systems, Inc., 1159
licenses, 709-711
lightening objects, 1064
LightningPaint, 744,
1019-1080
arcs, 1038-1040
Brush tools, 1055
color, 1078
commands, 1078-1080
customizing, 1074-1078
document size, 1074-1075
drawings
magnifying, 1048
protecting, 1078-1079
fonts, 1050-1051
grids, 1076-1077
inks, 1062-1063
lines
· drawing, 1042-1047
sizing, 1043-1045
Marker tool, 1055-1059
MouseLoc feature,
1047-1048
objects
blending, 1067-1068
darkening, 1064
drawing, 1020-1026
filling, 1066
fram ing, 1066
lightening, 1064
shadowing, 1069-1070
ovals, 1022
palettes, 1027
patterns, 1062-1063
pen pattern, setting,
1045-1047
polygons, 1024
rectangles, 1021
resolution, 1074-1075
rounded rectangles, 1022
Selection tool, 1063-1074

settings
Flow Interval, 1076
Flow Rate, 1076
Multiple Copy Spacing,
1076
Paste, 1076
Standard, 1076
shapes
drawing, 1033-1035
duplicating, 1033
editing, 1037-1038
enlarging, 1036-1037
erasing, 1032-1033
filling, 1027-1030
tlipp ing, 1035-1036
irregular, 1026
moving, 1030-1032
rotating, 1035-1036
selecting, 1030-1032
shrinking, 1036-1037
spirals, 1040-1042
Spray Paint tool,
1059-1080
squares, 1021
starbursts, 1040
text, 1049-1053
tools
Area Fitl, 1028
Edit Shapes, 1037
Lasso, 1031
Line, 1043-1047
Pencil, 1042-1043
Starburst, 1040
triangles, rotating, 1025
window options, 1077
Zoom controls, 1047-1048
LightningScan 400
(Thunderware, Inc.), 213
LightningScan Compact
(Thunde rware, Inc.), 214
LightningScan Pro 256
(Thunderware, Inc.), 214
Lightwave Technologies, Inc.,
1159
line art, scanners, 211
line delimiter, 956
line feeds
adding, 682-683
deleting, 676

Line tool, 1043-1047
lines, 1042-1047
linking programs, 635-636
Linotronics, 153, 162-163
Lio nheart Press, Inc. , 1159
Hst ftles
creating, 919
merging, 973
selecting, 919-920
listings, records, printing,
946-948
lists, views, 415
local area networks (LANs) ,
595
Local digits fields (Phone
Number Optio ns), 961
local echo , 558
local gateways, 596
Local preftx fteld (Phone
Number Options) , 961
LocalTalk, 153
LocalTalk networks, 600
locked ftles, 424-425, 460,
899
deleting, 324, 1114
log ftles, 970-971
Log in House Ext. (Phone
Number Options), 962
Log Local Calls (Phone
Number Optio ns) , 962
Log Long Distance (Phone
Number Options), 962
log options, setting, 962
logic boards, 13
mini, see accelerators
troubleshooting, 516
upgrad ing, 41-43
Logic Now BBS, 1176
logical address, 23
logical drives, 103
logic;LI partitions, 91-92,
103-106
logical to physical address
translation, 23
Logicode Techno logy, Inc.,
1159
Logitech , Inc., 1159, 1168

Long distance prefiX field
(Pho ne Number Options) ,
961
Lotus Development Corp.,
1159, 1168
low-level fo rmatting, 104-105
LQ, see letter quality
Lyceum BBS, 1176

M
M.O.U.S.E. BBS, 1178
Mac BBS, 1176
Mac Exchange BBS, 1176
Mac Happy BBS, 1176
Mac Line BBS, 1176
Mac Mania BBS, 1176
Mac Plus, 505, 559
Mac Valhalla BBS, 1176
MAC VONK USA-EAST, 1168
Mac286/386 MS-DOS computers (Orange Micro) , 695
Macademe/Emma BBS, 1176
MacAmortize software,
1101-1104
MacBinary files, 874-875
MacBinary protocol, 575
MacClique BBS, 1176
MacEast BBS, 1176
MacEndeavour BBS, 1176
MacExchange BBS, 1176
Macliaven BBS, 1176
MACINFO BBS, 1176
Macintosh
resources, 1121-1125
starting, 106-109
Macintosh Classic
color display, 128
interleave settings, 100
memory, upgrad ing, 31, 46
Macintosh Classic II
interleave settings, 100
Syste m 7.0.1, 290
Macintosh Color Wheel, 968,
1013
_Macintosh Communications
Toolbox (MCT)
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configuring
modems, 581-584
terminals, 584-585
dialing in and signing onto
BBSs, 585-588
logging off and hanging up
from BBSs, 588-590
Macintosh drive vendors
(list), 119-121
Macintosh Duo Dock, 1199
Macintosh Duo MiniDock,
1200
Macintosh File System, see
MFS
Macintosh !1, 32, 48-49
Macintosh Ilci, 216
Macintosh Ilfx, 77
Macintosh llvx, 1194
Macintosh Ilx, 32
Macintosh LC, 46-47, 100
Macintosh LC II, 31, 100
Macintosh Only BBS!, 1177
Macintosh operating system,
34
Macintosh Plus
color display, 128
interleave settings, 100
upgrading, 44-45
Macintosh Portable, 32
Macintosh PowerBook
Express Modem, 1200
Macintosh PowerBooks, see
PowerBooks
Macintosh Product Registry,
1124
Macintosh Programming
Primer, 1125
Macintosh Programming
Secrets, 11 25
Macintosh SE
color display, 128
interleave settings, 100
upgrading, 45-46
Macintosh SE/30
formatting hard drive,
291-292
interleave settings, 100
upgrading, 47
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Macintosh System 7.1,
1183-1188
Macintosh Toolbox, 34-36
Macintoshes
compact models
Apple Logic Board
upgrades, 42
CPU configurations, 13
display capabilities, 134
memory specifications,
. 28
ROM sizes, 37
entry level models
Apple Logic Board
upgrades, 42
CPU configurations, 14,
264-265
display capabilities, 134
memory specifications,
28
ROM sizes, 37
portable models
color display, 128
CPU configurations, 14
display capabilities,
136-137
interleave settings, 100
memory specifications,
29
ROM sizes, 37
MacLeisure BBS, 1177
MacLink Plus (DataViz) utility,
427, 692-693
MacNet Omal1a BBS, 1177
MacNexus BBS, 1177
MacroMedia/Paracomp, 11 59
Macronix, Inc., 1159
MACropedia (tm) BBS, 1177
macros
assigning keyboard
commands to, 371-375
comm;U1cls, 372-373
functions, graphics tablets,
230-231
Mac's Delight BBS, 1176
MacSecrets disks, 812
MacSema, 1159

MacTel Technology, 1159
MacTerminal (Apple Computer, Inc.), 577
MacTools Deluxe backup
utility, 457, 533, 545
MacUser, 259, 1121-1122
MacVille USA, 1177
MacVision Video Digitizer 3.5
(Koala), 217
MacVonkoUSA, 1159
MacWeek, 1123
MacWorld, 259, 1121-1122
Madness software, 1090-1091
MAGIC BBS, 1177
magnetic fields
Extremely Low Frequency
(ELF), 128, 139-140
floppy disks, 72-73
magnifying LightningPaint
drawings, 1048
mail servers, 641
mail-order dealers, purchasing Macintoshes, 279-280,
734-735
main processor, 16
Main Street U.S.A. BBS, 1177
Mainstay, 1160, 1168
maintenance
inspections, 546
printers, 176-177
schedules, 274-275
System, 545-549
fragmentation, 547-548
sectors, 547
virus checking, 546-547
Make Alias (File menu)
command, 439
Manual Log dialog box, 971
manufacturers
display cards, 147-150
evaluating, 733-734
hard disk drives, 75-80
hardware, 1153-1166
modems, 569-573
monitors, 144-147
Map control panel, 340
maps, networks, 620

Mark (Search menu) command, 932
Mark Records dialog box, 932
Marker Mirrors dialog box,
1057
Marker Size dialog box, 1056
Marker tool, 1055-1059
marking records, 931-933
masks, defining, 1072-1074
Mass Microsystems, 1160,
1168
Master]uggler, 744, 751, 789
Application List, 784-785
applications, 780
adding, 781-782
deleting, 784
listing, 780-781
starting, 782
switching, 781
desk accessories, 777-779
dialog box, 754-755
documents
adding to Application
List, 782-783
deleting, 784
opening, 783-784
Fkeys, 779-780
fonts, 764-769
General Options, setting,
762-764
Hot Keys, setting, 761-762
installing, 752-753
keyboard shortcuts,
755-756
keychains, 773-777
resource files, 756
closing, 760
compressing/decompressing, 759-760
opening, 757-758
resolving conflicts,
786-787
viewing, 758-759
sounds, 769-773
starting, 753-754
switching between
windows, 785-786

utilities, 790-791
FKey/Sound Mover,
790, 801-806
Font/DA Mover, 790 ,
791-800
Font/DA Utility, 790,
806-811
Juggler Reducer, 790,
818-819
MJ File Finder, 791,
819-820
MJ Settings Copie r, 791,
821-822
Resource Resolver, 790,
813-815
Set File Count, 790
Set File Count utility,
811-813
Sound Converter, 790,
815-818
Sound Fix, 819
Sound Fix utility, 790
matrix LCD (liquid crystal
display) monitors, 129
Maxima (Connectix), 384
Maxtor, 7 5
mean time between failures
(MTBF), 111
MECC, 1160
media drives
Bernoulli, 113-114
optical, 115-117
SyQuest, 114-115
Medina County FreeNet BBS,
1177
Mega Drive Systems, 1160
memory, 325-326
24-bit addressing, 32-34
32-bit addressing, 32-34
adding, 29-31
application, 33
capacity of Macintosh
models, 18-19
needs, 26-27
SIMMs (single in-line
memory modules),
25-26

speed,27
total addressable, 33
upgrading, 28-31
virtual, 20-23
Memory control panel,
340-342
memory errors, 466
MemOl)' Manager, 35
Memory Manager Apple
system error code, 1130
memory paging, 22
memory specifications, 28-29
memory-mapped device
selection, 23
Menu Manager, 35
Menu Planner 11 (HyperCard)
software, 1104-1108
menus, 1117-1119
Alert Command, 1014
Apple
About the Finder, 25-26
About This Macintosh,
25-26
Application, 321
Archive, archive files , 861
Beep Sound, 1007
Color, 968
Edit, 1079
File, 1079
Finder, 1118
Font, 1050
Goodies, 1063
L'lbel, 411
Microsoft Word, 1119
"Of Interest" Advance
Notification, 1006
Options, 1074, 1099
pop-up, Save As dialog
box, 444
pop-up folder, enabling,
866
Scripts, 376
Style, 1052
Type, 1005
View, 410
Merge List File (File menu)
command, 973
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merging files , 973
Metro Area MUG BBS, 1177
MFS format indicators, 66-67
Micro Electronic Technologies, 1160
Micro Planning International,
1160, 1168
Micro-Voice Communication,
1160
Microcom, 1168
Microcom disk utilities, 545
Microcom, Inc., 1160
Microcom Networking
Protocol (MNP) , 565
Microline BBS, 1177
Microlytics, 1168
MicroMac Technology, Inc.,
1160
Micron Techno logy, Inc.,
1160
Micronet Technologies, 1168
MicroNet Technology, Inc.,
1160
Micronics, 1168
MicroPhone (Software
Ventures Corporation), 577
configuring, 581-585
dialing in and signing onto
BBSs, 585-588
logging off and hanging up
from BBSs, 588-590
MicroPhone (Software
Ventures), 664-674
Micropolis, 75
Microsoft Corp., 1160, 1168
Microsoft Excel
cross-platform
compatibiliy, 700-701
software, 1099
Microsoft Mail3.0, 641 , 644
Microsoft Word menus, 1119
MicroSpeed, lnc., 1160
Microtech International, Inc.,
1160, 1169
Microtek Lab, Inc., 1160
MicroTouch Systems, Inc.,
1160
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Mile High Mac Meet BBS,
1177
milliseconds (ms) disk drive
speed, 76-79
Minimum Install option,
304-305
Mirror 600 Color Scanner
(MilTor Technologies, Inc.) ,
214
Mirror Technologies, Inc.,
1160
mirroring, 458
MJ File Finder utility, 791,
819-820
MJ Settings Copier utility,
791, 821-822
MNP (Microcom Networking
Protocol) , 565
Mobius Technologies, Inc.,
1160
Mode 32 (Connectix), 38
Modem Help (File menu)
command, 1085
modems, 556,561-562
buying, 568-569
configuring, 581-584
dialing, 585-588, 965-967
fax, 567-568
full duplex versus half
duplex, 558
hanging up, 588-590
Hayes-compatible (smart),
559-560
manufacturers (table),
569-573
protocols, 563-567
status lights, 567
synchro nous transmission,
557
modes
display, 132-133
graphics tablets, 229
Remember? menu
Days from Today, 983
Of Interest, 982
This Month, 983
This Week, 983

Today,982
Tomorrow, 982
terminal-emulation, 561
monitors, 124
32-bit QuickDraw, 131-132
AppleColor High-Resolution RGB, 1195
cabling, 143
Color QuickDraw, 131
display cards manufacturers, 147-150
displays
black and white, 128
color, 128
LCD (liquid crystal
display), 129-130
modes, 132-133
ergonomics, 140-141
guidelines for purchasing,
268
interference, 139-140
images on VCR or 1V,
219-220
manufacturers (list),
144-147
picture rubes, 124-125
purchasing recommendations, 143-150
QuickDraw, 130-132
refresh rates, 127
resolu tion, 126-127
stands, 247
System tricks, 141-142
troubleshooting, 518
Monitors control panel,
342-343
Monstrous Mac, 1177
mothe rboard, 13
Motorola MC680XO CPU,
16-17
mounting drives, 532
mo unting shared volumes,
632-634
mo use
alternatives, 233-234
graphics tablets, 231
manufacturers, 235-237
pads, 247

replacements, 204
trackballs, 234-237
Mouse College BBS, 1178
Mouse control panel, 343
Mouse Systems Corp. , 1161
MouseHole, The BBS, 1178
MouseLoc feature, 1047-1048
MouseLoc window, 1049
Move&Re name folder, 357
movies, QuickTime. 219
moving
between disks, 413-414
files, 434-436, 901-902
shapes, 1030-1032
windows, 1 115
\!IS-DOS cross-platform
compatible programs,

698-702
MS-DOS-based computers
AppleTalk networks,
tO

Ivlacintoshes,

657
hardware, 693-694
software, 685-693
turning Macintoshes
into MS-DOS comput·
ers, 694-698
turning MS-DOS
computers imo
Macintoshes, 698
via serial ports, 657-685
MS-DOS-formaued disks ,

69-70
\ltS-11 (Microtck Lab. Inc.)
scanner, 214
MTBF (mean time between
failures) , 111
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc. ,

1161
tvtultiMaster, 384
multimedia presentations,
QuickTime, 370-371
Multiple Copy Spacing setting
in LightningPaint, 1076
multiplexing LCD monitors,

129

Name criteria, 842
names, editing occasion types,

1005
nami ng
folders, 432
ne tworks, 596
nanoseconds, 27
Nantucket, 1169
Nautilus subscription service,

137
near-letter quality (NLQ), 153
NEC Technologies, 1169
negotiation process, modems,

587
Neon Software, Inc., 1161
nested fo lders, 444
NetM ode m (Shiva). 616
Network control panel,

343-344

618-620
connecting

N

Network Resources Corp. ,

1161
networks, 153, 594-597
lOBase T, 609-610
add ressing, 614-615
AppleTalk, 168-169,

598-599
installing, 607-608
MS-DOS machines on,

618-620
terminating, 606-607
topologies, 601-605
zones, 605-606
CheaperNet, 609
EtherNet, 608-609
con necting to other
types of computers,

611-612
installing, 610-611
exte nsions, 329-330
gateways, 617-618
guidelines for purchasing
computers, 268
hardware (table), 621-622
installing System 7,

302-304
Inte rnet, 611-612

ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network), 612
LocalTalk, 600
maps, 620
numbers, 599
peer-to-peer, 622-623
PhoneNET, 600-601
planning, 620-621
printers, 168-171
routers, 616
speed ratings, 612-613
System 7, 300-301
System 7 software,

300-301, 622-623
AppleShare, 638-639
File Sharing, 623-637
Remote Access, 639-640
transmitting data between
devices, 613-616
troubleshooting, 467,

647-649
utilities, 645
New (File menu) command,

391
New Folder (File menu)
command, 432
New Orleans MUG BBS, 1178
New Record (Edit menu)
command, 921
New York On-Line, 1178
NewLife Computer Corp.,

1161
newsletters, 1124
NewTek, Inc. , 1161
Newton's Corne r, 1178
Next Generation, The, 1178
Nezumii Lwd BBS, 1179
Nisus Software, Inc. (Paragon
Concepts), 1161
NiteMare BBS, 1179
NLQ, see near-letter quality
node numbers, 599, 614
NOLO Press, 1169
NoRad Corp., 1161
Northwestern U BBS, 1179
Norton Utilities (Symantec),

98,449,457, 544
Note dialog box, 971
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Note Pad, 294, 353
notes, log files, 971
Novell, 1169
Navy Systems, Inc., 1161
Now and Zen Opus BBS, 1179
Now Software, 1161
Now Utilities, 142-143,
384-385, 450
NowMenus, 385
NowSave, 385
Nudge (Goodies menu)
command, 1030
Nudge dialog box, 1030
null-mode m adapters, 661,
662
null-modem cable, 658-659
numbers
network, 599
network range, 599
node, 599, 614
ordinal, 1086
socket, 614
Numonics Corp., 1161
Nuvotech, 1169
Nuvotech, 1161
NY Novali nk BBS, 1179

0
objects
blending, 1067-1068
darkening, 1064
drawi ng, 1020-1026
filli ng, LightningPaint,
1066
framing, 1066
lightening, 1064
shadowing, 1069-1070
occasion files, 999-1004
adding, 1004
browsing, 1001-1002
closing, 1001
creating, 1000
deleting, 1002
editing, 1004
opening, 1000-1001
printing, 1003
saving, 1001
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Occasion Files dialog box, 999
occasion types
names, editing, 1005
o ptions, 1005-1008
text style, 1007-1008
Occasion Types (Remember?
menu) command, 1005
Occasion Types dialog box,
1005
occasions
adding, 990-993
deleting, 994
entering witl1 text, 998-999
finding, 994-995
recurring, 995-997
Occurre nce me nu commands
Alternate, 997
Fifth, 997-998
Last, 997
Oce Graphics, 1161
Ocean Microsyste ms, 1161
OCR, (optical character
recognition), 206
Odyssey BBS, 1179
Of Interest (Remember?
me nu) mode, 982
"Of Interest" Advance
Notifica tion menu, 1006
Olduvai Corp., 1161
Omnis 7 (Biytll Software) ,
399,400,702
On Macintosh Programming,
1125
on-line services, 562, 590-591
AOL (America Online), 592
AppleLink, 591
CompuServe Information
Service, 591
GEnie (General Electric
Information Service),
592
Prodigy Interactive
Personal Service, 592
see also BBSs
one-by-eights (SIMMs with
eight chips), 25
OnRecord BBS, 1179

OPCODE SYSTEMS, 1169
Open (Command-O) keyboard shortcut, 855
Open (File menu) command,
1117
Open dialog box, 973
opening
documents, 783-784
files
archive, 855-856
Desktop, 409
increasing number
open, 811-813
occasion, 1000-1001
suitcase, 793·794,
802-803, 807-808
icons, 1115
resource files, 757-758
operating systems, 34, 283
operator buttons, 891-892
optical character recognition
(OCR), 206
optical media drives, 115-117
Optimize Information
Control, Inc. (shareware),
1161
optimizing disks, 533
Option-zoom box (zoom
window) keyboard short·
cut, 1115
Optional access code field
(Pho ne Number Options),
961
optio ns
Address Book
Auto Backup, 960
Auto Save, 960
Brush tool, 1055-1056
Edit Records dialog box
Done, 926
Next, 926
Prev, 926
Revert, 926
envelopes, addresses, 940
Marker tool, 1057-1059
Minimum Install, 304-305
occasio n types, 1005-1008

Phone Numbe r Options
dialog box
8 sec Pause Before, 962
Access code optio n
check box, 961
Auto log. 962
Credit card numbe r
field, 962
lnsen a Prefix, 962
Local area code field.
961
Local digits fie lds, 961
Local prefLx fie ld, 961
Log in House Ext, 962
Loglocalcalls,962
Log Long Distance, 962
Long distance prefix
fie ld. 96 1
Optional access code
field , 961
Preferences
Find at Add ress, 958
Find at li1fo, 958
Find at Na me, 958
Find at Starrup, 958
sort, setting, 959
view, 865
Options menu. 1074, 1099
commands
Grid Spacing, 1077
Painting Size, 1074
Preferences, 1075
Select Mask, 1073
Set Keyboard Contro ls
1092
'
Show Scroll Bars 1077
Turn Mask Off, 1ll74
Turn Mask On, 1074
Orange Micro, 1169
Orchid Technology, 1169
ordinal numbers, 1086
orientation, e nvelopes,
940-941
Other (Font menu) command, 1051
Other Size dia log box. 105!
oudine fonts, 154
Outline text style, 1052

outlines, collapsing, 1114
output, printers, 173-176
Oval mol, 1022
owners, accessing from mher
computers, 635
ownership , assigning, 629-630

p
Pac/Mac BBS, 1179
Pacer Software, Inc .. 1161
PacerTe rm (Pacer Software,
Inc.), 577
Pacific Micro. 1161
Pacific Parallel Research Inc.
1162
'
)
pacing, 559
packets, 575, 6 13-616
Packit file compressio n
fo rmat, 871
Page Setup (Remember?
menu) command, 1015
Page Setup ... (File menu)
command, 1118
page-desc_ription language,
PostScnpt. 165
paged memory management
unit (PMMU), 15, 20-23
pages per minute (PPM), 154
160-161
'
painting, 1053-1080
Painting Color d ialog box
1078
'
Painting Size (Optio ns menu)
command, 1074
Painting Size dialog box, 1074
painting software,
LightningPaint. 1049-1080
palettes
Archive, 833, 836-847 861
86,!
'
'
Pattern, 1027
PanaJ\IIax, 1169
PanaMax su rge protectors
J 11
)
paper paths, laser printers
160
'
paragraph breaks, 676-678
parallel, 154

parity, 558
partitions
hard drives, 91-92,
103-106, 460-461
logical, 103
primary, 103
passive matrix LCD (liquid
crystal d isplay) monito 129
passive star topoloy. 603_'604
607
'
passwords, 460, 636-637,847
Paste (Edit menu) command
1118
'
Paste setting, LightningPaint
1076
'
pasting records, 924-925
paths, 324, 440
Pattern palette, 1027
patterns, LighrningPaint,
1062-1063
Pause (File menu) command
1094
'
Pause Game (Game menu)
command, 1095
PC _Exchange {Apple Corporation) utility, 69-70
PC Exchange (Apple) control
panel, 687-690
PC Magazine, 1123
Peachtree Software, Inc., 1162
peer-to-peer networks
622-623
'
pe n pattern, setting,
1045-1047
PenciJ tool, 1042-1043
Perceptics Corp., 1162
Pe ripheral Land disk drives
693
'
Pe ripheral Land, Inc., 1162
peripherals, 204-205
alternatives
keyboards, 239
mice, 233-239
digitizers
audio, 226
video, 215-216
graph ics tablets, 229-233
guidelines for purchasi ng
270
'

Index
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input devices, 205
scanners, 206-215
SCSI chain, 82
special-purpose, 242-246
troubleshooting, 527
video, 215-226
Personal Color Scanner
(Howtek, Inc.), 214
Personal Computer Periphe rals Corp., 1162
personal information managers, 724
Personal LaserWriter LS
(Apple), 193, 300
Personal L1serWriter NT
(Apple), 193
Personal L1serWriter NTR
(Apple), 193
Personal L1serWriter SC
{Apple), 192, 300
Pharos Technologies, Inc.,
1162
phase-change printing, see
solid inkjet printers
Phases (AppleTalk), addressing, 615
!'hone Book, printing,
949-952
Phone Number Options
dialog box, 961
8 sec Pause Before, 962
Access code option check
box,96I
Auto Log, 962
Credit card number field,
962
Insert a Prefix, 962
Local digits fields, 961
Local preftx field, 961
Log in House Ext, 962
Log Local Calls, 962
Log Long Distance, 962
Long distance prefix field,
961
Optional access code field,
961
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Phone Numbers (File menu)
command, 1083
Phone Numbers dialog box,
957, 1083
PhoneNET, 154
PhoneNET networks,
600-601, 606
PhoneNET Talk (Farallon) ,
618,620
phones, dialing, 969-973
Photonics Corp., 1162
picas, 154
PICT format, 154, 196
picture rubes, 124-125
Pinnacle Micro, 1169
Pinnacle Micro, Inc., 1162
Pioneer Valley PCUG I , 1179
pirates, software, 710
pitch, monjtors, 126-127
PIXAR, 1169
pixels, 126-127, 154, 1049
Plain text style, 1052
platens, 154
platters, 90
playing sounds, 769-770, 806,
818
PLI, 1169
Pluuen & Car's BBS, 1179
PMMU (paged memory
management unit), 15,
20-23
PMMU coprocessor, 285
Pointer Systems, 1162
pointers, 33
pointing devices, 233,
237-239
manufacturers, 238-239
mice, 234-237
presentation, 237
trackballs, 234-237
points, 154
Polygon Sides dialog box,
1024
polygons, 1024
PopChar software, 1085-1087
Portable Computing, 1123

Portable control panel,
344-345
portable Macintoshes
color display, 128
CPU configurations, 14
display capabilities,
136-137
memory specifications, 29
ROM sizes, 37-38
Portfolio Systems, Inc., 1162
ports, 1200
ADB, 204
Apple Desktop Bus (ADB),
15
SCSI (Small Computer
System Interface), 14-15,
204
enhancing, 244-245
Sound Fix, 819
serial, 15, 204, 243-244
post office, cc:Mail, 641
PostScript, 154, 165-167
clones, 165
fonts, 181-184
laser printer, 181
lase r printers, 159
typefaces, 180-181
PostScript 11, 167
Power Remote (Sophisticated), starting computer
with phone call, 247
power supply, 13, 507
Power Up Software Corp.,
1162
PowerBook, 1200
4M/8M memory-expansion
kjts, 1200
Apple HDI-30 System
Cable, 1200
Battery rechargers, 1200
Caps Lock extension, 329
color display, 128
CPU, 14, 266-267
External power adapters,
1200
Floppy Adapter, 1200
interleave settings, 101

Macintosh PowerBook
Express Modem, 1200
memory specifications, 29
memory, upgrading, 32
ROM sizes, 37-38
routers, 616
SCSI cables, 88
System 7.0.1, 290
troubleshooting, 518-519
PowerBook 160, 1196-1197
PowerBook 180, 1197
PowerBook 210, 1198
PowerBook 230, 1198
PowerKey (Sophisticated),
starting computer with
phone call, 247
PPM, (pages per minute) , 154,
160-161
Practical Peripherals, Inc.,
1162, 1169
PRAM (parameter RAM),
527-528
Praxltel, Inc., 1162
Precision Line, Inc., 1162
preferences
files, 354-355
setting
Address Book, 957
Alert, 1011-1012
general, 1010-1011
Remember? calendar
software, 1010-1017
Stufflt Lite, 861-866
Preferences (File menu)
command, 1094
Preferences (Options menu)
command, 1075
Preferences (Prefs&Help
menu) command, 957
Preferences dialog box, 861,
957-95~ 1010, 1075
options
Find at Startup, 958
Find in Address, 958
Find in Info, 958
Find in Name, 958
Preferences folder, 354-355
System settings, 528-529

Prefs&Help menu commands
Dialing Setup, 965-966
File Creators, 967
Preferences, 957
Prentke Romich Co., 1162
prepress shops, see service
bureaus
preproduction tips, printing,
197-199
presentations
multimedia, QuickTime,
370-371
pointing devices, 237
primary partitions, 103
Print (Command-P) keyboard
shortcuts, 857
Print (File menu) command,
1118
Print Envelopes (File menu)
command, 93 7
Print Envelopes dialog box,
937
print head, 154
Print Labels (File menu)
command, 943
Print Monitor, 331
Print Phone Book (File menu)
command, 949
Print Phone Book dialog box,
950
print servers, 638-639
print spool, 154
printer drivers, 154, 167-168,
180
primer fonts, 181-184
printer utilities
Adobe Type Manager
(ATM), 187
Adobe Type Reunion, 188
Font Monger (Ares
Software Corporation) ,
189
Fantastic Plus (Altsys
Corporation), 189
Fontographer (Altsys
Corporation), 189
Suitcase (Fifth Generation
Systems), 185-187

The Blue Parrot (Casa
Blanca Works, Inc.) , 189
Widgets (CE Software), 188
printers
cables, 169
checking output, 173-176
D2T2 (Dye diffusion
thermal transfer),
163-164
dot-matrix, 156
lmageWriter I (Apple),
156, 189-190
ImageWriter II (Apple),
189-190
ImageWriter LQ
(Apple) , 189-190
purchase considerations, 156-157
resolution, 156
speed, 156
dye sublimation, 163-164
echo, 575
guidelines for purchasing,
269
hardware, 170-172
Inkjet
color printing, 158
purchase considerations, 158
resolution, 157-158
speed, 157-158
StyleWriter (Apple), 190
laser, 159
capacity, 160-161
cleaning wands or pads,
159
color, 164
controllers, 159
drums, 159
engines, 160
LaserWriter (Apple),
190-191
LaserWriter lif (Apple),
192
L1SerWriter Ilg (Apple),
192
LaserWriter IlNT
(Apple), 191
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Lase rWriter fl NTX
(Apple), 191
LaserWriter IISC
(Apple), 191
LaserWritc r Plus
(Apple), 190-191
pape r paths, 160
Pe rsonal L1serWritcr LS
(Apple), 193
Personal L1serWrite r NT
(Apple), 193
Personal Laser\X'riter
NTR(Ap ple), 193
Pe rsonal L1serWrite r SC
(Apple) , 192
PostScript, 159, 181
purchase consideratio ns, 161
resolution , 161
speed, 160-161
upgrades available, 193
I.inotro nics, 162-163
maintaining, 176-177
networking, 168-169, 171
software, 172-173
solid inkjct, 163
the rmal wax transfer, 163
third-party, 194
troubleshooting, 170-1 77
lmageWriter Ll (Apple),

174-175
laser, 175-1 76
printing
envelopes, 937-943
file types, 195-197
files, occasion, 1003
fo nt lists, 769
fo ur-color, 210
labels, 943-946
Phone Boo k, Address
Book, 949-952
productio n tips, 197-199
records, 935-953
Rolode:x cards, 948-949
service bureaus, 194-201
terminology, 152-155
testing, 953
troubleshoOting, 467
see also printers
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PrinrMonitor, spoole rs, 158
PrintJ\IIon itor Documents
folder, 356
Prism , 1179
procedures, startup, 107-109
Procom Technology, Inc.,

1162
Prodigy Interactive Pe rsonal
Service, 592
Prodigy Services Co., 1162
production tips, printing,

197-199
Profiler, 385
programmable databases,

399-400
Programmer's Introduction to
the Macintosh Family, 1125
programming ResEd it,

386-395
programming languages

C++ , 400
HyperCard , 396-397
HyperTalk, 396-397
Serius Programmer,

397-399
programming software,

729-731
Programming with MacApp,

1125
programs
control panels, 333-349
cross-platform compatible,

698-702
Disk First Aid , 291
e diting, resources, 316
HyperCard, 396-397
layering, 325-326
linking, 635-636
reinstalling, 312-313
shareware
creating archives with
Srufflr Lite, 832-837
instaUing Stuffit,

831-832
System 7 Pack 3.0,

385-386
starting and passing files
to, 910-911

Terminal (Microsoft
Windows) , 663-668
see also applications;
software; utilities
project management software,

725-726
Prometheus Products, 1169
Promethe us Products, Inc.,

1162
protecting
against viruses, 863-864
drawings, 1078-1079
protocols, 563
AT command set, 566-567
data compressio n, 564-565
e rror correction, 564-565
Kermit, 575
MacBinary, 575
modem speed, 565-566
modem standards, 563-564
network, 596, 598-599
SCSI II, 244
SNA (Systems Network
Architecture), 611
status lights, 567
TCP/ fP (Transmission
Control Protocol/
Interne t Protocol), 611
XMODEM, 576
YMODEM, 576
YMODEM-G, 576
ZMODEM, 576
PSI In tegration, Inc., 1162,

1169
Publish, 1123
Publish and Subscribe,

363-367, 442-443
pu blishe rs software, 1153-

1166
punchdO\vn blocks, 603
purchase considerations,

254-281
CPUs (cen tt~tl processing
units) , 264-268
modems, 568-569
printers
dot-matrix, 156-157
inkjet, 158
laser, 161

software
licenses and registrations, 709-711
software constraints,
709
sources, 734-735
Puzzle, 294, 353
Pyro! (5th Dimension) screen
saver, 142

Q
QMS, 1169
Quadras
950 Color Addition, 329
Apple Logic Board
upgrades, 42
capturing video, 216
CPU configurations, 14
CPUs, 266
data transfer rate, 77
display capabilities,
135-136
interleave settings, 101
memory specifications, 29
ROM sizes, 37-38
System 7.0.1, 290
Quality Editor (QUED) (Nisus
Software) , 580-581
Qua ntum, 75, 1169
Quantum hard disk drives, 76
Quark Inc., 1163, 1169
QUE SOffiVARE, 1169
Quick Dial, 972-973
Quick Link II (Smith Micro
Software, Inc.), 577
QuickDraw, 35, 128-132, 165,
178-179
32-bit, 131-132
Color, 131
QuicKey exte nsion, 373-375
QuicKey macro commands,
372-373
QuicKeys, 371-375
QuickMail (CE Software),
64 1-644
QuickTime, 128, 205-207,
215-226, 370-371

Quit (File menu) command,
1118
Quit (Remember? menu)
command, 1016
QUME, 1169
QWER1Y keyboards, 240

R
Rad Data Communications,
Inc., 1163
Radius Inc., 1163, 1169
RAM, 13
disks, 384
video, 133
range numbers, network, 599
raster image processor (RI P),
162, 164
RasterOps Corp., 1163
Read Activity icon, 826
Read Corner Setting button,
827
rebuilding Desktop, 480, 528,
1115
record delimite r, 956
reco rds
Address Book, 921-922
add ing, 921-922
locating, 927-928
categories
editing, 933-934
setting, 934
changing, 926-930
copying, 924-925
deleting, 924
editing, 925-926
exporting
to database files,
954-957
to text files, 953-954
marking, searching, 932933
pasting, 924-925
pri nting, 937-953
re placing, 928-930
searching for, 930
selecting, 922-923, 931-936

by category, 934-935
marking, 931-933
printing, 935
viewing, 923-924
recovering, 537-544
deleted files, 532-535
easy recovery, 538-540
files, stuffed, 847-855
hard recovery, 540-544
recovery utilities
MacTools Deluxe, 533
Norton Utili ties, 533
Rectangle tool, 1021
recurring occasio ns, 995-997
Red Ryder shareware program, 738
reducing windows, 1087
Reflections BBS, 1179
refresh rates, 125, 127
registering
shareware, 740-741
utilities included in book
746
,
registrations, 711
reinstalling
Control Pan els, 312-313
desk accessories, 311-312
drivers, 96-99, 530
exte nsions, 311-313
fo nts, 311-312
prefe re nces, 312-313
programs, 312-313
see also instal ling
relational databases, 716
relative mode, graphics
table ts, 229
Relax Technologies, 1163
Reliable Communications,
Inc., 1163
Re member? calendar software, 744, 976-1017
Alert options, 1007
Alert preference,
1011-1012
calendars
hiding, 1009
showing, 1009
sizing, 1008
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configuring,'1004-1013
copying, 979
days, setting, 984
fonts, editing, 1008
icons
Dopey, 101 6
Grumpy, 1016
Happy, 1016
Lazy, 1016
Sleepy, 1016
Stiffy, 1016
occasions
adding, 990-993
deleting, 994
editing, 993-994
files, 999- 1004
finding, 994-995
recurring, 995-997
menu commands
About Remember?, 1015
Add New Occasion(s),
990
Calendar Only, 1015
Find an Occasion, 994
Occasion Types, 1005
Page Setup, 1015
Quit, 1016
Save Windows as, 1009
modes
Days from Today, 983
Of Interest, 982
This Month, 983
This Week, 983
Today, 982
To mon·ow, 982
mo mhs, editing, 985
preferences, 1010-1017
starting, 980
System 6, 978-980
troubleshooting,
1016-1017
Visual preferences,
1012-1013
windows, Alert, 1013-1015
window settings, saving,
988-989
year , editing, 985-987
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Remote Access (Apple) halfrouter, 639-640
remote computers, 576
re mme comrol Macinros hcs,
652-656
removing
DAs, 797
files from Items to Stuff list
box. 845
Fkeys, 804
sounds, 804, 818
Re name dialog box, 808
renam ing
DAs, 808
files, 900-901
Fkeys, 804-805
fo nts, 808
sounds, 804-805, 8 18
renumbering
DAs, 808-809
Fkeys, 805
fo nts, 808-809, 813-815
sound~805 , 8 13-815,818

re pairing directories, 535-536
Replace (Edit menu) command, 928
Replace dialog box, 928
replacing
flo ppy disk drives, 72
records
Address Book, 928-930
confirming, 930
Syste m, 529
System tile, 524-525
reports
creating, 904-906
files, arch ived, 857-858
Rescued Ite ms folder, 356-357
ResEdit, 316, 322-323,
386-387
icon resources, 391-394
modifying
resources, 388-390,
394-395
System files, 388-390
ResEdit Reference for ResEdit
Version 2. 1, 1125

resolu tion
graphics tablets, 23 1
LightningPaint, 1074-1075
monitors, 126-127
pixels, 1049
printer output, 154
printers
dot-matrix, 156
inkjet, 157-158
laser, 161
scanners, 207-208
resource codes, 389-390
resource editors, 386-395
resource tiles, 756
closing, 760
compressing and decompressing, 759-760
opening, 757-758
resolving confl icts between, 786-787
viewing, 758-759
resource forks, 387-388,
417-418
Resource Manager Apple
System error code, 1131
Resource menu commands
Create New Resource, 391
Get Resource Info, 392
Resource Resolver dialog box,
8 13
Resource Resolver utility, 790,
813-815
resource types, 389-390
resources, 750-751, 11211125
editing in mes or programs, 316
icon , changing with
ResEdit, 391-394
modi f)1ing wi th Res Edit,
388-390, 394-395
Rest of Us BBS, 1179
restori ng paragraph breaks,
678
retailers, 734-735
re u·ieving de leted files,
461-462

Retrospect backup utility, 457
Retrospect Remote backup
utility, 457
Reve rt ro Saved (File menu)
command, 1079
Revert to Snapshot (Edit
me nu) command, 1079
Revise Ale rt command, 1015
Rhein-Main Macintosh BBS,
11 79
Right Choice BBS, 1180
RlP (raster image processor),
162, 164
Rodime. 76, 1169
Rogue Valley ElecrroMail BBS,
1180
Rolodex cards, 948-949
ROM (read-only memory),
34-38
cleaning, 38
sizes, 18-19
upgrading, 39
Rotate Left (Goodies menu)
command, 1036
Rotate Right (Goodies menu)
command, 1036
rotating
shapes, 1035-1036
triangles, 1025
Rounded Rectangle tool, 1022
routers, 596-597, 616
Liaison (Farallon) software,
615, 640
Remote Access (Apple)
half-router, 639-640
rows, 576
RS422 serial ports, 155
runtime version, Frontier, 376

s
Sad Mac Codes, 93, 488-490,
11 31-1134
salespersons, gu ides for
purchasing computers,
255-256
Sappho 's Exchange BBS, 1180
Sassafras Soft'\vare, 1163

Sarori Software, 1163
Save A Copy As (File menu)
command, 1079
Save As
dialog boxes, 444
File menu command, 443,
1118
Save dialog box, 1079
Save Windows as (Remember?
menu) command, 1009
saving
drawings in different
formats, 1079-1080
files, 443-446
copies of archive,
856-857
occasion, 1001
Remember? menu window
settings, 988-989
window configurations,
1009-1010
SBT Corp., 1163
scaling images, 155
ScanMaker 600GS (Microtek
Lab, lnc.), 214
ScanMaker 600ZS (M icrotek
Lab, Inc.), 214
Scaru\<lan Model 32
(Logictech, Inc.), 215
scanners, 204-206, 211-215
color, 209-210
desktop publishing,
206-207
flatbed, 211
grayscale, 209-210
halftones, 207-208
hand-held , 211
line art, 211
resolution, 207-208
sizes, 211
Scrapbook, 294, 353-354
screen fonts, see bit-mapped
fonts
Screen Locker, 385
screen
savers, 142
snapshots, 1115

scripting languages, Frontier,
376
scripts, 576
Scripts menu, 376
Scro ll tool, 1077
scrolling, 1077
SCSI (Small Computer System
Interface), 80-89
bus, 507-513
cables, 87-89, 510
chains, 82, 85-87
chips, 512-513
display adapters, 137-138
Evaluator, 77
ID numbers, 512
ports, 14-15, 204
enhancement produCls,
245
enhancing, 244-245
Sound Fix, 819
protocol, 244
RAi\1 drives, 118
standard, 119
terminators, 510-512
.sea extension, 578
Sea/Mac BBS, 1180
Seagate, 75, 1169
search criteria, 840-853
adding files and folders to
Items to Stuff list box,
839-845
entering, 893-895
fields, 890-891
setting, 839-840
Search me nu commands
Get Name, 930
Mark, 932
Select Categories, 935
searching records, 930
marking, 932-933
within files, 896-899
Second Wave, Inc., 1163
sectors, 60-62, 9 1
bad, 491-492, 547
hard disk drive, 91
in-use, 491
size, 101
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security, 452, 459-462,
636-637
files, 460
invisible, 460
locked, 460
hard drives, 460-461
passwords, 460
software, 462
segme nting arch ive files,
868-871
Seiki Instrumems, 1169
Select commands
All (Edit menu) , 1063,
1118
Categories (Search me nu),
935
Mask (Options me nu),
1073
selecting
fonts, 1050
icons, 1115
list files, 919-920
reco rds, 922-923
Address Book, 931-936
by category, 934-935
marking, 931-933
printing, 935
shapes, 1030-1032
Selection tool, 1049,
1063-1074
self repair, 519
self-extracting archive files,
578, 866-868
separation of color, 152
serial
alternatives, 243-244
cables, 155
devices graphics tablets,
229
ports, 15, 204, 243-244
configuring software,
664-668
connecting Macintoshes
PCs, 657-658
guidelines, 684-685
hardware requirements,
658-664
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transferring files
between, 668-672
tra nslating data
berween, 674-684
using MicroPhone on
both systems,
672-674
RS422, 155
Serial Connection tool, 561
Serius Corp., 1163
Serius Programmer programming language, 397-399
servers, backups, 458
service bureaus
common problems,
199-201
priming, 194-201
production tips, 197-199
servo encoding, 90
Set Clock software, 1083-1085
Set Delimiters dialog box, 956
Set File Count dialog box, 812
Set File Count utility, 790,
811-813
Set Keyboard Controls
(Options menu) command,
1092
Set Keys dialog box, 1094
Set Type To (Command
me nu) command, 1003
setting
Address Book preferences,
957
Ale rt o ptions in Remember? calendar software,
1007
Ale rt prefe re nce,
1011-1012
clock, 1083
color, 968-969
date, 960
log o ptions, 962
pen patte rn, 1045-1047
preferences
ge neral, 1010-1011
in Remember? calendar
software, 1010-1017

sort options, 959
time, 960, 1084
User 10, 962
Visual preferences,
1012-1013
window options, 1077
setup of computer systems,
272
Shadow
dialog box, 1069
Goodies me nu command,
1069
Keep BBS, 1180
text style, 1052
shadow masks, 125
shadowing objects, 1069-1070
Shana Corp., 1163, 1169
Shangri-La BBS, 1180
shapes
drawing
from center, 1034-1035
multiple, 1033-1034
duplicating, 1033
editing, 1037-1038
enlarging, 1036-1037
erasing, 1032-1033
filli ng, 1027-1030
flipping, 1035-1036
irregular, 1026
moving, 1030-1032
rotating, 1035-1036
selecting, 1030-1032
shrinking, 1036-1037
see also objects, 1026
shared volumes, mounting,
632-634
shareware, 729, 738
included with book,
743-746
programs
Stufflt Lite, 831-837
Syste m 7 Pack 3.0,
385-386 '
protecting against viruses,
742-743
registering, 740-741

sources
BBSs (bulletin board
systems), 739-740
distribution houses, 740
Macintosh users, 739
upgrading, 74 1
utilities
AJiasZoo, 447
File Fanatic, 448
File Tools, 449

see alsu ~uftw;m:
Sharing Setup conlrol panel,
345
Sharp Electronics Corp., 1163
shielded cables, 87
Shi ft-click icons (multiple
icons) keyboard sho rtcut,
1115
Shift-Tab (previous icon)
keyboard shortcut, 1115
Shiva Corp., 1163, 1169
Show Scro ll Bars (Options
menu) command, 1077
showing cale ndars, 1009
shrinki ng shapes, 1036-1037
Sie rra On-Line, 1169
Sigma Designs, 1163, 1169
SIGs (special-interest groups),
590
Silicon Beach Soft\vare, 1163
Silver Island BBS, 1180
Silverlining (La Cie), 97
Silverscanner (LaCie, Ltd.) ,
215
SIMMs (single in-line me mory
modules), 25-26
si ngle in-line memory
modules, see SIMMs
Single Space (Scyle me nu)
command, 1052
.sit extension, 578
SITKA, 1169
Size resource, 323
sizing
calendars, 1008
crite ria, 844
envelopes, 940-941
LightningPaint fo nts, 1.051

lines, 1043-1045
Marker wol, 1056-1057
sectors, 101
skipping compressed files,
862
Sky Travel software, 1108
Sleepy (Remember? cale ndar
software) icon, 1016
slots, expansio n, 13
Slumberla nd BBS, 1180
Small Computer System
Inte rface, see SCSI
smart modems, 559-560
Smiling J"lac icon, 93
Smith Micro Software, Inc.,
1163
SNA (Systems Network
Arch itecture) , 611
snapshots of screen, 1115
socke ts, 614
Soft World BBS, 1180
SoftPC/SoftAT (Insignia
Solutio n), 695-698
Softsync/Bloc, 1164
softwa re
1-2-3 (Lotus), 702
AccessPC (Insignia
Solutions) control pane l,
690-691
Address Book, 743
autho rs, contacting,
1190-1192
backups, 455-457
Bat Filer, 744
buying
licenses and registratio ns, 709-711
software constraints,
709
sources, 734-735
calendar, Remember?,
976-1017
Canfield, 1096-1099
Carbon Copy/Mac
(M icrocom), 655-656
Columns II , 1091-1094
communications
packages (table) ,
577-578

terms, 573-576
utilities, 578-581
connecting Macintoshes to
MS-DOS-based computers, 685-693
crashes, hard disk drives,
109-110
Das Calendar, 1082-1083
Disinfectant freeware virus
prorection, 742
DiskFlash, 744
Dog Age Calculator
(Microsoft Excel)
spreadsheet, 1099
DOS Mounter (Dayna
Communications)
contro l panel, 691-692
DOSDiai-In (Shiva), 620
Dropper, 1094-1096
E-mail (Electronic mail),
640-644
editing, Adobe PhotoShop,
208-212
evaluating, 732
manufacturers, 733· 734
technical support,
732-733
evaluating needs, 712
accounting, 722-724
communications
packages, 717-718
databases, 715-716
desktop publishing,
719-720
forms management,
725-726
graphics packages,
720-721
groupware, 724-725
integrated software
packages, 716-717
personal information
managers, 724
project management,
725-726
spreadsheets, 714-715
statistical, 725·726
cypes of software,
712-713
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utilities, 717
video production, 722
word processors, 714
FastBack (Fifth Generatio n
Software), 699
flow control, 559
FoxBase+/Mac (Microsoft
Corporation), 701
Golf Analyst (HyperCard),
1100-1101
Hard Disk ToolKit (FWB),
105
HD SC Sentp, 95-96
Juggler Utilities, 744
Klondike, 1096-1099
LightningPaint, 744
MacAmortize, 1101-1104
Macintosh
Toolbox, 35-36
Madness, 1090-1091
Mastet:Juggler, 744
Menu Planner ll
(HyperCard) software,
1104-1108
MicroPhone (Software
Ventures), 664-674
Microsoft E.xcel, 700-701
Omnis 7 (Blyth Software),
702
painting, LightningPaint,
1049-1080
PC Exchange (Apple)
contro l panel, 687-690
PhoneNET Talk (Farallon),
618-620
pirates, 710
PopChar, 1085-1087
printers, 172-173
publishers, 1153-1166
Red Ryder shareware, 738
Remember?, 744
routers, 616
security, 462
Set Clock, 1083-1085
Sky Travel, 1108
SoftpC/SoftAT (Insignia
Solution), 695-698
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sources
comm ercial, 727
creating personal,
729-731
freeware, 729
shareware, 729
vertical-market, 727-729
Stufflt Deluxe (Aladdin
Software), 738
Stuffl t Lite, 744
Stufflt shareware, 738
SuperClock! freeware, 742
System 7 networks, 622623
AppleShare, 638-639
File Sharing, 623-637
Remote Access, 639-640
Timbuknt Remote
(Farallon Computing,
Inc.), 653-655
troubleshooting, 469-470
upgrading, 734
utilities
Bat Filer, 447
directory repair, 535
disk, 544-546
Disk Tools, 448
DiskTop, 447
extensions managers,
478
File Director, 447
GOfer, 447
HandOff, 449
MacTools Deluxe, 545
Microcom, 545
Norton Utilities, 449,
533,544
Now Utilities, 450
Tiles, 451
utility, 142-143
Vantage (BaseLine Publishing), 675-684
video, 225-226
\Vhite Knight communicatio ns, 738
WindowShade, 1111-1112
WingZ (Informix), 702

Word (Microsoft Corporation), 699-700
ZoomBar , 1087-1090
see also applications;
programs; utilities
Software Publishers Association (SPA) , 710-711
Software Ventures Corp.,
1164, 1169
Solana Electronic, 1164
solid inkjet p rinters, 163
Solutions Inc., 1164
Sonoma Online BBS, 1180
Sony Corp., 76, 1164, 1170
Sophisticated Circuits, Inc.,
1164
sorting files
archived, 859
lists, 902-903
Sound control panel, 345-346
Sound Converter, 790,
815-818
Sound Fix utility, 790, 819
Sounding Board BBS, 1180
sounds, 751, 1119
assign ing to fu nctions,
770-773
audio digit izers, 226-229
copying, 803-804
groups, 805-806
playing, 769-770, 806, 818
removing, 804, 818
renaming, 804-805, 8 18
renumbering, 805,
813-815, 818
suitcases, 817-818
video, 220-221
viewing, 769-770
SPA (Software Publishers
Association) , 710-711
speakers, setting volume, 773
sp ecial characters, accessi ng,
1085-1087
Special menu commands,
Erase Disk, 59, 105
special-interest groups (SIGs) ,
590

special-purpose peripherals,
242-246
Specialized Compute r
Syste ms, 1164
specifications, memory, 28-29
Spectrum Holobyte, 11 70
Spectrum Maclnfo BBS, 1180
Spectrum , The BBS, 1180
speed
data, 557
hard disk drives, 76-79
modem protocols, 565-566
network ratings, 612-613
netwo rks, 608
printers
dot-matrLx, 156
inkjet, 157-158
laser, 160-161
Speed of light BBS, 1180
spirals, drawing, 1040-1042
spoo lers, print, 154, 158
Spray Paint tool, 1059-1061
fill patterns, 1059-1080
optio n, 1061
spreadsheets, 714-715
Springboard Software, 1164
SQL (Structured Query
Language), 332
squares, drawing, 1021-1022
stacks, HyperCal'd , 396-397
Stacks R Us/WCTV BBS, 11 80
Standard Notification setting
(Remembe r? calend ar
software) , 1006
Standard setting,
(Lightni ngPaint), 1076
standards, modems, 563-564
SCSI, 119
SCSI-II , 119
Stanford MUG BBS, 118 1
star topologies, 603-605
Starburst to ol, 1040
starbursts, drawing, 1040
StarLine BBS, 1181
Start Manager, 108
starting
Address Book, 9 18-920
applications, 782
Bat Filer, 879-881

FKey/Souncl Mover,
801-802
Fonr/DA Mover, 792-793
Font/DA Utility (ALSoft),
807
Macintosh . 106-109
Masterjuggler, 753-754
programs and passing ftles
tO, 910-911
Re me mber? calendar
software, 980
Stuffit Lite, 832-833
startup
clean System, 526-527
disks, 62
switch lau nch ing, 473
viruses, 471-472
drives, default, 106-107
p rocedures, 107-109
process, 501-502
trou bleshooting, 520-525
Startup Disk control pane l,
347
Startup Disk icon, 106-107
Startup Items folder, 355-356
StartUp Manager, 385
stationery icons, 407
stationery pad files, 320-321
statistical software, 725-726
status display, 865
sta tus lights, 567
ste p-down transformer, 44 ,
507
stictio n, 110-111, 513
Stiffy (Re membe r? calendar
software) icon, 1016
StOp bits, 558-559
Storage Dimensions, 1164,
1170
Stretch dialog box, 1036
st rings, records (Address
Book) , 928
stripping control characters,
907-910
Structured Query Lwguage,
see SQL
Stude nt Exchange BBS, 1181
Stuff dialog box, 837

stuffi ng
ftles. 845-855
alias o riginals, 862
see also compressing;
unstuffi ng
Stufflt, 578, 738
Stuftlt 1.5.1, 860
Stufflt Classic, 860
Smftlt Deluxe (Aladdin
Software), 579, 738
Stuffit Lite, 744
archive files, 855-866
adding files, 83 7-84 7
creating, 832-837
deleting, 846, 850-851
fo lders, 853-855
labeling, 853
retrieving information,
851-853
segmenting and joining,
868-871
self-ex'tracting, 866-868
unstuffing, 849-850
files
encrypting, 847
stuffing, 845-846
installing, 83 1-832
ite ms to Stuff List, 845
preferences, 861-866
search crite ria, 839-845
starting, 832-833
Stu fflt Lite 3.0 (Aladdin
Systems, Inc.), 579-580
Smfflt Lite Install dialog box,
832
Style menu commands
1-1/2 Space, 1052
Align Left, 1052
Align Middle, 1052
Align Right, 1052
Double Space, 1052
Single Space, 1052
styles
text
Bold, 1052
combining, 1052
Condense d, 1052
Ex-rended , 1052
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Italic, 1052
LightningPaint,
1051-1053
occasion types,
1007-1008
Outline, 1052
Plain, 1052
Shadow, 1052
Underline, 1052
type, 155
StyleWriter (Apple), l5R, 190
styluses, graphics tablets,
229-233
subscription services, 13 7
Suitcase (Fifth Generation
Systems), 185-187
suitcase files, 294-297, 756
closing, 802-803, 807-808
creating, 795-796, 803
opening, 793-794,
802-803, 807-808
sound , 817-818
suite of System tools, Now
Utilities, 384-385
Summagraphics Corp., 1164,
1170
Sunnyvale Fido Con nection
BBS, 1181
Sunshine Online Service BBS,
1181
Super Boomerang, 385
SuperCiock! freeware
program, 742
Supe rDrive, 56, 64-67, 685
SuperMac Hardware, 1170
SuperMac Software, 1170
SuperMac Technologies, 1164
superstore dealers, purchasing Macintoshes, 278
supertwist (Film Supe rtwist
Nematic), 129
support, technical, 549-551
Supra Corp., 1164
surge protectors, 111
Survivor Software Ltd ., 1164
switch boxes, 594
switch launching (startup
disk), 473
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switching
applications, 781
betwee n windows, 785· 786
keyboards, layouts, 1186
Symantec, Corp., 1164, 1170
Symmetry, 1170
synchronous transmission
versus asynchronous, 557
Synergy Software, 1164
SynOptics Communications,
Inc., 1164
SyQuest media drives,
114-115
Sysops (System Operators),
588
Systat, Inc., 1164
Syste m, 283
beep, 770-771
clean install, 173
Connection, 1165
Disks, 293, 471, 499
Apple File Exchange,
360
Fonr, 358
Tidbits, 359
ele ments, removing with
Installe r, 309-310
error codes, Apple,
484-488
Disk, 1130
File, 1129
general, l128
1/0, 1128
Memory \-tanager, 11 30
Resource Manager,
1131
e rrors, 466-467
extensions, 327-328
950 Color Additon, 329
Caps Lock, 329
network. 329-330
Tune-Up, 328
files, 316-318, 524-525
corrupted, 478-479
deleting, 297-298
modifYing with ResEdit,
388-390
resources, 387-388

Folder, 106, 315-316
automatically created,
357-358
heap, 475
installing, 289-313
maintenance, 545-549
fragme ntation, 547-548
inspections, 546
virus checking, 546-547
Preferences folder,
528-529
reinstalling, 549
replacing, 529
software resources,
750-751
startup, 62, 106- 109,
526-527
tools, 96, 384-385
tricks, 141-142
troubleshooting, 525-530
versions, 498
System 6, 284
DiskFiash, 825
printer drivers, 168-169
Remember? calendar
software, 978-980
upgrading to System 7
advantages and disadvantages, 285-287
System 6.0.X, 294
Communications Toolbox,
560-561
INJTs, 327
System 6.0.x, hard disk drives,
92
System 7, 284-285
aliases, 369-370
Apple Events, 367-369
automating System, 371
contro l panels, 333·334
Brightness, 334
Color, 334-335
Easy Access, 335·337
File Sharing Monitor,
337
General Controls,
337-338
Keyboard, 339

System Technology Corp.
utilities, 381, 1165
Cursor Fixer, 382
Ha ndOff, 382-383
Maxima, 384
Now Utilities, 384-385
System 7 Pack 3.0, 385-386
Systematic Computer Services, 1165
systems, operati ng, 283
Systems Network Architecture
(SNA), 611

Labels, 339-340
Map, 340
Me mory, 340-342
Monitors, 342-343
Mouse, 343
Network, 343-344
Portable, 344-345
Sharing Setup, 345
Sound , 345-346
Startup Disk, 347
Users & Groups, 347
Views, 347-350
DiskFlash, 825
e nhancements, 288
ex-tensions, PC Exchange

69-70,327
Finder, 318

T
I

Finder-enhancement
utilities, 377-381
folders, 357-358
Font/DA Mover ucility,

798-801
formatter, 293
Frontier, 376
hard disk drives, 90-99
networking software,

622-623
AppleShare, 638-639
File Sharing, 623-637
Remote Access, 639-640
new fean1res, 363
Pack 3.0, 385-386
printer drivers, 168-169
Publish and Subscribe

363-367

I

QuicKeys, 371-375
QuickTime, 370-371
ResEdit, 386-395
System file, 316-318
Tu ne-Up, 290-298
upgrading to, 289-313
advantages and disadvantages, 285-287
System 7.0.1, installing

290-298

I

System 7.0.X, Communications Toolbox, 560-561

Tab key (ne~'t icon) keyboard
shortcut, 1115
tablets, graphics, 229-233
accu racy, 230-231
relative and absoluce
modes, 229
Tagged Image File Format see
TIFF
I
Take Snap-shot (Edit menu)
com mand, 1079
tape drives, 53, 117-118
TCP/IP (Transmission Control
Pro tocol/I nterne t Protocol)

611

I

TeachText, 325, 429-430
Technical Introduction to the
Maci ntosh Family, 1125
technical support, 549-551

1166-1170

I

evaluating, 732-733
Technology Works, 1165

1170

I

TektronLx, 1170
Telebit Corp., 1165
telebridges, 641
Te lemac BBS, 1181
Teleware, Inc., 1165
template resources, 394
see also stationery icon
Temporary Items folder 357
Terminal (M icrosoft Wi~
dows) program, 663-668
termi nal-emulatio n mo des

VT XXX, 576

Vf102, 561
terminals, configuring, 576

584-585

I

te rminating netwo rks,

606-607
termination
power, 89
SCSI chains, 85-87
terminators, SCSI, troubleshooting, 510-512
testi ng printing, 953
text
adding, 1049
aligning, 1052
auto wrap, 574
editors, 580-581
e ntering into occassions

998-999

I

files, 561
exporting w, 953-954
formatting, 906-907
Macintosh, converting
for MS-DOS-based
compuce rs, 681-684
MS-DOS, cleaning to
send to Macintoshes

674-680

I

stripping control
characters, 907-910
rows, 576
styles, 1051-1053
Bold, 1052
combining, 1052
Condensed, 1052
Ex1:ended, 1052
in occasio n types,

1007-1008
Italic, 1052
Outline, 1052
Plain, 1052
Shadow, 1052
Underline, 1052
typing, 1049
Text File Transfe r tool 561
1:ext Style dialog box, io13
1ext tool, 1049

TfY, 561

Index
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The Human Intetface
Guideline: The Apple
Desktop Intetface (Addison
Keys \X'esley), 1116
the rmal wax transfer printers,
163
ThinNet cabling, 609
third-party
printers, 194
tools, 561
32-bit
addressing mode, 20-23,
32-34
QuickDraw, 131-132
This Month (Remember?
menu) mode, 983
This Week (Remembe r?
menu) mode, 983
Thor Manufacturing, 1165
Thunderware, Inc., 1165
Tidbits disks, 359
Cache Switch control
panel, 359
Close View control panel,
359-360
TIFF (fagged Image File
Format)
files, 196
graphics format, 155
Tiles (CE Software) utility,
380-381, 451
Timbuktu Remote (Farallon
Computing, Inc.), 653-655
time, setting, 960, 1084
Time Arts, Inc., 1165
Time Independe nt Escape
Sequence,560
timeouts, 155
TIMESLIPS, 1170
Timeworks, Inc., 1165
Today (Reme mber? menu)
mode, 982
Token Talk, 301
Phase 2 extension, 330
Prep extension, 330
Tomo rrow (Remember?
me nu) mode, 982
Tom's BBS, 1181
toner cartridges, 159-160
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Toolbox, 34-36
Macintosh software, 35-36
managers, 35
QuickDraw, 35
tools
Area Fill, 1028
Brush, 1053-1055
options, 1055-1056
reshaping, 1054-1055
Edit Shapes, 1037
Freehand, 1026
Lasso, 1031
Line, 1043-1047
Marker, 1055-1059
Oval, 1022
Pencil, 1042-1043
Rectangle, 1021
Rounded Rectangle, 1022
Scroll, 1077
Selection, 1049, 1063-1080
Spray Paint, 1059-1061
fill patters, 1059-1080
options, 1061
Starburst, 1040
System suite, 384-385
Text, 1049-1050
troubleshooting, 468
Tools disks , 293
topologies, network, 601-605
total addressable memory, 33
trackballs, 235-237
mice, 234-237
track sectors, 60·62
Trading Post BBS, 1181
training for computer users,
272-274
trans fe rring fi les
between archive ftles, 859
between Macintoshes a nd
PCs, 668-672
translating
data between Macintoshes
and PCs, 674-684
file formats, 427-428
transmission, synchronous
versus asynchronous, 557
Transmissio n Control
Prorocol/l nternet Protocol
(TCP/IP), 611

transporting floppy disk
drives, 67
Trash Can icon, 324
Trash Chute, 319
trees, 445
TrendTec BBS, 1181
Tri-Data Systems, lnc., 1165
triangles, rotating, 1025
Trik, Inc., 1165
Trimar USA, Inc., 1165
Tripp Lite, 1170
trojan horses, 481-483
troubleshooting, 466-474
applications, 530-531
batteries, 517
buses, SCSI, 507-513
buzzing, 518
cable connections, 498
common problems,
474-494
Control Panel, 475-478,
520-524, 529-530
corrupted files, 478-479
Desktop, 479-481, 528
directories, corrupted,
492-493, 499
d isks
crashes, 531-545
drives, 491-495
displays, 518
double-checking key
factors, 498-502
drivers, corrupted, 493-494
drives, floppy disks, 516
duplicating problem, 467
error codes, 483-490
hardware, 488-490
manufactu re r, 490
System errors, 484-488
extensions, 475-478,
520-524, 529-530
file limitations, 480-481
fire, 518
hard disks, 513-516
corrupt drivers, 515-516
dead, 514-515
sectors, 491-492

hardware 470-471
'
502-519
connections, 473-474
flow chart, 503-505
insufficient disk space
494
'
isolating the problem,
499-500
logic board, 516
Mac Plus, 505
mo nitors, 518
ne tworks, 647-649
p e riphei~II S, 527
power supply failure, 507
PowerBooks, 518-519
printers, 170-177
Re membe r? cale ndar
software, 1016-1017
self repair, 519
smoke, 518
software, 469-470
startup, 520-525
startup process, 501-502
System problems, 525-530
tools, 468
trojan horses, 481-483
viruses, 481-483, 499
zapping PRAM , 527-528
True Basic, Inc. , 1165
TrueType fo nts, 179-180
Truevision, Inc., 1165
"ri"Y (TeleType) tool 561 576
Tulin Corp., 1165. 1i 70 '
Tune-Up, 293, 310-311 328
>
367
Turn Mask Off (Options
me nu) command 1074
Turn Mask On (Options
men u) command, 1074
turning off Diskflash, 825-826
lVs or VCRs, placing mo ni tor
images o n, 219-220
24-bit addressing mode.
2 J -23, 32-34
twisted-pair cable, 600-601
609-610
I

I

types
codes, 419-423, 883-884,
912-913, 1134-1152
families, 155
fonts, 177-18 l
resources, 389-390
sryles, 155
Type menu, 1005
typefaces, 155 , 177
PostScript. 180-181
typing text in drawings, 1049

u
U.S. Robotics, Inc., 1165
1170
'
Unde rline text style, 1052
Undo (Edit me nu) command
103~ 111 7
'
Universal Coordinated Time
(UTC). 1084
unlocki ng files. 899
unshielded twisted pair cable
609-610
'
unstuffing archived files,
848-850, 856
see also decompressing;
stuffing
unre rminated d evices, 90
upgradi ng
accele rators, 43-49
CPUs criteria, 39-41
laser printers, 193
logic boards, 41-43
Macintosh Classic, 46
Macintosh II family, 48-49
Macintosh LC. 46-47
Macintosh Plus, 44-45
Maci ntosh SE/30, 47
Maci ntosh SEs, 45-46
me~ory, special con11guranons and requirement
28-31
'
ROMs, 39
shareware, 74 1
software, 734
System, 289-313
lO System 7.0.1 , 290-298

used computers, purchasing
280-281
'
Userne t, 872
user grou ps, 739
guides for purchasing
computers, 259
User ID dialog box, 962-963
Userland, Inc., 1165
users
guides for purchasing
computers, 254-255
setting up in File Sharing
software, 625-628
Users & Groups control
panel, 347
UTC (Universal Coordinated
Time) , 1084
utilities, 717
Access PC (Insignia
Solutions), 70
Adobe Type Manager
(ATM), 187
Adobe Type Reunion, 188
AliasZoo (shareware), 447
Apple File Exchange (AFE) ,
69-70, 360 , 685-687
backups
DiskFit Pro, 457
fastBack II, 457
MacTools Deluxe, 457
Norto n Utilities, 457
Retrospect, 457
Retrospect Remote 457
Bat Filer, 447, 877-913
Blue Parrot, The (Casa
Blanca Works, Inc.), 189
Compactor. 580
data communications,
578-581
directo ry repai r, 535
disk, 544-546
MacTools Deluxe, 545
Microcom, 545
Norton Utilities, 544
Disk Tools, 448
DiskTop, 447
DOS Mounte r (Dayna
Com munications) , 70
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extensions managers, 478
File Director, 447
File Fanatic (shareware),
448
File Tools (shareware), 449
Finder-enl1ancement, 377
At Ease, 377-378
DiskTools, 379-380
DiskTop, 378-379
File Director, 379-380
Tiles, 380-381
Font Monger (Ares
Software Corporation),
189
Fantastic Plus (Altsys
Corporation), 189
Fontographer (Altsys
Corporation), 189
GOfer, 447
1-landOff, 449
HandOff II (Connectix),
322
included in book, 743-746
MacLink Plus (DataViz),
692-693
Mastei:}uggler, 790-791
FKey/Sound Mover,
790, 801-806
Font/DA Mover, 790-800
Fonr/DA Utility, 790,
806-811
juggler Reducer, 790,
818-819
MJ File Finder, 791,
819-820
MJ Settings Copier, 791,
821-822
Resource Resolver, 790,
813-815
Set File Count, 790,
811-813
Sound Converter, 790,
815-818
Sound Fix, 790, 819
networks (table) , 645
Narron Utilities, 449
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Now Utilities, 450
PC Exchange (Apple
Corporation), 69-70
printer
\'\fidgets (CE Software),
188
Quality Editor (QUED)
(Nisus Software) ,
580-581
recovery, 537-544
MacTools Deluxe, 533
Norton Utilities, 533
software, 142-143
Stuftlt, 578
Stuffit Deluxe (Aladdin
Systems, Inc.), 579
Stufflt Lite 3.0 (Aladdin
Systems, Inc.), 579-580
Suitcase (Fifth Generation
Systems) , 185-187
System, 381
Cursor Fixer, 382
HandOtT, 382-383
Maxima, 384
Now Utilities, 384-385
System 7 Pack 3.0,
385-386
text editors, 580-581
Tiles, 451
Vantage desk accessory
(Baseline Publishers),
580
see also applications;
programs

v
Vantage (BaseLine Publishing)
cleaning MS-DOS text files,
675-684
Vantage desk accessory
(Baseline Publishers), 580
VCRs or TVs, placing monitor
images on, 219-220
vendors drives (list), 119-121
Verify (Command-Y) keyboard shortcut, 857

verifYing
archived files, 857
fille writes, 862-863
VersaTerm (Synergy Software), 577
versions, System, 498
vertical blanking intervals,
125
vertical-market software,
727-729
video, 1200
capntring, 215-226
digitizers, kludges, 215-219
display boards, 13
placing monitor images on
VCRs or TVs, 219-220
production software, 722
products, 222-226
RAM, 133
software, 225-226
sounds, 220-221
video-capture
products, 204
solution, kludges, 217
View menu, 410, 1119
view options, 865
viewing
files, 409-413
folder contents, 432
fonts, 414, 764
icons, 415
lists, 415
records, 923-924
resource ftles, 758-759
sounds, 769-770
Viewing Records window, 928
Views control panel, 347-350,
414
virtual
disk drive, 384
memory, 20-23
viruses, 481-483, 499, 546-547
protection, 742-743,
863-864
startup disks, 471-472
Visions BBS, 1181
Visual preferences setting,
1012-1013

volumes
Bat Filer, 881
bit maps, 63
info rmation block, 63
mounting shared, 632-634
VT xxx terminal-e mulation
configuratio ns, 576
V l'l 02 tool, ;61

w
Wacom Technology, Inc.,
1166, 11 70
WANs (wide area networks),
597
Wardco Holdings, 1166
warranties, hard disk drives,
80
Welcome dialog box, 298
wet floppy disks, reading,
70-71
What's Happening window,
982-989
what-you-see-is-what-you-get
(WYS f\'<'YG) , 385, 406
\X1hite House/NJMUG BBS,
1181
White Knight communications
program (The freeSoft
Company), 578, 738
wide area ne tworks (WANs),
597
Widgets (CE Software) , 188
Winchester drive, 11 3
Window Manager, 35
windows, 1116
active, 4 13-414
arch ive, 835-836
Bat filer clements, 881-882
closing, 1 J 14
configurations, 1009-1010
File Information, 851
Find, 438
Mo useLoc, 1049
moving, 1115
options, 1077
re ducing. 1087

Remember? cale ndar
software
Alerr, 1013-1015
sertings, 988-989
switching be tween ,
785-786
Viewing Records, 928
Whar"s Happening, 982989
zooming. 1115
Windows (Microsoft Corpo ratio n) Terminal terminalemulatio n program,
663-668
WindowShade software,
1111-1112
WingZ (ln formix) crossplatform compatibility. 702
Wizard BBS, J 181
Word (Microsoft Corporation)
cross-platform compatibility, 699-700
word processors. 714
word wrap
setting, 681
WordPe rfect cross-platform
compatibiliry, 701-702,
1170
Workstation Techno logies,
Inc., 1166
WORM drives, 117
Write Corner Setting butto n,
827
Write-Once Read-Many. see
Worm
Wyoming Software Corp.,
1166
\VYSIWYG (what-you-see-iswhat-you-get). 385, 406

Data, 576
File, 56!
year, editing, 985-987
YMOOEM data transfe r
protocol, 576
YMODEM-G data transfer
p ro tocol , 576
zapping PRAM , 527-528
Zedcor, lnc., 1166
ZenWedgie BBS, 1181
ZMODEM data transfe r
protocol, 576
Zone Time Oiff. (file me nu)
command, 1084
Zone Time Oiff. dialog box,
1084
zones, 596, 605-606
Zoo BBS, 11 81
Zoo System BBS, 1181
Zoom controls, 1047-1048
Zoom Te le phonics. Inc., 1166
ZoomBar software, 1087-1090
zooming windows. 1115

X-Z
X-onJX-off flow control, 559
X-rays, floppy disks, 68
Xerox Imaging Systems, 1166
XMODEM transfer protocols,
576

Index
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Free Catalog!
Mai l us this registration form today.
and we'll send you a free cn talog
featuring Que's complete line o f
best-selling books.

2. How many compute r boob do you
buy a year?
0 I o r less

0
0
0

2-5

6-10
More tha n 10
3. How many Que books do you own·?

No~ tnt

0 1
0
0
0

lllll'

rtlo•R<'(

6-10
More than 10

this software?
Less than 6 months
6 months to I year
1-3 years
0 More than 3 year'
5 . What influenced your purchase
of this Que book?
0 Per,on;tl recomme ndat ion
0 Adveni ,emcnl
0 In-store d i ~pl ay
0 Price
0 Que catalog
0 Que mailing
0 Que's reputation
0 Other:-- - - - -- -

0
0
0

Plea.w! 1·/reck tile opproprime Wl.nrers:
I . Whe re did you buy your Que book?
0 Bookstore (name:
)
0 Computerstorc(name: _ __ )
0 Ca talog (n ame:
)
0 Direct from Q ue

0

Other: - - - -

7. Wlmt do you like he.ll about t hi'
Que book"!

:!-5

4 . How long have you been U\ing

ZI P

6. How would you rate the overall
content of the book"!
0 Ver y good
0 Good
0 Sat i,factor y
0 Poor

8. What do you like lt•ast aboutthb
Que book?

9. Did you buy thi' book with your
per\onal fund'?
Ye'

0

0

No

10. Plea'e fee l free to li\l any other
com'menl\ you may have about
th i' Que book.

oue

Order Your Que Books Today!
~ ..Ill'-'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

c ..m

Method of Payment:
C heck 0

Trlk

!Pk"'" .:ndo'e on cn,dnpc. l

Charge My: VISA 0

.un

Ma,tcrCard 0

American Ex pre's 0

Plmnl'Nu (

Ord~r

:"Jo.

T itk·

Q ty.

Price

'litta l

You can FAX your order to 1-3 17-513-2583. O r call 1-800-428-533 1. ext. ORDR In order d irect.
Suhtolal
Plea\C add $2.50 pe r t itle for s hipping and hand ling.
Shipping & Handl ing

Total

oue - - - - - -- - - - - -
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These Dislcs are Choclc
Full of Great Commercial
& Shareware Programs!
""'------...... Over $SO Value in Free Software! Plus,
all the secrets you can find in one dossier!

Here~

what you get:

AISofts MasterJugglerThis portion of AfSofts Power
Utilities helps you manage
fonts, sounds, Fkey:s, and
desk accessories

Bat Filer makes file
management easier

Control fonts and all
your Desktop items
with MasterJuggler
r;:;--o::::;::::::::-~

AISofts MasterJuggler
Utilities-Fine-tune
your customization
w ith MasterJuggfer
Make your Mac more fun
with the MasterJuggfer extras

Diskflash-lndicates hard disk activity
Stufflt Ute--Compresses and decompresses files
Remember7-Keeps track of important dates and meetings
Set Clock-Synchronizes your computer clock
Das Calendar-Pop up your daily schedule at any time
PopChar---lmports special type charaaers
ZoomBar-Reduces screen clutter
Klondike-A popular solitaire game thar will leave you breathless
Madness-Shoot your obstinate Macintosh with this shareware
Columns 11---Challenge your sense of spacial orientation
Dropper-After you've mastered Columns II, try this game
WindowShade-This free screen saver really helps close windows
MacArnortize--Computes complex loan amorrizarion schedules
Menu Planner l~et an extensive recipe database along wilh
help planning meals and crearing shopping lists
Dog Age Calculator-Compute your dog's age in people years

Bat Filer- You can
manage g ro ups of fifes quickly and
easily w ith this shareware program

your important
addresses w ith
this handy
address and
phone list

\~~;i;;;;;;;;;;~::::ll manager

W
Keep all
your contacts information
right at the Desktop with
Address Book

UghtningPaint helps you
create awesome graphics
LightningPaintCreate logos and other graphic art
w ith this powerful drawing program

Go where no
man has gone
with a Mac
beforeSky Travel

Sl<y Travel-Turn your
Mac into a planetarium
and chart the maj or
constellations, stars,

n:ets~.~~~~
and pla:
For those who can't
get enough solitaire,
heres another, more
challenging version

canfielda card game
not for the frlint
__.
of heart

__

Oues Big
Analyze your
golf scores by
Golf Analyst-Keep
track of golf scores and stroke and
estimate handicaps handicap with
Golf Analyst

Mac Secrets
is all this & more.
Just follow the expert tips,
strategies, and suggestions
inside for the best Mac
performance possible!

-

For step-by-step
information on
using and installing
the programs,
see Chapter 1 7.

~------=---

--~~--_/

BIG
MAC®
SECRE.I:S
Pssst! You want to know a few good secrets?
They're all inside. Yep. This imaginative and
practical guide to better, faster, and funner Mac
computing is just waiting to help you. Make your
Mac more powerful without spending thousands.
What's more? Add robust and useful utilities to
your Mac with those featured on the two included
disks.
Our Mac gurus Ken Maki and Mark Bilbo have
compiled some of the best secrets and
undocumented Mac power strategies-and
combined them with some amazing utilities. You'll
wonder how you ever got along without Big Mac
Secrets!
Just a Sample of What You Get:

,.j" , . - • .,.

MasterJuggler -manages
fonts, sounds, Fkeys, desktop
items, and more

LightningPaint -turns you
into a graphic artist with
impressive paint capabilities

Remember? -helps you keep
important dates in mind

ZoomBar- shrinks your
windows for more screen
space

Stufflt Lite-manages,
compresses, and
decompresses files
Bat Filer-quickly organizes
and sorts groups of directories
and files

Canfield - an intense game of
solitaire never hurt anybody
More! More! More!

See Inside Back Cover
for a Better Look!

INFORMATION
CENTER
@

Q INT ) ADV)

QHOW TO JREFERENCE)

QMAC)
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